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COVER ARTWORK

The cover artwork comprises the author’s photograph of a 
carved relief on the inside stone wall of the Church of the Cross and 
the  Resurrection which is located within Saint Anthony monastery 
near the Red Sea, Egypt. 

Jesus is depicted not as the Lord nor as the crucified lamb of 
God but as one whom children know and trust as the way and 
the truth and the life. Even the little lambs draw near to him. 

Jesus is more than a prophet because he not only speaks the 
Father’s will and fulfills prophecy, he also embodies the perfect 
will of the heavenly Father as no prophet on earth has ever done 
to the salvation of all humanity. It is for this reason that the 
children gather around him as they never gathered around any 
other prophet in such a universally enduring way.

In this relief, Jesus is portrayed as the friend of the innocent, 
adoring and trusting affections and faith of the children because 
he is wholly available. He is fully a loving and good father. He is 
fully present. He is fully appreciative, supportive and respectful 
of each child. He has each child’s interests at heart, at every age 
level and for every need they have as they grow up to spiritual 
maturity.

The children are not receiving any material goods from Jesus. 
He is not dispensing toys or books or sweet foods or gold. He is 
sharing himself and all that he is. It is this that the children are 
attracted to. It is who Jesus is that is so appealing to the children. 
He is a complete person, as each child intuitively understands 
himself and herself to be a complete person. Child-like faith is 
not broken, not cursed, not damaged, not shackled by fear and 
unbelief. The children recognise their kind of faith in Jesus.

It is the promise of having Jesus’ relationship with God that is 
most appealing to the children. Around him they feel safe. 
Because he is near they can venture into new things and feel 
secure that they will never go astray. Because his words are the 
truth they feel that they can always look to him for guidance as 
they grow and change and learn. Because Jesus and the Father 
are constantly one will they look to having the exact same 
relationship with God in their own journey into human maturity 
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as Jesus came to have in his. One child is thinking of a question 
put to him by his own mother: “What do you want to be when 
you grow up?” His reply is, “I want to be like Jesus.” 

The deepest sense of belonging to the very Source of life and 
happiness thrills each child, regardless of how well they can 
speak about it. Seeing the Father Fusion of Jesus confirms for 
each child what the nature of life is for them. In Jesus, loving 
God as a heavenly Father indwelling his or her spirit and mind is 
cause enough for loving each other as a spiritual sibling. The 
picture is complete: we are sons and daughters of God.

The carved relief on the inside stone wall of “The Church of the Cross and the 
Resurrection” within Saint Anthony monastery, in part depicting the children 
with Jesus on the right beside an onlooking angel,  guardian of the life record of 
each child.

The Father Fusion Of Jesus — The Christian Gospel
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DRAMATIS PERSONAE
The names of people and places in this book are listed alphabetically 
according to the area of activity. Should you want to reference a 
person, first recall in which location the person is found in the story. 

PEOPLE

Dead Sea People
• Abner the ascetic. Chief of the Essene community formerly of 

Qumran but relocated to Amman, Jordan as leader of the 
Kingdom of heaven movement, the purest rendition of Jesus’ 
gospel, opposed to the Christianity movement of Peter and later 
Paul.

• Eli. Inquirer of John the Baptist for Gamaliel. 
• Essenes. Prayerful community at Qumran by the northwestern 

tip of the Dead Sea, vigorously opposed to the spiritual 
corruption they saw in the Jerusalem temple priests.

• Imry. A son of Kenanyah and his wife Karni, who was about to 
be baptised by John the Baptist, he wanted to know what it 
meant to be baptised with the Holy Spirit and with fire.

• John the Baptist (Prophet Yohanan, a Dead Sea Essene) 
• Micah. A leading disciple of John the Baptist; spread the word 

that John had found the Messiah; took John’s question to Jesus.
• Mikha’el, a Jordanese Jew from Irbid who was baptised by John 

just before Jesus.
• Samuel. The less ambitious brother of Micah, disciples of John 

the Baptist.
Dead Sea Places

• Aenon Crossing between the cities of Israel’s Shechem (Salim or 
today’s Nablus: John 3:23) and Jordan’s Jarash. 

• Ajloun, Jordan: Eliyyahu’s city. 
• Bethany Beyond The Jordan.
• Dead Sea.
• En Gedi and nearby Masada.
• Gennesars. The Sea of Galilee.
• Jordan River and River Jordan Valley. 
• Pella Camp. Site of John the Baptist’s most northern baptismal 

crossing point at today’s Sheikh Hussein Crossing.
• Pella Crossing between Israel’s Beit She’an and Jordan’s Irbid. 
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Bethany Beyond 
The  Jordan: 

Southern Crossing

Galilee Lake
Gennesars

Qumran Essenes

River Jordan

Samaria

Jordan

Syria

Jericho

Amman
Philadelphia

Aenon Crossing: 
Shechem-Jarash

Pella Crossing: 
Beit She’an-Irbid

Jarash

Irbid

Ajloun
Tishbe

Jerusalem

Nablus - Shechem

Israel
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Perean Hills. Where Jesus spent forty days of contemplation after 
his baptism at the Pella Crossing. 

• Qumran.
• Samaria, home to Samaritans. 

Egypt People And Places
• Agathias, one among the twenty Greeks whom Jesus thought to 

ordain as set apart to the Gospel work. 
• Akylas. A student of Rodan of Alexandria.
• Egyptian gods of Tell Basta, Egypt.
• Mena of Alexandria. 
• Nathan. One of David Zebedee’s runners in Egypt.
• Pelagios the boatman of Alexandria and Sicily. 
• Petra. A Greek woman of some standing in Alexandria who 

came to Bethany from Jerusalem to ask questions of Lazarus’ 
resurrection. Baptised by Peter. 

• Phyllis. The niece of Petra.
• Rodan. A Greek philosopher and teacher in Alexandria to 

whom Jesus paid special attention; among a group of twenty 
Greeks whom Jesus would have ordained but the apostles 
disapproved.

• Shenouda III. Twentieth century Pope of the See of Alexandria, 
Egypt.

• Sophronia. Petra’s friend in Alexandria.
• Tad. A runner to Alexandria for David Zebedee with the 

resurrection message.

Alexandra, Egypt

Dead Sea

Galilee Lake

En Gedi

Mediterranean Sea

Jerusalem

Nile River

Dramatis Personae
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Enoch Tradition
Garden Of Eden

• Adam and Eve. Residents of the Garden of Eden in Syria and 
second Eden in Iraq at what is now southern Baghdad.

• Adamson. First born of Eve.
• Enoch. Seventh generation in the line of Adam and Eve, God 

took him to heaven bodily without him tasting mortal death.
• Eve. God born woman and Queen of the West.
• Violet people. Adam, Eve and their immediate offspring for 

hundreds of generations.
• Ratta.  The offspring of Van and the heavenly mighty men and 

women of old, the wife of Adamson and mother of his violet 
children.

• Van the immortal who conceived of the idea for the Garden of 
Eden.

Kopet Dagh Community
• Adel. A member of the community in the Kopet Dagh 

community of Van son of Melchizedek Adamson numbering 
one hundred and seventy-three. The first Father Fusion after 
Pentecost. A valued member of the Reserve Corps of Destiny.

• Adini. The younger brother of Roshan, who provided the 
women’s spiritual training up in the mountains.

• Evelin. A member of the community in the Kopet Dagh 
community of Van son of Melchizedek Adamson, Van’s sister. 

• Fardad. Van’s second eldest son, he did not join Jude on the 
mission.

• Hedayat of Gorgān. Caravan leader.
• Lila. A member of the community in the Kopet Dagh 

community of Van son of Melchizedek Adamson. God took her 
to heaven like Enoch. 

• Levon. A son of Yamvin and a member of the community in the 
Kopet Dagh community of Van son of Melchizedek Adamson, 
martyred in Armenia.

• Najid. A member of the community in the Kopet Dagh 
community of Van son of Melchizedek Adamson. 

• Parisa. A member of the community in the Kopet Dagh 
community of Van son of Melchizedek Adamson. God took her 
to heaven like Enoch. A doctor of herbs and medicines.

• Parsi. Wife of Levon, a son of Yamvin and a member of the 
community in the Kopet Dagh community of Van son of 
Melchizedek Adamson, martyred in Armenia.

Dramatis Personae
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• Radta. A member of the community in the Kopet Dagh 
community of Van son of Melchizedek Adamson, Van’s wife, 
and mother of their five children, three of them around his own 
age, one elder and Sogoli, the baby at eleven years. 

• Roshan. A member of the community in the Kopet Dagh 
community of Van son of Melchizedek Adamson, the leader of 
the women’s training.

• Tahmin. A member of the community in the Kopet Dagh 
community of Van son of Melchizedek Adamson, Van’s eldest 
son, pledged to Nazani of Urmia.

• Van the son of Melchizedek Adamson. 
• Yamin. A member of the community in the Kopet Dagh 

community of Van son of Melchizedek Adamson.

Urmia Community
• Cymboyton. The father of two who founded the School Of 

Religion on the Island of Shahi in Urmia Lake.
• Nazani. Guide for Jude and his thirty to Armenia.
• Tasmit of Tabrīz. Just eight years of age, had healing in her leg 

and hearing and speech.

Armenian Community
• Jude’s evangelists in Armenia: Navid, Omid and their sister 

Ehsan; Koroush, brother and sister Delshad and Karun; Babar, 
Ashtad and from Urmia, and soon to become Ashtad’s wife and 
the mother of their firstborn, Aghavni. Delshad with his father, 
Levon, and mother, Parsi, original members of the community 
in the Kopet Dagh community of Van son of Melchizedek 
Adamson kept the mission’s home fires burning in Ashgabat.

Kopet Dagh

GorgānRasht

Tabriz

Urmia

Van

Ararat
Artashat

The Father Fusion Of Jesus — The Christian Gospel
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Galilee Area
• Abarrane. Daughter of Bina of Capernaum.
• Agaman, a young widow of Damascus, one of the twelve 

women Jesus’ ordained to the gospel work later considered 
deaconesses in the early Christian church.

• Amos, son of Zevach the librarian of the Capernaum 
synagogue. Betrothed to Abarrane.

• Andreas (Andrew) 
• Andreas ben Yohanan (Andrew the son of John) fisherman and 

an apostle of Jesus.
• Benjamin has a wood-drying shop near Capernaum.
• Bina. Mother of Abarrane. 
• Celta, the daughter of a Roman centurion, one of the twelve 

women Jesus’ ordained to the gospel work later considered 
deaconesses in the early Christian church.

• David (Dawid) Zebedee. Youngest of three Zebedee sons, 
organiser of a team of runners that kept people informed as to 
events in Jesus’ ministry, husband to Ruth, Jesus’ sister.

• Eashoa M’sheekha. Jesus Messiah: Jesus Christ.
• Eashoa’. Jesus in the Aramaic.
• Eli. Rabbi of the Capernaum synagogue.
• Elizabeth, the well educated and well travelled daughter of a 

wealthy Jew, one of the twelve women Jesus’ ordained to the 
gospel work later considered deaconesses in the early Christian 
church.

• Elizabeth. Wife to James Zebedee, later married his brother, 
John, bearing him several children including a daughter who 
survived to look after him in his old age, Yarema.

• Hadriel of Acco. A would-be suitor to Ruth, Jesus’ youngest 
sister, and a financial supporter of the apostle Matthew. 

• Herod Antipas. Tetrarch, Antipater, not to be mistaken for King 
Herod.

• Isaac. A man who cried out, “Yeshua! The Prophet Isaiah said 
that you would take on all our illnesses and bear all our 
diseases. Son of God, speak the word, restore our health, heal 
our diseases, and save our souls,” and was healed of his 
crippling leg abscesses.

• Jairus. One of the rulers of the Capernaum synagogue.
• James called Thaddeus and Judas called Lebbeus, the sons of 

Alpheus, fishermen from Kheresa.

The Father Fusion Of Jesus — The Christian Gospel
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• James Zebedee. Apostle of Jesus, killed by order of King Herod 
with the sword.

• Jeremiah, the son of Abraham the carpenter of Chorazin who 
was crucified

• John (Yohanan) Zebedee an apostolic disciple, father of Yarema, 
Appointed by God, husband to Elizabeth, the former wife of his 
older brother, James Zebedee. 

• Katriel—my crown is God—elder sister of Abaranne.
• Lamb of Capernaum (named Yeshua)
• Larissa of Chorazin. One time fiancee of Nadav, brutally raped 

and murdered by Balbus, a forty-year old Roman legionnaire. 
• M’sheekha. Christ in the Aramaic. 
• Mangus. A Roman centurion of the Capernaum garrison. 
• Martha, sister of apostles Peter and Andrew, one of the twelve 

women Jesus’ ordained to the gospel work later considered 
deaconesses in the early Christian church.

• Martha, the elder sister of Andrew and Peter, and Rachel, the 
sister-in-law to Jude Yeshua’s brother, who met Mary, a former 
resident of nearby Magdala

• Mary of Migdal called Magdalene, one of the twelve women 
Jesus’ ordained to the gospel work later considered deaconesses 
in the early Christian church.

• Mary. Married to Joseph and mother of Jesus, James, Joseph, 
Simon, Jude, Amos, Miriam, Martha and Ruth. 

• Matityahu, Matthew Levi. An apostle of Jesus and former tax 
collector.

• Matthew Levi, Matityahu. An apostle of Jesus and former tax 
collector.

• Matthew. Matityahu, an apostle of Jesus.
• Melek-Ya’aqov. Second born son to David Zebedee and Ruth, 

Jesus’ youngest sister.
• Menachem-Yohanan. Youngest son to Zebedee and Ruth, Jesus’ 

youngest sister.
• Milcha, a cousin of the apostle Thomas Didymus of Tarichea, 

one of the twelve women Jesus’ ordained to the gospel work 
later considered deaconesses in the early Christian church. 

• Myriam. The eldest of the four daughters of Zebedee and 
Salome. 

• Nadav. An epileptic healed by Jesus in the Capernaum 
synagogue. 

• Nasanta, the daughter of Elman, the Syrian physician, one of 
the twelve women Jesus’ ordained to the gospel work later 

The Father Fusion Of Jesus — The Christian Gospel
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considered deaconesses in the early Christian church.
• Nathaniel. From Cana near Nazareth, an apostle of Jesus.
• Noam. The youngest of the four daughters of Zebedee and 

Salome.
• Perpetua. Wife to the apostle Andrew son of John.
• Philip of Bethsaida of Capernaum. Fisherman and an apostle of 

Jesus. His wife was Arielle.
• Prostitutes of Magdala. Mary, Tabitha from Tyre, Esver, the 

Madam of one tent, Margi, Penele, Tursa, Chloe, the Madam of 
one tent, Shira, 

• Rachel, the sister-in-law of Yeshua’s youngest brother, Jude, 
Mary’s seventh child, one of the twelve women Jesus’ ordained 
to the gospel work later considered deaconesses in the early 
Christian church. 

• Rebecca, the daughter of Joseph of Arimathea, one of the twelve 
women Jesus’ ordained to the gospel work later considered 
deaconesses in the early Christian church. 

• Ruth, the eldest daughter of the apostle Matityahu Levi, one of 
the twelve women Jesus’ ordained to the gospel work later 
considered deaconesses in the early Christian church. 

• Shimon ben Yohanan (Simon Peter the son of John) fisherman 
and an apostle of Jesus.

• Simon the Zealot. An apostle of Jesus, a merchant of 
Capernaum and then the professional head of the patriotic 
Zealots.

• Susanna. The daughter of the former Nazareth chazan, chanter, 
one of the twelve women Jesus’ ordained to the gospel work 
later considered deaconesses in the early Christian church.

• Thomas Didymus, the fisherman of Migdal’s Tarichea, so called 
for its fish pickling plant, was married with four children. He 
died in Malta. 

• Urit. The father of Nadav an epileptic healed by Jesus in the 
Capernaum synagogue. 

• Women ordained to the gospel work. Susanna, Elizabeth, 
Joanna, 

• Women whom Jesus ordained to the ministry: Susanna, Joanna, 
Elizabeth, Martha, Rachel, Nasanta, Milcha, Ruth, Celta, 
Agaman and later Mary of Migdal and Rebecca of Arimathea.

• Ya’aqov (James the brother of Jesus) ben Yosef.
• Ya’aqov (James) Zebedee eldest of three brothers.
• Yehudah (Jude the brother of Jesus) ben Yosef. Father to 

Rebecca and Joseph. His wife and three children were martyred.
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• Yeshua (Jesus of Nazareth) ben Josef. 
• Yeshua Zebedee. Eldest son of David Zebedee and Ruth, Jesus’ 

youngest sister.
• Yohanan (John) Zebedee an apostolic disciple. 
• Yohanan Maccabi
• Zakiya. The wife of Jude, Jesus’ brother, and mother of five 

children, three of whom were martyred by Saul of Tarsus.
• Zealots and the Patriots. Two patriotic groups opposed to 

Roman rule in Palestine.
• Zebedee, father of James, John and David, husband of Salome, 

boat builder in Bethsaida of Capernaum. 
• Zebedee’s daughters. Myriam, Yeriyah, Noam and Rachel with 

her husband Marcus and their two daughters, Yehoshua and 
Meyer. Noam’s husband’s mother’s sister, Aunt Yerachm’el.

• Zevach. Librarian in the Capernaum synagogue library. 
God

• Chief of all the Spirits of the Father in all the heaven of heavens.
• Chief of all the Spirits of the Father of Paradise. 
• Chief of all the Spirits of the Father.
• Mansions. Called by some as mansion worlds and mansonia. 

Seven tiers of ever increasing spiritual value ranging from the 
least Father Fused to those bordering on citizenship in the New 
Jerusalem.

• New Jerusalem. Called by some, Jerusem, the first heavenly 
abode of fully Father Fused human beings, beyond which the 
eternal career toward Paradise begins.

• Paradise: Central location of God the Father.
• One Without Name And Number: a perfected human being.
• Spirit of the Father in Jesus: also formerly indwelling 

Machiventa Melchizedek, the Son of God who incarnated for 
one hundred years in the days of Abraham and the foundation 
of Jerusalem. Became personalised in Paradise when Jesus was 
baptised.

• Spirit of the Father: God within each person.
Heavenly Citizens

• Abaddon. A leader of the fallen heavenly authorities on the 
earth who followed Lucifer in rebellion against the Son of God.

• Adel’s welcomers on the Sea of Glass: Adel’s two guardian 
seraphim; companion, language  and culture aid; hostess; 
entertainment; full of surprises, Zun; and a group of twenty 
Father Fused persons including: Saf, Nis, Cam, Mip, Zue, 
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Gula, Pes, Cae, Hem, Daf, Mik and Kel.
• Angels
• Angels on Jerusem: Zun. Full of surprises.
• Archangels
• Archangel Avenbisia: holds the judgment seat as the 

presiding archangel who administers the resurrection roll 
call for all the worlds within Jerusem’s heavenly 
administration.

• Belial called the Devil on the earth.
• Chief of Jerusem: Lanaforge.
• Chief of the archangels.  
• Chiefs of the Arts and of Music and the Living Word.
• Chiefs of the creative power manipulators. 
• Chiefs of the Messenger groups. 
• Chiefs of the myriad angelic Orders. 
• Chiefs of the Resurrection teams.
• Chief of Resurrection Works.
• Chiefs of the universe creation team.
• Gabriel. The Bright Morning Star of heaven. 
• Half-way Creatures: Called by some, midway, they are half 

material and half angelic-like in nature and are useful in 
presenting heavenly matters to humans on a material level.

• Immanuel. God’s authority in the place of the Son of God 
during the incarnation of Jesus.

• Lucifer. Cause of the heavenly rebellion against the Son of God.
• Mary as the Queen Mother of the Son of God. The church 

fathers inadvertently set up the veneration of a human whom 
the citizens of heaven didn’t actually look to for their mother 
figure: looking instead to the Holy Spirit.

• Melchizedek the second-created and the Chief of all his kind of 
heavenly Melchizedek Teachers. 

• Melchizedek Sons. 
• Michael, protector of human beings.
• Michael. Archangel who strives against iniquity.
• Paradise Recorders. 
• Resurrection angels, death angels, orientation angels, transition 

angels, transportation angels, guardian angels
• Satan. Followed Lucifer into heavenly rebellion against the Son 

of God.
• Seven persons from Paradise present at the tomb of Jesus’ 

resurrection. 
• The Dragon, comprising Lucifer, Satan and Belial the devil on 
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earth sometimes called Caligastia.
• The three Most Highs of Edentia.
• The Assigned Sentinel of Jerusem who is the representative of 

the highest courts in creation.
• Twenty-four councillors of Jerusem, former earth residents: 

- Onagar: a spiritual leader not of the coloured races before 
the Prince of the World, Belial, arrived a half million years 
ago. Worshipped God as The Breath Giver. 

- Mansant: a spiritual leader not of the coloured races after 
the Prince of the World, Belial, arrived a half million years 
ago. Worshipped The Great Light. 

- Onamonalonton of the red people: worshipped The Great 
Spirit. 

- Orlandof from the blue race: worshipped The Chief of All 
Chiefs.

- Porshunta of the extinct orange race: worshipped The 
Great Teacher. 

- Singlangton of the yellow people: worshipped  the One 
Truth. 

- Fantad of the green people: worshipped The One Source of 
Life. 

- Orvonon of the indigo people: worshipped The God of 
Gods.”

- Adam: King of the West. 
- Eve: Queen of the West.
- Enoch: first of the humans from the earth to fuse with the 

Spirit of the Father during the life in the flesh.
- Moses: deliverer of the Hebrews by the blood of the lamb 

in the Lord’s Passover.
- Elijah of Tishbe. 
- Machiventa Melchizedek: the most understanding of 

friends, the most sympathetic teachers, and the most wise 
of counselors.

- John the Baptist.
- 1-2-3 the First: midway species, first governor general of 

the earth post-Pentecost.
- Mary, mother of Yeshua.
- Mary formerly of Migdal.
- Jude, former youngest brother of Yeshua.
- Ruth, former youngest sister of Yeshua.
- Adel of Van’s camp at the Kopet Dagh Mountains.
- Van: one of the 100 immortals to come from heaven with 
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Belial.
- Amadon: an ancient human associate of Van who had been 

ascribed earthly immortality.
- James Zebedee: vacating his seat on the council of 

twenty-four to continue his spiritual advancement 
beyond Jerusem; and

- John Zebedee.
Hebrew Bible

• Aaron. The cousin of Moses, and a priest.
• Abraham of Ur. Disciple of Melchizedek, leader of the armies to 

make all people followers of Melchizedek.
• Adam. God born man. And King of the West.
• Asherah. A false god represented by a pole.
• Beelzebub. A leader of the fallen heavenly authorities on the 

earth who followed Lucifer in rebellion against the Son of God.
• Daniel the Prophet
• Elijah (Eliyyahu) the Prophet.
• Eliyyahu. Elijah the Prophet. 
• Evenezer. A farmer in the days of the Prophet Joel. 
• Ezekiel. Hebrew Bible prophet.
• Gemaryah. A priest in the days of the Prophet Joel.
• God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.
• Isaiah. Biblical prophet most outlining Jesus’ life as “the Lamb 

of God who takes away the sin of the world.”
• Isaiah. Prophet and Book of the Hebrew Bible.
• Joel the son of Pethuel. Prophet of Judah who lived eight 

hundred years before Jesus.
• Joel: Book in the Hebrew Bible.
• Keniah. A farmer in the days of the Prophet Joel. 
• Kesed. A merchant in the days of the Prophet Joel.
• King Ahab and Queen Jezebel: Rulers of northern Israel in the 

days of Elijah, who received huge tax profits by making real 
estate properties valuable by the value of the Asherah god pole 
their priests planted on each property.

• King of Babylon. Refers to the kingly title of the devil, Belial, 
whose armies fought against second Eden and won, later 
establishing Babylon over the same sprawling lands.

• Lemuwel. A businessman in the days of the Prophet Joel.
• Malachi. Book of the Hebrew Bible. 
• Manachem. The brother and business partner of  Lemuwel in 

the days of the Prophet Joel. 
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(Above) Cities and towns around Jerusalem.

• Melchizedek. Son of God found in Genesis and Hebrews.
• Mosheh (Moses). Leader of the ragtag bedouin slaves out of 

Egyptian captivity. 
• Noah. The man and his family who in the Bible are the 

survivors of a worldwide flood. Noah is believed by some, 
particularly Armenians, to have ascended into heaven bodily 
like Enoch and Elijah from Mount Ararat.

• Ruth. A Hebrew Biblical Gentile Moabite who married Boaz the 
Elimelech from Bethlehem. Ruth bore Boaz a son and they 
named him Obed; the father of Jesse from Bethlehem, the father 
of King David. Biblical culture honours the Queen Mother more 
than the wives of the king, hence the glorification of Mary the 
Mother of Jesus, and even the Queen Mother’s mother.

• Saul. King of the Jews.
• The prophets of Baal.

Jerusalem Area
• Atara. One of five widows who had been attending to Tabitha 

during her illness.
• Barnabas. Cousin of John Mark and fellow missionary 

evangelist. 
• Bartimeus. Formerly blind, of Jericho, became a worker in 

leather.
• Boaz. Redeemed land from Naomi and took Ruth to be his own 

wife.
• Caiaphas. High priest of the Jerusalem temple.
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Jerusalem 
Temple

Hinnom Valley

Kidron Valley

Mount Of Olives
Garden Of Gethsemane

Dung Gate

Bethpage

Bethany

Mount Moriah: Golgotha
Garden Tomb

White 
Sisters
Convent

Betrayal Garden

Melchizedek

(Above) places around the Mount of Olives of the Jerusalem Area.
• Cherut. One of five widows who had been attending to Tabitha 

during her illness.
• Cleopas and Jacob.  Two shepherd brothers from Emmaus to 

whom Jesus talked and broke bread. 
• Danita. One of five widows who had been attending to Tabitha 

during her illness. 
• Dawid: King David, King of the Jews after Saul.
• Elijah Mark (Eliyyahu Maccabi). Father of John Mark the writer 

of the Gospel of Mark, and husband to Mary Mark, he died 
before Lazarus died.

• Eliyyahu Maccabi (Elijah Mark). Father of John Mark the writer 
of the Gospel of Mark, and husband to Mary Mark, he died 
before Lazarus died.

• John Mark son of Elijah and Mary Mark of Jerusalem in whose 
home was the last supper and the arrival of the Holy Spirit to 
the apostles.

• John Mark. Yohanan Marcus, John son of Mark who wrote the 
Gospel according to Mark.

• Judas Iscariot. Named Yehudah but preferred the Greek sound 
of his name, Judas. An apostle of Jesus. Sold Jesus to the Jewish 
Sanhedrin for thirty pieces of silver, the annual wage of a slave.

• Karni. Imry’s mother who trusted prophets without every 
understanding what they said.

• Kenanyah. Imry’s father who trusted prophets without every 
understanding what they said. 
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• King Herod. “A man with no religious interests whatsoever,” 
said Andrew.

• Marcus. Was with Tabitha when Peter raised Tabitha from the 
dead.

• Martha of Bethany. A long time close friend of Jesus and all of 
his family, sister to Lazarus whom Jesus raised from the dead, 
and Mary. 

• Mary of Bethany. A long time close friend of Jesus and all of his 
family, sister to Lazarus whom Jesus raised from the dead, and 
Martha. 

• Melchi. Inquirer of John the Baptist for Gamaliel.
• Miriam. Wife of Zakiel of Bethpage, and mother of Anina 

(Answer my prayer), Hina (Grace) and Nura the youngest 
(Light) and four sons.

• Nicodemus. Priest in Jerusalem and a Ruler of the Jews. Yosef 
of Arimathea and Nicodemus were secretly baptised in the 
name of Jesus, and both began forwarding funds and aid to the 
ministry. 

• Paul, renamed from Saul of Tarsus. A Roman citizen by birth, a 
priest of Jerusalem by career.

• Pontius Pilate. 
• Rabbi Gamaliel Principal Teaching Rabbi in Jerusalem.
• Sanhedrin. Priests of Jerusalem temple. 
• Shelumiyel. A carpenter of Joppa who preached reincarnation, 

ideas from Pakistan and India. Imry didn’t like him or his ideas 
and told his his father, Kenanyah. The whole family preferred 
Jesus.

• Simon and his wife Elizabeth Iscariot. Parents of Judas Iscariot, 
residence of Jericho, wealthy, Simon was a Sadducee. 

• Simon. A former leper of Bethpage at whose house banquet 
Mary of Bethany anointed Jesus’ feet with nard oil.

• Simon. Sorcerer of Samaria, converted by Peter, baptised by 
Philip and crucified next to Philip.

• Tabitha called also Dorcas. Died at home in Joppa and was 
brought back to life by Peter.

• Yehochanan. Cousin of John Mark who brought the news of 
Peter’s angelic freedom from prison.

• Yohanan Marcus. John son of Mark who wrote the Gospel 
according to Mark.

• Zakiel of Bethpage. Husband of Miriam and father to several 
children. Business associate of the father of Judas Iscariot, 
Simon and his wife Elizabeth, residence of Jericho.
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Rome
• Emperor Constantine. The emperor who called all the Roman 

Empire Christian, thus removing all possibility of State-inflicted 
martyrdom among Christians. 

• Mithraists of the Roman Empire. Expected the son of their 
mythical Mother Spirit to descend into the earth and save the 
world.

• Tiberius Caesar. An Emperor of Rome.
• Martyrdom of Simon Peter and Paul, formerly Saul of Tarsus. 

DATES

7th Century B.C. Prophet Joel, to whom the word of the Lord came 
saying that God will pour out his spirit upon all flesh. 

6th Century B.C. Prophet Daniel, called Belteshazzar, during the 
third year of the reign of Cyrus, the King of Persia, when the 
Hebrews were yet slaves in Iraq and the period when the 
Hebrew Bible was written. 

December 25th, the Mithraist date of celebration, became the 
celebratory birthdate of the Lord Jesus, despite contradictions in 
climatic and stellar activities around the real birthdate on a 
summery August 21.

8 B.C. April. Joseph and Mary wed in Nazareth. 
8 B.C. Late June. Gabriel appears to Elizabeth.
8 B.C. Mid November. Gabriel appears to Mary.
7 B.C. March 25. The birth of John the Baptist to Zacharias and 

Elizabeth in the City of Judah.
7 B.C. August 21. The birth of Jesus to Joseph and Mary in 

Bethlehem in summer time (hence the shepherds).
A.D. 24. The year Jesus’ brother, Jude, married.
A.D. 26. January. Jesus’ baptism.
A.D. 26. January-February, sealing the covenant for the Father 

Fusion of the whole world, the plan of the Paradise Father and 
the incarnate Son of God, Jesus of Nazareth, confirmed in the 
Perean Hills near Pella.

A.D. 30. The first week of March and Jesus received word in 
Amman, Jordan, that Lazarus in Bethany was dying.

A.D. 30. Thursday March 6. The resurrection of Lazarus in Bethany.
Sat, Apr 1, 0030 Feast of Simon the leper
Sun, Apr 2, 0030 Palm Sunday
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Tue, Apr 4, 0030 Jesus’ talk with the apostles and disciples 
and Van on the Mount of Olives.

Wed, Apr 5, 0030 Jesus and John Mark alone in the desert 
to the East of Bethpage

Thu, Apr 6, 0030 Lunch meeting of Jews and Greeks in the 
home of Joseph of Arimathea. The last 
supper together in the evening at the 
home of John Mark.

Fri, Apr 7, 0030 The arrest, crucifixion, death and burial 
of Jesus: the 14th day of Nisan, Passover.

Sat, Apr 8, 0030 Jesus’ time in the tomb.
Sun, Apr 9, 0030 The resurrection of Jesus and the 

beginning of his appearances to diverse 
people in Israel, Jordan and Egypt.

Fri, May 5, 0030 The evening meeting in the home of 
Nicodemus four weeks after the death of 
Jesus: Jesus appears and instructs the 
gathering of Jewish and Greek disciples.

Thu, May 18, 0030 Eight days before Shavuot, 8 a.m., Jesus’ 
ascension; 1 p.m. the arrival of the Spirit 
of Truth, later called the day of Pentecost; 
2 p.m. Peter’s speech, supported by 
Andrew, James, John, Philip and 
Matthew speaking in Greek, Hebrew and 
Aramaic, winning over two thousand 
people to subsequent baptisms in the 
Pool of Siloam at 4.30 p.m. 

Fri, May 26, 0030 The Hebrew holiday of Shavuot which is 
fifty days or seven Sabbaths after the 
Sabbath of the feast of the unleavened 
bread: in Greek called Pentecost (50). 
Many believers stayed over in Jerusalem 
from Passover to Shavuot and were 
baptised by the apostles on Ascension 
Day.
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A.D. 65. Paul imprisoned in Rome and within two years was 
executed.

A.D. 103. John died of old age as the Bishop of the Asia churches in 
Ephesus aged one hundred and one.

A.D. 120. Still no solid news of Jude, Adel, Lila, Parisa, Van and 
the hidden community of Enoch’s tradition in the Kopet Dagh.

PHOT OS 

The following photos are all from the author’s private 
collection and were taken whilst on various pilgrimages.

PART ONE. Page 33. The Sea of Galilee from the shores of 
Capernaum looking toward Migdal and Tarichea.

PART TWO. Page 94. The Sea of Galilee from the shores of 
Capernaum looking toward Jordan and the Dead 
Sea.

PART THREE. Page 122. Mount Hermon.

PART FOUR. Page 172. The Sea of Galilee from the shores of 
Capernaum looking toward Tiberias.

PART FIVE. Page 241. Ascending Mount Hermon.

PART SIX. Page 278. Mount Hermon.

PART SEVEN. Page 362. Mount Penna, Tuscany, Italy and the cross 
where Saint Francis of Assisi received the holy 
stigmata wounds, now the Sanctuary of Delaverna.

PART EIGHT. Page 414. Mount Hermon.

PART NINE. Page 448. Arriving from Van at sunset, the southern 
face of Mount Ararat. 

PART TEN. Page 519. Mount Hermon.
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PART ONE
GENESIS

Jesus Perfects His Father Fusion



Chapter One
ISAIAH 53:1-2

A Little Talk With John.

Who has believed what they heard from us? And to whom has 
the arm of the Lord been revealed? For he grew up before him 
like a young plant, and like a root out of dry ground; he had 
no form or majesty that we should look at him, and no beauty 
that we should desire him.

t is two full years before John Zebedee will become 
betrothed to Christ as an apostolic disciple. He is 
with Jesus in the carpentry shop in Capernaum, 

gleaning the wood shavings that litter the floor: “Mother 
will cook our next meal with what falls from your 
workbench, Yeshua!”

“I always have the time of day for you, Yohanan. You 
truly suit your name—Yahweh is gracious.” John smiled. He 
loved the praise he received from Jesus. “I have an errand 
to do. Will you come and walk with me? I need to go and 
visit Benjamin at his wood-drying shop. I need some more 
timber. I had word that he has managed to secure some 
cedar from Lebanon. It is almost impossible to get it these 
days. Cedar is as hard to find as looking among the 
prophets these days for a man like Eliyyahu (Elijah).” 

“I would like that,” replied John. He felt happy inside. 
He loved to walk and talk with this man that he admired so 
much. It was always a time to talk about God and the 
meaning of life. “Have you heard about the Prophet 

I
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Yohanan (John) who is a part of the Essenes at the Dead 
Sea?” Some are saying that he is in the image of Eliyyahu 
(Elijah). He is so far south, but my brothers, Ya’aqov (James) 
and little Dawid (David) are very keen to go and visit him. 
Last time your brothers visited Capernaum they also 
mentioned some interest in him.”

Jesus was quietly interested in the goings on of his 
family members: he had grown somewhat distant over the 
past few years. The boys were all married. He had moved 
his mother and young Ruth to Capernaum and put them in 
his own house there, but still, he had his own life, and it 
was lost in God. “Who, Ya’aqov (James) and Yehudah (Jude)?”

“Yes. But Yohanan is not gathering disciples unto 
himself. He is very removed from the Essene community. 
He lives more near south En Gedi than in Qumran in the 
North of the Dead Sea.”

“So far south?” asked Jesus. “In the wilderness?” Jesus 
said nothing of John being his own cousin, for he had only 
ever met him as a boy when he was very young.

“He has a shepherd boy with him, so I am told; and a 
few sheep.”

“How does he look after himself in the desert?”
John pressed the last of the wood shavings into a heap 

and began tying the four corners of the cloth around it, the 
better to carry it to his home in Bethsaida of Capernaum a 
little to the East. “I have heard that some believers in 
Jerusalem who are close to his mother send him vegetables 
every now and then. He has the meat of the sheep that the 
shepherd boy does for him. That’s what I was told by a 
traveller who was in the synagogue last week.”

“Come, let us go now.” 
Jesus looked at the three workmen in the carpenter’s 
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shop. “Keep on what you are doing. I am going to see 
Benjamin. I will be gone for the rest of the day.” 

They nodded and pleasantly farewelled Yohanan. “Come 
by in two day’s time. We’re making wagon wheels for 
someone: there’ll be lots of shavings for you.” They all 
smiled cheerily. Yohanan was a good young man and a 
strong fisherman; they enjoyed him coming by, especially 
when he brought them all a fish or two for supper.

“Keep the fish cool,” he said as he walked off with Jesus.

+
They walked across the grassy slopes past the fishing 

village of Bethsaida of Capernaum where John’s father, 
Zebedee had his very successful boatbuilding operation. He 
placed the wood shavings just inside the front door. They 
headed further toward the western Roman road that joined 
the new city of Tiberias to Damascus far away on the 
northern side of snow capped Mount Hermon. John’s 
conversation turned to Jesus, who could sense that a 
wriggly question was about to come out.

“Some of the priests question what you read, Yeshua. 
Some say that it is a corrupting influence on you.”

“They always complain that I spend too much time by 
myself in the synagogue library, Yohanan.” He was 
nonchalant, lifting his young friend above the gossip of 
men whom, he thought, ought to be focussing on more 
important issues. But they were fearful and anything that 
upset their stable ways was always strongly scrutinised and 
chained down and made lifeless, like them.

 “They say that your reading takes you away from the 
power of the Lord’s Passover and puts you under the 
power of spirits and the iniquitous one.”

“Are they referring to The Book Of Enoch?”
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“Probably, Yeshua. It has a reputation, you know.”
A shine came into Jesus’ eyes. John could tell he loved 

the spiritual life that he was living. “Yohanan, I find The 
Book Of Enoch to be remarkable. Many of our people read it; 
and it is studied even in Jerusalem. Rabbi Gamaliel insisted 
that the priests in training all read it. The priests here are a 
bit behind the times.” He thought of Jerusalem and Rome.

Then he stopped walking and turned to face John, his 
junior by seven years. He placed his hand on his left 
shoulder and softly said, “It somehow takes me into the 
heaven of heavens, as if I have been there already. There is 
something so familiar about what this prophet is writing. I 
don’t know how to place it with the Torah, but I know that 
God is using it somehow in my own life. It certainly gives 
me a sense that I can have full authority over the iniquitous 
ones, the Dragon.” John had nothing more to say on the 
matter, and they walked on: who possibly could deal with 
the evil ones who had caused war in heaven?

“You are much travelled, Yeshua,” John at length said. 
“You are fluent in Aramaic, Hebrew and Greek. You 
understand people.” Jesus nodded. “When I am older I 
would love to have your understanding of people, Yeshua. 
You are a real master of people.” 

Jesus smiled. He knew it too. He had already pledged 
himself to live the ideal human life and to show it to people 
everywhere. He had become good at it. “People are worthy 
of love and compassion, Yohanan. You like it when I 
understand your motives. Don’t you?” He smiled.

“Yes, indeed, Yeshua.” Their eyes met. They had such a 
beautiful Galilean love for each other. Life at the lake 
separated them from the clutter and noise and corruptions 
of the big cities with all their complexities. God shone out 
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of their hearts and they always met in faith’s pure 
heartedness. “You make me feel worthy, Yeshua. I feel like I 
am a part of your life. Being a part of your life, I feel like I 
am more than myself. I like that feeling.” 

They kept on walking. “To understand people as I 
understand them, Yohanan, is to love them through the 
eyes of God. We are best to have an understanding 
approach to people. To forgive them, and to speak into 
what they can become if they only had the opportunity: this 
is the way. The eyes of man are not enough to take in all 
that a man and a woman can be, Yohanan. We must behold 
the glory of what a human being can do together with God. 
We need the eyes of God if we are to fathom the true worth 
of a person.”

“That’s one of the problems that the priests have with 
you, Yeshua. You treat women as if they have the same 
potentials as the men.”

“They do have the same potentials as men, Yohanan. God 
is no respecter of persons. We are all equal in the sight of 
God. Hear what the scriptures say:

“God said, “Let us make man in our image, after our 
likeness. And let them have dominion over the fish of the 
sea and over the birds of the heavens and over the livestock 
and over all the earth and over every creeping thing that 
creeps on the earth. So God created man in his own image, 
in the image of God he created him; male and female he 
created them.

“And again hear what the scriptures say, my friend:

“The rich and the poor have a common bond, the Lord is 
the maker of them all.

“My studies of scripture prove that to me, Yohanan, 
regardless of what any man in authority or any of man’s 
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traditions might say. When God comes to live in a man or a 
woman, God treats the man the same as he does the 
woman. God is God: man is man. Many men in authority 
don’t know that God comes to live in people.” Then Jesus 
went silent for a moment. “I suppose,” he said after 
thinking it through, “these days God is living in more 
people than ever before: but there is coming a time, and it is 
nearly upon us, when God will come into all men and 
women and boys and girls. Then the equality that I see will 
become more and more the personal possession of all 
humanity. Then the traditions and the ideas of the priests 
will gradually change and conform to God’s original plan 
for humanity.”

John smiled. “You are always full of hope for the world, 
Yeshua.” 

Jesus laughed, slapping John on the back. “Of course I 
am! Is there another way to live?”

As they walked on, Bethsaida fell away behind them as 
they wound their way around the lake’s road. Out on the 
lake were only a few boats. “You study every night at the 
temple library, Yeshua. I have seen you going there often.”

“I have travelled much, seen much, heard much. My life 
is in God. I have found God through the scriptures, 
Yohanan. I have clarified my findings and broadened them 
through my other readings; but that is not why I search the 
scriptures each night. The spiritual equality between men 
and women is something long ago revealed to me by my 
Father in heaven. The world of men doesn’t recognize 
women; but my heavenly Father does. These days, 
however, I am searching for how I might best serve God 
and serve all of humanity—men and women alike.”

They paused at the brow and looked back over Bethsaida 
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and distant Capernaum. Quite a pair of jewels they looked, 
nestled at the northern end of the Sea of Galilee. The sun 
was high overhead; the air warm; a little flotilla of plump, 
sturdy wooden fishing boats nestled on Bethsaida’s shores, 
their sails all bound up tightly, their nets being picked over 
and repaired on the stoney beach by some fishermen and 
their children.

“What is religion really about, Yeshua? I go to the 
synagogue, like everyone in Capernaum. I read the 
scriptures, like everyone . . . well, when I am not fishing. 
You, though, seem to have something more than that. What 
is it?”

“The scriptures are not law, Yohanan. The real law is in 
the human heart.”

John looked puzzled. To him the rabbi and the scriptures 
were one thing, one law. It was fixed by God. All mankind 
needed not to question the scriptures or the rabbi but to 
obey. That was the fabric of society: obedience to the law of 
God as it was written in the scriptures.

“Love, Yohanan. Religion is all about love. The Pharisees 
and the Sadducees of Jerusalem would have us think that it 
is all about the Law and the Prophets but really religion all 
boils down to being about love. It’s the same as in any good 
and wholesome and happy family. Love always wins. Love 
is always the light that feeds all the family. Love never 
overlooks anyone.”

“But there are stages of love, and people love differently 
at different times,” said John. “How does love grow in 
religion, Yeshua?”

“When we are little children we want the love of God but 
soon we are taught the law of God. When we grow more 
richly in love, though, we come to know that religion is all 
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about knowing love. It is through love, not law, that we 
know God. God’s heart is love. God’s love leads us to know 
God’s will and then, for some, God’s love and God’s will 
grows us to know even our heavenly citizenship. God only 
ever brings us into the heavenlies as an individual person. 
These four, Yohanan: they are the path of love in religion.”

“I don’t understand.”
“They all happen first in us as individuals and then it 

grows when we share it in the community. First we find 
love, for example, like a good parent. Later, as it matures, 
we share it in the community with acts of kindness and 
charity that build up others through our love.”

“Our community is built on love? I don’t see that.”
“You are young, Yohanan. When you will be an old man 

you will see it in all communities. Life is hard, very often 
brutal and unforgiving. Yet, in the midst of it all, you will 
find that God’s love in the hearts of people will so very 
often rule the day.”

“And God, Yeshua? How is it for us to find God?”
“It’s the same, Yohanan. Once we know human love we 

can the better know God’s love. Once we know how to love 
like a good parent it’s easy for us to know God’s way of 
loving us his children.” John nodded. He understood. “We 
find God first in ourselves, Yohanan,” Jesus continued, 
“and then we share God whom we know with the 
community. Doing so, sharing our ideas, moving by the 
inspiration of the scriptures, joining a group of people like 
the women who help comfort the wounded and the sick. 
Many of them do it out of God’s love. This is how we 
experience God in community.”

“And the will of God? How can we know the will of 
God?”
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“We rarely do the will of God without knowing God first 
hand. Knowing God’s will in the scriptures is merely 
obeying the letter of the Law. We hunger and thirst for 
knowing God personally, and discerning his will 
personally.”

“Yes, I certainly do, Yeshua.”
“A big change comes upon us, Yohanan: when we know 

God personally. It comes by God’s power. It happens in our 
inner person. We seem to reject all the scriptures: they cease 
to be our food. We avoid the synagogue: it only clutters our 
heart and we flee from it into the silence of the mountains. 
Even the solitude of being out on the lake is not enough. 
God calls us into the wilderness. God exposes our sin to us. 
We are broken. We are made vulnerable before his very 
gaze.”

“What’s the purpose of that?” asked John, completely 
puzzled.

“The purpose is that it loosens our grip on the world and 
on the flesh. We see through the veil of this feeble world: 
dust that it all is. We hunger for the real and the permanent 
and the lasting. Surely you have memorised the writings 
called Ecclesiastes?”

“All is vanity?”
“Precisely, Yohanan. At the point of us seeking God’s 

will, our whole world has crumbled. This is the season in 
the desert before we can seek God and find him face to face. 
We no longer seek religion, we seek God. We no longer 
want the priests and their customs: we want the eternity of 
God and we want to seek him as our own divine Father.”

“And find him? We find God our divine Father?”
“Indeed, Yohanan. We find God. God makes himself able 

to be found. God always, unfailingly, answers the call of 
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someone who is genuinely seeking him. We who are truly 
nothing, we who have been broken so that we cannot be 
put back together, we are rewarded and God explodes 
inside of us. Then, right before our very eyes, we behold the 
Father Almighty, as he was and is and ever shall be. We see 
God.”

Jesus could see that John was astonished. “Mosheh 
(Moses) said that no one can see God, Yeshua.” Jesus was so 
bold.

“Mosheh is correct: until God makes himself known in 
this way. God didn’t make himself intimately known to 
Mosheh’s people, Yohanan. He wasn’t living inside most of 
those slaves: only to Mosheh and a handful of others. But, 
even then, Yohanan, when God lives in us, we see God only 
partially. We see the Spirit of God, the heavenly Father who 
comes to us in his Spirit, and not all that the Father is where 
he is in Paradise. Only God can see God fully.”

“Is that the end of it?”
“No, son, there’s more. Much more. Once we see God 

face to face, he makes it possible to know his heart of hearts 
and by that knowing we can discern his will. 

“No longer do we hope in our prayers. We now discuss 
our prayers with him. We recognise our sonship with him 
our heavenly father.

“No longer do we ask for things that concern us only: we 
now ask for things that are mutually desirable for both of 
us, for God and me; for God and you. 

“It is from that season onward that our whole life 
becomes the practice of doing the will of God because we 
know him in person and we love each other deeply. 

“We have left religion, certainly the religion of Jerusalem 
and its priests and sacrifices. We have entered into the 
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heavenly Jerusalem. 
“We become priests not made by men. We are no longer 

of the Order of Aaron. We are priests in the Order of 
Melchizedek. We are no longer the offspring of the faith of 
Abraham. We are priests made by God, the God who reigns 
before the earth ever was. 

“We are priests over the whole earth, Yohanan. We are 
above it all. God has made it so for us and given his 
authority into us. He has changed the very world that we 
live in. By his goodness and his mercy, his love for us, he 
has done this so that we have the kinds of experiences that 
reinforce this Kingdom of heaven in our lives. 

“The heavenly Jerusalem comes down from heaven and 
we live in it here in the earth. This is my own experience, 
Yohanan. 

“This is very different from being religious and being 
under the authority of a human priest, Yohanan.” 

Then Jesus laughed one of his infectious laughs. He put 
his arm around the shoulder of John. “It is no wonder that 
the priests are murmuring suspiciously behind my back.”

“I don’t really understand all that you are saying, 
Yeshua, but I know that you do; and I have a big faith in 
you.”

John put both his hands on Jesus’ shoulders and looked 
him squarely in the face. “If you had a synagogue, I would 
be one of your disciples.” Then he paused for a moment 
before speaking again. His tone had changed. He was very 
solemn. “If you ever die and go to heaven, will you please 
try to keep in contact with me? Please be my guide from 
Paradise.”

“I promise I will, Yohanan my young friend. And when 
you are finished down here, I will bring you to a place I 
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have prepared for you in heaven.” 
“I shall look forward to that, Yeshua.” John beamed with 

the broadest of smiles. “Someday, I hope to be perfect in 
God as you are perfect in God. I will follow your ways all 
the days of my life.” 

“The Kingdom of heaven, Yohanan. It’s the Kingdom of 
heaven that you want. Perfection is knowing God as a 
parent and learning to cooperate together, just as you 
cooperate in the fishing industry with your own father, 
Zebedee the boat builder.” 

“Is God like that? Does God come so close to the earth 
that we can know him like a father, Yeshua?” 

“Am I not a father to you, Yohanan?” 
John nodded, and then continued with his inspiration. 

The Spirit of the Father was prompting him on the inside. 
“What a wonderful work I could do, Yeshua, by telling the 
whole world all about you.” 

“The whole world is a big place, Yohanan. What would 
you tell the whole world? What could you say that the 
whole world would be interested in?” 

“God would help me, Yeshua.” Then he was lost in 
thought for a few moments. “I would tell them all about 
you. You and God. How God raised you up. How you love 
people. How you teach the little children in the temple 
every night before you go off and study for your own sake. 
I would tell them how you are the Galilean who changed 
the world.” 

“How will I change the world, Yohanan?” Jesus smiled as 
he questioned God within himself: “Father, are you 
speaking to me as a prophet through young Yohanan?”

“You will bring the whole world to God, Yeshua,” John 
replied. “The whole world. I will tell stories about you and 
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how you bring the whole world to God.” 
“How will I do that, Yohanan? That’s a big and mighty 

work.” 
“You will stand on the shoulders of all the prophets and 

cry out with a louder voice than them all.” Then he had a 
flash of inspiration. His face glowed bright and flushed. 
“Yeshua! Yeshua, I have it. You will be like Eliyyahu. 
Greater than Eliyyahu really. You will pull down thunder 
and fire from heaven. You will show not just Israel but the 
whole world the mighty power of God. It will bring them to 
their knees. The whole world will follow you, Yeshua. The 
whole world!” 

“By power and might and force I should conquer the 
world, Yohanan?” 

“Of course, Yeshua. What other way does God have but 
to force this rebellious nation to worship him?” 

Yeshua placed his hand on the young man’s shoulder 
and looked gently into his eyes. “Do you not think that 
God’s love is more powerful?” 

“What love, Yeshua? You speak of love but where do we 
see God’s love in the priests, in the scriptures, in the way 
the Romans crucify us every day? Just yesterday my friend, 
you know Jeremiah, the son of Abraham the carpenter of 
Capernaum who works up in Chorazin.” 

Jesus nodded. 
“They crucified him. Twenty of them! Jeremiah was 

among them. The Romans crucified him. I am so sorry for 
him. I am so ashamed for his parents, and for his sisters. I 
am going up there with Dawid tomorrow to see him on the 
cross. Where is God’s love, Yeshua? We are God’s people, 
Yeshua. It’s not God’s love that will save us, wherever that 
love might be. It’s God’s power. It was the power of the 
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Holy Spirit that cut down all the firstborn in Egypt that 
convinced Pharaoh to let Mosheh take us out of Egypt. It 
surely can only be the same power of the Holy Spirit that 
will cut down the firstborn of the Romans to set us free to 
worship our God. The Prophet Eliyyahu preached with the 
Holy Spirit and with fire. That has been the way of the 
prophets since the Exodus. We must be set free, Yeshua!” 

“We are free now, Yohanan. Not politically, but 
spiritually. We have been free to worship our God since the 
days of Mosheh and the Lord’s Passover. Now is the season 
for God’s love to redeem the world, not his power and 
might. The days of God using power and might are over. 
Now upon us are the days of understanding each other 
with loving hearts.” 

“Yeshua, I cannot see loving the world can make any 
difference. No one listens to love. They only listen to the 
sword and to the spear and to the cross.” 

“The cross, you say, John?” Jesus turned his face away 
for a moment. Then he looked back to Capernaum, 
sweeping his eyes past the distant hills with their bloodied 
crosses of horror and shame. “Run along home now, 
Yohanan. We have had a good discussion. I will finish up 
things at the timber shop by myself. I will return to your 
home in Bethsaida soon and then eat before going to the 
Capernaum synagogue to read something more in the 
scriptures tonight. But know that perhaps we are both right. 
Perhaps the love of my heavenly Father will enter into the 
cross of the innocent. Perhaps it will be by that shed blood 
that the whole world will listen to your story.”

John gave him a peculiar look. He had no idea what 
Jesus could have meant. “Anyway, Yeshua. I am heading 
back to Capernaum now and I will stay overnight there. 
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Tomorrow I will visit my friend on the cross at Chorazin. 
That fills me with such an anger.” He wiped tears from his 
eyes. John was quite heartbroken over the matter. “I will 
visit you soon. Ya’aqov (his brother, James Zebedee) and I are 
going fishing again with Andreas and Shimon (Andrew and 
Simon, the sons of John) the day after tomorrow. We want a 
good catch before the Sabbath sunset.”

Years later, when the seed of Jesus’ Father Fusion had 
grown much in him, this same John would dictate his 
stories about his most beloved Yeshua. They became what 
we today have as the Gospel according to Saint John. In the 
image of the Book of Genesis written almost six hundred 
years earlier, John wrote the Genesis of the new world as he 
had experienced it:

In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, 
and the Word was God. He was in the beginning with God. 
All things were made through him, and without him was not 
any thing made that was made. In him was life, and the life 
was the light of men. The light shines in the darkness, and the 
darkness has not overcome it. John 1:1-5.

+
“You’re spending too much time in that synagogue over 

there in Capernaum,” said Benjamin the timber merchant 
with a laugh. “I don’t know when the last time was that 
God showed up in that place.”

“God has never left it since the first stone was anointed,” 
said Jesus with a laugh. He grabbed the burly bushy 
bearded man by the arm and jostled with him a little. “Your 
problem, wood man, is that you have never met God as 
your heavenly Father.”

“Oh, God is a father now is he? Well, Yeshua, if he’s 
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anything like my father I won’t set foot in the place for 
another five years!” Both men laughed: but it was true.
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Chapter Two
ISAIAH 61:1-3

One Evening In The Synagogue.

The Spirit of the Lord God is upon me, because the Lord has 
anointed me to bring good news to the poor; he has sent me to 
bind up the brokenhearted, to proclaim liberty to the captives, 
and the opening of the prison to those who are bound; to 
proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor, and the day of 
vengeance of our God; to comfort all who mourn; to grant to 
those who mourn in Zion—to give them a beautiful headdress 
instead of ashes, the oil of gladness instead of mourning, the 
garment of praise instead of a faint spirit; that they may be 
called oaks of righteousness, the planting of the Lord, that he 
may be glorified.

ntering the Capernaum synagogue at quite an 
unusually early hour in the afternoon, Jesus was 
eager to read God’s Word afresh. 

“Zevach,” he softly called out. “What was the reading 
today?” 

“I have it here, Yeshua. It struck a chord with me. God 
speaks to us about sacrifice, just like my name.” 

Zevach was a man ten years older than Jesus. Widowed 
because she died soon after the last born five years ago. He 
was sad of heart also because three of his four sons were 
now dead on the beams of the Roman crosses. Only the 
youngest remained, Amos. Zevach found his strength 
somewhat by his love of the Law and his work in the 
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synagogue library. It paid a pittance of a stipend and he 
lived mostly off donations. Jesus was always mindful to 
slip him a coin or two when he met him like this, alone in 
the library. Jesus received the scroll. He brought the small 
oil lamp close to the writing. His eyes fell upon the words 
of the Prophet Isaiah as if reading them for the first time. 

 But he was wounded for our transgressions; he was crushed 
for our iniquities; upon him was the chastisement that brought 
us peace, and with his stripes we are healed. Isaiah 53:5. 

Thoughtfully, with a knowing compassion, he looked at 
Zevach. “You’re right, my friend. Isaiah has your heart and 
soul in the words of his mouth.” 

“Your love abounds, Yeshua.” Then he turned his eyes 
toward the sky. “Blessed are You, Lord our God, King of the 
universe, Who has sanctified us with His commandments;” 
and Jesus joined him in the last part of the prayer, “and has 
commanded us to wrap ourselves with fringes.” 

They touched hands and then quickly Zevach left the 
library, his oil lamp casting a pale yellow light on the 
shadowed stone walls until, phit, it was gone. His footsteps 
on the stone floor echoed in muffled tones and then fell 
silent. The relative darkness and solitude closed in around 
Jesus as he drew his prayer shawl over his head to his brow, 
glad to be in the tent of the Father again. He reached over 
to the scroll and, sitting down, he opened it to the place of 
Zevach’s telling. Yohanan’s innocent words rose up in his 
heart and he put the two words together—the word of man 
and the Word of God.

“No one listens to love. They only listen to the sword 
and to the spear and to the cross,” Jesus whispered to 
himself. Then he read the words of the Prophet Isaiah: 

“He was wounded for our transgressions; he was crushed for 
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our iniquities; upon him was the chastisement that brought us 
peace, and with his stripes we are healed.” 

Silence fell upon Jesus’ heart. The stillness of the 
synagogue was like a tomb. An hour passed. Not a word, 
not a murmur was heard within its stone walls. The Father 
had preserved this time for his son. The busy homes nearby 
were filled with the chatting and clatter of families who 
soon would be around the dinner table. Prayers would soon 
be said. Stories of the day’s events would soon be 
unravelled. The heartbreak of the endless crucifixions 
dotting the Galilean hills and roadsides would continue to 
bring tears and anger to many a family. Everyone knew 
someone who had been hung up or even nailed over the 
past few years. The unceasing bloodshed, in all its 
humiliation and agony, did little in the youth of Galilee but 
evoke even deeper pledges of rebellion against the Roman 
rule. The underground movements of the zealots and the 
patriots were barely disguised these days.

Jesus knew that he would soon hear the children running 
toward the library. They so loved to sit around him and 
hear him unravel the stories in the holy scriptures. He 
always punctuated them so imaginatively with episodes 
from his own experiences—at home, at work, on the road 
travelling, in Jerusalem and at the revered holy sites dotting 
the nation. It brought the ancient words to life. The kids 
loved him dearly. Uncle Yeshua, they called him. Little 
Abarrane had twice asked her mother if she could bring 
Uncle Yeshua home to live in their house; and was sorely 
disappointed when she learned that she had to share him 
with all the other children. “He belongs to everyone, 
Sweetheart. No one person can claim such a good man.”

+
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The time with the children eventually came and went 
with much excitement and joy. The moon was well up when 
Jesus finished his study of the scriptures that night. He 
returned the scroll of Isaiah to the Ark container and as he 
stepped outside he was touched by the moonlight on the lake. 

“Father, such beauty is extravagant. What a luxury. What 
a joy. Still, I offer it all up to you, and my life. Thank you 
for the day, and the blessing on the day. Strengthen me, my 
Father.” His mood changed and became deeply sombre. 

“Your Word to Isaiah has opened the way for which I 
have been longing. There is no mistaking it. I believe that I 
am becoming the holy servant of his writings. I believe that 
I will pour out my life for all. For your sake, Father. For our 
sake. This, Father, I believe, is our mission. 

“We will do this work to fulfill your promise in Isaiah. 
Help me as I look more deeply into our works, Father. I 
know that you will lead me into the scriptures. Lead me 
also into The Book Of Enoch. Give me both heaven and earth, 
the better to pour out my life in truth and in goodness so 
that none will fault me and that all will believe. And in 
believing me, Father, the one you have sent, they will 
believe you. They will have the Kingdom of heaven. 

“They will have this partnership that we share even now. 
You are my God and I am your servant-son. This, Father, is 
the catch of the day this day. This one fish we have caught 
in our net today, Father. The fish is this: that I, Yeshua ben 
Yosef, am your servant-son.” He spoke the words aloud. It 
was recorded in heaven’s Book Of Life. Lucifer, his nemesis, 
shuddered and drew his highest commanders close to him 
to plot more effective ways to destroy this man, his own 
divine Father: the Christ; the Son of God.

Over the next few months, in his heart of hearts, Jesus 
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began to realise that he had at his command enormous 
authority within his own spiritual luminosity. Neither pride 
nor arrogance entered into his own self appraisal of how his 
spirituality dwarfed the spirituality of all his countrymen; 
and especially also that of the priests and prophets—both 
those in the scriptures and those of his day and age, a good 
number of whom were simply soothsayers and magicians 
anyway. 

As time went on his sense of mission grew side by side 
with his ideas for putting his own will at the mercy of the 
will of the Father. 

“You know all things, Father. You see all things. You have 
a solution for all problems, Father. You have proven that to 
me time and time again. Show me, Lord, how I am best to 
shape my will so as to conform with your will. It is my will 
that your will is done.”

The Father most assuredly spoke into his heart one day, 
“We are one.” As he walked on the shores of the lake at 
Capernaum, the stones crunched beneath his feet. “I am 
your Father and you are my son. As you were one with 
Yosef your father in the carpenter shop in Nazareth, so too 
we are one in the divine work of the salvation of the world.”

This was the first occasion in which Jesus was invited 
into the partnership with God, as a human being. He had 
not yet realised his own extraordinary genesis as the Son of 
God, the literal creator of all he beheld. He was growing his 
Father Fusion. He had outgrown the so-called articles of his 
religion. He knew who he was in the scripture and he knew 
his place as a loyal son of Israel according to the Hebrew 
traditions. He had also, though, passed through the desert 
seasons, whereby the interior life of a person is stripped to 
the bone so that God within could recreate the entire person 
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on a spirit-born footing. Re-emerging from the desert 
season, Jesus was so different in temperament from the 
worldly and religious mindedness that once governed his 
every thought and desire. In this season of the dawning of 
the fusion of his will with the will of the Spirit of the Father 
within him, he was truly a lone walker. None could counsel 
him. No human could fathom him—none would dare. Even 
his iniquitous enemies were becoming cautious of him.

Two years before he launched his own ministry at Cana, 
Jesus was beginning to realise that the fullness of his own 
Father Fusion was indissolubly linked into the nature of the 
mission he chose to complete. He was choosing to be the 
servant-son who was described by the ancient Prophet 
Isaiah. Now, in the light of this most ghastly of missions 
ever depicted in the Hebrew scriptures, Jesus could place 
his own will within the will of the Paradise Father and 
therein find great solace and hope. 

Quickly, with a rapidity that was at first astonishing to 
him, all the scriptures, every word in the books of Moses 
and the Prophets, all the Psalms and the Proverbs, and 
especially the writings in The Book Of Enoch, spelled out the 
opportunity for his own will to be forged by the will of his 
heavenly Father. 

After two years of his evening study of the scriptures in 
the Capernaum synagogue library, Jesus would exhaust 
them. He would know himself and he would know his 
Father’s will. 

He already knew the promises of the Bible. He knew the 
foundations of his own people, the Jews. He knew the 
stories about how all humanity was separated from God; 
how they were distant; orphaned; and how impossible it 
was for them to ever have this truly beautiful Father Fusion 
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in which he was now wholly absorbed and to which he had 
committed the remainder of his life, in whatever 
circumstances might befall him. 

+
The little children still called him Uncle Yeshua; and they 

still loved to gather around him for story-telling before 
dinner and lying down on their sleeping mats on the floor. 
Little Abarrane so loved the sound of his voice and the 
touch of his hands on her face. She still hoped one day that 
Uncle Yeshua would, by his own choice, want to come and 
live in their house, and even lie down on a sleeping mat 
that she would place right next to her own little one. He 
made her feel special, safe, like a heavenly princess. She 
had no words for it. She loved him, this little girl of five 
years, as little girls of five years are wont to love a stranger 
who has become an uncle. So too, though, did all the other 
children, without exception. He truly was, as her mother, 
Bina, had often said, someone who “belongs to everyone.” 
She said it a few times: “He is the lamb that everyone wants 
to play with, darling girl.”
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Chapter Three
REVELATION OF JOHN 5:9-13

The Lamb.

And they sang a new song, saying, “Worthy are you to take the 
scroll and to open its seals, for you were slain, and by your blood 
you ransomed people for God from every tribe and language and 
people and nation, and you have made them a kingdom and 
priests to our God, and they shall reign on the earth.”
Then I looked, and I heard around the throne and the living 
creatures and the elders the voice of many angels, numbering 
myriads of myriads and thousands of thousands, saying with a 
loud voice, “Worthy is the Lamb who was slain, to receive 
power and wealth and wisdom and might and honor and glory 
and blessing!” And I heard every creature in heaven and on 
earth and under the earth and in the sea, and all that is in 
them, saying, “To him who sits on the throne and to the Lamb 
be blessing and honor and glory and might forever and ever!”

ohn came running and calling out with his strong 
melodic voice, “Yeshua! Yeshua! Look what I am 
bringing you!”

It was the noon hour. The three workmen had just gone 
to their homes for lunch. Jesus also stopped at noon for 
lunch, as he always did. Hearing John’s cries, he came out 
of the carpentry shop, his wooden mallet lying still on the 
work bench. The spring sun was warm on his face. “What 
have you got there, Yohanan? Oh! Look at that! A little 
lamb.”

J
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“It is for you. It is yours. Yesterday I went and saw my 
dear friend, Jeremiah on the cross at Chorazin. Oh, Yeshua, 
it was awful. He is gone now. He didn’t last long into the 
night. Some of the others were crying all through the night 
hours.” 

Jesus showed his regrets that the young man’s life had 
ended in this way. 

“Before he died though, he insisted that I give you his 
new lamb. It is just a newborn. Jeremiah’s mother was near 
me. She heard him say it too. ‘Give Yeshua my youngest 
lamb, Yohanan,’ he cried out from the cross. ‘It is pure and 
without blemish. Tell Yeshua this is my heart’s love for him. 
I shall miss him dearly. Ask him to bless me.’”

Jesus took him and held the little creature on his 
shoulder. Its heart was thumping. He kissed it on the 
forehead and his attention turned to the heavenly Father. 
“Bless Jeremiah, Father,” he said, “and all his family.” 

Before opening his eyes, he waited for the Father to 
respond. In a moment, the Father made himself known to 
Jesus and confirmed that their Word was sealed in prayer. It 
would be done, in whatever way God would bring that 
blessing to this departed young soul. 

Jesus never wanted to know how exactly God would 
bring about that kind of a blessing. It didn’t matter to him. 
He just knew it always would be good and right. “God is 
only ever Good, the only Good,” he had often told himself.

When he opened his eyes again, John was all aglow in 
front of him. Jesus had to think quickly. “Yohanan. I fully 
receive dear Jeremiah’s lamb. I have no place to keep him 
though. He needs his mother’s milk to feed him. He needs 
the company of other lambs. What can I do? I have no place 
for such a beautiful creature of God.”
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John was dumbstruck. Jesus was right. He hadn’t 
thought through the consequences of the gift: but what 
could they do? He couldn’t dare to take it back to 
Jeremiah’s mother: returning such a gift from her son on the 
cross would surely curse the entire family.

Jesus sat down on the stone bench outside his shop, the 
lamb cradled in the apron that covered his lap. John sat 
down beside him. Many a story had been told on that old 
bench seat over the time that Jesus has been there. Some 
thought of it as Jesus’ confessional. Whenever someone was 
sitting there with Jesus no one disturbed him. They all 
knew that God was at work.

“He’s a beautiful lamb, Yohanan.”
“He is like Jeremiah’s love for you.”
“Pure. Unblemished.” Then Jesus looked at John. “But 

what shall we do with him?”
“Don’t sacrifice him, will you?”
Jesus laughed. “Oh no, Yohanan. Trust me on that one: I 

will never make another sacrifice as long as I live.” John 
laughed too, although not quite understanding why. “No, 
Yohanan. God has a special place for this little fellow. For 
now, take him back to his mother for a feed. God will find a 
way for us.”

Jesus handed the lamb back to John. Then, he paused. 
They both held the lamb together. “Yohanan. I have it.” 
Jesus quickly rose and went into his shop, returning in a 
moment with the gum pot and brush he used for sealing his 
wooden tables. He dipped the brush in the warm resin. 
“Hold the little lamb still, Yohanan.” Gently, Jesus daubed 
the woolly back of the lamb with a small cross. He looked 
at John. “This way, everyone will know that this lamb is the 
lamb of Yeshua. Whether he lives with his mother at 
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Jeremiah’s home, or with you, or he wanders around the 
carpentry shop, all Capernaum and even Bethsaida and 
Chorazin will know about Yeshua the lamb.”

John was thrilled. “You are naming this lamb? Nobody 
names their sheep.” 

“Yes. From now on this little unblemished and spotless 
creature is Yeshua the lamb of God’s blessing. He will never 
be sacrificed. He will grow old and have many sons and 
daughters. Whether I am in Capernaum or far from here, I 
will always be a blessing in Capernaum because of this 
lamb of God.”

John loved the idea. “We will have Jeremiah with us too. 
Through this lamb. And, Yeshua,” John was aglow with 
inspiration, “Jeremiah’s little sister, Abarrane, will adore 
having your lamb in her house. You know she always 
wanted you to live there. Now she at least has your heart 
there with her.”

“Yes, I was told about how she wanted me to live in their 
family home.” Jesus smiled. “Well, Yohanan, at least I know 
I have a second welcome here in Capernaum now.” John 
looked at him surprised, missing the point of humour and 
wondering how Jesus could even think of living in another 
home than his father Zebedee’s home. “It’s not me, 
Yohanan, but she does have Yeshua the lamb of God. It’s 
nearly as good,” and he smiled with John. It was a sad day, 
but their eyes sparkled to think of Abarrane’s joy.

Off John went, carrying the lamb of God back to its mum. 
Jesus watched them go and then he stepped over the stone 
hearth and back into his own world with the other three 
workmen among the timbers and tools. Two legs of wood 
had somehow fallen together on his bench, in the shape of 
the cross that took Jeremiah to his death. It caught Jesus’ 
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eye. He moved to separate them, to straighten them, to let 
them return to being just table legs; but something in him 
decided to just let them lie there.

As he sat on a wooden stool behind the curtain that 
separated the workroom from the wood store room, a 
reflective pose fell upon him. Jesus again returned to a 
problem he had long pondered. He spoke aloud to the 
Father. The workmen paid him no heed, they were well 
accustomed to Jesus spontaneously praying aloud from 
behind the curtain. To maintain his privacy, knowing how 
few locals spoke Hebrew, preferring Aramaic, Jesus often 
talked to the Spirit of the Father within him in Hebrew—
sometimes even in Greek. Hearing it, people knew to leave 
him alone, especially when they saw his prayer shawl 
drawn over his head like the holy tent that it was.

“Should I bring the world to the knowledge of the Father 
Fusion that I have with you Father? It is outside the 
scriptures. It is greater even than The Book Of Enoch. It is the 
pure Garden of Eden. It bares little resemblance to what the 
the baptisms of the Essenes mean in the Dead Sea. It is like 
this little lamb, Father: pure; without blemish; spotless.

“Or should I bring you out of the the existing scriptures, 
as Isaiah is suggesting the servant-son will do? It would be 
much more true and beautiful and good if I were to show 
the world the sanctity of my Father Fusion in you though. 
Isaiah’s servant could be so easily forgotten. So wretched 
and ignominious a death could so easily be something that 
people would want to overlook and forget. In a few 
months, no one will remember Jeremiah. They will look on 
the lamb as he grows up and forget the young man who 
gave him to me. No one wants to remember the crucifixions 
of last year. The crucifixions of three years ago are out of 
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sight and out of mind, Father. They are all like last year’s 
snow fall on Mount Hermon.”

Then the Father spoke into the clear light heart of Jesus. 
“It is for that reason that you are better to not place our 
ministry in your own Father Fusion but in the written Word 
of God that can never be forgotten by the generations of 
man.”

In an instant, Jesus saw the light of the wisdom in his 
heavenly Father’s words. “Yes, I must let the greater vehicle 
carry the load.” The Spirit of the Paradise Father who was 
within Jesus confirmed his thoughts by bringing to his 
mind the words of Isaiah 53:7—their own Word, the truth 
be known:

“He was oppressed, and he was afflicted, yet he opened not his 
mouth; like a lamb that is led to the slaughter, and like a sheep 
that before its shearers is silent, so he opened not his mouth.”

“How will I function with such a profound humility, 
Father?” Jesus questioned. “If I put aside my own strength 
and my own voice, what can I stand on in you?” 

The Father then ended the conversation by bringing to 
Jesus’ mind another and more fundamental scripture, 
saying: “This will be your chosen way, my son. You will 
find the root of my life that is in the People of God, to be 
within your own life and your own genesis.

“Your lamb shall be without blemish. 
“It is the Lord’s Passover.
“For I will pass through the land of Egypt.”

Jesus took these words deep into his heart, saying to 
himself: “The lamb without blemish is the one who is fused to 
the will of the heavenly Father. This I know. They are 
together one will, one holiness, one pure heart. Satan 
cannot violate it. Lucifer cannot rip such a soul away from 
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the Father. Forevermore, the follies of Lucifer will not blind 
the one who is without blemish.” 

He thought of the metallurgists in Capernaum, those 
beefy men who pounded out with their ringing hammers 
all day; and the way they joined metal together in the 
blasting furnace and the pounding on the anvil. 

“When that one iron is fused into the other iron the two 
become one and nothing can separate them ever again. That 
is the human journey with you: we grow into a spiritual 
fusion with you, Father. One piece of iron is the human 
spirit and the other piece of iron is your Spirit, Father. 
When we two are fused into one rod, we are together a 
single rod of iron. All that I am is made greater by you. All 
that you are finds expression in me. Nothing can stand 
before us, Father. All the Kings of the earth and their 
wickedness cannot separate us.” With his sonorous voice, 
Jesus began to sing out the words of Psalms 2:

Why do the nations rage and the peoples plot in vain? The 
kings of the earth set themselves, and the rulers take counsel 
together, against the Lord and against his anointed, saying,
“Let us burst their bonds apart and cast away their cords 
from us.”
He who sits in the heavens laughs; the Lord holds them in 
derision. Then he will speak to them in his wrath, and terrify 
them in his fury, saying,
“As for me, I have set my King on Zion, my holy hill. I will 
tell of the decree: The Lord said to me, ‘You are my Son; today 
I have begotten you. Ask of me, and I will make the nations 
your heritage, and the ends of the earth your possession. You 
shall break them with a rod of iron and dash them in pieces 
like a potter’s vessel.’” Psalms 2:1-9.

The words were very empowering in Jesus’ mind. “There 
is no fear of the world or any of its authorities. Not for the 
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Father Fused person. Is there, Father? 
“That person has overcome the death of the flesh and 

even the second death: all the despair of the spirit. 
“The love of the Father has become the love of the 

human son. They are one; and there is power over the 
world and all that is in the world, isn’t there, Father?” 

A deep silence and stillness, all the way from Paradise to 
Jesus in Capernaum, pervaded the workshop. It enveloped 
Jesus. It occupied his lungs and his blood, his muscles and 
his limbs. He felt the power of God’s sovereignty, the gift 
that can only be given to one who is spotless in the fusion 
with the heavenly Father’s will, soak into him.

“This is the true baptism, Father. Your sovereign power 
in all of us across the whole world. That is the baptism that 
the Prophet Eliyyahu received. He should have been 
preaching it but I know now that it was not your will for 
him to share it with Israel. It was not the time for the world 
to know the pure way of this Father Fusion of wills: and all 
things have their time and place. 

“This is the time, now, Father. This is the baptism that the 
Essene ascetics should be bringing to Israel.”

The Father brought a pause into his spirit. Then Jesus 
received the revelation and confirmed it in spoken words to 
the heavenly Father.

“You have not laid it upon them though, Father. Have 
you? This which you have gifted to me alone to do. It is this 
that all Israel is wanting. I am the one to bring your Father 
Fusion into the world, to baptise the whole world with you 
and your eternal union, your unending and unbroken 
blessing.”

Then he reflected more deeply, more personally until he 
came to his own conclusion. His gaze came softly to rest on 
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those two table legs on his work bench. 
“I am the lamb without blemish. Aren’t I, Father? 
“Our Father Fusion has made me without sin in your 

eyes. Isn’t that the truth, Father? 
“The lamb without blemish is the one without sin, the 

one who is wholly acceptable to you, Father.” 
The Father was entirely silent, resting in this great world-

overcoming authority that spanned all the heaven of 
heavens and all creation until it found its end in a simple 
carpenter’s shop near the shores of the Sea of Galilee a little 
south of the heart of Capernaum.

Then Jesus had a profound realisation. “Father! It is this 
Father Fusion that will make the world, the whole world, 
acceptable in your sight. 

“It will make the world worthy. Justified. Clean of heart 
and whole in meaning and purpose. 

“Father Fusion will make the world glorified in the same 
plans that you had for Adam and for Eve and for all their 
offspring from the very beginning of the Garden.” Then he 
thought even more broadly: “And for all those on the earth 
who were before the heavenly birth of Adam and Eve. 
Father Fusion has always been for all people: hasn’t it 
Father?” 

He was exalted. He had found the answer to his pressing 
prayers. “Father. We will together be the lamb without 
blemish; and our Father Fusion will be the new Passover.” 

The three brothers who had moved from Bethsaida-Julius 
to the West to work in Zebedee’s shop with him paid 
almost no attention to these times of great exaltation on 
Jesus. The curtain that divided the workshop providing him 
with scant privacy from them, but he seemed in a world of 
his own anyway.
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Jesus left his apron and his tools where they lay and 
spent the rest of that day and night in the hills beyond 
Chorazin. He was alone, swept up in the power and the 
glory and the certainty of his success with the Father’s plan. 
The agonised cries of the crucified were out of earshot. As 
the bright second full moon of spring shone all about them, 
even the stars seemed to stand in victory with him. 

The evening’s chill turn to cold. He wrapped himself in 
his cloak and pulled his prayer shawl over his brow. It was 
his custom to sing the songs of Job in mournful tones. This 
night, however, he switched the melody and the rhythm. 
With a mighty shout and a gladness in his soul that called 
back to the very heart of Paradise itself, Jesus sang out Job’s 
plaintiff plea:

Of a truth, God will not do wickedly, and the Almighty will 
not pervert justice. Who gave him charge over the earth, and 
who laid on him the whole world? If he should set his heart to 
it and gather to himself his spirit and his breath, all flesh 
would perish together, and man would return to dust. Job 
34:12-15.

The power and authority of God the Almighty, the 
Creator, this night fell upon Jesus the man of Father Fusion. 
And it stayed.

The morning star had risen just as Jesus was about to 
descend those northern hills and make his way back to 
Capernaum on the lake. The Paradise Father caught his 
attention and Jesus was shrouded in a cocoon of light and 
stillness.

“The old Passover was my power in the shed blood of the 
lamb,” the Father softly said. “It led to the prize of the 
freedom I made for people. They could come out from other 
gods. They were given the holy gift to worship me alone. 

“The shed blood,” the Father continued, “was the bridge 
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they crossed and they came out from Egypt into the 
promised reward. If you choose Isaiah’s way, the New 
Passover will similarly be the bridge of shed blood. It is not 
the reward, the prize. Let the bridge to the prize not be 
mistaken for the prize. The shed blood is the bridge and the 
prize is the Father Fusion that you have with me. 

“Remember this always, Yeshua, my son: the power in 
the everlasting Passover is the Father Fusion that all your 
children will have through your Father Fusion.”

Jesus sat on the grassy slope, moist as it was in the 
morning dew. The Father’s words sank deep into his whole 
being. Mission was being defined in him, born in him, 
crafted in him from On High. At length, Jesus spoke again 
to the Father: “My Father Fusion is your gift to all 
humanity, isn’t it Father?”

“Indeed.”
“They will receive my Father Fusion through my shed 

blood, just like Isaiah has prophesied? Isn’t it, Father?”
“Humanity never forgets scripture,” replied the Father. 

Then he brought to mind in Jesus the words of the Prophet 
Isaiah:

The grass withers, the flower fades when the breath of the 
Lord blows on it; surely the people are grass. The grass 
withers, the flower fades, but the word of our God will 
stand forever. Isaiah 40:7-8.

Jesus acknowledged the truth of the Father’s Word. 
Asking the Father to settle a lingering doubt that he 

wanted clarified, he said: “Father, I can go the way of the 
shed blood of the Lamb and the shed blood of Isaiah’s 
prophesy. I can well imagine the wonderful fruit of this 
way. Is there yet a different way, though: a way that you 
and I would share in the Father Fusion that we know and 
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even that we plan to release into the whole world?”
“Is there a way of light,” asked the heavenly Father, 

“instead of a way of blood?”
“Yes, Father, precisely.”
“For this people, in this day, concerning also the 

problems you have encountered in The Book Of Enoch and 
how Lucifer is plundering heaven and earth with his 
iniquity and his deceit, my son, if you bring your own 
Father Fusion to me as the instrument for me to use, then I 
will wield it like a two-edged sword that will cut away the 
root of sin and death and plant in the good soil of your own 
life and in my own life the only true seed for lasting truth 
and peace in heaven and on earth. 

“In another time, with another people, your Father 
Fusion of light and life will have its own voice. For now, let 
it be so that the sacrificial lamb is glorified and lifted 
beyond its own genesis so that the whole world will sup on 
the Lord’s Passover for all time. In time, the world will 
outgrow your blood sacrifice. They could not yet dare to 
imagine let alone be spiritually able to receive your light 
offering though. Your Father Fusion is capable of being 
both the light and life of God Immortal and the shed blood 
of God Eternal. Consider the signs of the times, my son. 
Consider them well.”

It was done. 
The way was made clear. 
From that day on, Jesus had a rock in his belly. It was an 

ever-growing conviction that was necessary for grasping 
how his own Father Fusion might lend itself to the Father’s 
plan to lift up the entire Hebrew story. How, exactly, would 
he be the lamb of God?

As he walked back inside the gate of Capernaum, Jesus 
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said one parting word to his heavenly Father. “In what ever 
way I am to lift up this whole world for you, my Father, I 
trust you and I will never doubt you. Make me the 
instrument of your victory. Do with me whatever you will, 
Father. Your glory will fill the earth through my Father 
Fusion.” Then he sang one of his favourite Psalms:

Be exalted, O God, above the heavens! Let your glory be 
over all the earth! Psalms 57:5.

Jesus’ thoughts turned to the reward of his night in the 
hills above Capernaum, and the two sides of it:

The nations shall see your righteousness, and all the kings 
your glory, and you shall be called by a new name that the 
mouth of the Lord will give. Isaiah 62:2.
And Isaac said to his father Abraham, “My father!” And 
he said, “Here am I, my son.” He said, “Behold, the fire 
and the wood, but where is the lamb for a burnt offering?” 
Abraham said, “God will provide for himself the lamb for a 
burnt offering, my son.” So they went both of them 
together. Genesis 22:7-8. 

“The lamb will be my son,” Jesus thought to himself. 
“Poor Abraham. What terrible days when it was common 
for people to sacrifice their eldest son in the hope of 
winning your favour, Father.” Then he reflected a little 
more on what he had just thought: “The lamb will be my 
son. These are your words: aren’t they Father? They are not 
the words of a man of flesh: they are the Word of God. He 
will be my son.”
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Chapter Four
REVELATION OF JOHN 21:1-7

He Will Be My Son.

Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth, for the first heaven 
and the first earth had passed away, and the sea was no more.
And I saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down out of 
heaven from God, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband. 
And I heard a loud voice from the throne saying, “Behold, the 
dwelling place of God is with man. He will dwell with them, 
and they will be his people, and God himself will be with them 
as their God. He will wipe away every tear from their eyes, 
and death shall be no more, neither shall there be mourning 
nor crying nor pain anymore, for the former things have 
passed away.” 
And he who was seated on the throne said, “Behold, I am 
making all things new.” Also he said, “Write this down, for 
these words are trustworthy and true.” 
And he said to me, “It is done! I am the Alpha and the 
Omega, the beginning and the end. To the thirsty I will give 
from the spring of the water of life without payment.
The one who conquers will have this heritage, and I will be his 
God and he will be my son.

eshua the lamb of Capernaum was almost six 
months old when one day some words added 
weight to that rock inside Jesus’ belly. Quietly, in an 

almost unnoticed way, Zevach the librarian spoke to Jesus 
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as he entered the synagogue library. 
“I believe that you, Yeshua, have come to fulfill all the 

scriptures: the Law and the Prophets.” Their eyes met. “I 
pray that I live to the see the days of your glory on the 
earth, and that you will remember me, your humble 
servant, when the whole world lifts you up in a whirlwind 
like Eliyyahu (Elijah) and the small details of life are 
forgotten.”

How Jesus ached to bring him into his own Father 
Fusion. They embraced for twice the customary measure. 

“I am the bread of life. Truly you will eat that which is 
mine, dear Zevach. I never forget you. I never lose he 
whom the Father brings to me.”

Zevach very gratefully received the few coins from Jesus 
and made his way out of the darkening library. He never 
forgot that night alone with Jesus in the synagogue. When 
today you visit it as it stands in ruins in the old town of 
Capernaum on the Sea of Galilee, know that just to the right 
of the entrance from the synagogue to the smaller room 
adjacent, the light of their embrace still lingers, and the 
promise of Jesus’ words is still the flame that lights all the 
world. 

Zevach has long ago gone on to live in Christ’s heavenly 
mansions and, in that joyous and light-filled land of love, 
quickly attained all the fullness of the Father Fusion that 
Jesus the Son of God had walked in on the earth. 

For some reason unknown to him, the librarian felt 
moved to return to the synagogue later that evening. Jesus 
heard the familiar sound of his footprints on the stone floor 
and he rose to greet him.

“Zevach,” Jesus called out. 
“Your servant is here,” Zevach replied.
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“When I am lifted up I shall make a way for you to eat 
from the Tree of Life.”

“In Paradise?” asked the bent over man. “How would I 
be worthy of such a thing?”

“The fruit of the Tree of Life is the guidance we receive 
from the Father in Paradise who sends his spirit into us for 
our salvation.” 

Upon hearing Jesus’ words, the power of the Holy Spirit 
suddenly gripped Zevach. His mind was elevated. He felt 
himself somehow to be standing in a shaft of light that had 
descended to the earth directly from Paradise. It brought to 
him a profound joy and stillness and peace. 

“Even this night, Zevach, the Spirit of God stands here in 
our presence saying to me, ‘Bless my son, Zevach; and say 
to him, I am your God and Father and you are my son; I am 
with you both now and forevermore. I will never leave you 
or forsake you.’”

Zevach was speechless. For the first time in his life, 
however, he knew of a certainty that he was a son of God. 
“Thank you, Yeshua. For your words. For your love. Truly I 
feel like I am living Job 38:7. I am with the morning stars 
who are singing together and all the sons of God are 
shouting for joy. Now I know for certain that you are the 
holy bread of life. Your understanding surpasses all the 
Law and the Prophets. God moves at your will. He listens 
to the pleas of your heart. I shall praise the Lord like in 
David’s Psalm One Hundred and Fifty: ‘Praise God in his 
sanctuary; praise him in his mighty heavens!’ I have found 
my heavenly Father. My heavenly Father has this night 
found his earthly son.”

Jesus turned and re-entered the synagogue library. 
Turning his attention to the Spirit of the Father within 
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himself, he said” “This is the work, Father. Isn’t it? The 
work is simply to make sons and daughters of God.” 

The clear light of the moon that sparkled on the Sea of 
Galilee made the lake’s stillness even more haunting as 
Zevach slowly walked home. He lingered on his way to 
pause on the shore, taking in the grandeur of the night 
light. “You are my Father and I am your son,” he kept 
saying to himself, over and over again, as if filling his 
whole physical body with the glory of God and his eternal 
promise of life. The whole lake was swallowed in a single 
gulp by his sonship with God, such was the mind of the 
clear light land of the Father in him; fully radiant; a 
resplendent joy. God within him was thrilled at having 
made the contact.
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Chapter Five
SAINT LUKE 2:8-19

Mother Mary.

And in the same region there were shepherds out in the field, 
keeping watch over their flock by night. And an angel of the 
Lord appeared to them, and the glory of the Lord shone 
around them, and they were filled with fear. And the angel 
said to them, 
“Fear not, for behold, I bring you good news of a great joy 
that will be for all the people. For unto you is born this day in 
the city of David a Savior, who is Christ the Lord. And this 
will be a sign for you: you will find a baby wrapped in 
swaddling cloths and lying in a manger.” 
And suddenly there was with the angel a multitude of the 
heavenly host praising God and saying, 
“Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace among those 
with whom he is pleased!”
When the angels went away from them into heaven, the 
shepherds said to one another, 
“Let us go over to Bethlehem and see this thing that has 
happened, which the Lord has made known to us.” And they 
went with haste and found Mary and Joseph, and the baby 
lying in a manger. And when they saw it, they made known 
the saying that had been told them concerning this child. And 
all who heard it wondered at what the shepherds told them. 
But Mary treasured up all these things, pondering them in 
her heart.
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ary was dressing. Her five sons had moved away 
from home, and Miriam and Martha have married 
well. Jesus  moved Mary and his youngest sister, 

Ruth, over to his own house in Capernaum while he moved 
elsewhere and he placed his brother Simon and his new 
wife into the old homestead in Nazareth. Near Mary sat 
Ruth, the remaining chick in the nest. She was the last born 
reminder of the eternal love she carried for her beloved 
Joseph. It was a love made so divine by the events 
surrounding their firstborn, Yeshua. 

“Your father, Yosef went. All your brothers have gone 
there too: first Yeshua (Jesus), then Ya’aqov (James), Yosef 
(Joseph), Shimon (Simon) and Yehudah (Jude). Little Amos 
would have gone there too if he had lived to school age. 
That’s what men do: they go to synagogue school and they 
learn their trade from their fathers. It’s our tradition. Your 
father and then Yeshua groomed all your brothers well. The 
traditions work well and they keep us.”

“When can I study the scriptures, Mother, like the boys 
and like Yeshua? He is so clever with the scriptures.” 

“We women don’t go to school, darling. Your sisters, 
Miriam and Martha, never wanted to go to school with the 
boys.” Mary lifted Ruth to her feet and softly cuddled her. 
“We learn the things that are important for women to do, 
just as I have instructed you over the years. Yeshua home 
schooled all you children: that should be enough. You don’t 
really want to learn to read the holy scriptures do you?”

“You are a wonderful weaver, Mother. All the women in 
Nazareth say so,” said Ruth, changing the conversation. She 
wasn’t getting anywhere with Mary, who could be so very 
blinkered at times.

M
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“My weaving has brought in money to pay for a lot of 
extras we needed from time to time. A growing family of 
eight needed a lot of money. After your father died we had 
very lean times for a while. These hands and that small 
loom fed us until Yeshua could better provide for us all.” 

They both paused. Ruth had never known Yosef. He had 
been killed in a scaffolding accident while at work in the 
growing city of Sepphoris a little to the North, the old 
Capital before it was moved to Tiberias on the Sea of 
Galilee.

“Will I be as good a weaver as you are, Mother?”
“Oh yes, Ruth. You are already very good. You have an 

eye for beauty. You are like your sisters, Martha and 
Miriam. I like the way you make the pottery. You are a 
wonderful weaver, but the things you make in pottery, and 
the way you paint them: they are your gift of God to the 
world, daughter. 

“I sold one of my pots, a whole set, the blue one . . . the 
one with the blue and the white pattern.”

“Yes, I know that one. It is particularly nice. So, you sold 
it?”

“Yes. Mary the mother of Bet will come around today or 
tomorrow with the money.” 

Mary looked at her daughter with such a loving restful 
gaze. “You are so much like your eldest brother, Ruth. 
Perfectly trusting.” She hugged the girl. “I love you with all 
my heart, precious gem. Don’t ever change.”

“Oh, I won’t change, Mother. I love me the way I am. But 
still, I would like to have the education that you have. You 
are so intelligent. And besides, you know how to read the 
holy scriptures. I saw you reading that old copy Yeshua left 
in the house when he moved here to Capernaum. Won’t 
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you teach me, Abba (Aramaic for Mum)?”
“If you get married, and you will, Ruth, for you are 

already sixteen years of age.” Then her eyes lit up and she 
took Ruth by the hand:. “And that boy, Dawid Zebedee 
over there in Bethsaida . . .”

“The one who goes fishing with Yeshua?”
“Yes, the youngest of the Zebedee boys. His father builds 

the most famous boats on all the Galilee. Dawid has his eye 
on you I think, Ruth.” The very attractive teenager was all 
ears. “When we visited Yeshua and the Betzalel family last 
autumn, I saw the way that he looked at you.” 

Ruth blushed. She was tender hearted, despite her zeal 
for selling her handicrafts. Mary was right: Ruth was ripe 
for the picking and she would make a good catch. 

“He’s a good boy, Ruth. His father and mother are well 
respected in the Capernaum synagogue. You could be 
proud to be the mother of his children. He would teach you 
the holy scriptures. I know that he has studied them well. It 
is largely because of Yeshua assisting in the designing and 
building of those fishing boats with Zebedee, and other 
business things that he has done with Zebedee, that he has 
been able to financially support us so well these past 
seventeen years. Think kindly of Dawid, Ruth.”

“There’s money in that lake, Mother,” Ruth laughed. 
“More than in the hills of Nazareth.”

“Nazareth has been kind to us, daughter. Never be 
ashamed of being the daughter of Yosef and the brother of 
Yeshua and of being from Nazareth. Even the scriptures 
speak well of us, even if the people in Jerusalem don’t have 
the same view.”

Ruth began brushing Mary’s long silken hair. Still young, 
Mary, with her deep rich brown eyes and her fair almost 
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blond hair, cut a strikingly beautiful figure. She had 
attracted the eye of many a good man over the years after 
Yosef was laid to rest in the tomb beneath the house, but 
something divine that the two of them shared always kept 
her on a simple and widow’s pathway. Ruth was an almost 
identical clone of Mary, except for the deep chocolate curly 
locks that she inherited from Yosef. For that reason, of all 
the children, Ruth the most reminded Mary of the 
sweetheart of her own teenage years and the extraordinary 
epic that unfolded around the birth of their firstborn.

“What scriptures, Mother?”
Mary closed here eyes and recited:

“Behold, you shall conceive and bear a son. No razor shall 
come upon his head, for the child shall be a Nazirite to God 
from the womb, and he shall begin to save Israel from the 
hand of the Philistines.
“So then drink no wine or strong drink, and eat nothing 
unclean, for the child shall be a Nazirite to God from the 
womb to the day of his death. Judges 3:5,7.”

“Who is the prophet talking about, Mother?”
Mary paused. She took the brush from Ruth’s hand. Ruth 

watched as her mother placed her hands on her own womb. 
She seemed somehow to be cast deep into another world.

“Mother?”
At length, Mary returned. “Some say that he is the new 

prophet who is in the River Jordan. That man is your 
cousin, the son of your aunt, Elizabeth: Yohanan. The 
Essenes take a vow to never cut their hair or drink alcohol. 
Elizabeth raised him like that.” 

Mary looked at Ruth. Innocently. Some vague romance 
washed her face. The teenager, mature for her years, 
detected in her mother’s eyes that there might be more to 
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the story.
“But you think . . . ?”
“Let me tell you a story from long ago, before you were 

born. It captivated both your father and me.”
“The one about the angel Gabriel?”
“You know? Really?”
“Abba, don’t you remember when Aunt Elizabeth came 

and visited us? I was twelve years old. We were looking in 
the market, just to see what Nazareth had for sale really. As 
we walked along she told me about the Angel Gabriel 
coming to her.”

“Oh. To her? Did she say anything more?”
“No. Just that.”
“Is that why you think that the Prophet Yohanan is a gift 

from God?”
“He has to be, Abba. Aunt Elizabeth was so proud of her 

baby boy. What did she call him? Oh, yes. She said that 
Angel Gabriel told Zechariah her husband that their son 
would be a prophet great and mighty.”

“He will be filled with the Holy Spirit,” Mary said; “even 
from his mother’s womb. And he will turn many of the 
children of Israel to the Lord their God, and he will go before 
him in the spirit and power of Eliyyahu (Elijah), to turn the 
hearts of the fathers to the children, and the disobedient to the 
wisdom of the just, to make ready for the Lord a people 
prepared.”

“What a beautiful prophecy, Abba. So raw and so 
powerful. How proud Elizabeth must be to know that God 
considers her son to be in the power of the great Prophet 
Eliyyahu.” 

Ruth laughed loud and from her belly and she slapped 
the brush against Mary’s thigh: whack! 
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Mary was startled, but she threw her arms around this 
daughter and cuddled her like a playful puppy. 

“Abba!” Ruth said. “Do you suppose that Yahweh will 
take Yohanan to heaven like He took Eliyyahu? That would 
stop the mouths of so many!”

Mary smiled. “It does make me think, Darling. But for 
now, come on, you have to get ready and go over to the 
pottery house. You’ve work to do.”

As Ruth was preparing to go out to the pottery shop, 
Mary shot off a couple of parting words:

“Darling girl. Think less of prophets and God’s 
wondrous works and turn your eyes upon that Zebedee 
boy. God has got good things enough in store for the both 
of you: just you wait and see.”

Ruth just smiled and ran over to kiss her on the cheek. 
“A mother’s love is so perfect all the time!” 

She was coming to like the idea. As she stepped outside 
and walked through the narrow streets of the old 
Capernaum market that was so close to their home, she was 
pleasantly surprised about the nice feelings she had in her 
heart because of this discussion.

“I shall have to ask Yeshua about this one day, Lord,” 
Ruth said, looking up to the still clear blue sky over the Sea 
of Galilee. She never heard a reply from God, her mother’s 
love seemed somehow to blot God out of the picture.
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Chapter Six
SAINT MARK 3:31-35

A Mother’s Love.

And his mother and his brothers came, and standing outside 
they sent to him and called him. And a crowd was sitting 
around him, and they said to him, “Your mother and your 
brothers are outside, seeking you.”
And he answered them, “Who are my mother and my 
brothers?” And looking about at those who sat around him, he 
said, “Here are my mother and my brothers! Whoever does the 
will of God, he is my brother and sister and mother.”

t was ten o’clock one morning ever before Jesus 
moved Mary and Ruth from Nazareth to his house 
in Capernaum. He had always intended it to be an 

investment property and he earned good money from it 
whenever he had been away travelling. He had often 
thought that it would be the perfect place for them at some 
point in the future, close to him.

Jesus popped his cheery face inside the door of his 
former home here in Nazareth. “Abba Mary,” he called out. 
His voice was strong, soft, sonorous. His Aramaic had 
overtones of the Greek and Latin accents in it now, a sign 
that he was mixing more and more with foreigners. In a 
moment she came into the room from the back stable room 
where the firewood was stored. 

She well knew his voice and her eyes lit up. She had a 
love for her firstborn that was both maternally deep and, 
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because of Gabriel’s visit to her, the visit that baby Ruth 
knew nothing about, a peculiar and non-earthly love from 
how she had mothered him whilst being entirely at rest in 
him. No other mother seemed to enjoy such a peace from 
her child as had Mary. “While he lives,” she had often 
thought to herself, “I cannot die.”

They hugged and kissed. His body was strong and firm, 
like how she remembered him from last year. Yeshua 
quickly invited her to come upstairs onto the sunny rooftop 
to sit with him. The view of Nazareth was stunning. 

Jesus seemed urgent. He had news of some kind. Mary 
worried that it would be bad news. Now that he had passed 
the fatherhood of the family over to Yosef and Ya’aqov, even 
though he provided well financially for she and Ruth, she 
always thought that many of Jesus’ missing years were 
spent in Alexandria, for he so loved educating himself and 
testing his ideas with others. He had grown quite distant 
from the family for more than ten years. She always quietly 
worried about this son of promise. People knew little about 
those early days with Yosef, and Bethlehem and Egypt.

They sat on two of the many low wooden benches that he 
had made just for this purpose years earlier. Yeshua held 
her hands in his and he looked softly into her eyes.

“Abba Mary,” he said, “the time is coming soon. I will 
begin to be about the Father’s business.”

“Will you join Yohanan? He is now in the River Jordan 
baptising? You are called to restore Israel you know.” 

Jesus looked almost sorrowfully at Mary. With all his 
love he knew that she had no grasp of his depths in the 
Father whatsoever. The most she could conceive was the 
role of the olden prophet. Jesus was far greater than that 
though.
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“My Father Fusion is not John’s illumination, darling 
Abba,” he said softly. 

She looked at him quizzically.
“I know that you don’t understand me, Abba Mary. How 

I think and what motivates my love for God. But try dear 
Abba. Try. You have always known that God has sent me to 
you for the salvation of the world. What did Gabriel say to 
you of me?

“The Lord is with you, Mary, for you have found favor with 
Yahweh. And behold, you will conceive in your womb and 
bear a son, and you shall call his name Yeshua. He will be 
great and will be called the Son of the Most High. And the 
Lord God will give to him the throne of his father Dawid, and 
he will reign over the house of Ya’aqov forever, and of his 
kingdom there will be no end.”

Mary leaned forward and kissed her son on the right 
cheek. “Oh, Yeshua. I know that you are in the world for 
God’s purposes. No mother could want for more. I only 
pray that you will come to no harm. We have had visits 
from some of the priests from Jerusalem. The Nazareth 
synagogue has been asking after you too. There are 
rumours from some around Capernaum that you are 
growing beyond the Torah, beyond the Sanhedrin. Even 
beyond the Law. I love you with all my heart, darling child. 
You know that I never want you to come to harm. Keep 
yourself safe, Yeshua. That is all any mother can ask of her 
son.” 

Then she looked at him eye to eye. She smiled softly, the 
corners of her lips revealing the wonderful joy she felt in 
her heart for this young man. “I can never forget that you 
are special, Yeshua. I remember the legend of how all the 
ancient Egyptian gods of Tell Basta were toppled over. 
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Egypt left deep impressions in me. God, our God, the God 
of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, is all over that land. Egypt 
rescued us. It was a secret place that hid us. When Yosef 
and I were with you one day and I looked on those statues I 
thought in my heart how one day that will be the same for 
you in Israel. You will bring God’s might and power, 
toppling over all the wickedness and all the strongholds 
that bind our people. Like Mosheh. Like Eliyyahu fighting 
against the prophets of Baal. You are one of the great ones, 
Yeshua.”

“What of God’s love, Abba Mary? Have you no sense of 
God’s love? Why must it always be power and might? Is 
there no place for wisdom? Do not all the Psalms and the 
Proverbs call us to look to God for his love and for his 
wisdom?”

“Love and wisdom do not win wars, Yeshua. Love and 
wisdom do not convince the Sanhedrin in Jerusalem, or the 
priests up here in the Decapolis, that love and wisdom 
compare to making a blood offering with a spotless lamb 
according to the Lord’s Passover? Precious darling, Yahweh 
doesn’t ask us for a sacrifice of love and wisdom. God asks 
for blood. Everyone knows it.”

She looked at Yeshua somewhat painfully. “And what is 
this Father Fusion you talk about? What is fusion? How can 
a human being know the Father God?” Yeshua didn’t reply. 
“This is what the men from Jerusalem have been asking me 
about you. They think that people are saying that you know 
God; that, you see God. That can’t be, Yeshua. Mosheh told 
us. It is written in the Law. No man can see God.” Then she 
looked again quizzically at her son. “Tell me truthfully, 
Yeshua. Do you see God?”

The words of Genesis in the writings of Mosheh were 
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ringing in his heart.

“God will provide for himself the lamb for a burnt offering, 
my son.”

“Abba Mary.” Yeshua stood up, pulling Mary to her feet. 
“I know that this is terribly difficult for you to grasp.” 

He held her close to him in a fond embrace.
“Your reach is not yet my reach, Abba. Your thoughts are 

not able to be my thoughts. Your destiny is not my destiny.”
He was right, but she was more preoccupied with his 

embrace. She loved it whenever he would show her some 
affection. He had been so distant of late. 

“All I ask, Abba, is that you will pray for me and bless 
me. I must do my Father’s bidding, even if I am to become 
what the Prophet Isaiah has prophesied. 

“Abba Mary. If, by the same power of the Holy Spirit that 
came upon you with my father, Yosef, I become the Passover 
Lamb who is filled with grief, despised by the priests, 
esteemed not by the peoples yet bearing their griefs and 
sorrows, will you yet love me?

“If I am made by God, your God, to appear to be stricken 
and smitten by God, afflicted rather than blessed by God 
and exalted, will you yet love me, your son?

“If I am made by God, your God, our God, Israel’s God, 
to become the Passover Lamb who is wounded and crushed 
for the world’s transgressions and iniquities; and upon me, 
your son, the son of God, is placed the chastisement that 
brings every believer to the peace of God, even though I am 
flogged and brutalised but yet with my stripes people are 
healed, will you yet love me?”

Mary was speechless. How could these words be pouring 
forth from the mouth of the gift of Gabriel? Who has 
perverted my darling? Surely he has been on Mount 
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Hermon among the devils and they have captured his heart 
and twisted him? 

She had not a single rational thought with which to 
counter his pleas for love and understanding—acceptance. 
She was his only confidant. She knew his origins, his 
genesis. If he couldn’t speak freely with her about his 
works for the Kingdom of heaven then he would face the 
world like a barren man, a hunted man, an outcast, like 
David who fled from the insanity of King Saul to the rock in 
the wilderness of Maon (1 Samuel 23:25). Was this to be his 
lot? Was Mother Mary the living evidence of how the whole 
world will be unable to grasp the power and meaning of his 
being the sacrificial Passover Lamb?

“Darling Abba,” he slowly replied. “there is no other way 
for God among the people of this day. I do not wish the way 
of the shed blood. I wish for the way of light and life, love 
and wisdom. But among this people, in this day, in such a 
world as this that has been ravaged by Lucifer’s lusts, where 
darkness rules and where the light of God has been snuffed 
out like a candle even by the holy temple in Jerusalem—
God’s House in all the world. Darkness rules its heart.

“I do not wish this though. Yet, Isaiah’s prophecies are 
true. Listen to his words, Abba, and weep with me. Weep 
for me, for the sins of the whole world.

All we like sheep have gone astray; we have turned every one 
to his own way; and the Lord has laid on him the iniquity of 
us all. 
He was oppressed, and he was afflicted, yet he opened not his 
mouth; like a lamb that is led to the slaughter, and like a sheep 
that before its shearers is silent, so he opened not his mouth.
By oppression and judgment he was taken away; and as for 
his generation, who considered that he was cut off out of the 
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land of the living, stricken for the transgression of my people?
And they made his grave with the wicked and with a rich man 
in his death, although he had done no violence, and there was 
no deceit in his mouth.
Yet it was the will of the Lord to crush him; he has put him to 
grief; when his soul makes an offering for sin, he shall see his 
offspring; he shall prolong his days; the will of the Lord shall 
prosper in his hand.
Out of the anguish of his soul he shall see and be satisfied; by 
his knowledge shall the righteous one, my servant, make many 
to be accounted righteous, and he shall bear their iniquities.
Therefore I will divide him a portion with the many, and he 
shall divide the spoil with the strong, because he poured out 
his soul to death and was numbered with the transgressors; 
yet he bore the sin of many, and makes intercession for the 
transgressors. Isaiah 6-12.

Mary wept. Not out of sorrow but out of unbelief. Jesus 
held her in his arms. He felt her fading strength. His words 
had drained her hope in him. He knew that she expected 
him to be a master of all the people, the Lord of all Israel. 
Now he knew of a certainty that she was not intellectually 
able to follow him into the depths of the Father’s will that 
already engulfed him.

“Oh abba, Mary. You look so alone,” said Jesus. “You are 
not alone, darling abba. I am here eternally for you. I am 
alone, but you are never alone.”
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Chapter Seven
SAINT MARK 3:31-35

A Lonely Walk Home.

Jesus said, “Truly, I say to you, there is no one who has left 
house or brothers or sisters or mother or father or children or 
lands, for my sake and for the gospel, who will not receive a 
hundredfold now in this time, houses and brothers and sisters 
and mothers and children and lands, with persecutions, and 
in the age to come eternal life. But many who are first will be 
last, and the last first.” 

s Jesus crossed the brow of the hill, little Nazareth 
disappeared behind him and the village of Cana 
opened up before him. He stopped by the 

roadside, more a wagon track really, and he turned his eyes 
on the Father.

“It is just you and me, my Father in heaven.” 
He was sorrowful in his heart. He had longed for his 

family to understand his life and his mission. He had 
dearly hoped that they would be thrilled that he would be 
the hero of the whole world. He could well imagine them 
walking side by side with him, cheering with all the joyous 
cries to God the bringer of freedom and salvation.

“Hosannah! Hosannah!” Jesus cried out with all his 
might under the late afternoon sun. The only onlooker was 
a shepherd from Cana. He was so far away that he couldn’t 
make out Jesus’ face. He just raised his staff in acknowledge-
ment, wondering if there was more to these shouts of the 
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praise of God. The stillness of that simple desert settled in 
again, and he turned to watch his sheep.

At that point, on that stone, in that place, overlooking 
tiny Cana, on the side road that led due north to an artery 
from Damascus to Alexandria, Jesus felt an extraordinary 
comforting presence all around him. He was touched, yet 
again, by an angel of the Lord. It felt good. 

He drew his prayer shawl up over his head to his brow, 
fingering the tassels of the tzitzit. Bracing up in the 
realisation that he must even sacrifice the love of his family 
if he is going to be spotless before God, he shifted his 
attention and looked in the face of the Spirit of the heavenly 
Father who was with him and in him and yet outside him 
too. Together, as one heart and mind, they began softly to pray.

“My heavenly Father,” began Jesus. “These are the words 
of the Law of Mosheh:”

“Speak to the people of Israel, and tell them to make tassels on 
the corners of their garments throughout their generations, 
and to put a cord of blue on the tassel of each corner. And it 
shall be a tassel for you to look at and remember all the 
commandments of the Lord, to do them, not to follow after 
your own heart and your own eyes, which you are inclined to 
whore after. So you shall remember and do all my 
commandments, and be holy to your God. I am the Lord your 
God, who brought you out of the land of Egypt to be your 
God: I am the Lord your God.” Numbers 15:38-41.

“My heavenly Father, according to scripture, that same 
passage in Numbers, you told Mosheh to stone to death 
that man who had been gathering wood on the sabbath. 
You have said that he acted with a high hand:

“The person who does anything with a high hand, whether he 
is native or a sojourner, reviles the Lord, and that person shall 
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be cut off from among his people. Because he has despised the 
word of the Lord and has broken his commandment, that 
person shall be utterly cut off; his iniquity shall be on him.” 
Numbers 15:30-31.

“They stoned to death that man, Father. When I look 
around Israel, and especially among the priests, I see the 
same lawlessness in their hearts, Father. They do not know 
you. They have no love for you. They have long ago closed 
their hearts to the living law that you write in the childlike soul.”

He stood up, looking over to the shepherd. It was getting 
late and he was moving his sheep into the safety of the 
nearby gully. Jesus again took up his prayerful time with 
God. They loved each other’s companionship.

“I am beginning to sense that my works in the Kingdom 
of heaven on the earth, which I know to be my Father 
Fusion in you, Father, will be looked upon as my acting 
with a high hand. My family will cut me off. Perhaps even 
the fishermen of Capernaum will cut me off. Is this how the 
prophesies of Isaiah are to be fulfilled? Am I to be so 
despised that even my family reject me? Is such a profound 
renunciation of all things required of me, Father? I wonder 
how such a profound rejection of your own Father Fusion 
son can stir the hearts of sinners and the lost to repentance 
and into the haven of your forgiveness, Father.”

The Father spoke not a word.
At length, Jesus stepped out. The angel walked beside 

him—God’s promise to be a comfort and a guide. It was 
one of the loneliest evenings of Jesus’ life, as he slowly 
made his way back along the Galilee plains before dropping 
down to the lake. The lamp lights of Capernaum looked 
somehow welcoming. He could imagine the children 
running off to the synagogue to sit at his feet before dinner 
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time. Then he laughed.
“At least the children will not leave me, Father. The 

children always know the way of love and wisdom.”
Then he heard the Father’s voice. He spoke, softly, 

tenderly, as a comfort and yet in all the strength of Paradise. 
Jesus looked both inward and outward to find him. He heard 
the words of Psalms 90:16:

“Let your work be shown to your servants, and your glorious 
power to their children.” 

“You will bring to me those who will enter into the 
Kingdom of heaven, won’t you, Father?”

As he walked almost to the gate of Capernaum, he again 
spoke to the Father, in the words of Psalms 103:17,

“But the steadfast love of the Lord is from everlasting to 
everlasting on those who fear him, and his righteousness to 
children’s children. 

“My Father Fusion,” continued Jesus, “will touch the 
hearts of those whom you bring to me, Father. They will 
have the heart of a little child. They will not be suspicious, 
neither will they be cast in bronze and hard hearted. They 
will see you, my heavenly Father. When they look upon me 
they will see you. Then, crush me, trample me, when the 
time comes even kill me, but now I know, Father, that 
whatever is done to me those you have sent to me to be 
mine for all eternity. They will see you in me. Seeing you, 
they will see my Father Fusion and the hope that it is to all 
humanity everywhere unto every generation.”

As he walked passed the path leading to the Capernaum 
synagogue he saw two children in the shadows. It was late, 
unusual. Their little oil lamps glowed yellow on their faces.

“Yeshua!” came a young girl’s cry. “Oh how we missed 
you tonight. We thought that you had forgotten us and left 
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us. We are just now going home for supper.”
Jesus looked on the two girls. Abarrane had the Lamb of 

God’s blessing on a string and she was walking home hand-
in-hand with her elder sister, Katriel—my crown is God—
who had recognised him. He bent over and kissed Katriel 
on the forehead and then lifted Abarrane up in his strong 
arms and kissed her too on the forehead.

“My darling child, I will never leave you or forsake you: 
either of you. Whatever the Father brings to me, I will never 
cast out or forget. You will both have a place with me in 
heaven. You will sit on my throne even as I have sat on the 
Father’s throne.”

Then he looked down at the Lamb of blessing. He 
crouched down and drew both Katriel and the lamb to his 
side, kissing Katriel on the cheek.

“This is a sad time now that Jeremiah has been laid to 
rest with his fathers. It is a sad day for us all.” He wiped a 
tear from his cheek. “But you, my little darlings, you are the 
hope of heaven. You are the fresh life that always makes 
things good. Your love is like the Word of the Lord when 
King Dawid wrote his song:

“My soul longs for your salvation; I hope in your word. 
You are my hiding place and my shield; I hope in your 
word.”  (Psalms 119:81, 114).

The girls didn’t understand what Jesus meant, but they 
felt his love for them, and that meant the world to them both.

“They dumped his body in the pit with all the others 
who were crucified,” said little Abarrane with child like 
innocence: “but Abba claimed him. He’s under the house 
now, in the tomb. I helped to push the stone across the 
mouth of the tomb.”

“You helped to push the stone, Abarrane? Goodness, you 
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are a strong girl,” said Jesus in jest, knowing full well that 
the weight of the stone would have required at least two if 
not three full grown men to move.

“It’s nice to have him home,” said Katriel.
“Yes,” said Jesus. “Family are special. It’s nice to have 

them all at home, living or at rest.”
“And as for you, little lamb,” Jesus said with a big smile 

and he put Abarrane on her feet, “come on, let’s get you 
back home to your mother.” 

The little woolly one felt safe with these two daughters 
of Capernaum. No harm shall befall him. He is the Lamb of 
God’s blessing. He has a mother who loves him and who 
feeds him the sweetest of milk. Jesus took the hand of each 
sister in his own two hands. The stones crunched beneath 
their sandaled feet. The waves on the lake were barely 
audible now that the evening breezes had died down. The 
stillness, almost perfect were it not for the distant cries of 
the crucified up on the hill just outside of Chorazin, invited 
the whole town to sleep in peace—whether they could sup 
on that peace or not.

“Such comfort, my heavenly Father,” Jesus softly said as 
if to himself without the children hearing. “Thank you my 
heavenly Father. For your care. For your love. Thank you. 
Bless you, my heavenly Father. Truly you are magnificent in 
all your ways.” 

As they walked on, the little lamb gave a cry to its 
mother. The children giggled. Such a day on such a world.
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PART TWO
BY WATER AN D BY SP IRIT

The Days Of John The Baptist



Chapter Eight
REVELATION OF JOHN 3:19-20

Repentance.

“Those whom I love, I reprove and discipline, so be zealous 
and repent. Behold, I stand at the door and knock. If anyone 
hears my voice and opens the door, I will come in to him and 
eat with him, and he with me.”

n a cool clear spring day when there was not a 
cloud in the sky and the snows of Mount Hermon 
far to the North could be seen from legendary 

Masada, the Prophet Yohanan stepped out over and above 
the ways of the Essene community and took up his place in 
history in the line of Eliyyahu, the great Elijah whom God 
took to heaven without tasting mortal death. 

“I must live in the cave in which Eliyyahu lived,” he told 
his closest confidant among the Essenes of Qumran, Abner. 
“I have long been of two minds but now I fully believe that 
my time has come; and I must call Israel to repentance in 
anticipation of the fulfilment of my birth.” With that, 
Yohanan left his perpetual anonymity in En Gedi on the 
western shores of the Dead Sea, and plunged himself into 
the icy waters of the River Jordan.

“Who is that?” asked many a traveller as they came to 
the busy traditional crossing point between Jordan’s 
Amman and Israel’s Jerusalem. His appearance was breath 
taking. Yohanan was sudden, unannounced, shocking and 
yet wholly desirable. Here was no common preacher or 
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priest or holy man. God was all over this man. 
“He is a prophet of God. Holy and powerful. Listen to 

him.” These were the words of the very first man that he 
buried under those crisp and glassy waters, Amos, a 
businessman returning to his home in the business sector 
just to the West of the temple.

“The Kingdom of heaven is at hand!” roared out this 
unabashed champion of the shackled and divided Israel. 
“Repent and be baptised for the remission of your sins. Let 
all the land make a straight and clear way for the coming of 
the Lord’s anointed one.”

His message had a startling appeal. John was 
announcing that God was about to intervene in the history 
of the nation and in the lives of all who lived therein. This 
was no politician’s speech, and neither was it an evangelist 
calling people to join his own denomination. He was calling 
all Israel to see God in action. Suddenly a wholly 
transcendent authority, straight from eternity itself, was 
made plain to the nation and told of being its saviour. The 
nation was riveted.

Within weeks, scores of people had been baptised. As the 
numbers grew from a score to a hundred to a thousand and 
disciples had gathered and formed a small makeshift 
community around the ancient cave of Eliyyahu on the 
Jordan side of the River, John’s message grew. 

To a group of Israelites who were passing through to 
Jordan he shouted, “I have come to bear witness about the 
light, that all might believe through him. I am not the light, 
but I come to bear witness about the light.” One hundred 
and forty-three souls, along with a group of thirty Syrians 
on their way from Damascus through Amman to Jerusalem 
felt his bear-like hands plunge them under the water. To a 
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man, they emerged blessed indeed and fully convinced that 
their righteousness would help bring the Messiah forth to 
liberate all Israel from the yoke of bondage. 

“By the might of the God of Enoch, Abraham and 
Eliyyahu, I tell you that the Holy Spirit this day has bound 
and washed your sin.” 

His words were so demanding, and his appearance so 
convincing, that within three months all in Amman and 
Jerusalem were talking about him and beginning to be 
expectant of a great move of God. How, actually, God 
would manifest, no one really knew. It was enough to 
expect, that’s all. 

+
The temple authorities were naturally curious about 

John: they needed to place him within the context of their 
own place in society and the machinery of Judaism. 

“What do you think he will say when we ask him?”
“We must tell him that we are a delegation of priests and 

Levites from Jerusalem. He will bow to our authority, even 
if he is an Essene.”

“Gamaliel advised me to simply ask him who he is. I will 
do that. Let’s see what that leads to. Who knows what he 
will answer. There are some of us who are convinced he is 
just another mad prophet who wants his time in history.”

Arriving at the banks of the Jordan, not a one 
dismounted. Eli shouted to him. “Come to this side of the 
river: we would speak with you.”

“Who are you?” shouted John, “that you will not respect 
holy ground?”

“Are you the Christ that Israel is expecting? The 
anointed one?”

John was busy baptising. He released two Jordanese 
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brothers from under the water, sending them on their way 
with a bearish hug of fraternal love.

“No,” he shouted across the short distance to the Israeli 
bank of the river.

“What then? Are you Eliyyahu?”
“No, I am not Eliyyahu,” he shouted back at them. “But 

be warned,” he added: “God has preserved the words of 
Eliyyahu in the scriptures and he said, ‘If I am a man of God, 
let fire come down from heaven and consume you and your fifty. 
Then the fire of God came down from heaven and consumed him 
and his fifty.’ (2 Kings 1:12). The power of the God of 
Eliyyahu will pull you off your horses if you do not honour 
this holy ground!” 

John was quietly hoping that the power of God would 
indeed sanction his ministry by just such a display of 
almighty authority over the Jerusalem temple, and burn up 
these three men in an instant. 

On the one hand, the corruption and lust for power in 
the Jerusalem priests was why the Qumran community of 
Essenes had been originally formed. Settlers flocked there 
to escape just these priests. There was no love lost for those 
who would dictate a rule over their every waking hour.

On the other hand, John longed for the full might of 
Elijah’s life and destiny to overtake his own. He fully 
expected that he could make a cry against the King and 
Queen as had Elijah, and that God would vindicate him by 
taking him into heaven without tasting mortal death.

He was encouraged when all the members of the 
Jerusalem delegation dismounted and took a more reverent 
stance. John was pleased: but he never let go his stern 
appearance for a moment. He was not in the business of 
winning friends: his was indeed a mission from God and he 
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brought the full measure of his life and limb to the task.
“Are you the Prophet?” Melchi respectfully asked. 
John answered, “No.”
“Who are you? We need to give an answer to those who 

sent us. What do you say about yourself?”
“I am the voice of one crying out in the wilderness,” John 

replied. “As the prophet Isaiah said:
 ‘Make straight the way of the Lord.’” 
“Then why are you baptising, if you are neither the 

Messiah, nor Eliyyahu, nor the Prophet?”
“I baptise with water, but among you stands one you do 

not know, even he who comes after me, the strap of whose 
sandal I am not worthy to untie. He who comes after me 
ranks before me, because he was before me.”

Eli mounted his horse in as much to say, “So you are 
nobody. You are making a fuss for no purpose. Go back to 
the wilderness and the rock from under which you have 
crawled you despicable wretch.” He voiced not a word of 
his thoughts: but John knew.

“You brood of vipers! Who warned you to flee from the 
wrath to come?” John attacked the whole regime in the 
Jerusalem temple, pleading to make his baptisms a personal 
matter—for the individual soul and not merely for the 
national religion. “Bear fruit in keeping with repentance. 
And do not presume to say to yourselves, ‘We have 
Abraham as our father,’ for I tell you, God is able from 
these stones to raise up children for Abraham. Even now 
the axe is laid to the root of the trees. Every tree therefore 
that does not bear good fruit is cut down and thrown into 
the fire.”

This caused the other priests to remount their horses. 
They were, to a man, intolerant of any threat to their temple 
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authority. 
John pleaded for the sake of their soul’s right standing 

with his God: “I baptise you with water for repentance, but 
he who is coming after me is mightier than I, whose sandals 
I am not worthy to carry. He will baptise you with the Holy 
Spirit and with fire. His winnowing fork is in his hand, and 
he will clear his threshing floor and gather his wheat into 
the barn, but the chaff he will burn with unquenchable 
fire.” 

 As the delegation turned their backs and headed 
westward up the road to Jerusalem, Yohanan’s listeners, on 
both banks of the Jordan River, were mesmerised. Never in 
all their born days had they seen such authority nor heard 
such a commanding position in a human being. Many of 
them fully expected the fire of Eliyyahu to fall and strike 
those priests dead to a one. Some were already rehearsing 
what they would tell their friends and relatives over the 
dinner fires that very night. 

Yohanan the Prophet was outstanding. In a class of his 
own. Disciples flocked to him. Even the women came for 
baptism, in droves. They came for the water and for the 
spirit, whatever that meant to the Prophet.
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Chapter Nine
SAINT JOHN 3:5-6

Born Of Water And Of The Spirit.

“Truly, truly, I say to you, unless one is born of water and 
the Spirit, he cannot enter the Kingdom of God. That which is 
born of the flesh is flesh, and that which is born of the Spirit is 
spirit.”

s the days and weeks went by at Bethany and the 
baptisms numbered into the thousands, John 
found his thoughts increasingly turning to his 

cousin Jesus—Aunt Mary’s firstborn. 
He knew almost nothing of him except that he was now 

living and working in Capernaum on the lake of the 
Gennesars—the Sea of Galilee, as it became known by later 
travellers. The echo of his parents’ promises to him in his 
youth, still haunted him and strengthened him. He full well 
knew that his own tactless ministry was nothing without 
Yeshua stepping out and announcing himself. For his own 
part, he was still confused about the coming kingdom. 
When his disciples asked him to expound on his own 
preaching, John only said, 

“The one who will be revealed soon, he will restore the 
throne of King Dawid. In him, we will all have the fullness 
of the Kingdom of heaven: of that I am fully assured.” The 
disciples were left with little else to go on by way of what 
God might have had for them personally to get on with. 

By way of spiritual practices, John overlaid his preaching 
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and teaching with the customs of the Essenes: repentance, 
baptisms—formerly done five times daily in the Dead Sea 
but now translated to cleansing in the River Jordan, fasting, 
the reading of the scriptures—especially the Prophet Isaiah, 
and the recitation of standardised prayers. Their life was a 
mix of the influences of the Amman synagogue which 
presented a much more liberal approach to spirituality and 
what virtues the Jerusalemites distilled from the best of the 
temple practices. None of it compared to the grand 
experience of the Father Fusion of Jesus. 

John preached a baptism of water and of spirit. John’s 
disciples mostly all hungered for the spirit but, without 
anyone gifted in an authentic fusion with the will and 
personal presence of the Paradise Father, they settled for 
the cleansing power of the waters and whatever they might 
glean from the scriptures and these ascetic practices. If they 
couldn’t have God, they would at least do whatever it took 
to feel wholly separated from the pure materiality of the 
market places of the towns and cities. For many, that was 
enough. The uncomplicated life adopted the name righteous 
living; and it was very attractive to this politics-weary 
generation.

Their practices, faulty and mostly merely of an ascetic 
nature as they were, did make some inroads into the 
transformation in the old sinful nature but, when they read 
the words of Isaiah and reflected upon what was entirely 
possible and yet out of their reach, they looked to John and 
were sadly never rewarded. Like many, they lived on the 
promise and not the fact of direct contact with the Spirit of 
the Father within.

+
 In part drawn by his own desire to flush out Jesus and 
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seize the prize to which his own ministry pointed, and in 
part drawn to follow the inner leadings of the Spirit of God 
within him, for he too knew that Jesus’ hour was to be soon 
upon him, John announced that he would move up river: 

“We need to be a blessing to more people. We will 
baptise those at the two more northern crossings. They will 
want to hear and repent and be baptised for the good of all 
Israel.” 

In the earliest weeks of summer, he left a loyal band of 
disciples at the Bethany Crossing to continue the baptisms 
and the message, and he began plundering the more 
northerly crossings. First he camped at the Aenon Crossing 
between the cities of Israel’s Shechem (Salim or today’s 
Nablus: John 3:23) and Jordan’s Jarash. By December he had 
moved further north to the Pella Crossing between Israel’s 
Beit She’an and Jordan’s Irbid. The famed Tishbe of Ajloun, 
Jordan, in which the prophets Elijah and Elisha had been 
born and raised, lay roughly half way between the two 
crossings. 

The people thrilled at his message, particularly the East 
Bank Jordanese for whom Elijah had for eight hundred 
years reigned supreme in their story-telling. To behold a son 
of Eliyyahu in their very midst was, to many, almost too 
much. Excited evangelists of John’s campaign flooded the 
hills and valleys of Jordan’s high country and John was 
inundated with pilgrims and site-seers as much as 
travellers and merchants actually crossing the river. On one 
day alone, the entire town of Ajloun stood on the banks of 
the River Jordan, fully expecting to see the works of their 
beloved Eliyyahu now re-animated with the message of 
repentance for the spiritual unity of all.

+
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 For his part, the Father Fusion of Jesus was complete. He 
was but days away from the baptism that would forever 
change his life. Many in the heaven of heavens actually 
expected that at any moment the Spirit of the Father within 
Jesus would call on the forces of transformation and carriage 
that would see Jesus carried into heaven on a whirlwind 
just as Enoch and Elijah had so ended their days on earth, 
without so much as tasting mortal death. 

It was a time of jubilation in the heaven of heavens. 
Gabriel, Melchizedek, the archangel Michael—whose name 
means who is like God—and a multitude of the sons of God 
and heads of the divine governments across vast systems of 
heavenly life, watched the human life of their Divine Parent 
draw the final curtain. 

Enoch, Elijah and scores of other men and women whom 
God had perfected and brought into heaven without tasting 
mortal death had gathered in what Jesus would later call 
the New Jerusalem in the heavens. They had all had a human 
life. They had tasted its joys and its struggles to the fullest. 
They had had centuries of knowing Christ and the Holy 
Spirit as their own parents in heaven. Now, alongside 
innumerable hosts of heaven, they watched as their own 
divine Parent who had taken the flesh had reached the very 
point at which each of them had been translated from the 
earth directly to the crystalline Sea of Glass in heaven to 
carry on life uninterrupted. 

Some even were camped on the Sea of Glass itself, 
expectant of his arrival any day and any hour. They so very 
much wanted to be a part of the celebrations of his 
illustrious return. 

At one point, Enoch turned to Elijah and said, “He 
doesn’t yet know that he is the Son of God, does he?” 
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Elijah held his hand, two extraordinary brothers of the 
faith of all humankind, and replied to Enoch, saying:. 
“Apparently not, brother.”

“Do you think the Father will release that knowledge in 
him while he lives the human life?” asked Enoch.

“We can only watch, my dear brother. None know these 
events. Look around you, Enoch First of the Light Land. All 
of us right across the breadth and height of the heaven of 
heavens, have never before seen our Father in the human 
form. None of us knows what the Father and he might 
together do or conspire to do. We can only rest in the 
assurance that whatever they together do, it will have 
magnificently good and beautiful benefits—even to we who 
live here in the heavens.” 

The gentle, utterly transparent clear light land of the 
Father in each of them, in all its vastness, effortlessly 
spanned from the New Jerusalem all the way into the very 
heart and soul of the tiny blue planet called earth. They 
watched, like how today’s children watch and wait for the 
coming of Father Christmas in the midnight hours. Will he 
eat the biscuits and drink the milk? What actually will he 
do? Enoch said to the Spirit of the Father within his own 
Father Fusion, “Such a night on our earth, Father. Such a 
night.”

Angels who had never before paid any attention to this 
world began flocking to the earth, adding to the existing 
numbers within what Jesus himself humanly knew to be 
heavenly hosts at his disposal. 

He had never called on the power of these angels and 
heavenly helpers during his life but, after he had heard the 
voice from heaven declaring that he was now formerly a 
candidate for the full completion of the Father Fusion plans 
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that were held by the Spirit of the Father within him, Jesus 
quietly, in an uneventful way, became acutely aware of the 
heavens all around him. 

His earthly world had changed. He lived in a perpetually 
thin place. Heaven was there, just through a gossamer-thin 
veil right before his very eyes. He full well could 
understand how it had been for Elijah and how, in the 
course of his life on the earth, Elijah had come to 
understand that the only way for him to get into heaven 
was to step directly with God’s power straight through the 
veil that flimsily separated the earth from the heavens. 

Jesus lived the spirit-born life, even back then, that the 
Prophet John and some of his disciples craved. It was one 
thing to live the ascetic life, though, and a whole other 
thing to live the way of the lamb.
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Chapter Ten
LEVITICUS 14:13

The Way Of The Lamb.

And he shall kill the lamb in the place where they kill the sin 
offering and the burnt offering, in the place of the sanctuary. 
For the guilt offering, like the sin offering, belongs to the 
priest; it is most holy.

he priest of the Capernaum synagogue was a good 
and humble man, although almost completely 
dwarfed by the illumination emanating from Jesus’ 

Father Fusion. One evening he found Jesus quietly pouring 
over the scrolls of scriptures in the synagogue library. 

“Yeshua,” he softly spoke as he sat down beside him. 
“Will you please read the scripture this Shabbat (Sabbath)?” 

This typically meant not only reading from the scroll but 
making an informed and relevant commentary as well. 
Jesus knew that Rabbi Eli always meant well and he was 
glad to accept just as on many an occasion before he had 
accepted. 

Rabbi Eli knew that when word got around that Jesus 
was the Shabbat preacher the synagogue would be packed 
to overflowing, especially in the women’s section. “Yeshua 
brings a life to the gatherings that I have not seen in all 
Israel much less in Mother Jerusalem,” he once confided to 
a Roman Centurion who frequented the synagogue as a 
Gentile visitor. It also meant that he would see in his 
treasury much needed funds for the building additions he 
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so desperately wanted to complete. This was always 
welcome despite what rumours and suspicions followed 
Jesus’ preaching and out of the ordinary activities.

“Jairus, one of the rulers of the synagogue, has especially 
asked for you to provide the commentary. He so admires 
you, as do we all.”

Jesus managed a faint smile of acknowledgement: he was 
never moved by flattery.

“The reading will be taken from the Book of the Prophet 
Isaiah at Chapter Forty-three,” Rabbi Eli said. 

Jesus knew it well. He laid his left hand on the folded 
hands of the priest. “Of course, Rabbi.” 

Without another word, Eli rose and quickly left him to 
his studies. 

+
Jesus rolled up the scroll of Malachi and unrolled the 

scroll of Isaiah, yet again. It had become central to the 
development of his understanding of his Father Fusion 
mission as the ancient and revived Lamb of God in the 
Lord’s Passover. He softly began reading Chapter Forty-three 
to himself, looking for the evidence of his own Father 
Fusion line by line; and commenting to the heavenly Father 
along the way:

Isaiah 43:1 But now thus says the Lord, he who created you, 
O Jacob, he who formed you, O Israel: “Fear not, for I have 
redeemed you; I have called you by name, you are mine.”

“Indeed Father,” Jesus said, “you have made this Father 
Fusion in me: it most assuredly is your redemption. You 
have called me by name. I am yours and you are mine. 
Together we will read this scroll on the Shabbat as one 
mind and one will and love heart.”
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Isaiah 43:2 When you pass through the waters, I will be with 
you; and through the rivers, they shall not overwhelm you; 
when you walk through fire you shall not be burned, and the 
flame shall not consume you.

“You are speaking to me about my work as the Lamb of 
God, aren’t you, Father? Together, we will fear no evil. 
Nothing will overwhelm us.” 

Then Jesus doubted the words about the fire not affecting 
him, knowing that Isaiah’s servant prophecy would see him 
bloodied and sacrificed as a slaughtered lamb. “This part of 
the scripture belongs to others, my Father. It doesn’t 
concern us.” He read on, distilling what was relevant to 
himself for his Father Fused mission in the world; what was 
a current work of God in Israel generally, like the Prophet 
Yohanan over there in the River Jordan; and what was 
purely historic and inspirational.

Isaiah 43:3-7: For I am the Lord your God, the Holy One of 
Israel, your Savior. I give Egypt as your ransom . . . Do not 
withhold; bring my sons from afar and my daughters from the 
end of the earth, everyone who is called by my name, whom I 
created for my glory, whom I formed and made.”
Isaiah 43:8-10: “Bring out the people who are blind, yet have 
eyes, who are deaf, yet have ears! All the nations gather 
together, and the peoples assemble. . . You are my witnesses,” 
declares the Lord,” and my servant whom I have chosen, that 
you may know and believe me and understand that I am he. 
Before me no god was formed, nor shall there be any after me.

“You are drawing people to me, Father. You are invoking 
the power that separates the world and making a gulf 
between it and your holy Kingdom of Father Fusion. By 
your power in their hearts and minds, Father, you are 
opening the understanding of those whom you are calling 
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to your Father Fusion so that they will have it and keep it.”

Isaiah 43:11-15: I, I am the Lord, and besides me there is no 
savior. I declared and saved and proclaimed, when there was 
no strange god among you; and you are my witnesses . . . and 
I am God. Also henceforth I am he; there is none who can 
deliver from my hand; I work, and who can turn it back? I am 
the Lord, your Holy One, the Creator of Israel, your King.”

“You are affirming that the entire purpose of any 
person’s life is to have your Father Fusion, Father. All else 
is to be forsaken: all else is meaningless,” said Jesus. 

“Father, it is by your power that my listeners will 
awaken to the knowledge of your mandate on their lives. 
All glory to you, my darling Father. What joy I shall have, 
delighting in showing the world just how much I love you, 
Father.”

Isaiah 43:18-19: “Remember not the former things, nor 
consider the things of old. Behold, I am doing a new thing; 
now it springs forth, do you not perceive it? I will make a way 
in the wilderness and rivers in the desert.”

With these words, suddenly Jesus knew that, by the 
combined will of the heavenly Father now indissolubly 
woven into his own will, his old life was over. He was now 
most surely about to begin his ministry to the world. The 
Lamb of God would become known to the world; and there 
would be no turning back the tide of hostility and violence 
that would be awakened until Prophet Isaiah’s bloodied 
sacrifice had been crushed for the iniquities of the world. 

Jesus was very pensive. He thought about the coming 
Shabbat, and the needs of the people who normally 
attended his preaching. What could he tell them that they 
would understand? How could he say the truths that were 
in his heart in a way that didn’t offend them? 
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He never wanted to hurt the believers, but only ever to 
be a good shepherd to them, even as John Zebedee had 
been the perfect servant to his own family in both his 
absence and his presence. John had always delivered Jesus’ 
financial support on time. Mary and the family never knew 
where Jesus was, in the country or out of the country, or 
even if he was dead or alive. Jesus would be the same good 
shepherd to his hearers on the Shabbat—consistent.

“Father, I leave it in your hands as to how I shall present 
this reading to the gathering on the Shabbat. I do wonder if 
indeed I shall commence my ministry because of this 
reading and its impact among the heavenly hosts and in the 
hearts and souls of my hearers.” The Father was silent. 
Jesus read on.

Isaiah 43:20-24: The wild beasts will honor me . . . for I give 
water in the wilderness, rivers in the desert, to give drink to 
my chosen people, the people whom I formed for myself that 
they might declare my praise. Yet you did not call upon me, O 
Jacob; but you have been weary of me, O Israel! You have not 
brought me your sheep for burnt offerings, or honored me 
with your sacrifices. I have not burdened you with offerings, 
or wearied you with frankincense. You have not bought me 
sweet cane with money, or satisfied me with the fat of your 
sacrifices. But you have burdened me with your sins; you 
have wearied me with your iniquities.

“The people will not heed your call to Father Fusion, will 
they Father? They lack endurance. They lack persistence. 
They lack the power of the Spirit. They are good people, but 
their spiritual reach is shallow. Their spiritual height is 
intellectually short. They have breadth but they have no 
spirituality in their socialisation. 

They will accept easily to be born of water under 
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Yohanan the Prophet but they will not be able to easily be 
born of Spirit. They will tire of the Lamb of God of the new 
Passover. My own Father Fusion will irritate them and turn 
them against me. Isn’t that the truth, Father? They will hate 
me and reject me because of what I am and what I bring to 
them. They will be a sick man who out of the contempt 
born of ignorance kills his own physician. They will be like 
a father who buys a vineyard but the workers kill his son 
when the father sends him to collect the earnings from the 
harvest so he can reward the workers.”

Then the Father spoke to him, reminding him of an 
ancient prophecy that would manifest after Jesus had 
completed his work and returned to him in Paradise:

“Be glad, O children of Zion, and rejoice in the Lord your 
God, for he has given the early rain for your vindication; he 
has poured down for you abundant rain, the early and the 
latter rain, as before.
“The threshing floors shall be full of grain; the vats shall 
overflow with wine and oil. I will restore to you the years that 
the swarming locust has eaten, the hopper, the destroyer, and 
the cutter, my great army, which I sent among you.
“You shall eat in plenty and be satisfied, and praise the name 
of the Lord your God, who has dealt wondrously with you. 
And my people shall never again be put to shame.
You shall know that I am in the midst of Israel, and that I am 
the Lord your God and there is none else. And my people shall 
never again be put to shame.
“And it shall come to pass afterward, that I will pour out my 
Spirit on all flesh; your sons and your daughters shall 
prophesy, your old men shall dream dreams, and your young 
men shall see visions. Even on the male and female servants 
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in those days I will pour out my Spirit.” Joel 2:23-29.
Jesus was very much stirred by this promise, saying, 

“Father, I can see now how the Lamb of God will be 
sacrificed: but out of the ashes, the Phoenix will arise and 
the power from Paradise will be shed abroad. Humanity 
will receive the Spirit whereby they can be uplifted and 
made able to have this Father Fusion with you.” 

Jesus was happy. “This makes my heart sing, Father: to 
know that there is a way for these my children.”

As he said that, it dawned on him that he had called all 
humanity “his children.” He hadn’t easily lain claim to the 
whole world’s population so openly before, not in relation 
to his own Father Fusion at least. 

At that moment, the Father gifted him with a peace and a 
vision that was long overdue. It was the culmination of 
many lesser experiences and visions of humanity that Jesus 
had known ever since his return to Capernaum several 
years ago. Now, though, Jesus had a sense of absolute 
wholeness to his embrace of all the generations of humanity 
on the earth: who were, who are, and who are to come.

The mind of Jesus became clear light, saturated with a 
special love that was both human and yet wholly divine. It 
was bright with luminosity, like how the full moon 
brightens a snow field at midnight. He had begun calling 
this state the clear light land of the Father; and the Kingdom of 
heaven was how he described the focus of his faith, and how 
he behaved in perfect partnership with the Father in this 
clear light land . . . how everyone would behave in it, were 
they to have his Father Fusion. Jesus had never found much 
value in telling anyone about the clear light land of the Father 
and was quite content simply to refer to the faith element in 
it, the Kingdom of heaven. For that reason, much that is the 
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focus of eastern spirituality on the earth is hardly 
mentioned in the Christian gospel narratives. Jesus drew all 
spirituality into what he called the Kingdom of heaven; and 
all spirituality can be found contained therein.

A great and deep peace filled Jesus, he who was no 
longer merely physical but was to every intent and purpose 
only the clear light land of the Father. The spiritual 
discernment that is embedded in every aspect of the clear 
light land of the Father then enlarged him well beyond the 
confines of his normal sense of self. He who was a six-foot 
Galilean now filled out all space, in every direction, under 
the earth and into the heavens above, through all and in all. 

Jesus found himself, as clear light land, expanding in the 
Father until he embraced the whole world and every thing 
and every person in it—the young and the old, the infirm 
and the healthy, those being born and those dying, those 
who were of human origin and those who were not, those 
who were loyal to God and those who were swept up in the 
rebellion against God that he had read about in The Book Of 
Enoch. As the perfect partnership of the divine Father and a 
human son, Jesus’ own parental love for life, and his joie de 
vie and perennial optimism, then took ownership of all that 
he beheld with his spiritual eyes. Indeed, in the Father’s 
will, everyone and everything on the earth was Jesus’ 
spiritual child. He loved them passionately. 

For a moment he thought of the shepherd’s Psalm, and 
how the writer had placed the Lord as his own shepherd. 
Jesus now acutely felt spiritually capable of being that 
shepherd of the whole world. “They are, each and every 
one,” he said softly to himself, “my lambs. They are my 
flock.” 

Jesus just loved that reality. It revealed the truth of how 
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his Father Fusion literally afforded him the love, the spirit, 
the humility, the wisdom, the patience and the intimacy 
with God to truly be both a caring mother and father to 
humanity. 

God within Jesus, the Spirit of the Father in him, was 
making this so vibrantly true in him. It was irreversibly 
now a part of his reality and his way of being with life on 
earth. 

“Every man and woman who has my Father Fusion in 
you, Lord, will know this joy of being the Good Shepherd 
of all the earth,” he said concerning it. The Father was 
lovingly silent in him, affirming his statement. 

“This is the fullness of light and life on all the earth, 
Father: that every man and woman walks in my Father 
Fusion, by whatever walk they have come to it, and that, 
together, they each have the shepherd’s love for one 
another.” 

It was then that the Father himself spoke within the 
Father Fusion mind of this clear light land. 

“All that I have, I am giving to you, son.”
That was overwhelming!
The experience of the love of humanity was so profound 

that it left Jesus wholly absorbed with his new grasp of 
humanity for such a prolonged time. What the Father had 
declared in him made him the sovereign of all the earth: the 
perfect conqueror. Years later, after it was all over, he would 
speak into the life of John Zebedee, saying, 

 “The one who conquers and who keeps my works until the 
end, to him I will give authority over the nations, and he will 
rule them with a rod of iron, as when earthen pots are broken 
in pieces, even as I myself have received authority from my 
Father.” Revelation of John 2:26-27.
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Eventually, still as the full expansion of the clear light 
land of the Father, Jesus turned his attention again to the 
business at hand and the scroll of Isaiah. He read the final 
lines of the chapter.

Isaiah 43:25-28: “I, I am he who blots out your transgressions 
for my own sake, and I will not remember your sins. Put me 
in remembrance; let us argue together; set forth your case, 
that you may be proved right. Your first father sinned, and 
your mediators transgressed against me. Therefore I will 
profane the princes of the sanctuary, and deliver Jacob to utter 
destruction and Israel to reviling.”

“I can see it, Father. These whom you have given me. 
These whom I love as I love Abba Mary, they are essentially 
hopeless despite all appearances. They will not honour you. 

“When it’s all said and done, then, on the Shabbat, I will 
have to speak only to the part of this scripture that my 
hearers can most easily understand and profit from. You 
will help me on the day, Father. We will be the instrument 
that you need me to be for our children’s sake, Lord.”

The Spirit of the Father within Jesus uttered three words: 
“Behold the prophet,” and let Jesus be at rest.
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Chapter Eleven
SAINT MATTHEW 3:13

Behold The Prophet.

Then Jesus came from Galilee to the Jordan to John, to be 
baptized by him.

hen the Shabbat came, Jesus focussed his 
commentary exclusively on the new thing that his 
hearers could see in the works of the Prophet 

Yohanan who was baptising in the River Jordan. He was a 
popular topic, a curiosity yet understandable. More 
importantly, he was a witness of all the hope of the nation. 
God was in his appearance at this time and in this manner.

Isaiah 43:18-19: “Remember not the former things, nor 
consider the things of old. Behold, I am doing a new thing; 
now it springs forth, do you not perceive it? I will make a way 
in the wilderness and rivers in the desert.”

Jesus uttered not a single word about his own inevitable 
role of being the one to whom the Prophet Yohanan 
directed every ounce of his own preaching: “He who will 
baptise you with the Holy Spirit and with fire.” Many of 
those in the packed galleries and on the floor hoped that 
indeed he would say something. “Should I follow after 
Yohanan or after Yeshua?” was a question in many a 
hearer’s heart that day. For, when Jesus took the preacher’s 
position, it was as if the whole earth stopped, bending its 
knee, harkening to the voice of its king. Unbidden, every 
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heart in the Capernaum synagogue that day, Rabbi Eli 
included, knew Jesus to be the King and Commander of all 
he beheld. 

It was on this day also that Jude came across to 
Capernaum meet with his brother James. They had come 
together to hear Jesus speaking in the synagogue. They 
both had another matter on their minds and, after the 
synagogue service had concluded they met with Jesus. In 
the course of their conversation together, Ya’aqov (James) 
the elder of the two brothers asked:

“Yeshua, have you heard that the Prophet Yohanan (John 
the Baptist) has moved up the river from Bethany to Aenon 
and is even now baptising in the Jordan at the Pella 
Crossing? All Ajloun has come to the water to see him.” 

“All of Ajloun? Eliyyahu’s city?” Jesus reflected on the 
astonishing event. “God is good. They are a beautiful 
people.” Then he directed his attention to his brothers. 
“Many people from Capernaum have also received 
repentance and baptism from the Prophet Yohanan.” 

Yehudah (Jude), Jesus’ youngest brother smiled broadly. 
“I too am thinking of becoming his disciple.” 

“Me too,” added Ya’aqov (James).
“I am pleased to hear that,” said Jesus. “You might have 

companions. The Zebedee sons in the fishing business, 
Ya’aqov (James), Yohanan (John) and the younger, Dawid 
(David), already have taken the baptism. Come to think of 
it, I think that Andreas (Andrew) and Shimon (Simon Peter) 
the fishermen have seen him also. He is starting to arouse 
much interest.”

Ever since the death of their father, Yosef, Jesus was still 
looked upon by all his siblings as the head of the family. 
These lads wanted his consent.
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“Tonight is the Shabbat, my brothers. I will tell you 
tomorrow about my decision for you. Come to the 
carpentry shop at noon when I have lunch.” 

The following day, the two brothers, Ya’aqov and 
Yehudah, arrived with lunch for the three of them at the 
carpentry shop. They had come a little early and so they 
waited in the store room with all the timber until the noon 
hour when Jesus would stop work for the lunch break.

 Jesus heard them arrive but continued working until 
noon at which point he put down his tools on the 
workbench, removed his apron and to the three workmen 
in the shop simply said, “My hour has come.” They knew it.

The three brothers left Capernaum, eating their lunch on 
the way. Jesus gave a parting glance to the fishing boats. He 
fully expected great things for Andrew and Peter although 
they barely knew each other yet. 

“Andreas and Shimon?” Yehudah looked into Jesus’ 
eyes. He loved his elder brother with an undying loyalty 
that would see him working with Jesus’ forthcoming 
ministry as closely and as often as possible up to and after 
that awful day when alongside Mary and John he stood at 
the foot of the cross of Golgotha. “They left here two days 
ago for Yohanan’s camp at Pella. They went together with 
the Zebedee brothers.” 

Jesus settled into a moderate stride. Excitement touched 
them all. They were buoyed. With Jesus’ long absences and 
unknown whereabouts, while John Zebedee had faithfully 
conveyed Jesus’ earnings to Mary and the children with 
clockwork regularity as requested by Jesus, they quite 
literally hadn’t had the opportunity to be so happy together 
as brothers for years. Jude’s only regret was that his other 
brothers weren’t with them: but they weren’t so spiritually 
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minded and, just because the incarnated Son of God 
happens to be your brother doesn’t amount to much until 
the power of God touches your life and thinking, and so far, 
if religious interest and activity was anything to go on, it 
hadn’t impacted the lives of Simon and Joseph much at all.

Walking by way of the eastern shores of the Sea of 
Galilee, so as to avoid the new and lecherous capital city of 
Tiberias with its garrisons of soldiers and all that hangs off 
them and their lusts, the little band soon found the lake 
pouring them out into the Jordan River Valley. 

With their lunch long behind them, their thoughts turned 
to their own private lives. Every now and then, the two 
younger ones would each hold the hand of their elder 
brother and the three would walk along like the human 
wall of ben Yosef, striding its way through the short green 
grasses with the warm wintery sun in their faces. It was a 
joyous winter’s day, halfway through the month of January 
in, as the Gospel writer and physician, Luke, would write 
(Luke 3:1), the fifteenth year of Tiberius Caesar, A.D. 26. 

Jesus, now aged thirty-one years, and his cousin a year 
older, found his thoughts turning to the Prophet John and 
his future prospects. Both Zechariah and Elizabeth, his 
parents, were now deceased. His life in the Judean 
wilderness of En Gedi had pressed him deeply into the 
ways of the Essene Brotherhood. Fasting and prayer had 
made him as lean and wiry as a Judean mountain goat. His 
radical ministry of repentance and baptism was the natural 
outgrowth of him being wholly alone in the world. Would 
he continue to minister for long? Indeed, would he even 
live long? He has fully outgrown even his Essene brothers, 
many of whom have become his disciples. Would he want 
to live long? Would the Lord take him like Elijah into 
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heaven on a whirlwind? Clearly John was hoping for that, 
having given his all for the divine purposes that he thought 
were paired with Elijah’s extraordinary life. 

“How can such a radical marginalised man ever become 
a part of the works that the Father might do with my Father 
Fusion?” Jesus asked himself. “Besides, I don’t think that 
Yohanan would rise to claim his own Father Fusion like 
Eliyyahu did. I feel sure that the Lord has another destiny 
for this reckless and abandoned wilderness prophet.” 

The mystery about the Son of God’s incarnation that was 
hidden in the Father Almighty, was not obvious to anyone. 
The Jews had seen men of God like Elijah. In his day, Moses 
had affirmed that God had his own glory that was not 
shared with a person. The prophets over the past one 
thousand years had led the Jews to anticipate God Himself 
appearing as the promised Messiah—as God. In all this, 
though, they had no vision for the amalgamation in one 
person of both God and man, God as a man and man in 
perfect partnership with the Father. 

As these three sons of Yosef and Mary walked along, 
their individual conclusive thoughts about the new birth in 
water and in spirit always came back to the words of the 
Prophet Joel. The Lord was indeed doing a new thing. Time 
would reveal in what way. In Jesus’ own mind, it was 
certainly drawing near the time for the whole world to 
behold the Lord God, the Almighty.
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PART THREE
THE GLORY OF  GO D

The Baptism And Revelation Of Jesus



Chapter Twelve
THE REVELATION OF SAINT JOHN 4:8

Behold, The Lord God The Almighty.

“Holy, holy, holy, is the Lord God Almighty, who was and is 
and is to come!”

leeping overnight in the Jordan River Valley, Jesus 
and his two brothers, James and Jude, reached the 
Pella Crossing just before noon on the second day 

after his Shabbat speech in the Capernaum synagogue. 
Scores of repentant men and women stood waiting in a line, 
and the baptisms had just begun for the day. The 
atmosphere was electric with the faith of expectation. The 
wholesale appearance of the Ajloun community and its 
school of the prophets, Elijah’s own people, proved to the 
hearts of many that indeed John’s Kingdom of heaven was 
truly at hand. “Repentance and baptism are the only 
entrance into God’s impending glory,” was their cry.

“Yohanan is fully engrossed in the baptisms,”Yehudah 
(Jude) whispered to his brother Ya’aqov (James). He has not 
noticed Yeshua standing before him.”

John was shouting out with a loud voice and then he 
swept the repentants under the waters of the icy cold river:

“Repent, for the Kingdom of heaven is at hand. I am just the 
voice of one crying in the wilderness: ‘Prepare the way of the 
Lord; make his paths straight.’ The light of the world is 
coming in power and in glory! Repent! Be baptised.”

S
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For his part, Jesus had been silent throughout most of the 
walk from Capernaum. Never in a hurry, now that he was 
here at the Pella Crossing he was desirous of maintaining 
his silence and unbroken rapport with the divine Father. 
This was their day: no ordinary matter could or would 
invade their sanctity. Jesus knew that this was a day of 
promise. He had had only a few glimpses of the importance 
of his matchless Father Fusion being presented before John 
the Baptist. Neither he nor the prophet, John, knew 
beforehand what was about to transpire. It was wholly 
hidden in the hearts and minds of the Spirit of the Father in 
each man.

As John dismissed Mikha’el, a Jordanese Jew from Irbid 
who was now thoroughly soaked and blessed, a move of 
the Spirit of the Father within the mighty prophet suddenly 
made him look up and shift his focus. To his utter 
astonishment he recognised Jesus there in the water before 
him, his two brothers flanking him. 

He trembled. The power of God rose up in him. Here, 
before him, was the might and purpose of his entire 
mission: his entire life even. What possibly could he do? He 
was utterly humbled. 

+
In Paradise, an extraordinary meeting had begun.
“You stand among us as the Spirit of the Father to the 

Son of God who is incarnate on Earth, and your report is 
that he has fully completed everything in all ways that 
count as the completion of his Father Fusion as a human 
being of the mortal realm. You are requesting the Paradise 
seal of your union and the completion of your work purely 
for Father Fusion in a mortal on the earth.”

The Spirit of the Father had lived within him for all but 
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five of Jesus’ earliest years. He was one and the same as the 
Paradise Father, except for his role as the indweller of a 
human being for the purposes of creating Father Fusion in 
that human being’s will. Now he had brought before the 
Paradise Father and the Chief of all the Spirits of the Father 
in all the heaven of heavens, the record of Jesus’ matchless, 
adventurous, courageous and now perfected human life. He 
held the judgement stamp of approval of the Ancients Of 
Days firmly embossed in the life record of Jesus.

“I declare that within me, and within the mind of my 
beloved son on the earth, Yeshua ben Yosef of Nazareth in 
the Palestinian lands of the planet Earth, is a model of the 
perfect synchrony called Father Fusion. Our wills are one: 
inseparably; eternally; inviolably. He has exhausted the 
human realm’s capability to add anything additional to the 
gaining of perfect partnership with me in all matters 
relevant to the eternal life of holy righteousness.”

The Paradise Father and the Chief of Spirits of the Father 
both looked on, as one, without interruption. 

“I declare to you, the Central Source and Father of 
Paradise, and to all my siblings in the great family of the 
Spirits of the Father gathered here with me, that this son of 
man is now eligible to be sanctioned as a graduate citizen of 
the New Jerusalem in the heaven of heavens.”

The Chief of all the Spirits of the Father of Paradise said 
simply: “It is so.”

In their own way, a grand applause rose to a crescendo, 
emanating in wave upon wave of perfect love and joy, so 
powerful that, were the Holy Spirit present to partake of it, 
whole new universes could have and most likely would 
have been spontaneously created as a direct expression of 
the love of God.

12. Behold, The Lord God the Almighty.
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When their celebration subsided, the Chief of all the 
Spirits of the Father, countless trillions of them who 
inhabited or came forth to and fro across billions of worlds 
and heavens, spoke to the Paradise Father saying, “It is the 
Son of God who is incarnated as a human being and who 
this day we have cited as fully Father Fused. Accordingly, 
upon your return you will find him eligible to know the 
fullness of his identity.”

Jesus’ Spirit of the Father had prepared for this 
inevitability. He had lived two thousand years earlier as the 
Spirit of the Father in the famous Melchizedek who had 
founded the Hebrew people beginning with Abraham and 
thousands of evangelists and missionaries who also 
attended his training camp in Jerusalem. Melchizedek, who 
had taken human form for a hundred years on the earth, 
exclusively to form a people of God into whom the son of 
God could one day be born, relinquished his human body 
and resumed his identity as one of the twelve Melchizedek 
Sons of God who had governance over the earth throughout 
all the days of Lucifer’s rebellion. It was then that this Spirit 
of the Father necessarily had to part from him.

“I may only indwell human beings, Machiventa,” the 
Spirit of the Father had said to the Melchizedek.

“Father.” Melchizedek was almost in tears of gratitude. 
“I cannot express enough my deep gratitude to you for the 
pleasure and the privilege of cooperating with you these 
past hundred years. Together, we faced and overcame many 
an impossible situation among the human beings. Even 
now, I know that they will struggle to rise up to all that we 
seeded among them.”

“The world will blossom like the date palm because of 
your work, Son,” interjected the Spirit of the Father. “Have 
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faith and you will see great things coming from your 
work.” Then, rather mysteriously, he added, “It is not 
finished yet. Watch and expect things beyond your wildest 
hopes and dreams, and even those of your brother 
Melchizedeks who form the overseeing of the earth in these 
dark and tragic days of Lucifer’s deceit.”

In Paradise now, this same Spirit of the Father on this 
occasion beheld the Paradise Father, who beckoned him to 
come forth to receive his embrace.

He looked at the Chief of all the Spirits of the Father. 
They all knew. They had seen it before. Now it was his turn. 
The greatest and most remarkable thing in the life of a 
Spirit of the Father was about to take place.

Stepping into the Paradise Father, Jesus’ Spirit of the 
Father felt the Paradise Father absorb him. They merged. 
Light struck light. Luminosity parted luminosity. Infinity 
crashed against eternity and a million forms of love 
skyrocketed and sparkled. Depths of the profound stillness 
in the Paradise Father usually never seen opened to receive 
this extraordinary Spirit of the Father and, in an instant, 
suddenly, there was a moment!

On the surface, every Spirit of the Father who was 
present beheld the Paradise Father, essentially themselves, 
as they customarily beheld him. He was God. The Source. 
The One with whom was also the Son and the Holy Spirit, 
three in one Persons. Suddenly, though, Jesus’ Spirit of the 
Father vanished completely. The Paradise Father had 
swallowed him whole, like the mists of Croagh Patrick 
swallowing Ireland’s most holy mountain in a blanket of 
white that hides it from all onlookers. The clear light land 
of the Paradise Father merged with the clear light land of 
Jesus’ Spirit of the Father and, as one, they together 
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embraced as a single clear light that was suddenly so 
different that none could identify Jesus’ Spirit of the Father 
at all.

 Within a few moments, the clear light of the Paradise 
Father became again clear light land and the Spirit of the 
Father now stepped out as himself again. He was radiant 
after the embrace. He shone with such a human glow to 
him. One of the Spirits of the Father looking on among the 
large gathering spontaneously said, “Behold the Son of 
God,” for he clearly saw the Son of God in his presence in 
that Spirit of the Father.

Another said, “Behold the Son of Man,” for, in that same 
Spirit of the Father could be seen the personality traits of 
both the Son of God and also Jesus of Nazareth.

“He who was without personality now stands in our 
presence as a fully personalised Spirit of the Father,” said 
the Chief of the Paradise Spirits of the Father. 

The applause and the embraces and the gratitude seemed 
to go on eternally. Then, as equally suddenly as Jesus’ Spirit 
of the Father had been embraced and then reemerged in the 
fullness of Jesus’ human personality, without so much as a 
by-your-leave but jubilant with his success and expectancy 
of even greater things both for himself and for Jesus, this 
knighted personalised Spirit of the Father instantly vanished 
from the High Courts of Eternity Ruling of the Paradise 
Father’s Spirits Of the Father, and sped his way timelessly 
to the outer realms of the infinity of Paradise. 

Across the gulf between the infinite lands of the Trinity 
Persons of God he moved, effectively down-stepping 
himself to arrive in the vast domains of the time and place 
heaven of heavens. 

Only limited by the time taken at the various points of 
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registration that every traveller regardless of their minor or 
major standing is obliged to complete, much like the 
immigration passport control centres that are familiar to 
modern day travellers all over the world, he patiently 
endured the inevitable pauses.

As he lingered, he was counted as nothing special. Most 
of the time and space travellers could not discern a Spirit of 
the Father anyway. Among his own kind, and there are 
always millions of them on the move, going to their child 
for the initial indwelling or returning to the the High Courts 
of Eternity Ruling after their human ward’s death or 
returning to their exalted human ward in the cases like 
Enoch and Elijah wherein they will certify the bringing of 
that person directly into heaven, they always delighted in 
acknowledging each other and, in split seconds, conveying 
their recent experiences, destinations and itineraries, all in 
the mindedness of literally being the One Paradise Father 
abroad in the lives of his own children. Certain of the high-
born Spirits discerned their presence clearly and effortlessly 
translated for each of these extraordinary love-saturated 
Spirits of the Father.

The heart of Jesus’ heavenly Father was gazing far, far 
away to a small isolated little-known blue planet, and a 
riverside cluster of penitents and their illustrious leader, 
Yohanan the Prophet. 

The child of his indwelling was further to the North, 
where the community had spent the night celebrating after 
another thrilling day in the Capernaum synagogue. Now all 
was calm. It was nearing dawn this Sunday. As he looked 
into Jesus’ own bedroom, he saw that his son was barely 
able to sleep. His mind was full of the glory of God. His 
whole body reverberated with the thrilling anticipation of 
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how he and the Father might do works to the glory of God 
in the likeness of all the Hebrew scriptures. He had almost 
fully renounced his idea to present to the Jews the light and 
life within his own Father Fusion and had become 
reconciled to their needs to have salvation presented in the 
terms of their traditions. Deep in his sleepy mind, a single 
theme kept playing over and over again, somehow tinged 
with an eternity and a heavenly authority that he was 
certain no other mortal could grasp: 

The Lord’s Passover is coming, and the Son of Man will be 
delivered up to be crucified.
The Lord’s Passover is coming, and the Son of Man will be 
delivered up to be crucified.
The Lord’s Passover is coming, and the Son of Man will be 
delivered up to be crucified.

The Spirit of the Father, positioned high in the heavens 
and while still yet more than a full day away from his 
return to Jesus, spoke into his sweet spirit on several 
occasions, saying, “It would please me if you would go 
with your brothers to Pella and there to receive the baptism 
of Yohanan.” 

Jesus, in his broken sleep received the word, almost as a 
dream, thinking at times that it was just himself pondering 
over the decision to sanction James and Jude in their public 
expression of personal and national repentance and the 
receiving of John’s baptism.

The returning personalised Spirit of the Father was quite 
literally the Paradise Father coming in the fullness of 
personality that is known to all human beings, indeed all 
personal beings of any Order, in Paradise. 

No longer limited by Jesus’ developing will, he came 
with his own plans for the salvation of the whole world. He 
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would awaken Jesus to his own real identity. He returned 
confident that the incarnated Son of God, Jesus Christ, 
would put aside all his glory as the Son of God and humbly 
exercise the perfected Father Fusion glory in his human 
will. 

Together, as the Lord God Almighty and the perfectly 
Father Fused human being, they would together act as one 
will for as long as life endured in that blood-soaked 
cauldron of sin. The divine and the human would 
magnificently manifest his plans as the everlasting victory 
of all time for all ages. He thrilled with the expectancy!
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Chapter Thirteen
SAINT JOHN 1:9-14

Behold, The Son Of God.

The true light, which enlightens everyone, was coming into 
the world. He was in the world, and the world was made 
through him, yet the world did not know him. He came to his 
own, and his own people did not receive him. But to all who 
did receive him, who believed in his name, he gave the right to 
become children of God, who were born, not of blood nor of the 
will of the flesh nor of the will of man, but of God. And the 
Word became flesh and dwelt among us, and we have seen his 
glory, glory as of the only Son from the Father, full of grace 
and truth.

ohn would have prevented Jesus from being 
baptised, saying, “Why are you in the water?”
“I have come to be baptised by you, Yohanan” 

Jesus simply replied.
“It is I who need to be baptised by you, Yeshua; and do 

you come to me?” James and Jude heard John say this also, 
for Jesus’ two brothers were beside him in the water to 
receive John’s baptism. But Jesus stepped forward and 
answered him in a whisper: 

“Let it be so now, for thus it is fitting for us to fulfill all 
righteousness—for your sake in the eyes of my two 
brothers here; and, also, so that the people will know that 
my hour has come.” 

There was such an authority in Jesus’ voice that John 
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straight away consented, baptising Jesus, James and Jude 
and then dismissing the crowd saying that he would 
resume the baptisms on the morrow. He was hoping now to 
have time alone with Jesus: they had much to discuss.

As the people began to disperse and the three brothers 
still stood in the waters, themselves preparing to wade back 
to the river bank, the heavens were opened to Jesus. The 
scriptures that became the Christian Gospel narrated only 
briefly the events to follow, saying:

. . . and he saw the Spirit of God descending like a dove and 
coming to rest on him; and behold, a voice from heaven said, 
“This is my beloved Son, with whom I am well pleased.” 
Matthew 3:16-17.

The magnitude of this opening of the heavens was far 
beyond the scope of either John or Jesus’ two brothers to 
grasp and later communicate. John had preached the 
baptism in water and in spirit and while most of his 
repentants felt the Essene’s blessing of being baptised with 
water, on this occasion it was Jesus who was fully baptised 
in spirit. What exploded in his mind was as unexpected but 
replete as was his appearance before John in the Jordan.

The full significance of the Spirit of God descending like a 
dove and remaining with Jesus should be seen not as the 
simple baptism of the Holy Spirit, as many Christians have 
since come to experience God’s power from On High. It 
was the culmination of the purely human phase of the Son 
of God’s mission on the earth. But there was more to come: 
much more. This was only the beginning.

+
As he approached the earth, this profoundly gifted, 

experienced, now personalised and glorified Spirit of the 
Father commanded that the heavens be opened to Jesus, 
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where he stood in the waters of the River Jordan:
“Behold the Son of God,” he said. 
Those at his command immediately moved within the 

mind matrix that united both the Spirit of the Father and 
Jesus of Nazareth. In an instant, with his own Father Fusion 
mind, Jesus saw the returning Spirit of the Father, aflame in 
the fires of love and the glows of the lights of Paradise that 
haloed him like some fiery winged Phoenix. Whilst the 
minds of James, Jude and John were elevated, especially was 
this true of Jude, no one else saw God returning like this.

Alighting as gently as a dove, bodily, the former 
indwelling Spirit of the Father let it be heard, “This is my 
beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased.” 

Jesus heard these words. So too did his brothers, James 
and Jude, and to his justification, John. Immediately these 
words from God confirmed to John everything his mother 
and father had repeatedly told him about his cousin Yeshua.

Partnering with the Spirit of the Father within Jesus, the 
Spirit of the Father within Jude so elevated his mind as to  
enable him to see right into heaven. Jude beheld a great 
conclave around his brother, who mysteriously was also in 
heaven at the same time as he was standing beside him in 
the river. 

In an instant, a profound change came over Jesus. His 
mind was elsewhere, it seemed to John: and so it was. 
Those who were under the command of the Spirit of the 
Father released into Jesus the full consciousness of his 
former glory in the Father. Jesus’ mind that had long been 
accustomed to functioning in the clear light land of the 
Father, suddenly expanded far beyond the vision of his 
being the good shepherd of all the world. Explosively, 
timelessly, Jesus found himself to be seated at the right 
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hand of the Father in his original position as the Creator 
Son of God! Beside him was his partner in the creation of 
his time-space realm, the Holy Spirit. Such glory!

Knowing that their own divine Father was in the throne 
room in the heaven of heavens, having been absent for 
thirty-one years of earth time, suddenly there appeared 
before Jesus the Son of God a myriad of his own divine 
children. They had come not only to welcome him home 
but to adore and worship him. Immediately, for example, a 
mighty multitude of hosts of Adoration Angels gathered 
around him, singing, “Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of hosts: 
all the heavens are full of his glory!” Also, the four 
creatures who are the living divine compass directions 
whereby all beings in the heavens navigate the vastness of 
the heavenly realms, kept on unceasingly with their own 
singing that served all life in all places: “Holy, holy, holy is 
the Lord God almighty, who was and is and is to come!”

Gabriel the first-created in the Creator Son’s heaven, and 
who had been every step of the way invisibly by Jesus’ side 
on the earth for all his life, was there on his right side. 

Melchizedek, the second-created and the Chief of all his 
kind of heavenly Melchizedek Teachers who know and 
impart to others the origins of all things, was there on his 
left side. 

The Chief of the archangels, those stalwart defenders of 
justice and goodness, stood beside Gabriel. 

The Chiefs of countless angelic Orders clustered around 
Melchizedek. 

The Chiefs of the creative power manipulators, the Holy 
Spirit’s ones who create new things out of nothing, rolled 
out before Jesus. 

The Chiefs of the Messenger groups instantly appeared 
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and assumed their place beside the Chief of the archangels 
on Jesus’ right hand side. 

The Chiefs of the universe creation teams appeared 
beside them: they who act on the word of the Son and the 
Holy Spirit and bring into being creation itself. 

The Chiefs of the Resurrection teams appeared on the left 
hand side next to the Chiefs of the myriad angelic Orders. 

The Chiefs of the Arts and of Music and the Living Word
—an extraordinarily gifted species of heavenly beings 
whose works poetically embody divine glories and recreate 
them as natural surroundings on all the inhabited worlds 
both human and divine—glided into the throne room from 
places as far away as well beyond the earth even, and took 
their position on Gabriel’s side. 

There were so many Chiefs of the various administrative 
and creative divisions of Christ’s Courts present that it was 
glorious beyond measure for all. Not the least of these was 
the Holy Spirit’s Chief of Child Protection and Safe 
Rearing: an extraordinarily love-saturated angelic kind who 
oozed the epitome of motherly love in her Godliness.

Gathered among all of these August beings, although 
many could not discern them, were just under fourteen 
billion Spirits of the Father, many of whom were 
personalised. The Son of God was at one with every one of 
them and, in the infinity and eternity of his natural mind, 
acknowledged and greeted each one.

A flash of light was all the time it took for the Son of God 
to recognize the trillions upon trillions of his and the Holy 
Spirit’s offspring filling their massive creation. 

Instantly, with the eternal and infinite mind of God by 
which he knew all his former glory before ever even the 
earth was formed and inhabited, and by which all at once 
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he knew intimately and beheld passionately all the realms 
of his creation ranging from the high heavenly to the lowly 
material like the earth, and all of the leading figures in 
them, both divine and ultra divine, there lastly appeared to 
him a seemingly endless line of human beings.

He recognised them instantly. “You are the Father Fused 
of the heaven of heavens.” His love poured forth and swept 
them into his presence even before his words had left him. 
To his joy, there stood Enoch and Elijah of the Hebrew 
scriptures on the earth. He called the two of them forth. 
They were about to kneel, in the heavenly manner, which is 
customary, but he lifted them up saying, 

“I praise the living Father,” and he looked around at his 
son Gabriel and then to his second born, the father of all the 
Melchizedeks of heaven, “and to you, Father Melchizedek, 
for not only raising up these two sons but for ensuring their 
witness of Father Fusion was securely placed in the 
scriptures of my human faith.” 

Then he looked at these two precious saints, saying, 
“Enoch of the Light. Elijah of Golden Heart. Your lives gave 
me a faith in Father Fusion such as no other scripture or life 
has given me.” The two heavenly men smiled. “You will be 
justly rewarded when I return.”

“When you return?” asked Gabriel the first-born, the 
Chief Executive of all the Son’s heavens.

Without another word, he who beheld all of his former 
glory and his entire realm of the heaven of heavens and the 
vastness of the realms of the human worlds such as the 
earth, vanished from their sight. The caretakers resumed 
their roles. All eyes turned back to the site of Jesus standing 
in the waters of the River Jordan. It was business as usual.

+
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The fiery dove spoke as he hovered above Jesus. “I am 
the Paradise Father, created as a Spirit of the Father for the 
specific purpose of bringing a human being into perfect 
Father Fusion. I cannot enter the life of the Son of God.”

The Father was literally speaking to the Son: there was 
nothing merely human in this conversation. As Jesus looked 
up at the Father, it was the Son of God now who looked out 
of those Galilean eyes. The Son of God and the Son of Man 
were now fully awake, the one to the other: one.

+
No one heard these words but Jesus and those of his own 

heavenly government, who now had an open channel of 
communication with him. 

Jesus, in the fullness of the mind of the son of God, was 
captivated with the extraordinary likeness with which the 
Spirit of the Father had to the Paradise Father. A fullness of 
personally now saturated the Spirit of the Father, whereas 
previously he had been as transparent as clear space—the 
very reason why so many human beings have initial 
difficulty in discerning God’s existence. The personality of 
Jesus was all through and through the Spirit of the Father. 
He had become so personal and so full of Jesus’ personality 
and attributes that Jesus marveled over how impeccably the 
Spirit of the Father had replicated his purely human 
personality and transmuted it as his own.

Jesus consented to this new arrangement, not that he 
could have prevented it or had wanted it configured in any 
other way. It was simply the new arrangement now that the 
human Jesus was fully Father Fused and Jesus had been 
fully acquainted with his former glory in the heaven of 
heavens. 

Unlike the Spirit of the Father in any other human being, 
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such as you or I, who experience God outside of us from 
time to time, the Spirit of the Father with Jesus now 
remained completely detached from him and outside of his 
physical body. He was quite literally the unbridled Paradise 
Father on the earth. He was all that the Paradise Father 
could be in such time and place realms. His impeccably just 
omnipotence, his masterfully empathic omniscience, and 
his perfectly unpretentious omnipresence, combined with 
his child-like love and innocence, saw Jesus all but fall on 
his face in human worship and adoration of this new and 
glorified form of his own Spirit of the Father.

“Come away with me into the wilderness,” said the now 
personalised Spirit of the Father. The Holy Spirit in the 
human author’s mind saw it entered into the Christian 
scriptures as follows:   

And Jesus, full of the Holy Spirit, returned from the Jordan 
and was led by the Spirit in the wilderness for forty days, 
being tempted by the devil. And he ate nothing during those 
days. And when they were ended, he was hungry. Luke 4:1-2.

The four men, Jesus, James, Jude and John, waded out of 
the river. John’s disciples sensed that something special was 
occurring but he dismissed them, preferring to walk some 
distance with Jesus as he poured out the stories his mother 
Elizabeth had repeatedly told him over the years before her 
recent death.

Jesus said not a word. It was a one-sided conversation. 
Jesus had no intentions of folding John into his Father 
Fused destiny. His mind was there humanly with his cousin 
John, but it also drilled into the very roots of Paradise, 
embracing a vast authority and sovereignty that John could 
not feast on without falling into great confusion. 

With that embrace of the clear light land of the Father, 
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then, the baptised Jesus, who confessed to no sins and 
expressed no aspirations for the liberation of Palestinian 
bondage from the yoke of Roman domination, made his 
way up the same road that today is well paved and 
divided, and headed for the Perean Hills just to the East of 
the Sheikh Hussein Crossing between Israel and Jordan.

+
Andrew and Peter heard the news of Jesus’ baptism from 

John himself. Andrew had grown very close to John, and 
had become something of an organiser among his disciples.

The Zebedee brothers, James the elder of the three, John 
the one who always felt himself to be loved by Jesus more 
than any other, in part because Jesus had always assigned 
to him the watch care of his own mother and siblings, and 
David the younger were, it is fair to say, heartbroken that 
they had missed the baptism. John Zebedee was absolutely 
enthralled to learn of how the voice of God spoke aloud 
over them as they stood in the water. “Come, James. We 
must find Yeshua and serve him in the desert,” he said. 

Andrew and Peter walked by the banks of the River 
Jordan together. The sun was setting over the western hills.

“It’s very beautiful isn’t it?” said Peter. “The desert. The 
sun on the desert.”

Andrew raised his eyes to look at what Peter was seeing. 
“Oh, the sunset. Yes, Shimon. There really is something of 
God in the desert that we don’t see in the lush hills around 
Capernaum and Bethsaida.”

Peter looked on Andrew. He loved his older brother 
deeply. “What troubles you. You seem unusually quiet.”

“I saw Yeshua’s brothers today. He is here. They received 
Yohanan’s baptism.”

“Yeshua! Received baptism from Yohanan?”
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“My thoughts exactly, Shimon.”
“Is that all that troubles you?”
“No. There is more. Yeshua is a new thing. I don’t really 

know him, but I have been observing him when he comes 
across from Bethsaida to Capernaum. I listen to his 
commentary in the synagogue. It is fresh and alive. 
Whatever he says is so meaningful to our lives, to all of us: 
fishermen; carpenters; blacksmiths; soldiers; to everyone.”

“What then is your problem, Andreas?” 
“He is not at all like Yohanan. Look, even, at the boats he 

designs with Zebedee. They are so unlike anything we have 
had on the lake. He is a new thing. I don’t understand him: 
but I trust him. In him, God is doing a new thing.”
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Chapter Fourteen
ISAIAH 54:1-3

A New Thing.

“Sing, O barren one, who did not bear; break forth into 
singing and cry aloud, you who have not been in labor! For 
the children of the desolate one will be more than the children 
of her who is married,” says the Lord.
“Enlarge the place of your tent, and let the curtains of your 
habitations be stretched out; do not hold back; lengthen your 
cords and strengthen your stakes.
“For you will spread abroad to the right and to the left, and 
your offspring will possess the nations and will people the 
desolate cities.”

iding on the wings of the Law and the Prophets, in 
this new season, and facing the challenges of the 
modern day, John’s disciples soon floundered. John 

had seen a vision of what Jesus meant to God. It far 
surpassed his own vision of the meaning for his own life in 
the likeness of Elijah. What now would become of him?
Suddenly his ragged camel hair shirt and leather belt 
seemed out-paced, belonging to an old era that had no 
place in the modern day. It was a shock to him. “How can 
you ever be outdated, Eliyyahu?” he had prayed in the 
night on many an occasion since the baptism of Jesus. 
Slowly, the Spirit of the Father within him, acutely aware of 
what had transpired in the Jordan with Jesus, knowing all 
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too intimately the disappointment that John was suffering, 
urged him to recapture the glory of his days at Bethany.

“I want to retreat in the cave of Eliyyahu,” he confided to 
Andrew. “There is nothing to go back to in the wilderness 
of En Gedi, but my heart is longing to be strengthened 
again. I fear that it will not happen. I fear that I have now 
entered the times of Yeshua and I know not what will 
become of me and all that I was.”

“Wait, my brother,” said Andrew. His comforting word 
was palpable, even though he had never actually met Jesus. 
“Yeshua will return soon. We must all wait on him. Let us 
be guided by him.” 

So John lingered, teaching his disciples as he had always 
done; and baptising the crowds who still visited in scores to 
repent and to be baptised.

“At least spread the word,” John said, “that I will 
probably be going south. I will stop at Aenon where the 
water is plentiful for the baptism of many. If there are any 
in these hills, either west or east, let them come quickly. If I 
do not go south, then nothing is lost anyway.” 

So it was that Andrew and Peter began mingling with 
John’s disciples who consequently sent out the runners: 
young athletic men who ran with nothing but desert 
sandals or even bare feet and a light cloth long-shirt, taking 
the news to every village and town to a distance of two-
days’ run. From there, other runners took the news further 
a field. It was an act of love and faith on the part of these 
courageous youth; and it meant that the day’s news could 
be shed abroad with great speed.

“Yohanan,” said Simon, Andrew’s brother, “my brother 
in the faith: do you feel that your ministry is ending?” 
Simon was feeling John’s confusion and inner pain. “I don’t 
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know what will become of my hopes in you, Yohanan: you 
are the voice of God to the nation. I have just begun to feel 
that perhaps I might be worthy of God. I, a fisherman and 
an uneducated man, have never felt more close to God than 
when I have been with you and the baptisms of the 
repentants.”

Many of John’s disciples were growing restless and had 
come to Simon to approach John so as to share with them 
what the mighty prophet might be planning. Many had 
families, farms and business interests. After his baptism, 
Jesus had not uttered a single word to John. 

“Shimon, I opened the scroll,” confided John. “I searched 
for a Word from God to help me to understand his will for 
these days. It fell to Isaiah:

“Remember not the former things, nor consider the things of 
old. Behold, I am doing a new thing; now it springs forth, do 
you not perceive it? I will make a way in the wilderness and 
rivers in the desert.”Isaiah 43:18-19.

“I know that a new thing is upon us, Shimon.” Simon felt 
helpless to do anything but to be a silent totem of faith 
beside him. He thought of John as a fisherman who had 
been fishing all night and had caught a great catch whose 
boat was too small to hold it. Now came the gossip that 
there was coming a large boat. Was it to be the one to 
harvest John’s catch? What then of John?

“Yeshua has offered me no instruction, Shimon. I feel 
poorly about it. It is a sign of no acknowledgement of the 
works I have been doing. Yeshua offered no embrace in the 
mutual fellowship of the work of God. I know that he is not 
an Essene, but I feel like a cruelly appointed divorce has 
been thrust upon me. I am the bride. I have wooed the 
bridegroom. Now has come to the wedding day and he has 
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left me here alone.” 
The stalwart and rugged man of the open air suddenly 

found himself in tears. He was confused and quite heart 
broken. Certainly he had room for confusion, yet in his 
heart of hearts he never doubted Jesus.

“Yeshua is the one,” Shimon, he said as he wiped the 
tears from his eyes and cheeks. “Of that I am sure.” He 
placed his hand over Simon’s comforting hand on his 
shoulder. “Your brother, Andreas, suggested that we all 
wait for the return of Yeshua. It has been forty days. He will 
be here soon. Then we will see what to make of all this.”

As Andrew came and stood by the two of them he said, 
“Yohanan. Runners have now been despatched to all 
quarters. Be prepared then. People in larger numbers will 
come. We will need more tents and more food. We should 
have a meeting with all the disciples, instructing them on 
how better to teach the newly baptised.”

John had no sooner agreed than he looked to the East 
and saw Jesus coming down the slopes toward their camp 
at the river. A small group of his own disciples came 
running to him, “Master. Yeshua has returned. He is there.” 
They pointed toward the lonely figure who struck an 
exceptionally elegant pose as he walked.

The Father and his human son now fully awake in his 
identity as the Son of God, strengthened not only by such 
constellational illumination, but equally so by his 
impressive grasp of his dual nature and self identity. 

Whilst the human mind of Jesus and his perfected Father 
Fusion was calm and richly at rest, deep in the recesses of 
the mind of the Son of God Jesus could hear scriptures 
being uttered. They were the echo of all that he had learned 
in former years, which recently he clarified in his evening 
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studies at the Capernaum synagogue:

“I will take you to be my people, and I will be your God, and 
you shall know that I am the Lord your God, who has brought 
you out from under the burdens of the Egyptians.” Exodus 6:7.
“Obey my voice, and I will be your God, and you shall be my 
people. And walk in all the way that I command you, that it 
may be well with you.”Jeremiah 7:23

He strode silently and confidently as one mind and one 
Spirit in himself and with the Spirit of the Father, now fully 
personalised and externally occupying his immediate 
presence. The forty days in the wilderness of the Perean 
Hills had been very kind to Jesus. He had had momentous 
decisions to formulate, not the least of which was how to 
manage his purely human Father Fusion mind in the light 
of the ever present authority and perspective of his original 
mind of the Son of God. If he were to but say the word, his 
absolute creativity would act. Being the divine sovereign of 
the universe, he could never let his own creative instincts 
abrogate the free will of his creatures, even that of the very 
wily and now wretchedly insane Lucifer and his cohorts.

Having settled all judicial and administrative matters in 
his heart to both the Father’s and his complete satisfaction, 
and having swatted off several satanic urges thrust upon 
him by the rabid dog that the iniquitous ones were, Jesus 
could return to the River Jordan fully justified in his 
identity as the Son of God and in his human Father Fusion. 

He knew what business he must be about; and he knew 
that in all matters he would exclusively look to the 
personalised Spirit of the Father and draw into the earth the 
Paradise plans the Father had for the reconciliation of the 
world to God. One of his concluding comments to this 
glorious presence of the Paradise Father was, 
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“I now know that anything and everything that we will 
now undertake, no matter what appearance it might 
assume, will guarantee the opportunity for having 
complete Father Fusion in every living soul and that 
nothing will ever be lost to you, my heavenly Father.” 

So it was: the covenant for the Father Fusion of the world 
was forged between the Paradise Father and the Eternal 
Son of God there in the hills of Jordan during the cold 
months of January and February, 26 A.D. by the western 
calendar.

The Father Fusion mind of Jesus was the carrier of the 
Father’s saving grace: the Father Fusion of the world. It 
could not be miraculously dumped onto each individual in 
the world, like some shroud of spring rains that flooded the 
earth akin to the legends of Noah’s flood. People well knew 
how the Tigris River frequently flooded not only the fields 
but also the homes of everyone in the low country. This was 
true also of the people of the Nile in Egypt. The flooding 
eventually provided the basis for the national calendar. 
Most people held the belief that God was like these rivers 
and, at his own whim, flooded people with his gracious 
acts whenever it suited him to bring fertility, miraculous 
changes, deluge or sheer good luck. 

Jesus, however, knew all about the human spiritual 
journey. He knew that he could only present to the world 
his own Father Fusion, and that through it the Paradise 
Father would release all the fullness of his plans for the 
ennobling of the world and the final eradication of the 
iniquitous ones.

“Yours is not to present the fusion that has always 
existed between you the Son of God and me the Paradise 
Father, Yeshua,” the heavenly Father had postured. “Show 
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the world only that which I have for their own normal and 
naturally acquired Father Fusion.”

As Jesus approached John’s camp, fresh thoughts came 
to his mind from the Father and he later used them in the 
course of his ministry:

“But the testimony that I have is greater than that of John. 
For the works that the Father has given me to accomplish, the 
very works that I am doing, bear witness about me that the 
Father has sent me.” John 5:36
“I do as the Father has commanded me, so that the world may 
know that I love the Father.” John 14:31. 

+
John neither knew the Father nor could elucidate any 

plans in the Father’s heart of hearts. As he looked on the 
approaching Jesus, in his heart he said to himself as though 
speaking directly to the Prophet Elijah in heaven, 
“Eliyyahu! Just look at the man. He is God on earth! How I 
wish my disciples came up out of their baptism looking like 
this man.” 

He uttered no such a sentiment aloud, though. Andrew 
and Peter standing nearby him only heard the word, 
“Eliyyahu,” and took it to mean that John was thinking of 
Jesus as being like that great olden prophet. 

When, John did speak, it was from the Law and the 
Prophets that governed his heart of hearts:

“Behold, the Lamb of God, who takes away the sin of the 
world! This is he of whom I said, ‘After me comes a man who 
ranks before me, because he was before me.’ I myself did not 
know him, but for this purpose I came baptising with water, 
that he might be revealed to Israel.
“I saw the Spirit descend from heaven like a dove, and it 
remained on him. I myself did not know him, but he who sent 
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me to baptise with water said to me, ‘He on whom you see the 
Spirit descend and remain, this is he who baptises with the 
Holy Spirit.’ And I have seen and have borne witness that 
this is the Son of God.”

His disciples were flabbergasted. 
Micah quickly left the other four with whom he had 

come to John and ran to spread the word among the 
disciples as to what John had just declared. 

“The Messiah is here! Prophet Yohanan has revealed the 
Messiah!” 

The whole camp was quickly astir as all eyes turned to 
John. The visiting penitents were thrown into confusion. “Is 
the Messiah going to baptise us, then?” No one had an 
immediate answer.

Peter and Andrew silently looked at Jesus as he drew 
closer. They were stunned as to how regal he looked on this 
day. He carried more graciousness than any glory they had 
ever seen either in him or upon him these last two years of 
his preaching in the Capernaum synagogue.

“The prophecy of Ezekiel is fulfilled in him,” said 
Andrew, his mind somehow elevated just at the site of the 
figure that Jesus cut. “He will pour out the Spirit of God 
upon all Israel! His face glows with victory in the Spirit.”

“I will not hide my face anymore from them, when I pour out 
my Spirit upon the house of Israel, declares the Lord God.” 
Ezekiel 39:29.

Andrew thought in his own heart, “Indeed, this Yeshua 
is a new thing: and I would be like him.” 

The Spirit of the Father within Andrew duly noted his 
words. They reinforced the plans that he was outworking. 
As he had drawn up his human son, Andrew, to be the 
Chief among the apostles of John the baptiser, so now, he 
would draw him away from John and raise him up to be the 
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Chief among the apostles of the incarnated Son of God. 
Not far away, another Spirit of the Father was laying 

plans for drawing up a woman to be the Chief among the 
women who would stand shoulder to shoulder with the 
apostles in Yeshua’s mission work. In his delight, the Spirit 
of the Father drew close in the mind of Andrew, causing 
him to feel great love for God:

“I love how you make plans in me, Lord God, and bring 
them about in your own perfect way for your glory.” It was 
then that Andrew heard God, as if for the first time in his 
life, ever: “Grace . . . through faith . . . unto works of the 
Spirit. This is what you will do with Yeshua.” 

Peter stood immobilised with expectation.
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Chapter Fifteen
EPHESIANS 2:4-10

By Grace Through Faith Unto Works Of The Spirit.

But God, being rich in mercy, because of the great love with 
which he loved us, even when we were dead in our trespasses, 
made us alive together with Christ—by grace you have been 
saved—and raised us up with him and seated us with him in 
the heavenly places in Christ Jesus, so that in the coming ages 
he might show the immeasurable riches of his grace in 
kindness toward us in Christ Jesus.
For by grace you have been saved through faith. And this is 
not your own doing; it is the gift of God, not a result of 
works, so that no one may boast. For we are his workmanship, 
created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God prepared 
beforehand, that we should walk in them. 

irelight was casting the kinds of bright yellow and 
red flickering flashes across the shadows that 
etched their faces in the chilly night air, the kind 

that always make children squeal with both delight and 
fright. Jesus and John sat together, away from the crowd. 
The small campfire that Micah and his brother Samuel had 
prepared for them was warming and very welcome. Above 
them, a trillion stars blazed resplendently. Within those 
stars, yet of an entirely higher stream of heavenly life, an 
even greater number of unseen ones watched the unfolding 
events with an excitement that was unparalleled in the 
heavens since the ancient days of the arrival of the very 
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first perfectly Father Fused human being suddenly and 
unannounced appeared on the Sea of Glass in the fullness 
of her everyday mortal consciousness.

Without the least argument, and with the deepest 
humility, John received Jesus’ instruction and guidance. 

Jesus spoke with the authority and grace of both his 
Father Fusion and his now external and personalised Spirit 
of the Father. God was in his voice and of his thoughts and 
yet he was to all intents and purposes simply a man. John’s 
disciples mostly discerned nothing unusual about Jesus and 
wondered why their prophet teacher should be so 
enamoured with a mere carpenter of Capernaum: such is 
the nature of Father Fusion that it is mostly hidden from the 
eyes of those without at least Father Fusion Candidacy.

“Go south, Yohanan. Continue your work with your 
disciples until the end. Everything has its place in the 
Kingdom of God on earth.

“Continue your preaching. You are the prophetic voice of 
Israel. The old nature of Israel must be baptised and taken 
down into the watery tomb that will cleanse your followers 
and make them to be born again by water and in spirit. 

“Teach them about their old nature and how it is 
exchanged for the new spirit-born nature. This is the 
salvation-hope for all Israel.

“Lastly, Yohanan, teach all your disciples, and preach it 
wisely, that it is by grace through faith that they enter into 
the Kingdom of heaven. It is a work of God in their lives, 
over and above mere obedience to the raucous cries of an 
Essene prophet.” 

John smiled at the recognition. 
“Teach them by your own example,” Jesus continued; 

“and teach your disciples to be a witness of the same 
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example. Say to them that, once the God of Eliyyahu brings 
them into the Kingdom of heaven, they will remain in it by 
the works of the spirit that they do. You know that the 
Father raises the dead: teach your disciples that they are to 
abide in the Father.”

“Can I baptise the people in your name, Yeshua? Can I 
demand this new nature comes to them in your name?” 
John was asking with a pleading in his tone, for the power 
of God to somehow enter into his own ministry as surely as 
he saw it in Jesus. Jesus thought on it for a moment.

“As the Lord leads you, Yohanan, even unto the Father 
Fusion like unto your father, the prophet Eliyyahu.”

+
Within days, John announced his return to Bethany. 

There was a tremendous spiritual gap between Jesus giving 
an authentic witness of a human being’s Father Fusion and 
John baptising in the name of Jesus’ Father Fusion when he 
didn’t walk in it himself. It was a crestfallen and sad John, 
therefore, who returned south. He had seen the glory of the 
Lord on Jesus and he knew that he could not replicate it 
among his own disciples. Were it not for the fact that a good 
number of them refused to believe in Yeshua and clung 
tightly onto this olden prophet who mirrored Eliyyahu in 
so many ways, John would have despatched all his baptised 
penitents to Jesus. He knew the truth of what God was 
doing in the land.

It was some considerable time after this that the Father 
clustered around Jesus a band of disciples. Some were 
chosen by Jesus himself and, in the way that he conducts 
his affairs in the heaven of heavens by delegating tasks to 
others so that the project is always a team event, Jesus 
asked his chosen six to each select another one person until 
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the number of disciples reached twelve. 
At a certain time early on in their public ministry, Jesus 

took his own disciples into the Judean countryside, 
remaining there with them as they evangelised the 
neighbouring towns. They baptised all who came and their 
message concerned the creation of the new nature that 
produces Father Fusion—the fullness of the Kingdom of 
heaven that Jesus experienced as the perfect partnership in 
the doing of the will of God with the indwelling Spirit of 
the Father. 

Soon after, John was baptising at Aenon near Salim 
again, and still many people were coming and being 
baptised. Both his and Jesus’ groups of disciples were 
baptising in the name of the Kingdom of heaven. 

Predictably, because of the gap between Jesus’ life in the 
Kingdom of heaven and John’s hope in the promise of a 
Kingdom of heaven, some of John’s disciples began to 
question the nature of purification and the realisation of the 
actuality of sonship with God.

“Rabbi, he who was with you across the Jordan, to whom 
you bore witness—look, he is baptising, and all are going to 
him.”

The personalised Spirit of the Father with Jesus had 
assumed command of all the Spirits of the Father then 
resident in the earth. Much of Jesus’ Father Fusion was 
being imparted into John by the Spirit of the Father in him 
receiving directly from this Spirit of the Father who was 
attached to Jesus for the remainder of his life on earth. John 
answered, “A person cannot receive even one thing unless 
it is given him from heaven.”

His disciples noticed a different spirit about him. His 
teachings were no longer merely an adaptation of the laws 
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and customs of the Essene ascetic recluses. The Pella 
Crossing had given him more than he had when he left his 
former haven of Bethany. In his own way, John was 
beginning to discover his own Father Fusion and to 
develop his own philosophy for living in it. Whilst he was 
far from being an example of how one might live in the 
Kingdom of heaven, John truly felt within himself a closer 
bond to God within him than ever before reaching the 
Perean—Sheik Hussein—Crossing at Pella.

“You yourselves bear me witness, that I said, ‘I am not 
the Christ, but I have been sent before him.’” 

His gathered disciples, many of them who had chosen to 
be permanent residents in his itinerant camp, all nodded in 
agreement, not really sure about the significance of Jesus’ 
role in his argument. Many a disciple had no idea who the 
Christ could be; they settled for the idea that it couldn’t 
possibly be a human being and so the Prophet Yohanan was 
the best vessel of God in the land.

“The one who has the bride is the bridegroom,” John 
continued. “The friend of the bridegroom, who stands and 
hears him, rejoices greatly at the bridegroom’s voice. 
Therefore this joy of mine is now complete.”

Then came the most shocking announcement any of his 
disciples could have heard: “He must increase, but I must 
decrease.” 

Micah confessed to his brother, “It doesn’t make sense to 
me. How could there be anyone better to follow than the 
Prophet Yohanan? What else was there to possess in the 
Kingdom of God?” 

Samuel replied, “We all know that Yeshua must be a 
disciple of Yohanan. Why else would he and his followers 
be baptising in the name of the Kingdom of heaven?”
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“Yohanan called him, ‘The Lamb of God who takes away 
the sins of the world.’”

“We all take away the sins of the world here in Israel, 
Micah. Our great teacher has no sin. He has surpassed even 
the Essenes. Listen to his wisdom: it is so superior to the 
plain asceticism of the Essenes. Yeshua is just a carpenter, as 
you and I are just leather merchants.”

“What did Yohanan mean, then, by Yeshua increasing 
and he decreasing?”

“Micah. Use your head,” Samuel said, tapping his 
brother in the temple. “Yohanan is going into retreat at the 
cave of our father, Eliyyahu near Bethany. He must have 
appointed Yeshua to continue on with his work.”

“And to increase it?” supposed Micah: but he still had an 
uneasy feeling about Yohanan’s position. He would hate to 
see the prophet’s entire mission fold up and come to 
nought.

John endeavoured to explain further, by illuminating 
them with his knowledge of Jesus’ actual origins, 
irrespective of the phenomenal and soul-stilling impact of 
his Father Fusion:

“He who comes from above is above all. He who is of the 
earth belongs to the earth and speaks in an earthly way. He 
who comes from heaven is above all. He bears witness to 
what he has seen and heard, yet no one receives his 
testimony. 

“Whoever receives his testimony sets his seal to this, that 
God is true. For he whom God has sent utters the words of 
God, for he gives the Spirit without measure. 

“The Father loves the Son and has given all things into 
his hand. Whoever believes in the Son has eternal life; 
whoever does not obey the Son shall not see life, but the 
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wrath of God remains on him.”
Despite John’s most earnest efforts to illuminate his 

steadfast disciples, few could grasp the concept of the Son 
of God as being a reality that was both human and divine in 
one person. Clearly that wasn’t the case in John, for he was 
all too human. 

The name, ‘Son of God,’ was no where mentioned in the 
writings of Moses or the Prophets and was wholly foreign 
to them. It was a concept that had gradually evolved among 
some circles of the Hebrew community who reasoned that 
God Almighty could not come to the earth but he would 
appoint someone who was equal to him and who would  
come in his name—his Son. 

They brought these matters to John, earnestly, lovingly: 
they wanted to know the truth, these men and their wives 
who silently waited and watched and learned in the 
background, for whom the idea of the Son of God merely 
cluttered the simplicity of their horizon. In the minds of 
most of his disciples there was a single thought: “How, 
possibly, could Yeshua be the Son of God as Yohanan was 
implying? He is a carpenter from Nazareth, born to Yosef 
and Mary. We have seen his brothers. He is a man like us.”

“It has been said of you, Yohanan,” they implored at 
their teaching circle, “that you are a prophet of the Most 
High. You simply must know the truth about these matters. 
Tell us the truth about yourself, beloved teacher.”

Every time, though, they were disappointed. John was 
literally unable to lift their minds into the Father Fusion 
that Jesus was able to demonstrate with his amazing 
healings and miracles. 

John healed no one in a way that attracted people to his 
faith miracles. 
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John had no voice with which to preach faith. 
He loved his cousin dearly but he could not expound on 

grace, nor the faith that comes by grace, nor the spiritual 
works that are done by being a part of the spirituality of the 
Kingdom of heaven. John was at a loss on all counts other 
than the pure asceticism that delivers a pure heart.

Some of his disciples who were antagonistic to the idea 
of Yeshua surpassing their own teacher, considered John to 
be awash with ideas that were a mix of the preaching of 
Jesus’ disciples and the olden Essene preachings. Confused, 
they abandoned him and Yeshua. 

Others, for no other reason, remarked that Jesus did 
tantalising feats of healing and miracles. Whilst they 
struggled to grasp his purely Father Fusion-rooted 
teachings that revealed the Father to his hearers, if they but 
had the discernment in them that came from the actions of 
the Spirit of the Father in them, the tangible demonstration 
of the Spirit was always more appealing to the modern 
minded Jews who were so terribly hungry to escape the old 
religious shackles and legalism. 

For his part, the conflict ravaged John’s purity of heart. 
“Micah,” he confided, “I am torn every which way by this 
development.”

“Your early teachings, Prophet Yohanan,” replied his 
devoted pupil, Micah, who already had in mind to sell his 
home and leather mercantile business and leave everything 
behind to become an ascetic alongside John, “are carrying 
all of Israel into the freedom that we all know is ours 
through the promises of the Lord’s Passover. Regardless of 
what Yeshua the carpenter is saying or doing, Samuel and I, 
and all our brother disciples, are wanting you to be true to 
the original calling in your heart. You are the judge of 
Israel. You call Israel to repentance: and that, regardless of 
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any other prophet, not even Eliyyahu.”
 His words were a great comfort, a soothing balm. It was 

more realistic for John to settle into who he had customarily 
been rather than to try to fly with the wings that God had 
given to Jesus. He was, as Micah had reminded him, not its 
saviour but the holy and God-sent judge of all Israel.

Enflamed more by outright piety rather than the wisdom 
that was beginning to emanate from the character of his 
bourgeoning Father Fusion Candidacy, and unbidden by 
the Spirit of the Father within him, John took upon himself 
the role of condemning the moral choices of King Herod 
and his wife Herodia. He felt that it was his God-given 
right, as had Elijah in his own day, to ensure that the King 
and the Queen submitted by repentance and demonstrated 
different conduct that was befitting wholehearted change 
for the welfare of the entire nation. Otherwise, how else 
might the nation be wholly pure-hearted in God’s eyes?

+
The insult was unthinkable. His pleas bounced off the 

fortress of the purely material minded Herod and Herodia. 
She felt exposed, her unseemly conduct was made the 
laughing stock of the nation. “Who is he to make comment 
on my love life, even if it was a little uncustomary. These 
are modern times: Roman rule has updated all of Israel. I 
will crush this withering weed in the river and silence his 
ancient and outdated thinking once and for all!” 

After his arrest, John’s lingering two years of 
imprisonment were torturous. Doubt, naturally, set in. How 
could he do any works of the Spirit in prison? How could 
he experience grace and faith in that rotting dungeon? 
What good could he do for his disciples? And what 
repentance could he bring to Israel? Remembering that 
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night under the stars and the voice of his now personalised 
Spirit of the Father, what was his imprisonment in the eyes 
of Jesus? Was he a part of Jesus’ plan? Or was he cast aside 
like a forgotten thing? He had to know.

Having exhausted all his prophet’s rationale for being 
imprisoned, and how it might fit into God’s call on his life 
to be the Word of God for the nation’s repentance, John sent 
word to Jesus through his disciples, asking, “Are you the 
one who is to come, or shall we look for another?” 

John shuddered at the thought that God’s own plan for 
bringing the nation of Israel to its knees in earnest 
repentance was wholly undone by the resistance made by 
Herod and Herodia. Reciting the scriptures, John said:

“Ahab made an Asherah. Ahab did more to provoke the Lord, 
the God of Israel, to anger than all the kings of Israel who 
were before him. 1 Kings 16:33. 

“Eliyyahu overcame King Ahab and Queen Jezebel,” he 
continued, his blood running hot with the fires of recalling 
Elijah’s olden victories by the power of God in his mission. 
“He brought down fire from heaven and burned up the 
soaking wet offering of freshly slaughtered bullocks; and 
then he took the four hundred and fifty prophets of Baal 
and the four hundred prophets of Asherah who ate at 
Jezebel’s table and had them all killed. He fully exposed their 
fraudulent money scheme with the Asherah poles and their 
claim that Baal was the real God and the true valuer of all the 
land titles.” 
In his inner life, John had been aflame with the expectancy 
that God would give to him the same power and might that 
was written of Elijah.
“Ask him, Samuel,” he said. “I simply must know.”

He looked at Micah. “If I remain imprisoned, even killed 
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as it has been rumoured by other prophets, who then will 
carry Israel into the measure of repentance that the Lord 
God demands of us? If not me, then Yeshua. But, if not 
Yeshua, then who?” 

His demands made perfect sense to John’s loyal and 
most trusted disciples. His entire mission had been initiated 
by God. It simply had to bear God’s promised fruit. 

Micah, for his part, even gave rise to the possibility that 
John’s mantle might fall on him and that, indeed, he might 
be lifted up to supplant John’s mighty mission were the 
great prophet to be killed in prison. He never shared these 
thoughts with a living soul until after Jesus’ resurrection, 
when it became plainly obvious to all but the most hard-
headed of John’s disciples, that God had his own Son to do 
the work just as John had originally prophesied.

As Micah set out to find Jesus, one lingering strange 
thought kept coming to his mind. “Confirm for me,” 
Yohanan had said to him, “that Yeshua is ‘the lamb who 
takes away the sin of the world.’ Confirm for me the 
rumours about his flesh and his blood. If I am to die here in 
this prison, I would know if Yeshua is the Lord’s Passover.” 

Poor Micah knew nothing of this kind of theology. What 
troubled him, though, was that Yohanan did know.

“How shall I be the prophet like Eliyyahu after Yohanan 
when I know nothing of the secrets God has given to 
Yohanan? What can it mean? And how shall it be confirmed 
in Yeshua: the lamb’s flesh and blood? How can a person be 
the Lord’s Passover?” 
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Chapter Sixteen
SAINT JOHN 6:53

My Flesh And My Blood.

So Jesus said to them, “Truly, truly, I say to you, unless you 
eat the flesh of the Son of Man and drink his blood, you have 
no life in you.” 

icah and Samuel found Jesus with his disciples in 
the wilderness near Irbid, Jordan—for Jesus had 
found that he bore far more fruit east of the River 

Jordan than in Israel. With a great reverence, Micah asked 
the now famous man,

“Yeshua. What shall I say to Yohanan, your cousin who 
asks: ‘Are you the one who is to come, or shall we look for 
another?’” 

In response, Jesus quoted to them the promises of God in 
Chapter Sixty-one of the Prophet Isaiah, saying, “Go and 
tell John what you hear and see: the blind receive their 
sight; the lame walk; lepers are cleansed; the deaf hear; the 
dead are raised up, and the poor have good news preached 
to them.” Then he added his word of encouragement 
specifically to John, reminding him of their baptismal 
experience and the promises made to them by both of their 
mothers, “Tell him to remember our baptism and the words 
of his mother and father. Say to him: ‘blessed is the one 
who is not offended by me.’” 

These words impressed both Samuel and Micah. On their 
return to John in Herod’s prison, Samuel confessed to his 
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brother that he was moved to follow Jesus. Micah was 
sorely disappointed, and told his brother so. As they 
walked on, he subsequently had thoughts that perhaps God 
was preparing him to take over John’s mission, and that it 
was right for his brother to be separated from him lest there 
be a conflict of interests. He would rise on the wings of God 
like an eagle and his brother, Samuel, would linger with 
those who had stayed in the shallows of the river’s tributary, 
Yeshua and his disciples. He would be fixed to the root but 
his brother would be fixed merely to the branch.

+
Over time, Jesus began to be challenged by his fearful, 

resistant and aggressive opponents. They insisted that he 
explain how he compared to the now imprisoned John. 
Jesus described John, pointing to their own visits to the 
riveting prophet standing waste deep in the River Jordan:

“What then did you go out to see? A prophet? Yes, I tell 
you, and more than a prophet. This is he of whom it is 
written, ‘Behold, I send my messenger before your face, 
who will prepare your way before you.’” 

His various audiences squirmed: Jesus had convicted 
them in their own heartfelt beliefs and pilgrimage.

“Truly, I say to you,” continued Jesus, “among those born 
of women, there has arisen no one greater than Yohanan. 
Yet the one who is least in the Kingdom of heaven is greater 
than he.” 

His hearers were silenced.
Jesus was very mindful that the differences between the 

traditions and the spirit lay exclusively in his own Father 
Fusion. It was the Father Fusion of the whole world that 
was the Father’s aim, not merely the endorsement of the 
heroic ideals of some one worker who had claims on the 
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common hope for a Kingdom of God. 
To that end, Jesus increasingly turned his own disciples 

to the challenges of being wholly separated from the world 
of traditions. Quoting the all too familiar scriptures they 
heard in their synagogues he would say to them,

These wineskins were new when we filled them, and 
behold, they have burst. And these garments and sandals 
of ours are worn out from the very long journey. Joshua 
9:13. 

He wanted free passage for the power of his Father 
Fusion to better prepare the ground in them for receiving 
the mighty spiritual uplift that would be released by the 
Father after his own work was finished in the world. To his 
often rural audiences he would point out the obvious, in 
the hope that they would discern the difference between 
their tried and trusted traditions, and his own Father 
Fusion; thereby anticipating their own incrementally 
developing Father Fusion:

 “No one sews a piece of un-shrunk cloth on an old 
garment. If he does, the patch tears away from it, the new 
from the old, and a worse tear is made. 

“And no one puts new wine into old wineskins. If he 
does, the wine will burst the skins—and the wine is 
destroyed, and so are the skins. But new wine is for fresh 
wineskins.” (Mark 2:21-22.) 

He needed his sons and daughters of faith to be wholly 
reliant, by faith, upon the saving and restoring power of the 
personalised Spirit of the Father, who lovingly offered a 
way forward for Jesus’ every example in word or in deed. 
They must become more than devotees and more than the 
grateful healed. Jesus demanded of his disciples, and in 
particular his apostles, that they think of themselves as 
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inheritors of the power to be spiritual conquerors through 
the doing of the will of the very Father who inhabited their 
own minds. 

Many could not rise to his challenges. Jesus persisted 
regardless. 

Knowing the Father ’s provision of the massive 
restorative and uplifting divinity that was soon to be 
unleashed upon the world from On High, Jesus never felt it 
necessary to compromise his witness or his message about 
the saving power of his own Father Fusion. Rather, he was 
moved toward preaching in parables for the understanding 
of the few, rather than explaining the will of God to those 
who had little place for it in their aspirations. His plans 
quickly changed from preaching to the everyday 
population to preaching specifically to those who would 
hear and become his messenger-disciples—whoever could 
carry an apostolic spirituality, the martyr’s cross that would 
necessarily be carried for the sake of the spreading of the 
Kingdom of heaven on the earth—the Father Fusion of all 
the world.

“Any one of you who does not renounce all that he has 
cannot be my disciple,” he repeatedly said (Luke 14:33). 

“If anyone would come after me, let him deny himself 
and take up his cross and follow me,” he said as an appeal 
to the Spirit of the Father in all his hearers (Matthew 16:24).

The most cruel assault on the sensibilities of both Jew 
and Gentile alike came when he expounded on one of the 
deepest contemplative truths in his entire ministry, a reality 
that, next to Jesus’ resurrection, has become the hallmark of 
the Christian gospel itself. 

The modern and thinking Jews were expecting a ministry 
of dazzling and all powerful light and life. Jesus offered 
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them the only thing that could penetrate deeply enough as 
to uproot the entire covenant that the Father had himself 
made in the formation of his own people of God so long 
ago. Jesus looked to the fulfilment of the promises of the 
spiritual reconciliation that had been implied in the blood 
soaked doorposts and lintels of the exodus from Egypt. 
Jesus knew with all his heart and with all his strength that 
the very root of humanity had to come to God through the 
Father’s promise of the freedom to spiritually choose him. 
For Jesus, that meant entering into the very root of Jewish 
freedom and finding himself not only in its very genesis but 
also in its fullness. His words were a crushing blow:

“Whoever feeds on my flesh and drinks my blood has eternal 
life, and I will raise him up on the last day. For my flesh is 
true food, and my blood is true drink. Whoever feeds on my 
flesh and drinks my blood abides in me, and I in him.” John 
6:54-56.

Such a radical statement, which could only be known to 
be true by means of the grace of God and the living Spirit of 
Truth in a person, threw Jesus clearly over and above any 
prophet in Israel’s history, even the history of the whole 
world. It was one thing for a prophet to say such a thing of 
the Holy Spirit: but for a man to say that of himself? Totally 
unacceptable! To make himself equal to the Lord’s 
Passover? Totally unacceptable! To think that somehow his 
body was different from any other man’s body? Totally 
unacceptable! To think that anyone would find God 
through consuming a piece of his flesh and drink a 
mouthful of his warm red blood? Totally unacceptable!

Whether a person who was elevated in the theology of 
light and life read in Jesus’ words that he was speaking of 
the flesh and blood of his Father Fusion, like how the 
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learned Greeks thought, or a person who was submerged in 
the theology of the Lord’s Passover read in Jesus’ words 
that he was speaking of himself as being the new 
generation of the Slain Lamb of God by which the power of 
God plunders the death and sin of the believer, Jesus’ 
words make an extraordinary demand on the believer. 
Most, it is reasonable to say, dropped Jesus like a hot potato 
and walked away empty handed back to all the problems of 
the Jerusalem temple and the Roman occupation. God, 
clearly, must have another way for them. The one about 
whom John the Baptist was preaching, must clearly be 
another. Obviously, it could not be Jesus.

Jesus knew, however, that the grace that fed his faith and 
moved in his works of the Spirit in his Father Fusion alone, 
without any reference to the power and glory of his being 
the Son of God, all of which he had put aside since his 
decisions in the wilderness of the Perean Hills, surpassed 
anything within the Law, the Prophets and the apocryphal 
writings combined. 

“Truly, truly, I say to you, before Abraham was, I am,” John 
8:58. 

With surgical precision, though, and with unbounded 
love, the personalised Spirit of the Father effectively used 
every opportunity to bring Jesus into the fulfilment of their 
agreed upon conclusion. John had announced it to his 
disciples: “Behold, the Lamb of God, who takes away the 
sin of the world!” (John 1:29). The Father had agreed upon 
it with the Son of God in the heaven of heavens in the midst 
of all his gathered hosts: “You are my beloved Son; with 
you I am well pleased.” (Mark 1:11) The way of light and 
life would be given to another generation in another time. 
The heavenly rebellion was needing to be brought to a 
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decisive conclusion. A fresh planting of the seed of the 
Father Fusion of all the world needed to be sown. The 
earlier planting was viciously ripped away from the hands 
of all who survived the default of the Garden of Eden. It 
emerged in the Father Fused hero of the Second Garden 
community, Enoch, but within a few centuries the darkness 
overcame the world and it seemed that all was lost. 
Centuries later and just four hundred years after the 
departure of Melchizedek, the Lord’s Passover was gruesomely 
cast in Egypt among a ragtag collection of millions of 
people stemming from all manner of races and beliefs. 
Slaves. A people unaccompanied to the freedoms of 
humour. A stiff-necked people to whom the blood of the 
sacrificial lamb that bought them freedom from Egypt 
played a central role and undergirded their every value. For 
this stiff-necked people, Jesus knew that there was no other 
option. It was senseless to build on the traditions that had 
grown up around the holy exodus. What he would have to 
play out could only be the utter and complete upliftment of 
the entire root. He had to show the Jews of the whole world
—Jerusalem, Alexandria, Rome, Gaul, Britain, the Islands— 
that he was the same Word that had given them their 
beginnings as a nation; and that he had come to bring them 
inside the Father’s throne room, where they had always 
been destined, individually and not as a nation, to be. 

The idea of Jesus being the blood of the lamb had many 
shortcomings. Such a concept was even refuted by the 
Prophet’s words when God professed disdain for sacrifices 
(Isaiah 1:11). Jesus knew that the believers of his day had no 
ability whatsoever to bring Father Fusion to its regal 
conclusion in their lives. It would have its season at a later 
date, when humanity had more deeply explored the 
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meaning of the sacrificial human life of the Son of God and 
made it their own. 

Jesus knew that he would go to his death armed not with 
the evidence of fully Father Fused disciples but only with 
the Father’s assurance that such men and women would 
emerge in the future. 

Jesus knew that the very grace given personally to each 
believer whereby Father Fusion would be attained as he 
had attained it, required incremental achievement until the 
fullness of Father Fusion manifested through works of the 
Spirit that were ever more global in their value. 

This was not the season for the harvest. This was the 
season of planting.

Accordingly, Jesus had chosen not the light and life 
model of revealing Father Fusion but the blood model that 
could lead a person into Father Fusion. Years later, his 
choice would be written up, saying:

Worthy is the Lamb who was slain, to receive power and 
wealth and wisdom and might and honor and glory and 
blessing! Every creature in heaven and on earth and under 
the earth and in the sea, and all that is in them, say, ‘To 
him who sits on the throne and to the Lamb be blessing 
and honor and glory and might forever and ever!’ 
Revelation of John 5:12-13. 

A great multitude that no one could number, from every 
nation, from all tribes and peoples and languages, standing 
before the throne and before the Lamb, clothed in white robes, 
with palm branches in their hands, and crying out with a loud 
voice, “Salvation belongs to our God who sits on the throne, 
and to the Lamb!” And all the angels were standing around 
the throne and around the elders and the four living 
creatures, and they fell on their faces before the throne and 
worshiped God, saying, “Amen! Blessing and glory and 
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wisdom and thanksgiving and honor and power and might be 
to our God forever and ever! Amen.” 

Then one of the elders addressed me, saying, “Who are these, 
clothed in white robes, and from where have they come?”

I said to him, “Sir, you know.” And he said to me, “These 
are the ones coming out of the great tribulation. They have 
washed their robes and made them white in the blood of the 
Lamb. Therefore they are before the throne of God, and 
serve him day and night in his temple; and he who sits on 
the throne will shelter them with his presence. They shall 
hunger no more, neither thirst anymore; the sun shall not 
strike them, nor any scorching heat. For the Lamb in the 
midst of the throne will be their shepherd, and he will guide 
them to springs of living water, and God will wipe away 
every tear from their eyes.” Revelation of John 7:9-17.

+
It would be centuries before the best contemplatives, 

desert recluses, doctors of the church and a plethora of 
martyrs provided a sufficient pool of experience of the 
Spirit of Truth to truly fathom how great were and are and 
ever shall be the works of the Spirit done by the Lord Jesus 
Christ, the Son of God. Jesus knew that, to receive his 
Father Fusion, much less to socialise it, was nigh on asking 
the impossible of his own disciples much less those of John 
or the Jewish priests.

By the Father’s grace, through Jesus’ own human faith, 
out of the incrementally attained fullness of his Father 
Fusion, he manifested what became known to them as the 
Christian Gospel. The more deeply believers penetrated Jesus’ 
own heart of hearts, the more deeply they became a part of 
his Father Fusion. The more of his Father Fusion they 
received, the more they were lifted up in the Father and 
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their own identity as sons and daughters of God with the 
citizenship of the New Jerusalem even here on the earth.

+
In the summer of his second year of missions, Jesus came 

into Capernaum from the towns on the Golan Heights with 
his twelve apostles one day. He was glad to be coming 
home. He was hopeful of some respite from the nagging 
deceptions of the spies sent to challenge the spiritual 
legality of all that he did publicly. He was glad for the 
healed. He was happy to have uplifted the downtrodden 
and the poor; and he smiled whenever he recalled true faith 
that he had encountered along the way. Still, he was tired.

He broke away from the crowd who had mobbed him as 
he approached Capernaum. To his delight, he saw Zevach 
the librarian, quietly talking to Abarrane, now seven years 
old. Beside them, panting in the late afternoon heat, was a 
big hefty lamb on a string, now four years old.

“Andreas,” Jesus said to Andrew: “Do whatever it takes 
to give me some privacy at the synagogue for a little 
while.” Later that evening, because the people had heard 
that Jesus was back home in Bethsaida of Capernaum, he 
was inundated with inquirers and sightseers. 

For now, though, he was glad to enjoy the simple 
comforts of the librarian, the little girl who loved him, and 
the lamb of Capernaum.
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PART FOUR
THE CO M P L E T E  HUMAN

Jesus Ministering His Father Fusion



Chapter Seventeen
PSALMS 51:7-13

Be Made Clean.

Purge me with hyssop, and I shall be clean; wash me, and I 
shall be whiter than snow. Let me hear joy and gladness;
let the bones that you have broken rejoice. Hide your face from 
my sins, and blot out all my iniquities. Create in me a clean 
heart, O God, and renew a right spirit within me. Cast me not 
away from your presence, and take not your Holy Spirit from 
me. Restore to me the joy of your salvation, and uphold me 
with a willing spirit. Then I will teach transgressors your 
ways, and sinners will return to you.

apernaum and the nearby fishing village of 
Bethsaida were glad to have Jesus back home in the 
Zebedee household and he was quickly invited to 

preach in the synagogue on the Shabbat. Standing at the 
bimah, Zevach gave the scroll to Jesus who then spoke out 
the customary blessing: 

“Bless Adonai, who is to be blessed.” 
Every man in the synagogue was upright and standing, 

as was the custom. With arms upraised they called back in 
reply, 

“Blessed is Adonai, who is blessed for ever and ever.” 
Then, bowing slightly as an act of worship, they gave 

their undivided attention to the hearing of the reading 
before sitting down on the three-tiered stone steps.

Jesus was calm, collected, at rest. In his own quiet way, 
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he took the time to acknowledge every man, woman and 
child within his hearing as he began reading through the 
day’s text. They heard him as though he was speaking 
personally to him or her alone. 

Suddenly, just as he finished reading one part in the 
Book of Ezekiel, a great commotion erupted:

I will sprinkle clean water on you, and you shall be clean from 
all your uncleannesses, and from all your idols I will cleanse 
you. Ezekiel 36:25.

The first born son of Urit, a road builder for the Romans 
who had recently relocated to Tiberias, was aged in his late 
twenties. Nadav was his name. He was unexpectedly 
wholly overtaken by epilepsy that had long plagued him, 
and for which his father Urit had never found a cure.

He leapt like a madman, falling all over the men on the 
two steps lower until he rolled out onto the stone floor of 
the synagogue. 

The people were shocked. Some screamed with fright. 
Four of the many women present in the women’s section 
fainted. One man, feeling himself to be more than familiar 
with these things, yelled at the top of his lungs, as if to 
create a defensive wall behind which to shelter his soul, 
“Unclean Spirit! Unclean Spirit!”

The unclean spirit began convulsing Nadav as if his 
mind had been totally overtaken by some sea monster or 
some swirling curling snake in the gales of the desert 
wilderness. He had fallen out among the men, slipping and 
sliding over those around him, for his whole body shook. 
His face took on a horrible appearance that seemed to be 
half human and half wolf. Every hair on his head and arms 
stood up on end, adding much to his horrific appearance. 
His eyes seemed to be twice their size. His mouth seemed 
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to be huge, almost extending from ear to ear; and his teeth 
gnashed at the open air as though trying to tear into the 
flesh of some invisible creature. He tore at his clothing in a 
frenzy of loathing and contempt as though he had the claws 
of a bear, thrashing his head from side to side while his 
arms flailed about in the air like a drowning man who had 
been washed overboard in a storm. It was the thing of a 
child’s nightmare!

In a thoroughly drowsy mind yet at the top of his voice, 
with blood-red eyes glaring at Jesus and looking quite 
demonic, Nadav shouted with a demanding voice that 
seemed to gush straight out of a pit of eternal suffering: 

“What have you to do with us, Yeshua of Nazareth? 
“Have you come to destroy us? 
“I know who you are—the Holy One of God.”
Not a soul moved in the synagogue. Nadav’s demanding 

voice stifled everyone and they stood motionless, paralysed 
and unable to respond. All, of course, except Jesus.

Perhaps he recalled with power and heavenly authority 
the event of his own overcoming of Lucifer, Satan, 
Beelzebub, Abaddon and the leader of that iniquitous 
Dragon on the earth, Belial. Everyone who looked on Jesus 
saw in him a new authority. They had no reference for it in 
the scriptures nor in their traditions. Not a single prophet 
had ever successfully come against an unclean spirit. They 
had no prayers to throw against such a terrifying 
phenomenon, and they stood utterly helpless. Jesus, 
though, speaking to both Nadav in his epileptic state and to 
the uncleanliness that was emanating from it, rebuked him, 
saying, 

“Be silent, and come out of him!”
Suddenly, while Jesus stood as poised and firm as a 
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Roman marble column, so sure of the outcome even before 
it happened, Nadav screeched and groaned with such a 
roar . . . but then fell silent. That thing came out of him. The 
man lay on the stone floor like a dead thing, as is often the 
case in such circumstances.

None of this was lost on any man viewing it yet not a 
person moved. No one dared to approach Nadav, lest that 
supposed unclean spirit find its home in them. No 
welcoming women’s arms, no pressure from a motherly 
breast, no tender hand from a wartime comrade. Nadav lay 
sprawled on the synagogue floor like a rejected refugee. 

Jesus, though, the confirmed master of all mental illness 
and unwholesome mindedness, not because of his skill in 
psychiatry or psychology but because of the union of mind 
he shared with the Spirit of the Father in his Father Fusion, 
aided immeasurably by his earlier conquest of the values 
and position of the unholy heavenly alliance called the 
Dragon, unashamedly bent over and carefully lifted the 
disheveled man up to his feet. 

Nadav was in a daze. All the synagogue protocols were 
at loose ends and now the women were breaking every rule 
as they began peering into the synagogue as best they 
could. Everyone wanted to see what was happening. Little 
Abarrane called out, “Katriel. Can you see? What’s 
happening? What’s going on?”

Jesus held him in an embrace that not only showed him 
to be fearless of all evil but he held Nadav as though 
holding his own son that he had salvaged from a building 
that was fully ablaze. They heard him softly saying, 
“Nadav. Nadav. You are free. You are well.” 

+
Nadav opened his eyes. He felt himself being embraced 
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and found the face of Jesus. He looked into Jesus’ eyes, 
speechless. He had never known such a peace all the days 
of his life. A thought flashed in the back of his mind, the 
work of the comforting and restoring Spirit of the Father 
within him. It was a memory of when he had first visited 
the Jerusalem temple a dozen years earlier. 

His father, Urit, and two of Nadav’s younger brothers, 
Salamon then eleven and Lavan then nine years, crossed the 
brow of the Mount of Olives on this their first ever trip to 
the holy city of Jerusalem. When Nadav first set sight on 
the gold covered temple, he spontaneously fell to his knees, 
weeping like a baby. Urit’s eyes bulged: he never thought 
his sons to be very religious. Then, to Nadav’s great joy, he 
felt as though God came from heaven and entered into him 
and made him one with that great golden temple structure. 
He remembered telling his father, “Abba. God lives in that 
house . . . there . . . inside the gold one.” 

Urit smiled and lifted up his son, drawing his face to his 
own chest in a beautifully warm embrace. 

“This is the House of God, Nadav,” he softly said with 
assurance to his firstborn. “The House of the God of all the 
earth. The God of all life. The God of Abraham, Isaac and 
Jacob. The God of Dawid and Solomon. Your God, Nadav. 
My God. The God of Salamon and Lavan and all your 
brothers and sisters back home.” He looked at the two 
younger boys, “The God of Salamon and Lavan. Your God, 
boys. This is his home.” They could only stare in wonder. 

It would be when Nadav was struggling to come to 
terms with the brutal rape and slaughter of his betrothed, 
the lovely nineteen-year old Larissa of Chorazin, a crime 
committed by Balbus the forty-year old Roman legionnaire 
that never was fully enquired into or subsequently solved, 
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that the way was made open in him for what everyone 
called “an unclean spirit” to occupy him and torment him 
increasingly for all the years to follow. This pious man’s 
grief unwittingly turned him against God. His curse always 
took the words, “Where was the God of Abraham, Isaac and 
Jacob on the day that Larissa was wronged? There is no 
God of Justice. God has no vengeance.” 

+
As it was, Balbus had that same year been savaged by 

wild dogs who roamed the camp of his new posting in what 
is today western Turkey. His body was ripped limb from 
limb and the crows had long pecked his eyes from their 
sockets and feasted on what the dogs left behind to rot, 
long before his body was found in a gully by a patrol that 
had lost its way. Still, this news had never reached Nadav, 
and would have been little compensation to him for the 
senseless death of his beloved Larissa. Indeed, it would be 
ten years more before Larissa’s family were to learn of 
Bulbus’ gory death, never completely pairing him to her 
fate with any sense of resolve. Such a life on such a planet.

+
The Spirit of the Father within Nadav, who had so 

perfectly come to him on the Mount of Olives amidst his 
tears that day long ago, had little opportunity to comfort 
him and was glad for Jesus’ quick and decisive intervention 
in the synagogue. When Jesus looked into the face of the 
Spirit of the Father who was within Nadav in the 
synagogue at the outbreak of his epileptic seizure, he 
quickly discerned that it was the Spirit of the Father within 
him who had drawn close to the unclean spirit mentality 
within Nadav’s out of control epilepsy. The impact of God’s 
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pristine pure-heart thus provoked the reaction of this 
otherwise hidden and wily iniquitous presence in the man. 
Knowing this, Jesus knew that in all truth he could 
authentically say, “This is to the glory of God,” seeing as 
how it had been the Spirit of the Father within Nadav who 
was taking the opportunity to clean his own human son’s 
interior house. 

As for the unclean spirit, when it felt the divine presence 
within Nadav pressuring it, in an uncontrolled outburst of 
its own assumed power and authority in the mind of 
Nadav, it made itself publicly known. Being fully exposed, 
ordinarily in the presence of any other prophet, it would 
have maintained its rule and right to occupy the man’s 
mind and would have not thought itself to be the least 
vulnerable to attack. After all, it was simply a godless 
mental feature of the man’s epilepsy. 

Facing off against the author of life in the universe, 
however, who could act supremely competently in his own 
human Father Fusion, the mind of Nadav was given no 
choice but to obey and come out of the state, thereby 
evicting this unclean spirit. The instant it came out, it was 
apprehended by divine hands who were authorised so to 
act by Jesus’ personalised Spirit of the Father, and within 
seconds it was broken apart and made as though it had 
never existed. It was gone, forever. Gone, too, was the 
purely material disease of epilepsy in Nadav.

+
Whilst everyone looked on in absolute disbelief, not at 

all discerning how Jesus was working with the situation, 
without saying another word Jesus glanced at Zevach in a 
silent communion that told the librarian, “Please return the 
scroll to its urn: this is enough for today.” Slowly he walked 
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Nadav out of the synagogue and into the seaside house of 
Zebedee not far from Capernaum at Bethsaida, his own 
home.

Everyone in the synagogue was amazed. Not knowing 
the way that purely material disease and imbalance can 
cause unholy spiritual manifestations too, they questioned 
among themselves, saying, 

“What is this? A new teaching with authority! He 
commands even the unclean spirits, and they obey him.” 

More than this, many questioned in their hearts the very 
words of the unclean spirit who had called Jesus “The Holy 
One of God who has the authority to destroy all evil spirits 
everywhere.” Their thoughts turned to the mentally 
troubled friends and relatives that they all knew of, and 
how Jesus would be a healing balm to them all. It was a 
moment of deep shock and yet enormous hope.

Believing that many sicknesses had unknown causes and 
were arbitrarily assigned to the label of being works of 
unclean spirits in a way similar to modern day doctors who 
assign the label virus to many an unknown malady, if only 
to appease their patient, these ones in the synagogue 
muttered among themselves, 

“That thing knew who Yeshua is. Such a man is among 
us that all the devils know him and tremble!”

+
The news spread quickly. More than one cynic among the 

disciples of Yohanan said, 
“Spirits and demons in a madman are one thing: but can 

he rid us of the Romans and free our teacher from the 
dungeon of Herod?”

+
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Zebedee had much admired Jesus’ carpentry and design 
skills. He had prospered much when Jesus had consented to 
partner with him for around a year in his existing fishing 
boatbuilding business. The sons of Zebedee did well fishing 
in these new boats that sported many a new fixture, hull 
and sail mount. 

Jesus had often gone out fishing with them, the better to 
understand and improve on boat design, and they learned 
that he was an adept fisherman as well as a master 
boatbuilder. Their mother and Zebedee’s wife, Salome, 
herself a relative of Annas the now deposed high priest at 
Jerusalem yet still the most influential of the Sadducees, 
loved Jesus as she loved her own sons, James, John, and 
David. Her four daughters saw Jesus as their elder brother. 
It was to Salome and her tender-hearted daughters that 
Jesus brought Nadav. He rested for the remainder of the 
Shabbat in their lavish care, dining with them and sleeping 
overnight to return to his father’s home on the next day. 

In the morning, Jesus spoke alone with him as they 
strolled by the shores of the Galilee. It was then that 
Nadav’s mind was awakened to the simplicity of Jesus’ 
Father Fusion.

“You are free of your sickness,” said Jesus. “Now, trust in 
God to dissolve the grief in your heart, Nadav. Larissa is 
now with God. God will bring you another beauty for your 
wife; and you will have many sons and daughters. Teach 
them my ways: to heed the inner voice of the heavenly 
Father in the same way that you obeyed Urit your own 
flesh father as a young child. Find your way in the world 
through the way you that you and God in your heart make 
for yourselves. This partnership with God will never fail 
you and will always prosper you.”
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As he walked home, taking the eastern track around the 
Sea of Galilee to Tiberias, Nadav felt completely refreshed 
and confident that he was forever healed of the epilepsy. 
For several years it been greatly debilitating to his daily life 
and had crushed his self esteem in no less a way that 
similar complaints like bulimia and anorexia do to people 
today. He feared the disease, for he knew nothing about it. 
He had no leverage on it at all. He couldn’t predict when it 
would break open on him and cause a seizure, and when it 
would go back in its box and leave him alone. The only 
explanation he had for it was that it was an unclean spirit. 
How it came into him was a mystery and how it behaved 
was seemingly wholly outside his will. He was a slave to it, 
and he loathed that about life. Now, though, because of 
Yeshua, he was totally clean, inside and outside. Free!

As he strolled along with a carefree mind, Nadav softly 
and joyfully sang to himself the words of the Psalm that 
Jesus had sung to him on their walk to the Zebedee house 
the day before:

He sent out his word and healed them, and delivered them 
from their destruction. Alleluia! Psalms 107:20.

Above the eastern hills that overlooked the Sea of 
Galilee, the Dragon had gathered for a brief update together 
on what the Son of God was up to. This great force that was 
invisible to the human eye but which, for two hundred 
thousand years and more, had robbed the earth of its great 
and noble destiny—Father Fusion—saw Nadav walking 
home.

“Curse him,” said Belial. He was the one who had once 
been a brilliant representative on the earth of the Son of 
God and all God’s good policies that were designed to grow 
primitive humanity into the fullness of worldwide Father 
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Fusion. When he sided with Lucifer and Satan, his 
superiors, the earth was plunged into darkness. Now, on 
this plateau which is today called the Golan Heights, 
Lucifer, Satan his immediate junior and Belial met together. 

Immediately, one of the kinds of demons, who in those 
days did this kind of abominable work, sought to attack 
Nadav by drawing close to his side and speaking 
empathically into his mind. He had long grown fat on the 
belief that he could grasp any human mind and turn it 
against God.

“Your sickness has not gone,” he said. “Tomorrow it will 
return. You have enjoyed so much insight it has brought to 
you. You want it to return. It is your friend. Because of your 
mind you have been able to prove that God is false. Don’t 
listen to Yeshua either. He has only tricked you into 
thinking that you are well. He believes in God: but there is 
no God. This healing will be gone by the time you reach 
your home tonight. I am your hope. Trust in me. Don’t have 
anything more to do with that Yeshua. He is misleading and 
a liar. Trust the dragon. Only trust the dragon and all else 
will fall away as a lie. The dragon has plans for riches 
beyond your wildest dreams. That is what you want, 
Nadav. Keep doing what you have always been doing.” 
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Chapter Eighteen
REVELATION OF JOHN 12:3-8

Exposing The Dragon.

And another sign appeared in heaven: behold, a great red 
dragon, with seven heads and ten horns, and on his heads 
seven diadems. His tail swept down a third of the stars of 
heaven and cast them to the earth. And the dragon stood 
before the woman who was about to give birth, so that when 
she bore her child he might devour it. She gave birth to a male 
child, one who is to rule all the nations with a rod of iron, but 
her child was caught up to God and to his throne, and the 
woman fled into the wilderness, where she has a place 
prepared by God, in which she is to be nourished for 1,260 
days. Now war arose in heaven, Michael and his angels 
fighting against the dragon. And the dragon and his angels 
fought back, but he was defeated and there was no longer any 
place for them in heaven. 

n another occasion, Jesus and the apostles had had 
a good mission but he was beginning to be 
troubled by the increasing threats coming to him 

from the Jerusalem spies that haunted his every gathering. 
There was a ceiling through which he could not pierce, a 
layer of thick fog over the minds of even the most astute of 
the priests. He knew there would arise a way forward. 
When they came back to Bethsaida of Capernaum, though, 
he was again quickly invited to preach in the synagogue on 
the Shabbat and he agreed. 

O
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It was common in Capernaum for the weekly portion of 
the Torah that was read on the Shabbat to be chanted over 
by several members of the congregation, whilst the reader 
was firstly a priestly descendent of Aaron, the flesh brother 
of Moses, or, in the absence of such a priest, a descendent 
from the tribe of Levi, or, by choice, a noteworthy member 
of the synagogue. They fitted Jesus into the latter. Many of 
course, saw him as superseding the priest and the Levites, 
some even Moses.

“He is a priest like Melchizedek the Son of God,” some 
would openly declare, “made for us by God in heaven ever 
before coming into the world. No human can make a priest 
like Yeshua!”

All the Hebrew synagogues were quite independent in 
their practices and to some extent even their beliefs and the 
various emphases they placed on the Law and the Prophets 
which they styled to their own local needs. There was no 
single Hebrew culture in Jesus’ day, as today there is no 
single Christian culture, but indeed a collage of many 
Hebrew faiths and cultures, so flexible and adaptable was it 
in the minds of the people. Thus, the Jerusalem temple had 
a vastly different culture and temperament to it from the 
more relaxed and people-friendly Capernaum synagogue or 
the Amman, Jordan synagogue. 

It was no surprise that the name of Yeshua was 
frequently heard in the call for the reader to come forth to 
the bimah to take possession of the scroll. Many, therefore, 
had come from a wide arc of settlements and cities to the 
Capernaum synagogue on this particular Shabbat. 

It was quickly and widely known that Jesus was back 
home at Bethsaida of Capernaum. The town was filling, 
“Almost,” commented Andrew to his brother Simon Peter, 
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“like the crowds coming to the Passover celebrations in 
Jerusalem.” Simon Peter laughed, “Who ever would have 
thought of such a thing happening here in our little 
Capernaum?” 

But it was so.
On the Shabbat in the synagogue, Jesus’ name was duly 

called and the gathering rose to their feet and the scroll was 
opened at the Prophet Isaiah.

Jesus brought the tassels of one of the corners of his 
prayer shawl to touch the first words of the scripture 
passage and then lifted them to his lips, kissing them, in a 
sign of his love for the written Word of God.

“I am glad to be here in Capernaum,” Jesus softly said to 
Zevach who was stepping away from the open scroll. 

Happy for the moment of contact with Jesus, Zevach 
replied: “Yeshua, we are all astonished at your teaching, for 
you teach us as one who has authority, and not as the 
scribes.” 

Jesus smiled. It was true; and he was glad that the people 
could discern the difference. It gave him a sense that 
perhaps his Father Fusion was making an impact after all. 
For that, he was glad.

Jesus knew God personally; and the personalised Spirit 
of the Father with him was perfectly delivering his will as a 
revelation of Father Fusion to not only the whole world but 
also to each and every Spirit of the Father who was then 
active in not all but many a human being around the world. 
The Father was placing his own seal on the world, holding 
it forever now in his own hands through the Son of God: a 
world that had been so profoundly ravaged by the darkness 
that had come upon it from the influences of a small 
number of his own defaulting heavenly children. God 
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Almighty was making his own declaration through Jesus’ 
very human life-bringing words and actions:

“My glory in the earth shall be in all generations for 
endless ages to come.” 

For his part, as he and his apostles and a growing 
following travelled all over the countryside, Jesus had 
repeatedly, affectionately and patiently explained the 
central rule of Father Fusion to his hearers,

“Truly, truly, I say to you, the Son can do nothing of his own 
accord, but only what he sees the Father doing. For whatever 
the Father does, that the Son does likewise.” John 5:19.

The difference between Jesus’ authority through his 
Father Fusion and the almost trite and banal authority 
wielded by the scribes was astounding. He was glad of 
Zevach’s comment. That authority was the difference 
between the second hand spirituality meted out by the 
priests in the name of the Hebrew religion, and the first 
hand experience of hearing and obeying the sweet loving 
perfecting voice of the Spirit of the Father within. 

From time to time, Jesus the Son of God let his mind 
expand to notice the workings of the Spirit of the Father in 
many of the peoples of all the races of the world. He knew 
that the blessings of God were extended to the American 
red people and to the Tibetans, to the yellow people of the 
Chinese lands, to the African indigo people, to the blue-ish 
and the white peoples of the northern races and to the 
brown and the ancient people scattered across many a 
nation and the islands of the world. He empathised with 
these people having their own spiritual histories, their own 
spiritual heroes and their own slowly evolving ideas of the 
Fatherhood of God and the sibling-hood of all humanity. 
Jesus knew that, even if their ideas and customs did little to 
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advance the spiritual and cultural potentials in women in 
his day, the coming flood of light and life from the heavens 
would be all that they needed to quickly advance in the 
Kingdom of God and to claim their own Father Fusion. 
Jesus of Nazareth, thereby, held a great confidence in the 
workings of the personalised Spirit of the Father who fed 
all the great spiritual leaders of his day whilst Jesus 
humanly worked not at all exclusively but largely among 
only the Jews of the Palestine region.

Whereas there was little spiritual drawing power 
whatsoever for Father Fusion in the Law, as too in the many 
superstitions and fear-birthed religions across the whole 
world, the power of God in the living spirit was so extreme 
that Jesus’ fame spread everywhere throughout all the 
surrounding region of Galilee, spilling over into all Jordan, 
Syria and Egypt. Word of his sonship with God and his 
entire freedom from spiritual orphanhood and evil 
travelled into Egypt up the Nile and even as far as the 
British Isles long before ever any of his apostolic 
missionaries set foot in those lands.

Jesus was coming to understand that no amount of 
preaching about his Father Fusion—the Kingdom of heaven
—or healing miracles, was going to uplift the hearts of the 
people nationwide. They were an oppressed people. 
Spiritually downtrodden. He needed to attack the very root 
of their sense of who they were, and to what they felt 
themselves authentically and fully entitled.

“Father, open up for me a way to deliver to them your 
promise in Isaiah’s prophecy of Chapter Sixty-one and 
verse three: 

“to give them a beautiful headdress instead of ashes, the oil of 
gladness instead of mourning, the garment of praise instead of 
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a faint spirit; that they may be called oaks of righteousness, 
the planting of the Lord, that he may be glorified.”

With this prayer still fresh in his heart, Jesus had made 
his way to the synagogue from Bethsaida. He felt that it 
was a momentous day. All eyes were on him. He held the 
two wooden handles of the scroll with both his hands as he 
slowly looked around at his audience. In his heart, though, 
he was speaking to the personalised Spirit of the Father, 
asking: 

“As the Creator Son of this vast universe, Father, I know 
that this world is in such strife and darkness because of the 
workings of Lucifer and those who believe in him. This 
scripture has been given over to me. Show me your grace 
and will to comment upon it in the greater fullness of my 
understanding and not merely the understanding of my 
human fusion with your will.”

The Father said nothing at that moment, as was 
expected, and Jesus began reading the words of the Prophet 
Isaiah in the fourteenth chapter. 

The prophecy was written so as to speak of the enemy 
Kings who were set against Israel and how God had 
reclaimed Israel and overturned their captives. Jesus saw in 
the same words the heavenly Father’s own sentiments 
regarding the literal heavenly battle that even then was still 
raging. 

The battle was not of flesh and blood, swords and axes, 
but rather of beliefs and authority. It was Lucifer’s rage 
against the Son of God and his rule in the heaven of 
heavens. It had devastating impact in the realms of his own 
children and had been going on for more than a hundred 
thousand years. The Father, Son and Holy Spirit let Lucifer 
and his followers play out their hand, waiting for them to 
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regain their senses or suffer the consequences of utter 
annihilation due to the complete forfeiture of the will to 
live with truth. As Jesus stood in the Capernaum synagogue 
that day, Lucifer and the bulk of his rabid following had 
only grown more insane with their separation from God 
and from heavenly truth itself.

Jesus intended to read the entire chapter, but the more he 
read the more his own mind came to focus on words yet to 
be said: specific verses that decried the heavenly dragon and 
all of their misguided ambitions. 

It was when he came to those particular verses that his 
own mind as the Son of God expanded somewhat and he 
beheld in his very presence a host of the heavenly 
righteous. The morning star, Gabriel, mentioned in the very 
scripture as being one of the ‘stars of God,’ was but a few 
arms’ lengths from him. The archangel, Michael, a similar 
distance and off to Jesus’ right. The Chief of the 
Melchizedek Sons of God was the same distance, hovering 
in the luminous light of his heavenly form near the clay urn 
of scrolls. To his right stood the light of Enoch and of Elijah, 
two of the perfectly Father Fused sons formerly of the earth 
who remained for all time as a damning evidence to all the 
Dragon that the Spirit of the Father rules in the hearts of 
man irrespective of what any of the Dragon might think 
about the Son of God and his policies of the affairs of 
humans and angels.

Tens of thousands of the Son of God’s own heavenly sons 
became visible to him. As one, they in turn lovingly put 
their attention onto the core members of the Dragon, as if to 
make plain to them their error, sin and iniquity. 
Consequently, Jesus plainly beheld those that he had 
already spiritually defeated prior to his baptism: Lucifer, 
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Satan and Belial the devil on the earth, where they were, in 
all their pathetic guilt. The vision filled Jesus with the most 
profound love for his fellow human beings sitting on the 
synagogue steps and crowding the women’s gallery and the 
overflow space outside. He simply must reveal the real 
meanings in Isaiah’s visionary prophecy to them.

With that shift of consciousness, Jesus knew that the 
Father had made his preference known to him. Jesus had 
full permission to speak what the Father had shown him. So 
it was that he lingered on the words of Isaiah 14:12-27 and 
broke from tradition by not only translating them into 
Aramaic but providing commentary on them even as he 
read them. 

“How you are fallen from heaven,” Jesus read: “O Day Star, 
son of Dawn! How you are cut down to the ground, you who 
laid the nations low! You said in your heart, ‘I will ascend to 
heaven; above the stars of God I will set my throne on high; I 
will sit on the mount of assembly in the far reaches of the 
north; I will ascend above the heights of the clouds; I will 
make myself like the Most High.’

Jesus looked up from his reading. His commentary 
began.

“In the heavens, long, long before the days of Adam, 
conceit fell into the heart of Lucifer, whom Isaiah calls the 
Day Star, the son of the Dawn. The scripture reads like it is 
referring to the King of Babylon, but actually it is a 
heavenly title. In the earth, these names are not yet known.

“Lucifer’s conceit fostered hate, little different from the 
hate that you experience from some of the Roman 
legionnaires. They think us an unworthy people, a 
backward people, a people made foolish by our love for 
God.
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“Hate is the shadow of fear. It breeds the cycle of 
revenge. Who here has not pledged revenge against those 
who crucified their sons? Revenge is just the hatred of fear: 
it is the mask of cowardice.

“I bring you the good news that you all, men, women 
and children are the children of God. You are not a child of 
the devil. You have the Father’s destiny lying ahead of you. 
That destiny is like a good father’s hand in yours, and a 
good mother’s hot bath on a cold winter’s day.

“Hear the words of the Prophet, my good children,” 
Jesus continued, speaking not only to those in the 
synagogue but all across the whole of his creation, 
including those wretches within the ranks of the Dragon. “It 
has been prophesied and it is written in the Word of God 
that the Dragon will be cut down and laid low. While in 
their own minds they hoped to rise into the seats of 
heavenly authority, they were not born to that capability. 
They were born good and sound, but they were never born 
to have the high estate that all humanity in their watch care 
are destined to have. You, my children, will rise higher than 
the angels. You will sit on my throne in the heavens, just as 
I sat on the Father’s throne. In time, you will even sit on the 
Father’s throne when you are perfect as the heavenly Father 
is perfect. 

“These heavenly sons, though, fell into confusion and 
laid claim to that which could never be theirs. In their 
hatred, they have cursed the earth with a darkness that 
breeds hatred, revenge and despicable spiritual cowardice 
in the hearts of man. They sought to follow Lucifer as he 
hoped to set his throne on high, on the mount of the 
assembly, which is the Council of the Sons of God who are 
even present with us now, but are unseen to you—the 
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Chiefs of the heavenly hosts. 
“Lucifer declared that he would make himself one of the 

Most High. That is like Shimon my apostle fisherman 
declaring that he is going to become the Emperor of all the 
Roman Empire, he not yet a Roman citizen even, let alone 
someone capable of legislative procedures. It is impossible. 
Well may he visit Rome at some time in his life, but let us 
pray that he never thinks that it is to have the Emperor’s 
wreath placed upon his head.” 

Jesus then turned his gaze back to the scroll saying, 
“As I read these words to you, I pray that my heavenly 

Father will speak directly into your heart and convince you 
that you are not born as a condemned victim but an heir of 
the greatest hope in all eternity. You are born to be 
eventually in Paradise in the fullness of having been made 
in the image of God. Now let us together turn Lucifer and 
Satan and Belial into dust and restore your birthright as 
sons of God . . . 

“But you are brought down to Sheol, to the far reaches of the 
pit. Those who see you will stare at you and ponder over you: 
‘Is this the man who made the earth tremble, who shook 
kingdoms, who made the world like a desert and overthrew its 
cities, who did not let his prisoners go home?’”

Jesus read the remainder of the chapter without 
comment until he came to the following words, saying:

“This is the plan of God. The plan of my heavenly 
Father,” and he looked into the heavenly space before him, 
directly into the faces and minds of every member of the 
Dragon. 

His audience knew that he was somehow being a part of 
heaven and earth at the same time, they knew not how. 
Then he said, 
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“I am speaking to you all (speaking to the several core 
members of the Dragon): this is the Father’s doing. It is not 
the work of the Son, your own father whom you despise. 
No, this is the work of Paradise which you cannot lay claim 
to and have no part thereof.” 

With attention firmly fixed on the members of the 
Dragon, on the heavenly hosts of his creation, and on his 
human audience in the Capernaum synagogue, Jesus read 
the words of scripture knowing now that everyone who 
heard the phrase the Assyrian in my land referred to all those 
who opposed the Father and rejected his Son, Jesus—in 
heaven and in earth:

“The Lord of hosts has sworn: ‘As I have planned, so shall it 
be, and as I have purposed, so shall it stand, that I will break 
the Assyrian in my land, and on my mountains trample him 
underfoot; and his yoke shall depart from them, and his 
burden from their shoulder.’ 
“This is the purpose that is purposed concerning the whole 
earth, and this is the hand that is stretched out over all the 
nations. For the Lord of hosts has purposed, and who will 
annul it? His hand is stretched out, and who will turn it 
back?”

Yeshua’s eyes seemed to be like crystal fire. Some new 
kind of heavenly authority shone in them: no evil or sin or 
iniquity—the delight in denying the Father’s will—could 
stand against him as a human being. His unimpeachable 
authority as the Son of God was reinforced by the Father 
himself. 

Lucifer screamed at his associates, for after two hundred 
thousand years of kicking against heavenly common sense 
and universal truth in order to get his own way, he was 
now quite irreversibly insane. 
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“He thinks me just a low level bureaucrat!” Which in fact 
he was. “Look around you, governors of the heavenly 
realms who have loyally followed me. Look around you all 
you representatives of heaven’s authority on the earth who 
have loyally followed me. Their power might have evicted 
us all from our former places in heaven, but they are false 
places anyway. We see that the truth is never the Father’s 
way. We see by our own experience that the truth is never 
the Son’s way. The truth is always that the free will of every 
creature in heaven and on earth has the right to be wholly 
unloosed and never bound by the Father’s rulings. We must 
keep fighting for our right to be free of their master plan! 
Only I can lead us into the new light! Hold firm to me!”

Satan was beginning to have his doubts, “But,” he 
reasoned, “what can I do against such madness?”

Belial, Satan’s appointed one on the earth, the unseen 
and malevolent leader of the fallen angels and midway 
creatures on the earth, the one called the Devil, was as 
insanely devoted to the cause of Liberty For All as ever. 

Satan thought to himself, “After two hundred thousand 
years of our rebellion, we have not managed to create a 
single good thing. How long can this go on, this rot that we 
call progress: this war against heaven?”

Belial looked around him, for he was standing unseen to 
all on the eastern high ground overlooking the Sea of 
Galilee, just a few miles from the Capernaum synagogue. 
What had been a princely beginning several hundred 
thousand years before him, had totally turned to slush. 
There had been a handful of spiritual heroes among the 
human generations from time to time, but the bulk of 
humanity, under Lucifer’s policy of promoting human 
animalistic flesh free will to have total domination of the 
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human mind, proved, generation after generation, that 
humanity was little capable of much more than fear, hatred, 
greed, selfishness and ignorance. He delighted in exposing 
that truth to human beings. He loathed the very thought of 
the coming of a solitary Spirit of the Father into any of my 
children on the earth: but of course, the Father’s plans 
always superseded the plans of any heavenly person, 
however brilliant and full of light they might be or might 
once have been.

Now it had been spelled out to them from the scriptures, 
and from the voice of a human being on the earth without 
reference to any power within his being the Son of God. 
The conquest of the Dragon had always been the Father’s 
plan alone. The Father’s plan, all along, had also been for 
the Son of God to expose and convict the Dragon without 
him ever fully knowing that he was the Son of God. 

Jesus had accomplished this before ever coming to his 
baptism, where he received the revelation of his original 
identity as the Son of God, whom they despised: but that 
event in itself requires a whole other book and telling.

Now, not only had their own plans to usurp the Son’s 
heavenly authority run the distance and failed to produce 
any lasting good fruit—the rampant sin and darkness on 
the earth was sufficient evidence of that—Jesus spelled out 
their end. It would come when Jesus had fully completed 
his earthly incarnation, when the great gifts of the Father 
would be released on the earth, but from this day every 
member of the Dragon and every follower knew of a 
certainty that the clock was ticking on their own lives. They 
had failed. They were doomed to extinction. 

Not the extinction of imprisonment in some eternal 
prison allocated to Satan in some wasteland of space. No, 
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theirs was the second death; the death of the spiritual life of 
the person; the death from which there is no return; the 
death at which point all record of their existence is struck 
from the Book of Life; the death after which they are no 
where found in their place; the extinction of every trace of 
their lives as though they never were; final death.

Yeshua’s closing words to them were plain and simple: 
“What is mine shall be yours. I have ever said that. You all, 
in your foolishness, have taken your inheritance and 
squandered it. You have fallen from your princely estate 
and refuse to repent. How then, shall you have this which is 
mine to give you?”

In the heavens, however, there was no small number of 
the followers of Lucifer who were taken by his words. They 
had seen that Lucifer’s rebellion against the Son of God had 
not really amounted to anything like the promised dreams 
of a new form of liberty for all. One relatively insignificant 
bureaucrat among the angels in the heavens that are located 
nearly halfway between the earth and the throne of the son 
of God said to those around him:

“He said, ‘What is mine shall be yours.’ Over the nigh on 
eternity of my own life, I have actually seen that. I have not 
seen that in Lucifer. He has done nothing to raise me up. 
Rather, I have become the slave of his regime of chaos. 
What I have seen in Lucifer is only darkness, despair, and 
the failure to manifest light and life. I am turning this day. I 
am abandoning Lucifer. I shall confess my iniquity and seek 
pardon for my ways. I shall beg forgiveness. Gabriel will 
hear me. Michael will hear me. Immanuel will hear me. I 
was wrong. I see it now. I reject Lucifer and all his ways 
and I accept Michael and all his fight for the Father’s way.”

So it was. Because of this one sermon in the Capernaum 
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synagogue, a large number of those angels and their 
governors who had long ago fallen to the charms and 
deceptions of Lucifer, or Satan, or Belial, listened to the 
voice of the Son of God who was incarnate in the flesh, 
Yeshua, and were received back into the light.
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Chapter Nineteen
SAINT MATTHEW 25:34

What Is Mine Shall Be Yours.

Then the King will say to those on his right, “Come, you who 
are blessed by my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for 
you from the foundation of the world.” 

aving read the weekly portion of the scripture and 
commented well on it, the entire congregation in 
the Capernaum synagogue sat down and Jesus 

passed the scroll lovingly back to Zevach the librarian and 
also sat down. On the far side of the synagogue sat a man 
that they all remembered well—Nadav the son of Urit, a 
road builder for the Romans. Their eyes met and Jesus and 
Nadav exchanged a moment of holy love. 

Nadav, at twenty-eight years and four years Jesus’ junior, 
was now fully employed in one of the fish-drying 
operations on the banks of the Sea of Galilee. All was 
peaceful in his life today, he loved being in fellowship with 
other believers in Jesus in Bethsaida, but there had been a 
day in the Capernaum synagogue that very few people will 
ever forget: the day that the unclean spirit erupted.

“Nadav,” Jesus said, as he dipped his head in the 
direction of the man they all knew and could attest to the 
seemingly miraculous restoration from an unclean spirit 
within epilepsy, “has tasted the leading of God; the 
restoring comfort of God; the peace of God; and the healing 
of God. All eyes had turned to Nadav and now rested on 
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Jesus. “The words of the Prophet Isaiah are fulfilled in 
Nadav. He has been healed.”

“Amen! Amen!” shouted a few men. Nadav smiled.
“But has he been made whole?” Jesus added. His 

audience looked dumbfounded. Wasn’t healing wholeness? 
Could there be more to wholeness than mere health?

In the women’s gallery nearby, little Abarrane was 
soaking in the idea that God was speaking directly to her 
through the words of her beloved Jesus. It was then that he 
spoke the words that changed her life.

“Beloved brothers and sisters, we are healed from 
sickness but we are made whole when we are sons of God 
and the heavenly Father can speak into our hearts like a 
good father speaking to his obedient and loving child.

“Wholeness makes us want to go into partnership with 
the Father, to join together in the living of our lives. We are 
not made to be priests or wandering prophets in the 
wilderness. We are born to love God with all our hearts, 
and with all our strength, and with all our minds. If we are 
priests, it is no different from being carpenters or fishermen 
or mothers raising children.” This caused a stir among 
some in the audience. It was a direct slur against the 
authority of the Jerusalem temple. “God sends his Spirit to 
dwell in our hearts,” Jesus continued, “so that we might 
partake of the Lord’s Passover with him as sons of God.”

One of the Sanhedrist spies stood up, shouting, “That is 
blasphemy! The Lord’s Passover is the sacred foundation of 
the entire Hebrew nation. It is not to be taken lightly and 
smeared into some personal ritual.” 

All eyes turned again to Jesus. “God frees us,” Jesus said. 
“The blessed Passover brought us into God’s journey toward 
being a whole people, not merely a freed people and not 
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merely a healed people. He made us to be sons of God; and 
that is deeply personal and individual. Yohanan preached 
the repentance of the nation. I heal for the Father Fusion of 
the individual believer.” Then he looked at the man, as 
authoritatively as he had looked at Lucifer and Satan only 
minutes earlier. “I am healing. I am Father Fusion. I am the 
destiny of all Israel. I am the lamb who takes away the sin 
of the world.” The spy was silenced and sheepishly sat 
down, for many people had long ago heard the word from 
John’s disciples, how he had declared Jesus to be: “the lamb 
who takes away the sin of the world.”

“God causes a fusion of our will, a yoking of our will to 
his will. I have said it before: go and visit Gavriel the 
blacksmith and watch him work the red hot iron on his 
anvil. When one iron is melted into the other iron the two 
become one and nothing can separate them ever again. 
They are both made stronger for their union. When your 
human mind and the mind of the heavenly Father within 
you are one mind, then nothing can stand before you. You 
are made great by God’s greatness. Not even the dragon can 
oppose you. No unclean spirit can oppose you. No mute 
spirit, no deaf spirit, no spirit of blindness can oppress you.

“Believe me. Believe that my Father Fusion can be yours. 
Take my yoke upon you, and learn from me, for I am gentle 
and lowly in heart, and you will find rest for your souls. 
My yoke is easy, and my burden is light.” Then he said the 
words that pierced little Abarrane like a flash of light from 
the very Tree of Life in the Paradise of God: 

“Believe that my Father Fusion can be yours, and all else 
good to your eternal well being will be given to you.” She 
could think of nothing else, running it through her mind 
over and over again like some nun’s ancient chant. Her 
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whole life suddenly found its heavenly pulse: “My Father 
Fusion can be yours, and all else good to your eternal well 
being will be given to you.” She loved Yeshua with her whole 
heart: his word must be true; she had found her salvation!

Matthew, (Matityahu), the apostle and former tax 
collector, was also deeply touched. He scribbled down a 
note to himself: “Seek first the Kingdom of God and his 
righteousness, and all these things will be added to you, 
Matityahu.” 

Although his own wealth contributed a great deal to 
many of the apostles’ mission expenses, being the most 
independently wealthy man among the twelve, at last he 
truly felt like here was a way forward beyond reliance upon 
the world’s system of wealth, with its endless greed and 
bitter power struggles that ruined men overnight and took 
nation to war upon nation as often and as long as the sun 
would rise in the East. 

With the hearing of that one sentence, Matthew sank his 
entire heart and soul into Jesus and his Father Fusion like a 
little boy walking hand in hand, trusting his father every 
step of the way. Never again did he doubt Jesus in anything. 
Jesus was so wholesome: so fully human; and so complete.

“I feel like I have been made pure, somehow,” Matthew 
said to himself, as if needing to hear it with his own ears. 
“What are these feelings that fill my heart? I have never 
before known such goodness.” Then he paused and prayed. 
“Lord God. Yeshua is a complete man, whole and good. I too 
would be made whole.”
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Chapter Twenty
SAINT LUKE 11:36

Be Made Whole.

If then your whole body is full of light, having no part dark, it will 
be wholly bright, as when a lamp with its rays gives you light. 

ina stood with her hands to her chest. It was the 
day after the Shabbat. “Could God be so gracious 
to me?” she softly said, as the tears of joy flowed 

down her face. Nearby, little Abarrane was sketching some 
words on the wall of their home, right beside where she 
rolled out her sleeping mat every night: 

“Believe that my Father Fusion can be yours, and all else good 
to your eternal well being will be given to you.” 

Writing them was such a special task for Abarrane. Bina 
had brought down from the roof garden the sand box in 
which all the children had learned their alphabet letters and 
map drawing, except Abarrane. She buried the feelings of 
sadness that her two sons would never again etch out 
something in the sand. In her grief, Bina had smeared all 
the sand and leveled it, leaving no trace of their fingers in 
the family storyboard. Now, she carefully wrote in the sand 
all the Aramaic characters for Abarrane to copy onto the 
wall with a piece of charcoal. 

They were such grown-up words. Abarrane had captured 
the essence of what they meant, though. They were exactly 
what she heard Jesus say in the synagogue on the particular 
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Shabbat that changed her life. 
To her young mind, they were more precious than the 

entire Torah! They were God’s personal gift to her—at least 
that’s what she felt about them. 

When she first heard these words, her soul came alive as 
though never before. It was of course the Spirit of the 
Father in her who had made their personal value so 
relevant and alive for her by own his closeness to her soul 
at the time she heard them. God had found his little 
daughter: the young girl had found her heavenly Father—
she was born again, born of the spirit through and through! 

Her characters on the wall all looked a little wobbly and 
misshapen but halfway through her writing she was so 
illuminated with divine joy that she just had to turn to Bina 
and express it: 

“Abba, this is what Adonai said to me! To just me!” 
Bina cried again and fell to her knees to kiss and cuddle 

her little girl. It was a very wet-hair moment, with sniffles 
and eyelashes drenched with huge globs of tears. Nothing 
about her mother’s tender hearted love deterred little 
Abarrane from completing her writing task though. It was 
to her as epic as God’s Ten Commandments being written 
down for Moses on Mount Sinai stone.

+
Bina’s joy came about like this. When “at home,” while  

apostles’ wives and the women evangelists stayed in the 
nearby home of Peter and his wife, Perpetua, Jesus and his 
twelve apostles would reside at the spacious but not overly 
opulent Zebedee home in Bethsaida to the East of 
Capernaum. Boatbuilding had been good to that family and 
augmented their existing fishing and fish-drying businesses 
so that their house had almost doubled in size. 
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The sun was setting beyond the western hills this 
Saturday afternoon and Salome and her daughters had just 
placed the evening meal on the table. The disciples, whose 
number included two of the Zebedee sons, were all talking 
about the sensational miracles and healings they had 
witnessed in Jesus’ recent missions. Like them, all 
Capernaum and the surroundings were also aflame with 
the hope that such an outpouring of God’s power meant to 
them. A veritable tide of sick or afflicted people set off, or 
were being carried or dragged on awkward two-poled 
stretchers, as soon as the sun’s last drop of crimson life sank 
below the golden hills. For some, the sun sinking below 
their neighbour’s rooftop was sufficient an end to the 
Shabbat. Off they went in scores to the Zebedee home in 
Bethsaida of Capernaum.

The scriptures Jesus had used put a stake right through 
the heart of sickness. They all wanted healing; and they all 
believed it was possible for them individually, regardless of 
its cause or their own possible sins. 

Furthermore, the simple and truthful manner in which 
he had spoken cloaked such unprecedented power and 
authority to his message that was compelling beyond all 
doubt! He made no reference to human power and simply 
stated the obvious: if you believed his Father Fusion it 
would be yours . . . and with it would come all else needful 
for eternity. That was, is and ever shall be the meaning of 
his phrase: “the Kingdom of heaven is within and at hand.”

The question, “Do you believe in Yeshua’s yoke with the 
Father?” was the question on every afflicted person’s lips. 
The answer to the question was, “Yes and I believe that it 
shall be mine too.” Those two simple statements elevated 
the faith of these travellers into the zone of perfect faith. 
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The corollary was obvious, “Having Yeshua’s Father 
Fusion, obviously the Father will provide for us for all 
eternity as he is providing for Yeshua.”

Suddenly, as happens, the little Jewish City of 
Capernaum became the faith capital of the whole of the 
creation of the Son of God. All eyes in heaven that were free 
so to do, were focussed on Jesus and his setting. The Dragon 
had slunk away in ridicule: the glory of God was on the 
throne.

The apostle Peter’s wife, Perpetua, was a very strong 
woman of faith. After Pentecost, for example, she 
accompanied her husband on all his missions and gave up 
her life to the wild beasts in the Colosseum of Rome on the 
same day that Peter was crucified—upside-down, and thus 
perhaps inadvertently prolonged his death by three days. It 
was Perpetua who was alerted to the growing throng of 
sick people gathering in the front of the Zebedee house. She 
went to see what all the commotion was about. 

“Oh,” she cried out as she quickly closed the front door. 
Kneeling beside her husband she said, “Shimon, go and see 
outside. So many sick people are there; and the road West 
to Capernaum is jammed with many more coming.” 

When Jesus also went to see for himself, there was 
upward of a thousand people already gathered. He was 
deeply touched, both as a human being and as the Son of 
God. So much darkness, caused by his own wayward 
heavenly children and their rebellious administrations, was 
at the root of so very much of this sickness, disease and 
affliction. He was mindful too, not to exert his will as the 
Son of God and to instantly make them all well. 

He thought to himself, “Today I have preached that they 
should not seek healing without first seeking Father Fusion. 
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If I arbitrarily heal them all, what will that say to their own 
desire to have the greater reward and to grow gradually 
into the doing of the Father’s will.” 

He was suddenly thrust into a great dilemma: to release 
mercy wholesale, or to draw out the desire to do the 
Father’s will regardless of any signs and miracles in their 
health. Was he to have a preaching ministry or was it to be 
confounded and bogged down in merely ministering 
personally to the sick and afflicted? What, actually, did the 
lamb of God who takes away the sin of the world actually 
do to make the Lord’s new Passover happen? Surely, it 
could only be the preaching witness of his Father Fusion.

Isaac, a man who had shocking smelly abscesses on both 
his legs, had been unable to find a cure for them. Indeed he 
had become so unable to walk that his friends had carried 
him here on a donkey-driven four-wheeled tray. Isaac had 
recently learned of how the Centurion’s servant in 
Capernaum was healed of paralysis when Jesus just spoke 
the word. Knowing full well that all he needed to do was to 
hear Jesus speak the word over his sickness and, indeed, 
the sickness of the thousand poor wretches with him, and 
he would be made clean, he cried out.

“Yeshua! The Prophet Isaiah said that you would take on 
all our illnesses and bear all our diseases. Son of God, speak 
the word, restore our health, heal our diseases, and save 
our souls.”

That was enough for a vast host of those heavenly beings 
who are mobilised by the Holy Spirit, to enact such mass 
healings, to be fully alerted. They always attended Jesus, as 
was their right given by the Holy Spirit in accordance with 
the will of the personalised Spirit of the Father. Nothing 
could stand in their way, as nothing stands in their way 
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today, should the incarnated Son of God just say the word 
on behalf of the faith-adjusted human will. 

With a great tension, the moment was locked into a 
struggle between divine wisdom and human compassion, 
but none of the heavenly host could influence it. Theirs was 
only to act on what ever decision might call on their 
creative services.

“Yeshua,” said Peter. “I beg you. You have never held 
back your word in all the missions we have done. Do not 
hold back now.”

Jesus turned his back on the crowd for a moment to look 
at his gathered disciples, their wives and many of their 
family members along with all the members of the Zebedee 
family. Not a single healthy person could dream of 
anything but for Jesus to say the word.

“You are my witness that, in all my life and in all my 
mission to date, I have done nothing but be a witness of this 
Father Fusion,” Jesus said to all in the house.

He turned to look at the mass of suffering stretched out 
all around the front of the house and far into the roadside. 

“I have always limited myself to acting only upon my 
Father’s will . . .” Then he said it: 

“If it is now my Father’s will for all these sick to be 
healed . . .” and the remainder of his sentence could not be 
heard for the explosion of cries and shrieks and laughter 
roaring out of the crowd. The personalised Spirit of the 
Father with Jesus so desired it and the heavenly hosts were 
instantly mobilised by the Holy Spirit. 

Healing be! 
Healing is! 
More than two thirds of the gathering, every sick, 

diseased and afflicted person, was instantly made clean and 
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whole. Crutches and sticks were thrust aside as people 
strode out with renewed limbs and strength. Pain vanished, 
legs and arms seemed to grow out to an equal length. 
Bleeding dried up. Swelling simply dissolved. Bones went 
back into place and strengthened muscles held them there. 
Diseases of the blood, of tumours, or the heart and the 
lungs and the liver instantly healed. Reproductive systems 
once infertile were made fertile and healthy. The blind, the 
deaf, those without taste or smell, and the lame: God’s 
power touched them all and they were healed of their 
infirmity. 

To his complete astonishment, right before his eyes, Isaac 
watched as his deeply ulcerated legs first lost all pain and 
then changed colour. Then they filled out with totally 
normal flesh and left not a trace of scar tissue. It was as if 
he had never been diseased. When he stood up to walk, he 
was at first a little wobbly and unsure but within moments 
he was running up and down the Capernaum road like a 
sixteen-year old and shouting at the top of his lungs with 
thanks and praises to God.

Jesus began thinking about the ramifications of this great 
event. He looked at the apostles and the Zebedees. They 
were ecstatic. Nothing like this was even imaginable. A part 
of Jesus was elated for the crowd, but he knew that his 
enemies in Jerusalem would be deeply threatened by this 
show of God’s power at his command, and its influence to 
win people away from them and over to himself. Their very 
position and all it meant in Jewish society was now 
threatened. Seeing as Jesus could heal so many with just a 
word, what other great wisdom might he have that could 
lead Israel into all of God’s promises of the Hebrew 
scriptures, both religious and political? 
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The front yard of the Zebedee home was bedlam. 
Suddenly though, Jesus discerned the presence of a small 
still voice. It was silent. Beautiful. Heavenly almost. He 
thought for a moment that it must surely be one of the 
heavenly host who wanted to say a personal word to him, 
but then he felt it.

Little Abarrane had made her way through the crowd 
right onto the front porch of the Zebedee home. She was in 
tears, so big they were that they fell onto Jesus feet like rain 
drops. Through those teary eyes she looked up at him and 
threw her arms around his waste.

“Yeshua. Yeshua. I can see. I can see. I was blind but now 
I can see!”

Jesus knelt down and held his little darling, and wept for 
joy. “Thank you, Father,” she heard him say, as she looked 
around at a brand new world that she had never before seen.

Abarrane nuzzled her face into his beard. 
She locked her arms around his neck. Kissing him on the 

cheek, she said: “I believe in your Father Fusion, Yeshua. I 
believe that I can have it for myself. I will have your Father 
Fusion, Yeshua, as my own. God will give it to me, he said 
so as I walked here with Abba and Katriel. I will have 
everything I need forever, given to me by God my heavenly 
Father. I love you more than life itself, Yeshua.”

“More even than the Capernaum lamb of blessing?” 
asked Jesus with a big smile on his face.

“Of course, Silly. You are everything.” Then she added, “I 
am going to keep your words by me for always. I will never 
forget you. I know that you will always love me and never 
forget me too.”

Bina stepped up onto the front porch to claim her 
youngest daughter. She was almost speechless before Jesus 
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and could only reach down and lift the tassels of his prayer 
shawl to her lips, backing away as though too humble to 
even look him in the eye. No words could say how much he 
had given new life to her by giving Abarrane her sight. 

“I am in your debt, blessed Yeshua, forever.”
The Son of God reached down, touching her on the head 

with the tips of his fingers until she moved out of reach and 
vanished amidst the throng, a small portion of whom who 
were slowly starting to disperse back down the road. As 
they walked, Abarrane held the hand of her sister Katriel, 
more out of a love-saturated habit than anything else.

“I am so, so happy that you can see now, Ab,” she said.
Abarrane stopped in the middle of the road. To the East, 

the full moon was rising over the hills of the high country. 
She had never before seen it and shouted out with all her 
might, “I can see. Praise Yeshua! Praise God! I am getting 
his Father Fusion. I can see!” Jesus too had discerned that 
she had new spiritual eyes as well as new physical sight. 

Matthew, an apostle with a past he despised, sprawled 
near the front door weeping uncontrollably. 

“At last,” he thought, “I am tasting something of Yeshua’s 
completeness. I am myself again: as I was when I was a boy 
and I knew what was right and what was wrong, not merely 
what people choose to call right and wrong.”

Matthew had never known truth to be so real. He was 
emptied and made whole.
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Chapter Twenty-One
SONG OF SOLOMON 8:1-3

To Win A Young Woman’s Heart.

Oh that you were like a brother to me who nursed at my 
mother’s breasts! If I found you outside, I would kiss you, 
and none would despise me. I would lead you and bring 
you into the house of my mother—she who used to teach 
me. I would give you spiced wine to drink, the juice of my 
pomegranate. His left hand is under my head, and his 
right hand embraces me!

adriel was a believer from the first time he ever 
laid eyes on Jesus. He was from the town of Acco, 
on the coast, and he was a dear friend of Jude who 

was twelve years the younger brother of Jesus. There was a 
time when he felt himself to be falling love with Jude’s 
younger sister, Ruth, a stunningly beautiful young woman 
two years his junior. 

Ruth had been largely educated through homeschooling 
by Jesus and in later years with the craft and animal 
husbandry know-how of Mary. Hadriel was Alexandria 
educated, something of a scholar, well travelled for his 
years, fluent in Aramaic, Hebrew, Greek, Latin and the 
Coptic of the local Egyptians. He was the much loved son 
of a well to do Jewish merchant whose wares were to be 
found in a score of Mediterranean ports and cities. 

Hadriel was good with numbers, business interested him 
a great deal and he enjoyed what wealth his father brought 
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home. Yet, for all that the world had opened his eyes, 
Hadriel was a good man, honest and true. He would be a 
good husband for Ruth—a blessing, just as the scripture 
said of such things:

Blessed is the man who walks not in the counsel of the wicked, 
nor stands in the way of sinners, nor sits in the seat of 
scoffers. Psalm 1:1.

As it happened, before ever Jesus began his public 
ministry, and enduring all his years in it, he appointed John 
Zebedee the role of caretaking his family’s well being 
during his travels away from Capernaum. 

“Yohanan,” Jesus had said to him soon after joining 
Zebedee in the boatbuilding business, “in my absence at 
this time in any month, be sure to distribute this amount 
from my earnings. Take it over to my family in Nazareth 
and place it in the hands of my brother James personally.” It 
was on just such an occasion that the task again fell to John. 

“Dearest Yohanan.” Ruth stretched out her hands to greet 
John. She had loved him like a brother for two years since 
first meeting him with Jesus at her side. “May you receive 
blessing from the Lord and righteousness from the God of 
our salvation.” 

John was delighted to see her. Ruth was lovely. Full of 
life. Many a young man in Nazareth had his eye on her, and 
so also did Hadriel of Acco. In a quiet, unspoken way, as 
Mary had estimated, so too did John’s younger brother, 
David Zebedee—but no one said a word of that for it was 
yet early. 

“And in your every coming and going, sister Ruth,” John 
replied as any well-mannered young man would reply.

They chatted about this and that and at length, Ruth 
raised the subject. “My brother Jude has a friend named 
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Hadriel. He has eyes for me.”
“From where does Hadriel hail, Ruth?”
“Acco. On the sea in the West. He and his family are 

there. His mother and father and brothers and sisters.”
“What is he like, Ruth, this suitor?”
“No, no. He cannot be my suitor,” she exclaimed.
“What is he like? Fair, dark, short, tall, young,” then he 

laughed with her, “old and fat from the North Country?”
“Old and fat?” Ruth leaned forward and pushed him on 

the chest with both hands. “Old and fat? Is that all you 
think of me, Yohanan?” John laughed out loud. “I’ll have 
you know, son of a boat man,” she retorted, “that he is fair 
haired, tall, extremely intelligent and as fit as a Lebanese 
mountain deer.”

John saw the affection she held for him. “So you do like 
him?”

“When he smiles, I am deeply touched. He almost wins 
my heart.”

“But . . . ?” John hesitated, waiting for Ruth to explain.
“It cannot be, Yohanan.” Then she proceeded to tell the 

wildest story she could imagine, for in all truth, the Lord 
had touched her heart and she was beginning to love 
David, John’s younger brother. 

“I have sworn my heart to another,” she said. “Ezar (my 
God has helped), the son of Benyamin the cloth merchant at 
Sepphoris, the old capital. My father and his father were 
close friends. I even remember playing with Ezar when we 
were very, very young. We have always been friends. His 
family were kind to us after Abba’s accident.”

“You are impeccably loyal, Ruth,” said John, taking her 
hands in his. You have already given your heart to 
another.” John had no inkling that there might be feelings 
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between she and David his own brother. 
At that moment, Mary came along the narrow dry dirt 

path back home and came into the area around the front 
yard. She carried a small bundle of dates and flour and she 
smiled seeing John there. 

“Yohanan, she called out. You are pleasant to my eyes. 
My God be gracious to you and bless you and make his face 
to shine upon you and your family always.” 

John stood to greet her and kissed her on the cheek as 
though kissing his own mother. “And what were you 
discussing?” she asked.

“Hadriel,” Ruth said before John could say a word.
Mary looked at her daughter and then back at John. “She 

is much loved, this daughter of mine, Yohanan,” Mary said. 
“Perhaps the Lord has sent you on a double mission this 
month.”

John raised his eyebrows in curiosity. “You would have 
me speak to him? That would have been Yosef’s task before 
he married Esta and moved out? Without Yeshua in the 
home, is the eldest in the family now Shimon?”

“Hadriel is lovely,” Mary said, and then looking John in 
the eyes with her winning smile she added, “but I would 
love it if you would speak on behalf of Ruth. After all, 
Yeshua is like the father of this family and he is in business 
with your own father, Zebedee.”

John smiled, still uncertain as to whether or not he 
should take on this very adult role for the family. They were 
like blood to him but was this too much to ask?

“Jude introduced Hadriel to the family last year. He is 
much travelled, even for his young years, and had absorbed 
much of the spiritual philosophies of most of the nations 
edging onto the Mediterranean.” She looked at Ruth. “Look 
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at her, Yohanan. She clearly has feelings for the young 
man.”

Ruth blushed. She was indeed proud of Hadriel. Did she 
love him more than David though? And how, when, where 
might it occur that her love for David Zebedee could grow?

“He has three brothers and five sisters to whom he loves 
telling the stories of his travels,” Ruth said to Yohanan. “I 
suppose when he sits here in our home telling us those 
kinds of stories he reminds me of growing up with Yeshua.”

“Oh, Yeshua,” Mary said, lifting up her hand as if to 
silence all and sundry. 

“He always told us stories. There was a young man with 
imagination!”

John smiled. “He tells me stories too. I love that about 
him. Yeshua’s whole life is a story that enfolds everyone 
like a mother hen lifting her chicks up to God.”

The three of them fell into a silence that only a change of 
topic could break, so deeply did Yeshua live in their hearts.

“He draws all people together, doesn’t he?” John said. 
“He is blessed and a blessing to us all.” 

“He makes us all the better able to be a blessing to 
others,” Mary added.”
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Chapter Twenty-Two
GENESIS 1:28

Blessed.

And God blessed them. And God said to them, “Be fruitful 
and multiply and fill the earth and subdue it and have 
dominion over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the 
heavens and over every living thing that moves on the earth.”

he night had been chilly but the morning sun saw 
crowds gathering at the foot of one of the hills 
between Capernaum and the North road from 

Tiberias to Damascus. 
“There they are,” shouted one young man. “See? Up 

there on the slope.” With that, almost two thousand men, 
women and children began to ascend the hill to be with 
their beloved miracle-working Messiah in the sanctity of 
the rich grasslands high above the northern curve of the Sea 
of Galilee.

From the direction of Capernaum came Jesus’ brother 
Jude who had taken up the fisherman’s trade, and his dear 
friend from Acco, Hadriel. These two young men were 
together on the mountain and it was the first time Hadriel 
had ever seen Jesus. He was astonished. 

The sun rose. The lake sparkled as the great long red 
beacon light of the sun coloured the waters in their 
direction. Jesus and the twelve ate something of the food 
Matthew carried with him for them all to eat—bread, fish, 
olives, oil and powdered herbs. Thaddeus, also called 
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James, passed around one of the three skins of water he 
kept topped up; while his brother, Lebbeus (also called Judas 
or Yehudah of Bethsaida), passed around a gourd of minted 
kefir yoghurt that his mother insisted they should eat to, 
“Keep up your strength.” 

When the crowd were settled and the apostles had 
directed them where to sit, Jesus preached about the joys of 
Father Fusion and just how set apart from the ways of the 
world it makes a person. Ever, he was the exemplary child 
of God, never resorting to his authority as the Son of God 
or as someone in competition with the Rabbinical statutes 
of the day. It was music to the hearts of many, everywhere, 
to hear the story of God in terms that could be written on 
the heart instead of in the suspicious eye: in the manner of 
simple human love and truth, instead of in terms dictated 
by the law, social duty and ecclesiastical authority.

“Your brother, Yeshua, has a way of describing personal 
freedom like I have never read it or heard it preached, even 
from the best of the Greek speakers in the public chambers 
of the Alexandrian Library.” Hadriel was mesmerised.

Jude smiled. He knew this effect that his brother had on 
people. “I think you want to be his disciple, Hadriel. Tell 
him. Talk to him.” 

+
On that occasion, Matthew the apostle and former tax-

collector, recalled that these words had been the ordination 
sermon that Jesus had spoken over he and the eleven, one 
moonlit night to the North of Capernaum not far from 
where they were gathered on this very morning. It was 
more than a year now. So dramatic an impact did it have on 
him that he memorised it word perfectly, even thinking at 
the time that someday he might make a narrative of his 
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experiences with Jesus. 
“Jesus never writes a word,” he observed. “Neither does 

he allow us to record him. He leaves nothing in this world. 
I believe, though,” said Matthew to himself at the time, 
“that the world needs to hear and needs to read what the 
Messiah has said and done for us. So great is this man.”

Indeed, Jesus spoke this theme many times, and they are 
woven into the root of the Christian gospel; words that 
drilled deep into the hearts and minds of believers, 
especially so in Jordan and Syria. 

Soon after the resurrection, Matthew did make his own 
notes. These were later used by one of his students, a 
typical process in his day, and, combined with reference to 
the simple record left by John Mark the son of Elijah Mark, 
crafted into the Gospel bearing his name today. 

On the day that he wrote about this event, however, it 
was considerably later and not long after seeing Jesus 
ascend into heaven. His mind was still deeply touched by 
the event. With the quill in the fingers of his right hand, he 
reached for another sheet of vellum and without any 
forewarning his mind expanded. He became as though 
made of light and he felt himself to journey through time 
and space until he stood in the very presence of Jesus the 
Son of God in the heaven of heavens. He thought to 
himself, “This is the very throne of the Lord of Lords whose 
words I am about to write down.”

When at length Matthew returned from his heavenly 
visit with the Lord Jesus Christ, illumined with a great light 
and filled with great understanding, he wrote in part from 
his memory and in part from the living heart of Christ 
himself:

“Blessed are the poor in spirit,” Jesus said, “for theirs is 
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the Kingdom of heaven. 
“Blessed are those who mourn, for they shall be comforted. 
“Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth. 
“Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for 
righteousness, for they shall be satisfied. 
“Blessed are the merciful, for they shall receive mercy. 
“Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God. 
“Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called sons 
of God. 
“Blessed are those who are persecuted for righteousness’ 
sake, for theirs is the Kingdom of heaven. 
“Blessed are you when others revile you and persecute you 
and utter all kinds of evil against you falsely on my 
account. Rejoice and be glad, for your reward is great in 
heaven, for so they persecuted the prophets who were 
before you. 
“You are the salt of the earth, but if salt has lost its taste, 
how shall its saltiness be restored? It is no longer good for 
anything except to be thrown out and trampled under 
people’s feet.”

At the next words, Matthew turned his mind to Christ in 
heaven, in whose company he was standing but minutes 
ago. He looked at him in the eye, even from where he was 
on the earth. The whole room seemed to vibrate with an 
illumination that made him think, “Surely the light of God 
will come and change this earth into heaven. It must be so!” 
Then he continued writing. 

“You are the light of the world. A city set on a hill cannot 
be hidden. Nor do people light a lamp and put it under a 
basket, but on a stand, and it gives light to all in the 
house. In the same way, let your light shine before others, 
so that they may see your good works and give glory to 
your Father who is in heaven. 
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“Do not think that I have come to abolish the Law or the 
Prophets; I have not come to abolish them but to fulfill 
them. For truly, I say to you, until heaven and earth pass 
away, not an iota, not a dot, will pass from the Law until 
all is accomplished. Therefore whoever relaxes one of the 
least of these commandments and teaches others to do the 
same will be called least in the Kingdom of heaven, but 
whoever does them and teaches them will be called great in 
the Kingdom of heaven. For I tell you, unless your 
righteousness exceeds that of the scribes and Pharisees, 
you will never enter the Kingdom of heaven.”

On the day of his martyrdom many years later, dear 
Matthew consoled himself with but two reflections. They 
were words that Jesus had spoken directly to him. To 
Matthew, they were life eternal and a world-overcoming 
authority that he carried hidden in his soul but manifested 
in the glory of his own works in Jesus’ name. He had been 
chosen by Peter to follow Jesus as an apostle; and he felt 
forever glad to have honoured Peter’s faith in him. More so, 
though, was he glad to live up to Jesus’ own faith in him.

 “You are the light of the world,” Jesus said to him. “A 
city set on a hill cannot be hidden. Nor do people light a 
lamp and put it under a basket, but on a stand, and it gives 
light to all in the house. In the same way, Matityahu, let 
your light shine before others, so that they may see your 
good works and give glory to your Father who is in 
heaven.”

Again, Jesus said to him, “Go and teach all peoples this 
gospel of the doing of the Father’s will. Give no more 
thought to serving people the material things of the world: 
preach the good news of spiritual salvation in the Father 
Fusion I am imparting to you and to all. From now on obey 
this commission to which I have ordained you. As I have 
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done the Father’s will on earth, so shall you fulfill your 
own divine commission as a son of God. 

“Learn from your tax-gathering days, Matityahu: both 
Jew and Gentile pay taxes and both Jew and Gentile are 
destined for the Kingdom of God. When preaching this 
Father Fusion, the Father in you, and my Spirit of Truth in 
you will unite with you and give you the authority to fear 
no one. Where I now go, Matityahu, you shall presently 
come.”

These words became the rosary, the mantra, the Psalm of 
the apostle Matthew. He had personally met with the 
heavenly Father in his own Father Fusion. The words were 
a grace unto him. He had personally met with the Son of 
God, both on the earth in Jesus, and in the heaven of 
heavens as the Christ, as the Greeks were calling him. 

The words of the beatitudes were truth to Matthew. He 
had ministered with the power of the Holy Spirit that came 
upon him and which had soaked into him, remaining with 
him all the days of his life since the day of Pentecost. 

The words were power to him also. Holy Spirit power, 
given to him in Jesus’ name, cemented for all time the years 
of ministering with the apostles while Jesus was alive, 
causing all manner of healings and miracles to occur. 

The beatitudes of Jesus, spoken on this mountain in the 
Galilee, were for Matthew a portal into his own eternal life 
of righteousness. He preached it so, 

“Receive the life of eternal beatitude, never ending but 
ever-increasing blessing: do the will of the Father. This is 
what Jesus the Christ has given to us. This is the light in 
which I stand before you Greeks and Gentiles, Jews and 
heathen alike.” 

Matthew summed up both of these words to him from 
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Jesus as follows:
“My Father Fusion is the light of the world, bringing the 

Father and the Son in Holy Spirit power to all humankind. 
My Father Fusion is capable of filling the earth and 
subduing it and having dominion over every living thing 
that moves on the earth by the will of God. This is my 
inheritance. This is my life; this shall be my death; and this 
is my eternal destiny: God be praised for ever more for this 
perfection in him.”
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Chapter Twenty-Three
PROVERBS 13:22

The Inheritance.

A good man leaves an inheritance to his children’s children, 
but the sinner’s wealth is laid up for the righteous.

adriel never saw Ruth hovering around David 
Zebedee on the mountain of the beatitudes. The 
crowds were too pressing. He had often looked 

around the crowd but his attention was alerted to a man of 
some nobility who stepped forward, asking:

“What must I do to inherit eternal life?” 
Hadriel was at once fixated on the discussion. The same 

question was burning within his own soul.
“Do you know the commandments: ‘Do not commit 

adultery, Do not murder, Do not steal, Do not bear false 
witness, Honor your father and mother’?” 

“All these I have kept from my youth,” the man replied.
Jesus paused and looked at the grass. Then he raised his 

eyes to the man and softly said, “One thing you still lack. 
Sell all that you have and distribute it to the poor, and you 
will have treasure in heaven; and come, follow me.” 

Hadriel heard these words and gasped. Jude grasped 
him by the arm, asking “What is it? What is it?”

Jude looked at the noble man to which his brother was 
speaking. He had become quite sad and downcast, for he 
was extremely rich. Jesus, looking at him with divine 
sadness, said, “How difficult it is for those who have 
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wealth to enter the Kingdom of God!” Hadriel took strong 
hold of Jude’s hand. It was like he was hearing his own 
death sentence. “For it is easier for a camel to go through 
the eye of a needle than for a rich person to enter the 
Kingdom of God,” Jesus concluded.

With a boldness that exploded more out of terror for his 
own soul than anything else, Hadriel shouted, “Then who 
can be saved?” 

Jesus turned to him and looked upon him with a great 
affection, for he stood by his own brother, Jude. 

“What is impossible with men is possible with God.” 
Then Peter said, “See, we have left our homes and 

followed you.” 
Jesus turned to Peter and said to him and to them all on 

the mountain that morning, “Truly, I say to you, there is no 
one who has left house or wife or brothers or parents or 
children, for the sake of the Kingdom of God, who will not 
receive many times more in this time, and in the age to 
come eternal life.”

The apostle Matthew’s eyes sparkled with heavenly joy. 
It seemed that heaven open up above him and some great 
angel of God came and touched him with divine light and 
love.

Hadriel could barely catch his breath, all his hopes were 
gone. He loved Jesus, with all his heart. He had never seen 
a man like this before. “Surely,” he muttered to himself, 
“this man is the truth. How, though, can I walk away from 
my father and all that I have in my business and my wealth 
and my education to live like these men, like vagabonds?” 
Then he looked at his dear friend Jude and added, “Like 
fishermen!” He closed his eyes, dreading the thought.

Ruth took the hand of David Zebedee. He smiled. She 
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lifted up her lips and, as though heaven had given them 
both permission, kissed him on his cheek. David Zebedee 
felt something like a rush of wind run from his head to the 
soles of his feet.

“Could this beauty have feelings for me?” he thought. 
“Surely not . . . For me?” 
A glow suddenly arose all around him, a flush of love for 

this darling young woman. In the midst of that great 
meeting which now all but vanished from his sight, David 
squeezed Ruth’s hand gently and then humbly, but with the 
fullest of hearts, returned her kiss onto her rosy lips. The 
keys to the inheritance of love flowed from heaven to earth 
into the hands of this couple on the mountain of the 
beatitudes where on Jesus portrayed the blessings of his 
Father Fusion. God sealed yet another life long relationship.

+
Hadriel disappeared out of the life of Ruth without ever 

knowing that she had been on the mountain and had seen 
his embarrassment. Jesus’ family was too much of a burden 
for him. He later learned though, that after Jesus’ 
crucifixion and resurrection, Ruth married David Zebedee. 

He never really knew that David played such a vital role 
in Jesus’ ministry as the voluntary chief of a band of 
runners that took word of Jesus’ life and teachings all 
across the region. David rarely left Jesus’ side. He was in 
Jerusalem during the last week, a confidant of Jesus even, 
deciphering what news to send abroad and what should be 
withheld. 

While Ruth was at Jesus’ cross, David was living in the 
very bedroom of the risen Lazarus dispatching a dozen or 
more runners with the awful news. It was the returning 
runners, though, that David Zebedee sent out again just 
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two days later with the news that changed not only 
everything on the earth but everything in the heaven of 
heavens: “He is not here, for he is risen!”

It was soon after Jesus’ ascension, in the garden setting 
of Mary and Martha in Bethany, with the blessing of the Son 
of God now sitting on the throne with the Father in 
Paradise, that David Zebedee and Ruth Yosef were married. 
On the next day, they fled with the two sisters to join the 
former chief of the Essenes, Abner the ascetic, now in 
Amman, Jordan. He had taken Lazarus in under his roof 
when he had fled Bethany under threat for his life from the 
Jerusalem Sanhedrin: now Abner would take in his two 
sisters.

 The blessing moved from Jerusalem to Jordan, to Egypt 
and to Syria. Soon Jerusalem would fall under the wrath of 
the full Roman Emporial might. The apostles were cast 
upon a holy wind. 

The rigidity in Abner’s well-honed Essenic asceticism 
meant that his understanding of the Father Fusion of Jesus 
would eventually be inflexible and stiff in the eyes and 
hearts of believers. Five hundred years later, the remnant of 
his teachings would drown in the fresh vitality and liberties 
of Islam, a creed that, wearied of Hebrew intolerance and of 
Christian rigidity, brutally slashed its new way across the 
desert sands. 

Matthew went on to preach and to baptise with much 
success in Syria, Cappadocia, Galatia, Bithynia and Thrace
—today’s western Turkey—where, in Lysimachia, as was 
often the case in those days, several unbelieving Jews 
wanting to protect their own interests and faith, conspired 
with Roman soldiers to bring about his death. His last 
thoughts were of how he had been a light of the world and 
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how he had regenerated his life to the glory of God. He 
loved Jesus who forgave him of much, for he indeed had 
much that he desired to be forgiven.

Hadriel was one day on business in a coastal city when 
he heard that Matthew was preaching in nearby Antioch. It 
was there that he became his disciple. They had many long 
talks about wealth and love and blessing, how wealth 
denies a person God’s blessing and how God’s wealth 
begets great harvests of blessings. After several days of 
being with Matthew, Hadriel found the truth in his heart 
and expressed it to his mentor. 

“I am forty years old, Matityahu. I have a wife and five 
sons. I first saw you on the mountain when Yeshua 
preached about the blessings of Father Fusion. I was broken 
hearted on that day.”

“Why so, Hadriel?”
“I so very much wanted to be his disciple. I knew that I 

could not walk away from all that my father had worked so 
hard to provide for me. It would be like me turning to the 
Roman Emperor and offering him incense.”

“Blasphemy.”
“Exactly, Matityahu. I have since come to understand 

over the years that, as much as it is my dream, I cannot be 
as you are. I can, however, truly support you financially 
and with my prayers: that is, if you will let me.”

“You cannot purchase your way into the Kingdom of 
heaven, son,” said Matityahu as he gently laid his hand on 
the man’s shoulder, remembering his days as a publican.

“Far from it,” Hadriel replied. “I have listened much to 
Yohanan Maccabi (John Mark) in the Alexandrian church but 
it is only after talking to you that God has put light in my 
mind.”
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Matthew smiled. He was glad to his heart that he had 
been of some use to this fellow. 

“I now understand that to some are given the work such 
as you have, Matityahu: of giving up all for the sake of the 
Kingdom work. There are others, like me, who cannot go, 
but who can support those who do go.” Matthew agreed. 

“People like me have family constraints, business 
matters that must be attended to, educational obligations, 
political affairs that demand attention and so forth. We are 
no less in the Kingdom of heaven than Yeshua or any of the 
apostles or evangelists. We are like his mother was. We are 
like his brothers and sisters are. Ours is the call to be a 
shepherd to the shepherds, a steward of Christ’s wealth to 
those whom he sends. A shelter to the prophet, as the 
woman was for Eliyyahu and indeed as many a household 
has been to you and the others who are on the road. 
Together, those who go and those who provide, we are a 
single blessing in the Kingdom of heaven on the earth. This 
is what I have learned from Yohanan Marcus (John Mark) in 
Alexandria.”

Matthew nodded. “This is indeed the blessing. I gave 
away all my wealth to Yeshua and his mission. You share 
what Yeshua has given you. This indeed is the blessing of 
the Kingdom of heaven. You have sown your seed well, 
young sir. Indeed, yes, you can provide for me with your 
wealth and with your prayers if you so choose. Let it be 
always known, however, that it is the love of the Father 
Fusion of Yeshua that binds us together and nothing of the 
world that we both have left behind.”

Matthew then asked Hadriel a most unusual question.
“Are you at peace with your wealth and your getting of 

wealth, Hadriel?”
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“What do you mean?”
“Yeshua taught us everything we ever needed to know 

concerning our Father Fusion. He lived what he taught and 
so it flowed out of him. He was well travelled and richly 
experienced among travellers, the rich, the poor and people 
of all kinds of occupations and standing, even the Emperor 
of Rome, believe it or not.”

Hadriel was all ears. He never realised that Jesus was in 
many ways a man like himself.

“He told us the story of how he came upon a rich Roman 
one day, who asked what he should do with his wealth.”

“That is the same question that I have been wondering 
for years, Matityahu.”

“The man who was Stoic and reserved, asked what 
Yeshua would do with his measure of wealth if it were in 
his hands.”

“My question also,” said Hadriel.
“It had been my question also, Hadriel,” said Matthew.
“Yeshua replied to the Stoic by speaking about how 

people best help others through the ennoblement of their 
intellectual life, social life and spiritual life and not merely 
their physical leisure and indulgence. He then spoke about 
simply spending wealth as compared to sharing wealth. He 
called it sharing wealth when people think of their 
expenditures as investing in the upliftment of the ordinary 
material life of people.  He then compared that with the 
sharing of only finances or the sharing of the wealth of 
one’s own personal wisdom and spiritual service.” 

“An impressive answer,” said Hadriel. “How actually 
would he have done that? Should he keep his wealth or 
give it all away like you have done, Matityahu?”

“Yeshua taught us all, as he taught that Stoic gentleman, 
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to treat all things as though we were stewards of a trust, the 
distribution of which depending on from whence it came.”

“My wealth comes alone from business.”
“Not so, actually, Hadriel. There are many forms of 

getting wealth, as you will understand when I tell you how 
Yeshua classified wealth to this Stoic.

“He described to the man ten different sources of wealth, 
beginning with inherited wealth such as you have also 
derived from your parents and others in your family 
ancestry.

“Discovered wealth such as the gems you have taken 
directly from mother earth, and the treasure that lies at the 
bottom of the ocean because of others’ misfortune. 

“Commercial wealth, the fair profit you receive in the 
exchange and barter of the cloth and purple you trade.

“Unfair wealth, the riches derived from the unfair 
exploitation or the enslavement of one’s fellows.”

“We do not have slaves in our family,” said Hadriel.
“Interest wealth,” said Matthew. “Perhaps you loan out 

your money to others who want to build or to buy and you 
derive fair and just earnings from your invested capital.

“Then there is also genius wealth, the increase in wealth 
obtained from the rewards of being creative and inventive. 
Can you imagine the wealth that was bestowed upon the 
man who thought up the idea of building the Jerwan 
aqueduct to carry water from the Zagros Mountains to 
Ninevah so that the Assyrian King, Sennacherib, might 
have tiers of hanging gardens and orchards and parks and 
plantations in a desert place? What a priceless work. His 
reward would have been fabulous.”

“How extraordinary, to carry water so far, across even a 
huge ravine,” said Hadriel. “It reminds me of the very work 
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that the apostles like you are doing, Matityahu. You are 
taking the waters of life from the mountain of Paradise and 
bringing them into the desert of this world.” Matthew 
smiled: Hadriel certainly did have the inheritance of 
Yeshua’s life and teachings.

“There’s more. Yeshua included accidental wealth. It 
comes from riches derived from the generosity of one’s 
fellows or taking origin in the circumstances of life. You are 
most generously planning to fund my mission life, 
wherever it takes me. I will be the steward of your wealth 
that has come to me by happenstance opportunity.” Hadriel 
smiled: he loved the man and his cause.

“Stolen wealth is secured by unfairness, dishonesty, 
theft, or fraud,” Matthew continued.

“Trust funds of wealth that is kept securely in your hands 
by your fellows for some specific use, now or in the future.

“Earned wealth, is the riches that are derived directly 
from your own personal labor, the fair and just reward of 
your own daily efforts of mind and body. For you that 
might well be how you conduct your business around the 
Mediterranean cities. For others, it will be what wealth they 
gain by being your employees. For example: the boatmen 
that you keep attached to your mercantile ship. They 
receive earned wealth for their labour and their loyalty to 
you and your interests.

“These ten kinds of wealth, Yeshua explained to us, are 
what he described to the Stoic of Rome. He said that if the 
man would be a faithful and just steward of his large 
fortune, before God and in service to men, he should 
consider his wealth in these ten grand divisions, and then 
proceed to administer each portion in accordance with the 
wise and honest interpretation of the laws of justice, equity, 
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fairness, and true efficiency; albeit, the God of heaven 
would not condemn you if sometimes you erred, in 
doubtful situations, on the side of merciful and unselfish 
regard for the distress of the suffering victims of the 
unfortunate circumstances of mortal life. When in honest 
doubt about the equity and justice of material situations, let 
your decisions favor those who are in need, favor those 
who suffer the misfortune of undeserved hardships.”

“What Yeshua described deeply touches my heart, 
Matityahu. I will think of these things, and how they might 
apply to my own circumstance.”

“When in doubt, Hadriel, turn to Yeshua in your own 
heart and mind. Bring your question to the Spirit of the 
Father in you also. God’s truth will find a way to show you 
what better way you can always follow. Yeshua lived his 
life for all people. He was the steward of human life, 
claiming none of it for himself and releasing all that he had 
to the Father’s will.”

“That’s what made him so great,” said Hadriel.”
“He inherited the completeness of the human being, and he 

shared it fully with us, like a spring of living water, like his 
body and his blood, with all who would eat and drink of it.”

Hadriel’s eyes were opened. “So that’s what he meant. To 
eat his body and to drink his blood is to receive what is his; 
and in the receiving of it, to be the steward of what is his.”

“This is indeed the inheritance, Hadriel. Yeshua said that 
his teaching was not his but his who sent him. We are all 
the Father’s: but Yeshua has given to us his own faith.”
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Chapter Twenty-Four
SAINT JOHN 8:29-33

Pure Thirst.

“And he who sent me is with me. He has not left me alone, for 
I always do the things that are pleasing to him.” As he was 
saying these things, many believed in him. So Jesus said to 
the Jews who had believed in him, “If you abide in my word, 
you are truly my disciples, and you will know the truth, and 
the truth will set you free.” They answered him, “We are 
offspring of Abraham and have never been enslaved to anyone. 
How is it that you say, ‘You will become free’?” 

uestions flooded his mind about the inheritance 
God had for the Jews as a nation. The old man was 
dressed in regal robes, the robes of power and 

public respect. He fingered his long and bushy grey beard. 
His eyes had a concerned expression, not uncommon for a 
Jerusalem priest and an elder of the Sanhedrin. 

“I know God’s ways because of his written Word,” he 
said to Jesus: “and because of the traditions he has forged 
in our people since the days of Abraham.” 

The priest Nicodemus, a Ruler of the Jews, had secretly 
visited Jesus in the middle of the night. He was hungry for 
Jesus’ truth. He had never before seen a man of God so 
beautiful and so good: with wisdom that seemed to pour 
straight out of the mouth of God himself. He had been 
having niggly doubts about the legacy that his generation 
was leaving subsequent generations. He questioned where 
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God was in it all: where was the inheritance passed down 
from Abraham and Melchizedek? The temple practices and 
rituals all seemed to be missing something.

Andrew, John, Philip and Thomas silently looked on. 
“Rabbi,” he softly said to Jesus: “we know that you are a 
teacher come from God, for no one can do these signs that 
you do unless God is with him.” 

All the apostles nodded in agreement. In their minds, 
Yeshua was above the clouds of Mount Hermon; the 
prophets of Palestine were on the slopes of the mountain 
but they lived always below the cloud level; and the priests 
had begun to ascend the mountain but the common people 
were on the plains and only ever able to look upward 
toward the cloud and speculate that somehow their God 
lived in it and looked down upon them with covenanted 
concern. Jesus answered him, 

“Truly, truly, I say to you, Nicodemus, unless you are 
born again you cannot see the Kingdom of God.” 

This startled Nicodemus. 
No one can see God. 
Surely the Kingdom of God that is above the cloud level 

is not even accessible to we mere mortals? How can it be 
possible to enter into the land of seeing God? Is Jesus 
speaking from the position of being the Son of God, a 
position that is wholly inaccessible to mortals? Or is he 
speaking from the position of being a godly man and 
somehow his Kingdom of God is an earthly estate that any 
person could access? 

Perplexed, he said to Jesus, “Yeshua, how can a man be 
born when he is old? I am an old man. Can I enter a second 
time into my mother’s womb and be born? This is not 
possible.” 
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Jesus answered, “Truly, truly, I say to you, Nicodemus, 
unless one is born of water and the spirit, one cannot enter 
the Kingdom of God. That which is born of the flesh is 
flesh, and that which is born of the spirit is spirit. Do not 
marvel that I said to you, ‘You must be born again.’ The 
wind blows where it wishes, and you hear its sound, but 
you do not know from where it comes or to where it goes. 
So it is with everyone who is born of the spirit. They are 
moved by the Spirit of the Father within and not by the 
mind of their simple life.” 

Nicodemus was even more confused than before. With a 
strong attitude of disbelief, considered by many to be typical 
of the priestly vocation as compared with the prophetic 
vocation, he replied: “How can these things be, Yeshua?” 

Jesus mildly rebuked him, saying: “Are you the teacher 
of Israel, Nicodemus, and yet you do not understand these 
things? Truly, truly, I say to you, we speak of what we 
know, and bear witness to what we have seen.”

He had hoped for more from this learned gentleman of 
the highest Jewish authorities, and so Jesus looked to 
discern the state of the priest’s inner world, as even the 
least Father Fusion Candidate might do. 

Jesus could clearly discern the Spirit of the Father in 
Nicodemus but, lo, there it was: the mark of the beast in 
him, the stamp of Nicodemus’ spiritual orphanhood. 

It stood out glaringly in the man’s soul. There was no 
inner connection between Nicodemus depth of soul and the 
Spirit of the Father who had come to indwell him several 
years before he commenced his priestly life. God was in 
him, but the two were not yet alive to each other. They both 
had a voice but Nicodemus had no inner ears to hear.

With immense compassion and understanding, knowing 
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how impossible it was for Nicodemus to grasp the truth, 
beauty and goodness of the actuality of sonship with God, 
Jesus said, “But you do not receive our testimony,” as he 
looked around at his small group of apostles sitting with 
them. “If I have told you earthly things and you do not 
believe,” Jesus continued, “how can you believe if I tell you 
heavenly things?” 

Nicodemus sat glassy-eyed and speechless, unable to 
comment. He was like Jonah in the whale, a man wholly 
out of his depth. Seeding the man’s potential Father Fusion 
by speaking more to the Spirit of the Father in him than to 
the man himself, who was yet wholly incapable of grasping 
his meanings, Jesus continued: 

“No one has ascended into heaven, Nicodemus, except 
he who descended from heaven, the Son of Man. And as 
Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, so must the 
Son of Man be lifted up, that whoever believes in him may 
have eternal life.”

With these words, a flash of light suddenly struck 
Nicodemus’ mind and in an instant he saw that Jesus was 
indeed a great man: the promised one; the hope of the 
world. The Spirit of the Father within the man had unified 
with the personalised Spirit of the Father with Jesus and 
together they had opened Nicodemus’ heart. He 
apprehended with heavenly light the truths of not just 
Yeshua but the Son of God who humbly sat in front of him.

Jesus knew that Nicodemus was brought to him by the 
personalised Spirit of the Father. He was a man of much 
learning, a leader of Israel. Jesus knew ahead of time that God 
would make profound use of him and his influence and his 
desire to be wholly used by God for God’s highest purposes, 
even if the priest was yet unclear about what they might be. 
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In Jesus, Nicodemus saw his highest potentials now able 
to be realised. Suddenly, he believed that he could have the 
Father Fusion in which Jesus walked. He was won. 
Converted. He entered the Kingdom of heaven’s front gate. 

Jesus, recognising this shift in the inner world of 
Nicodemus, said something he only ever said to the 
believing soul and never to the common public: “Our 
Paradise Father, Nicodemus,” and he leaned forward and 
touched the priest on the hand, “so loves the world that he 
has given his Son, that whoever believes in him should not 
perish but have eternal life. For our Paradise Father has not 
sent his Son into the world to condemn the world, but in 
order that the world might be saved through him. Whoever 
believes in me is not condemned, but those who do not 
believe are condemned already, because they have not 
believed in the name of the Son of God and have not 
claimed his Father Fusion for themselves. For there is no 
real and lasting salvation unless they walk in their own 
Father Fusion and bear the good fruits of that Tree of Life in 
the Paradise of God.

“And this is the judgment, Nicodemus,” Jesus continued: 
“I, the Son of God, am the light that has come into the 
world; and I, Yeshua of Nazareth, have fully claimed the 
whole provision of the heavenly Father’s will. People loved 
the darkness rather than the light, though, because their 
deeds were evil. For, as you know, Nicodemus, all those 
who do wicked things hate the light and do not come to the 
light, lest their deeds should be exposed. But those who do 
what is true and beautiful and good come to the light, so 
that it may be clearly seen that their deeds have been 
carried out in God. This, Nicodemus, is your quest: to have 
my Father Fusion as your own and to evangelise to all the 
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peoples of the earth by letting them see it in your own life.” 
He looked at the priest. Nicodemus seemed to be fully 

alive for the first time in his life. 
“And,” said Jesus, “if you search your heart and soul, 

you will find that this Father Fusion has always been the 
secret goal of your life. It is the fulfilment of the 
commandment you have most honoured in your life: to 
love God with all your heart and with all your soul and 
with all your mind and with all your strength. 

“To partner fully with the Spirit of God within you, 
Nicodemus, is quite literally the Kingdom of heaven. It is 
the gift that the Father in Paradise has sent me to bring into 
the world. It is the inheritance of Enoch and Elijah: the 
fullness of the inheritance to the Jews from Abraham and 
Melchizedek. Father Fusion is God’s inheritance to us: now 
and for all generations.

“Moreover, it is here and it will never leave and it will 
never be overshadowed or confused. The truth, beauty and 
goodness of the doing of the will of God, is not made by the 
hands of man but given into man by the Paradise Father 
and by me, the Son of God. Worship God, but live the life of 
Father Fusion.”

Nicodemus at last found rest for his soul. 
The Spirit of the Father in him smiled: all was good. 

Nicodemus felt, for the first time in his life, that he had 
found the truth: even, that he was in the company of The 
Truth and that because of Yeshua, in his own small 
measure, he too was the truth. 

He felt beautiful; whole; and he felt good—the goodness 
of God in the Garden of Eden on the day that Adam and 
Eve first breathed the earth’s clean air.

+
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Nicodemus had a very good friend named Yosef. He was 
a merchant, travelling far and wide, even to England and 
Ireland, making a fortune with the tin that was mined and 
shipped there. He had a beautiful home in Arimathea and a 
very productive winery on the western side of the road to 
Damascus, just outside the northern gate of Jerusalem. 
Nicodemus had blessed Yosef’s family tomb when they 
began hewing it out of the Mount Moriah stone that 
surrounded his vineyard. He blessed the massive rock 
cistern that filled with water, more than enough to drench 
his vines and garden. They were good friends, Nicodemus 
and Yosef, as were their wives and children. When Yeshua 
came into their lives, it seemed like eternal bonds of 
friendship were plaited never to be undone.

Yosef and Nicodemus were soon after secretly baptised 
in the name of Jesus, by Andrew at Bethany, and they both 
began forwarding funds and aid to the ministry, eagerly 
awaiting the day when the great move of God would occur. 

Yeshua had told them both: “After I ascend to the Father in 
Paradise, you will see him pour out his spirit on all flesh.”

There was no greater joy in the heart of either Nicodemus 
or Yosef of Arimathea than to think that all of humanity 
would be lifted up into the knowledge of God. Nicodemus’ 
heart had exploded and he worshipped Yeshua with an 
exceptional love for God. “Pour out your Spirit, dear Lord,” 
prayed Nicodemus. “The mountains will quake before you; 
the hills will melt; the earth will heave before you, the world 
and all who dwell in it. Pour out your Spirit, dear Lord!”
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PART FIVE
WO M E N  OF  GO D

The Power Of Motherly And Sisterly Love



Chapter Twenty-Five
SAINT LUKE 24:10

Yeshua’s Women.

Now it was Mary Magdalene and Joanna and Mary the 
mother of James and the other women with them who told 
these things to the apostles.

uch to the surprise of the twelve apostles to behold 
them being recognized as authorized teachers of 
the new gospel of the kingdom, Jesus ordained 

twelve women as set apart evangelists and commissioned 
them to minister teaching and healing and comfort during 
his missions. From the little synagogue in Nazareth came the 
most beautiful of male voices chanting the Y’did Nefesh:

“Majestic, beautiful, radiance of the universe my soul is sick 
for your love. Please O God, heal her now by showing her the 
pleasantness of Your radiance. Then she will be strengthened 
and healed and eternal gladness will be hers.

All worthy One: may Your mercy be aroused and please take 
pity on the son of Your beloved, because it is so very long that 
I have yearned intensely to see the splendor of Your strength, 
only these my heart desired, so please take pity and do not 
conceal Yourself.

Please be revealed and spread upon me, my Beloved, the 
shelter of Your peace that we may rejoice and be glad with 
You. Hasten, be loved, for the time has come, and show us 
grace as in days of old.”

M
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“The whole town will miss your father’s chanting in the 
synagogue.” Susanna turned to see Mary, the mother of 
Yeshua. They embraced, long and loving. 

The synagogue was located in the heart of the Nazareth 
market place, and Susanna’s family home was very nearby, 
quite close in fact, to Mary’s home under which Joseph had 
been laid to rest. Thomas was head of the home now, and Mary 
and Ruth were living in Capernaum not far from Yeshua. 

“He is too old now to continue his duties as the chazan. 
Singing is one thing, but the chazan is the sole school 
teacher, and looking after those boys is a handful.”

“Yeshua told me many times how he loved being taught 
by your father, Susanna.”

“I have joined him in Capernaum,” Susanna said.
“Who?”
“Yeshua.”
Mary’s astonished look made Susanna add, “Your eldest, 

Yeshua. He has formed a group of women around him, to 
be evangelists.”

“What: to go out into the towns on foot?” asked Mary, 
somewhat prickled.

“Yes. And to teach the women and to pray for the sick 
and to comfort any we meet in the love of God.”

Mary was flabbergasted. “I have never heard of such a 
thing.”

Susanna was bubbling over with joy. She kissed Mary on 
her left cheek. “Neither has all Israel, Abba. Yeshua is 
making a new way for women. It is bold and daring but we 
all have been waiting for such a spiritual force to awaken in 
us. Surely you have felt the same, seeing as he is your son 
and you have raised him from the womb.”

“Who else is in the group, might I ask? Where do you go 
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to? To whom do you offer prayer? Surely not Gentiles? Are 
you all like that prophet in the Jordan?” said Mary, 
somewhat sheepishly and side-stepping Susanna’s 
question, for she had no framework whatsoever to even 
contemplate such a group of women being about the kinds 
of work seen in the Prophet Yohanan at the riverside.

“Oh, Mother, it is nothing like Yohanan. We meet people 
in their homes, in the hamlets and villages. They welcome 
us with loving arms. The women are so glad to hear 
Yeshua’s teachings explained to them. And the sick! My 
goodness, how the sick are healed when we pray for them. I 
have never seen anything like it.” She looked Mary eyeball to 
eyeball and said, “I thought I had faith, being the daughter 
of the chazan: but my faith has soared as high as the eagles 
of Hermon since I have been with Yeshua’s women.”

“So, who are they, Susanna?”
“Come and see, Mother Mary. Come and meet them all. I 

am going to Capernaum now with my father. We will live 
there from now on with his brother’s family. My father’s 
days as chazan are over.”

“Another day, Susanna. Now I must meet Thomas and 
do other things here in Nazareth before returning back to 
Capernaum in a day or two: but another time, of course.”

+
The week of rest was over after a mission to some of the 

hamlets in Jordan in what is today called the Golan 
Heights. Susanna and her father were comfortable in their 
new home on the lake. It was a beautiful summer’s day, and 
the twelve women were gathered in Capernaum in the 
home of Matthew Levi.

“We all elect Susanna to be our Chief: it’s unanimous,” 
said Elizabeth, the well educated and well travelled 
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daughter of a wealthy Jew with residences in both the new 
capital of Tiberias and the old capital of Sepphoris. At 
twenty-seven years of age she was among the younger 
women in the group. 

“Joanna. Stand up,” Elizabeth said, and all the women 
cheered. “You are the wife of the steward of Herod Antipas. 
I don’t know what your husband, Chuza, thinks of you 
galavanting all over the countryside but . . .”

“Oh,” Joanna said, with both hands in the air so as to say 
don’t even bother asking, her golden bracelets and jewelry 
jangling. “He is in great accord with everything I choose to 
do. He has mentioned that it is unsafe for me to wear my 
jewelry when we go on mission, but I told him that my 
godliness is my protection.” The women laughed. Six of the 
twelve were wealthy women, beautifully adorned and not 
at all shy to blend their love for Yeshua and Yahweh with 
the customary fine clothes and appearance of the day. 
“Actually, though, he is very proud that I am making a 
stand for women. Being with Herod has made him very 
accommodating and broad minded. Sometimes I wonder if 
he wouldn’t like to come along with us.”

“No!” shouted Nasanta, the wealthy daughter of Elman, 
the Syrian physician, whose work was of great renown all 
around the Galilee region: “No men!” The women all 
cracked up laughing and cheered.

“Anyway,” said Elizabeth, “we have all elected you to be 
our treasurer. You all know that Yeshua has given 
instructions to Judas of Jericho to disburse funds for our 
expenses and we have received those for our pack animals 
and equipment. Under your care however, Joanna, I think 
we should become completely independent from the 
apostles.”
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“Yes, we can produce our own funding,” said Celta, the 
daughter of a Roman centurion, himself very much a friend 
of the Jews in his thinking, and a frequent attendee at the 
Shabbat meetings whenever he was able.

“I agree,” said Milcha, a cousin of the apostle Thomas 
Didymus of Tarichea. “After all, if Yeshua has given us 
power to minister to the sick and to teach the women . . . “

“And some men,” shouted out Agaman, a young widow 
of Damascus, and they all roared with laughter.

“And some men . . . perhaps even your next husband,” 
continued Milcha.

“No, I’ve had enough of husbands for a while, 
Elizabeth,” she said. “It is enough to love Yeshua now and 
to serve the Lord God as best I am able.” A few of the 
women quietly nodded in agreement.

“Then, the grace of God in Yeshua,” Milcha concluded, 
will give us provision enough for all things at all times.”

“Amen! Amen!” called out the group as one voice.
“So then,” said Elizabeth, “we have elected you to be our 

treasurer, Joanna. We all know how you love to go 
shopping . . .” again, roars of laughter and hand clapping, 
“especially for mules and tents! But we will see God 
Almighty make us financially independent.”

“Yeshua is our Master,” said Rachel, the sister-in-law of 
Yeshua’s youngest brother, Jude, Mary’s seventh child, who 
had married three years earlier in A.D. 24 after having 
moved to Migdal to fish the Sea of Galilee, the same year 
that Yeshua had given the Nazareth family home to his 
brother Simon and his new wife and had moved Mary and 
Ruth the youngest to Capernaum to a house that he had 
prepared for them. “While we can respect all the apostles, 
our allegiance is to Yeshua and his mission. I certainly do 
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not want to have to go begging to Judas or to Matityahu, 
your father, Ruth, for money.”

Martha, the elder sister of Andrew and Peter said, “My 
brothers don’t have any money anyway. I’m just glad to be 
rid of the smell of fish for a while when we go inland away 
from the lake!” The women all laughed.

“My father,” said Ruth, the eldest daughter of the apostle 
Matthew Matityahu Levi, by far the wealthiest of Jesus’ 
twelve apostles, “has all your brothers’ money in his horde 
from collecting customs excise for so many years.” 
Laughing, she added, “How else do you think I could 
afford these shoes?” She waved her feet in the air to the 
guffaws of laughter from the other women, despite the fact 
that they were indeed a fine pair of shoes.

Joanna the wife of Chuza stood up. Lifting up three gold 
chains around her neck and pointing to her lavish bangles 
and ear rings, she said, “Ladies. We could all sell only the 
jewelry we have with us today and we would have more 
than enough to cover the expenses of our missions for the 
next year at least. Tents. Animals. Food. Supplies. Look 
around you. What we have in just this room, not at all 
forgetting what we earn and what we have in our homes. 
We are not poor . . . “

“And have no intention of becoming poor!” shouted out 
Milcha. They all laughed and then Rachel said some calm 
and sober words.

“Yeshua has often spoken publicly saying: ‘The poor we 
have with us always, but I am here for just a season of 
doing the Father’s work.’ I think that we are not meant to 
become poor but rather that we are to use our wealth 
wisely for the sake of growing the Kingdom of God among 
people. We should not go to the poor masquerading as poor 
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people. The Kingdom of God needs to see women as 
leaders not as followers. We will sell or earn what we need 
to, but we will maintain our level of life so that we are 
valuable to others. We must be good stewards of our wealth 
for the kingdom’s sake.”

“We are all agreed, Rachel,” affirmed Elizabeth, wiping 
tears of laughter from her eyes: “We’ll propose to Yeshua 
that we are independently financed just as he has already 
stated that we are self-governing.”

Then Rebecca, the daughter of Joseph of Arimathea stood 
up and said, “I propose that our sister, Mary Magdalene, 
should act the chief spokesperson for the group. She knows 
how to present us and our work to everyone: to men, to the 
villagers and to the military, better than any of us.” Then, 
looking to the calm and pensive woman aged just thirty-
one years, she added, “What do you think, Mary? Will you 
speak for us?”

Raising her right hand forefinger a little, this former 
woman of the night said, “I have been expecting you would 
all say something like this; and so I have already spoken 
with Yeshua about it. He thinks it a good idea. On that 
basis, yes, my dear sisters, I agree. I will speak for us when 
it is called for.”

Not a word was said for several moments. Since her 
conversion to Yeshua’s gospel, having felt the brunt of the 
cleansing power in his holy and good Father Fusion, Mary 
had become a solemn thing. She now stood up to address 
the group that was gathered in Matthew’s home.

“I want to say this once, never to be repeated, but so that 
we are all of the same understanding that you heard it from 
me.” The women were all ears. They had a great deal of 
respect for Mary, if only because of her closeness to Yeshua.
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“I will be open and honest with you all. The gaiety and 
flippancy of my years of prostituting myself suddenly 
turned to dust in the realisation that I had not cared 
whether I lived or died. 

“’What does it matter to me if the whole garrison enjoy 
my flesh tonight,’ I had often said to myself, for I had no 
friends to talk to: ‘Tomorrow I am the richer and they are 
the more foolish. Those men are disgusting and so weak.’

“I saw in Yeshua a man who could not be bought and for 
whom the lures of a woman’s fleshly charms were a cause 
for sympathy rather than an opportunity to spend his soul. 
I saw him presenting himself as the complete human being: 
the Son of Man that all Israel is searching for. To me, Yeshua 
was the one whom all women could trust. 

“In Yeshua, I found my own life again, as I had known it 
when I was a little girl playing around my home in Migdal, 
learning to weave and plant vegetables in the garden. 

“I once confided in him, saying: ‘I would die for you. 
You know that, don’t you, Yeshua?’ 

“He said to me, ‘I do, Mary.’ He knows everything, every 
thought, every hope, everything. 

“There was nothing romantic in his expression at all. He 
was hearing my confession. Taking my hands in his, he 
said: ‘Let this confidence be unto you righteousness and the 
basis of our friendship.’

“In that one sentence, Yeshua had honoured his spiritual 
pledge to never taste the fruit of the harvest field of the 
earth, whilst simultaneously lifting me up as a woman of 
God into the highest place any friend could occupy in his 
life. 

“I have never looked upon Yeshua as a lover. He is too 
great for that. In him, I see the life that had been stolen 
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from me for years. All too often, I have cried many tears for 
holy love of the Son of God who truly has saved my soul 
from its own self-appointed damnation and poverty.

“I will gladly be our group’s spokesperson. Perhaps, of 
all of us women of God, I am the poorest in spirit for I have 
suffered more than you all through the squandering of my 
most intimate privacy.” The women were almost in tears for 
love of her, so deeply was she speaking into their own 
hearts and past troubles. 

“When Yeshua told the parable of the son who flagrantly 
spent his father’s inheritance and then came back begging 
for just a job on the farm, he was speaking to me. I instantly 
saw myself as that prodigal child. I spent all of myself until 
I had nothing left of it, but Yeshua put his ring on my finger 
and his cloak about my shoulders. Yeshua killed the fatted 
calf and invited me inside the house to feast and to be 
restored as one among the family of humanity again. For 
that, I owe him my eternal life.” 

Then Mary sat down. 
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Chapter Twenty-Six
SAINT JOHN 8:5

To Migdal And Magdala.

“Now in the Law Moses commanded us to stone such 
women. So what do you say?” 

he lineup of the first ten women evangelists 
numbered as Yeshua’s women evangelists were 
Susanna, Joanna, Elizabeth, Martha, Rachel, 

Nasanta, Milcha, Ruth, Celta and Agaman. Two others were 
added later, in part because of this particular mission.

“Isn’t Magdala the place of the Roman garrison over 
there at the lake’s edge?” called out Agaman as the women 
walked toward the hamlet of Migdal a little behind the 
twelve apostles.

“The little Hamlet over there is Migdal, as we call it in 
Hebrew,” said Andrew, pointing off to the right, “nestled at 
the foot of that hill. We will go there now with Yeshua. Yes, 
the Roman garrison is what you see off to the left at the 
lake’s edge. Magdala is its name.”

Andrew was edgy. Magdala’s young women, and many 
an immigrant to the area from parts unknown, feasted well 
off the lusts of the Roman legionnaires. These soldiers were 
paid handsomely by Palestinian standards and, as was their 
custom, they frequented the many pleasure resorts that 
grew up beside their camp and that were devoted purely to 
the men’s gratification.

“Men,” said Andrew, “we will have nothing whatsoever 
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to do with women in and about the garrison and the resort 
tents. Which ever soldiers will give you an ear, tell them 
about the Kingdom of heaven, but stay well away from the 
temptation these kinds of women with questionable 
character invite. Let us direct our attention to the Jewish 
town of Migdal itself. It now also is the home of Yeshua’s 
youngest brother and his wife, Yehudah and Zakiya. 
Tarichea is your home isn’t it, Thomas: you and your wife?” 

He nodded. “Yes, I have fished there all my life. Milcha, 
my cousin among the ten women, is from here too: my 
sister’s eldest. My wife is from Migdal.”

“Well, we are not to have anything to do with those 
soldiers’ women.”

The women overheard their reluctance to engage the 
people who needed the most to hear the good news of 
Yeshua’s Father Fusion. “Isn’t it for those who are bound in 
darkness that we have come to this place?” Martha looked 
to Susanna with innocent eyes. 

“You’re right, Martha,” said Joanna. Then with vigour 
and strong resolve she called the ten together: “Women, let 
us be about the Lord’s business.” 

Without so much as a second glance, all ten of the 
women carved a path through the dithering twelve apostles 
and entered into the garrison’s resorts, their eyes peeled for 
any women of ill repute. 

“Our sisters in there, are inmates in this prison of 
misfortune and horrible choices forced upon them by the 
circumstances of life,” said Agaman the Syrian widow. “We 
believe that the power to liberate them and set them on a 
new course of life begins with them being baptised and 
receiving from the Holy Spirit a new heart.”

All the ten agreed.
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“Let us then, as a force for Yeshua’s heart being shed 
abroad in the hearts of all the wounded and the enslaved, 
speak to these women and prepare whoever will come for 
baptism and the new life.”

A little cheer rose up from the ten while the apostles 
looked on from a distance. “Why are they cheering,” asked 
Thaddeus Alpheus.

“Just women, Thaddeus,” said Judas Iscariot tapping his 
forehead. “You’re married: you know how they are.”

“Why don’t we go in pairs, like how Yeshua has sent out 
the apostles already?” said Rachel.

It was quickly agreed and they fell into pairs, each pair 
going off to one of the tented resorts, their hearts full of 
love and hope. 

It was Martha, the elder sister of Andrew and Peter, and 
Rachel, the sister-in-law to Jude Yeshua’s brother, who met 
Mary, a former resident of nearby Migdal and a much 
younger woman, barely more than a girl, Tabitha from Tyre 
in Lebanon. They were both painted and looked very 
presentable on the surface, but then as they talked plainly 
and openly the truth came out.

Susanna the daughter of the former chazan of the 
Nazareth synagogue couldn’t believe her eyes as they 
entered the second resort. Tents were arrayed with ribbons 
and banners, mirrors and trinkets of all kinds, making the 
whole place look like a fantasy land.

“Do people really live like this?” she said. 
Celta her evangelistic companion, the daughter of a Roman 

centurion, smiled. Taking her by the hand she strode on 
into the fray, saying: “This is nothing, dear sister, all this 
glitz and glamour is just a tent. It will blow away in a 
heartbeat if the soldiers get the order to move out. Come, let 
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us be led by Yeshua’s heart in us to find our prey and lead 
them out into the light and the clean fresh waters of baptism.”

Susanna squeezed Celta’s hand. “I’m so glad I’m with 
you,” she said.

Beating a quick retreat out of the third resort of similarly 
decorated tents, Elizabeth, the daughter of a very wealthy 
Jewish man of nearby Tiberias and Milcha the cousin of 
Thomas were shocked. A group of four soldiers, clearly 
intoxicated, half naked and stinking somewhat similar to 
the fish pickling setup not far from Migdal, called Tarichea, 
the very home of Milcha, had made strong demands of them.

“What?” Marcus said, after Susanna tried to explain that 
they were there to speak to the girls of the house to bring the 
good news of the Kingdom of heaven to them: “If you’re 
not here to be a soldier’s ground sheet then get out before 
we cut you both from thigh to neck!”

“It’s alright, Milcha,” said Elizabeth reassuringly. “We’ll 
try that resort over there.” 

Celta smiled sheepishly. “I don’t know if I am cut out for 
this kind of work, dear Elizabeth. I have seen these women 
around here for the past couple of years. I never dared to 
even talk to a single one of them.”

The older woman put her arm around Milcha and said, 
“Take a breath. Close your eyes. Think of Yeshua. What 
does he stand for? Think of this. Now look back on those 
four disgusting men. See how they are bound by darkness. 
Do you remember the story your cousin Thomas told us, 
about that crazy man who was bound in chains, and Yeshua 
called out all those demons from him and set him loose?” 
Celta nodded. “These soldiers are bound in the same way, 
dear woman.”

“Then the prostitutes with them are bound in the same 
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way too,” said Celta, somewhat illuminated and excited by 
the revelation put into her mind by the Spirit of the Father 
within her. 

“Precisely,” said Elizabeth.
“How do we set them free?”
“I have no idea.” Elizabeth laughed. “Yeshua does, but 

me? I haven’t a clue how to do that.”
“Why don’t we go back in and try?” said Celta. “I can see 

it so clearly now. They are bound and Yeshua told us to cast 
out unclean spirits and to heal the sick. Let’s go back in and 
do it and find out what the Holy Spirit does with our faith!”

Together they held hands and sprinted for the opening to 
the tent. When they got inside, to their dismay, the four 
soldiers had vanished. Elizabeth looked at Milcha. “The 
Holy Spirit has made a way for us. Come on, woman, 
baptisms are going to happen today!”

Inside the fourth tent resort, Joanna, the wife of the 
steward of Herod Antipas, and Nasanta, the daughter of 
Elman, the Syrian physician, took them all by surprise.

“We are just passing through on our way to Tiberias,” 
said Joanna to Esver, clearly the Madam of the tent, “on 
business associated with my husband who is the Steward of 
Tetrarch Herod Antipater. My associate’s experience with 
medicine beckons us to have you call all your sick women 
to come and be attended.” 

They were welcomed with open arms, given refreshment 
and very comfortable seats while Esver scurried around the 
place rustling up any women with so much as a head cold 
currently not being bedded by some soldier.

“They have come to attend the sick,” said Esver in a 
rather loud voice. “Bring to us all those who are sick,” she 
said. “Come on you two, have a break: I know what 
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troubles you’ve got!”
Nasanta sipped a hot glass of minted tea. She looked at 

Joanna. “You’ve got what it takes, don’t you?”
“Well,” laughed Joanna, “I don’t know what the others 

are doing but this works for us. As we attend each woman, 
we’ll tell them about the Kingdom of heaven and how they 
can have Yeshua’s heart for God and we’ll invite them to be 
baptised tomorrow.”

“It’s that easy, isn’t it?” said Nasanta.
Joanna stood up. “Esver. How lovely. I am Joanna and 

this is Nasanta; and you two lovely ladies are . . .?”
For the next four hours, unceasingly, while plates of 

sweet date cakes, spiced pastries and more minted tea 
seemed to arrive with impeccable timing, a parade of 
women poured out their troubles, offered up their 
wounded and sometimes diseased bodies to the tender 
touch of these evangelists, and heard the comforting words 
about Yeshua’s Father Fusion—the Kingdom of heaven.

In the fifth of the tent resorts that the ten entered, Ruth, 
the eldest daughter of the former tax collector and apostle 
Matthew Levi, was with Agaman, the young widow from 
Syria who had been driven to Capernaum to live with her 
sister’s family after her husband’s unfortunate death and 
her dislike of marrying her brother-in-law. 

Neither women had ever been into a house of ill repute 
before. They did their best to hide their wide-eyed 
fascination with everything they saw and heard: naked 
soldiers walking about, half-dressed women lounging 
about on recliner cushions fully bare breasted with not the 
least show of modesty, groans and grunts, shrieks and 
squeals, giggles and sighs. It was business as usual, made 
all the more mysterious by the oil lanterns and the most 
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exotic incenses and perfumes either lady had ever had the 
good pleasure to smell. 

“What’s that dull smell?” asked Agaman.
“The one that smells like sweet dead rats?” asked Ruth.
Agaman laughed, “Yes, I suppose you might call it that.”
“Opium.”
“What’s opium?”
“I have smelled it when traders brought it from 

Damascus through my father’s customs toll house. It is on 
the border of the territory of Philip the Tetrarch and that of 
Herod Antipas, at the Batanea outpost. This is the main 
trading route south from Damascus.

“Everything from the East and from the West comes 
through Damascus!” exclaimed Agaman, who knew the 
city’s reputation for trading in just about everything known 
to man. “What is it used for?”

“It takes away pain.”
“Forever?” asked Agaman.
“I don’t know. Let’s ask them,” replied Ruth innocently.
“Opium? You want opium?” asked the fat lady, the only 

fully clothed woman in the resort it seemed.
“No, we don’t want opium, we want to know what do 

you use it for?”
“Me? Oh, I don’t use it. I just provide it for the women.” 

Then she thought: “And some of the soldiers like it too. It 
relieves their old battle wounds.”

“How often do the women use it?”
“Oh, once they start they use it most days.”
“That good?” asked Ruth.
“Well,” confided the fat woman, “it’s not so good. The 

women have to take it. They can’t stop using it.” Then she 
shouted, “Margi. Penele. Come here.”
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Within a minute, two young women came to where the 
three of them were talking.

“Oh God!” exclaimed Ruth softly. Agaman just stared. 
Margi was twenty-four years old but she looked like she 
had been eaten out from the inside. Penele was thirty. Her 
body was tall and erect, but her muscles seemed lifeless and 
flabby. The eyes of both the women looked upon them as 
though looking through a mist.

“You want us, Chloe?” asked the elder of the two.
“Come and sit down with these two. They want to know 

about opium.” Then Chloe took herself off to the needs of 
some soldiers who had just arrived. “Is this the smoke 
house,” one said. 

“Come on in boys. Feel right at home. I have everything 
you need or want.” Chloe rubbed her hands with glee and 
led the men into the perfumed darkness.
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Chapter Twenty-Seven
SAINT LUKE 8:1-3

Receiving Mary Magdalene.

Soon afterward he went on through cities and villages, 
proclaiming and bringing the good news of the Kingdom of 
God. And the twelve were with him, and also some women 
who had been healed of evil spirits and infirmities: Mary, 
called Magdalene, from whom seven demons had gone out, 
and Joanna, the wife of Chuza, Herod’s household manager, 
and Susanna, and many others, who provided for them out of 
their means. 

he women evangelists all found themselves 
emerging from the tent resorts of Magdala at 
around two in the afternoon. They were, to a one, 

changed women. Some were excited and bubbly, thrilled 
with what the Holy Spirit had achieved. Some kept talking 
on and on about how well the women received the word of 
the Kingdom of heaven. Several said that they had definite 
candidates for baptism on the following day. Ruth and 
Agaman came out numb. Yeshua noted it all.

When they joined up with the men, who had been 
evangelising the less intimidating hamlet of Migdal, with 
Thomas and Nathaniel going into the nearby fish pickling 
plant at Tarichea, they were hungry. Thomas invited them 
all to eat at his brother’s home, and they were all well 
received, soon after having a surprise visit from Jude the 
brother of Jesus, who lived at Migdal and fished in the lake. 
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Later in the afternoon when he went out for the second fish 
of the day, four of the women walked over to his home to 
meet his wife and children. It was good to have a break 
from the intensity of the resort tents.

+
On the following day, Peter stood waste deep in the 

waters of the Galilee to the North of the tented Roman 
garrison. The stoney bed of the lake meant it was awkward 
to keep a good footing, and so he pushed aside enough of 
the round rocks until he found soft clay beneath his feet. 
Small fish came quickly to nibble softly at his feet and legs.

“I baptise you in the name of Yeshua,” he softly said as 
one after another of the menfolk of the area came to receive 
the baptism into the Kingdom of heaven. Twenty-six men 
received the baptism, including three Roman soldiers,

When the women from the tented resorts came down to 
the lake’s water, all ten women had already formed a tunnel 
of love leading out from the bank to where Peter stood. 
They stood opposite each other in pairs, the same pairs as 
had gone into each of the resorts, with their arms raised 
and touching their fingertips so as to form an arch through 
which the candidates for baptism walked out to Peter. 

Peter was about five yards offshore. Near him were Ruth 
and Agaman. Their despondency over the absolute misery 
of the opium addicted women had lingered all through the 
night and they expected to see none of our girls come to be 
baptised despite having poured out their hearts’ love to so 
many for hours on end. It all seemed so hopeless though. 

Nearby stood Martha and Rachel, thrilled with their 
catch and expectant of many to come and claim their new 
hearts. Beside them were Susanna and Celta, the healing 
pair. They were also expectant of many. Closer to the shore 
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were Elizabeth and Milcha, who took on the devils in their 
tented resort. On the bank at the water’s edge stood Joanna 
and Nasanta. After they had gone around to all seven of the 
tented resorts with the word of the baptisms happening 
shortly, they cordially invited each woman to enter their 
new lives through this arch of God’s redeeming love: and 
the women came!

The apostles stood off to the northern side of Joanna and 
Nasanta talking quietly with a small group of some of the 
many men and boys who had just been baptised.

“Look!” exclaimed Peter. “So many!”
The apostles turned their attention on the steady stream 

of women walking north from the resorts of the Garrison.
“There must be fifty of them,” said Thomas with such an 

excitement in his voice that he totally forgot himself.
“Welcome, Tursa,” Joanna said, as one of hers passed 

under her arch with Nasanta.
“We are so glad you have come,” said Nasanta.”
“Me too,” replied Tursa. “For the first time in my life I 

feel like I have some hope again.”
One by one these ladies poured themselves through the 

archway of love, the tunnel of these women evangelists’ 
undying love.

Martha and Rachel were wholly caught up in the business 
of the baptisms when a soft, demure voice spoke to them. 

“Martha. Rachel. Do you remember me?” It was Mary, 
the one who would be known as Mary Magdalene. 

Martha turned to look. She immediately burst into tears. 
Rachel turned also. She was beside herself with joy. They 
both hugged Mary.

“I do not know where this will lead to,” said Mary: “All I 
know is that I cannot go back.”

27. Receiving Mary Magdalene.
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All along the line of the women, hugging and kissing 
and tears of joy had been the story of the morning but when 
Peter looked on this Mary, something of the Holy Spirit 
touched him. The Spirit of the Father within Peter flashed 
an image of an Olympic runner carrying a large burning 
torch. “Champion,” God said. And again, “Champion.”

When Peter took her by the hand and she turned her 
eyes to meet his, he could have sworn that he saw the Spirit 
of the Father aglow all around her like some great red 
fireball. Lit up by divinity, a special sense that even the four 
women standing nearby noticed also, Peter said, “I baptise 
you in the name of Yeshua,” took her under the waters of 
the Galilee, and then brought her up into one the most 
astounding lives of all the women who ever attached 
themselves to Yeshua’s ministry.

+
The line of women in the water going out to Andrew 

seemed to be thinning. Ruth and Agaman looked at each 
other. Theirs were tears of sadness. It seemed that none of 
theirs were coming. Had they cast their nets and drawn 
them in empty?

“Never mind,” said Agaman. “We can praise God 
almighty that our sisters and brothers have had such a 
mighty catch.”

“We touched the worst of the worst,” said Ruth. “That is 
plain. Perhaps we were hoping for too much.”

“Well, look around. Over there on the bank there are 
quite a number of women and girls who have been baptised 
from the towns of Migdal and Tarichea. It’s been a good 
mission. All was not in vain.”

Then there was a cry from the shore. Joanna was calling 
out. Ruth and Agaman looked. As one voice they said it, 
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“The fat lady! Chloe!” The two women splashed their way 
toward to shore. Tears of sorrow were turned to tears of 
gladness and joy. When they found their feet on dry land 
they hugged that big old lump of lard.

“We are so, so happy to see you, Chloe. Have you come 
for the baptism?” asked Ruth.

“Well, not just me,” she said. She looked toward the 
South. Coming from around the bushes that lined the 
Galilee was a straggling column of the worst of the worst.

“Sisters! Sisters! Come! Come with us!” shouted 
Agaman, so excited to see the opium addicted women 
slowly making their way toward them.

Everyone of Yeshua’s women leapt out of the water, 
leaving Peter somewhat on his own as he continued 
baptising the last of the group.

It was then that Mary Magdalene did her first work for the 
Kingdom of heaven too. A good number of them gathered 
around these frail and weak ones, twenty-nine in all, coming 
to their sides and kissing them and loving on them as they 
walked slowly toward the water’s edge and to Peter. 

For her part, Mary Magdalene drew close to Shira. 
Between them there had been bitter conflict for more than a 
year. The love of God poured out of Mary to Shira. Shira 
could not believe the transformation that was in Mary. 
Unspoken, forgiveness happened. The two embraced. It had 
been Shira’s brother who had been Mary’s downfall in the 
beginning, causing a whole series of unfortunate situations and 
great shame to Mary, eventuating in her seeking refuge among 
the tents of the resorts. Now it was all being washed away in 
the baptismal waters near to that revolting Roman Garrison.

When they were all gathered on the edge of the lake, with 
the apostles and the baptised men looking on in disbelief at 
the size of the women’s catch of yesterday, Agaman and Ruth 
stood either side of Chloe, arm in arm with her. 
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“Come on,” said Ruth, “let us walk you into the 
Kingdom of heaven together.”

Suddenly, tough old Chloe burst into tears, so 
vigourously so that she fell into the arms of Agaman who 
couldn’t hold her weight and they both fell to the ground 
with Chloe wailing like a ghost from the shadows of Mount 
Hermon.

“I can’t go first,” she cried out. “Let them all go before 
me. I am so unworthy. I must go last.”

Ruth and Agaman called on Joanna and Nasanta. “Sisters 
please be with Chloe. We will lead the others into the 
water.” And they came over and knelt beside the Madam.

“You are being cleansed by the Holy Spirit, dear lady,” 
said Joanna softly, wiping her brow and kissing her on the 
cheek: this coming from the wife of the Steward of the 
Tetrarch of all the Decapolis.

Nasanta held one of her hands to her own breast. “The 
glory of the Lord Yeshua the Son of God is making you 
whole,” she said.

Agaman and Ruth eagerly eyed all the women in 
preparation to lead them into their baptisms.

“Margi! Margi!” Ruth shouted. She rushed over to hug 
this poor thing who was skin and bones.” Then she looked 
around at the other women. “Penele? Did she come? 
Penele?”

A soft and dry voice spoke to her as she held Margi still. 
“Penele died last night.”

Ruth was shattered. Tears flowed out of her eyes onto 
Margi’s shoulders. She was heartbroken for the loss of Penele.

“It happens,” said Margi softly. “Our lives are worth 
nothing. She is better off dead.”

Agaman reached down and picked up Margi in her own 
arms. “Come on, my darling,” she said, like some great 
warrior carrying the last victim off the battlefield, “let’s get 
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you baptised and give you a new home.”
Peter looked at Andrew who had joined him in the water. 

Their look said it all. “Never again will I doubt Yeshua’s 
word and judgement. He was so very right to form the 
women’s group,” said Andrew.

“I cannot believe the harvest of their work!” said Peter.
Philip drew close to them. “I feel so ashamed for having 

been opposed to these women coming on mission with us.”
Peter and Andrew looked at him. “We are all learning 

about the power of Yeshua’s heart and love, aren’t we?” 
said Andrew.

“This is simply astonishing,” said Peter. Then, within 
minutes, he said the words over Margi, “I baptise you into 
the Kingdom of heaven in the name of Yeshua the Son of 
God and the Son of Man.” Under she went.

When Margi emerged, it seemed like she had put on 
weight. She went down a wretch and she came up a beauty. 
Ruth and Agaman noticed it immediately. 

“Margi,” said, Ruth. “Look at you. You are alive, 
woman!”

With a voice stronger than ever, and with her eyes 
shining with a freshness to them that she had not felt in 
years, Margi said, “I feel alive.” She peeled over and 
hugged Peter so quickly that he didn’t have time to push 
her away. “Thank you. Thank you,” she said, then just as 
quickly let him go and turned to see the others from the 
resorts following on after her. On the bank, Chloe had been 
helped to her feet and was making her way into the water.

Peter looked at Andrew as if to say, “My God! I hope 
they aren’t all going to do that. Perpetua will never 
understand.” 

Andrew just smiled. “Never mind brother. I am your 
witness. Our sister Martha is your witness. It appears to be 
just like the prophet said: we have to, ‘Enlarge the place of 
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our tent.’ The fields are indeed white for the harvest.”

+
As evening approached after the baptisms, Jesus spoke 

publicly to all those who were new to the Kingdom of 
heaven. It was a few days later that the opportunity came 
for him to speak with Mary alone. She poured her heart out 
to him, astonished that he was so human and yet so 
complete a man, not at all looking upon her as did other 
men, for she was a beauty and wily in the ways of charming 
men.

“I am calling off you the demons that have kept you 
enslaved,” Jesus said to her quite softly and matter of factly. 
“Betrayal. Rage. Fear. Grief. Lasciviousness. Lust. 
Deception. Death.” Then he turned his attention away from 
Mary for a moment, speaking into another world. “Belial, 
you shall not have her. The Father has given her to me and I 
shall never loose her back to you.” Then he laid his hands 
upon her head, speaking simply into the depths of her 
being, “I call you out. You will not return.” Then, speaking 
to Mary personally, Jesus said, “Come. Follow me. You are 
clean and whole now. Have no fear. Your faith has saved 
you and your love with save many.”

+
The town of Jotapata was a little to the northwest of 

Nazareth. It was at Jotapata four weeks after the baptisms 
of Magdala that Mary Magdalene would meet Rebecca, the 
daughter of Joseph from a town near to Jerusalem called 
Arimathea, a believer who had been secretly baptised along 
with Nicodemus the priest. The two women came from 
completely different backgrounds. Rebecca was a politically 
correct Jewess and the daughter of a man on the Jerusalem 
Council, a widely travelled merchant, a man of substance 
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and a voice of significant influence. The friendship between 
then two women was instant, endearing and long lasting. 

At Jotapata, Yeshua ordained Mary and Rebecca, joining 
them to the other women and thus setting them apart for 
the rest of their lives to the evangelising of the Kingdom of 
heaven wherever the Holy Spirit might lead them. 

Jesus was satisfied with the number twelve: twelve 
women being alongside the twelve men. Andrew was the 
manager of the men and Susanna of the women. Joanna 
was the treasurer for the women and Judas of Jericho for 
the men. They were competent in their judgement and 
performed their duties well. Jesus held John Zebedee and 
Mary of Migdal more closely into his heart and his trust 
though. Mary he trusted so openly because he knew about 
her past and they both had a firm basis for their friendship. 

Soon after the ordination of Mary and Rebecca at 
Jotapata, under instructions from Jesus, Andrew placed the 
Shabbat services of the apostolic group entirely into the 
hands of the twelve women. When Joanna read from the 
scripture in their makeshift synagogue setting, she 
emphasised the history of a woman’s work in the religious 
life of Israel, referencing Miriam, Deborah and the great 
Queen, Esther, among others. 

The men were finding their new life along side these 
extraordinary women to be not so uncomfortable or foreign 
after all. It wasn’t long before their wives and daughters, 
female cousins and aunts starting wanting opportunities to 
join in the new life. 

To the end of their days, Mary and Rebecca journeyed far 
and wide together. They laboured endlessly as witnesses of 
the truth and beauty and goodness that is in Yeshua’s 
Father Fusion. They saw the fruit of their own Father 
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Fusion in the lives of the downtrodden women of all shapes 
and sizes, ages and vocations, classes and cultures who 
heard their words and were moved to baptism and new 
lives that would lead to their Father Fusion. 

It thrilled them to see how well women received the new 
heart that is bestowed by the Kingdom of heaven—the 
Father Fusion of Jesus the Son of God. 

Their deeply personal love for Jesus made their own 
gospel message very pure and simple. Jesus’ Father Fusion 
was made all the more accessible and thrilling to these 
women for whom no spiritual pathway had ever been 
clearly articulated or offered since the days of the Eden 
communities in Syria and Iraq millennia before. Despite the 
unrelenting brutality and unrest of the days of the Roman 
occupation, the Father Fusion of Jesus ever increasingly 
gained new ground as the gospel of the Kingdom of heaven 
took root around the home fires and cooking pots and 
warm beds of thousands of families. Mary’s suffering had 
been so alienating, so impoverishing and so all 
encompassing. Her undying hope was for all humanity to 
know the love of Jesus as it had touched her.
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Chapter Twenty-Eight
SAINT LUKE 24:10

Paul’s Women.

First of all, then, I urge that supplications, prayers, 
intercessions, and thanksgivings be made for all people, for 
kings and all who are in high positions, that we may lead a 
peaceful and quiet life, godly and dignified in every way. 
This is good, and it is pleasing in the sight of God our 
Savior, who desires all people to be saved and to come to 
the knowledge of the truth. For there is one God, and there 
is one mediator between God and men, the man Christ 
Jesus, who gave himself as a ransom for all, which is the 
testimony given at the proper time. For this I was 
appointed a preacher and an apostle (I am telling the 
truth, I am not lying), a teacher of the Gentiles in faith 
and truth. 
I desire then that in every place the men should pray, 
lifting holy hands without anger or quarreling; likewise 
also that women should adorn themselves in respectable 
apparel, with modesty and self-control, not with braided 
hair and gold or pearls or costly attire, but with what is 
proper for women who profess godliness—with good 
works. Let a woman learn quietly with all submissiveness. 
I do not permit a woman to teach or to exercise authority 
over a man; rather, she is to remain quiet. For Adam was 
formed first, then Eve; and Adam was not deceived, but 
the woman was deceived and became a transgressor. Yet 
she will be saved through childbearing—if they continue 
in faith and love and holiness, with self-control.
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esus many times said, “In the Kingdom of heaven 
there is neither rich nor poor, free nor bond, male 
nor female, all are equally the sons and daughters 

of God because it is to be received with the heart of a little 
child and it is the work of God to make the human soul 
born of water and of spirit.” Despite stiff opposition from 
men and from some women, especially the more wealthy of 
the Jewish who’s who in society, those who didn’t dare rock 
the boat of their husbands’ positions, Yeshua’s women 
brought spiritual liberation to a good many women. 

From an early time in his ministry, Yeshua’s women 
always went out on mission with the apostles. Peter and 
Andrew became glad to see their sister, Martha among 
them. Peter one day confided to Perpetua his wife, saying: 

“I wonder in the years ahead, whether you too will join 
Andreas and Martha and me. I wonder also if my other two 
sisters will join us. The women are doing a very good work, 
you know. I never would have believed it, but now I do. 
None of us men had ever given any real consideration of 
how women might do the work, or the impact of their 
work. They even have much impacted our own walk with 
Yeshua. It has been a most excellent thing, their works.”

It took a while for Perpetua to come around in her 
thinking, but, once convinced, largely by hearing reports 
back from the sick who were healed and the families whose 
lives were turned around, she joined a new group of fifty 
women whom the original dozen trained for home visits 
and ministry to the sick and afflicted. She was given the 
leadership of this group under Abner, the former Chief of 
the Essenes. The wives of Philip and Matthew, along with 
Salome the mother of the Zebedee apostles were numbered 
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in this new corps of fifty evangelists. They were based at 
the Pella camp of the northern crossing. Increasing numbers 
of visitors flocked to see Jesus, from all over Palestine as 
well as the whole Roman world and the Near East. 

Perpetua eventually travelled with Peter everywhere—
even to Rome where the two of them were brutally 
martyred on the same day, she in the colosseum and he 
upside down on a cross typically outside the walls of Rome. 

+
Along with the twelve women evangelists, Perpetua was 

an equally strong voice throughout the early days of the 
formation of the Christian church. Women teachers and 
ministers were called deaconesses and, although sometimes 
reluctantly, but never opposed by the Greeks whose 
thinking was always more inclusive and creative, were 
accorded general recognition and stood shoulder to 
shoulder with the men in ministry as in martyrdom. 

When the Physician Luke documented his writings for 
The Book Of The Acts Of The Apostles, Paul confided in him, 
saying: “I might be a late coming apostle in that unlike the 
other apostles I have no experience of the spirituality of 
Yeshua, but I find that I do hold a different view from them 
all. Especially Nathaniel. I am so glad he went to India.”

“In what way, Paul,” asked Luke, pen poised. 
“Don’t write it down, Luke. Despite the fact that I 

concede all this ordination of women as deaconesses for the 
teaching of the gospel, in theory at least, I have never really 
adopted the idea into my own philosophy. Personally, I find 
it difficult to carry out in practice: I always prefer the 
Jewish way of doing things, not the Greek. Leadership 
should be entirely male.”

“Would that not exclude the spiritual rights of women?” 
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asked Luke, with classically Greek thinking. “Isn’t it a 
matter for God to do whatever he will through both a man 
or a woman? After all, Yeshua said that it is not our 
kingdom and that we are all, male and female, just 
ambassadors of it.”

“What Yeshua said Yeshua said, my good doctor: but we 
are here now and it is up to us to shape his words for the 
building up of the church. I have made up my mind, Luke. 
Women are a thorn in my side. They need to be kept in 
place, and silenced! Have you heard them in the meetings, 
Luke? Goodness, we need them silenced!”

+
So it was that the women were kept in place and silenced 

in the name of Paul’s interpretation of Yeshua, cemented in 
place by the ensuing culture Paul formed around his own 
religious experience, as though somehow it were a model 
for all people and not the private workings of the Spirit of 
Truth or the Spirit of the Father within his converts. 

Women suffered because of the gospel writings being so 
dominated by accounts of Paul’s religious experience and 
so uninformative of Jesus’ religious experience. The 
suffering was in the form of being cheated out of the real 
inheritance for which Jesus suffered, was crucified and 
buried, rose again on the third day, ascended into heaven 
and saw the release of the Spirit of Truth into all the world.

The suffering touched both genders, however. The Father 
Fusion of Jesus, almost wholly overlooked as being the pearl 
of great price for which every person would sell all to obtain 
it, became a secret thing that the church didn’t parade before 
its believers. It became lost in the politics of religion and 
would only emerge in the inner relationship between the Son 
of God and the believer, male or female made no difference.  
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Men have suffered greatly also, though: for the lack of 
spiritual position being rightly given to their female 
counterparts—to their wives and daughters, to mothers and 
to female scholars and gifted ministers. Owing to their own 
lack of spiritual creativity, men denied women the very 
political right to advance in the pursuit of their own 
feminine style of Father Fusion. The church quickly became 
lopsided and the culture of legalism and war, which is 
mostly always the realm of men and not that of women, 
took the church into very rough waters indeed, from which 
it has to this day not recovered despite the efforts of many 
good men and a number of very good women to re-right 
the capsized ark. 

Yet, in saying this, within the Protestant division of the 
very divided worldwide apostolic church, there is barely a 
successful married male preacher on the earth today who 
doesn’t owe at least half of his success to the often invisible 
support he receives from his tireless wife and her constant 
pushing of him into things that he very often couldn’t 
believe for himself! 

The Kingdom of heaven equally contains all the 
manifestations of gender, for it is not of this world: it is of 
the realm of the Spirit of the Father, and no human being 
has ever been given the right to censor what the Spirit of 
the Father plans to do or does with his male or his female 
human child. 

Neither is the Father Fusion of Jesus rooted in the Jewish 
myths of who was born first, Adam or Eve! Such twisted 
ideas are not worthy of the Kingdom of heaven and belong 
only in the dark ages of man’s unenlightened groping for 
any semblance of information in a Lucifer-oppressed world.

Countless men, to this day, however, oppose this view 
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about Yeshua’s women of God. Many is the woman who 
suffers male religious authority, clinging to Jesus in the 
hope of her own fullness which, if she is not able to 
maximise it on the earth, she will surely do so after waiting 
patiently for her transition to heaven where all such 
barbarous limitations that are enforced on her by men are 
wholly gone. 

In their sacrificial lives, many good and noble women 
hear and obey, as a good servant would, for women are by 
nature very service oriented, but their hearts are aware of 
the violence of religiosity, and how it shackles spirituality: 
that is, of course, unless they are wholly yielded to the will 
of men and feel themselves fortunate to be at least eating 
the crumbs that fall “from their masters’ table” like the 
Canaanite woman with the sick daughter.

And Jesus went away from there and withdrew to the 
district of Tyre and Sidon. And behold, a Canaanite 
woman from that region came out and was crying, “Have 
mercy on me, O Lord, Son of David; my daughter is 
severely oppressed by a demon.” But he did not answer 
her a word. And his disciples came and begged him, 
saying, “Send her away, for she is crying out after us.” He 
answered, “I was sent only to the lost sheep of the house of 
Israel.” 
But she came and knelt before him, saying, “Lord, help 
me.” And he answered, “It is not right to take the 
children’s bread and throw it to the dogs.” She said, “Yes, 
Lord, yet even the dogs eat the crumbs that fall from their 
masters’ table.” 
Then Jesus answered her, “O woman, great is your faith! 
Be it done for you as you desire.” And her daughter was 
healed instantly. Matthew 15:21-28.

Such a walk on such a world: the world of the cross of the 
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Son of God—the cross that Yeshua’s women perforce must 
too often carry with well-meaning men, and some outright 
evil and perverted men, obstructing them along the way. 

Abner, the head of the Essenes, at Jesus’ guidance, 
moved from the Qumran area on the edge of the Dead Sea 
and had taken up residence in Bethlehem. It was a huge 
matter for him to agree with all of Jesus’ policies.

“Who could receive women as spiritual authorities?”
It was those women like Yeshua’s twelve, however, who 

knew all about the rigidities in men’s thinking and the way 
that they aggregate around political purposes rather than 
family values, who once and for all time struck a blow 
against the selfishnesses that oppress women’s right to 
Father Fusion on their own terms.

Susanna, the daughter of the former Chazan of Nazareth 
and the leader of the twelve women evangelists, upon 
hearing of how Paul wanted to silence women in the 
meetings said:

“Men all too often hear not the spirit of the angels of 
mercy. Men all too often feel not the love of heaven that is 
poured out upon all souls. Men all too often cheer on the 
battle field but will not raise their voices in song and praise 
to God with complete abandon so that the river of the Holy 
Spirit wholly elevates them, body, soul and spirit.

“Celibate men gather unto themselves, divided from 
women, unwittingly blinding themselves and discounting 
women in their thoughts and councils. Celibacy makes a 
man think that he is God’s first creature: with such delusion 
the celibate man writes his religious laws to make all 
women secondary, less important, expendable. The celibate 
man is all too often blind to God’s plan for the Father 
Fusion of women and will concoct all manner of 
explanations fitting his own view of life.
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“So it is to you all, men and women, boys and girls, 
married and celibates and eunuchs gathered in this church 
here in Antioch, that I say: ‘We women do not seek the 
Father Fusion of men, however mighty might be their 
words. We seek the Father Fusion of Yeshua the Son of God. 
His word abides for ever.’ 

“We have each been born freely into the Kingdom of God 
by the work of the Spirit of Truth. Freely we remain herein. 

“Let us admire and praise God for all the mighty men 
who work in the kingdom for the Father Fusion of the 
whole world: but let us look each unto himself and unto 
herself for the will of the Father by which this Father 
Fusion is made personally in each of us. By it alone will we 
be perfect as the heavenly Father is perfect. What is church 
without the Father Fusion of Yeshua? Only law?

“Let us organise ourselves according to the examples set 
before us by not only the twelve apostles but also the 
twelve women evangelists whom Yeshua ordained and set 
aside as equally as he set aside the twelve men.

“Let love rule us and let it never be overtaken by mere 
organisational rules and the politics of organisation. 

“Let us be mindful of the people in our groups and 
where there is profound difference and disagreement then 
let each follow the Father Fusion path that is offered by the 
Spirit of the Father within each one and find other more 
suitable companions so that our walk into the Father Fusion 
of Yeshua will continue in the most suitable conditions.

“Let us therefore, in good faith and with all respect, place 
Paul in his rightful position as he has been called by Yeshua 
to play his part in the overall tapestry that we together are 
forming. Let us all, however, Paul included, be true to 
Yeshua and the simplicity of his life that gave us the way to 
the Father through his own Father Fusion.

“Men and boys, as the leader of those women whom 
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Yeshua set apart for the evangelisation of the Gospel, I call 
you to be accountable for the Father Fusion rights of all 
women, of your mothers and wives, of your daughters and 
your female relatives. We are not animals who follow the 
patterns of nature: we are born of the spirit. Also, the 
patterns of the old ways of the Jews are not the ways of the 
Father Fusion of Yeshua by whom we are born of the spirit. 
He who fulfilled the Law and the Prophets has given liberty 
to all in the Kingdom of God.

“Thus it shall be that we who are deaconesses in the 
church sharing equality in all things with men will honour 
the joint roles played by both men and women in the 
church, as indeed we do outside the church, but our Father 
Fusion is our own and when there is a conflict between the 
two we are always compelled by Yeshua and by the Spirit 
of Truth and by the living Spirit of the Father within each of 
us to follow the path and decisions of our own Father 
Fusion and nothing under heaven shall prevail against us.” 

Her speech was met with resounding applause from 
every man, woman and child present. 

Truth prevailed.
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PART SIX
HO N E Y FR O M THE RO C K

Fresh Faith For New Life



Chapter Twenty-Nine
SAINT MARK 11:22-24

Faith.

And Jesus answered them, “Have faith in God. Truly, I say to 
you, whoever says to this mountain, ‘Be taken up and thrown 
into the sea,’ and does not doubt in his heart, but believes that 
what he says will come to pass, it will be done for him. 
Therefore I tell you, whatever you ask in prayer, believe that 
you have received it, and it will be yours.”

akiel was very confused about how to receive from 
God by means of the formula that the apostles were 
preaching in Jericho: “Come into the Kingdom of 

heaven by grace through faith.” 
He was passing through Jericho on business and he spied 

Philip in the central market place. Jesus, about whom he 
had heard much, was no where to be seen, being on the 
Father’s business with James and John in discussions with 
Pharisees who, typically, had come to Jericho to inquire 
about him and his teachings. 

“Now is my chance to speak with one of Yeshua’s 
disciples alone,” he speculated. After introducing himself 
and the two conveyed mutual greetings and blessings, he 
asked Philip:

“Philip, how is it that you can pray for the sick and they 
are healed? By what faith does this come about? When 
Yeshua declares someone to be healed, I can well 
understand it. He is the promised one. He comes with the 
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promised one’s anointing of holy power from heaven: but 
when you pray for the sick and they recover, by what faith 
does this come about?”

“Do you understand that Yeshua only does the will of the 
heavenly Father?”

“I do, Philip. He says that. His works show that. No man 
can do what he does.”

“What do you say, Zakiel? Who is Yeshua?”
“He is a man. I see him before me. He speaks like a man. 

He acts like a man. He is a man . . . and yet he is more. He is 
of God: of that I am sure. Even he says so. He says that he 
and the Father are not the same, that the Father is greater 
than he; and that he does only what the Father shows him 
or tells him. Before his imprisonment, Yohanan the Prophet 
even said as much of Yeshua.” 

“You knew Yohanan of Bethany beyond the Jordan?”
“I received the baptism of Yohanan now three years ago. 

I have known Simon Iscariot and Elisabeth, the parents of 
one of your brother apostles, for several years: Yehudah 
Iscariot. Fitting with the great wealth and pride of his 
family, he prefers the Greek version of the name, Judas. 
When he received the baptism I too went into the water 
right beside him.”

“You know the parents of Judas Iscariot? Here in Yeriho 
(Jericho)?” asked Philip, somewhat surprised. “The 
Sadducees? They are so wealthy and powerful. They hate 
us. They cast out Judas like a leprous dog. He is wounded.”

“Yes, that family. I know them well. I used to do business 
with Simon Iscariot until I received the baptism with his 
son, Judas. They threw him out and cut off all his money.”

“That is why he became one of our group. Nathaniel met 
him at Yohanan’s camp on the Jordan near Pella. He 
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thought him good with finances and so when Yeshua asked 
the six of us to each invite someone we knew and trusted, 
Nathaniel brought in Judas Iscariot. Yeshua wanted to 
ordain twelve to his mission. Judas was among us on that 
night on the hill near to Capernaum when we were all 
ordained together. He is a good man.”

“Judas was very devoted to Yohanan. He and I have 
listened much to the words of the Prophet. I met up with 
them both as I journeyed from Amman to Jerusalem. I have 
to say, though, Yohanan was nothing when compared to 
Yeshua. He was a voice for God, but Yeshua is the very 
heart of God. Some say that he is the Son of God. Somehow, 
he is overshadowed by God. They work together . . . in a 
way that is incomprehensible to me, Philip.”

“It is incomprehensible to me, too, Zakiel.”
“If you do not understand him,” said Zakiel, somewhat 

surprised, “how then can you have the faith by which such 
healing and miracles are done at your hands? What 
measure of faith is this? What must I understand to have 
your faith? That was the thing that the Prophet roused in 
me, the desire to have faith: the faith of angels.”

“I simply believe, Zakiel. I simply take Yeshua at his 
word. If he tells me to go forth and preach the good news of 
the Kingdom of heaven I preach it and some of the people 
listen and are blessed and given new hope. 

“If Yeshua tells me to go and heal the sick I lay hands on 
them in his name and they are made well. 

“If he tells me to go and to cast out demons in his name, I 
never know with what I am dealing but in faith I call them 
off—unclean spirits of blindness, unclean spirits of 
deafness, of muteness, unclean spirits that take away a 
person’s ability to smell, unclean spirits that cause endless 
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head pains and bleeding and paralysis. I call them out and 
they listen to his name and they obey and depart.” 

“By what authority do they leave?”
Philip laughed. “It’s certainly not by my authority, 

Zakiel. I have none. I feel myself to be the least of the least 
of Yeshua’s apostles.” Then he looked at Zakiel with a 
smile. “Do you know what people call me, Zakiel? Philip 
from Bethsaida: the town of Andrew and Peter!” 

Zakiel raised his eyebrows.
“”Without Yeshua, Zakiel, I have no life. His will governs 

my whole life. By him I am successful. By him I have hope. 
By Yeshua I live each day under God’s sun. It is my role to 
provide food for the group. I am the steward. Sometimes I 
have no idea where that supply will come from. I just trust 
in Yeshua and in the power of God that is in his mission 
and miraculously it somehow comes. I have learned to fret 
and worry for nothing. Everything we have need of comes 
by the hands of people somehow. My friend, Nathaniel, 
looks after the needs of all our families, and I look after the 
needs of the visitors and crowds. Even when the multitudes 
come and it is my responsibility to care for them and to 
feed them, we lack for nothing.”

“Nothing, except for the love of the Sadducees and the 
Pharisees,” said Zakiel in reference to Judas being 
abandoned by his own family for having taken Yohanan’s 
baptism . . . doubly reinforced when he accepted Yeshua’s 
ordination! “A Galilean!” his father had shouted at 
Elizabeth his mother, red in the face: red enough almost to 
catch his whiskers alight with fire. “Your son has left 
Yohanan the Prophet to follow a Galilean!” 

Philip laughed, “Well, yes, them.” Then he had a 
thought: “We’re not sure we want them, actually. Yeshua’s 
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spirit is so different from the Law-enforcers of the temple.”
Philip, a young man of just twenty-seven years when 

Yeshua ordained him, believed in Yeshua being a really 
great man, even the Messiah. He had a great curiosity and 
was as innocently obedient to Yeshua as a lamb to its 
shepherd. Philip loved Yeshua dearly, trusted him for his 
major life decisions, and gladly followed him with his 
whole heart. It thrilled him that Yeshua turned him away 
from following Yohanan to being “a fisher of men” with the 
original six disciples—James and John, Peter and Andrew, 
and his friend Nathaniel. “I take him at his word and it 
happens I know not how. Yeshua knows: that is enough for 
me, Zakiel.”

“Could I then do the same, Philip: knowing not how?”
“I don’t know, Zakiel,” Philip replied. “Some are already 

trying. There was this one fellow over in Ashtaroth. Ya’aqov 
and Yohanan Zebedee were furious about him. They came 
to Yeshua saying, “Teacher, we saw someone casting out 
demons in your name, and we tried to stop him, because he 
was not following us.” 

“What did Yeshua say?”
“He said, ‘Do not stop him, for no one who does a 

mighty work in my name will be able soon afterward to 
speak evil of me. For the one who is not against us is for us. 
For truly, I say to you, whoever gives you a cup of water to 
drink because you belong to M’sheekha (Christ in the 
Aramaic spoken by Eashoa’, Jesus) will by no means lose his 
reward.’ 

“We all supposed that the man knew something of faith,” 
continued Philip, “but that he knew nothing of the Father 
Fusion that Yeshua walks in. It is that that offends us. We 
thought him acting without the heart of Yeshua in his own 
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heart. We thought him practicing devilry, without any 
partnering with the will of the Father: ‘How else could he 
have his successes?’ we all wondered. Yeshua told us that 
he had faith in the name of Yeshua and that it was sufficient 
for all things.” 

“So, then, others are doing mighty works in Jesus’ 
name?” asked Zakiel. “They have the faith for such works. 
Do I have that faith, Philip? Can I have the grace and the 
faith of Jesus’ Father Fusion?”

“I don’t know, friend. I only know that Yeshua is the 
most generous and liberal man I have ever known. He 
shows us that God is God of the most improbable of 
solutions, the most impossible of pathways and the most 
wondrous of opportunities. Yeshua is life: even the 
resurrection. We have seen the dead raised by his word.”

“Resurrection?” Zakiel’s jaw dropped. “The dead 
brought back to life?”

Philip nodded.

+
Just then, Philip’s friend, Nathaniel, came by. “What 

were you two discussing,” he asked.
“Faith; and how we have to receive God’s grace for signs 

and miracles and wonders like Yeshua is doing,” said 
Philip.

“Is this truly what you are seeking,” asked Nathaniel 
somewhat sarcastically looking at Zakiel. “Is this what you 
hear Yeshua saying to the crowds? ‘You all should go out 
and do signs, miracles and wonders in my name’?”

Zakiel felt the bite of the scorn in this, from the most 
astute thinker of the apostolic core group. 

“We have just been in the Perean lands for the past two 
weeks,” said Nathaniel, “preaching the gospel and praying. 
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Yeshua strictly forbade us to focus on miracles. ‘Heal the 
sick, as they need healing, but do your best to present the 
teachings of the gospel without any signs and wonders. Let 
the teachings stand on their own merit,’ he told us. And so 
we did, just that. The people responded very well indeed. 
Yeshua effectively separated his personality from the 
gospel, as is right to do.” Then he looked at Zakiel squarely 
in the eyes: “You cannot have the Father Fusion of Yeshua if 
Yeshua is holding the keys to it! We have perfection in the 
doing of the will of the Father because of our own walk 
with the Spirit of the Father within each us.

“Yeshua’s ministry is with the Spirit of the Father in 
people. It is a law unto itself, well beyond the laws of signs 
and wonders and miracles. Understand that, and you have 
the key to Yeshua.” Then Nathaniel smiled, “But you only 
want signs and wonders, don’t you, Zakiel: and not the 
gospel after all.”

“Not just that, Nathaniel. I see Yeshua, and I cannot 
fathom being like him. He is like a god . . . “

“Yet he preaches that we too can walk in all that he is 
and has: correct?” asked Nathaniel.

“Exactly. How am I to do that? I have no spiritual power 
for that. I am a merchant of oranges trading between 
Amman and Jerusalem. So, my questions to Philip were 
about how to get the grace that we are supposed to have by 
faith when I can never have Yeshua’s kind of life or faith.”

Nathaniel beckoned them to both sit down and drink tea with 
him at a small stall about fifty meters from the Jericho Gate. Abu 
used to operate it, but now his son, K’fir, has taken over. 
Everyone frankly made it known that they preferred their tea 
made by Abu but these are new times for everyone. “Give my 
boy a chance,” the old man said: “He’ll do it right in a while.”
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“Listen,” Nathaniel said, as he leaned forward as though 
telling them the secret of the ages while they stirred sugar 
into their minted black tea, “It happened in Capernaum one 
day. Do you remember, Philip, the Centurion of the 
garrison. Though he was a Roman he had paid considerable 
funds into the synagogue. He asked for some of synagogue 
rulers to go to us while we were coming home . . . from the 
Coast, I think it was. ‘Please come into Capernaum and heal 
the Orderly of the Centurion: he is at the point of death,’ 
was what they asked.”

“Yes, Mangus was the Centurion. He is a believer,” replied 
Philip. Then looking at Zakiel he said, “We all followed 
Yeshua with the synagogue rulers to the man’s house but 
Mangus, seeing us coming, sent out a servant saying, ‘Lord, I 
am not worthy to have you come under my roof, but only 
say the word, and my servant will be healed.’”

“Such faith,” said Zakiel. “I want that kind of faith.”
Nathaniel added, “But the Centurion explained his faith. 

‘For I am myself under the orders of others,’ he said: ‘and I 
have soldiers under me, and I say to this one go, and he 
goes; to another come, and he comes, and to my servants do 
this or do that, and they do it.’ Yeshua heard his words and 
was astonished by his faith. It was solid. Systematic. 
Unwavering. Unshakeable. He knew where the authority 
lay, and he was drawing on it. He felt himself to be a lawful 
believer in Yeshua and accordingly, if Yeshua spoke a 
command for healing, Mangus knew of a certainty that it 
would happen. Nothing would prevent it.”

“Such faith!” said Zakiel.
“That’s what Yeshua said,” said Philip, his tea cup now 

emptied. He turned to look for K’fir. “K’fir! K’fir!” Seeing 
him, Nathaniel called out, “The best tea yet!” The young 
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man smiled: he enjoyed hearing his customers delight.
“Yeshua marveled at his belief,” continued Nathaniel. 

“Real and living faith in a Gentile!”
“What did Yeshua say?” asked Zakiel.
“Yeshua said it straight out: ‘Verily, verily, I say to you, I 

have not found so great faith, no, not in Israel.’”
“What happened next, Nathaniel?”
“As we went on our way past the house, some of 

Mangus’ friends went in the house to see him, telling what 
Yeshua said. From that hour his Orderly gained his strength 
and was healed.”

“Astonishing,” said Zakiel.
“I went for a stroll with Yeshua later on that evening,” 

said Nathaniel. “We talked about faith, and in particular the 
faith of that Centurion. I asked Yeshua the same kind of 
question that you are asking Philip. I see the need to take 
the news of the Kingdom of heaven far across the eastern 
lands, even to India. I wanted to know that my faith was 
true and honest, powerful and not deceitful.”

“What did Yeshua say to you, Nathaniel?” asked Zakiel.
“He said, Nathaniel, look at the hills above Gennesars 

here. Whoever says to them to be taken up and thrown into 
the sea, and does not doubt in his heart, but believes that 
what he says will come to pass, it will be done for him.”

“What does that mean, Nathaniel?” asked Zakiel.
“It means that whatever you ask in prayer, believe that 

you have received it, and it will be yours.”
“Received it?”
“Received it,” said Philip.
“What does that mean?” Zakiel was truly perplexed. 

“How can I know I have received it when whatever I have 
prayed for is not yet here with me? If it hasn’t happened yet 
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I haven’t received it.”
“That’s the wrong way to believe, Zakiel,” said 

Nathaniel. “The faith way to believe is to believe that you 
have received what you have asked for. You believe that it 
has been agreed by God that you will have it. God touches 
your believing. God believes with you. Together you both 
believe for the same result. When you partner with God in 
this way you have the Father Fusion that Jesus is speaking 
about . . . and . . . You are giving the will of God to others as 
the Lamb of God, the Lord’s Passover.

“So that is the Lord’s Passover?”
“Yes, Zakiel. We are passing over from the old ways of 

the Prophets and the Law into the new ways of the sons 
and daughters of God.”

“Daughters of God?”
“Oh yes, Zakiel. Yeshua includes women in all things 

spiritual. Have you not heard how the women are with us 
in our missions into the lands of Jordan? They are well 
received there, and they do as fine a work among the 
women as do we men among the men.”

“But daughters of God? What, even Gentile women?”
“Indeed,” said Nathaniel. “Yeshua is the champion of all.”
“But Gentiles? They are not even Hebrew?”
“The Centurion had more faith than all Israel, Zakiel. He 

is not Hebrew. Actually, he is Gaulish I believe. And have 
you not read in the scriptures how God raised up the 
Gentile Moabite named Ruth in the barley fields, and 
brought her into the household of Boaz the Elimelech from 
Bethlehem, who spoke over her saying: 

“’The Lord repay you for what you have done, and a full 
reward be given you by the Lord, the God of Israel, under 
whose wings you have come to take refuge!’
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“And do you not remember how, when Boaz had 
redeemed the land from Naomi and taken Ruth to be his 
own wife, how the people said:

“’We are witnesses. May the Lord make the woman, who is 
coming into your house, like Rachel and Leah, who together 
built up the house of Israel. May you act worthily in 
Ephrathah and be renowned in Bethlehem, and may your 
house be like the house of Perez, whom Tamar bore to Judah, 
because of the offspring that the Lord will give you by this 
young woman.’ 

“And do you not know that Ruth bore Boaz a son and 
they named him Obed; and how he was the father of Jesse 
who was from Bethlehem and the father of the great King 
David. How great is the Queen mother? Even greater is her 
mother and her mother’s mother, Ruth!”

Nathaniel was so very excited at the logic of God’s 
Father Fusion mind in him. “Can you not see,” he said to 
Zakiel, “just how the Lord God Almighty raises up 
greatness in women just as he raises up greatness in men. 
The greatness is the same greatness! Whether it is in a 
woman’s body and soul or in a man’s body and soul, God 
raises up the same greatness and it nourishes all.”

Suddenly the eye’s of the merchant’s mind were opened.
“Yeshua really is M’sheekha (Messiah)! He is for the 

whole world, Nathaniel; and every living thing in it.”
“Ah,” said Nathaniel. “It is the Father in you who has 

given you this revelation, Zakiel.” 
Nathaniel, having the broadest reach for the world’s 

population than any other apostle, and the most vivid 
imagination whereby he could the better discern the Father 
within, smiled from ear to ear. He just adored the fact that 
Zakiel had awoken to the Father’s revelation.
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“The Father’s Spirit is in you, Zakiel. It is his light that 
has given you this insight. Now I can assure you that his 
light will be your light from this moment on and for 
evermore.”

“I believe that,” said Zakiel.
Turning to the Father, whom Nathaniel was coming to 

know more and more clearly, thanks to Yeshua’s example of 
Father Fusion, Nathaniel said: “I pray to you, my heavenly 
Father, in the name of Yeshua and his Father Fusion, that 
you take your son, Zakiel, around the whole world. Yeshua 
said that the meek inherit the world, Lord. Give your son 
Zakiel the whole world, with all its sons of God and 
daughters of God, its Hebrews and its Gentiles, its free and 
its enslaved. Make him a blessing to us all, Lord God, our 
heavenly Father.”

“Amen,” replied Zakiel. “Amen and Amen!”
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Chapter Thirty
SAINT JOHN 11:21-26

Do You Believe This?

Martha said to Jesus, “Lord, if you had been here, my brother 
would not have died. But even now I know that whatever you 
ask from God, God will give you.” Jesus said to her, “Your 
brother will rise again.” Martha said to him, “I know that he 
will rise again in the resurrection on the last day.” Jesus said 
to her, “I am the resurrection and the life. Whoever believes in 
me, though he die, yet shall he live, and everyone who lives 
and believes in me shall never die. Do you believe this?”

athaniel had an idea that he thought to be very 
promising. “Did I hear you telling Philip that you 
live in Bethpage?”

Zakiel was distracted. His heart was full to exploding, so 
great a love for God did he have. He suddenly felt 
compelled to bring his good news about faith to his wife 
and family in Bethpage. “Surely they will love to know 
more about Yeshua,” he thought. Then he thought of his 
wife and daughters, “Perhaps they too would become 
Yeshua’s women of God. These certainly are exciting 
times!”

“K’fir! Excellent tea! My regards to your father. He has 
taught you well.” Philip always won friends wherever he 
went. He just loved people, all kinds of people. His shout 
alerted Zakiel.

“Can you repeat what you asked, Nathaniel?”

N
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“I asked if you live in Bethpage?”
“Yes,” Zakiel said, pointing to the western cliffs of 

Jericho as if reaching for the village nestled on the slopes of 
the eastern side of the Mount of Olives.

“Come with us to Bethany. Speak with Yeshua in person. 
I will tell him that you are genuinely seeking for truth. He 
will have a word for you. One minute only is all you need 
with Yeshua. He will change your life. You will know what 
faith is. Yeshua is faith.” The offer was too good to refuse.

“Where does he stay in Bethany?”
“In the home of his good friends: Lazarus, Mary and 

Martha.”
“Except that Lazarus died three days ago,” Philip said. 

“The sisters are grieving. Many are sitting Shiva with them 
all through the day and night. It is a sad state for them all, 
for they loved their brother very much. So too did Yeshua. 
We all have stayed in their home many times. It is spacious, 
with a large orchard. I presume that Lazarus is laid to rest 
with his fathers in the family grave the sisters have there, 
just as Yosef the father of Yeshua was laid to rest in the 
grave room under their home also.”

“When do you reach to Bethany?” Zakiel asked.
“Tonight,” answered Philip.
“No,” interjected Nathaniel. “It will be tomorrow, 

Thursday. Tonight we are staying here in Yeriho (Jericho). 
Yeshua will speak to Pharisees from Jerusalem and Perea.”

“Are they friendly towards him,” asked Zakiel.
“Half in half. You know how it was in Samaria, 

Nathaniel,” said Philip. “Some were friendly and some who 
were so incapable of discerning by the spirit that they 
deserved Yeshua’s assault on their beliefs and practices. I 
almost expected to be killed in Samaria!”
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“Why are you here in Yeriho?” asked Nathaniel.
“I trade,” replied Zakiel. “I bring oranges from the North 

of Philadelphia (Amman) here to Yeriho (Jericho) and to all 
Jerusalem. My son takes them further, even to Jaffa. From 
the coast they are shipped into many countries. It is a good 
business.”

“Why is it that you seek out Yeshua?”
“For faith, Nathaniel. Faith for healing. My wife suffers. 

She has long been sick with an illness that has taken all 
strength from her. My four sons, my three daughters, her 
sisters and brother, we all fear that we are losing her. We 
feel so helpless. Doctors have done nothing to help. Our 
offerings and sacrifices at the Jerusalem temple have done 
nothing: the priests are no help. I am searching for the faith 
to raise her up just as I have seen you, Philip, raise up the 
sick. I would ask you to come to my home but I know that 
you cannot come away from Yeshua; and I would never be 
so bold as to ask Yeshua to come to my home in Bethpage.” 

“Join us in Bethany tomorrow,” said Nathaniel. “The 
family will be grieving and you might not have any 
opportunity to speak to Yeshua alone, but just come. You 
will be blessed. Yeshua mentioned it to us two days ago, 
saying: ‘Our friend Lazarus has fallen asleep, but I will go 
and awaken him.’”

“Yes,” said Philip. “Just come. Yeshua knows what you 
need. Trust the God of the most improbable of solutions, the 
most impossible of pathways and the most wondrous of 
opportunities. This is the way of the Father Fusion of 
Yeshua, Zakiel. Believe it and obey and you will be richly 
rewarded. Let us all see how it is between Yeshua and 
Lazarus his friend.”

+
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Lazarus died in his Bethany home on Sunday, February 
26 and for three days Mary and Martha hoped that Jesus 
would come. He had left Amman but he was delaying in 
Jericho. Martha never gave up hope that Jesus would raise 
him up and give him back to them. Nazareth, Capernaum 
and Jerusalem had rejected Jesus but every man, woman 
and child in Bethany fully accepted everything about Jesus 
and his gospel. They loved him; and he loved them one and 
all, with an open affection that he never held back.

The following day after his discussion with Philip and 
Nathaniel, it was Thursday, March 2, A.D. 30. and the late 
afternoon when the door burst open in the well-to-do 
Bethpage home of the merchant.

“Miriam!” Zakiel shouted with much excitement, 
rushing through the front door panting from the run along 
the top of the Mount of Olives from Bethany to Bethpage. 
Seeing his daughters outside he called them, “Come. All of 
you. Gather around your mother. I have such exciting news 
to tell you.” He felt like he was rescuing them all from the 
pit of despair. He was totally exhilarated and full of faith.

“I have been in the presence of the Messiah, Yeshua. I was 
there in Bethany when he called a man dead four days out of 
the tomb and spoke life into him. Four days!” He looked into 
the eyes of the women of his house. “Yeshua was deeply 
moved by the loss of his friend. But something else, something 
of God was in his mind, about which he said little.

“He went over to the tomb that is set in the rock beside 
the orchard. It was a cave. Today is the fourth day since he 
died and they only rolled the stone across the face of the 
cave this morning. It was around two-thirty when we 
arrived. Forty or fifty people were gathered there. Yeshua 
said, ‘Take away the stone’ and I rushed forward to help 
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other men roll away the huge stone. 
“Martha, the sister of Lazarus, said to Yeshua, ‘Lord, by 

this time there will be an odour, for he has been dead four 
days.’ Then he said to her, ‘Did I not tell you that if you 
believed you would see the glory of God?’

“It was heavy. Four of us men pushed and pushed until 
it rolled aside. Then we looked into the tomb. The smell of 
decay and of death rose up in our nostrils and we had to 
step back from the mouth of the cave. All of us men thought 
that the spirit of the man would not linger any longer.

“Yeshua lifted up his eyes to God in heaven and said, 
‘Father, I thank you that you have heard me. I knew that 
you always hear me, but I said this on account of the people 
standing around, that they may believe that you sent me.’ 

“When he said that, Miriam, something from God pierced 
my heart and I knew with no shadow of doubt that he is the 
Messiah, M’sheekha. Immediately he won my heart.” 

Miriam raised her eyebrows. She knew that her husband 
was a stubborn man, not easily persuaded in anything: a 
matter of fact businessman. His story was remarkable 
though. He had captured her attention. She wanted very 
much to know how it all ended.

“When he had said these things, he cried out with a loud 
voice, ‘Lazarus, come out!’

“We watched in awe. Straight away that man who was 
dead rose up off the rock. Miriam, I saw him. He still had 
the cloth bound over his face; his hands and feet were 
bound with linen strips. They smelt of the anointing oil. 
Then Jesus said to me and the others who rolled away the 
stone, ‘Unbind him, and let him go loose.’ 

“Again, I stepped forward to help. I helped to unwrap 
the grave cloths from around that man, Lazarus, the dead 
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brother of Mary and Martha. He spoke to me, Miriam. 
Daughters, are you hearing this? Lazarus talked. He was 
alive and back from Sheol after four days, and fully well 
with no trace of the sickness that killed him.”

The children looked on wide-eyed, not knowing what to 
say or think. Zakiel continued his story: 

“Mary and Martha were so excited. Their brother lives! 
The women with them quickly brought out food and I sat at 
meat with the whole gathering. We listened to the words of 
Yeshua Messiah. I have never been so full of peace and love 
and power and glory in my entire life! 

“Listen to me now girls. Listen with all your heart, 
Miriam. I have been speaking with one of his apostles, 
Philip, and he explained to me how your healing will 
happen. This day you will rise up out of your death bed. 
This day, alleluia, the Lord be praised on earth and all 
through the heavens, the day that Yeshua Messiah raised 
Lazarus from the dead, I have the faith of the Lord Yeshua 
Messiah and you will rise up. “I have been in the presence 
of the resurrection and the life eternal. He is Yeshua!” 

Then, looking straight into the eyes of his dear wife, a 
woman herself not yet forty years, he said: “I know whereof 
I speak, woman!”

He kissed his darling Miriam on the forehead and on 
both cheeks. She seemed somehow different in the hearing 
of his words. 

“Do you believe this? Do you want to live dear Miriam? 
Do you want life?” he asked.

“Yes, I do, husband. I want to see our children bear their 
own children. I want to grow old with you at my side.”

With that, Zakiel turned his mind upon Yeshua and what 
he had seen in the man. He believed Yeshua. Now it was 
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time to believe in the way that Yeshua believed; to hope in 
the way that Yeshua hoped; and to see the same kinds of 
results that Yeshua saw; to dare to believe in the the Spirit 
of the Father within Miriam and his desire for her new life. 

Zakiel knew all too well what business partnership was 
like. He knew what marriage partnership was like. Now he 
was learning, with a great confidence, was Father Fusion 
partnership was like. He felt God in partnership with his 
own prayer of faith. As he ran along the ridge of the Mount 
of Olives, he had said it to himself: “Together, Father, we 
will show acts of sheer grace. They pour forth from you, 
God the generous one, the loving father of all. Your grace is 
for the well being of all your children, however improbable 
or impossible or wondrous might be our circumstances or 
our needs. You are God! There is none like you!”

With a strange certainty that was at once familiar to him 
in its strength and yet wholly new to him, as though heaven 
was gifting something special to him for the very first time, 
he commanded Miriam. He felt sure that it was the faith by 
which Philip had healed the sick, and by which Yeshua had 
called life into Lazarus.

He took Miriam by the hand and with a stern authority, 
the conqueror’s authority, he said, “Sickness, be gone. Life 
be here and fill you, Miriam. In the name of Yeshua 
Messiah, I say to you, Miriam, rise up and be well.”

Within seconds, Miriam felt a cleansing strength and 
renewal come upon her, like a gossamer mist that fell from 
heaven’s gates just above her head. She felt power course 
into her body. Colour returned to her face. Her limbs 
seemed to increase in size as the muscles were revitalised. 
Her hair gained a sheen that it had not seen in months. 

A minute later, Miriam leaned forward and swung her 
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feet over the edge of the cot, planting them firmly on the 
floor. Holding Zakiel’s hand, she stood up saying, “In his 
name, Eashoa M’sheekha,” she said in the Aramaic that all 
of the family spoke as their preferred language, I stand 
whole before you my God!” 

Tears of joy and deep thankfulness ran like the waters of 
Mount Hermon into the Banias spring, soaking his beard. 
He could barely see clearly. His smile was from ear to ear, 
his great mouth wide open in astonishment and love and 
the fantastic feeling of joy divine. 

The children, Anina (Answer my prayer), Hina (Grace) and 
Nura (Light) the youngest  clung to their mother. They too 
were all crying. It was a celebration of the love of God and 
the love of their mother that was unprecedented. Zakiel 
soon after felt like calling all Bethany to a celebration feast. 

“Anina. Hina. Go and find your brothers. We must 
prepare for a feast tomorrow.”

“Where are you going, Zakiel,” asked Miriam.
“You and I are going to Bethany now. We will give 

thanks to Yeshua, to God almighty. I have money. You bring 
fruit and food.” Then he looked at her with such a strength 
that he had longed for all his life. “Miriam, I am going to 
show Philip and Nathaniel the fruit of our faith.”

“What fruit is that, husband?”
He kissed her lips. “You my darling. You! For the first 

time in my life I have something of God in me that is so 
powerful it gives me the confidence to believe that I can do 
the will of God. I have seen the way that Yeshua is fused to 
the Father. They do the combined will together. Flawlessly. 
He is a man and the Father is God and together he is the 
Son of God on the earth, Miriam.”

“So this is your new found faith, Zakiel? You have found 
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God?”
“It is our new found faith, darling Miriam. Our faith in 

the Father Fusion of Yeshua has delivered you this day, and 
all our household, into the Kingdom of heaven. Will you 
come with me, now?”

“Indeed, Zakiel. For I too feel that I am reborn with the 
power of God in me. Gladly will I come with you and 
praise God who has raised us up out of so long a darkness 
and misery. I feel that no storm can ever again come against 
us like it has been devouring me for so long. We are free 
from all such storms and despair! I truly must meet this 
Yeshua who has given me such faith and such life.”
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Chapter Thirty-One
SAINT JOHN 11:54

Avoiding The Dragon.

Jesus therefore no longer walked openly among the Jews, 
but went from there to the region near the wilderness, to a 
town called Ephraim, and there he stayed with the disciples. 

n the evening that Lazarus was given new life, 
Zakiel and Miriam were well received in the 
Bethany home of he and his sisters, Mary and 

Martha. Jesus immediately recognised Zakiel as being one 
of the men who rolled away the stone from the cave. He 
was delighted to learn of Miriam’s healing and cast an eye 
to John and James as if to say, “Do you remember that fellow 
whom you forbade to cast out demons in my name?” She 
glowed with a new spirit, familiar to Jesus and the envy of 
Judas Iscariot, Zakiel’s old friend in the Yohanan ministry. 
Zakiel instantly became a trustworthy friend to Jesus. 

Something of a move in God had prompted Zakiel to 
propose an invitation to Jesus to rest in the family home in 
Bethpage and away from the crowds already beginning to 
invade Bethany. Jesus accepted their offer and rested in the 
home of Zakiel and Miriam from this Thursday night until 
the following Monday. The apostolic party had a friend in 
the most important figure of Bethany, Simon, a believer in 
Jesus, but he elegantly deferred Simon’s offer of 
accommodation and took three disciples with him to the 
house of Zakiel. He very much wanted to escape the 
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bedlam that would assault Lazarus’ home over the next few 
days. More though, Jesus wanted to bless the overflowing 
faith he had seen in Zakiel and Miriam. Soon after, while 
nine of the apostles stayed in Bethany and Jerusalem, 
Zakiel and Miriam escorted Jesus, Philip, Nathaniel and 
Thomas the short distance to Bethpage and left Lazarus and 
the two sisters to their joy and their visitors and inquirers.

Zakiel’s family doted on Jesus. Anina, Hina and Nura 
told their brothers, “We are hosting the King of heaven.” 

It was love at first sight. 
All four women fussed over the men with such southern 

hospitality as they had not seen in a long while. On Friday 
morning, the entire family were baptised somewhat 
playfully by Philip in the donkey watering trough out the 
back, so great was the overflow of love for Jesus and his 
command of wholeness. 

Jesus made a huge impact on the family. A couple of 
months later, when the Jerusalem evangelists were full of 
the Holy Spirit power from On High and were despatched 
under Peter’s guiding hand to the ends of the earth, for some 
time all three daughters were with Mary Magdalene and 
Rebecca of Arimathea in their work of creating women 
believers from Amman to Antioch. 

When the inevitable Roman contempt for the Jews boiled 
over and Jerusalem became a bitter blood bath, while it was 
Jordan that took in most of Yeshua’s women, it was Egypt 
that took in Zakiel and Miriam and their four sons. 
Alexandria provided a safe haven of refuge when Anina 
and Nura returned home for a rest and, within a few years, 
to marry and raise families; Hina had become a dear friend 
of Ruth, the youngest sister of Jesus, and, like she and 
David Zebedee, lived out her days in Philadelphia helping 
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Abner with his style of spiritual community developments 
in the city nowadays called Amman. 

Despite the tremendous disappointment in leaving their 
lovely Bethpage home and all its youthful memories, not 
the least of which were of their baptisms in the donkey 
watering trough, which never failed to raise a smile when 
the family spoke of them, the brothers remained impeccably 
loyal to their father’s business interests. 

It thrilled them to be a part of John Mark’s more 
Abnerian style of apostolic church building in Alexandria, 
Egypt, where the individual having of the Father Fusion of 
Jesus was always the central focus. Earlier experiences with 
Paul and his emerging Christ-centred Christianity caused 
Abner to refer to Paul as the “clever corrupter of the life 
teachings of Jesus of Nazareth, the Son of the living God.” 

Mark agreed and did much to elucidate the difference 
between the Kingdom of heaven of Abner in Philadelphia 
and the religiously politicised Christianity of Paul’s mission 
in Antioch. This caused complete schism between Simon 
Peter and James the brother of Jesus, the principals of the 
Jerusalem church: but John Mark had spent time alone with 
Jesus and he fully believed that Abner the former Chief of 
the Essenes, and a close confident of Jesus concerning the 
leadership of disciples in community, got it right.

The new business ventures of the four sons thrived and 
they contributed much to the financial needs of Mark and 
his favourite cousin, Barnabas.

For now, though, with the Son of God under their roof 
and with Miriam’s new found vigour and bright future, the 
family lived the life of angels. Nothing could have enriched 
the family more than these few days with Jesus.

While Jesus slept, however, two of the three apostles 
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always stood guard over him. The threat from Jerusalem, 
just on the other side of the Mount of Olives, was ominous 
and unashamedly publicly sported.

+
Not the least unmindful of the presence on the earth of 

all the leaders of Lucifer’s rebellion, the dragon and their 
cohorts, Jesus knew that very soon the full might of the 
wrath of the Jerusalem Sanhedrin would come against him 
and, because of his resurrection on this day, Lazarus also. 
The iniquitous ones would send their minions to go and 
speak into the minds of the more limp minded leaders, 
those most easy to influence by thoughts of jealousy, fear 
for their own self preservation, and murder. 

The word of the resurrection spread like wild fire in 
Jerusalem and, by the morning of the next day, Lazarus’ 
Bethany home was inundated with well-intentioned 
inquirers. This only fueled speculation in the minds of 
hundreds of believers that Jesus would triumphantly enter 
Jerusalem and claim it for the Kingdom of God.

A great threat had arisen in the minds of the Jewish 
rulers in Jerusalem and the dragon, whose number was 
significant, were quick to breathe their venomous twist into 
the feeble and weak-willed among the leadership. So many 
of Jesus’ rapidly growing number of believers thought of 
him as Israel’s political deliverer, the Messiah, about whom 
the Prophet Yohanan unwittingly foretold. “If Jesus was not 
prevented immediately from his public display of 
supernatural power and authority,” these leaders began 
thinking, “serious political issues would arise with the 
Roman authorities.” 

Lazarus had clearly been dead and was now resurrected. 
The Sanhedrin had no reply to the facts but to secretly 
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distort the record, writing that all the wonders worked by 
Jesus were by the power of the prince of devils, with whom 
Jesus was declared to be in league. From that moment on, 
they were in agreement with Caiaphas the high priest who 
this Friday morning called it as he now saw it: “It is better 
that one man die, than that the entire community perish.”

The apostle John later entered it in his Gospel record:

Many of the Jews therefore, who had come with Mary and had 
seen what he did, believed in him, but some of them went to 
the Pharisees and told them what Jesus had done. So the chief 
priests and the Pharisees gathered the Council and said, 
“What are we to do? For this man performs many signs. If we 
let him go on like this, everyone will believe in him, and the 
Romans will come and take away both our place and our 
nation.” 

But one of them, Caiaphas, who was high priest that year, said 
to them, “You know nothing at all. Nor do you understand 
that it is better for you that one man should die for the people, 
not that the whole nation should perish.” 

He did not say this of his own accord, but, being high priest 
that year, he prophesied that Jesus would die for the nation, 
and not for the nation only, but also to gather into one the 
children of God who are scattered abroad. So from that day on 
they made plans to put him to death. John 11:45-53. 

John, in hindsight, saw their deception. He thought it 
strange that the Sanhedrist priests, the supposed men of 
God of the most religious nation on earth, would think that 
Jesus could somehow do a mighty work of God by dying 
and yet while living he was in league with the prince of 
devils. “Such is the deceit of politicians, worldwide,” he 
mused: “How blind they are; and what fraud falls from 
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them upon the generations. They stifle life with their 
unceasing neglect of truth; and then they moan to God to 
help them in their bed of sin. They are a source of constant 
disappointment. The only ones who feast on their vile 
hearts are the soldiers who make war against the peoples of 
the earth.” It was also in his mind to pray, “May this church 
of yours, Lord Yeshua, never fall prey to the scheming of 
deceitful men like these. May this struggle between Paul’s 
Christianity in Rome and Abner’s Kingdom of heaven in 
Philadelphia be wholly resolved.”

+
Early on the following Sunday morning, the first week of 

March, A.D. 30, and seven days since Jesus had first 
received word in Amman, Jordan, that Lazarus was sick 
unto death, Jesus, Philip, Nathaniel and Thomas rose to bid 
farewell to Zakiel and Miriam, their four robust sons and 
their three lovely daughters. 

In parting, after Jesus had conveyed his thanks and 
blessing on the family, he said to Zakiel, “It is not yet my 
time to enter Jerusalem. I am returning to Ephraim where 
we have been ministering, and then further north to my 
missionary camp at Pella. When I return before the 
Passover, I shall stay with Simon of Bethany. I will, 
however, send two of my disciples and make use of your 
newborn colt of the donkey. They will bring it to Bethany 
and return it here to you on the same day.”

“Whatever you wish, Yeshua. My home is your home in 
all ways possible, for you and your disciples. You are life to 
me and to mine. You have turned our sorrows into dancing, 
our night into day. In turn, our lives are yours to do with as 
you so desire. You are the Son of God and we are your 
servants.”
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Not a one of them sensed any danger about him. Not a 
tear was shed at their parting. The nine of Zakiel’s family 
waved merrily, not wanting to move from where they stood 
until the little group vanished among the olive and pine 
trees and could be seen no more. Ah, such glorious days in 
the eyes of so many.
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Chapter Thirty-Two
SAINT MARK 13:10

Alexandrians.

“And the gospel must first be proclaimed to all nations.” 

eeming to have not a care in the world despite the 
enemy being so close within the temple mount 
below, Jesus and the three walked the short 

distance along the ridge of the Mount of Olives to Bethany. 
There they met up with the other apostles who had just 
arrived from having stayed in different homes around 
about Jerusalem. The crowd was busy greeting Lazarus, 
Mary and Martha in a very joyful mood. The front orchard 
area of their home was like a market place, so many visitors 
were there speaking to them and plying Lazarus with 
dozens of questions, not the least of which was, “Tell us, 
Lazarus: what was it like to be dead?”

The sleep of death being wholly without consciousness, 
his reply was always, “Rather, ask me about what it is like 
to be in the resurrection of the Son of God, Yeshua.” 

Jesus set about bidding a fond farewell to the Bethany 
family, indicating to them that he would return prior to the 
coming Passover in three weeks time. All Jerusalem wanted 
him to venture into Jerusalem now, to stake his claim on the 
city and to lead the liberation front and override the 
leadership of the Sanhedrin who had no change strategy at 
all. Jesus was formulating in his own mind how best he 
might enter Jerusalem in the will by the Father’s strategy. 

S
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Lazarus, Mary and Martha looked upon Jesus differently 
though. They now knew that his kingdom was never meant 
to be political. It was purely spiritual. He would disappoint 
his countrymen and countrywomen by leaving them to first 
organise their personal entry into the Kingdom of God and 
then, once they were secured in it, to make political changes 
as fruit of the spirit. They spoke in this way to the hundreds 
of visitors that flocked to see Lazarus. 

“Jesus champions all Israel, even the whole world,” they 
said, with a unified voice knowing full well the deep 
disappointment and even resentment their idea sparked in 
the minds of their hearers: “Jesus champions anyone who 
will dare to receive him and, because of him, God in 
Paradise who has sent him.”

Occasionally someone would ask a question of deeper 
personal relevance. It was Mary who always answered the 
deeper questions. Petra, a Greek woman of some standing 
in Alexandria came out from Jerusalem, interrupting her 
visit as soon as she heard the news of Lazarus’ resurrection. 
Jesus and the apostles were gathering in preparation for 
their journey back to their mission camp at Pella. Mary 
looked at Jesus through the open window, busy in the 
house talking to his apostles.

“Some call him the Son of God,” said Petra, who had no 
idea that Jesus was inside the very house she had come to 
visit in Bethany. “Some call him the Messiah. Some call him 
the Prophet. I am Greek and these names are meaningless 
to me. Tell me, please, what is the heart of Yeshua’s life and 
teaching?” she asked.

“Yeshua,” replied Mary, “lives with the heavenly Father 
so closely that the two of them partner in the doing of one 
will. He has called it being in a fusion with the Father. No 
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sins, no forgetfulness, nothing can separate the two of 
them. This is what you see in Yeshua. It is about this only, 
what he calls ‘the Kingdom of heaven’, that Yeshua 
teaches.”

Mary’s depth of composure, the presence of God’s 
anointing on her, and the calm authority with which she 
spoke all told Petra that this is the truth. With the hearing 
came understanding. Petra replied,

“I too want that Father Fusion. How may I receive it?”
“Yeshua has replied many times to all who ask this 

question,” replied Mary, “’Take my yoke upon you, and 
learn from me, for I am gentle and lowly in heart, and you 
will find rest for your souls.’ 

“He speaks of a power yet to come into us from heaven 
that will make this Father Fusion truly possible to the level 
in which he himself walks. He said, ‘Truly, I say to you, 
there are some standing here who will not taste death until 
they see the Kingdom of God after it has come with power.’ 

“Concerning our heart’s faith he has repeatedly said, 
‘Truly, I say to you, whoever does not receive the Kingdom 
of God like a child shall not enter it.’ 

“Most significantly, he said, ‘Not everyone who says to 
me, Lord, Lord, will enter the Kingdom of heaven, but the 
one who does the will of my Father who is in heaven.’ 

“Lastly, I should say that the doing of the Father’s will, 
the Kingdom of heaven, is the hearing of God’s voice to the 
soul and acting upon it, overthrowing the voice to the flesh 
and the ways of the world. 

“Yeshua spoke of himself being bread from heaven. His 
Father Fusion is our Father Fusion, if we will but feast on 
him. He said, ‘For the bread of God is he who comes down 
from heaven and gives life to the world. I am the bread of 
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life; whoever comes to me shall not hunger, and whoever 
believes in me shall never thirst. All that the Father gives 
me will come to me, and whoever comes to me I will never 
cast out. For I have come down from heaven, not to do my 
own will but the will of him who sent me. And this is the 
will of him who sent me, that I should lose nothing of all 
that he has given me, but raise it up on the last day. For this 
is the will of my Father, that everyone who looks on the Son 
and believes in him should have eternal life, and I will raise 
him up on the last day.’”

Mary looked at Petra, continuing, “You say that you are 
Greek. You might not know the significance of the 
sacrificial lamb, the Lord’s Passover, which we Jews 
celebrate. To the Jews, Yeshua said how he is the fulfilment 
of the old and the opening of the new and living way to the 
Father. He will die and the Holy Spirit will honour his shed 
blood just as the Holy Spirit honoured the shed blood of the 
lambs that were sacrificed for our nation’s freedom from 
slavery in Egypt long ago.

“To the Jews, Yeshua has said, ‘No one can come to me 
unless the Father who sent me draws him. Everyone who 
has heard and learned from the Father comes to me—not 
that anyone has seen the Father except he who is from God; 
he has seen the Father. Truly, truly, I say to you, whoever 
believes has eternal life. I am the bread of life. Your fathers 
ate the manna in the wilderness, and they died. This is the 
bread that comes down from heaven, so that one may eat of 
it and not die. I am the living bread that came down from 
heaven. If anyone eats of this bread, he will live forever. 
And the bread that I will give for the life of the world is my 
flesh. Truly, truly, I say to you, unless you eat the flesh of 
the Son of Man and drink his blood, you have no life in 
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you. Whoever feeds on my flesh and drinks my blood has 
eternal life, and I will raise him up on the last day. For my 
flesh is true food, and my blood is true drink. Whoever 
feeds on my flesh and drinks my blood abides in me, and I 
in him. As the living Father sent me, and I live because of 
the Father, so whoever feeds on me, he also will live 
because of me. This is the bread that came down from 
heaven, not as the fathers ate and died. Whoever feeds on 
this bread will live forever.’

“Seek the Father’s forgiveness, Petra. Repent and receive 
God’s forgiveness and be baptised in the name of Yeshua 
and you will enter into the Kingdom of heaven because 
God will give you a new heart: the heart by which the 
Father Fusion of Jesus is made in us.”

“I believe. Help me to confess rightly. Baptise me,” said 
Petra as tears flooded the woman’s face.

Mary embraced Petra for several minutes. Then, when it 
seemed that the tears were ebbing, and a deep calm was 
descending upon the woman, Mary spoke to Martha, 
saying: “Martha, dear. Please go and fetch Andreas. Tell 
him it is about the Lord’s business.”

Their departure was delayed while Andrew baptised 
Petra. To her utter astonishment, Jesus was all the time 
inside the house. He came out and lifted her by the hand up 
out of the waters of the baptismal pool that Lazarus had 
installed in his orchard for just this purpose. He spent 
several minutes with her, letting her heart touch the divine 
peace he had for all who received him. Then, in parting, he 
said, “Tell the Greeks of Alexandria that you have seen the 
living way.”

Then he paused and seemed to look into a far distant 
place. He turned to Mary and softly said to her: “Several 
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Greek men came to me last time I was in Jerusalem. Good 
men. With sound minds and a robust faith. I thought to 
ordain them as I have ordained these eleven Galileans and 
Judas. Peter and Andrew were opposed to it and so I 
delayed but they are very much on my heart.” Then Jesus 
turned back to Petra and, with something of a prophecy 
and a mystery all rolled into one, he said, “Petra, tell them 
also that I will see them with Rodan in the resurrection.” 

He had such a profound calmness upon him that she 
took his words as truth. It was almost two weeks earlier, as 
if by chance, she had met a woman in Alexandria who said 
that her husband was Rodan the philosopher of Alexandria. 
Petra recalled the words of her reply to the hunger in her 
own heart: “Is my husband a believer in Yeshua? Why, yes, 
Petra. He is. Why do you ask?” Now Petra was standing 
before this same Yeshua, dripping wet from being baptised 
by his leading disciple, Andrew. She could hardly believe 
her ears: “Petra, tell them also that I will see them with 
Rodan in the resurrection.” She had no idea what that could 
mean to her new friends back in Egypt, but the very idea of 
a continuing relationship with Jesus was life transforming 
for her. She made up her mind that very instant that she 
must return and fetch Rodan and bring him and his friends 
back to Bethany to have more of Jesus.
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Chapter Thirty-Three
SAINT LUKE 15:11-32

The First Rebuke.

And he said, “There was a man who had two sons. And 
the younger of them said to his father, ‘Father, give me the 
share of property that is coming to me.’ And he divided his 
property between them. Not many days later, the younger 
son gathered all he had and took a journey into a far 
country, and there he squandered his property in reckless 
living. And when he had spent everything, a severe famine 
arose in that country, and he began to be in need. So he 
went and hired himself out to one of the citizens of that 
country, who sent him into his fields to feed pigs. And he 
was longing to be fed with the pods that the pigs ate, and 
no one gave him anything. 
“But when he came to himself, he said, ‘How many of my 
father’s hired servants have more than enough bread, but I 
perish here with hunger! I will arise and go to my father, 
and I will say to him, “Father, I have sinned against 
heaven and before you. I am no longer worthy to be called 
your son. Treat me as one of your hired servants.”’ And 
he arose and came to his father. But while he was still a 
long way off, his father saw him and felt compassion, and 
ran and embraced him and kissed him. And the son said to 
him, ‘Father, I have sinned against heaven and before you. 
I am no longer worthy to be called your son.’ But the 
father said to his servants, ‘Bring quickly the best robe, 
and put it on him, and put a ring on his hand, and shoes 
on his feet. And bring the fattened calf and kill it, and let 
us eat and celebrate. For this my son was dead, and is 
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alive again; he was lost, and is found.’ And they began to 
celebrate. 
“Now his older son was in the field, and as he came and 
drew near to the house, he heard music and dancing. And 
he called one of the servants and asked what these things 
meant. And he said to him, ‘Your brother has come, and 
your father has killed the fattened calf, because he has 
received him back safe and sound.’ But he was angry and 
refused to go in. His father came out and entreated him, 
but he answered his father, ‘Look, these many years I have 
served you, and I never disobeyed your command, yet you 
never gave me a young goat, that I might celebrate with 
my friends. But when this son of yours came, who has 
devoured your property with prostitutes, you killed the 
fattened calf for him!’ And he said to him, ‘Son, you are 
always with me, and all that is mine is yours. It was 
fitting to celebrate and be glad, for this your brother was 
dead, and is alive; he was lost, and is found.’”  

ventually, the apostolic party led by Jesus left 
Bethany and Bethpage behind them and walked 
down to meet the Jericho Road. They crossed over 

the Bethany Crossing into safety and journeyed north, 
staying in Ephraim and around about. Within a few days 
they were back at their mission camp at Pella, east of the 
River Jordan where John had baptised Jesus. There they met 
up with Abner ’s evangelists and Yeshua’s women 
evangelists, who now had quite a following as they went 
from hamlet to hamlet. It felt good to be away from the 
pressure of the temple priests and their evil machinations, 
as much as from the throng of visitors. It felt wonderful to 
see how preaching and teaching and praying for people had 
transformed each of these men and women into people of 

E
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real faith who were led by the living presence of the Spirit 
of the Father within them. Jesus knew that his name was 
being well used. Baptisms had increased and, at his 
instruction, the signs, miracles and wonders had declined. 
The gospel message was exclusively about the Father 
Fusion plans of God for each individual person. When Jesus 
spoke with Abner, the former chief of the Essenes, he said,

“You have truly taken my living spirit and brought the 
Kingdom of heaven to people, Abner. Well done. You are a 
good and faithful servant.”

Abner was glad to hear those words from Jesus. He had 
been the Chief of the Essenes, that group who had turned 
their backs on the outright materiality of the Sanhedrin cult 
of Jerusalem in search of an ascetic way to God’s pure 
heartedness. When John the Baptist emerged as the new 
prophetic voice of Israel, Abner quickly bent his knee and 
looked to John as his guide and mentor. When John pointed 
to Jesus, and soon after fell away and was imprisoned and 
executed, and Abner saw the wonderworking miracles of 
the Son of God, he immediately moved all the Qumran 
community to the religious safety of Philadelphia Amman, 
and entered the baptismal waters in the name of Yeshua. He 
counted Yeshua as the true and living way that all of his 
Qumran community had been searching for all along.

Jesus was looking forward to spending time alone with 
the personalised Spirit of the Father. The demands of 
navigating the two worlds, the purely human and the 
purely divine, was taking its toll on his human frame. He 
had grown fond of the seclusion of the Perean Hills after his 
baptism: it had become for him a safe place and a holy 
ground. From here, he and the Father had an undisturbed 
view of all the goings on in his ministry: what had been, 
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what was, and what was to come. His solitude was always 
a time for refreshing his faith for the times immediately 
ahead.

Jesus was never taken by surprise. He planned his steps 
very methodically, trusting all the time that the Father 
could lead him right up to the precipice and then cause the 
hearts of people to somehow fold and yield as he made a 
way for his son to come back from the edge into the safety 
of the continuance of his ministry goals. Jesus knew that he 
could only depend upon the Father in this way if he wasn’t 
drawn in by the promises and expectations of the human 
beings, both friend and enemy, apostle and family, who 
constantly drew from him. His sole trust was in what he 
discerned at the level that Spirits of the Father navigate the 
human life, as diverse and yet as holistically integrated as 
those lives are. This, to Jesus, was the fruit of the fullness of 
his Father Fusion—an open portal to God in all people.

The disappointments that always befell him because of 
the poor or quickly disappearing responses to his mission 
were always buoyed simply by the remembrance, through 
his Father Fusion, of the Father and his trust in his ultimate 
purposes for all his work on the earth. Jesus had, after all, 
wholly declined to employ his own purely human will and 
also his will as the Son of God, thereby intentionally giving 
the Father free reign in all his ministry’s affairs as he let his 
human focus be upon the will of the personalised Spirit of 
the Father.

On the first two nights back at the Pella camp, Jesus 
talked long into the night with his twelve women 
evangelists. Their stories were flabbergasting, “more heroic, 
even,” Jesus later commented to John Zebedee, “than 
anything I have seen among the disciples.”
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“Why is that?” John asked.
“It is because they love first and ask questions later,” 

Jesus said, to which John had no reply. 
Those words, however, were a stone tossed into the deep 

well of John’s heart. From that day on, John started asking 
more questions and listening to more answers from every 
one of the twelve women evangelists. He compared 
experiences, approaches, styles of conversations, outcomes 
achieved and how God was involved along the way.

In a very real sense, John had gone out on his own, with 
his father’s inheritance, and spent it as best he could. He 
had long begun to feel that his love was all spent. He was 
becoming acidic, sarcastic, niggly and irritable. He relished 
a return to the home fires and he was asking for a welcome 
inside the hearts of these women. 

“I would know the power of love that you women have,” 
he said to Joanna and Susanna. 

While Jesus spent some time alone in the hills, and the 
apostles baptised in the mornings, taught in the afternoons 
and answered questions in the evenings, John began 
broadening and deepening his knowledge and his wisdom 
in the company of the women. “I shall be the apostle of 
love,” he said to the Father one night, after a particular 
poignant talk with Mary and Rebecca, in which they said to 
him, “Yeshua has said it many times, that we should love 
our enemies and pray for those who persecute us and to do 
good to those who hate us. He also has asked us to love 
each other, and ourselves, with the love with which he has 
loved us—for his love is the perfect love of God. This is 
what we do, Yohanan: and we are glad of the fruit of it.”

+
There was nothing of the prodigal son in Jesus. He told 
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this parable many times to different audiences and it 
remained a fresh fire in their lives long after he had gone on 
to other places because he always occupied the position of 
the father: he knew the sons and he knew all about 
inheritance and heritage. 

Peter was the most regularly prodigal, spending himself 
with gusto and then regretting it later when he had nothing 
of himself left to give. The Alpheus brothers were the least 
prodigal, never having had anything to spend their entire 
lives. Judas, on the other hand, was the person whom Jesus 
expected to slip between the cracks of the Prodigal Son 
parable and to be swept away in the parable of the Seed 
Sower:

“Other seeds fell on rocky ground, where they did not 
have much soil, and immediately they sprang up, since 
they had no depth of soil, but when the sun rose they were 
scorched. And since they had no root, they withered 
away.” Matthew 13:5-6.

Among the twelve, only Judas was hesitant to depart 
Jerusalem on this journey to the place where he had first 
met the ever optimistic Nathaniel. His heart had turned. 
His faith had run dry. Fearing the might of the Sanhedrin, 
he was anxious lest they killed Jesus. If they killed Jesus, 
what would become of his own future?

Some of the apostles had talked about taking the gospel 
about Jesus’ Father Fusion to other parts of the world. Not 
Judas, though. He had no more faith for such travels. He 
was unwilling to pay the price any longer. During these last 
three days in Jerusalem, he had sought out the counsel of 
friends. Gidel, son of a wine merchant, asked him, “If he is 
killed, what then of you, Judas? To what work will you turn 
your hands?”

Judas had no reply. Until that momentous day when his 
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religious fervour had exploded and he had thrust himself 
wholeheartedly into the mission of Yohanan the Prophet, 
Judas had always been his father’s indecisive dependent. 

“Perhaps consider repenting and go back to your father 
and mother in Yeriho,” his friend, Golyath, and proffered 
by way of a solution. “Ask their forgiveness, like the 
prodigal son your teacher speaks about. If both Yohanan 
and Yeshua are dead, they surely cannot refuse you. You 
are, after all, the only son of a Sadducee.”

Judas considered this a very wise option. It was therefore 
with some thankfulness that he secreted away during Jesus’ 
time in Bethpage when the disciples could choose where 
they stayed around Jerusalem, and headed down the 
Jericho Road to his home, hopeful of a happy welcome and 
a fresh start as the returned and sorrowful prodigal son.

+
“I have never been so disappointed with anyone in my 

entire life as I have been disappointed in you, Yehudah.”
The man was tall, lean, impeccably groomed. His eyes 

were like burning coals. He seethed with a rage that 
betrayed his utter contempt for his son.

“My only advice to you is to rid yourself of that false 
prophet, Yeshua. Sell him to the Pharisees if you have to. 
Make a new life for yourself. You disgust me with the way 
you followed after that idiot in the River Jordan: and look 
what happened to him, with his head on a platter before the 
King’s mistress! You have no place in my house, Yehudah. 
Don’t come crawling back here to your mother either. I 
have given her strict instructions that you are never to set 
foot in this house ever again. You are the epitome of 
disappointment! Now get out and never come back!”

It was with a bitter, crestfallen and faithless heart that 
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Judas looked upon Jericho as Jesus and the apostolic group 
passed by on their way to the Jordan Crossing. Ahead, John 
the Baptist had been his salvation from his father’s 
spiritless life. Now all that lay in ruins. All around him was 
the fruit of Yeshua, soon to be captured and killed by the 
Sanhedrin: everybody knew it, or so he thought. His hopes 
of being rescued from a purely material life and whisked 
away in riches and glory by a spiritual life had no more 
currency than the dust his once-polished sandals kicked up 
as he scuffed his way drearily toward the river and on 
upstream to the Pella campsite. Whilst the resurrection of 
Lazarus was on everyone lips, the only thing on Judas’ lips 
was the biting sandy wind roaring up the Jericho Road 
from the Dead Sea. It made him feel homeless and poor, the 
two things he dreaded the most.

+
Lazarus along with his sisters Mary and Martha, were 

deeply disappointed when they had to appear before the 
Sanhedrin Court in Jerusalem during this week after his 
resurrection. They missed the ever renewing strength of 
Jesus, now that he was back in the safety of the wilderness 
that began in Ephraim outside the precinct of the Jerusalem 
temple’s authority. 

With sadness they looked upon the proud and pompous 
men seated before them. They had no faith in their own 
right; and they gave no acknowledgement of Jesus’ spiritual 
status whatsoever. He was a left over thing to them, a 
happenstance charismatic drifter around whom people 
imagined great things to occur. They had seen men like this 
before: slaves of the devil. 

Unfortunately, Lazarus who had been four days dead 
and decaying stood before them very much alive: and all 
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Jerusalem knew it. They had no answer when one of the 
priests said, “What was your experience during these four 
days, Lazarus?”

“I had no experience. I was dead.”
“Yeshua said, did he not, that he was going to wake you 

because this sickness was not to the death and that you 
were only sleeping?”

“That is what he said,” said Mary.
“Then, Lazarus, you were never actually dead but merely 

sleeping because of the ill effects you were experiencing. 
Somehow, perhaps coincidental, Yeshua was present when 
you came out of your sleep and woke up to find yourself in 
the family tomb.”

“Yeshua said that he was the resurrection,” said Martha.
“There is no resurrection,” said another priest. “You have 

been fooled.”
A third priest then rolled the stone over the entrance to 

this tomb by saying, “We warn you to desist from all 
mention of your wakefulness being a resurrection. You 
must tell people what Yeshua said, that you were merely 
sleeping and that you have awoken from your sleep. It is a 
serious matter to counter our instructions to you. None of 
us here want to see any of you lose your rights over such a 
seemingly trivial misunderstanding. That is the end of the 
matter. Thank you for attending this Council.” With that, all 
fifteen men stood, turned to the right and filed out of the 
room while Mary, Martha and Lazarus stood speechless. 
Nabil came to them and escorted them out of the room 
saying, “You must leave now: this way please.”

+
 In the desert, Jesus discerned the thoughts of the 

Sanhedrin. He knew that they were planning his own 
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death. It had to be by public trial: they couldn’t simply send 
an assassin in the night watch. He also discerned their 
thoughts against Lazarus, his great testimony of the power 
of God in his life. This meant only one thing: his mission 
was at its end.

“Father, the circumstances of my entrance into Jerusalem 
I now leave for you to arrange. I will arrange for the closure 
of our mission camp here at Pella and we will sell off the 
tents and animals and other equipment and supplies. I have 
only one request. Let me give my apostles the new Lord’s 
Passover so that they have in place a ritual feast by which 
to remember me and my Father Fusion.”

“I will honour more than this in you,” replied the Father. 
“Make you way slowly back to Jerusalem and, when you 
are fully replete, I will arrange everything for you so that 
nothing is overlooked and all receive their just rewards.”

The next day, Jesus instructed David Zebedee to 
dismantle the Pella mission camp, to sell everything and 
then to join him in Bethany. He gathered the apostles and 
told them that he was now making his way back to 
Jerusalem. “We will go through all the villages on both 
sides of the river, especially to Ephraim where we met the 
priests last month and had such good discussion.”

It was during these final two weeks of Jesus’ desert 
mission that some of his most enduring teachings emerged. 
There was little in the way of healings and miracles. In their 
absence, David Zebedee and several of Abner’s evangelists 
helped to pack up and cart off to market the tent city that 
for nearly three years had been home to thousands of 
visitors. David met with Judas, the apostolic treasurer in 
Bethany and gave him the sizable purse. Judas immediately 
gave all of it to Simon in whose house they were staying, 
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for safe keeping without touching a single coin of it.
Judas had no solution to his problem of what to do with 

his life once Jesus was dead or he had run away from him: 
but he was elated that they were heading back to Jerusalem. 
He looked around at the Perean desert, for which he had 
some affinity because of growing up in Jericho. He 
meandered down to the waters of the River Jordan near 
where Jesus, James and Jude had been baptised, and 
remembered Yohanan the Prophet. “Perhaps another 
prophet will come after Yeshua is gone. Perhaps, great 
wilderness of Judea, you have not seen the last of me yet!”

As he walked back up the dusty slope from the river, the 
cold spring wind bit into his body again. “Ha!” he said 
aloud: “I will never live in the wilderness. I am no Yohanan. 
I am no Essene ascetic. Who am I fooling? What did you 
like about growing up in Yeriho Yehudah Iscariot? Not a 
thing! The best thing you ever did was to leave the desert, 
Judas: the best thing!”

Sadly, his thinking returned him to his lack of options. 
By the time he reached the place where the apostles were 
beginning their afternoon teaching school, crowded as it 
was with hundreds of believers, his unrelenting depression 
again settled on him and the words of his father kept 
repeating themselves: “I have never been so disappointed 
with anyone in my entire life as I have been disappointed in 
you, Yehudah.” His depression had a name: Reject.
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Chapter Thirty-Four
SAINT MARK 14:3

Spikenard.

And while he was at Bethany in the house of Simon the 
leper, as he was reclining at table, a woman came with an 
alabaster flask of ointment of pure nard, very costly, and 
she broke the flask and poured it over his head.

eep feelings of resignation in Judas Iscariot began 
spilling over on the day they returned to Bethany 
just a week before the full moon and the annual 

Feast of the Passover. David Zebedee had sent a runner. The 
Bethany family had begun preparations. When Jesus and 
the twelve arrived, a feast had been prepared for them in 
the house of the leading citizen of Lazarus’ hamlet of 
Bethany, Simon, but all Judas could feel was the fowler’s 
snare around his feet and his neck. He was trapped. 

If he could have fled he would have, but he lacked the 
courage. He was struggling to imagine a self-sufficient 
future of his own making. While he stayed with the group, 
at least he could eat until he came up with a better plan. 

With four other women in the kitchen of Simon’s home, 
Martha was busy plating up the many dishes of food to be 
served. The whole house smelled of freshly baked bread, 
roasted lamb, dumplings in a chicken broth, hummus, 
tahini, pickled and fresh cucumbers, diced tomatoes, 
steamed squash and several sauces. It was as colourful as it 
was tasty. Everything about it was welcoming to Jesus, to 
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Lazarus and to the twelve. Martha added the extra touch of 
placing freshly cut spring flowers in small ceramic vases in 
several locations around the room. Something about it all 
reminded Jesus of being with his mother in Nazareth in the 
old days. The scene betrayed none of the boiling hostility 
just over the hill in Jerusalem.

Soon after the meal, they were settled in the banquet 
room, Mary came by Jesus, kneeling beside him, and softly 
whispered in his ear. “You are taking the course of the 
Lamb of God, aren’t you, my beloved?” 

Jesus simply looked at her. He said not a word.
She knew. 
It tore her apart inside, but she was coming to understand 

that there was no other way for God to touch the hearts and 
souls of this hardened people to the depth that could cause 
reconciliation with the Father for each individual by faith. 
She had seen the crowds at her door, listened to their 
questions, understood their needs, and very little of it 
matched the Jesus she had known almost all her life.

Jesus would be their sacrificial lamb. They would not 
and could not receive the light and love of his Father 
Fusion. They were needful of a much lesser light to be the 
lamp before their feet. They were hopeful that a candle 
could lead them where only the sun could light the way. 

Whatever the Father had in store for the Hebrew people, 
he would have to do by his own spiritual might, still, 
though, without violating the free will of a single human 
being. Only Jesus knew the workings of such an impossible 
pathway that would produce an entirely improbable 
solution and open up the most wondrous of opportunities 
for all who would receive his works done on their behalf. 
Mary could only look on in awe of the man, hoping to not 
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be swept aside in whatever events would lift him up, as he 
had said, “from the earth to draw all men to himself.” She 
knew that he was the light of the world, regardless of 
whatever all the priests in Jerusalem, even all Israel, might 
think. That was enough for her. How, actually, that light 
would penetrate the darkness, was God’s affair.

She rose from his side and fetched a small elaborately 
decorated earthenware pot of very rare and expensive 
ointment that she had brought to Simon’s house for just 
such a use. Spikenard was a very costly oil. Mary had saved 
up her own money over the course of one year to pay for it. 
One fellow at the banquet pointed out: “It’s value is a 
whole year’s work, enough bread for five thousand 
persons.” Martha looked at her as she walked by. 

“It has only one use,” Mary’s silent look explained to 
Martha. Martha nodded her headed slightly a couple of 
times. They were losing their Yeshua. They had to fight 
against overwhelming sorrow and disappointment. There 
was nothing they could do about it. He was sand running 
through their fingers. He could not retreat into anonymity. 
What more could he do after raising the dead? His course 
was run. He could only become the King of the world or 
leave the world to the kings of the world to work out their 
own way into the Kingdom of heaven: and he had rejected 
all notions of being a worldly king.

In Mary’s and Martha’s hearts, it was their own 
bourgeoning Father Fusion that enabled them to rise above 
their deep personal disappointment and emerging grief, 
putting on brave faces and boldly declaring this night to be 
a feast to be remembered. No one at that feast fathomed 
Jesus like Mary, Martha, David Zebedee and Mary 
Magdalene; and they all had been cautioned by him to say 
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not a word to a living soul—Jesus’ secrecy the better kept 
all his enemies on the back foot, the dragon included.

Mary began anointing Jesus’ head and she whispered in his 
ear, “My gift to your Father Fusion my dearest friend, comes 
from my Father Fusion. I have spent one year collecting this 
precious nard ointment, but I have spent all of my life 
acquiring the Father Fusion that you have so superbly 
revealed to my heart and soul. For that, I have no words of 
thanks. May it bless you and praise you that my will is forever 
in your heart and in my heavenly Father’s heart.”

The words were such a comfort and blessing to Jesus’ 
ear. She spoke like any Father Fusion Candidate might 
speak: she loved the Lord with all her heart and with all her 
soul and with all her might, placing first above all things 
and even her very life, the Kingdom of heaven.

“I will drink deeply of you and your Father Fusion,” 
Mary continued whispering, “all the days of my life, Lord. 
In the resurrection, I shall consummate its perfection in 
your love and glory as you stand again on the right hand of 
the Father in Paradise and welcome me into the heavenly 
place that you have prepared for me.” 

Jesus touched her hand as softly and as lovingly as his 
eyes shifted to look upon Judas Iscariot. The apostle was 
becoming increasingly agitated at the site of this attention 
given to Jesus whom he was now coming to despise, if only 
for the lack of glory that was given to himself. “Why is it 
always about Yeshua,” he repeatedly asked himself. “What 
about us. We have given up everything. Have they no 
thought for us?” But his cries were heard only by the Spirit 
of the Father within him, who saw all that lay ahead but 
lovingly allowed his human son to take the course he felt 
best inclined to explore, even to the abandonment of all that 
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he once held dearest to his heart and soul.
Simon, the host, was astonished that Jesus would let 

Mary anoint him so. The smell of the food was overtaken by 
the exquisite perfume of the nard ointment. Some of the 
many guests in the room felt indignation that such a lavish 
ointment should be used in such a way. Judas Iscariot still 
burned with the rejection and damning words of his father in 
Jericho. It was when Mary poured it on Jesus’ feet and began 
to ply it with her own hair that the seed of that fiery dart 
exploded into life in Judas and he had words with Andrew.

“Why was this ointment not sold and the money 
bestowed to feed the poor? You should speak to the Master 
and have him rebuke such waste. Who does this woman 
think she is, anyway?”

Andrew was rather surprised at Judas’ comment. Not 
only did they rarely give away their mission funds to the 
poor, because Jesus was very careful about how they spent 
their earnings, it was not like Judas to care much for the 
poor anyway. Most of the apostles had noted that Judas, 
coming from a very wealthy family, had little affection for 
or affinity with anyone below his class of living except 
Yohanan the Prophet. He had not mentioned anything of 
his recent visit to his father, but Andrew was not alone in 
thinking that all was not well in Judas’ heart.

The Father Fusion mind of Mary knew to not be either 
disappointed with her companions or defensive of own her 
actions. This was not alone because Mary knew that both 
Lazarus and Martha heartily approved of her doing as her 
heart desired, not only with Jesus but also with this cruse of 
spikenard. Nor was she proud or arrogant because they 
were a well-to-do family and could easily afford to make 
such an offering and, therefore, the views of poorer people 
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mattered not to her. Far from it. She was humble, but 
educated, well-informed and naturally regal in her 
disposition. Her own measure of Father Fusion nestled 
gently on her, like a gossamer shawl, a regal weaving of 
starlight and diamonds.

Mary sought no defense for her actions because she was 
moved by the will of the Spirit of the Father within her, 
whom she had long passionately desired to serve in many 
ways, with her whole heart, day in and day out. There was 
no room in her to receive the disappointing slur that was 
filling the minds of some of the guests. 

To Mary, her act of love was an intimate moment with 
God. She was indeed, in every way possible, anointing the 
sacrificial lamb. She knew it. Jesus knew it. Of the others in 
Jesus’ team, only David Zebedee, the coordinator of the 
mission runners, was beginning to suspect that this might 
be the route Jesus would take. He had spoken to Jesus 
recently on this very topic but Jesus had only hushed his 
thoughts, preferring not to draw David into his own plans 
but to allow him to remain free to be influenced more by 
the Spirit of the Father within him and the development of 
his own faith’s understanding.

Many of the angels looking on the scene passed the word 
around that, “God is anointing God,” so beautiful was the 
rapport and harmony between these two Spirits of the 
Father and their human children, Mary and Jesus. The 
angels were saying how they could not detect where Mary’s 
personality joined the Father and where the Father’s 
divinity joined Mary. They were one, as Jesus and the 
Father were one. Divine love flowed from the one to the 
other, and the human love of the dearest kind of ageless 
familial relationship flowed from the one to the other. 
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In the room, however, this love, open to all to enjoy at 
that moment even though it was a deeply intimate time 
between only Jesus and Mary, stirred envy and jealousy in 
the hearts of the less spiritually capable. The more 
spiritually sensitive, like John and David Zebedee, Andrew, 
Nathaniel, Philip and many of their beloved friends such as 
Zakiel and Miriam, beheld the pure unadulterated will of 
the Father being acted out. They were disappointed that the 
level of gratitude toward Jesus was so pathetically low. 
After all, Jerusalem was at fever pitch. Many hundreds and 
of people were flocking into the city for the Passover 
celebrations beginning just six days away for the following 
week. It seemed to so many, that Jesus was worthy of their 
thanks and praise. 

This was played out the following day when Jesus rode 
on Zakiel’s colt of the donkey from Bethany over the hill 
and across the Kidron Valley and up into the Jerusalem 
temple itself—in bold defiance of the warrant for his arrest 
and execution. It seemed that the whole city was in praise 
of Jesus and in awe of Lazarus. At last Israel had a 
champion who was the master even of death itself. What 
great hope that idea gave to this downtrodden and 
rebellion minded people. Some of the Pharisees in the 
crowd said to him, “Teacher, rebuke your disciples,” but he 
answered, “I tell you, if these people of Jerusalem were 
silent, the very stones would cry out.” 

Jesus loved Mary deeply, not only as a childhood friend 
but as a Father Fusion Candidate: for so she was. Of all the 
gifts a person could bring to Jesus, the greatest was the gift 
that he knew was of uppermost value to the heavenly Father. 

He saw it in Mary and he loved her for the seeing of it. 
He saw it in part also in Martha; and he saw it beginning to 
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bloom in Lazarus. It was the delight of every time 
partnering with the Father so that together the human will 
and the Paradise will could be enacted on the earth. This 
brought glory to the Father, and to his human child. 

It is always, as in Mary’s day so too today, an indicator of 
the measure of a person’s Father Fusion mindedness that 
looks upon how God was glorifying Mary as much as God 
was receiving glory. The cynics and the dull tended toward 
agreeing with Judas Iscariot’s comment that tried to rob 
Mary of God’s glory and even rob Jesus of God’s glory, for 
theirs were still lives in which it was believed that 
disappointment rarely could be challenged much less 
overcome. Jesus was impervious to disappointment; and he 
did much to impart this strength to each of his disciples. 
Andrew, Nathaniel and John were the men who gained 
most from Jesus’ cutting the root of all seeds of 
disappointment in them. Of the women, Martha the sister 
of Lazarus, Mary of Magdala, and Jesus’ youngest sister, 
Ruth, stood out. Nothing could shake their faith.

Jesus, knowing the mood and hearing the comment, put 
his hand upon Mary’s head as she knelt by his side. With a 
great love toward them all and with an inviting expression 
on his face, he made it obvious how pure was her heart in 
doing this to him. He made it plain: 

“I am soon returning to my Father in Paradise. My friend 
is anointing my body as for my burial as it seems good to 
her and to her brother and sister. By this one action she has 
reproved you all, in that she is bearing witness to my own 
word about my own death and ascension to my Father, just 
as some of you have seen Lazarus’ death and resurrection 
into the flesh for a time more in this world of the flesh.”

The guests were startled that such a seemingly innocent 
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action should carry so much weight.
“As for selling the ointment and giving the money to the 

poor,” Jesus continued, “I say to you who think this: leave 
her alone, so that she may do this today and keep it also for 
the day of my burial. The poor you always have with you, 
but you do not always have me. You can always minister to 
the poor as you think fit: but what is there left of me for you 
to do with but believe?” 

+
David Zebedee, upon hearing these words from Jesus’ 

own mouth, now knew of a certainty that it would not be 
long before Jesus would, despite the flood of light and life 
that he carried to all the peoples of the world of darkness, 
fulfill the prophecies of Isaiah and become that sacrificial 
bloodied lamb who destroys the root of the sins of the world. 

David sat leaning against a wall by a window, for the 
room was crowded with guests not only those who had a 
place reclining at the tables of the apostles. He looked on 
Jesus and a deep heavenly peace fell upon him from the 
Spirit of the Father in him. “Behold he who is the bridge to 
the Father,” said the Father: “the one who dies because of 
the sinful heart of man and yet who rises to prove the might 
of this human Father Fusion.”

David clearly heard the words of the Father within him. 
From that moment on, he had neither doubt nor 
disappointment about Jesus’ crucifixion and ensuing 
departure when it so soon came to pass. This completely 
freed him to maintain his voluntary work of sending out 
the runners every day with the news of the critical events. 

So impressed was he with what he saw and what he 
heard from the Father within, that within twenty-four 
hours he doubled the number of his volunteer runners in 
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anticipation of a flood of news that needed to be sent 
abroad. He moved them from Bethlehem to Jerusalem, 
where they would congregate at the home of Nicodemus, 
the very generous and well to do believer Sanhedrist priest. 
He immediately despatched a runner to his own mother in 
Bethsaida, warning of Jesus impending death, and with 
instructions for her to bring Mary and the entire family to 
Jerusalem immediately. 

In the banquet room of Simon’s house, this quiet and 
unassuming unspoken hero who was one of Jesus’ leading 
disciples, David, looked upon Mary and said to himself of 
Jesus’ youngest sister: “My Ruth has her qualities. Such 
blessing you have given to me, Father.”

34. Spikenard.
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Chapter Thirty-Five
SAINT MARK 14:6-9

The Second Rebuke.

But Jesus said, “Leave her alone. Why do you trouble her? 
She has done a beautiful thing to me. For you always have 
the poor with you, and whenever you want, you can do 
good for them. But you will not always have me. She has 
done what she could; she has anointed my body beforehand 
for burial. And truly, I say to you, wherever the gospel is 
proclaimed in the whole world, what she has done will be 
told in memory of her.”  

he spikenard filled the home of Simon the Elder of 
Bethany. The atmosphere had been tense until 
Jesus called everyone’s attention to the fact that the 

dinner was in his honour and that soon he would be no 
longer among them. There remained only one more thing to 
mention. Judas Iscariot’s father, Simon, had rebuked and 
rejected Judas. Jesus would now cast another rebuke on 
him, knowing full well that Judas was now out of his reach 
and beyond rescue. 

Then Jesus sealed the situation as like rolling a stone 
across his own tomb, capturing the wonderful spikenard’s 
perfume inside that dark womb of God’s resurrection, 
when he next said in open rebuke of Judas and those who 
supported his faithless and unseeing heart: “This woman shall 
not be reproved for that which she has this night done. Truly, I 
say to you, wherever the gospel is proclaimed in the whole 
world, what she has done will be told in memory of her.”

T
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The room fell silent and Mary continued to anoint his 
feet with unchallengeable authority, untarnished motivation 
and undiminished love both for Jesus and for all the guests. 
Nothing they could say would distract her life’s intentions. 
If anything, Jesus’ own action in her defence simply 
reaffirmed to her how perfectly God acts. 

“I am secure in the doing of your will, my dear heavenly 
Father,” Mary spoke to God within her. “You always find 
your own means of defending our actions and our ways.” 

The Spirit of the Father within Mary immediately 
confirmed her thoughts, saying to her in the secret 
chambers of her heart of hearts, “I look to the day of your 
perfection. It is in my hand.” 

Mary’s faith had grown through the practice of the doing 
of the will of the Spirit of the Father within so that he 
counted her to be a Father Fusion Candidate.

At that moment, she raised her eyes to Jesus. Their eyes 
met. “He knows what God has said to me,” she thought. 
They smiled a smile that was never noticed by the other 
guests to have in it such a depth of understanding or such a 
magnitude of wisdom. For an instant, the eyes of God 
looked into the eyes of God. All was well. It was good. 
Disappointment and treachery will not take root here: the 
proceedings will continue as planned. Jesus’ own death was 
invincible. None could assault its ramparts. He has let Mary 
cross the drawbridge over the moat of eternity and enter 
the gates. She alone is sitting with him at the foot of the 
King’s throne, looking up at him in the Paradise Father.

+
John Mark, then a teenager but the son in whose home 

the Passover Supper would be enacted in only five nights’ 
time, had grown close to Peter and visited many of the 
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meetings with him and the other apostles. After the recent 
sudden death of his father, Peter became something of an 
uncle to him. The events in and around Jesus’ ministry 
aided immensely in bridging the chasm of grief that beset 
his young heart. He had felt Jesus to be fatherly to him: 
now John clung to him as a true son.

John sensed that all was not well in Judas’ heart. “He has 
taken Jesus’ rebuke overly personally, Father,” he said in his 
own thoughts. 

The Spirit of the Father afforded him a flash of insight 
that the lad thought could easily have been mistaken for 
just his imagination. “Judas has been personally and 
publicly reproved. He has finally made up his mind to seek 
revenge for his hurt feelings. Many gathered here are in 
support of his feelings. He is lost. He will light the way for 
the enemies of my Son to take him and kill him.” 

John Mark’s heart sank, as a teenager’s heart is naturally 
prone to rise and fall: but he made up his mind that he 
would now seek the opportunity to have time alone with 
Jesus and thus secure for himself the wisdom that he too 
would need for his future, now that his own father, 
Eliyyahu Maccabi (Elijah Mark) had been laid to rest and his 
mother widowed. John Mark, the writer of the briefest and 
simplest Gospel record, upon which the other three were 
based, suddenly knew that he also needed now to stay close 
to Jesus. “I will be a witness, Father. Keep me by his side.”

God blessed John Mark, especially at those secret times 
such as in the Gethsemane garden in the night hours of 
Jesus’ passion and prayer. Little did he suspect, of course, 
that he would be caught up in the furor of that early 
morning’s events and flee naked through the olive trees 
while one of the temple soldiers stood haplessly looking on 
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while clutching the robe that Mark had slithered out of to 
escape capture. At the behest of Peter and the growing 
church of Rome, Mark later wrote from memory what no 
other human saw or heard. He described his memory of 
Jesus in the Gethsemane Garden while the apostles slept:

And a young man followed him, with nothing but a linen 
cloth about his body. And they seized him, but he left the 
linen cloth and ran away naked. Mark 14:51-52.

+
Zakiel, the oldest friend of Judas Iscariot, now baptised 

and thoroughly immersed in the defense and praise of Jesus 
the Messiah and Son of God, looked over to Judas where he 
reclined at the table with the other apostles. The main 
courses of the food had already been served. It was not 
appropriate for him to approach Judas with a reconciling 
word. The smell of the spikenard ointment still blessed the 
room as though archangels had opened heaven’s flower 
gardens to pour forth their perfumes into the room. After 
Jesus had set the right mood for the evening’s purpose 
again, the spikenard was a most impressive adornment to 
the celebration. Everyone agreed now, it was alright to 
spare no expense on this occasion, and the merriment 
flowed. Everyone, that is, except the deeply disappointed 
Judas Iscariot, for whom every inhalation of that ointment’s 
fragrance added fuel to a fire in his soul that was only just 
now beginning to burn out of control. 

He looked around the room and it is written in the 
records of the guardian seraphim who watched over his life 
that he commented to himself, “Mary has wealth. My 
parents have wealth. My dear friend, Zakiel has wealth. 
Where is my wealth? I have nothing. My love for God has 
robbed me of all my gifts and I am abandoned and left 
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helpless. Surely God will desert me too. I am thrown back 
onto the will of man: and what is a man without wealth? He 
is nothing. He is only poor: and who are the poor? They are 
nothing, a forgotten and wretched thing of no value. My 
baptism with Yohanan made me feel that I was somebody: 
where has that feeling gone? Was it all just a cruel illusion?” 

He ate at the celebration feast but it was like eating the 
bitter herbs of the Maror at the Passover for him. Indeed, 
Judas was passing over, but not into new freedom. The tide 
of disappointment pressed him onward like a Tsunami. He 
was a gifted young man: well could he have risen above 
these otherwise natural feelings. Instead, he chose to go his 
own way, in defiance of the leadings of the Spirit of the 
Father within him; and his own way opened the door to the 
unbridled despair that takes many people quickly to their 
ruin and to their death. 

When Jesus accepted him for ordination among the 
twelve, knowing that he was the only non-Galilean, he had 
spoken to Judas, saying: ‘We are all of one family, with but 
a single mission. You are welcome in our midst and I pray 
that you will always be loyal to your Galilean brethren. 
Follow me.” Judas now entertained thoughts openly in his 
own mind that separated him from these “Galilean 
brethren,” despite all the wondrous experiences he had 
enjoyed with them. His own impoverished future 
shadowed all of it. 

Now that he had opened the gate to the inevitability of 
his separation from Jesus, his words to Zakiel later in the 
evening seemed like common sense to him. “There is 
nothing left for me here, my friend. Come the Passover, I 
will go on my own way. Perhaps I will rejoin the remnant of 
followers at Yohanan’s camp at Bethany. Perhaps, I will 
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leave it all behind me.” 
Zakiel was mortified. “How can you walk away from the 

Son of God?” he asked. Zakiel wanted immediately to take 
the matter to Jesus but Judas made him swear that he 
would not intrude. Nothing Zakiel could put forward to 
remedy his depression and felt rejection had any impact on 
Judas. He was crestfallen and he was determined to go his 
own way. As Zakiel walked down the Bethpage hill and up 
the other side to their home with his wife, Miriam, he only 
mentioned, “I fear for my friend, Judas. He seems so lost.”

Miriam replied, “How can someone become lost around 
Yeshua?”

“I think that’s the whole point of the matter,” said Zakiel. 
“He is the son of a Sadducee: perhaps he was never truly 
found in the first place.”

35. The Second Rebuke.
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Chapter Thirty-Six
SAINT MARK 14:10-11

The Third Rebuke.

Then Judas Iscariot, who was one of the twelve, went to the 
chief priests in order to betray him to them. And when they 
heard it, they were glad and promised to give him money. And 
he sought an opportunity to betray him. 

n the morning after the great feast at Simon’s home, 
Jesus despatched the Alpheus brothers to fetch the 
colt of the donkey from Zakiel and Miriam in 

nearby Bethpage. When they returned with it, a crowd had 
already formed at the home of Lazarus. The whole of 
Jerusalem was swelling with visitors for the forthcoming 
Passover feast and there was much excitement when they 
learned that both Jesus and Lazarus were just over the brow 
of the Mount of Olives in the little hamlet of Bethany. 

Jesus had planned to fulfill scripture, make last appeals 
to the Jews to receive him and the Kingdom of heaven, and 
give the visitors the opportunity to be blessed by his open 
show of God’s glory. When he rode that little animal down 
the slopes of the Mount of Olives and across the Kidron 
Valley and up through the Golden Gate of Jerusalem, the 
crowd went wild with their shouts of “Hosanna.”

The apostles were dumbfounded that Jesus would be so 
openly defiant of the warrant for his arrest and execution, 
but they journeyed alongside him and were lifted up by his 
reception. All of them, that is, except Judas. Still stinging 

O
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from his rebuke over the spikenard matter, he was watching 
the way that the Romans and the Greeks were looking 
down on Jesus, as if he was a cheap play actor, a clown. 
They held their religious values more highly than this: they 
would see Jesus on a white stallion, clearly showing off the 
finery of all that he stood for. Life was too shoddy for them 
to stoop to this level of humility: God was no beggar.

One of the Sadducees, a friend of Judas’ father, Simon, 
and a long time acquaintance of Judas, found him among 
the crowd and slapped him on the back. “Don’t be 
downhearted Judas. Come, celebrate with us all as we 
acclaim this Jesus of Nazareth the king of the Jews seeing as 
he is riding into Jerusalem seated on an ass.”

Nothing more humiliating could have been said to Judas.
He wasn’t cheered. He shrugged off the man’s cynical 

but friendly gesture. He took it all as yet another rebuke. 
Then and there the great gulf loomed between he and Jesus. 
The bridge from one side to the other was no more. This 
was the last straw that broke the camel’s back.

+
Sanhedrin priests and Sadducees soon learned of this 

great feast in honour of Jesus and Lazarus at the home of 
Simon. Quickly they concluded that it was pointless to put 
Jesus to death if Lazarus whom Jesus raised from the dead 
remained alive. Lazarus must also die.

Jesus, discerning this plot in their hearts, quickly 
arranged for Lazarus to be escorted from Bethany to 
Amman, Jordan, then known as Philadelphia, where he was 
taken in by Abner the former head of the Essene 
community; itself now wholly abandoned to the teachings 
of Jesus and relocated to the safer and more liberal Jewish 
synagogue precinct across the River in Jordan.

36. The Third Rebuke.
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It would not be long after Jesus’ ascension to the Father 
that Martha and Mary, accompanied by the newlyweds, 
David Zebedee and Ruth, would join their brother in 
Amman. All the old was lost to the new; and, for these 
people, the new could only be the Kingdom of heaven, with 
its inner securities of Father Fusion, the realm that is 
forever impervious to disappointment.

+
On Wednesday, Jesus spent the day alone in the desert to 

the East of Jerusalem. The teenager, John Mark, the Father’s 
gift to Jesus so that he wasn’t entirely alone on this day, and 
as to honour John’s own prayer to draw very close to Jesus, 
accompanied him with a food hamper. 

The apostles went about a variety of activities in and 
around their new camp in Gethsemane Park but for Judas 
Iscariot his eyes were now firmly on rejecting Jesus. He 
visited his friends, Gidel and Golyath. Over lunch at the 
home of Gidel, among a group of more than twenty 
relatives, friends and Gidel’s parents and their friends, 
Judas made the solemn declaration that he was now 
convinced that: “Yeshua was a well-meaning idealist but 
not the expected deliverer of Israel. We all saw that on 
Sunday, when he mocked all Israel by coming through the 
gates of Jerusalem on a donkey.”

It was then that his friend Golyath said, to the heartfelt 
agreement of all present, “Judas, you are one of Yeshua’s 
twelve. What a huge impact that will have when you walk 
away. How do you think the Sanhedrin will look upon you 
and the truth you have arrived at? They will think more 
highly of you than the people do of Yeshua. They will heap 
the highest honours on you. When they do that, all of the 
stigma around your unfortunate association with unlearned 
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Galileans will be completely erased. You will be wholly 
vindicated. All Jerusalem will look up to you as the revealer 
of the truth behind this whole sham.”

“Deliver Yeshua to the Sanhedrin and fulfill the warrant 
for his arrest, Judas,” said Gidel’s father. “They will pour 
out riches on you: more than enough to start your new life. 
They will pay anything to have the threat of Yeshua 
removed from the attention of the Romans. If you have any 
sentiments for the other apostles, forget it. They are 
Galileans: they never had any respect for you. They are 
Israelites: we are Judeans. Have faith in what I am saying: I 
know whereof I speak.”

The dragon had found a way to speak dividing words. 
Over the course of the next few hours, Judas came to reflect 

on his relationship with the other apostles. He seized on the 
idea that he had never been afforded a position of high rank 
among them. “Yeshua has never given me the praise and 
honour he has repeatedly put upon Andrew and Peter and on 
James and John.” This fomented an inner rage against these 
apostles such that his revenge upon them outweighed his 
desire to reject Jesus. From that time on, though, Judas could 
think of nothing but making the deal of a lifetime with the 
Sanhedrin, vindicating himself and reclaiming the honour and 
glory that he thought would be his when he first joined the 
apostles more than three years earlier.

Judas felt himself quite honourably doing the Sanhedrin 
a great favour, worthy of much fame and fortune. “Life is 
suddenly falling right into my hands,” he said to himself as 
he made his way through the Dung Gate and past the busy 
temple grounds on his way to the home of Caiaphas the High 
priest. “At last I will have silver enough to make my own way 
in life. To buy my own property. To have my own servants. 
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Then I shall have my own spikenard: enough for ten years’ of 
wages. I can rub it in the face of that stupid woman!” 

He thought of his friends at the lunch. “I am so fortunate 
to have friends like Gidel and Golyath. I would never 
myself have thought to find my fame and fortune in giving 
Yeshua to the Sanhedrin. My father said it but I thought 
him in jest.”

For the first time in months, Judas felt a great weight 
lifted off his shoulders. It might not be the spiritual career 
he had hoped for, but at least he had himself. He all but 
skipped his way across the large stones of the Roman 
pavement leading up to the home of Caiaphas, such was his 
delight with himself and his friends’ rescue plan in the face 
of Jesus’ certain death. “Rejoice, Judas: you are free!” he 
said to himself. For an instant, he even had a vision of his 
new mansion. Gleaming. Huge. Bright. Clean. Separated 
from the poor. To be completely free of Jesus was sheer 
relief. To think that he could actually make it on his own 
was the strength of ten bulls to him.

+
Judas had a cousin who, like his father, was a sadducee. 

He had left the lunch meeting early and gone ahead to 
Caiaphas, telling of Judas’ immanent arrival. Bringing 
Judas before this high priest, and the Jewish rulers he had 
quickly summoned, he said: “My cousin, Yehudah Iscariot 
comes from a family who is proud to hail from a long line 
of Sadducees. Like many from Jerusalem and Yeriho 
(Jericho), he pledged his heart to the coming deliverer and 
received the baptism of Yohanan in the River Jordan. 
Subsequently he joined Yeshua the Galilean and is 
numbered among his twelve closest disciples. Yehudah has 
since recognized that Yeshua is not the promised deliverer 
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and that it would be best for the peace of Israel if Yeshua 
should be taken into custody. As evidence of his sorrow in 
having participated in such a movement of error and as 
proof of his sincerity in now returning to the teachings of 
Moses, he has come to offer himself to the Sanhedrin as one 
who could so arrange with the captain holding the orders 
for Jesus’ arrest that he could be taken into custody quietly, 
thus avoiding any danger of stirring up the multitudes or 
the necessity of postponing his arrest until after the 
Passover.”

Judas then added that this was all true but that he would 
so act only on the basis of some reward. He didn’t notice 
the look of disdain on all the faces of the Jewish leaders 
while Caiaphas was instructing him to make arrangements 
with the captain of the guard and to return for his reward 
once Jesus was in custody. 

Judas’ cousin suddenly felt the shoddiness of Judas. He 
regretted having agreed, in the excitement over lunch, to be 
a part of anything Judas might do that would result in him 
receiving a financial reward for this betrayal. It had seemed 
like a good idea at the time but now, in the cold clear light 
of the solemnity of the Jewish rulers and the high values for 
which they stood in the global struggle for God’s presence 
in the Roman Empire, Judas’ prostitution of himself looked 
tawdry and cheap, unworthy of the name of the Sanhedrin. 
“I will be very glad when this is all over,” he thought, and 
he immediately distanced himself from Judas.

+
On Thursday morning, Jesus gathered his apostles and a 

few loyal and devoted disciples together, some only 
recently acquainted with the apostles, like the strange 
prophet from the northeast for whom Jesus had much 
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affection, and the Greeks.
“Come with me,” Jesus said to them all. “Let us go 

among the olive grove on the slopes above our new camp 
here in Gethsemane Park. I have much I want to teach you 
about Father Fusion and the ways of the Kingdom of 
heaven.” Off they went.

“Where is Judas,” Thaddeus asked Thomas.
“I really don’t know. What has Yeshua said?”
“He has said nothing,” said Thaddeus.
“Then let us assume our brother Judas is on some errand 

for Yeshua,” said Thomas.
“He is probably fetching supplies, as I have been doing 

also these past two days,” said Philip.
“When you met the Greeks?” asked Thaddeus, ever 

curious about the new people whom Jesus’ ministry 
touched.

“Yes, the Greeks. That was quite a surprise. It was very 
special to meet them and also to see what God did in our 
presence.” Philip smiled. It was the first time that he had 
sensed Jesus to be in holy communion with the 
personalised Spirit of the Father about whom Jesus had 
often spoken as being, “In our very midst.”

At the guard house, Judas was making the final 
arrangements with the captain of the guard: “Tonight we 
will have our own private Passover meal together in the 
home of one of the devotees. I will excuse myself and I shall 
come and get you. I will bring you to the location where 
you can discretely apprehend him.”

“How will I know him, Yehudah?”
“The one I kiss will be Yeshua. Then you will know him.”
Judas returned to the Gethsemane camp late in the day 

and within two hours they all left for the Last Supper 
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together in the upper room at the home of John and Mary 
Mark, the place today that is the Syrian Church of Saint 
Mark. Whilst in the desert on Wednesday, Jesus had said:

“Yohanan, my enemies are all about me. It is my 
intention to lay down my life for the sins of the world, and 
to do this before the Passover on Friday. We will have our 
own Passover meal tomorrow night.”

“Please consider my home, Yeshua,” said John. “I will 
prepare the upper room. It is extensive and can easily 
accommodate you and the twelve. My mother and I will be 
glad to prepare all the food and to arrange the table and the 
couches however you want them.”

“I accept,” said Jesus, laughing with delight in the lad’s 
enthusiasm. “Prepare it all as you will, Yohanan.” Then he 
added, “Without the lamb shank.” 

John’s surprise was obvious: not only that Jesus was 
proposing to have a meatless Seder meal but that he 
planned to die within the next three days. John loved him 
dearly. For years he often recalled every word that Jesus 
spoke to him on this day, especially about the topics of love 
and the benefits of having a loving and wholesome family 
life in which to grow up—a feature that was so empowering 
to Father Fusion, but which was denied to so many people.
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Chapter Thirty-Seven
SAINT JOHN 12:20-30

Greeks.

Now among those who went up to worship at the feast 
were some Greeks. So these came to Philip, who was from 
Bethsaida in Galilee, and asked him, “Sir, we wish to see 
Jesus.” Philip went and told Andrew; Andrew and Philip 
went and told Jesus. And Jesus answered them, “The hour 
has come for the Son of Man to be glorified. Truly, truly, I 
say to you, unless a grain of wheat falls into the earth and 
dies, it remains alone; but if it dies, it bears much fruit. 
Whoever loves his life loses it, and whoever hates his life 
in this world will keep it for eternal life. If anyone serves 
me, he must follow me; and where I am, there will my 
servant be also. If anyone serves me, the Father will honor 
him. 
“Now is my soul troubled. And what shall I say? ‘Father, 
save me from this hour’? But for this purpose I have come 
to this hour. Father, glorify your name.” Then a voice 
came from heaven: “I have glorified it, and I will glorify it 
again.” The crowd that stood there and heard it said that 
it had thundered. Others said, “An angel has spoken to 
him.” Jesus answered, “This voice has come for your sake, 
not mine. “  

ll day on the Monday following the feast at 
Simon’s home, Jesus spoke to the crowds gathered 
in the Jerusalem temple. On the next day, Tuesday, 

April 4, A.D. 30, Jesus spent a second day teaching the 
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crowds packing the Jerusalem temple. 
David Zebedee was responsible for setting up the very 

successful tented hospital camp outside of Bethsaida of 
Capernaum and also the mission camp at the Pella 
Crossing. Jesus instructed him to secretly set up their camp 
in Gethsemane Park, the camp ground on the Mount of 
Olives used by the vast overflow of visitors to Jerusalem. 
Knowing that he was placing his spirituality in the hands of 
the Sanhedrin the better to show up all that was lacking in 
theirs, he wanted none of their violence to invade the 
homes of his friends in Bethany or Bethpage. It was easy to 
hide among the hundreds of families tented amongst the 
olive trees of Gethsemane. 

Philip was buying provisions in Jerusalem for this new 
camp in Gethsemane. A group of thirty Greeks, from 
Athens, Rome and Alexandria accosted him, saying: “That 
olive merchant over there pointed you out to us and so we 
would make a request of you. We want to see Yeshua, your 
Master.” Philip had no idea how Jesus would respond to a 
group of foreign Gentiles. Somewhat flustered, he left them 
standing while he took the problem to Andrew. 

Soon after, Philip and the thirty assorted Greeks followed 
Andrew to where Jesus was having lunch at the Jerusalem 
home of Joseph of Arimathea. His home was lavishly 
gardened and more than twenty Jews were already seated 
outside under a canopy of grape vines that were just 
starting their spring bud. They entered from the Damascus 
Road, not far outside the Damascus Gate through which 
Jesus would all too soon carry his cross beam to the place 
King David’s day of glory had once seen Goliath’s head 
spiked on the temple mount called Moriah. The place was 
littered with crucifixion poles and a big shame pit for the 
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dead criminals abutted the city wall, always menaced by 
birds of prey and wild dogs. Were it not for Joseph of 
Arimathea’s tomb being nearby, and the insistence of he 
and Nicodemus, the body of the Son of God would have 
been hurled into the shame pit when he expired on Friday 
afternoon.

Inside the sanctuary of Joseph’s gardened property, Jesus 
was very happy to meet these men, many of whom were 
well acquainted with his Father Fusion—the Kingdom of 
heaven—through the teachings of Rodan of Alexandria, 
Jesus’ preferred apostle to the Gentiles.

Recognising his visitors, Joseph of Arimathea said, “Our 
Greek friends met with Nicodemus on Monday evening. 
They were engrossed all through the night until dawn in 
discussions about your teachings. They have all been 
philosophers but by dawn they made up their minds to 
enter the Kingdom of heaven.”

Jesus smiled. It was a huge leap, even for a mentally 
athletic Gentile, to go beyond the intellectual appreciation 
of truth, beauty and goodness and to step with whole 
hearted abandonment into the gossamer-winged currents of 
the Spirit of the Father within. “You are making the right 
decision,” he affirmed for them to hear from his own lips. 

“I have been sent by my heavenly Father,” Jesus said as 
they all began to partake of Joseph’s hospitality: wine, bread 
with humus, olives, dried figs and dates, oranges, African 
tomatoes and cucumbers, and dried fish from the coast. 
“Those to whom I first came have refused to receive me. My 
Father has done many wonderful works among them but they 
are soaked in the fear of which the Prophet Isaiah spoke, 
saying: ‘Who has believed what they heard from us? And to 
whom has the arm of the Lord been revealed?’ Isaiah 53:1. 
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“At this banquet, I recognise equal numbers of Jews and 
Gentiles. I speak to you all therefore as the first and the last 
of such a coming together before I return to my heavenly 
Father in Paradise. I see the end of an old era and the 
beginning of a new era. The new and living way has been 
rejected by the Jews but it will prosper among the Gentiles. 
I am glad to instruct you in the affairs of the Kingdom of 
heaven—your Father Fusion and the Father Fusion of all 
the world in the years to come.”

Jesus spoke much about the new and living way with the 
Spirit of the Father, telling how a new spirit, “the Spirit of 
Truth” would shortly be within them all. “You will receive 
power from heaven that will enable you to know me more, 
to take my Father Fusion to all the world, and to work with 
the Paradise Father whose spirit is even now within you all 
unto your own individual Father Fusion. You will, each of 
you, grow quickly to be perfect as the heavenly Father is 
perfect and thereby find yourselves partnering with the 
Father of your betrothal and doing a combined will in 
everyday live, blessing people as you pass by—on earth, as 
it is done at every level of life in heaven.”

Then Jesus reflected upon the failure of the Jews to 
receive him, and their plot to have him killed. He said, “Am 
I fearful for my life? No. Never. To both Jew and Gentile 
gathered here in the home of Joseph, though, I tell you that 
the hour has about come when the Son of Man will be 
glorified. You well know that, except a grain of wheat falls 
into the earth and dies, it abides alone; but if it dies in good 
soil, it springs up again to life and bears much fruit. He 
who selfishly loves his life stands in danger of losing it; but 
he who is willing to lay down his life for my sake, and for 
the sake of sharing the gospel, shall enjoy a more abundant 
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existence on earth and in heaven, life eternal. If you will 
truly follow me, even after I have gone to my Father, then 
you will become my disciples and the sincere servants of 
your fellow human beings the whole world over.

“I know my hour is soon to be upon me. I am glad to 
receive you Gentiles who are hungry for truth and light. 
Nevertheless, my heart aches for my people who have 
rejected the fusion I have with the Father in preference for 
the slavery of religion and the fear within that arises from 
the ache of spiritual orphanhood.

“My soul is distraught by that which lies just before me. 
What shall I say as I look ahead and discern what is about 
to befall me? Shall I say, Father save me from this awful 
hour? No! For this very purpose have I come into the world 
and even to this hour. Rather will I say, and pray that you 
will join me: Father, glorify your name; your will be done.”

With those words, the personalised Spirit of the Father 
appeared before him, and as Jesus paused, this powerful 
presence of the Paradise Father spoke not to Jesus so much 
as to the Son of God saying: “I have glorified my name 
many times in the course of your incarnations among your 
children, and I will glorify it once more.”

The gathering of Jews and Gentiles heard no voice, as 
one usually doesn’t during times of such high level divine 
communication, they only noticed that Jesus had paused in 
his speaking while a message came to him from some 
superhuman source. As one voice, however, they all 
surmised that, “An angel has spoken to him.”

Hearing the comment of so many, Jesus continued to 
speak, saying: “This voice has come for your sake, not 
mine. I declare to you that my mission on your behalf will 
not fail. The old ways of this world are bringing judgment 
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upon themselves. I have cast down Belial the iniquitous 
Prince of this world. He, with all his darkened minions and 
deluded helpers, will shortly be cast off from this world. 

“Then, when I am lifted up from the earth, I will draw all 
people to myself for fellowship in the Paradise Father: for 
this is the power of the Spirit of Truth that is soon to come 
into you all. I will pour it out. I am the light of the world 
and I am among you for only a little while longer before I 
return to my Father in Paradise. Then I shall pour out my 
spirit into you all, just as the Father will pour out his spirit 
into all the world. 

“Walk, my brethren, while you have the light, lest 
darkness overtakes you. The one who walks in the darkness 
does not know where he is going. Have my kind of faith 
and have faith in my Father Fusion. While you have the 
light with you, believe in the light, that you may become 
sons of light. 

“I declare to you all that this day, you have received this 
light of mine into you and that truly you will take this light 
abroad. I furthermore declare that that which was given 
freely to the Jews and rejected like some unworthy gift will 
flourish by the Father’s will in the souls of Gentiles 
everywhere. The Jews will hope for another Deliverer, but 
for all eternity none other is forthcoming but I who am here 
among them even this day on the earth. All that they have 
had, and all that they have now, will very soon be snatched 
from their hands and they will be cast out of this land that I 
once gave to them in the days of Melchizedek.”

His words had a profound impact on both the Jews and 
the Greeks present. After the meal, Jesus invited all thirty 
Greeks along with Joseph of Arimathea and the Jews to 
accompany him and the apostles back to the temple. “I will 
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speak farewell words to the chief priests, the scribes, the 
Pharisees, the Sadducees, the Herodians, and the benighted 
rulers of Israel.”

By the end of this time in the temple grounds on 
Tuesday, with Jesus fully acknowledging that the Sanhedrin 
would never accept him or his Father Fusion or the living 
relationship with the Father that the Father himself was 
proposing with them, he knew that it was over. Now came 
the time of his last days and nights in the flesh before he 
would lay down his life and move on to the next phase of 
this extensive reconciliation project with the Father. 

The appearance of the Greeks was the Father’s gift to 
Jesus and it was the lingering fruit from this Tuesday. They 
reminded Jesus of the many seeds he had sown with the 
Father in the years of his earlier contact with Gentiles 
before his baptism, before the Father Fusion which 
reminded him of his original identity as the Creator Son of 
God. He rejoiced to hear the name of his friend Rodan 
again. As he walked back to Gethsemane Park, Jesus felt 
confident that the new and living way was going to pour 
out of Melchizedek’s work with Abraham through new 
rivers of faith in the lands of the Gentiles. The holiness of 
the once holy land would soon become merely the 
memorial to the holiness of things past. Men like Rodan 
would take the gospel to a fearless and a discerning world 
that was already outpacing the Jews. The Jews would be left 
behind in a scattered Diaspora, revisiting their sins and 
their memories. 
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Chapter Thirty-Eight
SAINT JOHN 10:14-18

The Strange Prophet.

I am the good shepherd. I know my own and my own know 
me, just as the Father knows me and I know the Father; and I 
lay down my life for the sheep. And I have other sheep that are 
not of this fold. I must bring them also, and they will listen to 
my voice. So there will be one flock, one shepherd. For this 
reason the Father loves me, because I lay down my life that I 
may take it up again. No one takes it from me, but I lay it 
down of my own accord. I have authority to lay it down, and I 
have authority to take it up again. This charge I have received 
from my Father.”

hen all Jerusalem was aflame with rejoicing as 
Jesus rode Zakiel’s donkey colt from Bethany to 
Jerusalem, it happened that a very unusual 

Prophet from the faraway northwestern lands of the 
Persians arrived by camel into their midst near the temple. 
He was handsome and middle-aged, impeccably groomed 
and well-disciplined: not at all rugged and half naked like 
the Prophet Yohanan had been. His hands were soft, gloved 
for riding. He was neither farmer nor shepherd. Though he 
was obviously familiar with fasting and prayer, he did not 
at all look like the Essene ascetics. 

Simon Zelotes met him first. He claimed to be a disciple 
of the line of the Hebrew Prophet who had three centuries 
earlier written the extraordinary work in Western Persia, 
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The Book Of Enoch. He claimed that he had been moved by 
God to journey south to Amman, and, from there, inspired 
by revelation to come on further, across the River Jordan 
and up the hills of the Judean wilderness to Jerusalem. 

When he arrived in Jerusalem, this Prophet began 
spreading the word to the visitors, saying: “One day’s ride 
to the North of Amman, I stopped at the birth place of 
Eliyyahu (Elijah). It is the place Tishbe of Ajloun.” Many 
people knew it of course. Ajloun had overnight become a 
famous talking point in many homes when the entire 
settlement made a pilgrimage to the Prophet’s baptismal 
site at the northern crossing of Pella. 

“While I was there on that little mountain, I rested under 
one of the many trees in that tranquil setting,” he said. “A 
vision from the Lord God came to me. At first, I thought 
that it was because of my reverence for the Prophet. I 
thought that he might come from heaven and bless me: that 
was my hope.

“It was not Eliyyahu,” he continued. Instead, my eyes 
opened on Jerusalem, a city to which I have never before 
visited. 

“I discerned seven persons, like angels but greater in 
light and in authority. They arrived not from the realms of 
the angels but from Paradise to a tomb in which the Son of 
God was laid. I looked upon his form. I knew straight away 
that it was the same Son of God that is written of in The 
Book Of Enoch. I knew then that he was my reason for 
making this pilgrimage so far from my mountain home in 
the northwest.

“In the company of these seven from Paradise, the dead 
man awoke himself and rose up off the stone bed. At that 
time, an archangel at the tomb, who blazed with fire and 
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heavenly colours of rose and amethyst and sapphire and 
purple, spoke a word and two stones were rolled away 
from the mouth of the tomb. An official seal was on each 
stone, and the seals were broken when the stones rolled.

“I saw soldiers running in terror,” he said. “No mortal man 
unprepared for heaven’s glories should see what they saw. 

“Then, in the stillness of that night, between the third 
and the fourth hour, the dead man stepped out of the tomb. 
He was radiant. Dazzling. Luminous. He was made of light. 
I looked right through him. He paid no attention to me 
except to look once briefly in my direction, as if to 
acknowledge me but not to speak with me. He knew that I 
was seeing him by the gift of God within me.

“Then the eyes of my soul turned to heaven. I saw an 
archangel in the heavens speaking with the archangel who 
was about the tomb. A massive flood of lights and colours 
reached from the tomb to the heavens. At that time, the 
seven persons from Paradise suddenly ascended and 
vanished in the air just above the tomb: they had no further 
business on the earth. What became of them I do not know 
except to say that they probably returned to Paradise.

“The archangel who was about the tomb, with many 
angels nearby and all around, received word from the 
archangel in the heavens and he spoke to a group of five or 
six angels around about him. As I looked with the eyes of 
God, I saw the physical remains of the body of that Son of 
God reduce to nothing in just one moment. There was not 
even any dust left. The angels did not remove the body: 
they hastened its decay until it vanished finer than dust.

“Three of the angels then folded the grave cloths and the 
cloth that had been on the man’s face, and placed them in 
an orderly manner on the grave bed. They made this sign to 
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show that heavenly ones had done this work and that it 
was not the work of man. The archangels saw to it that no 
trace of the physical remains were left in the tomb except 
for the perfumed cloths. Then one angel looked at me and 
said: “All is gone so that none might reverence a relic of the 
Son of God.” My eyes were opened to their deeds.

“The eyes of my soul then went outside the tomb. A 
woman came to the man of light in the garden. I did not 
hear their conversation. The gates of the vision were then 
closed to me and all around me returned to the familiar 
setting of the hill of Eliyyahu.

“Because of this, I asked around in Amman and was told 
by the Essene ascetics who were there, ‘Talk with Abner, 
our leader.’ I met that Essene leader and he said to me, 
‘This might be the man Yeshua of Capernaum, whom they 
call the Son of God. But he is alive. He was just here and 
even now is in Yeriho (Jericho).’

“I have come, therefore, to see the holy tomb and to 
verify that it is the place of my vision.” 

The Prophet calmly received Simon’s reply, “The vision 
can’t possibly be true. As you can see, Yeshua is very much 
alive! All Jerusalem is worshipping him.”

+
The two parted without further words and it wasn’t until 

Tuesday morning when he was on the Mount of Olives that 
the prophet was found among the group of apostles and 
disciples whom Jesus was about to teach. Simon saw him 
and said to Peter, “Shimon, that’s the prophet I was telling 
you about.” Hearing these words, Jesus turned to see who it 
was. He beckoned the stranger to come close. 

“What’s Yeshua saying to him, Shimon?”
“I can’t make it out: he’s whispering,” Peter replied to 
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Simon Zelotes.
The Prophet smiled as if suddenly awakened to some 

good news. Then Peter heard him expressing his gratitude 
and saying: “I would like to join you in your gatherings, so 
that I too might hear more of your teachings and take your 
blessing back to my own people in the mountains of 
Hyrcania (the southern Caspian Sea).”

The prophet was so different that Peter felt no jealousy or 
suspicion of him in the least. Rather, he instantly liked this 
strange prophet and invited him to stay with them. 

“He will stay with Zakiel in Bethpage,” said Jesus, 
wanting to keep the man and his camel out of harm’s way, 
“with my brother Yehudah. “ 

Peter turned and called out, “Brother Zakiel.” Their eyes 
met. “This Prophet will be staying with you and Miriam 
while we are camped here in Gethsemane.” Zakiel grinned 
from ear to ear. As he walked up over the rocky ground he 
spread his arms wide and lovingly welcomed the man to 
stay as long as he needed. “You can sleep in the room on the 
mat where Yeshua himself slept not so many nights ago.”

“Oh,” said Peter again, “send for Yehudah (Jude).” Then 
he turned his attention on the prophet: “He is the brother of 
James and the youngest of Mary’s four sons. He will want 
to know this Prophet of Enoch’s people from Hyrcania.”

+
It was after Yeshua’s morning talk that Jude met up with 

the prophet in the olive grove, when most of the men had 
dispersed. “Who is Yeshua to you?” Jude politely asked 
when at last they met.

“Has he not called himself The Son Of Man?”
“Yes, he has,” replied Jude.
“Hear then, something of our scripture:
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There I beheld the Ancient Lord of days, whose head was like 
white wool, and with him another, whose countenance 
resembled that of man. His countenance was full of grace, like 
that of one of the holy angels. Then I inquired of one of the 
angels, who went with me, and who showed me every secret 
thing, concerning this Son of man; who he was; whence he 
was; and why he accompanied the Ancient of days.
He answered and said to me, ‘This is the Son of man, to whom 
righteousness belongs; with whom righteousness has dwelt; 
and who will reveal all the treasures of that which is 
concealed: for the Lord of the Father’s spirits has chosen him; 
and his portion has surpassed all before the Lord of spirits in 
everlasting uprightness.
This Son of man, whom you behold, shall raise up kings and 
the mighty from their couches, and the powerful from their 
thrones; shall loosen the bridles of the powerful, and break in 
pieces the teeth of sinners.

Jude was astounded at what he was hearing. The 
handsome stranger’s words were clearly referring to his 
brother, Yeshua. More than that: Jude felt something of God 
inside him make a living connection to those most ancient 
of times that were known to the Hebrew writers of the 
Torah, the days when Enoch of the seventh generation from 
Adam had become perfect in his Father Fusion in the 
second garden community to be called Eden, the one 
located between the Euphrates and the Indus Rivers in 
what is today called Iraq.

“The alpha and the omega,” Jude said.
“I don’t understand your Latin,” said the strange 

Prophet who was speaking Aramaic.
“The Son of Man said that he also is the Son of God, the 

first and the last. Before all things were made, he was with 
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God and was God. Yeshua is alive in the world as a man 
but within him is the Son of God, the alpha and the omega, 
the beginning and the final word on all matters.”

The Prophet smiled. His eyes were like diamonds set in a 
black desert night sky. They sparkled; and not only with 
joy. There was something abut this man as though he had 
eaten regularly from the Tree of Life that is in the Paradise of 
God. For some reason, he reminded Jude of who 
Melchizedek might have been when he was on the earth.

At last he introduced himself to Jude, saying: “My name 
is Van,” he quietly said. “It is the same name as the Lake of 
crystals and salts to the far north of Syria. Van the son of 
Melchizedek Adamson. I am a prophet of the line of Enoch 
the Violet Ancient. There is much I shall teach you about 
Enoch the Perfected One, my young friend.”

“Van ben Adamson?” replied Jude, then aged twenty-five 
years, affirming the man’s name with a smile. “Well then, 
Van ben Adamson, I am Yehudah ben Yosef, brother to the 
Son of God. Come, let me show you our resting place up 
over the hill in Bethpage.”
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PART SEVEN
BO D Y AN D  BLOOD

It Is Finished



Chapter Thirty-Nine
ISAIAH 42:1

Servant.

“Behold my servant, whom I uphold, my chosen, in whom 
my soul delights; I have put my Spirit upon him; he will 
bring forth justice to the nations.” 

neeling on the floor, Jesus moved to wash the 
disciple’s feet and impart to him the truth that 
Father Fusion is a life of service, much of it 

sacrificial, all of it saturated in the Father’s love and little of 
it the religious property of priests or ceremonies. There, in 
the upper room of the Mark household, not long after to 
become a Syrian Orthodox church, the first cup of the Seder 
meal had been taken. It was customary for the host to stand 
and wash his hands. Surprisingly, because they knew he 
never observed these customs, Jesus went to the place 
where the water, towels and basin had been prepared for 
him earlier by John Mark. Returning to the u-shaped 
supper table, he turned the Seder meal on its head.

Peter was mortified. “Surely you don’t mean to wash my 
feet, Master?” the entire group of twelve were on their feet 
in disbelief.

Jesus was wearied of his disciples and followers failing 
to listen to him with a spiritual ear or to see him with the 
eyes of the spirit. Surely they would know by now, on the 
eve of his death, that he was only ever about the Father’s 
business and that nothing he did was to be given a normal 
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everyday human value. But not so. Patiently, he looked up 
at Peter and explained:

“What I am doing you do not understand now, but 
afterward you will understand.”

Peter said to him, “You shall never wash my feet.” 
Jesus answered him, “If I do not wash you, you have no 

share with me.” 
Peter said to him, “Lord, not my feet only but also my 

hands and my head!” 
Jesus said, “This is a new commandment that I give you 

all. If you would have my Father Fusion, if you would be a 
part of me in the Father and allow him to be a part of your 
life and your works on the earth, then you must become the 
servant of all, just as you have seen me be the servant of 
all.”

He looked around at the apostles. They all seemed to 
understand. In his heart he discerned that once the power 
from On High would come, all that he had said would be 
brought to their minds and they would indeed find their 
own ways into being the Father’s servants all across the 
world.

“Truly, truly, I say to you,” Jesus said, as he moved on 
from Peter’s cleansed feet to Nathaniel who was seated 
again: “a servant is not greater than his master, nor is a 
messenger greater than the one who sent him.” He looked 
at Nathaniel asking, “Do you understand this Nathaniel of 
Cana?”

“I do, Lord.”
“If you know these things,” continued Jesus as he moved 

on to wash the feet of Matthew the former publican and tax 
collector: “blessed are you if you do them.”

Then he came to Judas’ feet and he looked around the 
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room, as if not to lay any shame or guilt upon the man: “I 
am not speaking of all of you; I know whom I have 
chosen.” He recalled that he personally had chosen for his 
apostles James and John Zebedee, Andrew and Peter, and 
Philip and his friend Nathaniel. It was they who had chosen 
Matthew, Thomas of Tarichea near Migdal, the fishermen 
from Bethsaida and Judas the son of Simon Iscariot the 
Sadducee of Jericho. Jesus had never repented of his own 
choice of apostles but at times he had wondered how it 
would have been if all twelve had been like his six. All 
people are born equal in the eyes of God, but people’s 
talents and potentials and preferences are very different 
and are indeed worthy of discrimination when it comes to 
achieving outcomes for which only certain talents, 
potentials and preferences are suited. The responsibilities of 
the apostolic life easily fell into this field of discrimination. 

“But the Scripture will be fulfilled, ‘He who ate my bread 
has lifted his heel against me,’ he said as he completed 
Judas’ feet. Moving around the table to Andrew’s feet, he 
continued, saying: “I am telling you this now as a prophecy, 
before it takes place, so that when it does take place you 
may believe that I am he and not have your Father Fusion 
faith snatched away from you by fear and the world.”

Like Matthew, Andrew was certain beyond any shadow 
of a doubt that Jesus was the Son of God, the promise of 
Isaiah the Prophet—the child who was to be born; a son 
who was to be given to us; and the government shall be 
upon his shoulder, and his name shall be called Wonderful 
Counselor, Mighty God, Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace.

He looked down upon the face of Jesus with sublime 
humility, thinking for a moment of how he must have felt 
when Mary anointed his feet a few days earlier with the 
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spikenard ointment. He regretted now that, in his haste to 
take a seat at the Seder table, he had not offered to wash his 
Master’s feet when they entered the room in the first place, 
seeing as there was no servant present to have performed 
this customary function. Then Jesus sat back on his heels. 
He was fully at rest in himself. Looking first at Andrew, and 
then at John and James and the others right around to the 
end of the table, he said: 

“Truly, truly, I say to you, whoever receives the one I 
send receives me, and whoever receives me receives the one 
who sent me.”

They all looked like naughty schoolboys, desperately 
trying to squirm out of some embarrassment that would not 
go away of its own accord. They felt guilty of their own 
selfish preferences. Now they longed to be a part of Jesus 
again: he made sense of their position like no other.

“Is this not the Father Fusion I give you?” Jesus asked. 
“That you love one another as I have loved you? That you 
show the world how you are my disciples by serving one 
and all with the holiness of a mother’s love and yet the 
ordinary everyday love of a good father? Is this not the 
hope of the Spirit of the Father within each of you . . . that 
you will hear his soft small voice in your heart of hearts 
and pour out the love of God into the darkness of the 
world? Is this not the truth: that you will be so secure in 
yourself that you will freely serve others, not drawing them 
to yourself to enslave but setting them free in the Father?”
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Chapter Forty
EXODUS 12:1-13

Seder.

The Lord said to Moses and Aaron in the land of Egypt, 
“This month shall be for you the beginning of months. It 
shall be the first month of the year for you.  Tell all the 
congregation of Israel that on the tenth day of this month 
every man shall take a lamb according to their fathers’ 
houses, a lamb for a household.  And if the household is 
too small for a lamb, then he and his nearest neighbor shall 
take according to the number of persons; according to 
what each can eat you shall make your count for the lamb. 
Your lamb shall be without blemish, a male a year old. 
You may take it from the sheep or from the goats, and you 
shall keep it until the fourteenth day of this month, when 
the whole assembly of the congregation of Israel shall kill 
their lambs at twilight. 
“Then they shall take some of the blood and put it on the 
two doorposts and the lintel of the houses in which they 
eat it. They shall eat the flesh that night, roasted on the 
fire; with unleavened bread and bitter herbs they shall eat 
it. Do not eat any of it raw or boiled in water, but roasted, 
its head with its legs and its inner parts. And you shall let 
none of it remain until the morning; anything that 
remains until the morning you shall burn. In this manner 
you shall eat it: with your belt fastened, your sandals on 
your feet, and your staff in your hand. And you shall eat 
it in haste. It is the Lord’s Passover. For I will pass 
through the land of Egypt that night, and I will strike all 
the firstborn in the land of Egypt, both man and beast; and 
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on all the gods of Egypt I will execute judgments: I am the 
Lord. The blood shall be a sign for you, on the houses 
where you are. And when I see the blood, I will pass over 
you, and no plague will befall you to destroy you, when I 
strike the land of Egypt.”  

esus knew that the least likely love to rise up was 
the love between each apostle for the other, and for 
the apostles toward the disciples. To overcome this, 

they would need a foreign people to love, one only found 
when the power from heaven would come upon them and 
they would feel compelled to take the gospel to the ends of 
the earth. Still, he was planting seed in their own modest 
measures of Father Fusion and those seeds would soon 
powerfully move these men’s lives into whole new 
challenges and dimensions of love and conquest.

James Alpheus (called Thaddeus Alpheus) and his twin 
brother, Judas Alpheus (also called Lebbeus Alpheus), were 
two of the several fishermen disciples from Bethsaida of 
Capernaum, arguably the most humble of the twelve. When 
Jesus had finished speaking about the nature of Father 
Fusion being a human and a divine partnership in 
servanthood, they brought on the bread and wine, with the 
bitter herbs and the sweet paste of dried fruits, for the 
Seder Meal—Jesus’ Last Supper. All of this had been 
prepared for them by Mary Mark, the mother of John.

As a father teaching his children, Jesus described each of 
the elements of the Seder meal, attributing them all to 
himself and his sacrifices.

“The Seder meal is a time for relaxing,” he said. “There’s 
nothing formal about our freedom, is there? It is good to 
relax around the table of our heritage.” He was describing 
the way they were lounging on reclining chairs with 
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cushions, typical of this unique tradition.
“I have long waited for this occasion.” He looked around 

at each of his apostles. “To eat the Passover with you again 
for one last time.”

Then he paused, bowed his head slightly, as though he 
was having a moment of reflection, or even prayer with the 
Father. Then he spoke: “The Passover meal is traditionally a 
time for story telling, as we revisit our historic liberation 
from Egyptian slavery. So now, let me tell you the truth of 
the matter, because political freedom was just the 
beginning. Freedom from irons and chains and the rod 
across our shoulders is only release from physical restraint. 
The real freedom that follows the freedom to worship freely 
is Father Fusion: but it is neither national nor political. It is 
born by the hand of God within.”

Pointing to the wine from which would be poured four 
cups in succession, the plate and the matzoh unleavened 
bread, Jesus said: “Where is the Zeroah?” Answering his 
own question, he continued: “There is no roasted lamb on 
the table. We have not taken a lamb from the temple and 
roasted it in accordance with the ancient tradition that 
celebrates the dabbing of the lamb’s blood on the doorposts 
and lintels of our homes so that the Holy Spirit will pass 
over our homes and not kill our firstborn sons. This 
covenant has now passed and is finished. It has done its 
projected work. This is now the time when I am creating a 
new covenant in the earth. We are turning the old tradition 
back to its real roots in heaven and beginning a new custom 
that is written in my body and in my blood: the life of the 
Son of God. I tell you that I am the Zeroah. I have always 
been the Zeroah. Before the earth was formed I was the 
Zeroah. I am the shield and the protector of your faithful 
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life. I have always been the perfecter of every human life 
born who seeks the Father’s perfecting grace. I am the 
mother of life who has always paid the price and suffered 
the consequences of her faulting and wayward and 
struggling children. I am the sacrifice by which all my 
children attain their perfection in the Father: on earth and 
also in the heavenly mansions you will see when you leave 
this world. I am the lamb of God my Father, who takes 
away the sins of the world. What we are celebrating 
together tonight is the new Lord’s Passover. It is the passover 
written in Father Fusion and not written in mere physical 
protection and civil freedom. The new Lord’s Passover is the 
celebration of partnership with the Spirit of the Father 
within, individual personal union with God in Paradise—
God who is personal, loving, truthful, beautiful and good.”

Not a single apostle said a word. The entire concept was 
so different from all of their expectations that, indeed, they 
felt like little children attending their very first Seder meal.

Lifting up the plate in his hands, he said, “Behold the 
bitter herb of the Maror and the bitter leaves of the 
Chazeret. This horseradish and bitter lettuce leaf was given 
by God to represent the bitterness of the endless slavery of 
Moses’ people in Egypt and the bitterness of the hard 
labour they faced day in and day out. When I take you into 
the spiritual roots of bitterness, however, from which 
slavery and burdened labour emerge, I declare to you that 
the Maror of horseradish is the bitterness of human slavery 
to sin by which the whole world has been burdened since 
the fall of Lucifer, one of my own heavenly Sons. The  
Chazeret of bitter lettuce is the bitterness of the burdened 
and troubled and fearful and chaotic life that arises directly 
from that slavery in sin and separation from the experience 
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of God’s presence and love and life and light. How much 
greater is the truth of freedom from sin and new birth into a 
life of blessing and righteousness than the freedom from 
physical confinement and the curse of slavery’s hard 
labour? Even within such captivity the human soul can be 
set free when it is turned to the deeper roots and the higher 
truth.”

He paused before describing the other elements on the 
plate, lowering it to the table as he turned his attention 
discretely upon what Judas Iscariot had in mind to do this 
very night.  

“I have often told you how I shall come to Jerusalem 
where I will be killed and rise on the third day before 
ascending back to my Father in Paradise after which the 
Spirit shall be poured out upon all flesh.” You could have 
heard a pin drop.

“But it was not required that one of you would betray me 
into the hands of those who would kill me.”

Jesus was ever mindful of Judas’ intentions yet, still, he 
offered him a way to rise above his selfish fears and to 
maintain the world-overcoming servant’s heart—to no 
avail. His every offer met with opposition and rejection.

“I feel such a depth of sorrow,” he continued, “that this 
evil must eventuate. I had hoped, even at the last minute, 
for truth to win out over the deceptions of evil.

“It is the servant’s heart alone that can find such a 
victory, though: without the faith of the sincere love of truth 
and the ever fresh constant searching for truth in every 
circumstance, my Father Fusion is seed that will fall by the 
wayside to be eaten by ravens or fall among the weeds to 
be choked by the lies and deceit of well wishers and 
scoffers. 
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“Be warned, therefore, all of you, to guard well your 
servant’s heart. To serve, in partnership with the will of the 
Spirit of the Father within you, is the only force in existence 
that draws out from your lives the fruit of the spirit. I know 
what awaits me and I know who brings it upon me. I desire 
that you should recall, after I am lifted up, that I knew 
about all these evil plottings, and that I forewarned you of 
my betrayal so that you would know that I am he in whom 
you can wholly put your own faith for being perfect as the 
heavenly Father is perfect. 

“I am strengthening your servant’s heart as a way to 
prepare you for all the temptations and trials that are just 
ahead. Heed my words, for you all will soon be scattered, 
each man unto himself. When that happens, let your 
remembrance of my words to you be your strength.”

Jesus again let his mind settle on Judas’ heart of hearts. 
Nothing had changed. Before dismissing him from the meal 
to go and be about his own iniquitous business, he said, 
“Let it be told around your table from now on that the 
Maror and the Chazeret are the bitterness and slavery of my 
own betrayer and his betrayal that sits at the root of the 
heart of many a person. The good king is so often betrayed 
not because he is an unjust king but because of hatred for 
his sons.”

This very statement struck a nerve in Judas, but his mind 
was set and his eyes were on the treasure of his reward. He 
was trading the companionship with men he realised he 
despised, for the riches of a Sanhedrin approved lifestyle 
that matched that of his father, Simon. He wasn’t feeling 
that his betrayal of Jesus was his reward: he wanted mammon.

“Let it be told to your children and to your children’s 
children that I am the Matzoh, the bread of life, the bread 
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that has come down from heaven. It is I who am dipped 
into the Maror and the Chazeret, carrying that sin into my 
own body. By this, all separation from the Father is 
destroyed once and for all time through the Father’s will in 
my body and blood. By this, the whole world will be free to 
choose me and made the better able to know the Father.

“The sweet fruity paste of the Charoset has been for us 
the clay our people placed between the bricks in the 
buildings of Egypt. I declare to you that the spiritual root of 
the Charoset is the mortar of the Spirit of Truth whom the 
Father will send to you in my name. It is the clay and the 
mortar and the glue in the fabric of your lives as you grow 
into your own Father Fusion. By the Spirit of Truth, you 
will build for yourselves storehouses not of earth and stone 
but of your riches in heaven. The entire new Lord’s Passover 
that is written in my body and blood is the Father Fusion of 
the Son of God on the earth: all of it is written in my 
experience and the Father’s record of my experience will be 
shed abroad in the hearts of all people as the Spirit of Truth, 
the Charoset of life.” 

Pointing to the parsley ready to be dipped in salty water, 
Jesus said: “The Karpas is the salty tears of despair and 
grief that were cried for four hundred years in Egypt but I 
call the Karpas the conqueror’s tears of joy when my Father 
Fusion has become yours and the Most Highs govern in the 
hearts of each human being. When you dip the second time, 
it is my Father Fusion in you that sweetens the burden of 
bitterness and suffering and turns your sorrows into 
dancing, your night into day.”

Pointing to the baked egg on the tray, which is rarely 
eaten, Jesus said, “The Beitzah has always been the people 
encased in their shell of slavery, out from which they broke 
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and were born as a people in the deserts of Sinai under the 
laws of Moses given by God on the mountain. I declare that 
the Beitzah is your life inside the Holy Spirit shell. You are 
the yellow yolk and the Spirit of the Father is the white of 
the egg. Cracking open the egg you will be born into your 
Father Fusion. Therefore I say that the Beitzah on the Seder 
tray is the offering of my Father Fusion to the Paradise 
Father so that each of you might have your own Father 
Fusion in the image of my Father Fusion. It is the sacrifice 
of perfect love, by which the new birth in spirit and in truth 
arrives. We do not normally eat of the egg, but if you will 
partake of my new birth, if you will commit to my Father 
Fusion in you, then join me in eating the egg.”

Lifting the matzoh unleavened bread, Jesus said, “We 
have always eaten the Passover bread baked without leaven 
because we were slaves on the run who had no time to wait 
for the yeast to rise in our flour dough. Tonight we will eat 
the unleavened bread but in the future bake your bread 
with the flour of your soul and the water of the Spirit of the 
Father. Add to it the leaven of the Spirit of Truth and let it 
rise until you place it in the oven of life and see it swell and 
find colour in the power of the Holy Spirit. Mark your 
bread with the stamp of my sacrificial life and remember 
that it is my body that was given for your sakes so that you 
will have the fullness of my Father Fusion in your lives. My 
body is the life I have lived for the Father Fusion of the 
world. Let this also be the use of your body and soul and 
mind and strength.”

Pointing to the pitcher of wine and the small cups beside 
each apostle’s plate into which a small amount of wine 
would be poured four times throughout the meal, Jesus 
said, “The four cups of wine are the Father’s four promises 
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to you through my life. I will break the grip of the world’s 
endless torment on you and give you a true and good father 
to your life. I will destroy the suffering in you caused by the 
burden of the world on you and I will give your soul peace. 
I will seek you and find you and redeem you with an 
outstretched arm and with great judgements in your favour 
as I place a new heart in you by which you will become 
impervious to disappointment and regal in stature. You will 
receive power from On High and you will be sons of God: 
women will be daughters of God, equal in all respects the 
one to the other in the eyes of God and the Father Fused. 
And the fourth promise of my Father is that I will take you 
to myself and lead you into a new future by which you will 
conquer the world through partnering with the Spirit of the 
Father within you. My Father and I will make our home in 
you and lead you into the fullness of your own Father 
Fusion. These are our four promises to you. They surpass 
the olden promises of an ancient era. The new Lord’s 
Passover into Father Fusion surpasses the old Lord’s Passover 
that led into the mere formation of a people: the planting of 
the Lord, that he may be glorified.

“Further to these, when power comes to you from 
heaven after I return to the Father, you will receive the 
power from On High to do works in my name for the 
building up of the Kingdom of God across all the earth, 
even to the Father Fusion of all the earth.”

+
“When you sit at the meal of the passover,” Jesus 

continued, “you do not wear your tallit. The prayer shawl 
is for other occasions. I declare to you on this occasion, 
however, that my Father Fusion has fulfilled the 
commandments the Paradise Father places on the life of 
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any and all human beings. Therefore,” and Jesus pointed to 
his own prayer shall resting unceremoniously around his 
shoulders, “let the six hundred commandments that are 
represented in the fringes of the tzitzit, and the eight strings 
and the four knots, no longer be only a reminder of the six 
hundred and thirteen instructions on righteous conduct 
that grew out of the old Lord’s Passover. 

“In the celebration of my Father Fusion in you, let the 
tallit cloth be the Spirit of the Father within you, the gift 
from Paradise given for your Father Fusion. Drawing it 
over your head, men and woman alike, come into sacred 
and prayerful communion with the Paradise Father himself. 

“Let the tzitzit strings be for you the four promises of the 
Father, the cups of my blood that is shed for the sins of the 
world.

“Let the knots in the strings of the tzitzit be the muscles 
and the bones of my body which are broken for your 
healing. When you finger them and look upon them, they 
will be a reminder of the price paid by the son of God for 
your Father Fusion.” 

+
“In this way,” continued Jesus, “the old Lord’s Passover 

has been given into your hands as the new Lord’s Passover. 
From all that was before Adam and Eve, from all that was 
before Enoch the perfected one, from all that was before 
Melchizedek and Abraham, from all that was before 
Mosheh and the Sinai and from all that was before Eliyyahu 
the perfected one and this very night, I declare that the 
spiritual drawing power of the old Lord’s Passover has 
ended and the spiritual drawing power of the new 
covenant in my Father Fusion has begun.”

The Son of God in Jesus beheld his vast creation. The 
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personalised Spirit of the Father in the room with Jesus 
brought to his mind the writings of the Prophet Isaiah, 
causing him to say as much to the heaven of heavens and 
all therein as to the apostles in his midst, “Hear the words 
of the old prophet of the heart and of my truth: 

Arise, shine, for your light has come, and the glory of the 
Lord has risen upon you. For behold, darkness shall cover 
the earth, and thick darkness the peoples; but the Lord will 
arise upon you, and his glory will be seen upon you. And 
nations shall come to your light, and kings to the 
brightness of your rising.

“The new covenant is the religion of the heart which 
leaves behind the religion of the tribe and the religion of the 
nation. You are no longer a child of Israel but a child of 
God. You are no longer bound by the laws of a religion but 
by the loving friendship between you and the Spirit of the 
Father who has come from Paradise to bring you home in 
the Father’s perfection. Whilst men believe that God forms 
and dissolves nations, his great unchanging covenant is 
with each individual. Therefore, I say to you at this meal of 
the New Passover, the bloodless Seder meal, that this is a 
new covenant in your own love of God and its consequent 
love for each other, indeed all others, in his love and in my 
love.”

These words meant far more to those heavenly hosts 
looking on the scene in the upper room of the Mark house 
than to the ears of the apostles. The Son of God just 
inaugurated an entirely new regime of spiritual ministry in 
the world. 

The New Covenant of real spiritual liberty that was 
based on the Father Fusion of the individual was not a new 
idea, certainly not on the more mature human worlds in the 
universes of the Son of God’s creation, but it was now 
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politically and ministerially the open focus of the earth’s 
regime. The back of the Lucifer rebellion had been broken: 
now was the age of the outpouring of the Spirit upon all 
humanity for the Son of God had lived the full life of the 
human being up to and beyond his own Father Fusion. 
Heaven would necessarily bring into play massive changes 
to accommodate the greater privileges and provisions and 
outcomes to be seen across all the world, even all creation. 
The head of the family was about to redeem his orphaned 
and exiled children and bring them home into his own fold.

+  
It was not for the apostles to understand such heavenly 

matters at the time. A different and more urgent question was 
on just about everyone’s lips. It was Peter who voiced it: “Who 
will betray you, Lord?” They looked the one to the other as 
innocent lambs looking to unmask the wolf among them.

Knowing that every effort to sanctify and save Judas 
from his inevitable fate had failed, Jesus wanted to dismiss 
him from the meal in such a way as to spare him any 
resistance from his fellow apostles. Had they known, they 
would have been so incensed with his actions as to 
apprehend him and even strike him down in protection of 
their Master: for they all were beginning to carry small 
swords beneath their cloaks, so threatening was the 
atmosphere in Jerusalem.

Jesus continued with the Seder meal as though nothing 
untoward was happening, pausing before the third cup of 
wine and saying: “He who has dipped his hand in the dish 
with me will betray me.” 

They didn’t know whether he was speaking as in a parable 
of some kind or literally, for they didn’t notice who dipped his 
broken piece of Matzoh in the Maror or in the sweet Charoset.
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“The Son of Man goes as it is written of him,” Jesus 
continued, nonplussed, “but woe to that man by whom the 
Son of Man is betrayed! It would have been better for that 
man if he had not been born.” Jesus reflected on the 
impending mental trauma that would befall Judas, and his 
consequent attempt to end it all.  

Remarkably, Judas said, “Is it I, Rabbi?” 
Jesus said to him, “You have said so.” 
When he dismissed him from the meal, none of the 

apostles were any the wiser. 
After Judas had left the home of John Mark, Jesus knew 

that he had limited time before the Temple Guard would be 
at the door with his former apostle. They were all reclining 
as was the custom but now he sat upright, saying: “When 
you are asked: ‘Why is this meal different from all other 
meals?’ you will reply in my own words, and do as I do.”

Then Jesus took the third Matzoh in his hands and he 
blessed it, saying softly to the Personalised Father who 
filled out the whole upper room in the Mark home, a 
portion of the scriptures in Isaiah chapter fifty-three that 
had chosen to shape his destiny: 

“He was wounded for our transgressions; he was crushed 
for our iniquities; upon him was the chastisement that 
brought us peace, and with his stripes we are healed. 
“Yet it was the will of the Lord to crush him; he has put 
him to grief; when his soul makes an offering for sin, he 
shall see his offspring; he shall prolong his days; the will of 
the Lord shall prosper in his hand. 
“Out of the anguish of his soul he shall see and be 
satisfied; by his knowledge shall the righteous one, my 
servant, make many to be accounted righteous, and he 
shall bear their iniquities.”

Reflecting upon his impending death and the sublime 
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value he attributed to laying down his life for the sake of 
the Father Fusion of the world, Jesus broke the bread.

Opening his eyes and looking at his disciples, he gave it to 
them saying, “Take. Eat. This is my body. It is the body of the 
lamb who takes away the sins of the world—it is the life I have 
lived in Father Fusion, this is my body: my life in the flesh.” 

They all ate. It was something of a mystery to them 
though, for none knew what the morning held. Had they 
known, they surely would have secreted him away, against 
his will, to Alexandria or some other safe haven.

Thaddeus stood up and poured the third cup, the cup of 
blessing, into each of the twelve small cups, Judas’ cup alone 
remaining empty. Then Jesus he took a cup, and turned his 
attention to the personalised Spirit of the Father who was but 
two yards from him, saying, “Thank you, Father, for the 
opportunity and for the blessing that you are.”

When he had given thanks, he said to them, “Drink of it, 
all of you, for this is my blood of the new covenant, which 
is poured out for many for the forgiveness of sins. I tell you 
that I will not drink again of this fruit of the vine until that 
day when I drink it new with you in my Father’s 
kingdom.” 

Another mystery! Still, the eleven drank with him.
The Seder meal continued to its inevitable conclusion but at 

the end of the meal, having filled their hearts’ cups to 
overflowing with his indefatigable love and the pronounce-
ment of his commandments to love one another. He  especially 
took the time to press home that they were not orders to follow 
blindly but rather they were an offering, an invitation, to drink 
from the wellspring of benefits provided by the Father. “Loving 
one another is literally the action of your own Father Fusion.  
Loving one another as I have loved you, will bring you the 
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same rewards that I have enjoyed with the Father.”
Measuring the time it would take Judas to reach the 

Temple Guard and then return to the Mark house, knowing 
how he planned to make an exit to face them in the 
Gethsemane Garden, Jesus continued, saying: “Now, the 
time has come for the Father to be glorified and for the 
Father to glorify me as was planned for long before the 
coming of Melchizedek and the founding of the Jews. 
Greater love can no man have than to lay down his life for 
his friends as a witness of this Father Fusion. You are my 
friends and you will remain my friends as long as you 
abide in me and in my love.

“It is not alone that you have not chosen me: I also chose 
you. I have ordained you to go to all the world to yield the 
fruit of loving service to all your fellows, revealing the 
Father to them through your own Father Fusion, as I have 
revealed the Father to you through my own Father Fusion.

“The Father and I will both work in you. We will come 
and make our home in you so that not only will you never 
be an orphan, you will have the highest authority and grace 
to bring the saving love of Father Fusion to every person 
you meet in meaningful exchange.

“I am the true vine. You are the branch. The Father 
requires only that the vine produces much fruit. The Father 
prunes the vine to increase the fruitfulness of the branches. 
Every branch that does not bear fruit the Father takes away. 
Every branch that does bear good fruit the Father cleanses 
so that it might the better bear even more fruit.

“You must abide in me, and I in you. We are all servants, 
even the Father, who is the most humble and loving of us 
all, is a servant. The branches must abide in the vine and 
the vine in the keeper of the vineyard. I am the real vine 
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and you are living branches. I am serving you by growing 
you into your Father Fusion and you are serving me for the 
vine keeper’s sake. Live in my love and live in the Father’s 
love, as I live in your love and I live in the Father’s love. It 
is my Father Fusion that the Father brings to you. Not his 
own. Mine. Without me, there is no common pathway to the 
Father Fusion he asks of all people. He made a path for 
Enoch but the people of Adam and Eve were swept away 
by the tyrant Belial. No path was forthcoming until 
Melchizedek opened the way and the scripture leaves us at 
least one record of his times in the life of Elijah. Let your 
faith, therefore, abide in my faith; and let your love, 
similarly, abide in my love. In this way, show the world 
how much you love the Father by your Father Fusion love. 
It is I who have opened the way, the everlasting way, for the 
Father Fusion of all the world. To seal it, I will from here on 
exercise the power to resist all iniquity that should arise in 
the heaven of heavens. Nothing shall ever again sweep 
away the Father Fusion way in the world.

“In all things that you believe that you and the Father 
jointly desire, it will be done for you. In all things that you 
know that you and I jointly desire, then pray in my name 
and it will be done also for you. Father Fusion is the key to 
your prayer, your worship, your planning and your 
servant’s heart.”

The apostles sat transfixed. None could imagine that the 
night would deliver Jesus in chains to Herod and Caiaphas 
and to Pontius Pilate. Accordingly, without the hindsight of 
the resurrection, they filtered what Jesus said, so that his 
words conformed to their own desires. The heavenly hosts 
all around them, however, were aflutter with new vision.

Only Jesus and David Zebedee truly envisioned the 
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outcome of this night; and Jesus expected David to say not 
a word to anyone. Jesus’ mother and the whole family 
would arrive in Jerusalem on Friday morning, suspecting 
the worst: but even Judas Iscariot never dreamed of the 
horror that awaited this precious servant on the morrow. 

After much discussion and instruction, including the 
remark that Peter would betray any knowledge of him, 
which cut Peter to the quick but which of course did 
eventuate just as prophesied, Jesus gave them one last 
encouragement for their Father Fusion:

“In just a few hours the world will see me no more; but 
you will continue to know me in your hearts even until I 
send you this new teacher, the Spirit of Truth. As I have 
lived with you in person, then shall I live in you; I shall be 
one with your personal experience in the spirit kingdom.”

The apostles looked at him, not quite knowing how to 
understand his words: for they were, none of them, mystics 
and prone to visions like Van the strange prophet whom 
some of the apostles had recently met. “When this has come 
to pass,” Jesus continued: “you shall surely know that I am 
in the Father, and that, while your life is hid with the Father 
in me, I am also in you.”

“Tell us again about the Father, Yeshua,” asked 
Nathaniel, hoping to savour the wonderful atmosphere 
Jesus had created around him.

“I have loved the Father and have kept his word. You 
have loved me, and you will keep my word. 

“As my Father has given me of his spirit, so will I give 
you of my spirit. And this Spirit of Truth which I will bestow 
upon you shall guide and comfort you and shall eventually 
lead you into all truth, even the fullness of your perfect 
Father Fusion. The Father is in you and soon he will be in all 
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people, when power from On High is given also to you.
“Know this, though, that I am with you always; and the 

Father will pour me and my Father Fusion into you: not just 
in your coming ministries in the Holy Spirit’s power, but in 
your own perfect and eternal life of grace and blessing. It is 
for you to have my perfect truth, beauty and goodness. 
Your having my Father Fusion is the reason I was sent and 
the reason why I came and the reason why you will no 
longer see me in the flesh—so that you will live by the 
spirit and with the power from On High. So that you will 
live the fullness of the life of faith in your own Father 
Fusion and its power to take you even to Paradise.”
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Chapter Forty-One
SAINT JOHN 19:4-14

Authority.

Pilate went out again and said to them, “See, I am 
bringing him out to you that you may know that I find no 
guilt in him.” So Jesus came out, wearing the crown of 
thorns and the purple robe. Pilate said to them, “Behold 
the man!” When the chief priests and the officers saw him, 
they cried out, “Crucify him, crucify him!” Pilate said to 
them, “Take him yourselves and crucify him, for I find no 
guilt in him.” The Jews answered him, “We have a law, 
and according to that law he ought to die because he has 
made himself the Son of God.” When Pilate heard this 
statement, he was even more afraid. He entered his 
headquarters again and said to Jesus, “Where are you 
from?” But Jesus gave him no answer. So Pilate said to 
him, “You will not speak to me? Do you not know that I 
have authority to release you and authority to crucify 
you?” Jesus answered him, “You would have no authority 
over me at all unless it had been given you from above. 
Therefore he who delivered me over to you has the greater 
sin.” From then on Pilate sought to release him, but the 
Jews cried out, “If you release this man, you are not 
Caesar’s friend. Everyone who makes himself a king 
opposes Caesar.” So when Pilate heard these words, he 
brought Jesus out and sat down on the judgment seat at a 
place called The Stone Pavement, and in Aramaic 
Gabbatha. Now it was the day of Preparation of the 
Passover. It was about the sixth hour. He said to the Jews, 
“Behold your King!”
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ilate’s cowardice that resulted in Jesus’ sudden 
crucifixion, death and burial the next day, Friday, 
April 7, A.D. 30, was the least of Jerusalem’s 

surprises this Passover. What followed was a crazy time. 
On Sunday, there were no human remains in the tomb of 
Joseph of Arimathea. Tales of Jesus’ resurrection abounded. 
The Sanhedrin were in a panic, bribing officials to say that 
the apostles stole the body while the guards slept. Mary, the 
noted woman of Magdala, has seen him risen. The truth 
had little to do with what happened to his old body. 

The thousands of followers and disaffected disciples of 
Jesus were in an uproar over the dreadfully shoddy trial, 
conviction and sudden crucifixion of their beloved Yeshua; 
and they protested with a loud voice that could not be put 
down. By way of explanation to them, Peter and John 
explained how they had run to the tomb and seen that the 
tomb was empty. “What became of the body of Yeshua, we 
do not know,” they concluded. “What we can say is that he 
is not there, for we have seen him. Yeshua is risen.” The 
hearts of the Jerusalemites soared! “What a hero is our 
Yeshua!” 

Jesus was making his appearances. All of the apostles 
had seen Jesus, except Judas. In the days following, 
believers in Amman had seen him. Jesus had appeared to 
the Greeks in Alexandria as clearly as he had also met the 
two shepherd brothers, Cleopas and Jacob, on their way 
home to Emmaus several miles to the West of Jerusalem. 
The visitations and appearances continued every other day, 
mostly unplanned and unpredictably so, and yet always as 
a great blessing. Some people even thought they saw some 
of their own dead relatives appearing in the streets of 

P
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Jerusalem, as if they too had risen from their graves. It was 
a highly charged and bizarre time.

+
In his appearances, Jesus’ season of teaching was over. 

He who was the master of human Father Fusion and of 
mortal death was the resurrected Jesus. He now issued 
instructions about how each person would play a role in the 
mission to bring his kind of Father Fusion to all the world. 
He wanted everyone, without any discrimination, to have 
access to the Kingdom of heaven on the earth.

On the occasions of his appearances, Jesus insisted that 
his resurrection was not the heart of the gospel, and neither 
was he. “The living truth that you have seen me live in the 
Father is what you will preach and what you yourselves 
will live. The Spirit of Truth will bring to mind in you all 
the things of my Father Fusion. Freely you have received: 
freely give of yourself. Go forth; and I will go before you 
and even be in you with the Father. I have said that we will 
shortly make our home in you, when power from heaven 
shall come to each of you.” 

In the midst of all the uncertainty and secrecy, Gomer 
met with seven of the apostles as they were in hiding in the 
upper room of the Mark house, for power had not yet fallen 
upon them and they were mortally afraid and uncertain 
what to do publicly.

“I bring you the dreadful news,” he said, in tears. “One 
of your number, Judas the son of Simon Iscariot of Yeriho, 
tried to hang himself in the Valley of Hell, the burning 
place called Hinnom. It is the deep valley just to the 
southwest of the Dung Gate where men have for ages 
sacrificed their sons and daughter as burnt offerings to 
Molech.”
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“Judas tried to die?” The Alpheus brothers voiced their 
astonishment as a single voice. They could not believe their 
ears. Since the crucifixion, several of the disciples had 
scatted to parts unknown, of that they were certain, but to 
try to die? “Only a few days ago we saw him in the 
Gethsemane Garden. He was right beside Yeshua when the 
fighting broke out and we all fled.”

Andrew and Nathaniel looked amazed at these two 
simple fishermen. “How could they not know that Judas 
brought the soldiers to us in Gethsemane that morning?”

“Judas is dead.” Gomer wiped his eyes and his snotty 
nose with the cloth of his broad sleeve. “The rope didn’t 
hold him. He fell to his death on the rocks below.” 

The seven apostles were shocked, but in some way not 
surprised. “He had been drifting away from us for some 
time,” commented James Zebedee. “I think he felt insulted 
when we were at feast in the house of Simon of Bethpage.”

“But Hinnom? Why Hinnom?” said Judas Alpheus, for 
whom suicide was as incomprehensible as the hell of that 
ancient valley. “Hinnom is such a filthy place. It is Satan’s 
hell. The place of the burning fires.”

“How very sad for his mother and father,” said James 
Alpheus.

“How must Yeshua be feeling about all this, James,” 
added his brother Judas-Lebbeus. “And his mother, Mary. I 
feel sure that she is grieving her first born son. Everyone is 
talking about the risen Messiah, but she is first a mother. 
Her loss is terrible.”

+   
Jesus’ mother was deeply disturbed and struggling to 

rise above her shocking grief. She had reached Jerusalem in 
time to see her firstborn, her Saviour, already hoisted up on 
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the cross. The very sight challenged her faith to its deepest 
roots. The Roman cross was not high off the ground. Family 
members and well wishers often came close, touching, 
caressing and even clinging to their loved ones while yet 
they lived. Mary was distraught. With all her heart, she 
wanted to peel him off that cross and take him home to 
nurse his wounds. She so needed her Yeshua to be only 
human: she could not understand the logic of his years as 
the Son of God. “The purely human Yeshua would never 
have been put on a cross. He has his father’s brain: he 
would have outsmarted his enemies at every turn.”

“If only he would explain to me,” she said to John 
Zebedee. She clung to his left arm as a shield and a comfort. 
Many were present not just out of curiosity but as a 
comforting strength to her in that awful sandstorm, “How 
am I to understand that he is the promise of Gabriel.” 

John, wisely, only said, “He will show us in good time, 
Abba Mary. Let us all trust Yeshua. In time it will all be 
disclosed. We all just need to have faith.”

Standing near the cross at one time or another during the 
crucifixion with Mary were Ruth her youngest, Jude her 
youngest son, John Zebedee and his mother, Salome and 
Mary’s sister, the wife of Clopas, was also there. Mary 
Magdalene, a woman whom Mary the mother of Jesus had 
come to deeply admire and respect over the past two years 
of knowing her, stood close by her left side. A young 
woman who loved him deeply, Rebecca, onetime of 
Sepphoris in the days when Jesus’ father, Joseph, plied his 
trade in that former capital city, stood with the two Mary’s 
also. Near her, other friends of Jesus stood silently while 
they witnessed his great patience and fortitude and gazed 
upon his intense sufferings.
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At length, the personalised Spirit of the Father gave Jesus 
a brief glimpse of intense clear light land in his mind. 
Knowing that the end to his life was not long away, Jesus 
passed his mother formerly into the lifelong care of his 
trusted friend and apostle, John Zebedee. He discerned 
plainly that Mary would not live more than a year; and 
John’s own mother not more than two months. His 
thoughts turned to beautiful Capernaum and nearby 
Bethsaida and he smiled. He remembered his days of 
sailing in his new boats on the lake. Dear little Abarrane 
and the lamb came to mind. He saw himself with the lamp 
light in the Capernaum synagogue library with the faithful 
librarian, Zevach, and the flood of little wide-eyed giggling 
children at his feet. Looking at Mary with the loving eyes of 
the man who had taken over the household on the day that 
Joseph had died, the former brother-father of Mary’s family 
said, “Woman, behold your son.”

Then, to John Zebedee he said, “Yohanan, behold your 
mother,” although at the time James, John and David did 
not know of their mother’s impending demise.

Between strained breaths, for he was close to dying from 
the lack of air to his lungs, Jesus instructed Mary, saying: 
“Abba, I wish you to leave this place. Yehudah,” he said as 
he then looked on Jude, who stood only a few feet away 
from Jesus’ nailed feet: “Take her to rest in the house of 
Eliyyahu Maccabi (Elijah Mark). The other women can join 
her there and stay if they so wish.” 

So it was, that Mary went into the home wherein the night 
before Jesus had enacted the Last Supper and released Judas 
Iscariot to be about the business that brought him onto the 
Roman cross by the hands of wickedness, and Judas, his 
betrayer, into the judgement of the Ancient of Days.
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Salome Zebedee, mother to the three young brothers, 
died in Jerusalem not long after Jesus’ ascension to the 
Paradise Father on May 18. John and his brother David saw 
to the selling of the estate of Mary and Martha now that 
Lazarus was safely in Philadelphia. John took the shattered 
Mary to his own home in Bethsaida where she lived for a 
year before simply expiring. Ruth and David were hastily 
married and fled Jerusalem with Mary and Martha to 
Abner’s community in Philadelphia—today’s Amman, 
Jordan—where they lived to the end of their days. For the 
next twelve months, from April A.D. 30, Mary was 
something of a mother to John and he was indeed 
something of a son to Mary as her remaining children 
gathered around her but slowly she turned her eyes 
heavenward upon her son and sought her destiny with him.

While sitting on the shores of the Galilee, John often sang 
a plaintive song in Aramaic while strumming the lute that 
Yeshua often played as a child and which he found in 
Mary’s home in Capernaum. The words spoke of Mary’s 
unforgettable and soul shattering Friday, Saturday and 
Sunday. John noticed that it seemed to bring her great 
comfort to bathe in her thoughts of their earliest days in 
Alexandria. She would hold their little baby to her breast 
while Joseph cradled her in his arms as she leaned back 
against his youthful chest, and her only thoughts were of 
just being a mum. “Nowadays, Yohanan,” she said, “I am 
losing the authority I once had over my life. I feel that I 
have been swept away by forces I was never given the 
strength to oppose. My end is surely coming and I will go 
home to my beloved son. I will see Elizabeth and Yohanan. 
I will see your mother, Salome. I am sorry I have not been 
much of a mother to you these last months. Bless me, my 
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son. Pray for me darling, Yohanan. You are so lovely. Sing 
me that song you sing so well.”

John picked up Yeshua’s lute and plucked the strings.
Morning has come and gone. Here I stand all alone.
Near me stand Yehudah and Yohanan: cold as the clay.
Yeshua lived and died, a soul born of Paradise.
There he hangs from the nails and ties, 
Like a weed on a wire.

Morning has come and gone. Here I sit all alone.
I stare down out my empty room: 
Down the road to the tomb.
What should I think of this:
And the force of the tide that pressed
Such a beauty and such a peace 
From the face of our world?

Mary he lives! He lives! 
I have seen him beside the tomb.
In the still morning light he spoke: calling my name.
Yeshua he is risen. Like a star that is born in heaven.
And the men they have seen him too. 
Oh believe this is true.

But morning has come and gone. 
Believers say he is crowned
In the glory of God most High: but I only cry.
Where is my Yeshua? The boatman and the carpenter.
And where is my handsome boy
Who would tell them all tales?

+
On Friday, May 5, now four weeks after his death, the 

strange prophet, Van, was among the gathering with Jude 
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and Zakiel in the courtyard of Nicodemus in Jerusalem. 
Simon Zelotes saw him and suddenly remembered Van’s 
prophecy. Upon reflection it had been perfectly true in the 
finest detail. He quickly came over to Van.

“Your vision was true. Our Master lives! We have seen 
him,” said Simon. “He has taken away all my doubts. He is 
risen. He lives. I had never been so full of doubt or so 
confused in all my life but now that I have seen him my 
faith in his original divinity is fully restored. Because 
Yeshua lives, I live!”

Van smiled. His eyes gave a reassuring look that masked 
his prophetic insight that well could have said, “I told you 
so. God sent me with a comforting vision for you all and 
you all ignored it and suffered.

“Van, do you want me to show you the tomb of Yosef 
where Yeshua was laid, and where Yosef and Nicodemus 
anointed him with aloes and oils and wrapped him in 
burial cloths. Have you seen it?”

“Yes,” replied the prophet. “I have seen it all. From 
heaven to earth. From Adam to Yeshua. From alpha to 
omega. From life to death and eternal life. From the oceans 
to the mountains. From the bread of life to the fruit of the 
Tree of Life in the Paradise of God: I have seen it all.”

Simon had no idea what the man was talking about. He 
politely smiled. “Well, it’s true isn’t it? Yeshua lives. He is 
risen.”

“He is risen indeed, Simon. Yeshua is risen indeed.”

+
This was the first attempt of all the Jerusalem believers to 

come together. It had been quite a month, for all. 
Nicodemus was a very welcoming host, inviting all to 
partake of the light refreshments and drinks his servants 
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had laid out. They had been mingling and informally 
chatting for almost an hour when, at about nine o’clock, the 
risen Jesus broke into their company and appeared before 
them all. Immediately he began to instruct them, not as the 
Son of God but neither as Jesus of Nazareth. He was in his 
heavenly form as a human being, but he had spent time 
revealing himself to people as well as the heavenly citizens 
of all the seven levels of the mansions below the New 
Jerusalem. He was fully heavenly and fully earthly. He was 
coming to the end of his time of appearances. Soon after he 
would appear to the apostles and then he would let them 
see his ascension to the Paradise Father, and it was all over.

Jesus began by saying, “Peace be upon you now.” He 
then spoke of the impending end of his mission in the 
earth. “I told you all how the chief priests and the rulers of 
the Jews would deliver me up to be put to death, and that I 
would rise from the grave. You failed to believe me because 
you heard my words without comprehending the meaning 
thereof. Give ear to my words now lest you again make the 
mistake of hearing my teaching with the mind while in 
your hearts you fail to comprehend the meaning. 

“From the beginning I taught you that my one purpose 
was to reveal my Father in heaven to his children on earth. I 
have lived the life of Father Fusion so that you might 
experience your own Father Fusion career. 

“I have revealed God as your Father in heaven; I have 
revealed you as the sons of God on earth. By faith in my 
word this fact becomes an eternal and living truth in your 
hearts. When, by living faith in your own Father Fusion 
journey, you partner with the Father, you are then born of 
the spirit as children of light and life, even the eternal life 
wherewith you shall ascend the universe of universes and 
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attain the experience of finding God the Father on Paradise.
“Proclaim the gospel of the kingdom—the reality of the 

fatherhood of God and the truth of the sonship of man. My 
resurrection experience is not the gospel truth: sonship with 
God, daughtership with God, by faith, is still the saving 
truth of the gospel of the kingdom. 

“Go forth preaching the love of God and the service of 
man. That which the world needs most to know is: Men are 
the sons of God, and through faith they can actually realize, 
and daily experience, this ennobling truth. My bestowal 
should help all men to know that they are the children of 
God, but such knowledge will not suffice if they fail 
personally to faith-grasp the saving truth that they are the 
living spirit sons of the eternal Father. The gospel of the 
kingdom is concerned with the love of the Father and the 
service of his children on earth.

“Among yourselves, here, you share the knowledge that 
I have risen from the dead, but that is not strange. I have 
the power to lay down my life and to take it up again; the 
Father gives such power to his Paradise Sons. You should 
the rather be stirred in your hearts by the knowledge that 
the dead of an age entered upon the eternal ascent soon 
after I left Yosef’s new tomb. I lived my life in the flesh to 
show how you can, through loving service, become God-
revealing to your fellow men even as, by loving you and 
serving you, I have become God-revealing to you. I have 
lived among you as the Son of Man that you, and all other 
men, might know that you are all indeed the sons of God. 

“Therefore, when power from On High comes into you 
any day now, I will give you authority. Go in my name into 
all the world preaching this gospel of the Kingdom of 
heaven to all men. Love all men as I have loved you; serve 
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your fellow human beings as I have served you. Freely you 
have received, freely give. 

“Wait here in Jerusalem while I go to the Father, and 
until I send you the Spirit of Truth. He will lead you into 
the enlarged truth, and I will go with you into all the world. 
I am with you always, and my peace I leave with you.”

He then vanished from their sight. All through the night 
they remained together, earnestly discussing Jesus’s 
admonitions and contemplating all that had befallen them. 
James Zebedee and others of the apostles also told them of 
their experiences with the Jesus’ appearances in Galilee and 
recited how he had three times appeared to them. Among 
the Greeks were Rodan, Petra and Pelagios. They had come 
across from Alexandria, eager to share their own 
experiences and to make plans for bringing some of the 
apostles or leading disciples across to their city, the City of 
Knowledge. All of the Jerusalemite believers wanted to hear 
the news from Alexandria. 
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Chapter Forty-Two
SAINT JOHN 15:11

Rejoice.

“These things I have spoken to you, that my joy may be in 
you, and that your joy may be full.” 

ews of Jesus’ arrest, crucifixion, death and burial 
was carried by David Zebedee’s faithful and 
athletic team of volunteer runners to sixteen 

different destinations, including Amman, Capernaum, 
Nazareth in the Galilee, Samaria and Alexandria. 

“Lord,” shouted Nathan as he approached Alexandria,” I 
know that you have sent angels to run with me. I feel them 
at my side. I have run this distance in record time. Bless 
them, Lord! Bless them mightily! This is the most important 
message in the entire world, and I am glad that they are a 
part of Dawid’s team.” 

He was the fifth of the series of runners spanning the 
long road from Jerusalem to Alexandria, reaching the home 
of Rodan the Greek disciple on the Tuesday after the 
resurrection of Jesus.

When he entered the house of Rodan in Alexandria, he 
found a group of twenty Greeks, all of whom had 
previously met with Jesus in Israel. It was they who had 
despatched some of their friends who had been at lunch 
with Jesus and the Jews and Greeks on Thursday in the 
home of Joseph of Arimathea when the Father again 
publicly spoke assuringly to Jesus.

N
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“Oh yes, Nathan,” said Rodan. “Yeshua would have 
ordained all of us, just as he ordained the seventy-two 
evangelists.”

“Why did he not do it, then?” asked the young runner. 
“We think that the twelve apostles were opposed to it. 

Perhaps we were a threat to them. We’re Greek. We’re 
Gentile believers. Who knows? Regardless, though, we are 
free to evangelise and worship and pray in our Egyptian-
Greek way however we please without the threat of Jewish 
priests and the whole weight of Hebrew gloom upon us.”

“Tell us your message, please, Nathan,” asked Rodan.
Nathan began, first telling of Jesus’ arrest as it was told 

to David Zebedee by John Mark. 
Rodan was a highly esteemed and gifted spiritual teacher 

and philosopher who had learned of the Kingdom of 
heaven—the Father Fusion of Jesus—and how to receive it, 
from Jesus in person. He interrupted Nathan, saying: “This 
message is of great importance. Let us call all the believers 
to hear it all from you directly.” 

Nathan agreed and four hours later, after having 
received food and drink and rest, he spoke to the gathering 
of eighty Greek believers of Alexandria. Among their 
number was Petra. She had returned to Alexandria and had 
proposed to Rodan to visit Jesus in Bethany. 

Rodan had discussed the idea with his friends and 
students but he had already met Jesus and had lengthy 
discussions over several days. He was of a mind to go. 
Several of his friends went but not before Rodan had a 
vivid dream in which Jesus appeared to him and, with his 
two palms lifted up and facing Rodan he said, “Stay. Stay.” 
Rodan’s seven friends could not be held back, however. 
They had never met Jesus before, and they departed that 
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very day by ship for Jaffa. They were still in Jerusalem 
when the runner reached Rodan this day in Alexandria this 
Tuesday, the third day after Jesus’ resurrection.

Reciting all that had been dutifully relayed to him by the 
fourth runner, Nathan concluded: “David Zebedee, whose 
message I speak to you, also says that Yeshua foretold of his 
death but declared that he would rise again on the third 
day by his own will and heavenly power, which would now 
be two days ago, Sunday: for the first runner left Jerusalem 
on Friday after Yeshua’s body was taken down and laid in a 
nearby garden tomb of a man from a town of the Jews at 
Arimathea, a well to do merchant by the name of Yosef.”

Jesus had already begun his appearances on Sunday: first 
in the garden tomb to Mary and the women, then to the 
apostles, to the brothers on the road to Emmaus and 
eventually in the evening to Peter alone in the garden. To 
the surprise of all, Nathan had no sooner finished his 
sentence when, in his heavenly bodily form, the resurrected 
Jesus appeared there in full view of all. 

After Nathan had sat down, Jesus, now fully relieved of 
the constraints set upon him by the ultra religious minds of 
the Jerusalem Jews in the temple, and further to his manner 
of speaking to the Greeks and Jews gathered over lunch at 
the home of Joseph of Arimathea, spoke in the home of 
Rodan of Alexandria:

“Rejoice for my peace I give to you all. My Father sent 
me into the world to bring the new and permanent way to 
Father Fusion. It belongs not to a race, a nation, nor to a 
special group of teachers or preachers. This gospel of the 
Kingdom of heaven belongs to both Jew and Gentile, to rich 
and poor, to free and bond, to male and female, even to the 
little children. 
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“Rejoice in that I appoint you to proclaim this gospel of 
love and truth by the lives which you live in the flesh. You 
shall love one another with a new and startling affection, 
even as I have loved you. You will serve humanity with a 
new and amazing devotion, even as I have served you. 
When men and women see you so love them, and when 
they behold how fervently you serve them, they will 
perceive that you have become faith-fellows of the 
Kingdom of heaven. They will follow after the Spirit of 
Truth which they see in your lives, to the finding of eternal 
salvation and the claiming of their own Father Fusion, just 
as I claimed my Father Fusion and produced the fruit of the 
living spirit in me.

“Rejoice, for just as the Father sent me into this world, 
even so now send I you. You are all called to carry the good 
news to those who sit in darkness. This gospel of the 
kingdom belongs to all who believe it; it shall not be 
committed to the custody of mere priests. Soon will the 
Spirit of Truth come upon you, and he shall lead you into 
all truth. Go you, therefore, into all the world preaching this 
gospel, and believe that I am with you always and forever.”

Jesus then vanished from their sight, leaving the eighty 
to spend the entire night recounting all that they had 
experienced of Jesus and Rodan’s many teachings. As one 
body, they all believed that Jesus had risen from the dead. 

“We now know why it was not important to Jesus to 
ordain us as evangelists,” said Rodan.

Petra, still buoyant from her baptism and her time with 
Mary and Jesus, said, “The Father Fusion of Jesus belongs 
to the Father. No priest, no man, no woman and no 
religious specialist has any greater claim on it then any of 
us here.” The days when the enemies of the love of Jesus 
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would force them to become organised into the Egyptian 
Church the better to empower the opportunities to live out 
their own faith were of course not yet upon them.

“Agreed,” said Agathias, one who would have been 
among the earlier twenty ordained. “Perhaps we should 
invite one of the apostles to come to Alexandria and give us 
more of the life and teachings of Yeshua.”

“Or Dawid David Zebedee or Yohanan Maccabi John 
Mark, if the apostles are too busy with affairs in Jerusalem. 
It surely must be mayhem over there. I can see them all 
parading around Jerusalem and the Mount of Olives with 
their palm branches singing, ‘He is alive! Yeshua the King is 
risen!’” That brought smiles to everyone’s face and shouts 
of praise.

“Or we could bring Mary and Martha and Lazarus,” said 
Petra’s friend, Sophronia, somewhat meekly. “I have seen 
the enormous change in Petra since she spoke with Mary. 
Jesus raised Lazarus from the dead: surely he must have 
something good to instruct us concerning the Father Fusion 
of Jesus. These women evangelists would be a big help to 
us all.”

“And Mary of Magdala?” asked Luke rather curiously. 
“Is she not too an evangelist for the women of Yeshua?”

“Have no fear of that Mary,” said Mena. “I have met her 
while I was in Jerusalem, on several occasions. She is 
extraordinary in her faith and impeccable in her purity of 
heart. She is a good woman. Doubt her integrity not.”

“We must gather Yeshua’s teachings, collate them, bind 
them and circulate them among ourselves. The Father 
Fusion of Yeshua is the central goal of life. I have spent long 
hours in the Alexandria Library and it contains some of my 
own theses. One of them even includes my notes from 
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discussions with Thomas and Nathaniel when I met with 
them in Magadan. I gave them a series of addresses on my 
Greek philosophy so that I could integrate it into the 
teachings of Yeshua.”

“What did you come away with as the final idea, 
Rodan?” asked young Anaxagoras the script copier.

“Yeshua made the living of life an art form,” replied 
Rodan,” with which he conquered the world by the doing 
of his heavenly Father’s will. The heavenly Father was with 
him and in him specifically for the sake of bringing Father 
Fusion to Yeshua. That was their understanding of each 
other. Yeshua said little to me, personally, except that, ‘If 
you would follow me, Rodan, be a conqueror by the might 
of your Father Fusion. You and the Spirit of the Father in 
you can conquer all things and, in doing so, build for 
yourself a mansion whose staircase will deliver you into the 
Paradise of God where you will eat from the Tree of Life and 
thus have eternal blessing to the fullest pleasure of God and 
your own heart’s content.”

The entire group fell into a hush. Holy reverence filled 
Rodan’s large and elegantly furnished home. 

At length, Rodan again spoke, saying: “He spoke to me as 
a Greek, not as a Jew. As an Alexandrian not a Jerusalemite. 
He fully understood me. Because of that, I believe firmly 
that we here in Alexandria, we of Greek and Egyptian 
heritage alike, for we are one people, we should present 
Yeshua’s gospel to our friends on the basis of its power to 
make us conquerors of the whole world’s ways.” Then 
Rodan paused. A thought came to his mind. “Then he 
added, ‘Power will come upon you and your friends in 
Alexandria. Wait for it after I have ascended to the Father. 
Everything that you are and have will be transformed: for 
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this power is the Spirit of Truth and the Holy Spirit that 
will be shed abroad in the hearts of all humanity.”

The news was thrilling. All were agreed. “It is a time for 
the whole world to rejoice,” said Agathias: “We rejoice in 
our hope of sharing the glory of God.” 

The whole room exploded with cheering and laughter. It 
felt so good to know that Jesus was alive and by his Father 
Fusion had survived the perils of the Sanhedrin and the 
sins that were cast upon him. Soon after, they fell into 
prayer, expectant of this great new power from On High 
that Yeshua promised.

When their rejoicing had settled down, Rodan again said 
a few words to the eighty. 

“When I was with Yeshua, he said that there were many 
things about Father Fusion and his impartation of it to all 
believers through the Spirit of Truth that was coming, that 
we could not bear. As I have always taught you, the journey 
in truth is ever upward and outward. So much truth is 
awaiting us in Yeshua. Therefore, let us be mindful of the 
limits that are on newcomers to Yeshua and his gospel. We 
do not want to flood them with truth and wisdom that is 
unbefitting their own level of need: just as he was mindful 
to not flood me with the fullness of his truth before I had 
time to assimilate the very basics of his Father Fusion . . . 
which, as you all know, was a wholly new thing to me and I 
have had to adapt my own teachings from those of the 
philosophy of the intellect to those of the spirituality of the 
spirit and soul. 

“Yeshua’s word to me was that the Spirit of the Father in 
each of us would glorify him in our hearts and minds, 
taking what is his and making it our compass and our north 
star. When the Spirit of Truth comes upon you,” he said, 
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“you will all rejoice in the truth to a measure every Greek 
has never before seen, not even in the days of the ancients: 
Socrates, Plato and Aristotle. 

“By the Spirit of Truth,” he said to me, “we will have 
communion that is holy and eternal with all that is truly 
eternally true, beautiful and good.”
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Chapter Forty-Three
SAINT JOHN 14:20

Communion.

In that day you will know that I am in my Father, and you 
in me, and I in you.

avid Zebedee’s herald of the resurrection arrived at 
the home of Rodan of Alexandria two day’s later, 
on Thursday, April 13, to be greeted with their 

words, “Yes, we know he is risen, brother: for we have seen 
him! He appeared to us just the day before yesterday.” Then 
they plied this second runner, Tad, with questions.

“What of Yeshua’s mother and brothers and sisters now 
that he has gone from us physically?”

“I don’t know for certain,” said Tad: “but there has been 
word passed along the runners that Yeshua placed his 
mother into the care of Yohanan Zebedee.”

“That’s right, I remember now,” said Tabitha, the wife of 
Pelagios the boatman. “Yeshua always had John Zebedee 
looking after the apostles’ families anyway. I spoke with his 
mother, Mary, when I last visited and travelled to the 
Galilee. She told me so.” 

“Yes,” said Tad. “Surely Yohanan will take her back to 
live in the family home at Bethsaida of Capernaum. It will 
not be good for her to be alone in the home that Yeshua 
gave her in Capernaum. I don’t know anything regarding 
the plans of his brothers and sisters except that David 
Zebedee and Ruth have planned to marry. Some of Yeshua’s 
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siblings are already married and living away from Mary.”
“Mary will benefit a lot at this time in her life by being 

around Zebedee and Salome, although Salome is ailing 
somewhat. They have a lot of history together, those two 
families: they will work out what best is to be done for all.”

The eighty were again called and Tad then answered 
scores of their questions.

+
Pelagios was a tall, weathered and wiry boatman who 

managed a fleet of boats that sailed between Alexandria 
and Sicily. A father of eight, he was a devoted husband and 
a fair employer. Overly generous, he was much loved by 
friends and poor alike.

It was at a little after eight in the evening at this epochal 
gathering, when Pelagios said, “Tad, you have just 
described to us the seder meal that they all had one week 
ago today. Did you say that Yeshua celebrated the last 
supper with his apostles at around eight in the evening?”

“That’s right. Judas left part way through it and never 
returned to the Mark house until nearly eleven, fully 
expecting them to still be there.”

“It has been one week. It is eight in the evening. Let’s all 
break bread and drink a cup like Yeshua has done according 
to the word we have received from David Zebedee,” said 
Pelagios. “Let’s rejoice in the risen Lord over life and over 
death. Let’s make him welcome in our hearts and minds and 
bodies and spirits. Let’s partake of the Father Fusion of 
Yeshua in his broken body and shed blood.”

“We would have him abide in us,” said Petra.
“We would abide in him and in the heavenly Father,” 

added Phyllis, her niece.
Quickly, they brought out a fresh loaf of bread and they 
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drained a bottle of tasty red wine into five large goblets.
Being reluctant to adopt the Jewish style of the Seder 

meal, feeling somewhat culturally distant from the whole 
legend of the Lord’s Passover, having never had that need for 
national freedom, they all expressed their prayers 
individually in a gracious and beautiful moment of 
solemnity. Then Rodan raised the large plate on which 
rested the loaf.

“In remembrance of you on the night that you were 
betrayed last Thursday, and at the house at Emmaus with 
the two brothers just the day before yesterday, Lord Yeshua, 
come into this bread so that when we eat it we eat 
according to your words: ‘I am the bread of life; whoever 
comes to me will neither hunger nor thirst for the things of 
the Father and his love unto the ages of ages eternal.”

Everyone looked on the bread. They discerned something 
of Yeshua whom they had just met only a few hours early, 
now come from a heavenly realm and into the bread. It was a 
mix of the Father Fused Jesus of Nazareth and the Son of 
God. Yeshua was revealing his whole identity.

“He is here with us,” cried Pelagios. “He is in the bread.”
“It has become his body,” said Petra. “The bread is his 

living body. By this means we eat his flesh.” Then she 
looked at the five silver goblets of red wine. “They will 
become his blood: I am certain of it.”

Rodan looked at four of his group, two women and two 
men, and they each came forward and lifted up high one of 
the silver cups.

“Lord Yeshua,” Rodan said, “please now come into the 
wine so that when we drink it we drink according to your 
word, ‘This is my blood of the covenant of Father Fusion, 
which is poured out for many, even the whole earth.”
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They all waited in anticipation for a few seconds, and 
then it happened.

“There he is again,” shouted Pelagios, almost hysterical 
with delight. “Can you see him? Do you discern him?” he 
asked the cup bearers. 

Such a peace had fallen on the entire room that they 
replaced the cups on the marble table and, falling to the 
floor, unbidden, they each glorified the Son of God with 
declarations such as:

“This is the body of our Lord, Yeshua Messiah, which 
was given and broken for my healing.”

“Yeshua, I remember now that you died for me and for 
my Father Fusion. I will feed on you in my heart with 
thanksgiving.”

“Yeshua’s body: broken for my healing.”
“Yeshua, conquering the cross.”
“Yeshua’s body: dead in the tomb from which he has 

risen alive in spirit.”
“This is the blood of our Lord, Yeshua the Son of God, 

which was poured out for my life of everlasting 
righteousness of eternal beatitude in the Father.”

“With a grateful heart, Yeshua, I will now drink this 
remembering that your blood was shed for me and for my 
Father Fusion.”

“Yeshua’s shed blood: the Son of God poured out.”
“Yeshua’s life: overcoming the world.”
“Yeshua’s resurrection: eternal blessing flowing to me.”
“Lord, Yeshua, you are welcome in my mind and heart 

and soul.”
“Yeshua’s perfect doing of the will of the heavenly Father 

has come among us, praise be to God On High.”
In silence, the eighty-one men and woman lay strewn all 
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over that marble floor for several minutes, until their souls 
moved them to stand up and partake of Yeshua in a 
celebration of his Father Fusion and his word about the 
body and blood of the Son of God.

Rodan raised the plate of bread in which he was fully 
convinced Yeshua abided: “The body of Yeshua, which we 
will eat.” Then he passed it around and everyone took a 
piece from the loaf and ate it.

A full twenty minutes afterwards, Rodan lifted his silver 
goblet and the two men and women with him did likewise 
with theirs: “The blood of Yeshua,” he said, and they repeated 
his words; “which we will drink,” and again they repeated his 
words. A great holiness was on the place. “By this eating and 
drinking we celebrate our abiding in the Son of God who is 
risen so that we too can share in his Father Fusion.”

Everyone wholeheartedly cried out with a loud voice, 
“Amen,” and drank from the five cups until they were 
emptied and only little scarlet droplets remained in the 
bottom of each silver vessel.

For some time, the eighty-one reclined on chairs, sofas, 
recliners and even on the floor. At length, moved by the 
spirit, Petra rose and, lifting the plate on which the leftover 
bread lay, she held it high, asking, “Lord. Yeshua. Come off 
the remnant of this bread now; so that we can dispose of it 
with the dignity fitting your majesty.”

Many eyes turned to her and to the bread. In a few 
seconds, that torn apart leftover loaf seemed to lose its 
holiness and became just another loaf of bread again. Rodan 
smiled. They were indeed partaking of the glory of God.

Petra looked at him. “No. No. Please continue. The Lord is 
honouring you. We are all equals around the Lord’s table.”

Petra raised one of the silver goblets. Droplets of red 
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wine were in all of them. She lifted it high, thinking of all 
five as she did so: “Lord. Yeshua. Come off the remnant of 
this wine now; so that we can dispose of it with the dignity 
fitting your majesty.”

Within seconds, he did.
They were amazed. The Lord’s new Passover had 

entered the house of the Greeks in Alexandria. What Jesus 
did in the upper room of John Mark’s home, he did in 
Rodan’s home.

Akylas was a young man studying languages at the 
Alexandrian Library and aged just twenty-one years. He 
was popular, athletic, well bred, strikingly handsome and 
noted for his artistic creativity. He stood up, somewhat 
emboldened by the taste of the body and blood of Yeshua in 
him: “I declare that I have never felt anything of God so 
richly as just now when I received the body and the blood 
of Yeshua.” Many agreed with words of salute to the Son of 
God. “Therefore,” he continued, “let us be agreed that, this 
which has happened spontaneously among us, shall be 
considered to be Yeshua’s own personal gift to us. It is for 
our unity. It is for our life in him. It is for our having the 
Father Fusion of Yeshua in our own hearts and souls.” 
Again many spoke utterances of agreement. “Let us agree, 
therefore,” he concluded, “to meet on a regular basis, 
specifically for the purpose of rejoining Yeshua in the holy 
bread and the sacred cup.”

The roaring cheer that rose up nearly lifted the roof off 
the mansion. Akylas, whose name means ‘Eagle’, said, 
“This night we have all becomes eagles in Yeshua’s body 
and blood and Father Fusion. We will change the whole 
world, beginning here in Alexandria and all of Egypt.”

+
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The simple gospel of Father Fusion had surfaced in 
Capernaum in the life of Jesus of Nazareth. It had become a 
public ministry which moved through Jordan and 
Jerusalem with a ragtag group of apostles who started out 
knowing next to nothing about the Holy Spirit power that 
would so often sweep them up into rapturous excitement 
only to dump them into waves of confusion and doubt 
when they wholly failed to understand their Master. 

Now the gospel of the Father Fusion of Jesus was a holy 
thought in the hands of Greeks in Alexandria, the most 
outstanding thinkers of the entire Mediterranean area. 

What was birthed in Egypt, sixteen hundred years earlier 
with Moses and the blood of the sacrificial lamb of the 
Lord’s Passover, now returned in a wholly revised and 
modernised form. National religion was a thing of the past. 
The whole world was being touched by the One True God 
and it was intrinsically personal not national. 

The nation of Israel was now the blooming flower that 
had grown from that bloody seed that had wrought civil 
and spiritual freedom for the slaves of Egypt. This very 
week, that flower had cast its own seeds abroad on divine 
winds, fully knowing that some seed falls on rocky ground 
and fails to root; some seed falls by the wayside and is 
devoured by ravens; and some seed falls on good ground 
but is choked by weeds. Given its divine beginnings, the 
flower trusted that more than enough seed would fall on 
fertile ground and produce harvests of thirty fold, sixty fold 
and a hundred fold of its own kind—Father Fusion.

The old time was buried in the graves of the dead: now 
was the time of the individual soul and its living personal 
betrothal to the Spirit of the Father—this fusion that Jesus 
so naturally demonstrated and so effortlessly impressed 
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upon the believers: this eternal beatitude. 
This was what the Son of God had purchased for the 

world. His statesman-like life. His matchless teachings. His 
wondrous works in spirit and in power. His sacrificial body 
and blood and word. His unutterably perfect resurrection. 
His priceless loving kindness to every person in every 
generation in a world without end. This human son of 
Joseph and Mary of Nazareth who didn’t need his Father 
Fusion to be entangled with ideas of the physical virginity 
of his mother or his grandmother, Anne, was the champion 
of the world. Others by their example had led men to excel 
in leadership, in battle, in commerce, in philosophy, in 
medicine, in animal husbandry, in internat ional 
communication and negotiation. This incarnate Son of God 
of the heaven of heavens brought to the world a way to 
have the peak goal of life in any generation in any culture 
in any part of the world—Father Fusion. Like the other 
great men and women of the world who could be received 
and their gifts drawn from, to the end of having material 
rewards, anyone who drew from Jesus the Son of God drew 
their eternal life and its riches.

“There is no way to repay Jesus for his gift to the world,” 
Rodan said, as he summed up the event whilst the moon 
was rising high in the night sky over the Egyptian desert, 
“but to offer to him the one thing that he cherishes above 
all else. That thing is our doing of the Father’s will: even to 
the attainment of Father Fusion Candidacy and then on to 
fully having the perfected Father Fusion in which he led the 
world to the Father.” 

Rodan sent Tad back to Jerusalem with words of their 
own news. His last words to the group of eighty, before 
they finally left his home on this momentous occasion, 
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were: “I heard Yeshua say it, and I know that you twenty 
also heard it from his lips. ‘If you would be perfect, go, sell 
what you possess and give to the poor, and you will have 
treasure in heaven; and come, follow me.’ 

“Brothers and sisters, let us boldly go forward with 
Yeshua, power is soon coming from On High. Let us claim 
our treasure in heaven. We have but one work in the world 
and that is the work of the servant who pours out his or her 
life to the Master of the Kingdom of God on the earth. By 
our servanthood will this world become renewed. Praise to 
servanthood: holy and righteous for evermore.”

The whole room shouted as one voice, “Amen!”
Within two weeks, Rodan, Pelagios, Petra and her friend 

Sophronia made plans to set sail for Jaffa. They had in mind 
to bring back the living seed of apostleship to plant and 
grow in Egypt for all ages to come. So it was that they 
attended the evening meeting in the courtyard of 
Nicodemus where they received the transmission of the 
light and life of Jesus’ Father Fusion first hand and stood 
poised to receive God pouring out his spirit. 
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PART EIGHT
THE FATHER AC TS

The New Divine World Order



Chapter Forty-Four
JOEL 1:1

I Will Pour Out My Spirit.

The word of the Lord that came to Joel, the son of Pethuel. 

isions of help from heaven falling in the form of 
power from On High were prophesied by Jesus and 
all those who held him close to their hearts eagerly 

awaited the day of its arrival. A lot hinged on Jesus. The 
faithful of other faiths could not even imagine what was in 
store for the world, all because of Jesus. 

Jesus had been baptised. John had prophesied that Jesus 
would be the lamb of God who takes away the sins of the 
world and thereby destroys in a person the root of 
separation from God. To this end, Jesus had fulfilled the 
prophesies of Isaiah and had gone, like a lamb to the 
slaughter, opening not his mouth. Then, with perfect 
consistency, Jesus had risen from the grave on the third day 
and had showed himself alive to a wide variety of 
believers, all the time again prophesying that power from 
On High would come once he had returned to the Paradise 
Father, the power that Joel had prophesied. Jesus spoke of 
three elements of the heavenly gift of power from On High: 
the worldwide coming of Spirits of the Father; the 
worldwide coming of the Spirit of Truth; and Holy Spirit 
power to do works like he had done through the Father’s 
will and even greater than these. Everyone turned to the 
precedent in scripture to which Jesus referred.

V
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Long ago, vision of help from heaven fell once on a 
young prophet named Joel the son of Pethuel eight hundred 
years before Jesus carried his cross to Golgotha or mounted 
Olivet to ascend to the Father. He lived in a small farming 
hamlet in Judah, not far from Jerusalem. Times were awful 
and so when he saw the vision of help coming from heaven 
he immediately ran to the temple and began to spread the 
good word he had heard:

Hear this, you elders; give ear, all inhabitants of the land! 
Has such a thing happened in your days, or in the days of 
your fathers? Tell your children of it, and let your children 
tell their children, and their children to another generation. 
Joel 1:2-3.

The social, economic and the spiritual desolation of his 
day and age was rampant not only because of the aftermath 
of a military invasion but because a nation of locusts had 
ravaged the land and left it barren. People were downcast, 
hopeless and migrating simply to find work and survive.   
They had all but given up on God. The religious cry was for 
them to repent, lest God do a worse thing to them: but their 
only cries were about their helplessness. 

“Where is our God? Are we not his Chosen People?” 
Evenezer demanded of the priest Gemaryah. “Has he not 
made a covenant with us to provide for all our needs?” 

“How can we honour him when even the temple grain 
offering has been stripped bare from the fields?” argued 
Keniah. Poor Gemaryah had no reply. He knew not his 
God’s face, nor his God’s plans. Deep in his heart, though, 
he longed for the people to repent: it was the only influence 
he knew the people could effectively bring to God. 

Joel the prophet described the barrenness in the terms of 
the farmer’s nightmare:
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What the cutting locust left, the swarming locust has eaten. 
What the swarming locust left, the hopping locust has eaten, 
and what the hopping locust left, the destroying locust has 
eaten. Joel 1:4.

“It’s not just the fields,” said Lemuwel: “many today find 
our life itself, not just our crops, has fallen to the locust. The 
forces of this wretched world. My own foolish decisions. 
The harvests I have reaped because of my own lusts. The 
locusts of life have come and voraciously robbed me of 
what God had planned for me. They have moved on 
leaving behind only bitter emptiness and failure in me. Like 
a baby holding a casket of treasures and heirlooms, the 
evils of life have come and lifted it out of my hands and 
there was nothing I could do prevent it. I am robbed and 
raped and left desolate.” 

“It is about this that the Prophet Joel speaks, Lemuwel,” 
his brother Manachem said, by way of a comfort. “For he 
has had a word for the people from the Spirit of God in 
himself. God is restoring that which was taken away.”

“How can he ever get back what has been taken away 
from us, Manachem? God does new things: he doesn’t 
restore old things.” Their despondency was most glum. 

Joel believed the Word, though. It was cloaked in the 
power of the Holy Spirit that defined him as a prophet. He 
wanted the people to believe. “Believing,” he cried out, “it 
will then be done for you according to the prophecy, for this 
is the way of our God. Our God is not like the gods of the 
heathen. First he prophesies what he has for us. Then, when 
we are believing it, he releases it into our lives. This is the 
common way of faith for our provision: all the prophets say 
so. Let us pray then. Let us cry out to the Lord.”

Between the vestibule and the altar let the priests, the 
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ministers of the Lord, weep and say, “Spare your people, O 
Lord, and make not your heritage a reproach, a byword among 
the nations. Why should they say among the peoples, ‘Where 
is their God?’”
Then the Lord became jealous for his land and had pity on his 
people. The Lord answered and said to his people, “Behold, I 
am sending to you grain, wine, and oil, and you will be 
satisfied; and I will no more make you a reproach among the 
nations.” Joel 2:17-19.

“What a bold pronouncement of God’s intervention you 
have made,” said Kesed. “Can it really be true?”

“My Word of God is according to his earliest promises to 
grow an entire community for his glory,” replied Joel.   
“Only believe and he will be our help. God is faithful, if we 
will repent and believe this which he has promised. He will 
become jealous for us. He will bring us grain, wine and oil. 
He will make the fields lush and rich again.” 

Then he lifted up his sonorous voice and, standing on the 
same stones upon which centuries later the incarnated Son 
of God would also stand, he cried out to the large gathering 
of the downcast in the Jerusalem temple courtyard:

“I, your God, will remove the northerner far from you, and 
drive him into a parched and desolate land, his vanguard into 
the eastern sea, and his rear guard into the western sea; the 
stench and foul smell of him will rise, for he has done great 
things. 
“Fear not, O land; be glad and rejoice, for the Lord has done 
great things! Fear not, you beasts of the field, for the pastures 
of the wilderness are green; the tree bears its fruit; the fig tree 
and vine give their full yield.
“Be glad, O children of Zion, and rejoice in the Lord your 
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God, for he has given the early rain for your vindication; he 
has poured down for you abundant rain, the early and the 
latter rain, as before. The threshing floors shall be full of 
grain; the vats shall overflow with wine and oil.
“I will restore to you the years that the swarming locust has 
eaten, the hopper, the destroyer, and the cutter, my great 
army, which I sent among you. You shall eat in plenty and be 
satisfied, and praise the name of the Lord your God, who has 
dealt wondrously with you. And my people shall never again 
be put to shame. You shall know that I am in the midst of 
Israel, and that I am the Lord your God and there is none else. 
And my people shall never again be put to shame.” Joel 
2:20-27.

Joel looked around at his people, Judah, divided in spirit 
and by politics from the northern people, Israel. The 
southerners were like the Bedouin, pastoralists, often on the 
move in search of the season’s grass and best areas for crop 
plantings, never claiming the land on free title and fencing it 
off as their own property. Some of them deeply resented the 
northern custom of dividing the land and staking out 
individual plots, placing a value on the sections of land and 
thus causing a whole new economy to thrive based on the 
buying and selling of land rather than on the trading of created 
merchandise, livestock and chattels. “How can they even think 
to divide God’s land and sell it?” was a common outcry.

+
While many were pondering the parched and barren 

land, suddenly, for the first time ever, Joel saw the face of 
God. The Spirit of the Father within him rose up and made 
himself known to the prophet, face to face. He cried out, “I 
can see God! I see God! Truly, truly, as I see God so too I see 
his prophecies about our destiny. All will be well! 
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The Spirit of the Father in him waited for him to finish 
and then said, “Say this in my name to my people my son:

“And it shall come to pass afterward, that I will pour out my 
Spirit on all flesh; your sons and your daughters shall 
prophesy, your old men shall dream dreams, and your young 
men shall see visions. Even on the male and female servants 
in those days I will pour out my Spirit. Joel 2:28-29.

After saying these words, the Spirit of the Father 
withdrew his face from his son and resumed his place in the 
upper recesses of his mind. Many a person standing there 
painfully remembered those men, women and children 
whom they loved dearly and who had been captured and 
sold off to foreign peoples as slaves: but, much buoyed in 
the spirit, Joel went on to prophesy how God would totally 
reverse Judah’s fortunes . . . not only in the fields but also 
politically and economically. Great times lay ahead for all of 
Judah and her peoples!

+
Unknown to Joel, his astounding prophesy about the 

outpouring of God’s own Spirit referred to the Spirits of the 
Father. One day, The Paradise Father would pour himself 
out to all people. Gone would be the days when an 
occasional Spirit of the Father came to indwell an 
individual who had morally risen above the drudgery of 
simple survival. The Father would come to each and every 
individual.

The common people of Joel’s day could grasp very little 
of this prophecy. “Why can they not grasp the reality of this 
that I preach?” Joel asked some of the other prophets in his 
own age group.

“It is because they are not yet a people of the spirit.”
Joel looked around them, a starving, disheveled, motley 
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clutch of God-seekers who were able to contribute very 
little to the awful circumstances. 

Joel himself understood little of the idea that the Spirit of 
the Father would indwell all people. The hope that was in 
the mind of the Spirit of the Father resident within Joel 
would only be understood clearly in the minds of the 
people of Judah and of Israel when his words were 
illuminated by the events commensurate with the 
ascending Son of God, Jesus, and his return to Paradise. 
Nothing else could come close to the idea of God pouring 
out his spirit on all humanity. 

To the Father, Son and Holy Spirit, power from On High, 
their outpouring of the spirit, was entirely predicated upon 
the Son of God having lived the life of Father Fusion in the 
world. Without such a life being accessible to the human 
believer, the world would never have tasted the alpha and 
omega of its own existence: real truth, not just what this or 
that philosophy or religion deigned to call truth.

It was Jesus the alpha and omega that put his believers in 
touch with the potentials of actual heavenly existence, the 
Kingdom of heaven. He thus prepared the way for an invasion 
of the earth by the mindset and the spiritual values that 
even then wholly occupied the mansions of heaven—those 
spheres of life that prepared each person in the afterlife for 
eventual standing in the New Jerusalem in universally 
acknowledged heavenly citizenship—perfect Father Fusion.
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Chapter Forty-Five
REVELATION OF JOHN 21:6-7

The Alpha And the Omega.

And he said to me, “It is done! I am the Alpha and the 
Omega, the beginning and the end. To the thirsty I will give 
from the spring of the water of life without payment. The one 
who conquers will have this heritage, and I will be his God 
and he will be my son.”

nique to Jesus, was his telling the apostles and his 
public audiences about the need for being born 
again and baptised “with the Holy Spirit and with 

fire.” The prophecies of Joel had emphatically pronounced 
the coming of the prophetic giftings of the Holy Spirit. The 
loud and ferocious voice of the Prophet Yohanan still 
echoed in the hearts of many a repentant who had gone to 
be subject to his baptism. They had come away with a sense 
that Joel’s prophetic tallit was about to descend on all Israel 
like some gossamer tent of divine favour. Because of the 
typically rigid hellfire and brimstone evangelistic style of 
the Essene ascetics, the banks of the River Jordan had been 
awash with converts, for the men of the wilderness must 
surely know God better than they who owned homes and 
laboured all day for silver and gold. 

“What does the Prophet mean by being baptised with the 
Holy Spirit and with fire, Abba,” asked young Imry, as he 
and both his parents were making their way in the queue of 
thirty-five people at the northern crossing site.

U
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“We don’t really question the Prophet, son. It is God’s 
voice that we hear in him.” Kenanyah was totally in the 
dark about such matters.

“What is going to happen to me individually, though?”
“Listen to your father,” said Karni. “It is not for us to 

understand these things. Men like the Prophet can’t even 
explain them. They are things lost in God. Only God knows 
what he has in store when the Prophet speaks.” 

That was sufficient answer for Imry, and he happily 
waded into the icy river with his parents, none the wiser as 
to the impact of Joel’s prophecy that would be released in a 
couple of years by the merit of the ascended Jesus of 
Nazareth and elevate his entire meaning for life.

+
Shelumiyel was a well known carpenter of Joppa, on the 

Mediterranean coast. He was one of those in Palestine who 
preached reincarnation, ideas that had filtered across from 
Pakistan and India. “Liberate yourselves. Get the wisdom 
that bestows freedom. Forget the freedom from the Roman 
yoke,” he said, in all earnestness. “What is the yoke of the 
Roman Emperor to you personally when you are facing an 
eternity of cycling around incessant suffering, life after life? 
Today a Jew: tomorrow a Samaritan.”

“I don’t like this man’s preaching,” said Imry to his 
father, Kenanyah. 

“I don’t either,” replied his father. “I listened to the 
teachings of the new prophet, Yeshua of Nazareth and 
Capernaum. He preaches about a new birth in the spirit.”

“Oh, I like him very much,” exclaimed the boy’s mother.
“Why, Abba? What is so good about him? When I 

listened to the Prophet Yohanan two years ago, I was 
terrified of him. At least this Prophet presents a sound 
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argument in his teaching.”
“The teaching of the Prophet Yohanan,” said his father, 

Kenanyah, can never be spoken against. It is the Word of 
God. It is meant to be terrifying. God warns us about the 
perils that face us when we stray away from his kindnesses. 
This Prophet here, though, he is kind and soft, sweet and 
mellow, but he is teaching only philosophy and the ways of 
the mind. Listen to him, Imry. He never speaks to the soul’s 
worth in the eyes of God. He is without God. Always 
believe in the Prophet Yohanan, my son. He is a true voice 
for God.”

“My son,” said Karni softly, as she knelt down beside the 
twelve-year old. “What I love about the Prophet Yeshua, is 
that he never preaches the new life in the spirit as being an 
escape from hell and eternal separation from God. He 
invites people to partake of his own Father Fusion.”

“What’s that, Abba? What’s Father Fusion?”
“He only does the will of the Father in Paradise. He 

teaches that if we believe in him, we too will receive the 
Spirit of God poured out on us and that Spirit that will lead 
us into all truth and the same fusion of our will with the 
will of the Father in Paradise.”

“I want that one!” Imry said excitedly. Karni smiled.
“Yeshua is friendly. He is like a brother. His message is 

simple, yet it is loaded with all the far reaching consequences 
that any good soul would desire.” Then she looked at 
Kenanyah, while she kissed her son on the cheek. “Your 
father is completely devoted to the Prophet Yohanan. But I 
heard Yeshua one day say, “Before Abraham was, I am.”

“What does that mean, Abba?”
“It means that Yeshua is the Son of God,” said his father. 

“He was before the earth was formed and his Word is the 
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final truth that we all will ever need to know. The Greeks 
call him the alpha and the omega: the beginning and the 
end.” He looked to see that the lad understood his words. 
He did. 

“I suppose that your mother is correct,” Kenanyah 
continued. “I was much impressed with Yohanan. To see a 
man like that, standing in river in the full power of God, 
was very moving for me. But, over time, and with your 
mother constantly repeating the words of Yeshua around 
our house, I have come to understand the words of that 
prophet. I too believe now that he is the Son of God. I don’t 
know how to have what he promises though Imry,” he said, 
as he scrunched the boy’s woolly head of shiny black hair. 
“I only believe that he is promising something that I want 
more than what Yohanan promised to me. Yohanan 
promised me forgiveness for the sake of all Palestine. 
Yeshua promises me a new heart, one that does not sin. I 
want what Yeshua promises.”

“I want that too, Abba. Let us leave this philosopher and find 
the true man,” he said, pulling slightly on the hands of both his 
mother and his father. Kenanyah looked at her husband and 
smiled as if to say, “What a darling boy we have.” 

“Remember, Imry,” Karni said. “Yohanan’s words will 
fade away. This Prophet Shelumiyel’s words will fade 
away; and more quickly than Yohanan’s words. But the 
words of Yeshua are timeless and eternal. They will never 
pass away. People a hundred years from now will still stand 
on the truth of his words. Even a thousand years from now. 
He is truth, that man. He is the Son of God, the living Word 
of the Father. And, what’s more, his Father Fusion is the 
meaning of life. He is living God’s meaning for our life, 
Imry. Can you imagine that? How much we are blessed to 
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live in this day and age to see the Son of God and to hear 
his teachings and to see God’s purpose for our life before 
our very eyes.”

+
They were in the Jerusalem temple on the Monday after 

Palm Sunday. They were very close to Jesus, but he didn’t 
seem to notice the believers for he was fixed on the 
unbelievers. He knew that his words tended to fall on deaf 
ears. Few knew what he meant by being born of the spirit; 
just as few similarly knew what John had meant by being 
baptised with the Holy Spirit and with fire. “Are repentance 
and water not enough?” they asked themselves with a 
doubting spirit. Very few people could grasp the vision for 
their own Father Fusion. To them, it was a big enough shift 
from the norm to go and make a public confession and be 
submerged by Yohanan in the icy murk of the Jordan. Some 
of the more scholarly of the truth seekers searched the 
scriptures and found Joel’s prophecy, but the words were 
unable to be actualised in their minds or in their lives. 
Something of God was missing, and they knew not what it 
was, or how to obtain it. To the priests and the prophets 
alike in Israel, being born of the spirit had only one possible 
meaning: to be fully soaked in the scriptures as compared 
to being illiterate of the Law of Moses. They already 
memorised all the Books, and some zealots even learned 
how to recite them backwards. What else could be done? 
The only way up from here was entirely up to God, for the 
human potential to leap into God’s arms like Elijah had 
been exhausted at its material limits.

Within the alpha, the beginnings of all, the Paradise 
Father, the limits that shackled the human capacity to 
spiritually grasp heavenly truth, beauty and goodness were 
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fully known and appreciated. The Father Fusion of Jesus 
was his perfect, ageless and all-embracing answer to the 
problem—on any world, to any gender, to anyone with the 
least measure of faith in God, and in any heaven in which 
any human being might live. 

Now the time for releasing the next measure of divinity 
into the earth was nigh. 

The Son of God had completed his own Father Fusion 
experience as a human being. He had grasped sin and death 
and resurrection from death in his own human experience 
by having so magnificently partnered with the will of the 
Father. Now it was the time that the Father could fulfill the 
prophecy he once spoke into the heart and soul of the 
young Prophet, Joel. It would be released for all Israel, even 
for all the world and for all time. No Lucifer in the future, 
no Satan in the ages to come, could ever strike a blow 
against God in the presence of the Spirit of Truth having 
been shed abroad. It is infallible and inviolable. 

The Son of God in the beginning before all created things 
stirred, he is the alpha and the final truth about all that is in 
the human life. He holds the keys to the original purpose of 
human destiny. He provided the original reward for all 
human struggle. He is the ultimate value in all human living. 

The alpha and the omega divine, had come and been 
born of flesh and blood with a human personality in the 
world. Now that he was back on the throne of the heaven of 
heavens, in his original place and in the fullness of his 
original mind, this same extraordinarily charitable being, 
this God of mercy and grace, was set to uplift everything 
onto a wholly new level of playing field. Even the prophets 
from beyond the shores of Israel were being moved. Great 
awakening was about to pierce the heart of the darkness 
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and restore the truth of the ancient days to all. Some 
prophets knew this, and the Spirits of the Father within 
them moved and made them ready to behold the world in a 
wholly fresh light of divine life. The alpha and omega of 
Pentecost was about to break out of the womb of the Holy 
Spirit like great tongues of spirit and fire from a holy cloud 
that was pregnant with anointing.
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Chapter Forty-Six
SAINT LUKE 8:54-55

Arise.

But taking her by the hand he called, saying, “Child, arise.” 
And her spirit returned, and she got up at once.  

hen the day called Pentecost came it was 
Thursday, May 18, A.D. 30 and Jesus, at the age of 
thirty-six years, had completed three and a half 

years of ministry on the earth. On this day, he ascended into 
Paradise, to forever leave behind his resurrection form as 
he had earlier left behind his material form in Joseph of 
Arimathea’s tomb, and had resumed his now enhanced 
original reality as the Son of God. 

“It is given into our hands on this occasion, the 
instruction of release, in which you the Son of God are 
formally discharged of all your duties and responsibilities 
as an ascending human being within the jurisdiction of the 
resurrection regime and are hereby entitled fully and 
without delay to resume your status as the Son of God; and 
furthermore you will as your first act abide with the 
Paradise Father and together engage the release of certain 
authorities and rulings as fitting the release of the Spirit of 
Truth and the Paradise Father’s release of Spirits of the 
Father fitting the entire population of the earth.”

Jesus became, again, the Son of God. In the moment of 
that august transition, when all his human life came to 
mind as one whole and completed event, from the start 
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when he suddenly and unceremoniously left his place in 
the heaven of heavens to enter the womb of young Mary 
the daughter of Anne, to the finish when he left his apostle 
friends on Mount Olivet of Jerusalem, he had one last 
thought as he moved out of time and space and engaged 
the infinity and eternity of Paradise.

“It is now such a long way from the River Jordan with 
John, when the glorious Spirit of the Paradise Father gave me 
a vision of my original identity and called me into the desert 
of the wonderful Perean Hills to consider things anew.” 

Jesus, and equally the Son of God, treasured these 
mementoes of his interactions with his creatures as much as 
his interactions with those of the high heavens. Now, 
though, it was his turn also, to arise and be whole.

+   
On this same day, there needing to be no delay for such a 

long-awaited bestowal of blessing, three distinct gifts were 
released from God.

The Paradise Father and the Son are wholly of one mind 
and one spirit in their own realms of infinite and eternal 
existence and yet, because they have self-governing wills, 
they act either as individuals or as one. Thus it was said by 
the Paradise Father to the Son of God, who we on the earth 
sometimes now refer to as Christ Jesus:

“Son, now that you have perfectly completed your 
mission, I will release all that will uplift the world and its 
population.”

“Not alone to just my apostles but to people all over the 
earth?” reaffirmed Christ.

“To all people of all cultures and all religions and to both 
genders. The long walk of humanity across time is now 
about to be justly rewarded because of the completed 
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human life that you, the Son of God, have lived among 
them. Just as new life came to the archangels when you 
lived among them for a term, and among the Melchizedek 
Sons when you lived among them for a term, and among 
the angels when you lived among them for a term, so too 
humanity will now be blessed beyond measure and for all 
time,” said the Paradise Father.

“When I studied in Capernaum for my Father Fusion and 
subsequently ministered it with the Spirit of the Father 
whom you sent me,” said Christ, “I became conscious of the 
fact that our Paradise gifts to the world will come largely 
unnoticed to most people.”

“As they did also to the angels, the archangels and the 
Melchizedek Sons. Together, we give the increase that each 
individual draws from for an age to come. We know that it 
is never wise to bestow too much light too quickly, as well 
you know also from the case of Lucifer, Satan, Belial and all 
those who followed them into rebellion against You.”

“The former and latter rains, as the Spirit of the Father 
once called them in Joel’s ancient prophecy, will instantly 
enflame the apostles and the ordained male and female 
evangelists with heavenly power and supreme confidence,” 
said Christ. 

“Indeed. All of your associates, and indeed the truth 
seekers and the advanced teachers in all the races will 
discern the sudden upliftment,” said the Paradise Father, 
“whereas the spiritually undeveloped will notice little 
change until it is excited in them by the words of the 
blessed ones. 

“The gifts from On High, will be potentials from which 
each person can draw, decision after decision, unto their 
fullest spiritual desires—or not. The power and the right to 
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choose God will be within the person as seed, but it will 
always be the individual’s choice regarding what he or she 
does with our presence and these world-overcoming 
potentials. I heard you say in one of your parables: “A 
father can give his son’s inheritance to him knowing that it 
would feed he and his family for generations to come, but 
what the son does with it is entirely his own choice.”

Christ smiled. “That was one of my favourite parables, 
Father. The whole earth understands foolish decisions and 
forgiveness. People are inherently good, they make 
mistakes, and they cherish forgiveness.”

The Father turned his attention to one of the Paradise 
Recorders. “Note this, beloved,” he began. “Focused in Jesus’ 
Father Fusion, the gifts we are about to release into the earth 
are centralised around the first gift, the Father’s Spirit. I have 
prepared more than enough Spirits of the Father and they are 
fully appraised of the human being’s life and potentials into 
whom they will this day enter and abide.

“Note that one of my Spirit Kind will come to indwell 
each living human being of moral age. Note that my 
presence as the Spirit of the Father, is already in each of the 
apostles, all of the ordained evangelists, nine hundred and 
thirty two of Jesus’ followers and many of other peoples, 
races and indigenous across the world’s lands.”

Christ thought for a moment of the strange Assyrian 
prophet from Persia into whose mind the Spirit of the 
Father had given such a profound witness of his own 
resurrection in the tomb of Joseph of Arimathea. He looked 
upon him on the earth, as he stood not far from the 
apostles, looking up at the cloud and being spoken to by 
two half human half angelic persons. Being both material in 
form and yet arrayed in heavenly light, this kind are used 
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by the Principal of the earth often in such instances—as was 
evident in the vision given once to the Prophet Daniel. One 
of these half-way creatures was speaking, and the Prophet 
of the line of Enoch the Ancient, Van the son of 
Melchizedek Adamson, justly heard it too:

“Men of Galilee, why do you stand looking into heaven? This 
Jesus, who was taken up from you into heaven, will come in 
the same way as you saw him go into heaven.” 

“Each of these people,” continued the Paradise Father to 
the Recorder, “have called for and received the Father’s 
Spirit from Paradise, and I their God have come and indwelt 
them, thus being the source of revelation to them all.

“Note that when they have already thus spoken with 
divine power and authority, it has been an emanation of 
their own personal Father Fusion.”

Christ remembered the event in which Peter spoke and 
He affirmed to him,

“For it is not you who speak, but the Spirit of your Father 
speaking through you.” Matthew 10:20.

“Beloved Recorder,” the Paradise Father continued, 
“Note too, that on this occasion, to those human beings 
who have never risen to such a desire for God, a Spirit of 
the Paradise Father will now be bestowed if that individual 
has previously made moral choices—for I can only build on 
the morally capable mind that can identify right and wrong 
and choose between them.

“From this occasion forward, the pattern will be that 
every child will receive a Spirit of the Father from Paradise 
within three days of his or her first moral choice. On 
average that will be close to the child’s sixth birthday.”

+
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“To all people,” Christ the Son of God said to the Paradise 
Recorder, “the presence of the Spirit of the Father will be 
supplemented by the Spirit of Truth, Holy Spirit power.”

At that instant, the Holy Spirit entered their presence 
and spoke, saying, “The arrival of the Spirit of the Father 
will have direct contact with each human being’s mind. 
This will enable every person to eventually and 
experientially grow fully into the image of God—Father 
Fusion—if they so chose to pursue a claim on the values 
inherent in eternal life. The individual person will have to 
walk through the often painful and discouraging growing 
processes of spiritual development but now, at least, the 
holy grail of Father Fusion is entirely possible whether they 
initially know it or not.” The Paradise Recorder noted every 
word spoken.

“This single event, of the wholesale release of a Spirit of 
the Paradise Father, will, in and of itself, have a huge 
impact on all the resurrection halls,” said the Father.

“So too,” added Christ, “on all the mansions that I have 
in place to receive the massive increase in numbers who 
will arrive in the resurrection without the fullness of Father 
Fusion’s perfection. Everything is in place to position each 
person according to his or her appetite for Father Fusion.”
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Chapter Forty-Seven
SAINT MATTHEW 5:48

The Speech Of The Chief Of Resurrection Works.

“You therefore must be perfect, as your heavenly Father is 
perfect.” 
  

t the exact same time as Christ was ascending to the 
Father, a meeting of resurrection angels, death 
angels, orientation angels, transition angels, 

transportation angels and a sixth kind, guardian angels was 
being held in the colosseum-like auditorium attached to the 
resurrection halls in which those from the earth are 
resurrected. The Chief of Resurrection Works was speaking:

“With great interest and profound benefit to all of our 
lives and the way we undertake our various duties in the 
many realms of heaven we occupy, we have all witnessed 
the life on earth of our Father, the Son of God.

“When first I received the Word from the Paradise 
Messenger soon after the point of Jesus’ baptism that upon 
the completion of his life the Spirit of Truth would be 
released on the earth I immediately called to myself the 
team of associates necessary for making provision for the 
great changes that will inevitably occur here in our part of 
heaven. We have never before experienced these kinds of 
changes and so a great many experienced and wise 
counselors were brought from other places in this vast 
creation who have experienced such a magnitude of change 
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as we anticipated experiencing.
“We were informed that the Spirit of Truth is the Father’s 

record of the Son’s experience and wisdom. We were 
additionally advised that when it is released by the Father 
on behalf of the Son and his perfecting work in all his 
creation, the new and mighty presence in the earth will 
automatically invoke the mass release by the Father of his 
own Spirit. This will take the form of the Spirits of the 
Paradise Father who will depart one of the Father’s spheres 
of Paradise to indwell every human being of moral choice 
capacity on the earth: young or old, male or female, sick or 
healthy, educated or uneducated, religious or ignorant or 
rebelliously opposed to spirituality. To all who have made a 
moral choice to seek that which has eternal value.

“On this advice, we consulted with the heads of all your 
divisions and together devised the appropriate orientation 
and training. We believe that we are well prepared for any 
situation that might arise from this extraordinary uplift that 
is even this day upon us.

“As our extensive training has revealed to us, and for 
that we must all applaud the many helpers we have 
received from reaches in the heavens that are well beyond 
us, the bestowal of such a vast number of Spirits of the 
Paradise Father on the earth means that a greatly increased 
number of men and women will die with widely varying 
experience, maturity, spirituality and understanding of the 
mandate to grow into the fullness of Father Fusion that is 
on all their lives. 

“People will arise in our resurrection halls having 
sometimes only meagre eternal value in their personal 
experience and character. Their spiritual development on 
the earth, whilst underway, will not yet be well formed and 
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their development will be a long way from the perfections 
of the Father Fusion status of the residents in our eighth 
heaven’s New Jerusalem. We cannot look forward to many 
men and women of the ilk of Enoch and Elijah who live 
there, at least not for a while anyway.” A ripple of joyous 
laughter arose among the vast array of angels in the 
gathering.

“The huge spiritual and social changes coming are not at 
all limited to the earth. The seven tiers of the mansion 
realms, here in these pre-Father Fused heavens, will fill 
with people in great numbers beyond anything we have 
ever before encountered. 

“Now that the Spirit of Truth will be released on this day, 
we will see our nursery worlds quickly occupied with 
everyone from unborn babies in the womb to children who 
have not yet come of adult decision. They will grow in the 
nurseries, parented where possible with one of their natural 
earth parents, and where that is not possible by one of the 
transition angels. Organising them, once they have been 
given their heavenly bodies and minds, will of course be the 
responsibility of the guardian angels who will work in close 
partnership with the orientation angels before settling them 
into the nursery realms for their growth to adult decision.

“Angels of the Resurrection, I speak to you specifically 
now. Those children of moral choice who arise here and 
who have received a Spirit of the Father on the earth will 
again receive that same Spirit of the Father. Coming from 
Paradise after having reported to the Chief of their kind 
concerning their own experience on the earth, however 
brief it might have been, and holding the spiritual record of 
that child’s life internally as sacrosanct property, again, 
however brief and undeveloped it might be, it is the Spirit 
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of the Father’s right and role to impart that feature of the 
child’s identity. So doing, after the child is upright and 
conscious and awake, it will compliment the identity 
imparted into the new heavenly body and mind that the 
guardian angels have released from within themselves 
during the resurrection process. 

“I advise you that such a time as the return of all these 
Spirits of the Father at one time will be such a glory that 
you need to be prepared for it. We can expect most local 
angels present to be so moved as to spontaneously burst 
into songs of worship and praise. Whilst this is well and 
good, I do request that you try to contain yourselves so as 
to bring no undo alarm to your newly arisen humans who 
will have never before experienced such a spectacle of 
Paradise light and love eternal.”

Again, great murmurs arose among the throng of diverse 
angels. “Holy! Holy! Holy!” came the heartfelt cry from 
many present. The worship of God was something that they 
loved above all things, and were prone to such timeless 
bouts of it that they needed to be carried away until they 
returned to their normal sensibilities . . . much to the 
abandoned joy of their fellows who, in spirit, always 
lovingly and unselfishly celebrated such joy and delight as 
it happened in even angels from distant regions who were 
strangers to them. Worship, to them, the praise of pure 
unadulterated holiness, in the perfect presence of the Holy 
Spirit their creator and parent, was almost a creative act, so 
sublime was its power of transformation and personal 
wholeness. “It is perfect medicine,” many said who 
ministered on the earth. “How sad that so few of our 
human brothers and sisters do not avail themselves of its 
healing properties.” 
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“Where the natural parents of the child are still alive on 
the earth,” the Chief of Resurrection Works continued, “that 
child will still sleep until one of the parents arises here. 
That is an ongoing matter for the guardian angels who of 
course hold the record of their earth life within themselves 
and guard it with exacting precision.

“Those who are of adult decision and who arise here will 
be oriented to this new environment. These ones can be as 
young as ten or eleven years of age and we must all be 
sensitive to the adult rights that are thrust upon them. 
Those who have yet to learn and fully experientially master 
the lessons of parental love will remain here on the first of 
these mansions. Those who are more spiritually mature as a 
result of their faith works on the earth, and who are 
destined to immediately reside on one of the higher 
heavens, will be placed in the loving hands of the 
transportation angels. You have all been long advised, 
rehearsed and well trained for this day. You know what to 
do. Besides, the Holy Spirit is our Creator Parent and we 
are indissolubly linked to all the resources and wisdom we 
will need to draw from should any of us encounter 
anything unplanned for.

“Transition angels on all seven mansions, it is your work 
to orient those above the age of decision as to their 
continued spiritual, personal and social development. You 
will lead each person into the understanding that, as on 
earth so too here in heaven, it is by gradual experience that 
they achieve their Father Fusion and consequent residency 
on the New Jerusalem. You will help them to understand 
that they will reside in societies appropriate to their grasp 
of an indissoluble partnership with the same Spirit of the 
Father who was with them on the earth; and that it is this 
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alone which is the criteria for their place in the mansions. 
Those human beings who are shortly destined to move up 
to the next higher mansion will of course be given visiting 
rights, as often as is deemed necessary, so as to orient him 
or her to the next sphere of existence. In the cases of some 
people, such a transition might occur within a very short 
time. Therefore, transport angels, you will be altered to the 
tremendous influx of duties, taking souls from one heaven 
to another and releasing them into the capable hands of the 
welcoming angels on the Sea of Glass in each instance.

“We all have but one mandate. It is to make a way for 
each and every human being to find his or her Father 
Fusion. This is what our father has commanded all the 
earth during his life in the flesh: ‘You therefore must be 
perfect, as your heavenly Father is perfect.’ This is our 
mandate to follow. We will see human beings grow into 
perfection.

“We who are faithfully committed to the mansion realms 
in these lower heavens of pre-Father Fusion development, 
along with many, of course, who are not angels but who 
come to us from other Orders of being also have been well 
prepared. We are one very loving and capable family. Let us 
all rejoice together on this momentous day,” she concluded. 

She then said a word to one of her aids standing nearby, 
for they were close to a covered monument. “Furthermore, 
on this occasion,” the Chief of Resurrection Works 
continued, I hereby unveil the new memorial to the Son of 
God, whose resurrection on earth drew from many of us 
here on this, the lowest of his mansions, the Resurrection 
Halls Of Mansonia. All praise and glory be to the works he 
has enabled us to do to his glory, to the glory of the Holy 
Spirit, and to the glory of the Paradise Father. As important, 
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however, this memorial is to the glory of the Paradise plan 
to raise up Eternal Sons and Daughters of God from the 
earth and from all other such places that are fertile 
spawning grounds like it. This occasion, of the release of 
the Spirit of Truth and of the mass influx of divine Spirits of 
the Paradise Father, forever proves the error in the minds of 
Lucifer and all those who fell with him. Regardless of their 
ideas about the rulership of the heavens and the plans of its 
administration, the truth remains in the life of Jesus the 
Christ that the life of every human being is first and 
foremost in the hands of the Paradise Father and he never 
relinquishes whosoever receives him.” 

The crowd was hushed. Then, like a volcano, they 
suddenly exploded in jubilation. It meant a great deal to 
them that the life and resurrection of the Son of God on the 
earth was now eternally memorialised in the vast courtyard 
of the very halls in which they provide their motherly care of 
resurrection to any human being who will arise after death. 
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Chapter Forty-Eight
SAINT JOHN 14:23

The Release Of The Spirits Of The Father.

Jesus answered him, “If anyone loves me, he will keep my 
word, and my Father will love him, and we will come to 
him and make our home with him.”  

n Paradise, the Father and the Son and the Holy 
Spirit, together as One, made the pronouncement:
“Go forth now, and be about the tireless joy among 

Our children on the earth that will eventuate in many 
choosing to become Sons and Daughters of the Paradise Plan.”

With that, immediately, the Chief of all the Spirits of the 
Father released from his headquarters in the divine lands of 
Paradise, sometimes called Divinington, that are especially 
appointed to such activities as are hidden from all other 
eyes, just over one million Spirits of the Father. They 
covered all the earth from the Australian Aborigines to the 
Mexican Aztec Indians and from the Himalayan people of 
Tibet to the politicians in the marbled halls of Rome. All the 
earth received the Father.

Some of the Spirits of the Father were virgin and had 
never indwelt a human being before. Some of the Spirits of 
the Father were experienced and had indwelt human beings 
on other worlds like the earth, in other parts of the Father’s 
vast creation. Others of the Spirits of the Father were 
already self-acting and extremely experienced. In less than 
fifteen hours of time on earth, these magnificent ones who 
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are the only thing that stands between a man and a woman 
being an animal or a spirit born soul, began arriving on 
planet earth—nearly all that time being occupied with 
registration procedures in the various heavens and systems 
as they descended lower and lower into the materiality of 
life on earth. 

The day the world had long awaited had arrived. Joel’s 
prophesy was being fulfilled. With their descent into the 
world’s atmosphere, a single shout of glory arose from this 
magnificent host of the Father’s Spirits: “Arise, all the 
earth, arise in glory!”

+
On the same day called Pentecost, the Spirit of Truth was 

also shed abroad in the earth. Crucified prisoners received 
the Spirit of the Father and the Spirit of Truth but then died 
their normal material deaths on the cross. Sick children 
aged six years and older received the Spirit of the Father 
and the Spirit of Truth but then died their normal material 
deaths. People in all manner of situations received the 
Spirit of the Father and the Spirit of Truth but then died 
their normal material deaths. They died from old age, 
sickness, military combat, seafaring drownings, mountain 
accidents, and of course from assassination, murder, 
manslaughter and suicide . . . all on this first great day of 
the arrival of the Spirits of the Paradise Father and the 
release of Christ the Son’s Spirit of Truth. 

The mansion realms of the heavens responded to these 
deaths and resurrections like a well oiled machine. They 
were long prepared to boost their activities of producing 
vastly increased numbers of resurrections, welcomings, 
orientations, the greeting of loved ones, allocations of 
residential abodes, the assignment of multiple activity 
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opportunities, the dispatching of the newly oriented people 
to their appropriate level of mansion and grouping within 
the respective mansions and so forth. The mansions were 
suddenly a lush garden of mortal souls, many dazzled by 
the superb splendour of their new world as compared to 
the often brutal and darkened place on earth that they had, 
for all intents and purposes, departed just seconds earlier. 
Where the angels on death duty had been visiting only ever 
so often, now they appeared in the hundreds. It was 
nothing compared to the busy seasons that saw thousands 
upon thousands daily during the World Wars nineteen 
hundred years later, but it was certainly a day to remember! 

+
The Day of Pentecost would also see the resurrection in 

heaven of every Father-indwelt soul since the birth of 
Adam and Eve, thousands of years earlier. The olden 
Prophet Daniel, called Belteshazzar, wrote of this event in 
the sixth century, B.C., during the third year of the reign of 
Cyrus, the King of Persia, when the Hebrews were yet 
slaves in Iraq. These were the days when the Hebrew oral 
legends were being written down on the scrolls that would 
become the holy Torah: such writing itself being under the 
inspiration of heavenly revelation, heaven’s intention being 
that the soon coming Son of God would have an entirely 
objective and public reference from which to discover his 
own Father Fusion and to which he might refer the people 
whom the Father would send to him as his own. Heaven 
considered this to be the sole purpose for the writing of the 
Torah: the Father Fusion of Yeshua. All else, the cultural 
developments, the philosophical developments, the politics 
and the wars would all be incidental bi-products, each 
contributing to the eventual Father Fusion of all humanity.
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The Spirit of the Father within Daniel, one day brought a 
special messenger to him. He was half human and half 
angelic-like, the same kind as spoke to the apostles 
watching Jesus ascend to the Father. He was both material 
in form and yet dazzling in heavenly array. This kind are 
used by the Spirit of the Father, who spoke clearly through 
him to the Prophet Daniel. 

I lifted up my eyes and looked, and behold, a man clothed in 
linen, with a belt of fine gold from Uphaz around his waist. 
His body was like beryl, his face like the appearance of 
lightning, his eyes like flaming torches, his arms and legs like 
the gleam of burnished bronze, and the sound of his words like 
the sound of a multitude. Daniel 10:5-6.

In his visionary mind, into which the messenger spoke, 
Daniel discerned a great conflict. It concerned the ancient 
war in heaven and its ramifications on the earth, for the Son 
of God had not yet been born on the earth and had not yet 
cut the root of the war in the mind of one of his own sons, 
Lucifer. It also spoke to the Hebrew nation and the eventual 
heavenly resurrection of many—a previously unfulfilled 
promise, for the dead of Daniel’s day merely slept and were 
nothing but the record of the guardian seraphim and the 
Spirits of the Father: resurrection was not yet automatic.

Daniel stood on the banks of the Tigris River, not far 
from a part of the wall built around of the Second Garden 
of Eden which by then had long eroded. He was weak from 
fasting and from praying with tears and passion. Spiritless 
Iraqi enslavement was intolerable. He so desired a word 
from God concerning the long term destiny of his people. 
How would the next Lord’s Passover come about? From 
where would the slain lamb spring? How would its blood 
be shed so that the generations of the Hebrew remnant 
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could walk back to Jerusalem as they once walked out of 
Egypt across the Sinai deserts to Jerusalem? 

Hearing the holy messenger speak the Father’s words to 
him, Daniel fell limp and lay face down on the ground. 
Then this semi-material and semi-angelic person touched 
him and reassuringly spoke to him, thus strengthening 
Daniel and giving him the knowledge that his prayer was 
heard and that all would be well:

And behold, a hand touched me and set me trembling on my 
hands and knees. And he said to me, “O Daniel, man greatly 
loved, understand the words that I speak to you, and stand 
upright, for now I have been sent to you.” And when he had 
spoken this word to me, I stood up trembling. 
Then he said to me, “Fear not, Daniel, for from the first day 
that you set your heart to understand and humbled yourself 
before your God, your words have been heard, and I have come 
because of your words.” Daniel 10:10-12. 

The Father spoke of the earth’s existing but apostate 
heavenly representative, the devil Belial was his name to 
the people of that region, but that he, “came to make you 
understand what is to happen to your people in the latter days. 
For the vision is for days yet to come.” Daniel 10:14. 

He then said to Daniel: “I will tell you what is inscribed in 
the book of truth: there is none who contends by my side against 
these except Michael, your Prince.” Daniel 10:21. 

Daniel asked, “Who is this Michael?”
“The Son of God has not yet come to the earth and so 

you know him not. But on the day of resurrection you will 
know for he is neither angel nor archangel, for his name is 
he who is like God.” Then the messenger continued:

“At that time shall arise Michael, the great prince who has 
charge of your people. And there shall be a time of trouble, 
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such as never has been since there was a nation till that time. 
But at that time your people shall be delivered, everyone 
whose name shall be found written in the book. And 
many of those who sleep in the dust of the earth shall 
awake, some to everlasting life, and some to shame and 
everlasting contempt. And those who are wise shall shine like 
the brightness of the sky above; and those who turn many to 
righteousness, like the stars forever and ever. But you, 
Daniel, shut up the words and seal the book, until the time of 
the end. Many shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall 
increase.” Daniel 12:1-4.

On the day that was called Pentecost, the time of the end 
awoke and delivered its sleeping catch into the mansions of 
heaven, giving each a heavenly body just as Jesus had 
stepped out of Joseph’s tomb in a heavenly body. 

Many of the ancients who arose in heaven had been as 
nothing in what is otherwise known as the death sleep for 
thousands of years. Only seconds earlier, by their 
reckoning, they had drawn their last breath. What a day 
was this: to arise alive in heaven! What great truth was 
upon them. What new life was theirs in its fullness. What 
joy the Spirit of the Father had made available for each of 
his resurrected sons and daughters. On this day of 
Pentecost, all the worthy dead since after the birth of Adam 
and Eve, arrived on the first mansion of heaven and 
received, again, the Spirit of the Father and his eternal love.
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PART NINE
THE SO N  AN D  HO LY SPIRIT  ACT

Compass Of Truth, Mighty Power



Chapter Forty-Nine
SAINT JOHN 14:10-17, 15:26, 16:13

The Spirit Of Truth.

Do you not believe that I am in the Father and the Father is in 
me? The words that I say to you I do not speak on my own 
authority, but the Father who dwells in me does his works. 
Believe me that I am in the Father and the Father is in me, or 
else believe on account of the works themselves. 
“Truly, truly, I say to you, whoever believes in me will also 
do the works that I do; and greater works than these will he 
do, because I am going to the Father. Whatever you ask in my 
name, this I will do, that the Father may be glorified in the 
Son. If you ask me anything in my name, I will do it. 
“If you love me, you will keep my commandments. And I will 
ask the Father, and he will give you another Helper, to be with 
you forever, even the Spirit of Truth, whom the world cannot 
receive, because it neither sees him nor knows him. You know 
him, for he dwells with you and will be in you. 
But when the Helper comes, whom I will send to you from the 
Father, the Spirit of Truth, who proceeds from the Father, he 
will bear witness about me.
When the Spirit of Truth comes, he will guide you into all the 
truth, for he will not speak on his own authority, but 
whatever he hears he will speak, and he will declare to you the 
things that are to come. 
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esurrection, the walk from earth life into heavenly 
life, was the Paradise Father’s reward to any 
human being who had even the first flickers of a 

flame in what could eventually grow to be Father Fusion 
with the indwelling Spirit of the Father. “Yeshua told us, 
that if we love God, the flame is alive in us. He said:

‘This is the will of him who sent me, that I should lose 
nothing of all that he has given me, but raise it up on the last 
day.’” John 6:39.

This is how Van, the prophet from the Kopet Dagh 
Mountains explained some of the extraordinary events of 
Ascension Day to his new Jewish friends gathered around 
the home of Zakiel and Miriam in Bethpage, as he 
understood the workings of it all from his discussion with 
Jesus when they met alone together on the Tuesday evening 
before his crucifixion. 

They had all, men women and children, been suddenly 
impacted by a more profound sense of knowing God than 
ever before in their lives. Peter, along with Andrew, John, 
James, Philip and Matthew had each spoken comprehensively 
in the temple on a range of topics and, fitting with the 
coming season for the baptism of Jewish converts, 
Pentecost, baptised more than two thousand believers in 
the Pool of Siloam.

“As I watched these events,” Van said, “I saw in them the 
power and authenticity of the spirit that I saw in Yeshua. 
They literally had the same power from On High: the Spirit 
of Truth. It hadn’t come to them in Yohanan’s baptism. It 
hadn’t come to them during their years of ministering 
signs, miracles, wonders, baptisms and the gospel word. It 
didn’t come to them in the Last Supper at the house of 
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Mary Mark. It didn’t come to them by touching the wounds 
of the Son of God or from his shed blood. The power in 
these men came exclusively from the Spirit of Truth that has 
issued to us from the Father and from the Son.” Everyone in 
his midst agreed. The could feel that surging authority and 
conviction in themselves as well. The only connection they 
could trace it too was Jesus.

“The coming of the Spirits of the Father,” Van continued, 
“was the first of three gifts into the earth on Ascension Day. 
The Spirit of the Father is the reason why a person like us 
can grow into the image of God. The presence of God 
within us is the matrix whereby our human personality and 
the divinity of God can grow to have the same will. We are 
then personal and divine yet human in character. For this 
reason, scripture is able to reveal two men who became 
perfectly Father Fused prior to the birth of Jesus: Enoch and 
Elijah—but this was far from the norm in their days.”

Zakiel and Miriam, their daughters and sons said that 
they understood perfectly what Van was teaching, such was 
the power of the Pentecost gifts in their minds.

“The second gift from God, the Spirit of Truth, on the 
other hand, gives to every person on the earth access to 
Jesus the Son of God and the heavenly authority and world 
overcoming power inherent within his Father Fusion—the 
same Father Fusion that any Spirit of the Father has in mind 
for any of his sons or daughters to attain. 

“Equipped with the power of the Spirit of Truth and their 
faith in what Yeshua has already been doing in their midst,” 
continued Van, “we have seen Shimon and Yohanan 
perform the miracle of healing in the temple this morning.”

Peter and John went to the Jerusalem temple at the hour 
of prayer, the ninth hour. As they came to the Beautiful 
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Gate, John said to Peter,
“Look, Shimon. They are carrying that man who has 

been lame from birth; the one whom every day they lay at 
the gate of the temple.”

“He always asks alms,” said Peter. “We have nothing to 
give him.”

As they approached the man, sure enough he cried out to 
them with a plaintive moan, saying, “Alms. Alms for a lame 
man deprived of his livelihood. Alms?”

Peter was suddenly inspired by the Spirit of the Father 
within him, who said, “Let us be about the business of the 
Kingdom of heaven.” Peter looked at John. In a flash they 
both decided their course of action: the man would be 
healed and raised up, just as they had seen so many times 
before at Yeshua’s command.

With the new power of the Spirit of Truth overflowing in 
them, they looked intently upon the man, as intently as a 
surgeon who is about to make the first cut in an operation. 

“Look at us,” they cried out.
The lame man was much inspired, thinking to receive 

some gift of money from them: but Peter said, “I have no 
silver and gold, but what I do have I give to you. In the name 
of Yeshua the Anointed One of Nazareth, rise up and walk!” 

Peter immediately, without giving doubt a moment to 
enter the man’s mind, took him by the right hand and 
raised him up, and immediately his feet and ankles were 
made strong. That was the work of God in the man.

The man leapt up. He was so excited about the 
possibility of walking again. Only two days before, he 
thought he had heard the Lord God speak into his heart of 
hearts saying, “Arise. Walk.” For some unknown reason he 
remembered hearing about how Yeshua, the one now 
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crucified, dead and buried, had healed a man with the same 
problem—lame from birth—but he dismissed the idea, so 
long had he lain in this hopeless condition that he felt it 
foolish to believe that such a healing might be his too, 
especially now that Yeshua was dead and gone. But no! He 
stood; and he began to walk.

“Come on, friend, walk into the temple with us,” said 
John, encouragingly; and it is now written in the scriptures 
that the man, 

entered the temple with them, walking and leaping and 
praising God. And all the people saw him walking and praising 
God, and recognized him as the one who sat at the Beautiful 
Gate of the temple, asking for alms. And they were filled with 
wonder and amazement at what had happened to him. 

By way of explanation, the scripture records the 
repercussion of this act of the Father Fusion minds of Peter 
and John when under the influence of the Spirit of Truth:

While he clung to Peter and John, all the people ran together 
to them in the portico called Solomon’s, astounded. And when 
Peter saw it he addressed the people: “Men of Israel, why do 
you wonder at this, or why do you stare at us, as though by 
our own power or piety we have made him walk? The God of 
Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob, the God of 
our fathers, glorified his servant Jesus, whom you delivered 
over and denied in the presence of Pilate, when he had decided 
to release him. But you denied the Holy and Righteous One, 
and asked for a murderer to be granted to you, and you killed 
the Author of life, whom God raised from the dead. To this we 
are witnesses. And his name—by faith in his name—has made 
this man strong whom you see and know, and the faith that is 
through Yeshua has given the man this perfect health in the 
presence of you all. Acts 3:8-16.
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 On this day, Peter and John called the lame man to arise 
and physically. For his much greater part, however, the 
Spirit of the Father called the gathering in the temple to 
walk in the Paradise Plan. One walk was the walk into 
human wholeness and well being: the other was the walk 
into a secure and blessed eternity that begins anew once 
this frail material body has died and returned to dust. 

Peter and John asked which walk had the greater truth.

 +
“The value of the Spirit of Truth,” said Van, “is in the 

perfect Father Fusion experience which the Son of God had 
acquired as a human being on the earth.” His audience 
always loved it when he explained things so clearly to 
them. Nothing in the scriptures had prepared them for the 
realness of the impact of the Spirit of Truth. They really did 
feel like they were born again.

“The Spirit of Truth, as Yeshua explained it to me,” 
continued Van, “is a part of the Paradise Father’s record of 
the experiences of the Son together with the Father in the 
human life here on earth. After his resurrection, when he 
was visiting with the apostles in Galilee, Jesus came to 
them and said, ‘All authority in heaven and on earth has 
been given to me. Go therefore in this power and make 
disciples of all nations.’

“A portion of this new authority that has become the 
possession of the Son of God opens the peoples’ hearts to 
God. More than this, though: he now has authority and 
authenticity to convey his own Father Fusion journey to 
people. Any human being can now learn from the 
relationship that the Son of God had mastered with the 
Spirit of the Paradise Father during his own life on earth.”

“Yeshua told you all that,” asked Anina, one of Zakiel’s 
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daughters. She was so excited to hear his rendition of the 
gospel of the Kingdom of heaven expanded like this.

“Oh yes: and much more. He said that he had taught the 
people while he was in the flesh, calling them to, ‘Take my 
yoke upon you, and learn from me.’ He comforted them, 
knowing how the yoke of the iniquitous one enslaved them 
to the flesh and the yoke of the Roman Might enslaved 
them to a tyrannical rule that had no understanding of their 
God or his Passover, ‘I am gentle and lowly in heart,’ Yeshua 
would say to them: ‘You will find rest for your souls.’

“On more than one occasion,” said Zakiel to his children, 
“both men and women pledged themselves to follow him, so 
compelling was his love and the innocence of his comfort 
and guidance. We have experienced just that same loving 
guidance from him when he stayed with us, didn’t we?”

“We sure did,” they replied. Miriam smiled. That 
weekend had been one of the most special in her entire life. 
She would never forget it.

“With the help of the indwelling Spirit of the Father, the 
Son’s presence in the Spirit of Truth, and the Holy Spirit’s 
presence and power, if we are a willing partner with 
Yeshua, he said that we can adapt his Father Fusion, 
personalising it to our own individual destiny preferences.”

“Van,” said Simon the leper: “this means that God is 
giving us truly a separation from the nation. We can have 
realistic and lasting freedom of choice. We can make 
decisions and experience outcomes that are unified with all 
God’s creatures and creation: God is giving us the power to 
be a part of him in the midst of the Gentiles and all life.”

“Yes. Exactly!” replied Van.
Simon was flabbergasted. His entire perspective was 

overhauled. “I am coming to a very real sense of being 
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acknowledged by God, and by life in general,” he said to 
the gathering, some thirty people. “I was suspicious of the 
Gentiles, as you heard at my banquet a month or so ago. 
Now, though, I feel like I am an individual who matters to 
God. My choices and my decisions are relevant. I even feel 
that I am heard and accommodated. Such a freedom from 
the religions of man!”

The group all cheered. They sensed it too. The Spirit of 
Truth was indeed liberating them. 

“A person’s awakening to the Spirit of Truth,” said Van, 
“is what Yeshua called being born again, and being born of the 
spirit. I have been told that very few people, even Yohanan 
the prophet didn’t really know what that expression 
meant.” Then he looked around at his friends: “But now we 
know!” Again they all cheered and shouted, “Alleluia!”

“It is clear to me,” said Miriam, “that it is this Spirit of 
Truth that enables the indwelling Spirit of the Father in me 
to engage me in a very real relationship. Just this morning, I 
felt God drawing so very close to me. I felt free from the 
hazards and perils of the isolation I have felt all this time of 
my illness. I truly did feel like a spiritual orphan, plagued 
and bound to the purely materialistic forces of life.”

“Yeshua often taught it to the Jews who believed in him,” 
said Simon the leper: “If you abide in my word, you are truly 
my disciples, and you will know the truth, and the truth will 
set you free with Holy Spirit power at your beck and call. My 
brothers and sisters, since the day of Yeshua’s ascension back 
to the Paradise Father, we all can fearlessly tell the world 
about his Father Fusion because we have the power of the 
Spirit of Truth in our midst and in our hearts. Truly this is the 
day of the fulfillment of the prophecies of the Prophet Joel!”

“The truth has indeed set us free, Simon,” said Van. “I can 
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now well understand why Yeshua chose to become the new 
Lord’s Passover.”

“Why Uncle Van,” asked Zakiel’s daughter, Nura.
“Israel needs to walk in the spirituality of the freedom 

that was planted by Melchizedek with Abraham. Israel 
must grow beyond the geographic freedom that it was 
given by the blood of the lamb. The old Passover is now 
dead and gone. Yeshua is the new Lord’s Passover. When I 
return to my people in the mountains, I will take back to 
them his version of the seder meal as I heard it from the 
mouth of Yohanan. It is a holy communion with him and all 
that he is in the Spirit of Truth.”

“Yeshua is the new Lord’s Passover from the unborn again 
life to the life that is born again in spirit,” said Simon.

“Even into the fullness of his perfect Father Fusion,” said 
Miriam. And everyone agreed.
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Chapter Fifty
ACTS 8:4-8

Holy Spirit Power.

Now those who were scattered went about preaching the 
word. Philip went down to the city of Samaria and proclaimed 
to them the Christ. And the crowds with one accord paid 
attention to what was being said by Philip when they heard 
him and saw the signs that he did. For unclean spirits came 
out of many who were possessed, crying with a loud voice, 
and many who were paralyzed or lame were healed. So there 
was much joy in that city. 

oly Spirit power came with enhanced and palpable 
presence on Ascension Day in the season of 
Pentecost along with the Spirit of Truth, God’s 

second startling gift to humanity. It was and is always quite 
distinct from sorcery power. 

Of all the apostles, Philip and his wife were the first to 
take the gospel to the people of Samaria. Among that 
population was a well intentioned sorcerer by the name of 
Simon. He openly denounced the corrupted and soul-
enslaving power of sorcery that commonly arose from 
being ensnared in the lusts of the flesh and he tried to equal 
himself with the Jewish holy men, but to no avail. He too 
struggled to be free of the fleshly lusts that accompanied 
his power and authority. But, whilst good at heart, Simon 
was handicapped by the limited understanding of the 
power of God that was all through the Jewish history. He 
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did not know God first hand. Divine truth passed him by.
“I want to tell you,” said Philip to the apostles in 

Jerusalem, “about the work my wife and I have been doing 
in Samaria. I have preached the word of God, and many 
have received it and been baptised in Yeshua’s name.”

The apostolic gathering eagerly listened, this was great 
news to their ears.

“There are some among them who are under the 
influence of sorcerers.” The gathering moaned and sighed. 
Turning to the two strongest among them, he said, “I have 
come back to Jerusalem specifically to ask you, Peter and 
John, to come back with me. You are more robust than I 
with both preaching and praying. Come down with me so 
that the people of Samaria might receive the Holy Spirit. 
They have been baptised in the name of the Lord Yeshua 
but the power of the Holy Spirit has not yet fallen on any of 
them. I have healed many, and driven off many a demon 
and sickness causing unclean spirit. Still, the people do not 
know God. They need more than what I am giving them.” 
Off they went.

Arriving in Samaria, Peter and John publicly preached 
the word about the receiving of the Holy Spirit. “You heard 
the Prophet Yohanan preaching a word to encourage our 
repentance. He gave us a baptism for forgiveness. He told 
us that God had sent him to prepare the way for one who 
was mightier that he, one who would baptise us all in the 
Holy Spirit and with divine fire.” 

Everyone listened with great interest, for such a baptism 
was wholly unheard of among them. They had elevated 
Philip because he was one of Yeshua’s chosen twelve, but 
they never gave a thought to spiritually having whatever it 
was that he had.
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“Come forth all you who are baptised in water in the 
name of Yeshua and we will lay our hands on your heads. 
From God will come this very instant the power of the Holy 
Spirit and holy cleansing fire.” 

The whole gathering of Samaritans stepped forward: 
Jews touching Samaritans—it was an unheard of blessing!

Peter felt the head of each person beneath his hands, as 
did John. “Lord, Yeshua,” they both prayed aloud, “let the 
Holy Spirit and fire fall upon this person,” and it did!

Philip became so excited about how easy was the 
preaching and the prayer that he too began laying his 
hands on believing Samaritans, as did his wife, Arielle, and 
the Spirit fell, just like it was doing on those for whom 
Peter and John touched and prayed. Because the Spirit of 
Truth was so highly charged within Peter, it spread like an 
infectious virus of love across to both Philip and his wife, 
Arielle, and never left them.

Among the Samaritans was Simon the sorcerer. When he 
saw that the Holy Spirit was given through the laying on of 
the apostles’ hands, he became jealous for this skill.

“Shimon. Yohanan. Philip. Here is money, enough for 
you all. Please give me this power also, so that anyone on 
whom I lay my hands may receive the Holy Spirit.” 

He knew in his heart that his own mystical walk with 
nature and with the forces of life would be amply 
magnified if he had such divine power. 

Peter discerned straight away that Simon had no 
relationship with Yeshua and that he was a spiritual 
orphan, one who was struggling with his own might and 
will to learn the ways of the sorcerers and witchdoctors. 
The Spirit of Truth had been shed abroad into the hearts of 
all human beings, but it was next to useless until excited by 
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faith in Yeshua and the born again experience.
“May your silver perish with you,” Peter said, glaring at 

the man as though compelling Satan to come out of him 
and set him free. “You think that you can get the gift of God 
with money!”

All the people who knew the sorcerer had their eyes 
suddenly awakened to his works. The Spirit of Truth 
divided the false from the true. His sorcery, what is today 
called occult in many Occidental parts of the world, seemed 
now to be so shoddy, so poor and so inept at bringing real 
spiritual life to people. 

“You have neither part nor lot in this matter, for your 
heart is not right before God. Repent, therefore of this 
wickedness of yours,” shouted Peter, “and pray to the Lord 
that, if possible, the intent of your heart may be forgiven 
you.” All the people gathered around, with the exception of 
a few of Simon’s peers and their disciples, for sorcery 
governed the Samaritans, they being forsaken by the Jews, 
now with contempt looked on at the man who had long 
been their high priest of the secrets of life and death. “I see 
that you are in the gall of bitterness and in the bond of 
iniquity,” Peter concluded.

To his eternal benefit, Simon the sorcerer replied, saying: 
“Pray for me to the Lord, that nothing of what you have 
said may come upon me.”

Philip stepped up to the man. He had seen him before on 
several occasions during his ministry rounds among the 
Samaritans who, generally, were very eager to hear the 
gospel. “You cannot have your sorcery and this Holy Spirit 
living in you at the same time. You must choose one or the 
other, Simon.”

The man fell to his knees. Looking up into Philip’s eyes he 
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said with a sincere repentance, “With all my heart, I choose 
to be free of the burdens that this sorcery has brought to me. 
I believe that Yeshua can set me free and put my soul at last 
at rest. Pray for me now, Philip, that my repentance is 
acceptable to Yeshua. I choose to receive him and the Holy 
Spirit. Baptise me now. Then lay your hands upon me and let 
the falling of the Holy Spirit be the testimony to my 
forgiveness and my new found righteousness.”

Philip looked at Peter and John. Peter nodded: they both 
agreed with the authenticity of the man’s request to be rid 
of his old nature and to receive the new nature that comes 
with the Spirit of Truth. 

After baptising Simon, a new countenance came upon 
him. When Philip laid his hands on him, repeating the 
simple prayer of Peter and John, the Holy Spirit fell upon 
that man and his soul found deep peace. 

Simon, the former sorcerer, became a great evangelist for 
the gospel, spreading the name of Yeshua far and wide 
among the Samaritans. Extraordinary healings and castings 
out of demons occurred at his word. On the day that Philip 
was crucified and his wife, Arielle, was stoned to death, for 
unruly Jews rose up against them and incited Roman action 
upon them, Simon looked across at Philip from his own 
cross saying, “Because of you, Philip, my life will this day 
pass safely into the resurrection Yeshua has prepared for us. 
Thank you, my brother.” Philip smiled. Then Simon turned 
his attention to the Spirit of the Father within himself. By 
the grace of God, he had been given the possibly the 
greatest gift of all, the discerning of the Spirits of the Father, 
saying, “As your Son, Yeshua said, my beloved Father, ‘Into 
your hands I commit my spirit.’” By sunset, both men, and 
their wives, had passed from this world leaving behind 
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them the mountain of good they had harvested among the 
wrack and ruin of Lucifer’s rebellion and darkness.

+
Holy Spirit power manifested in only one area of 

religious life. It would come exclusively to those people 
who directed their existing measure of Father Fusion 
capacity to serve the interests of the Son of God—helping to 
bring the Kingdom of heaven in power and light to all the 
world’s minds. 

Such works of the spirit would enable every Father-
indwelt person who drinks from the Spirit of Truth, to solve 
problems not any longer by brute force, nor by enforcing 
the letter of the religious Law with all its mediocrity, but by 
the exact same power that the Father manifested in Jesus’ 
Father Fusion. 

The measure of the perfection of Father Fusion in the 
person’s use of the Spirit of Truth would be seen in the 
degree to which a perfect and unbreakable relationship 
which the Father was being made. We would read of this 
human partnership with the Father and with the Spirit of 
Truth’s power, as it manifested in the life of Paul the 
apostle. He wrote of it in his letter to his followers in Rome 
as he fostered the Christianity that Peter began on the steps 
of the temple in Jerusalem on Ascension Day:

Likewise the Spirit helps us in our weakness. For we do not 
know what to pray for as we ought, but the Spirit himself 
intercedes for us with groanings too deep for words. 
And he who searches hearts knows what is the mind of the 
Spirit, because the Spirit intercedes for the saints according to 
the will of God. 
And we know that for those who love God all things work 
together for good, for those who are called according to his 
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purpose. For those whom he foreknew he also predestined to be 
conformed to the image of his Son, in order that he might be 
the firstborn among many brothers. And those whom he 
predestined he also called, and those whom he called he also 
justified, and those whom he justified he also glorified. 
What then shall we say to these things? If God is for us, who 
can be against us? He who did not spare his own Son but 
gave him up for us all, how will he not also with him 
graciously give us all things? 
Who shall bring any charge against God’s elect? It is God 
who justifies. Who is to condemn? Christ Jesus is the one who 
died—more than that, who was raised—who is at the right 
hand of God, who indeed is interceding for us. 
Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? Shall 
tribulation, or distress, or persecution, or famine, or 
nakedness, or danger, or sword? As it is written, “For your 
sake we are being killed all the day long; we are regarded as 
sheep to be slaughtered.”
No, in all these things we are more than conquerors through 
him who loved us. For I am sure that neither death nor life, 
nor angels nor rulers, nor things present nor things to come, 
nor powers, nor height nor depth, nor anything else in all 
creation, will be able to separate us from the love of God in 
Christ Jesus our Lord. Romans 8:26-39.

These are the words of a man who began his Jewish 
priestly walk as an unbeliever in Yeshua, an enemy even. 
He was violently opposed to Christians because of the 
schism the new cult was making within Judaism. With his 
sudden conversion, he became a believer. Escaping his 
profession and the common world for a period of three 
years, Paul then became a disciple, searching and finding 
his Master, Yeshua, in the scriptures he had long ago 
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memorised and lived. In the power of the Spirit of Truth, 
Paul subsequently adapted his conversion’s illumination 
and his bourgeoning personal relationship with the Son of 
God to his theology and everyday spiritual discipline.

With each progressive development, from unbeliever to 
disciple, Paul’s love for humanity grew. He first began to 
genuinely love others and understand their motives. Then 
he grew to want to serve others, so much so that he 
converted his whole life over to the idea of humanity 
knowing and serving God.

It was when the disciple hungered to do a new work in 
the world, with a Holy Spirit-driven pioneering spirit, that 
Paul the disciple became an apostle who went forth in 
power and spirit as the servant of the Father and the Son 
and the Holy Spirit and of humanity on a worldwide basis. 
Now a confident Father Fusion Candidate, he stepped out 
towards Rome, the centre of the world, like Jesus putting 
down his tools in his Capernaum carpentry shop and 
walking with his brothers to meet John at the River Jordan. 
The Father’s will now clearly dominated Paul’s life: the 
Holy Spirit his works. He had the new gospel message of 
Peter’s Christianity, which almost wholly submerged Jesus’ 
gospel of the Kingdom of heaven: but he felt complete.
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Chapter Fifty-One
ACTS 4:5-12

The New Gospel Message.

On the next day their rulers and elders and scribes gathered 
together in Jerusalem, with Annas the high priest and 
Caiaphas and John and Alexander, and all who were of the 
high-priestly family. And when they had set them in the 
midst, they inquired, “By what power or by what name did 
you do this?” 
Then Peter, filled with the Holy Spirit, said to them, “Rulers 
of the people and elders, if we are being examined today 
concerning a good deed done to a crippled man, by what 
means this man has been healed, let it be known to all of you 
and to all the people of Israel that by the name of Yeshua of 
Nazareth, whom you crucified, whom God raised from the 
dead—by him this man is standing before you well. 
“This Yeshua is the stone that was rejected by you, the 
builders, which has become the cornerstone. And there is 
salvation in no one else, for there is no other name under 
heaven given among men by which we must be saved.”

ach person’s walk with the sudden impact of the 
Spirit of Truth was different. In his effulgence of 
enthusiasm, and not having so great a grasp of 

Jesus’ Father Fusion as Nathaniel and John, Peter preached 
repentance and baptism in the name of Yeshua—the lowest 
point of entry into Jesus’ Kingdom of heaven—as recorded 

E
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in the second chapter of the writings of a close disciple of 
Paul, Luke the physician, concerning the day called 
Pentecost, Thursday, May 18, A.D. 30.

When the day of Pentecost arrived, they were all together in 
one place. And suddenly there came from heaven a sound like 
a mighty rushing wind, and it filled the entire house where 
they were sitting. And divided tongues as of fire appeared to 
them and rested on each one of them. And they were all filled 
with the Holy Spirit and began to speak in other tongues as 
the Spirit gave them utterance. (Verses 1-4). 
Now there were dwelling in Jerusalem Jews, devout men from 
every nation under heaven. And at this sound the multitude 
came together, and they were bewildered, because each one 
was hearing them speak in his own language. And they were 
amazed and astonished, saying, “Are not all these who are 
speaking Galileans? And how is it that we hear, each of us in 
his own native language? Parthians and Medes and Elamites 
and residents of Mesopotamia, Judea and Cappadocia, Pontus 
and Asia, Phrygia and Pamphylia, Egypt and the parts of 
Libya belonging to Cyrene, and visitors from Rome, both Jews 
and proselytes, Cretans and Arabians—we hear them telling 
in our own tongues the mighty works of God.” And all were 
amazed and perplexed, saying to one another, “What does this 
mean?” But others mocking said, “They are filled with new 
wine.” (Verses 5-13) 
But Peter, standing with the eleven, lifted up his voice and 
addressed them, “Men of Judea and all who dwell in 
Jerusalem, let this be known to you, and give ear to my words. 
For these men are not drunk, as you suppose, since it is only 
the third hour of the day. But this is what was uttered 
through the prophet Joel: 
“’And in the last days it shall be, God declares, that I will 
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pour out my Spirit on all flesh, and your sons and your 
daughters shall prophesy, and your young men shall see 
visions, and your old men shall dream dreams; even on my 
male servants and female servants in those days I will pour 
out my Spirit, and they shall prophesy. And I will show 
wonders in the heavens above and signs on the earth below, 
blood, and fire, and vapor of smoke; the sun shall be turned to 
darkness and the moon to blood, before the day of the Lord 
comes, the great and magnificent day. And it shall come to 
pass that everyone who calls upon the name of the Lord shall 
be saved.’
“Men of Israel, hear these words: Yeshua of Nazareth, a man 
attested to you by God with mighty works and wonders and 
signs that God did through him in your midst, as you 
yourselves know— this Yeshua, delivered up according to the 
definite plan and foreknowledge of God, you crucified and 
killed by the hands of lawless men. God raised him up, loosing 
the pangs of death, because it was not possible for him to be 
held by it. For Dawid says concerning him,
“’I saw the Lord always before me, for he is at my right hand 
that I may not be shaken; therefore my heart was glad, and my 
tongue rejoiced; my flesh also will dwell in hope. For you will 
not abandon my soul to Hades, or let your Holy One see 
corruption. You have made known to me the paths of life; you 
will make me full of gladness with your presence.’ (Verses 
14-28).
“Brothers, I may say to you with confidence about the 
patriarch Dawid that he both died and was buried, and his 
tomb is with us to this day. Being therefore a prophet, and 
knowing that God had sworn with an oath to him that he 
would set one of his descendants on his throne, he foresaw and 
spoke about the resurrection of the Christ, that he was not 
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abandoned to Hades, nor did his flesh see corruption. This 
Yeshua, God raised up, and of that we all are witnesses. Being 
therefore exalted at the right hand of God, and having 
received from the Father the promise of the Holy Spirit, he has 
poured out this that you yourselves are seeing and hearing. 
For Dawid did not ascend into the heavens, but he himself 
says, ‘The Lord said to my Lord, sit at my right hand, until I 
make your enemies your footstool.’ Let all the house of Israel 
therefore know for certain that God has made him both Lord 
and Christ, this Yeshua whom you crucified.” (Verses 29-36). 
Now when they heard this they were cut to the heart, and said 
to Peter and the rest of the apostles, “Brothers, what shall we 
do?” 
And Peter said to them, “Repent and be baptized every one of 
you in the name of Jesus Christ for the forgiveness of your 
sins, and you will receive the gift of the Holy Spirit. For the 
promise is for you and for your children and for all who are 
far off, everyone whom the Lord our God calls to himself.” 
And with many other words he bore witness and continued to 
exhort them, saying, “Save yourselves from this crooked 
generation.” So those who received his word were baptized, 
and there were added that day about three thousand souls. 
(Verses 2:37-41). 
And they devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching and 
fellowship, to the breaking of bread and the prayers. And awe 
came upon every soul, and many wonders and signs were 
being done through the apostles. And all who believed were 
together and had all things in common. And they were selling 
their possessions and belongings and distributing the 
proceeds to all, as any had need. And day by day, attending 
the temple together and breaking bread in their homes, they 
received their food with glad and generous hearts, praising 
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God and having favor with all the people. And the Lord added 
to their number day by day those who were being saved. Acts 
2:42-47.

+
The apostles had their followers and they were centred 

around Peter and his emerging theology. It echoed the cry 
of John the Baptiser and his own ministry responsibilities 
toward Jesus, the Son of God and Son of Man—the 
Deliverer. Peter’s own spiritual quest for Father Fusion—an 
intimate, personal and wholly non-corporatised relationship 
with the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man—
was swept aside in the exuberance of the arrival of the 
Spirit of Truth. 

The morning’s experience of seeing Jesus ascend in a 
cloud, and then the mighty confidence he felt in the spirit 
that caused him to rush out and preach, caused him to 
unintentionally stumble into the error of substituting some 
of the facts associated with the gospel for the gospel 
message itself. 

Whereas Jesus delivered the message of his own Father 
Fusion, and expected his apostles and disciples to do the 
same once the Spirit of Truth arrived, Peter wholly 
submerged all that he had been trained in for the 
glorification of the risen Jesus. The story about Jesus the 
Christ, the risen Lord, became Peter’s new Christianity. He 
reverted to the idea that Jesus had shunned: that he was the 
deliverer of Israel spiritually on the throne of King David. 
Endowed with power from on high, Peter preached the 
glad tidings to the people—salvation through Jesus—but 
when others followed after him on down to Paul, who 
created a new religion out of the new version of the good 
news, the reality that Jesus lived and died for, and which 
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was so terribly appealing to all people who received it, was 
put to sleep.

Some of the other apostles contested and blatantly 
rejected Peter’s stance. When Paul emerged among the 
Gentiles, he drew to himself his own followers in Antioch. 
He fashioned disaffected Jews and truth hungry Gentiles 
into his restatement of Jewish communal spiritual law.  The 
name Christians, the followers of Christ, emerged in Antioch. 
Where the Father Fusion of Jesus was simple and for all 
men and women and thrived in their diversity, Paul’s 
interpretation of Peter’s Christianity became the basis for 
horrendous divisions between men and women. Paul’s 
church became the stumbling block to having the Father’s 
free gift to the whole world: the Father Fusion of Jesus. 

With the Spirit of Truth now having been shed abroad 
into the hearts of all human beings, some, especially the 
Greeks, expected to see Jesus’ Father Fusion begin to 
manifest in all the religions of the Roman Empire. Father 
Fusion was wrought by the indwelling presence of the 
Spirit of the Father, as it had been for Jesus, rather than 
conformity to Paul’s spiritual experience of Christ. Even the 
modern cleaving to Jesus the Lord and Saviour was not 
what Jesus had intended, for it masked the real gift: his 
Father Fusion and what becomes of a person to whom he 
imparts it.

The followers of Jesus with Abner in Jordan, who had 
been fed on Jesus’ own teachings and witness of Father 
Fusion, looked not so easily or kindly to the revised version 
being given out by some of the disciples in the likeness of 
Peter and Paul. 

These objectors were not particularly evangelist 
believers, like James Thaddeus and Judas Lebbeus Alpheus 
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who returned to their fishing business for some years in 
Bethsaida of Capernaum. Like Nathaniel, who left Peter to 
join Abner in Philadelphia Amman, they avoided Peter’s 
and Paul’s creation of a new religion. It produced great 
tension when the forces of politics and organised religion 
besotted their simple Jewish beliefs. Their Christianity, 
being divisive and political, had to find the language to 
defend itself, to prosper in the midst of adversity and to 
find meaning in martyrdom. Christianity became the target 
and they attributed their deeply personal experiences and 
convictions as being works in the furtherance of the 
sovereignty of the Lord Jesus Christ. Both Christianity and 
their personal beliefs were besieged on all sides. 

The followers of Abner ’s Kingdom of heaven in 
Philadelphia Amman Jordan and the followers of Pauline 
Christianity in Antioch developed in different ways. One 
was birthed out of Paul’s violent, stiff-necked and 
argumentative Jerusalem, designed to form church on the 
broader international stage with an emerging ecclesiastical 
governance that was rooted in Peter and then in Paul’s 
theology. The other was quietly getting on with the 
personal business of Father Fusion like unto Yeshua and his 
simple life and ministry in Galilee and in Jordan.

 In Amman, Jordan, Abner’s way of interpreting Yeshua’s 
message was a direct blueprint of Jesus whom he knew and 
loved as a leader in spiritual community. He abandoned the 
very rigid thinking and practices that demanded constant 
spiritual cleanliness, long cherished among the Essenes. 
The pure heart he now claimed and taught others to desire 
was the purity of faith in the Spirit of the Father and the 
reception of Jesus’ own Father Fusion. 

As noble a cause as it was, his followers down through the 
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centuries succumbed to the stresses of living and their own 
living witness of Jesus’ Father Fusion was lost to philosophy 
and the norms of community rituals. Within six hundred 
years, their luke warm spirituality soon smothered most of 
Yeshua’s witness of his living and personalised relationship 
with the heavenly Father, Father Fusion—the Kingdom of 
heaven. Instead of inspiring and magnifying Arab 
spirituality, being now a stagnant and dying religion as was 
Judaism, it was quickly overrun by Islam in the following 
centuries leaving only pockets of Yeshua’s Father Fusion to 
grow almost secretly and unobserved to this day. The 
majority of the Christian population in The Lands Of The Book 
have been and remain so persecuted that they have mostly 
been martyrs or migrants to other more tolerant peoples. The 
dream was lost to those who had other priorities. 

The dying embers of economic pressures in Europe were 
enflamed by the Crusader’s call to rally around the quest 
for the Kingdom of heaven and to retake the Holy Lands in 
the name of Paul’s Christianity. Three centuries of futile 
and ultimately fruitless bloodshed and confusion did 
nothing for Jesus’ hope in the Father Fusion of the world. 

The division of eastern from Western Christianity 
similarly had little to do with the Kingdom of heaven and 
more about the ever present spirit of division that is within 
formalised religions, like Christianity the religion.

The Protestant revolt against the Western Church of 
Rome again had little to do with the Kingdom of heaven 
and more about the purely political problems caused by the 
union of religion and State. The great breakup of the 
Protestant religions over the past one hundred and more 
years has been largely due to a search for the return to the 
simple gospel of Jesus’ Father Fusion—the Kingdom of 
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heaven being within and not in the courts of Kings, 
Presidents, Prime Ministers or Judges.

The gateway to Father Fusion has always been so very 
natural a relationship between the loving human being and 
his or her devoted indwelling Paradise Father. When the 
entrance to Father Fusion is defined by priests and spiritual 
specialists, even the most well-intended, then rigid rulers 
desirous of applying fourth century Christian morality or 
seventh century Islamic morality, for example, clash with 
the restatement of truth by the Spirit of Truth. The Spirit of 
Truth was not an edict carved in stone on Mount Sinai. The 
Spirit of Truth brings fresh to every generation in every 
community and in every land across the earth a new spring 
of living water suitable to their needs and inquiring hearts. 
It is a fount of refreshing truth, a vista of expansive beauty, 
a nectar of life-giving goodness, a kiss of parental devotion 
and love, and a compassionate hand of understanding. The 
Spirit of Truth is to be applied with the greatest spiritual 
creativity for the progress of all humanity, not just one 
small group of the faithful, and yet it is done one heart at a 
time, one small group at a time. The gospel message could 
only be what God gives us.  Without wholly taking over our 
lives, what more could God give than his own Spirit and his 
only begotten Son and his Son’s perfect Father Fusion?
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Chapter Fifty-Two
SAINT LUKE 1:35

The Third Pentecost Gift From God.

“The Holy Spirit will come upon you, and the power of the 
Most High will overshadow you.”

he three gifts from God all entailed greatly 
enhanced personal contact with the Father, with the 
Son and with the Holy Spirit. The first gift was the 

Father’s sending his spirit to live in all people of moral 
decision. The second gift was the Father sending the Son’s 
spirit to live in all people, of any age. The third gift from 
God given to the world on this Ascension Day was greatly 
enhanced contact with the Holy Spirit. 

Like the first gift, the mass sending out of the Spirits of 
the Father, this third gift of enhanced contact with the 
person of the Holy Spirit, was the result of the fact that the 
Father released His record of the Son’s truth into the world
—the Spirit of Truth. 

The portal to the Son’s truth was not the truth of the Son 
of God, which is vast and like unto the Father’s truth, 
which is unimaginable and unfathomable. The Spirit of 
Truth instead provides the portal into the Father Fusion 
experience of Jesus of Nazareth. That is more than enough 
of a compass for any human to arrive at Father Fusion 
status on the New Jerusalem. As a result of these three gifts, 
however, three very obvious increases occurred in the lives 
of discerning and spiritually devoted men and women. 

T
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One increase was the increase in spiritual power and 
authority that accompanied the gospel truth, regardless of it 
being about Christianity or the Kingdom of heaven—Jesus’  
Father Fusion. John Zebedee, differing from Peter’s gospel 
of Christianity and Paul’s establishment of the political 
church, wrote of Jesus’ Father Fusion and the doing of the 
will of the Father within:

The world is passing away along with its desires, but whoever 
does the will of God abides forever. I John 1:17.
By this we know that we abide in him and he in us, because he 
has given us of his Spirit. And we have seen and testify that 
the Father has sent his Son to be the Savior of the world. 
Whoever confesses that Jesus is the Son of God, God abides in 
him, and he in God. So we have come to know and to believe 
the love that God has for us. God is love, and whoever abides 
in love abides in God, and God abides in him. 
By this is love perfected with us, so that we may have 
confidence for the day of judgment, because as he is so also are 
we in this world. There is no fear in love, but perfect love 
casts out fear. For fear has to do with punishment, and 
whoever fears has not been perfected in love. We love because 
he first loved us. 1 John 4:13-19.

+
The second increase was seen in the liaison between the 

angels of destiny—guardian angels—some of whose work it 
is to coordinate circumstances in which the human being 
will encounter the opportunity to exercise the will of God 
for the increase of his or her Father Fusion. The world 
became connected, divinely networked; and the will of God 
could more easily find mutual acceptance across the diverse 
peoples of the world in whom one might find a person of 
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truth. Sometimes, angels and midway beings facilitated the 
extraordinary.

“King Herod is a man with no religious interests 
whatsoever,” said Andrew.

“Our people were arrested because of his intolerance of 
civil unrest,” said Thomas more reasonably: “for no other 
reason.”

“But to imprison our people in chains! And to kill 
Ya’aqov Zebedee on the steps like that, with the sword!”

“How is Yohanan taking it?” asked Matthew.
“He has taken the body,” said Thaddeus Alpheus. 

“Worse though. There are reports that the killing of Ya’aqov 
calmed the Jews and made them more obedient to Herod. It 
was for that reason that he has arrested and imprisoned 
Shimon (the apostle Peter).”

“This is the first Passover since Yeshua went to 
Paradise,” said Nathaniel. “Can’t we visit Shimon in prison 
tomorrow?”

“Herod has placed four squads of soldiers to guard him. 
We cannot get close,” said Lebbeus the brother of Thaddeus 
Alpheus. “We thought to go there yesterday before sunset, 
but we were barred from entry.”

“Herod plans to display Shimon to the Jews tomorrow 
morning after the Sabbath has ended. Surely he will excite 
them to crucify him like they did to Yeshua,” said 
Thaddeus.

“We can only pray,” said Thomas. “Yeshua will hear our 
prayers and all will be well. Of that I have no doubt.”

They and many believers set about praying, long into the 
night until sleep overtook them. In the early hours of the 
morning though, while the night was still dark upon them, 
a messenger came into their midst.
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 “Wake up! Wake up brothers.”
James the Lord’s brother in the flesh was the first to ask: 

“What is it? Is it Shimon? Has something happened to 
Shimon?”

“I have just run across from the house of Mary Mark,” 
said Yehochanan, the cousin of John Mark. “Shimon is free! 
He is free!”

“How?” Andrew, Thomas, Matthew, the Alpheus 
brothers and Nathaniel were all one voice.

“He came to the front gate on the street. Rhoda the 
servant girl recognised his voice,” then he laughed, “and in 
her excitement she left him standing there while she ran 
inside the house to where we were praying to tell us.

“We all thought her crazy, but she kept on insisting.
“Someone said, ‘It’s Shimon’s angel,’ and no one paid 

her any mind.
“Then we ourselves heard a knocking from the front 

gate. We were scared to open it because of Herod arresting 
so many of our people these days. But, we heard Shimon’s 
voice. It was him! He was free!”

“We are all standing here in astonishment,” said 
Matthew. “How could that be? We are all expecting him to 
be thrown to the Jews tomorrow.”

“He told us,” said Yehochanan. He stopped speaking to 
catch his breath. This was a sacred moment and he wanted 
to honour God with his every word.

“We were so excited. Jubilation filled our hearts. Yeshua 
had answered our prayers. His words were true, that if any 
two of us prayer together in his name, it will be done for us.

“Well, Shimon raised his hand to beckon us to be quiet. 
Then he proceeded to tell us the wildest story.”

“What story,” asked the Alpheus brothers.
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“The Lord brought him out of prison. By an angel. He 
knows not how, whether it was a vision or real, he knew not.”

“’I was between two soldiers, sleeping,’ Shimon said,” 
relaying Peter’s words. “’Bound with two chains. Sentries 
guarded the prison door. Then an angel of the Lord stood 
next to me, nudging me on the side to wake me and telling 
me to quickly get up. A great light shone in the darkness of 
the cell that only I saw. The chains fell off my hands but no 
one stirred or heard their clunk. The angel told me to quickly 
dress and to put on my sandals. As I was doing that, the 
angel told me to wrap my cloak around me and to follow on. 
We went past the first guard and the second guard and when 
we came to the big iron gate leading out to the city, it opened 
for us of its own accord. We went out and along one 
particular street until I was safe, then the angel vanished.’”

The apostles looked at Yehochanan with jaws agape, in 
utter astonishment. 

Andrew was the first to speak, saying: “Now I am sure 
that the Lord has sent his angel and rescued Shimon from 
the hand of Herod and from all that the Jewish people were 
expecting.”

Yehochanan looked on him as if hearing Peter himself 
again. “Those are the exact words that Shimon told us. ‘The 
Lord has sent his angel and rescued me.’

“Saying these things, he then told me to come and to tell 
you all, ‘James and the brothers,’ and went to another place 
for safe hiding so as not to bring the wrath of Herod down 
on anyone.” 

+
The third increase that came with these gifts from 

Paradise, was the markedly increased contact with the 
personality of the Holy Spirit. To all, the Holy Spirit meant 
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power and comfort: rest for the troubled soul and healing 
for the body—a tangible and visible touch of heaven.

So the church throughout all Judea and Galilee and Samaria 
had peace and was being built up. And walking in the fear of 
the Lord and in the comfort of the Holy Spirit, it multiplied. 
Now as Peter went here and there among them all, he came 
down also to the saints who lived at Lydda. There he found a 
man named Aeneas, bedridden for eight years, who was 
paralyzed. And Peter said to him, “Aeneas, Jesus Christ heals 
you; rise and make your bed.” And immediately he rose. And 
all the residents of Lydda and Sharon saw him, and they 
turned to the Lord. Acts 9:31-35.

No one had ever favourably considered the Holy Spirit 
as a Deity Person. The scriptures of Jeremiah told of the 
denunciations of the Queen of heaven, and how such idols 
were a filth to him. All across the Middle East, and in 
Turkey and Greece, however, there abounded Mother cults 
and it was they in particular that became greatly more real 
in their contact with forces divine in the divine Person of 
the Holy Spirit. 

It was, for example, the Mithraists of the Roman Empire, 
long expecting the son of their mythical Mother Spirit to 
descend into the earth and save the world, who flocked into 
Paul’s new Christian Church entity, filling the ranks and 
providing an abundance of leadership. They carried with 
them their own liturgical forms and theologies. Their 
ceremonial date of December 25th became the birthdate of 
the Lord Jesus, despite contradictions in climatic and stellar 
activities around the real birthdate on a summery August 
21. They brought also the sacrificial altar on which their 
bread and wine were made holy and sanctified. They soon 
translated their mythical divine virgin mother figure into 
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the sanctity and heavenly prayer power of Mary the Mother 
of Jesus and all that was subsequently attributed to this 
new almost deified figurine. 

God had become legitimately both masculine and 
feminine, their personal touches being extended by the 
Spirit of the Father, the Son of God in his Spirit of Truth, 
and the Holy Spirit in the unparalleled and deeply personal 
display of motherly care for humanity which, for many, 
could be proven in the manifestations of a divine woman. 
Who else could it be, but Mary? No one had the theology to 
dare to dream that it was the Holy Spirit in person, or the 
Holy Spirit’s angelic ministers. 

So real a threat were these cults of a Divine Mother that 
in the fourth century, when all Christianity was rethinking 
itself as a liberated force for good now that political 
persecution from Rome was formally ended, the church 
fathers reasoned the role of the Motherly Holy Spirit into 
merely the mother of Yeshua the formerly incarnated Son of 
God, Mary.

Their thinking and soul searching eventuated the 
argument that God is three in one and so the Son is never 
separated from the Father or the Holy Spirit. Mary gave 
birth to the Son of God and so she gave birth to God. 

Furthermore, an authority accompanying all the Kings in 
the ancient Hebrew history was never Queens who were 
their married wives, but indeed the one who birthed them 
and had prior authority over any number of Queens, the 
Queen Mother.

It was a short step from there to attributing Mary the 
human daughter of Anne and Joachim the authority of the 
Queen Mother of God, her son Yeshua. 

In so doing, the church fathers displaced the Holy Spirit 
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Person’s motherly heart and cut out the heart of all the 
Mother cults by placing Mary above them all and insisting 
that the Holy Spirit was purely masculine. In a very real 
sense, this was what occurred to the Hebrews when they 
reinvented their God, Yahweh who lived in the Arc of the 
Covenant. Nebuchadnezzar’s army stole that small golden 
box, thus denuding Israel of its God. It was Ezekiel who 
had a vision that Yahweh was in fact God of all the gods, he 
was out of the arc, and thus it could be written in his time 
as never before he had that revelation of God being the God 
above all other gods: 

In the beginning, our God, the God of the Jews, Yahweh, 
created the heavens and the earth. The earth was without form 
and void, and darkness was over the face of the deep. And the 
Spirit of our God, Yahweh, was hovering over the face of the 
waters. And our God, the God of the Jews, Yahweh, said, “Let 
there be light,” and there was light. And Yahweh saw that the 
light was good. And our God, the God of the Jews, Yahweh, 
separated the light from the darkness. Yahweh called the light 
Day, and the darkness he called Night. And there was evening 
and there was morning, the first day. Genesis 1:1-5. 

More than this, however, by placing Mary as the Queen 
Mother of the Son of God, the church fathers inadvertently 
set up the veneration of a human whom the citizens of 
heaven didn’t actually look to for their mother figure. They 
looked to the Holy Spirit: they always had and they always 
will. By humanising humanity’s grasp of the structure of 
heaven, the array and activities of the citizens of heaven, 
and the very authority that humans are supposed to exert 
in heaven, these early ideas closed the open heavens that 
the Spirit of Truth and the presence of the Spirits of the 
Father and indeed the literal revelation brought by the 
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Person of the Holy Spirit had established. Man was again 
left to the patience of God as he worked his way around his 
children’s best but confounding efforts:

Many are the plans in the mind of a man, but it is the purpose 
of the Lord that will stand. Proverbs 19:21.

If humanity wishes to worship the real Queen of Heaven, 
it should look no further than to lift up its praise to the 
Holy Spirit and the motherly, even feminine, loving 
kindness afforded humanity in very many ways, not the 
least of which is felt in the various ministries of her angels. 

In Hebrew scripture, wisdom, God’s firstborn truth, is 
feminine (hokhmah). So too is God’s presence in times of loss 
and exile and the need for comfort and assurance, shekinah. 
The ending ah indicates the feminine sense that is implied in 
the word. This in no way indicates the actual gender of the 
either wisdom or God’s presence. Personal revelation of God 
the feminine is always no different in actuality from a 
personal revelation of God as masculine. Both, ultimately 
dissolve and are transcended as we enjoy Father Fusion at 
Paradise levels when, whilst we as humans maintain 
enhanced traces of our original gender, God is known to be 
inclusive of and empathetic with both male and female 
whilst being beyond all trace of what we humans experience 
as gender. Still, the personal contact with the Holy Spirit and 
angelic ministries attributed to this very feminine and 
motherly care for we human beings, was much enhanced.

+
Increased contact with Holy Spirit ministries that manifested 

through what Paul described as the giftings of the Spirit, tended 
to carve a gulf of great distance between humanity and the 
Son of God, along with the supposed impossibility of ever 
having much contact with the Paradise Father.
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Before long, in the early church movements of 
Christianity, the politics of religious morality separated 
humanity from the simplicity of Jesus and his Father 
Fusion, and hence separation from the immediacy and 
beauty of the Kingdom of heaven on earth, and separation 
from the most magnificent hero of human existence, the 
Spirit of the Father and his passionate care. Of all the kinds 
of love in all creation there is none so tender and true and 
ever-faultless as that of the Spirit of the Paradise Father 
within a human being—he who enters into all sin, all 
darkness, all travail and all despair to bring all hope, the 
most improbable of solutions, the most impossible of 
pathways and the most wondrous of opportunities. The 
Father Fusion of Jesus is the perfect example of his undying 
love for you and for every human being ever created.

+
What followed on because Christianity had become the 

flagship of Yeshua’s life and teachings instead of the 
Kingdom of heaven being the flagship and deepest 
authenticity of Yeshua’s life and teachings, was that the 
Father Fusion of Jesus and his original gift to the world 
almost wholly submerged and overlooked. 

Early on there emerged a predictable pattern in the 
transforming power of Yeshua and his life. It began with 
believing in Yeshua. This led to heartfelt repentance and the 
reception of the Father’s forgiveness, and public baptism—
the passing of the flame of the aspiration for personal 
Father Fusion from one believer to another in the name of 
Jesus. When this baptism mirrored Jesus’ own baptism, 
something done as a perfect act of partnership with the 
Spirit of the Father within, it had Jesus’ authenticity in it. In 
translating John the Baptist’s baptisms over to Peter’s new 
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Christianity the baptism soon took on Peter’s references and 
became a symbolic baptism into the death and resurrection 
of Jesus. This, of course, wasn’t Jesus’ baptism at all. It was 
simply the glorification of Peter’s Christianity: the worship 
of the risen Lord. That was only one side of Jesus’ story. 

Following baptism came the excitation of the Spirit of 
Truth that became called the receiving of the Holy Spirit in 
power and fire. The new divine truth shone a light of 
understanding on the olden Hebrew scriptures and 
conceived promises that shaped a culture for Peter’s 
Christian walk. Believers wanted power and spiritual 
authority Peter’s Christianity led them to want possession of 
the keys of life and death in the midst of the rapidly 
emerging social and political conflict that saw thousands of 
Christians killed. The keys of life and death are simply the 
way of partnering with the Spirit of the Father within, so 
that in all situations that demand major decisions God’s 
will and the human will create a world-overcoming option 
and pathway. Many who were killed had no idea of that 
measure of partnership with the Spirit of the Father within, 
and so fragments of meaning were pieced together to 
emerge as the cult of martyrdom—hoped for contact with 
the Son of God at the time of death as was believed to have 
occurred for Stephen at his stoning. Once Emperor 
Constantine removed the possibility of State-inflicted 
martyrdom, this cult ideal of having authentic contact with 
Christ was carried over into extreme asceticism in the name 
of living a renunciate’s real and living death during the life 
on earth. In this way, men and women like the desert 
fathers and desert mothers of Egypt and Syria and Turkey, 
for example, sought purity of heart: believing in Jesus’ 
words that, “The pure of heart shall see God.” Thus it was 
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that for many, the ideal of having the ascetic’s pure heart 
supplanted the more rigorous demands of attaining greater 
breadth of understanding the human life in general, deeper 
depth of intimate contact with the person and will of the 
inner Spirit of the Father, and embodiment of the values 
and insights arising from higher spiritual heavenly 
citizenship, all of which are found in Jesus’ Father Fusion.  
Regardless, the Spirit of Truth came heralding a banner of 
invincibility. What other faith could so predictably raise the 
dead? 

In Joppa, for example, a family mourned the death of 
their beloved friend, Tabitha (also called also Dorcas).

“She was full of good works. What a wonderful disciple 
of the Lord Yeshua,” said Atara, one of five widows who 
had been attending to her over the past weeks of her illness.

“Dorcas was the most charitable of us all,” added Danita, 
reflecting on her own late husband’s love of giving to the 
poor. “She didn’t deserve this illness. She didn’t deserve to 
die.” All the widows present agreed, and on they went, 
washing the dearly departed until they had clothed her and 
laid her in an upper room. 

The Spirit of the Father had long seen this illness and 
death coming. In coordination with the personalised Spirit 
of the Paradise Father who had been in and with Yeshua, it 
was determined to use this instance as the opportunity to 
both glorify God and glorify the sanctity of the apostolic 
movement so to build up faith for Father Fusion 
worldwide.

Peter was teaching at Lydda, which was near to Joppa. 
Daring and conviction in truth, boldness, had come upon 
Peter when he received the Spirit of Truth. It enabled him to 
preach with utmost authenticity, causing the baptism of 
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thousands in a single day. Since then, the Spirit of the 
Paradise Father within him was constantly prompting him 
with opportunities to exercise this radical faith. Peter 
would see a vision, or be persuaded that his decision was 
the will of God, and he would duly act on it. The Father 
was much pleased. Every decision to act in this manner 
produced more merit for Peter’s eventual completed Father 
Fusion.

The Spirit of the Paradise Father within one of the 
disciples who was with the widows and the body of Dorcas, 
Marcus, was poised to prompt his son also. Word came to 
him that the apostle Peter was nearby in Joppa. Marcus had 
a flash of inspiration that Peter could pray and command 
death to come off his beloved friend, Dorcas. Without any 
other consultation, believing fully that it was God’s will, 
Marcus sent two men to Peter. 

“Urge him to please come to us without delay.” 
Peter quickly discerned that it was the will of the Father 

and so he rose and went with the two on the North Road 
from Lydda to Joppa, a distance of just under twenty-five 
miles. 

The door was pressed open. Cherut was so humbled to 
see the apostle cross the threshold and set foot in the house. 
“Come, come Blessed One, upstairs to the upper room.” 
Wiping away the tears from her eyes, she pointed the way. 

Marcus was glad to see Peter. They embraced, for they 
had known each other since the final baptismal days of the 
Prophet John. All five widows stood close by Dorcas’ body 
but Peter said, “Stop your weeping, women. Tell me 
something about this woman. What was her life?”

Atara went to Tabitha’s clothes cupboard and, wiping the 
tears from her face, began to show Peter the very fine 
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garments this woman had worn during her life. She and her 
husband had been comfortably well to do as a result of his 
mercantile business. They had no children.

“Dorcas was the most charitable of us all,” said Danita. 
“She gave away this many clothes and more to the poor. 
She loved God very much.”

“She was the first of us to swear her heart to Yeshua,” 
said widow Imma. We have all lost our husbands over time 
and Dorcas was like a mother to us all, in her own way. 
When she heard Yeshua speaking in Jerusalem, she 
immediately came and brought us to him.”

Peter smiled. The Spirit of the Paradise Father within 
him moved close to his thoughts. God and man were 
becoming one will. Although Peter did not discern it, the 
Spirit of the Father in Dorcas had been detained on the 
earth at Joppa by the personalised Spirit of the Father who, 
after completing his mission with Jesus continued to be 
Chief of their kind across all the earth and was even now 
within meters of Peter but entirely unseen by him for Peter 
did not then have the gift of the discernment of Spirits of 
the Father. 

The glory of God was about to manifest in Tabitha’s 
upper room according to the idea in the mind of the 
personalised Spirit of the Paradise Father. He had caused 
the same thing to occur in the life of Jesus concerning 
mothers in Nain and Capernaum, and with Lazarus in 
Bethany. Death, for a Father-indwelt person, is only ever 
actual when the Spirit of the Father has left the inner 
dwelling of the individual person, for all life authority in 
the person is given over to him by the Holy Spirit upon his 
arrival into the life of that person. 

The Spirit of the Father in each of those deceased persons 
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had been detained specifically for the glory of God to be 
made manifest to believers, apostles and potential new 
believers alike. Peter had never forgotten his astonishment 
when the widow’s son in Nain sat up alive in the funeral 
bier. He was flabbergasted. He knew with absolute 
conviction from that moment on that Yeshua was the 
Messiah. He had also later wondered if ever such a work 
might come to him to do, and how he might accomplish it: 
what he might say, and how he might pray.

Knowing that he needed a room full of only resurrection 
faith, Peter was inspired to dismiss the well-meaning but 
now obstructive wailing of the widows and all its worldly 
doubt.

“Please, now, all of you, go down. Leave me to pray with 
Yeshua.” He put them all outside, and knelt down and 
prayed. Near him were Marcus and Yohanan, a local 
tanner’s son. They were full of faith. Not just believers’ 
faith, but faith for the miraculous: they wholeheartedly 
believed that Peter would pray and Yeshua would bring 
this woman out of her death sleep, just as he had done 
himself.

The Spirit of the Father within Peter now augmented 
Peter’s will. Their minds became one mind. It was at once 
wholly divine and yet solely Peter in personality. 

Peter prayed, “Yeshua, I have no power to raise this 
woman. I cannot raise her up. How shall I pray?”

A small still voice within Peter spoke to him like a 
mother, saying: “You cannot, but within you there is one 
who can.”

Suddenly, Peter felt all the confidence he needed to call 
death off the dead body. Without a single thought in his 
mind, but with every confidence that what he and the 
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Father would say would be done for him, he turned to look 
upon Tabitha’s body.

“Tabitha, arise.” 
She opened her eyes. It was for her as if she had only 

been asleep. When she saw Peter, whom she had seen with 
Jesus in Jerusalem, she sat up. 

“I am well,” Tabitha said, feeling the strength course 
through her limbs.

“Then stand up, Tabitha. Show the Lord Yeshua how you 
now live and are healed from your sickness,” said Peter. He 
gave her his hand and raised her up. The woman rose to 
her feet. Her funeral garment fell about her and she looked 
inquiringly to Marcus.

“You were dead, beloved Sister; and Atara dressed you.”
Tabitha smiled: “She chose my best dress and shawl,” she 

said. Then she sniffed the air, “I have been bathed ready for 
anointing.” 

Marcus smiled. Yohanan said, “You were dead, dear 
lady.”

Peter was lost in his thoughts of praises to Yeshua and to 
the Spirit of the Father within himself, about whom Jesus 
had often instructed the apostles whenever he outlined how 
God dwelt within a person and how God within provided 
revelation and assurance. 

Then, stepping toward the doorway and calling the 
gathering and the widows from downstairs, Peter said, 
“Come up. Come up. I present to you, Tabitha, alive by the 
power of the Holy Spirit and the will of God through 
Yeshua the Messiah.”

Cries of praise and shrieks of delight echoed up the stone 
steps from the banquet room below. “Dorcas lives! She 
lives!” 
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Cherut filled with pride for God. “You have visited this 
house, Lord God Almighty,” she said: “and done mighty 
works that shut the mouths of evil men!” So enriched was 
she that his single event forever changed her outlook. 
Spiritual strength rose up in her. Her downcast and long 
held poor image of herself seemed to just evaporate. 
Tabitha’s resurrection was the most profound event in her 
life. If Tabitha could live, then so could she!

The glorious work became known throughout all Joppa 
and the surroundings. Many people came to believe in God 
and in Yeshua, the Lord. 

Peter stayed in Joppa for many days with Simon, a 
tanner, the father of Yohanan who had been there when 
Peter commanded death to come off the woman’s body. 
Both Yohanan and Marcus stayed close to Peter and learned 
from him. When Peter began his travels abroad, Yohanan 
and Marcus both joined John Mark when he later built up 
The Way in Alexandria in cooperation with Rodan’s group 
of Greek believers and the rapidly growing number of non-
Greek Egyptians among them. It was John Mark who 
taught them all more about the Father Fusion of Jesus, as he 
had heard it from the mouth of Jesus himself. 

In this way, the teachings of the adoration of the Son of 
God—the prophesied Messiah to come, something that was 
not foreign to the existing ancient Phaoronic teachings at all
—plus, the Father Fusion of Jesus, became the two sides of 
the same seed that were well planted and watered in Egypt. 

“For, ultimately,” John Mark said on many an occasion, 
even in the presence of his cousin and fellow evangelist, 
Barnabas, “What is resurrection from death unless we 
might the better perfectly abide in God eternally? The 
Gospel that Jesus taught enables us to partner with God 
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within and without—in our hearts and in our society. The 
apostle Matityahu wrote well of it in his account, saying 
how Yeshua said to us: ‘Love your enemies and pray for 
those who persecute you, so that you may be sons of your 
Father who is in heaven. You must be perfect, as your 
heavenly Father is perfect.’ 

“This is the way of the truth and the beauty,” Barnabas, 
“the way of the goodness and the wisdom that is forged in 
every conflict in every human soul. When we include the 
Spirit of the Paradise Father in all our deliberations and 
actions, we choose the betterment of life for all, on earth as 
in heaven.”

“I am very excited about your perspective, Yohanan,” 
replied Barnabas. “We must be about apostolic missions. 
Apostolic missions will create wholly new works of God in 
the world. That’s our work together! We have both been 
with Paul but you and I work a lot better together.” So they 
did just that. Off they went together to the glory of God.
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Chapter Fifty-Three
ISAIAH 45:22

Apostolic Missions.

“Turn to me and be saved, all the ends of the earth! For I am 
God, and there is no other.”

efore ever Jesus had ascended to the Paradise 
Father, Peter eloquently argued the case to 
supplant the teachings that had issued out of the 

Father Fusion of Jesus—the personal experience of God in 
the Kingdom of heaven and the brotherhood of man—with 
the Gospel of the Risen Jesus Christ and salvation through 
his shed blood. The accent fell on man’s adoration of Jesus 
and off the personal relationship and progressive journey 
that Jesus had taken involving partnering with God. 
Confusion ensued and has largely remained to this day.

Paul went to Rome, suffered imprisonment in A.D. 65 
and two years later was beheaded outside the wall of Rome 
but not before extrapolating from Peter’s philosophy and 
leadership of the original apostles an argument for the 
nature of the God that the whole world had to believe in or 
face eternal damnation. Nothing could have been further 
from the post-Pentecost truth of Father Fusion.

Peter and Paul shifted the axis of Jesus’ gospel message 
off the individual person’s liberating spiritual discovery of 
Father Fusion, the force that unifies all people in a common 
ideal, and onto the legal correctness of one’s God, the force 
that always divides people politically. 

B
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Where Jesus had always avoided cross-fertilising religion 
and politics, stating that his kingdom was not of this world, 
Peter and Paul build a new hybrid kingdom that was very 
much of this world and cast it adrift by apostolic missions 
as the new Christianity. Three centuries later, one of many 
rulers in the world became Christian, with little knowledge 
of the Father Fusion of Jesus, and strife between political 
leaders has remained one of the leading causes of Christian 
militaristic violence and martyrdom worldwide ever since.

In the footsteps of Paul, Peter went also to Rome and, on 
the same day as for his wife, Perpetua, from whose mother 
Jesus removed the fever at the nearby Zebedee home in 
Capernaum, was martyred. 

Jesus had assigned Peter, James and John to be his 
personal aides. James Zebedee was martyred by Herod soon 
after Jesus’ ascension. His younger brother, John Zebedee, 
outlived all of the apostles and James’ wife, Elizabeth, whom 
John later married, died when he was eighty having born to 
him one daughter, Yarema, who lovingly cared for John to 
his last breath. 

Of all the apostles, John knew Jesus the most intimately. 
He had been responsible for conveying Jesus’ family 
support to them, and he knew how Jesus suffered by Mary 
and most of his siblings not understanding him or his 
ministry. John had faith that was endowed with courage. 
Whilst temporarily exiled on Patmos Island, John wrote the 
Book of Revelation which, in its current form, as any casual 
reader will immediately notice, has large portions missing, 
thereby leaving it a fragmented, jumbled and distorted 
remnant of something once considerably larger, majestic 
and great. In fathoming something of Jesus’ spirituality,  
and how Jesus related to the heavenly Father, John was the 
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outstanding theologian of all the apostles, the latecomer 
Paul included. The Jews had no teaching on Father Fusion  
and Paul missed out on knowing Jesus and his personal 
spirituality. It was inevitable that he glorified Jesus the 
risen Saviour with little reference to Jesus’ Father Fusion, 
which was the very reason for Jesus’ ministry, death, 
resurrection, ascension and the Pentecost dispersion of the 
heavenly gifts and power from On High. It was inevitable 
too that Paul’s brilliant theological mind would shape 
Peter’s thinking, enhancing the development of Christianity 
over and above the more realistic Father Fusion of Jesus. 

After a considerable array of apostolic missions and 
journeys, John, long since the Bishop of the Asia churches, 
settled in Ephesus and died there of old age in 103 A.D. at 
the age of one hundred and one. He died in the company of 
his much loved and devoted daughter, Yarema, and the 
communion of the local Christian fellowship but not before 
he had long conferences with Jude, Jesus’ brother who 
visited him from the mountains far to the East of Ephesus. 

Andrew, Peter’s older brother and chief administrator 
among the apostles, preached in Armenia, and, continuing 
his search for large cities along the Silk Road, went west 
eventually going through Macedonia and south into 
Greece. In the district of Achaia, after Jewish sentiments 
again rose up against the name of Yeshua, in Patrae, (today 
Greece’s third largest city, Patras), Andrew was crucified. 

Matthew, the financier of Jesus’ ministry, was similarly 
martyred in the city of Lysimachia on the Gallipoli 
Peninsula of Thrace—today’s Western Turkey. Nathaniel 
the son of Bartholomew of Cana near Nazareth, went across 
the Jordan to Amman to be with Abner for a year and then, 
wearying of the new interpretation of Jesus message being 
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developed in Antioch under Peter ’s leadership he 
journeyed east to settle eventually in India where he later 
died having spread the gospel far and wide. 

Thomas Didymus, the fisherman of Migdal’s Tarichea, so 
called for its fish pickling plant, was married with four 
children. He went to Cyprus, Crete, the North African 
coast, and Sicily until he was apprehended by the agents of 
the Roman government and was put to death in Malta. Just 
weeks before his death he began his writing of the life and 
teachings of Jesus. 

Simon the Zealot was a merchant of Capernaum and 
later the professional head of the patriotic Zealots before 
becoming an apostle at the age of twenty-eight years. He 
was spiritually crushed for several years after the collapse 
of Jerusalem. Everything he stood for seemed to fall apart 
and he was left with nothing: not business; not patriotism 
and now not Jesus. He always loved a debate with the 
legalistic Jews and the intellectual quibbling of the Greeks. 
Eventually he went to Alexandria to the Greeks, preached 
up the Nile River and went into the heart of Africa where 
he died of old age and was buried by devotees in Uganda 
near the start of the Nile River. 

Judas was crushed to death on rocks in the Hinnom 
Valley. The rope he hastily tied for his suicidal hanging in 
his shame and despair failed to hold him. The replacement 
apostle who had been with the group from the early days 
right into the times of the resurrection, Matthias, joined the 
group in Antioch when all were forced out of Jerusalem by 
the Roman persecutions and became a respected teacher in 
the new and growing Christian Church. 

James called Thaddeus and Judas called Lebbeus, the 
humble and poor twin sons of Alpheus, fishermen from 
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Kheresa, the least of all the apostles, came home to their 
families and their fishing. Being unlearned young men, 
they appealed immensely to the more fainthearted of 
ordinary unadventurous and somewhat simple minded and 
ignorant people. Next to the women and John, they were 
the first to believe in Jesus’ resurrection but had no ability 
to deal with the complexities of bringing the Kingdom of 
heaven to the wider world. It was years before they felt the 
call to evangelise Armenia where today Thaddeus, the 
martyr, is patron of the nation.

The modest hero of apostolic missions to non-Jews, who 
never said, “Go do it” but rather, “Come and I will show 
you,” Philip, and his wife, Arielle, were both executed in 
Samaria north of Jerusalem after having an astounding 
record of accomplishments.

Doing little by way of Peter’s Christianity, it was the pure 
spirituality of their Father Fusion, in the image of Jesus’ 
Father Fusion, that caused revolt in the minds of the Jews 
who had them killed. Again it was a case of the violent 
clash of authentic spirituality with typically cautious and 
fearful human-made religion—revelation versus evolution. 
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Chapter Fifty-Four
ACTS 1:8

Going Out.

“But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit has 
come upon you, and you will be my witnesses in 
Jerusalem and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the end of 
the earth.”

he visit with James Thaddeus and Judas Lebbeus 
Alpheus at the Zebedee home that Jesus and the 
apostles had occupied during the three and a half 

years of his ministry campaign was wonderful for all of 
them. The occasion for the gathering was the visit of David 
Zebedee and his wife Ruth, the youngest sister of Jesus, and 
their two boys. For their part, the twin Alpheus brothers, 
now aged forty-three years old, were keen to catch up with 
any news that David Zebedee might have of the apostolic 
missions abroad.

“We have been living in Philadelphia since Yeshua’s 
ascension,” said David. “We are a part of Abner’s ministry 
to believers East of the River Jordan and all through the 
Perean Hills right down to Petra in the South. We are with 
Mary and Martha; and with Lazarus whom Yeshua raised 
from the dead in Bethany. Do you recall him?”

“Oh yes,” they replied with eyes all a little misty: “How 
could we forget that week?” 

“My brother Ya’aqov was killed in Jerusalem: but as far 
as I know, my other brother, Yohanan, is in Asia 
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somewhere, working for the Lord,” Ruth said to them. 
“Andreas and Matityahu. Abba, are they still are up there in 
the East of Asia somewhere?” 

“They are,” said Zebedee. “I always liked Matityahu.” 
He reached out and took the hand of Myriam, his eldest 
daughter. She had taken over the household since Salome’s 
unexpected death soon after Jesus’ ascension. “Sweetheart, 
do you remember the day that Yeshua healed all the people 
at our front door: and how Matityahu was crying like a 
baby on the ground?”

“Oh,” Myriam said. “How could I ever forget it. What a 
spectacle! Not just Matityahu: all those people.” They all 
laughed. It had been a grand time.

“Yeshua was a bit strange after it though. Distant.” Then 
he looked at the younger daughters, Yeriyah, Rachel and 
Noam: “Did you find that?”

“Oh,” said Lebbeus: “Yeshua was always distant, 
Zebedee.”

“I still often wonder what it was all about,” said his 
brother, Thaddeus. “He was the most remarkable man I 
have ever met. Did I know him? Not really. Did I 
understand him? No. I am the same as his mother, Mary, on 
that matter.” He looked at Mary’s youngest, Ruth, sitting 
nearby: “Your mother, Ruth, it seemed to me that she 
always struggled to know Yeshua too.”

“She died, you know, brothers,” said Zebedee.
“Mary? Really. No I didn’t know that,” said Thaddeus.
“We haven’t seen you in so long, though,” said Lebbeus. 

“Too busy fishing.”
“Just getting on with life, I suppose,” added Thaddeus.
“It was only a little more than one year after Yeshua went 

to heaven,” said Myriam. 
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“She took ill one day,” said Ruth. “Abba was gone by the 
following day’s sunset. God took her.”

The Alpheus brothers were astonished.
“So quickly? So suddenly?” they said, the one after the 

other. A sombre mood fell on the family.
“We are used to her absence now: aren’t we, Ruth,” said 

David, squeezing her hand. 
Ruth felt tears rising in her eyes. “I really loved my 

mother.” All eyes were on her. “I so wish she had known 
Yeshua as I knew him. I’m sure she would have lived 
longer. After he ascended to the Father, she seemed to lose 
all reason for living.”

“Perhaps,” said Yeriyah, Zebedee’s second daughter, “the 
dream that she had with Yosef was complete. All of you 
children were married. She never was involved in the 
missions around the villages here. My mother even asked 
her. I think Shimon’s sister asked her too. They really 
enjoyed the missions with all the healings and the teachings 
they did. Mary never wanted to go on the apostolic 
missions abroad either. In a sense, after the ascension, I 
suppose there was nothing left for her here on the earth. 
She wanted to go and be with her husband and her son in 
heaven.”

Ruth laughed a little, through her tears, sniffed and said, 
“I think you’re right, Yeriyah. She really lived for Yeshua. 
She had an amazing life. All of us children knew it, Yeshua 
came first. I think it broke her heart when he turned his 
eyes on the whole of Israel. She got left out of the picture.”

“And then on the Greeks,” said David looking at Ruth. 
“Your mother never could imagine why Yeshua had 
anything to do with the Greeks.”

“What a woman,” said Thaddeus Alpheus. “I always 
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thought her to be special. Giving birth to the Son of God. 
Raising up the Messiah. It is such a demanding task for any 
woman.”

“It was demanding just being his disciples,” added 
Lebbeus Alpheus.

“I think that was the problem,” said Ruth. “Abba Mary 
lived for Yeshua and the fulfilment of the angel Gabriel’s 
promise to her and to our father, Yosef. She held onto 
Yeshua for dear life; when he didn’t hold onto her, it left a 
big emptiness inside her.”

+
At length, the topic changed and Lebbeus Alpheus asked 

about Nathaniel. “What of Bartholomew, Dawid? Have you 
any news since he left Abner so long ago?”

“Not a word, Lebbeus. Karfu, one of Abner’s, said that 
he is in the Mesopotamian lands to the East, but nothing 
more. Some think he will continue an eastward journey. 
Who knows where he will finally stop? Perhaps he is 
following the Silk Road back into China.”

“We are losing touch with them all,” said Thaddeus 
Alpheus. “It seems like a dream already.” Then he spoke to 
his brother, “Lebbeus, we should think of going 
somewhere. For Yeshua’s sake we should go.”

“What can we do, Thaddeus? We are just simple 
fishermen,” replied Lebbeus.

Ruth quickly added, “My brother, Yehudah (Jude), went to 
the mountains beside the Great Sea in the northwest; and to 
Urmia; then to Van; and to Mount Ararat; and on to Artashat: 
all the places where the Armenians of Urartù live. He was 
away for about four years. When he came back to his wife 
and children he told of the most wonderful adventures he 
had had with the people and with the Holy Spirit.”
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“Four years is a long time to be away from his family,” 
noted Thaddeus.

“He sent silver and word to his family regularly. My 
brothers and sisters all gathered around the family and they 
were well cared for in his absence. I believe that she even 
went out on mission once or twice herself, with Mary and 
Rebecca.”

“From Migdal? That Mary?” asked Thaddeus.
“Yes. With Rebecca the daughter of Yosef of Arimathea in 

whose tomb Yeshua was laid,” replied Ruth who greatly 
admired these two women.

“Where is he now, Ruth? Yehudah. Perhaps we should 
visit with him.

Looking at Thaddeus he said, “Perhaps we should find 
out if Yeshua is calling us to also go to the people of 
Urartù,” asked Lebbeus.

“After he came back he went with Zakiya his wife, and 
the children, to Damascus and to Antioch. Zakiya would 
not be left behind: they all went.”

“With four children?” asked David.
“Five by the time they got there,” replied Ruth.
“Isn’t that the city where Saul the priest was killing the 

followers?” asked Thaddeus.
“He stopped killing us,” said Lebbeus his brother. “I 

heard that he is one of us now.”
“Is Yehudah safe and well?” asked Thaddeus.
“Yes,” said Ruth. “Now he is. Tragedy struck many in 

Damascus at the hands of Saul though. The season of the 
martyrs has well and truly come to us Christians. But 
Yehudah has a strong hunger for the people of Armenia.”

“I too have that hunger,” said Lebbeus.
“Can you take your family on these kinds of missions?” 
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asked Thaddeus.
“Oh yes,” replied David Zebedee. “Perpetua went with 

Shimon. Even Thomas’ wife went with him, although I have 
no idea how they will get on: they argued all the time at 
home and she was always glad to see him go away with 
Yeshua.” They all laughed. “After Ya’aqov my brother was 
killed in Jerusalem, Yohanan brought Mary, Yeshua’s 
mother back here to Capernaum.”

“She stayed here in our house with us,” said Rachel, 
Zebedee’s third daughter, with a big smile. “Mary was just 
lovely to be with.” 

“Ya’aqov was married. It was a few years after his death 
that Yohanan married her, Elizabeth, as was expected, I 
suppose. Together they are on mission. She has even born 
him a daughter. Her name is Yarema.”

“It’s true, though,” said Ruth, reflecting on the marital 
challenges between Thomas and his wife, Bek. “Going on 
mission is difficult. It challenges a husband and a wife. The 
pressures are very great, and the enemy attacks all the time 
to try to break up the family.”

“It’s worse if the wife stays at home, though,” said 
Zebedee. “I know. I have had to babysit some of the wives, 
even before Yeshua’s crucifixion. It’s tough, all right.”

“We just seem to have outgrown the fishing business, 
that’s all,” said Thaddeus.

“In our hearts, I suppose we came to visit you today in the 
hope that you might help us to think about where we might 
go,” added Lebbeus. “We’re nobody. We can’t pray for the 
sick or bring about any miracles. We can’t preach the gospel. 
We can’t do anything like what Yohanan and Ya’aqov and 
Shimon did. Those men were really smart, and clever.”

Ruth came and knelt at their feet, saying, “Brothers. 
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Yeshua doesn’t ask anything more of you than who you are. 
Look around you and where you live. Many people have 
received their eternal life through believing in Yeshua 
simply by watching you two go about your everyday 
business and telling them about the things you did.”

“Well, there it is, Thaddeus,” said Lebbeus.
“Is that all we’re supposed to do?” Thaddeus asked Ruth.
She smiled, like how her mother Mary smiled when the 

whole family was struck down by some great despair:
“That’s all, brothers.” 
Then she stood up.
Kissing each of the two on the forehead, she said, “That’s 

all that God asks of you. Nothing more.”
“What about the miracles and the healing?” Thaddeus 

asked.
“Just turn up, Thaddeus,” Zebedee said, with his 

masterful grandfatherly authority, and his unshakeable faith 
in Jesus,”and let Yeshua and the Holy Spirit do the rest.”

“Remember that Yeshua told you right from the 
beginning to tell the people that the Kingdom of heaven is 
at hand, to baptise them in his name, to heal the sick, to cast 
off demons and to drive away every infirmity,” Rachel said 
reassuringly.

“But we never did that,” said Lebbeus. “That kind of 
thing happened for the others but we just held their coats.”

“Hmm,” said David, as he thought about their situation 
more realistically. “But you want to go to Armenia like 
Yehudah: is that so?”

“Well, yes,” the brothers said as one voice. “I suppose 
so,” added Thaddeus.

“Trust me when I say that the desire of your hearts is 
enough,” said David. “Leave. Go tomorrow. Take your 
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families. Move to Artashat. God will make a way for you to 
have your dream. Just take the first step and all the rest will 
follow. Do you remember that Yeshua said that we should 
seek first the Kingdom of God, we should believe in his 
Father Fusion and then exercise our own Father Fusion? If, 
in your hearts, you believe that Armenia is for you, then 
that is the Spirit of the Father in you calling you to be about 
his business with Yeshua the Son of God. That is your 
Father Fusion at work in you. Therefore, have faith. Do you 
remember the boat storm you and Yeshua were in. Have 
faith. Calm the storm of your doubts, raise the sail of your 
faith, steer the rudder of your hopes and, as Yeshua said, 
‘All else meaningful to your Father Fusion projects will be 
given to you.’”

It was time for a break from the conversation. Myriam, 
the elder of the four Zebedee sisters had been gone for a 
few minutes. Now she returned to the family room with a 
platter of fresh mint tea and sweet cakes for all.

+
While the tea was being sipped and everyone was 

discovering just how tasty were those sweet cakes, again 
the topic returned to Jesus when Zebedee said, “It has been 
what, twelve years now? Since Yeshua left us?” The group 
all nodded. “I believe with all my heart,” he continued, 
“that Yeshua did not come to be the Davidic type of 
Messiah. He begged that we understood him with the mind 
of the spirit that was higher than the ancient traditions. He 
called us to look with the mind of the best of our old 
prophets: Ezekiel, Isaiah, Elijah and Enoch. There’s no room 
for a mother like Mary in that kind of vision. No wonder 
she struggled.” Again, everyone nodded their agreement.

“Yeshua,” Zebedee continued saying, “fulfilled all the 
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best visions of the very best of our olden prophets. 
Jerusalem treated him as though he was one of them and 
aspiring to take over their place among the gold and the 
glitter of their positions. They never understood that he 
was looking at sights above them that began at the top of 
Jacob’s ladder.”

“Abba,” said David his youngest, “Yeshua once confided 
in me. He said that he knew Israel was looking for the 
Lord’s Passover. To him, it was the inferior way to proceed. 
He wanted to give us his Father Fusion, and to free us from 
the old national traditions and make us people under God 
as individuals. I know that the Father Fusion of Yeshua 
doesn’t need another Lord’s Passover. The Father Fusion of 
Yeshua, when we have it like how I believe all of us have it, 
well, to some degree at least, is the Passover to the Father. 
Yeshua didn’t want to take us into material freedom, he 
wanted to take us into the authority that overcomes the 
world. We all have tasted how the Father’s will makes a 
way for us through the world, like a hot knife effortlessly 
cutting through cold butter. That’s the Lord’s Passover for 
our time. Sometimes I am deeply sad that Jerusalem 
crucified our Yeshua. Sometimes I wish he had stayed up 
north here, among those who loved him and who knew 
him. He would have had a better life; and we would have 
had him for a lot longer time.”

“The Father willed it, though, Dawid,” said Myriam. 
“For the sake of us all having fatherly love for each other 
and not merely brotherly love as we are accustomed, and 
which doesn’t have a high enough reach spiritually.”

“I think,” said Zebedee, “that Yeshua and the Spirit of the 
Father with him shared the same will; and that they agreed 
that there was no point to only speaking into the lives of the 
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few among us who could see the top of Jacob’s ladder. 
“Like it or not, Yeshua and the Father agreed that the 

root of the Hebrew nation had to be uplifted. The worst 
sinner had to be included in the uplifting. The most crazy 
radical person had to be included. That wild man in chains 
who used to live in the tombs up there on the high country 
had to be included. The worst of the worst and the best of 
the best had to be included in God’s gift to the world. 

“Look at what he did with the boats we built. Even the 
worst fisherman on the Galilee can now fish in clearly the 
best boat design on the Galilee. He built a boat design for 
all kinds of fishermen, and we all benefitted from it. That’s 
the Father Fusion of Yeshua!

“So then,” Zebedee continued, “there had to be a new 
Lord’s Passover; and Yeshua had to be the Passover Lamb. 
That’s what happened. That’s what the Father Fusion of 
Yeshua was capable of doing for us. Yeshua and the Father 
built a single boat for us all to fish in heaven.”

“Would you like to know the thing that I love about what 
Yeshua taught me concerning his Father Fusion?” asked 
Myriam. All eyes turned to her.

“What Myriam?” asked Noam, the youngest of the four 
daughters.

“Yeshua made no provision for self examination 
whatsoever. He removed all possibility of guilt and shame 
in me. He asked me to confess all things to the Spirit of the 
Father within me and, believing in the power of my own 
change of heart, to go about doing things in accordance 
with my heavenly Father’s will: to trust him to work out 
things. He said that it is sufficient to let the Father make 
plans for me and for my well being and that it is sufficient 
for me to simply agree with the Father’s plans. I have been 
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doing that these dozen years or so and I find it totally 
agreeable.” 

“The Father Fusion that Yeshua had is the most perfect 
gospel I can imagine,” said Yeriyah. “I have heard the way 
that Peter preaches it these days. I was in Jerusalem with 
them. That man Paul is saying how the blood sacrifice of 
Yeshua is our freedom. And it is, in a way: because Yeshua 
gave his all for us as the blood of the lamb in the Lord’s 
Passover.” 

“But it’s having the Father Fusion of Yeshua that is the real 
point of his death on the cross,” Myriam continued. “That’s 
the truth of the story of Yeshua,” she emphasised. “That’s the 
truth that should be written down and told to people for 
ever. If we don’t ever have his Father Fusion then we only 
have his blood sacrifice, and if we only ever have the blood 
sacrifice then we are no better off than who we were coming 
out of Egypt. We had that blood on us then. We don’t need 
more blood though: we only need the Father Fusion of 
Yeshua. We need Yeshua’s own bloodless Passover.”

“There is a quarrel between these two points of view, or 
so I have heard,” said Lebbeus Alpheus.

“Frankly,” said Thaddeus, “I don’t really know the 
difference between the two: the blood Passover of Antioch or 
the bloodless Passover of Philadelphia. We had the Last 
Supper and it was delightful. I have thought about it often, 
and why Yeshua didn’t include any lamb in the meal. What 
he gave us was a bloodless Passover. I suppose I have always 
tended to believe that his Father Fusion is the heart of the 
gospel, and not the blood sacrifice that Paul preaches.”

“Or the resurrection that Shimon preaches,” added 
Lebbeus. “Everyone knows that we will be resurrected. 
There’s nothing of the gospel in that fact. What I mean is, 
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what’s Yeshua’s Father Fusion got to do with his 
resurrection? He is the Son of God. That’s what caused his 
resurrection: he did it himself.”

“All this quarrel between Shimon’s Christianity in 
Antioch and Abner’s Kingdom of heaven in Philadelphia, it 
ought to stop,” said David Zebedee. “Yeshua gives us his 
Father Fusion. It’s between us and God. I think Abner has 
the right thinking: the Father Fusion of Yeshua is our 
salvation. We should avoid all the politics that religions stir 
up. People can have their own religious experience without 
it ever getting in the way of the economics of politics.”

The Alpheus brothers looked at each other and then they 
lowered their eyes and gazed upon the cups set before them 
on the table. They still didn’t really notice the distinction 
that Myriam Zebedee was making. To them, though, it 
didn’t matter much. They were very happy simply to have 
had the experience of being with Jesus for a while. If, 
perchance, some of his Father Fusion washed off on them, 
however that might happen, then it was all by God’s grace, 
and that was good enough for these two simple fishermen.

When they got up to leave, saying their thanks and 
expressing their love for this extraordinary family, James 
Alpheus, Thaddeus, said:

“We will find Yehudah, your brother, Ruth, and we will 
go to Armenia for Yeshua.”

His twin brother Judas, Lebbeus, looked on and smiled.
“Yes, that’s the best thing, Thaddeus. We’ll do that.”

+
Today, Armenia, having suffered prolonged attacks of 

genocide at the hands of the Persians and the Turks, has a 
people who consider themselves to have direct links with 
the heavenly blood of Adam and Eve as no other nation has 
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claimed. The traditions of the Armenian people hold that in 
301 A.D., several decades before ever Emperor Constantine 
called the Roman Empire Christian by national religion, 
Armenia’s King Tiridates III declared the much fought over 
nation of Armenia to be Christian by national religion. 
Thaddeus Alpheus (James) was appointed its patron saint. 
The Armenian Church claimed its roots in the apostles, both 
Thaddeus and Bartholomew bringing the Lord’s gospel to 
the people of mostly pagan or Zoroastrian belief. Before 
dying there among the Armenians, the Church claims that 
the apostle Thaddeus performed many miracles of healing 
and raising of the dead. As God’s instrument he baptised 
thousands of people, a great number of whom were martyrs 
because of both the political conflicts with the Roman 
Empire to the West and the Parthian Empire to the South 
and the typical wars of religions that arise in any nation. 
Armenia’s martyrs thereby offered the nation links to the 
witness of the risen Christ whom, it was believed, each 
martyr beheld at the point of death as he welcomed him or 
her into heaven, exchanging their bloodied robes for robes 
that had been washed sparkling white in his own sacrificial 
blood as the Father’s Passover Lamb.

“So much fruit from such a simple and kind man,” Ruth 
reflected in her later years with David and their children. 
“God will use anyone, if we will only go out in his name 
and be about the Father’s business for the Father Fusion of 
the world.”
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Chapter Fifty-Five
SAINT MATTHEW 25:34

The Next Generation.

“Then the King will say to those on his right, ‘Come, you who 
are blessed by my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for 
you from the foundation of the world.’”

hen the Alpheus brothers were well on their way 
back home, now convinced about their going on 
mission to Armenia, David Zebedee said, “Father. 

Ruth and I are going for a walk along the lake shore now. 
With our new young man.” The whole family clapped and 
cheered.

Ruth stood up with David. “Son, come along.”
The Zebedee family home at Bethsaida just to the West of 

Capernaum had been a haven and a blessing for most of 
Jesus’ adult life. It had been the home base for him 
maturing his own Father Fusion over the ten year period 
before his baptism. Zebedee and Salome, the four girls and 
the three boys, never said a word when he didn’t show up 
for dinner, sometimes for weeks and sometimes for months 
on end. As a family, they understood Jesus’ motives more 
than his own family understood his motives: and they 
loved him for his pure-heartedness. It thrilled every 
member of that family to somehow be a part of loving 
Jesus, each in their own way, and to be a part of what Jesus 
loved the most—sharing his Father Fusion with people.

One evening over dinner, Jesus said, “My Father’s 
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kingdom is like a boatbuilder who set his boats on the 
waters and all the people came to fish in them. Each one 
said in his own heart, ‘Who shall help me to hoist the sail? 
Who shall help me to cast the net? Who shall command the 
rudder while I row with the oars?” Who shall help me to 
bring the catch of fish into the boat? Who shall help me to 
sell the fish?’ 

“The Father gives to each fisherman all that he needs, 
even to the one who abandons his boat saying, ‘Father, send 
me to be a help in any boat where I can best take you and 
your help.’”

Jesus looked at each of the family members, one by one, 
and then said, “After I leave here and return to my heavenly 
Father, you will each of you have fully received the seeds of 
my Father Fusion and the right to take the Father to anyone 
he so chooses.” At the time, his words meant very little. 
Now, twelve years later, they were priceless.

David Zebedee, the younger of the Zebedee sons, had 
thrilled at taking upon himself the responsibility of 
communicating everything that happened in Jesus’ 
ministry. It meant the world to him to be at the hub of all 
the action, and yet at no time did he feel envious of his two 
older brothers who had roles as apostles. He knew that 
Jesus’ brothers were bitterly disappointed that he didn’t 
choose them to be among his ordained. 

David felt his to be the most privileged position of all, and 
by the time of Jesus’ ascension he was convinced that Jesus 
had planted his heart and soul in the Zebedee family and 
that his own pure heart would continue through the 
generations of his own family. He was quick to share his 
revelation with his parents and siblings. “It is all so 
obvious,” he said to James and John and Myriam. “We have 
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been ordained by the Father to be Yeshua’s gospel family and 
to know the truth of his life from the beginning to the end.

“I shall write it like that when I am an old man and have 
the wisdom to tell the world our story as Yeshua’s ordained 
gospel family,” said John at the time. “I knew him as 
Yeshua and I knew him as the Son of God: all of him.”

“Better you than me,” James, the elder brother had said. 
“I have no mind for all the details of such a book. It is more 
than enough just being with him.”

James was now dead. John was somewhere in Asia (the 
coast of Turkey). David took the hand of his beloved wife, 
Ruth, the youngest sister of Jesus, and they set out to 
continue the day’s celebration of the first coming of age of 
their several sons. 

+
David and Ruth were devoted loving parents. They were 

close in age and spiritually of the same mind. One would 
think of something to do and the other automatically agreed. 
They were like two peas in the same pod: such was their love 
for each other and their joy. As perfectly as could be done, 
they carried the heart of Jesus’ Father Fusion in all the things 
of their daily lives and brought it out in their children.

On the occasion of this special day in their family life, 
David and Ruth took all three children off to the lake shore. 
David held the hand of eight year-old Melek-Ya’aqov and 
carried baby Menachem-Yohanan. Ruth walked hand in 
hand with their eldest son, Yeshua-Zebedee, named after 
her eldest brother.

“Go over to those large stones, there,” young Yeshua said 
as he pointed. So off they all went, the next generation of 
Yeshua’s gospel family at the Sea of Galilee.

When they were there, David began speaking to Yeshua.
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“You are come of age now, Yeshua,” he said. 
“We have something very important to tell you,” his 

mother, Ruth, added as she kissed him on the forehead. 
“When I was little, my brother Yeshua, the Lord Messiah, 
told me of a great conflict he had for nearly two years when 
he became of age.”

“Abba, I am surprised that uncle Yeshua had any 
conflicts, ever.”

“Yes, he did have conflicts. Yeshua was tried and tested 
like all of us,” said his father, David. 

“He struggled with two things,” said Ruth. “He wanted 
very much to follow a principle that he taught to me as well 
as to all your uncles and aunties. It was the self-imposed 
command that he knew he always ought to obey. That was, 
to always be loyal to his highest convictions of righteousness 
and truth.”

“What was the other one, Abba?”
David replied, saying, “We have always taught you the 

best in the Law, the Commandments of Moses. They 
include the commandment to always honour your mother 
and father, for we have given you life and nurtured you.”

“I always honour you. Both of you,” he replied, with big 
wide eyes that brought a tear to Ruth. She hugged him.

“We know that, Yeshua. We respect you very much for 
your obedience, and your love for us,” she said.

“The thing we want to say, Yeshua, is that your mother’s 
brother struggled for two years about whether to stand up 
for his highest convictions or to follow the ways of his own 
mother and father, Yosef and Mary. The two perspectives 
were very different.”

Ruth lifted up her son’s eyes to hers. “Darling boy. Do 
you notice that there is a difference between your highest 
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ideals and what your father and I sometimes prefer to do?”
Young Yeshua thought for a moment. “Yes, sometimes, 

Abba.” Then he smiled reassuringly, “It’s all right though. I 
don’t mind surrendering my will to your will.”

David and Ruth were astonished at his words. They 
glanced at each other: his humility was adorable.

“Yeshua,” David said. “the blessing that we want to 
impart to you as your parents, on the day of your becoming 
a man in the eyes of the whole community, is that we give 
you our full permission to put our wishes and desires second 
to your own highest ideals for righteousness and truth.”

“It is the best blessing that we can give to you, Yeshua,” 
added Ruth. “We are giving you the same freedom that my 
dear brother Yeshua the Lord gave to us.”

Young Yeshua smiled. Something came over him and he 
bowed to the ground, touching his lips onto first the feet of 
his father, David Zebedee, and then onto the feet of his 
mother, Ruth Yosef. 

They let him. Ruth gently laid her hands on the hair of 
his head. Oh, he looked so much like her older brother!

God touched them all. It was a very blessed moment.
Tears fell from young Yeshua’s eyes. He took the locks of 

his own hair and wiped them, first off the feet of David and 
then off the feet of Ruth. When he sat up, kneeling before 
them, he placed his right hand in the hands of his mother, 
Ruth, and his left hand in the hands of his father, David, 
saying, “I am blessed indeed my dear parents: to be your 
son; and to be free to choose the way of my heavenly Father 
from this day forward.” He kissed their hands with angelic 
affection. “Now I know of a certainty that I shall have all 
the blessing I need.”

“Need for what, Yeshua?”
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The twelve-year old looked into their eyes through his 
own tears. “The blessing to have the fullness of the Father 
Fusion of Yeshua Messiah.”

They lifted the lad to his feet and held him in an embrace 
that melted eternity into perfect love.

“Indeed, you are very blessed, Yeshua,” said Ruth. “The 
blessing of the Lord has come upon you and will remain 
upon you all the days of your life.”

David kissed Melek-Ya’aqov, his joy exploding. Ruth 
took baby Menachem-Yohanan from off his lap and held 
him to her breast and kissed his little head.

“Amen,” said David, his heart bursting with love.
“Will this same blessing fall upon me and upon 

Menachem-Yohanan as well?” asked Melek-Ya’aqov.
David and Ruth said as one voice, “Darling boy, of 

course!”
Ruth added, “We are the gospel family of the Son of God. 

Nothing can stand between us or come against us and 
separate us. What your Father and I have, Yeshua, will all 
come to you.”

Slowly, they all walked hand-in-hand up from the lake.
“All our friends will be arriving now. We are having a 

big dinner in your honour, Yeshua.”
They approached the front of the Zebedee home to 

behold quite a number of the wider family and friends 
gathering at the same front porch where Jesus had once 
stood before an amazing spectacle of healing. 

David’s four sisters now had their husbands and 
children with them: Myriam, Yeriyah, Noam and his fourth, 
Rachel Zebedee, was just welcoming her husband Marcus 
and with their two daughters, Yehoshua and Meyer. The 
husbands’ parents and siblings were there, of course, and 
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the gathering numbered more than fifty people. Myriam 
and her three sisters had been very busy in the kitchen for 
most of the day. It was all ready.

It was an exciting day. Gifts were being bestowed. 
Everyone was hugging and kissing. Yeshua truly felt 
honoured to be a part of such a large family of people who 
placed Jesus uppermost in their lives.

As he looked a little distance down the road toward 
Capernaum, Yeshua smiled to see two people walking 
toward him that he very much loved. He wanted to run off 
and see them but then Noam’s husband’s mother’s sister, 
Aunt Yerachm’el, found him and, clutching him to her 
ample bosom, simply had to kiss every inch of his face.

Within a few minutes they arrived. It was Abarrane, now 
twenty years old, and her betrothed, Amos, the last 
surviving son of Zevach the Librarian. 

It brought a smile to Noam to see them both hand in 
hand. She was not much older than Abarrane when she 
received her sight at this very house. The two had remained 
friends and often visited with each other. They cherished 
Jesus deeply, and all that he meant to them and had given 
them.

Abarrane reached into the bag hanging off her shoulder 
and, kissing Yeshua on both cheeks, handed him a small 
marble slate.

“This is for you on your special day, Yeshua,” she said, as 
she let go the string and the very aged lamb called Blessing 
went off to rest on some nearby grass.

“What is it, Yeshua,” asked Ruth. “What does it read?” 
Then turning to Abarrane she said, “It looks just beautiful. 
From where did you get such a treasure?”

“Abba took me to the blacksmith. He made it for me. 
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They are words that Yeshua said to me when I was a little 
girl and I never forgot them.”

“Read it to us, Yeshua,” Ruth said to her son. 
The whole family gathering fell into a hush, waiting to 

hear what Yeshua would read to them. The family was big. 
There was Zebedee and five of his children; with their 
spouses and children; and their spouses’ parents and other 
children. Then there were the aunts and the uncles and the 
friends of any number of them, all totaling more than fifty 
people and one big panting woolly sheep. It was a miracle 
that a hush fell upon them at all.

Abarrane reached for the hand of Amos and drew him to 
her side. Her lips touched his ear as she whispered, “I hope 
he really loves it.”

“He’ll love it Abby. Don’t worry. He’ll love it,” Amos 
said.

Then Yeshua Zebedee said, “It reads:
“Believe that my Father Fusion can be yours, and all else good 

to your eternal well being will be given to you.”
The hush that covered the family and friends now fell 

into the silence of deep worship. Every adult there knew 
those words. Everyone there had a deep and abiding love 
and perfect trust in the Son of God. So often they had heard 
Yeshua speak about the Kingdom of God in the Capernaum 
synagogue. His presence still seemed to linger there, like 
some ancient perfume that could never be forgotten.

“He is forevermore in our home,” said Ruth, thinking of 
the home that she and David had built in Amman, Jordan.

The twelve-year old boy turned to look at his mother: 
“And in our hearts Abba. Yeshua lives in our hearts.” Then 
he stepped over to Abarrane and kissed her on both cheeks. 
“You could not have given me a finer gift that these words, 
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Abby. From the bottom of my heart, thank you.”
Abarrane kissed him in reply, saying, “Your Uncle 

Yeshua, the Son of God, gave me my eyesight and also my 
spiritual eyes. What other gift could I bring to you today?”

Then Yeshua lifted the engraved marble slate up above 
his head for everyone to see. It was then that he saw what 
was on the back of it, and he burst into tears. 

Abarrane had asked Gavriel the blacksmith to etch a 
picture of a lamb and a cross. Beneath it he wrote the 
words:

“The Lamb Of God Who Takes Away The Sin Of The 
World.”

Yeshua turned the marble slate around, saying to the 
gathering: “The two sides of the gospel: the lamb of the 
Lord’s Passover and the Father Fusion of Yeshua.”
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PART TEN
TO  THE EN D S  OF  THE EARTH

A Most Ancient Path



Chapter Fifty-Six
GENESIS 5:1-31

Good Seed.

This is the book of the generations of Adam. When God 
created man, he made him in the likeness of God. Male and 
female he created them, and he blessed them and named 
them Man when they were created. When Adam had lived 
130 years, he fathered a son in his own likeness, after his 
image, and named him Seth. The days of Adam after he 
fathered Seth were 800 years; and he had other sons and 
daughters. Thus all the days that Adam lived were 930 
years, and he died. When Seth had lived 105 years, he 
fathered Enosh. Seth lived after he fathered Enosh 807 
years and had other sons and daughters. Thus all the days 
of Seth were 912 years, and he died. When Enosh had lived 
90 years, he fathered Kenan. Enosh lived after he fathered 
Kenan 815 years and had other sons and daughters. Thus 
all the days of Enosh were 905 years, and he died. When 
Kenan had lived 70 years, he fathered Mahalalel. Kenan 
lived after he fathered Mahalalel 840 years and had other 
sons and daughters. Thus all the days of Kenan were 910 
years, and he died. When Mahalalel had lived 65 years, he 
fathered Jared. Mahalalel lived after he fathered Jared 830 
years and had other sons and daughters. Thus all the days 
of Mahalalel were 895 years, and he died. When Jared had 
lived 162 years he fathered Enoch. Jared lived after he 
fathered Enoch 800 years and had other sons and 
daughters. Thus all the days of Jared were 962 years, and 
he died. When Enoch had lived 65 years, he fathered 
Methuselah. Enoch walked with God after he fathered 
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Methuselah 300 years and had other sons and daughters. 
Thus all the days of Enoch were 365 years. Enoch walked 
with God, and he was not, for God took him.   
When Methuselah had lived 187 years, he fathered 
Lamech. Methuselah lived after he fathered Lamech 782 
years and had other sons and daughters. Thus all the days 
of Methuselah were 969 years, and he died. When Lamech 
had lived 182 years, he fathered a son and called his name 
Noah, saying, “Out of the ground that the Lord has cursed 
this one shall bring us relief from our work and from the 
painful toil of our hands.” Lamech lived after he fathered 
Noah 595 years and had other sons and daughters. Thus 
all the days of Lamech were 777 years, and he died. 

he personal religious experience of Jesus was in his 
day, and still remains, the most remarkable and 
powerful spiritual revelation to ever alight on the 

earth. He was born into good seed. He prospered from his 
genes, his education, his environment and his experiences. 
The special significance of Jesus’ religious experience was 
that it was birthed by someone who was both human and 
God. For the lost soul, Jesus’ religious experience was 
indeed salvation from God. For the soul that was ensnared 
in darkness and despair, Jesus’ religious experience was 
enlightenment by God. For the soul that was seeking 
heavenly citizenship, Jesus’ religious experience was the 
way, the truth and the life of God. For the soul that was 
seeking eternal freedom, Jesus’ religious experience was the 
way of the conqueror partnering with God.

Jesus described his Father Fusion as the gospel of the 
Kingdom of heaven. He knew that it suited all people, of all 
walks of life, of either gender and of any religious 
persuasion who had the least mustard seed of faith to 

T
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receive him. To Jesus, God as man and man as God, the 
fusion of the human will with the will of the indwelling 
Spirit of the Father, was the only sure key to happiness and 
lasting meaning for life: but, it was a key that the Father 
himself placed into the hands of every human being. 

People of all capacities and desires for spiritual 
upliftment took to the good news of the gospel like bees to 
a field of summer clover. The sheer thrill of discovering it 
led people to think about it, to pray about it, to cry out in 
anguish about it and to talk about it to others.

The gospel of the Father Fusion of Jesus, diluted and 
even misdirected and misunderstood by the gospel about 
the resurrected Saviour and Lord, Jesus Christ, and the 
power of his shed blood, spread abroad through the lives 
and loves and ideas and spiritual experiences of people 
who were as diverse as humanity itself. Despite the 
intellectual variance in people’s comprehension of the life 
and teachings of Jesus, the Father honoured all faith with 
blessing and the favour of God.

They were people ranging from Sanhedrist priests like 
Nicodemus to merchants like Joseph of Arimathea and 
Zakiel, now of Alexandria. People of transformation, like 
the women evangelists Mary of Migdal and Joseph’s 
daughter, Rebecca carried the word charged with gospel 
power. Some people even lived the religious life, like Abner 
the former Chief of the Essenes and Jude the brother of 
Jesus. 

Heroes spread the word by deed or death, as different 
from each other as Rodan the Greek in Alexandria to 
martyrs like James Zebedee and Stephen. The healed told 
their version of the gospel, from people like the once blind 
Bartimeus of Jericho to the former epileptic Nadav of 
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Tiberias: from those who had died and were raised up to 
new life, like Lazarus formerly of Bethany and now in 
Amman, Jordan, to Tabitha of Joppa; from children in 
Capernaum, like formerly blind Abarrane, to the formerly 
comatosed sleeping daughter of Jairus whom Jesus raised up 
as though bringing the dead back to life.

These, and so many more people, found renewed hope 
and new life in the many aspects of the Son of God being on 
the earth and living to its fullest the life of ordinary God-
given human faith. Whether people thought of him along 
the lines of the Son of God taking upon himself the role of 
being the sacrificial lamb of the New Passover, or the Son’s 
incarnation as Jesus having risen to completed Father 
Fusion, the truth was that the Son of God delivered the 
Father’s will and love and presence, perfectly.

 Jesus made it clear that the inheritance of every human 
being is what the Father had manifested in the lives of the 
great Enoch and Elijah. Jesus brought the indwelling 
presence of the Spirit of the Paradise Father into the living 
rooms and the synagogues, the barley fields and the 
vineyards, the town squares and the market places, the 
hearts and the minds of anyone and everyone, saying 
simply: “Truly, truly, I say to you, whoever hears my word 
and believes the Father who sent me has eternal life. He or 
she does not come into judgment, but has passed from 
death to life.”

+
Judas was a common enough name. Yehudah, Jesus’ 

youngest brother, for example, became called Jude in the 
Christian scriptures. This was to distinguish him from 
Yehudah Iscariot but unfortunately also confused him with 
Yehudah Alpheus, often called Lebbeus. Whilst the two 
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Alpheus brothers for some years had little motivation to 
leave home and evangelise the gospel, Jude the brother of 
Jesus was always rebellious, wild, adventurous and daring. 
To Jude, the work of spreading the gospel was the very 
reason to explore the world. Having grown up in Nazareth 
made him feel that the whole earth functioned to his benefit 
and survival: he would always land on his feet. In that 
sense he was very much a man of the earth.

“Gain permission from your wife and family and come 
back with me to my community up in the Persian 
mountains of Hyrcania,” said Van Adamson, the strange 
prophet. “The Sea is beautiful. The forests are beautiful. The 
desert rock is beautiful. My people are expecting me to return 
with a golden casket full of gems and treasure. They will 
welcome with open arms the brother of the Son of God.” 

Jude jumped at the opportunity. “’Treasure,’ you say, 
Van?” Jude thought back for a moment. He remembered 
being with his friend, Hadriel, on the mountain to the 
North of Bethsaida and Capernaum. “Yeshua’s beatitudes 
are the gems of the gospel.”

“Hmm,” said Van. “I think you might be right. We have 
discussed them often. Every word he said matches perfectly 
with what God has been doing in me and in all of my 
companions in the mountains. This indeed is treasure.” 
Then he looked at Jude. “You, though, the brother of the 
Son of God, are the real treasure in the casket.”

“Yeshua is the casket,” added Jude.
“I agree,” said Van. “But also, I believe that the Lord God 

will take you far, all around the lands of the Great Sea. 
There are many holy people in these lands: they are all 
hungry to know of the Son of God: the fulfilment of The 
Book Of Enoch!”
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+
When Jude mentioned his journey with Van to the far 

northwestern lands, it was Zebedee of Bethsaida who 
loaned him a horse. “If you are changing to a camel in 
Damascus, then find someone coming south to return her to 
me. She is my brother’s horse.”

The short journey over the high country past Mount 
Hermon to Damascus had been uneventful and, with the 
warmth of the days of early summer seeing people moving 
about readily, it was easy to find a traveller to bring 
Zebedee’s horse back to Bethsaida of Capernaum. Van met 
with a caravan leader who frequently took caravans from 
Damascus to Urmia and beyond.

“I need two for riding and one for pack. Has Hedayat of 
Gorgān any here?” asked Van.

“Yes, you are in luck, a caravan with twenty of his camels 
arrived only two days ago. Take what you want.”

“We will also take supplies,” said Van.
“For how long? To Gorgān? Three months? What you like.” 

Van paid the man with the local silver, and planned to be two 
days later on their way. They were delayed for a week. 

It was in Damascus that Jude met with the bourgeoning 
Christian community. Throughout his ministry, from the 
first days of the water turning into wine at the Cana 
wedding feast, thousands of people from much of Syria and 
Lebanon had flocked to see Yeshua and to listen to his 
teachings. They came not only to Galilee but also to the 
Passover and other celebrations in Jerusalem. The story of 
his crucifixion and resurrection had many in Damascus at a 
fever pitch of excitement. Yeshua had appeared to believers 
in Tyre on the Lebanese Coast before his ascension to the 
Father. He had spoken about the assurances of eternal 
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survival that they now enjoyed because of the certainties of 
his resurrection: but he wanted them to know the heart of 
his Father Fusion too.

“Eternal life is given to those who are reborn in the spirit 
for seeking after truth,” Yeshua had said to them at the 
meeting in Tyre. “The bread and the water of eternal life are 
for those who hunger and thirst for the righteousness of life 
with the heavenly Father within. The fact that the dead rise 
is not my gospel of the kingdom. Rather, by faith become in 
truth, and through your works, the everlasting sons and 
daughters of the eternal God. Without the fruits of the 
divine spirit who lives in you, professed believers are dead: 
for the Spirit of Truth is not in them even though the Spirit 
of my Father has opened the way for their eternal life.”

In this way, and teaching many other things, Jesus 
poured out the spirit of his resurrection life and love to the 
believers gathered at Tyre of Lebanon. Before vanishing 
from their sight, he said, “Soon, my Father will send into 
you his own spirit and the Spirit of Truth who will tell you 
all things of mine. And when you go abroad to tell all 
nations the good news of this gospel, I will go before you, 
and my Spirit of Truth shall abide in your hearts and you 
will know God. My peace I leave with you.”

Abroad they most certainly went with the news. When 
Jude arrived among the believers in Damascus, which, like 
Alexandria, was one of the most religiously tolerant cities 
known to man because the people loved the truth, he found 
that the word had spread widely through the believers who 
had attended that prayer meeting in Tyre. There was 
already an apostolic path cut between Damascus and the 
new church in Jerusalem under the leadership of Peter and 
John. Everyone wanted to talk about the new power. The 
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impact of Pentecost. The Spirit of Truth. The Power of the 
Holy Spirit. Healings and miracles. Eternal life. Partnering 
with Jesus Christ and partnering with the heavenly Father 
within. All these topics were being avidly explored by the 
truth-seeking believers whose lives were visibly transformed 
by the spirit. When Jude, the Lord’s own brother arrived, it 
was all too much. Van had quickly organised the camels 
and their equipment for the long ride to the Persian 
mountains of Hyrcania, but the crowds of believers 
thronged to hear Jude and were sorely disappointed when 
on the seventh day of their meetings he had to beg his 
departure, promising some day to return. 

Slowly plodding their way northwest beyond Damascus, 
then on to Urmia and eastward around the southern tip of 
the Great Sea of Caspia, Hyrcania to the locals, Jude 
pondered in his heart the events of Damascus. He had 
preached, as never before. He had prayed for the sick and 
they were healed. He was taken to a young boy who had 
just died from a snake bite and Jude called death off him 
and gave him back to his grieving parents whose tears 
turned to the joy of great gratitude. It was they who, out of 
their considerable wealth, gave Jude sufficient silver to last 
him four years and more of travels—the equivalent of five 
cruses of nard oil.

Jude had grown up selfish and self-centred. Lingering 
deep within were feelings of resentment, somehow he was 
special and worthy of more than others. In Damascus, with 
Van at his side, Jude flourished. He fell in love with the 
idea of spreading the gospel. He had discovered how to live 
for more than himself. Now, not only did he have a love for 
the mysteries and the secrets that The Book Of Enoch openly 
portrayed, about which he knew of a certainty Yeshua had 
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much to do, especially in his own overcoming of the Dragon 
on Mount Hermon before ever he went for his baptism with 
Yohanan: Jude now had a love for the people and for their 
need to hear the word of Yeshua and his Father Fusion—the 
hope of the world. He found his vocation.

During the slow ride to Urmia, Jude, noticing the 
significant maturity in his companion and his own 
youthfulness, came to love Van’s vast breadth of 
knowledge, his depth of insight and his living connection to 
the ancients who had gathered around Enoch. He was a 
Hebrew unlike any in all Israel; and Jude admired him 
almost as much as he admired Yeshua his brother. Van 
seemed to span all heaven and earth, even beyond the circle 
of the deep oceans. When they camped at Dayr az Zawr, 
Van pointed to the setting sun in the West, saying:

“There, far away on the coast over the mountains, was 
where the King of the West and the Queen Of All The Earth 
were born of God and lived in the Garden called Eden.”

Jude was flabbergasted. “How can you know such 
things?”

“This knowledge is in our traditions,” said Van without 
thinking much of it at all. “Our stories date back a long, 
long time, Yehudah. We keep the beginnings of things. With 
the angels, we preserve that which should never be 
forgotten and lost to the world. Our depth is in our 
heritage. Our light is in our eternity ahead.”

When they camped at Mosul, the sun was rising on a 
particularly red dawn. The air was crystal clear and Van 
said, “Look to the South. Far away where the rivers Tigris 
and Euphrates begin to converge, at the city of Baghdad. 
Between those two rivers is the place to which Adam and 
Eve fled and made their second garden home. It is this 
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home that is recorded in our Hebrew scriptures: 
“’And the name of the third river is the Tigris, which 
flows east of Assyria. And the fourth river is the 
Euphrates.’ 

“That place is the sacred resting ground of the King and 
Queen of the West,” Van continued. 

“Adam and Eve?” asked Jude.
“Indeed,” Van replied. “It is the place where Enoch was 

born and raised. After his many travels and marvelous 
works, it was from there that God took Enoch to heaven so 
that he never tasted mortal death. Our scriptures tell us: 

“’Enoch walked with God, and he was not, for God took him.’ 
“He had that perfect Father Fusion of your Yeshua, the 

Son of God and the Son of Man: of that I am sure. Enoch 
and Yeshua had resurrection life in them. The scriptures 
also tell us: 

“’Enoch walked with God after he fathered Methuselah 
three hundred years and had other sons and daughters.’ 

“In our community, Yehudah,” continued Van, “we seek 
the same resurrection life and its righteousness with God 
Almighty because it has been passed down to us in an 
unbroken line from Enoch and his wife and his children 
and his disciples. Noah was of this line, and God took him 
into heaven without tasting death. Now I believe that 
Yeshua gives us all that same resurrection life and victory 
over the evil angels and the demons of the ancient heavenly 
rebellion whom we have met through The Book Of Enoch. 

“Ours is the way of the conquerors, Jude. Enoch arose 
out of the ashes of the failure of Adam and Eve and became 
a conqueror.” Jude couldn’t argue with that.

“Enoch looks over us,” Van continued, “and it was he 
who called me to go to find the treasure that I found in 
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Jerusalem. Having spent time with Yeshua, and having 
heard first hand of his works and his life, I know that the Son 
of God has much with which to cleanse and to clarify and to 
uplift in me and my community. He who is the beginning 
before Adam and Eve and Enoch, and he who is the last 
word on everything, he will come into our midst and will 
remain as the Spirit of Truth of our community forever.”

Listening to Van Adamson made Jude feel that he was 
touring ancient history with the angelic guide of The Book 
Of Enoch. Where it is quite realistic to say that Peter and 
John were the disciples of Jesus, Jude was the disciple of 
Van Adamson, the Persian prophet. It was through his 
association with the men and women of Van’s camp who 
were faithfully continuing a spiritual culture that was, in its 
own way, almost singly devoted to Father Fusion, that Jude 
developed the intense fire in his writings that became a part 
of the New Testament records called, The Book Of Jude. 

To Jude, these Persians had an undying passion for God’s 
pure heart. They seemed to display no interest in politics 
and religious ecclesiastical authority whatsoever. In order 
to join the community the candidate had to be able to 
demonstrate an existing predilection for being a prophet. 
That was the starting point: from there on, the training took 
each person a thousand miles deeper and higher. People 
had come from far and wide to join the community, yet not 
a one had heard of the place by word of mouth. Jude 
thrilled at the thought of a fire that had somehow, almost 
miraculously, been kept burning in totally remote and 
secretive schools of the prophets like this since the days of 
Enoch, the seventh generation from Adam and Eve. But 
there it was; and to get there was to be brought there by 
God’s hand.
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+
It was while they stayed for ten days in the city of Urmia 

(Orumiyeh) that Jude met the first Armenians he had ever 
laid eyes on. Something about them stood out to him. 

The city of Urmia was a beauty to behold, with the large 
salt lake and its islands off to the East, protective mountains 
to the West and the main trade route running north-south 
out of town, linking it to the Silk Road: at Qazvīn to the 
South, and at Artashat, now a small southern part of 
today’s Yerevan, to the North.

Laid out on a plain hugging the western foothills, a 
sparkling river of fresh mountain water wound its way to 
the lake, blessing the lives of everyone who lived there. 

The population of Urmia had a mix of many faiths that 
had grown in the past two hundred years. The Chinese 
expansion of the Silk Road, opened up the enhanced 
communication of ideas, commerce, religions, philosophies, 
technology and interbreeding—the stuff of people—and the 
silk trade. 

Agriculturally, the locals of Urmia were famous for 
farming apples and grapes, and they attracted many 
workers at the seasonal times. Whilst it was not on the 
direct Silk Road that ran from Qazvīn through Rasht and 
Tabriz, many Jews lived in Urmia, artisans and dealers in 
commerce among them, and many languages from the 
overflow of the Silk Road were heard in the market place. It 
was a melting pot for cultures and, necessarily, provided a 
great deal of freedom and expression of thought.

Lake Urmia was a part of the triangle of lakes—Urmia, 
Van and Sevan to the North. Deemed sacred as well as 
health-giving by all the local faiths, a pilgrimage to all three 
lakes, on foot, was thought to bestow very special favour, 
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especially because the leg between Lakes Van and Sevan 
provided for the circumabulation of the holy mountain, 
Mount Ararat, or Masis—Mother Breast—as it was known 
locally. The people of Urmia were delightful, open-hearted 
and as welcoming as a daffodil to an early spring bee. To 
Jude, however, of all the groups, it was the Armenians who 
held a special attraction to him. 

+
Jesus almost never spoke about his travels during his late 

twenties. They were necessary for the formation of the global 
perspective in his Father Fusion. It would not be 
consummated until he had seen much, experienced great 
diversity, and reflected on his relationship to it all in the light 
of what the scriptures had to contribute to his meaning for 
life and his emerging sense of mission. All these global 
experiences were needed to make Jesus into a man capable of 
embodying the Father’s plans for the Father Fusion of all 
peoples across the entire earth in their great diversity. Jesus 
only ever spoke about it all on one or two occasions, and 
only to his little brother Jude, the one whom he looked upon 
as the most favourably endowed spiritually.

“There is an island in a salt lake far to the East,” he said. 
“A Jewish man of means has built on it a tent large enough 
for an auditorium and near it places for visitors to stay, 
calling it a School Of Religion. Every day of the working 
week, there were morning, afternoon and evening lectures, 
discussions and debates. More than thirty religions and 
cults were in attendance. The place was something of an 
intellectual centre in which the unity of different schools of 
thought could be found or, as often was the case, left 
dangling for further investigation and thought. I had the 
opportunity of speaking to large groups on more than forty 
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occasions, telling about the Kingdom of God as compared 
with the kingdoms of men.”

“It is so far away,” Jude remembered saying to Yeshua.
“I was on my way to a place in the mountains at the foot 

of the Caspian Sea, Yehudah. I liked Urmia very much and so 
on my return journey I made a prolonged stay on the island 
with those men: a father and his two sons, as I recall. They 
harvested diamonds in the lake, Yehudah: precious ideas.”

Whilst it was now six years ago that Yeshua had told Jude 
of the diamonds in Lake Urmia, Jude didn’t initially 
remember many of the details in Jesus’ conversation with him. 
Upon reaching Urmia City, the Spirit of the Father within Jude 
plunged him into the company of a group of deeply religious 
Armenian Jews with whom he could be occupied with the 
business of the Kingdom of heaven and he completely forgot 
to inquire further about the school of religion.

+
Over the next few days, Jude felt a special bond with his 

newfound Armenian friends and was sad to say farewell to 
this small but growing group to whom he had been sharing 
the good news of the Father Fusion of Jesus. They had plied 
him with a million questions about the recent events in 
Jerusalem. They were old friends with Van, and they 
cherished him and his wisdom dearly, without ever 
knowing about much more about his community than its 
spiritual nature: but this brother of the Son of God was a 
remarkable find!

“He is a jewel we want to take to the holy mountain,” 
said Nazani. Van saw straight away that the young woman 
was deeply attracted to this young man from Galilee. But 
more, he noticed that Nazani could see how God was 
calling him to speak into the Armenian people as a nation.
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“What holy mountain?” Jude asked Van.
“She is talking about her people at Mount Ararat, 

Yehudah. The place where God took Noah to heaven like 
Enoch. Masis, we call it.”

Van could see Jude’s interest in the idea, and possibly too 
in Nazani, for she was very fair on the eye. Then Van 
added: “They are a unique people, the Armenians: different 
from the rest of us. Some of us believe that this is so 
because it is that they have more of the blood of Adam and 
Eve in them that the rest of us. They think differently, they 
are healthier, they seek God and find God more than all of 
us. Their blood makes it easy for them to be close to God. 
That’s what some people say, Yehudah.”

“More blood of Adam and Eve, you say, Van: what does 
that mean?”

“Adam and Eve were born of God and had heavenly 
seed in their earthly flesh. When they had children, and 
they had very many, those children carried both the 
heavenly seed and the earthly seed. After they left the first 
Garden of Eden, Adam and Eve having lost their heavenly 
covenant with God, they built their second home, as I said, 
between the Tigris and the Euphrates Rivers, and continued 
to produce children for several hundred years until first 
Eve and later Adam died the mortal death. The heavenly 
seed in them expired and could no longer keep them long 
of years and after a time the earthly seed in them also 
expired and they died the mortal death. 

“It came about that the second Garden home was 
destroyed by the mortal armies of Belial the devil from 
Abadan near the Great Southern Ocean. It was several 
hundred years after the death of Adam: the Eden people 
were all killed or scattered. 
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“It all began with Adam and Eve and they were called 
the violet people. They had traces of the spiritual seed of 
Adam and Eve in them. Our legends say that sometimes 
you could see a violet light in their skin and in the air 
around them, all of those of the earliest children. It became 
less as the centuries of generations wore on but it is still 
there even today in some people. 

“Before he was taken by God to heaven, Enoch lived in 
Second Eden. He prophesied to the people of the Garden 
that there was coming a complete destruction but that God 
had provided for them at Mount Ararat. When the great 
armies arose from the South not many centuries after God 
took Van to heaven alive in a whirlwind, the violet people 
of Second Eden scattered. Most of the survivors soon after 
arrived at Mount Ararat where they found shelter and a 
new life.”

“They became the Armenian people?” asked Jude.
“It was a long, long time ago. Thousands of years, 

Yehudah. Long before even the days of Abraham and 
Melchizedek and the Jews. Yes, they became the Armenian 
people,” replied Van. “They are the good seed of Adam and 
Eve who were not corrupted by the seed of the earlier 
people in the world, or of the sons and daughters of Belial’s 
people in the South near Abadan.” 

Now it became imperative for Jude to make a return visit 
to Nazani and all that God might open up through her.

“Are you Armenian, Van,” asked Jude.
“We have many of that blood in our community. We have 

Hebrew blood, Assyrian blood and Persian blood. Many 
have conquered these lands over the centuries and brought 
to us mothers who bore children.”

“Yes, but are you Armenian. Are you the good seed of 
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Adam and Eve. Do you carry the violet in you?”
“I am not from Ararat and this people, no. When the 

violet people fled Eden they went to three locations. Ararat 
was the most popular. The Koppeh mountains (the Kopet 
Dagh range bordering today’s Turkmenistan and Iran), where I 
am taking you, was the most difficult and only for those 
who wanted to retrace the footsteps of the legendary Van 
who organised the building of the first Eden around the 
heavenly Tree of Life.”

“And the third group?” asked Jude, hoping that he might 
point to the formation of his own people, the Jews.

“The third group crossed the desert to the coast of the 
Great Ocean that has no rise or fall (the Mediterranean Sea), 
to the Yāvāns (Ionian Greece). We believe that the mother of 
the Son of God comes from the line of Eve through her son, 
Adamson and his wife Ratta, the offspring of Van and the 
heavenly mighty men and women of old. But it is so long 
ago now, and Mary now has the Ionian blood in her, and 
blood from Alexandria, Phoenicia and Syria. We Jews have 
tried to be a pure cultural line but we are not a pure blood 
line from only Adam and Eve.”

Jude was astonished to hear such detailed information. 
“How do you know such things, Van? I know the scriptures 
and no such things are written there.”

“This is my people’s tradition. From the Koppeh to Masis 
there are groups of us who know to keep these traditions. 
The life of Enoch is not written in the scriptures either. 
Many things were not written into the scriptures by the 
Jerusalem priests of the captivity in Babylon. The scriptures 
are for the word of God, not the heritage of all the different 
traditions. We of the Koppeh have held to the ways of 
Enoch. He was the first person to go to heaven like Noah 
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and Elijah. I wouldn’t be surprised if your own mother, 
Mary, the mother of the Son of God, doesn’t also have the 
same pure heart that sees God and is taken into heaven by 
God in the same way . . . how do you call it, the Spirit of the 
Father . . . that one in her, taking her into heaven without 
tasting death.”

This startled Jude. He had never thought of Mary in that 
way. She had always been simply, “Abba” his Mum. But 
then a second thought struck him:

“So, I, then, am of the blood of the mother of the Son of 
God, and of Eve and of her son, Adamson and his wife 
Ratta the offspring of the mighty women of old with Van 
who built the Garden of Eden for Adam and Eve who were 
born by God’s hand?”

“Deep things like this, we must pray about, Yehudah: but 
yes, that is our tradition. You are a living branch of the Tree 
of Life that came to the earth with the mighty men and 
women of old.”

“What does this mean for me, Van,” asked Jude.
Van reflected for a few moments, stroking his long 

greying beard. “It means that for you, Yehudah, the most 
important things that God has ever done in the world to 
bless the world and to give it new life from heaven, flow in 
your blood.”

“What am I supposed to do with that knowledge?”
“You will do what any man of God does, Yehudah. God 

in you, the Spirit of the Father, knows all about your 
ancestors. He knows all about what they did and what they 
were capable of doing. He brings ideas to your mind, you 
think about them, you make plans around them, you act on 
them and, good or bad, God deals with the outcomes. God 
deals with the consequences of all of our actions, good or 
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bad, and life goes on. What you are supposed to do with 
this knowledge is the same as what any man of God would 
do. You respond to God within yourself. You and God work 
together to have a pure heart and to tell the world about 
your brother and his mighty life. You bring the Father 
Fusion of Yeshua to the people you meet. What else is there 
to do?”

“What can I expect from having the violet blood in me?”
“Let it give you hope and let it push you beyond your 

fear and the urges and limitations of your physical body. 
God within you will do the rest. However, you will find 
yourself somehow thinking more spiritually than others 
around you, and God will want you to be a help to them. 
You will do that best through the giftings of the Father 
Fusion in you. As it matures more, you will help more.”

It was the following day before Jude spoke to Van about 
anything more than everyday matters. 

“I am good seed, aren’t I, Van?” Jude quietly asked.
“You are, son. The best seed. The son of Mary, the mother 

of the Son of God on earth.”
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Chapter Fifty-Seven
SAINT JOHN 10:16

The Caravan Leader.

“And I have other sheep that are not of this fold. I must 
bring them also, and they will listen to my voice. So there 
will be one flock, one shepherd.”

ventually reaching Gorgān, a major link along the 
Silk Road from China, Van and Jude exchanged 
their three camels for two horses and a pack mule. 

“Yehudah, this man, Hedayat, is a caravan leader. He 
takes caravans through Urmia as far as Damascus. He keeps 
our animals and we earn some income from them,” 
explained Van.

As they slowly mounted the escarpment and the Great 
Sea of Caspia fell away to their left, the alluring Nazani’s 
invitation lingered in his thoughts. “The holy Mount 
Ararat? The legendary place where Noah’s Ark came to 
rest. I could really get to see it. I wonder what her people 
are like, these generations of Eden.” Still the Spirit of the 
Father within him said not a word. He knew it was wise, 
with a rebellious son, to let him come to his own heart’s 
conclusions by himself, and to not overtly promote his own 
will lest it appear as an interference. 

Moving higher, the trees began thinning and then 
disappeared. They travelled on rocky ground, their horses’ 
hooves making metallic clipping clopping sounds in a 
timeless rhythm that is so familiar to stone mountain 
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dwellers. From hillside to hillside there was nothing but a 
barren landscape, beautiful in its desert features, but barren 
of all signs of human life. Mountain goats appeared every 
now and then, sprightly on the rocks. He was glad that they 
had left Jerusalem on camels. Horses wouldn’t have lasted 
the distance without a trail of pack mules behind them. 
Now, though, he was glad for the horses and their agility 
on the winding rocky slopes.

“We are here,” said Van as they came close to the foot of 
one of the higher hills. As he turned around to look, the 
view toward the Caspian Sea was breathtaking. All around 
him, though, was just a plateau of bare stone with a few 
scrubby bushes.

“Where?” asked Jude. “I don’t see anything?”
“Wait. They will come. They see us. We could never have 

survived this long if we were known to the people who 
travelled past this area. These are bitter lands, like the Great 
Sea Hyrcania (Caspian Sea), and criss-crossed by foreigners 
drifting up from the Silk Road who would kill us and take 
what is ours for themselves. We do not fight. We are a 
hidden people. We have been hidden since the days that 
Belial’s armies destroyed the second land of the King and 
Queen of the West, after Enoch went to heaven and the 
violet people fled. Belial sent out his mongrel hordes to 
destroy all that was of Second Eden and all that was of 
Enoch and so our ancestors became hidden. What was open 
to the people of the world was silenced and made a secret 
thing to this day. God gave it to only the few.”

Jude smiled, comforted by his teacher’s words. “You 
know everything, don’t you, Van?”

He had no more than said those words when suddenly 
Adel appeared. He was tall, almost to the extreme. Jude 
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looked him over. He was clad in a long coat of sheep skin 
patches that almost covered the well tailored clothing 
peeping through. Jude followed the line of the garment 
down. “And boots!” he almost gasped aloud. “What fine 
boots. This is no shepherd,” he noted. 

Adel seemed to simply emerge out of the ground like a 
ghost and stride toward them, grinning from ear to ear and 
holding his arms out wide to embrace Van. They embraced 
and for a few moments, he spoke in a tongue that Jude did 
not understand. He and Van and been speaking 
comfortably in a mix of Hebraic Aramaic and Syrian 
Aramaic. “We certainly are a long way from Capernaum, 
Father,” he softly said to God. Then Adel looked at Jude 
and in perfect Hebraic-Aramaic welcomed him to their 
mountain hideaway.

“Come, Yehudah. Come. You are most welcome in our 
mountain home.”

+
They accessed Van’s village by a cave entrance that led 

them through the hillside to a valley on the other side. It 
too was naked of all foliage. “I wonder how they survive 
here,” Jude thought. He suddenly missed the expanse of 
clean drinking water in the Sea of Galilee just yards from 
his own back door.

“We do very well here, Yehudah,” said Adel, as though 
answering his mental question. “You will see.”

Upon exiting the entrance tunnel, two teenage boys and 
a girl came bringing the pair some cool spring water before 
tending to their horses. 

People in decorative clothing started coming toward 
them from what seemed to Jude to be totally invisible stone 
dwellings all around the plateau. This place held many 
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mysteries and secrets for him, but it wasn’t long before they 
were celebrating with a great joy the return of their leader 
and his casket of gems and treasure.

The Spirit of the Father had said little within Jude for 
most of this journey from Urmia. Now he spoke.

“This is the line of Enoch. You will release on them the 
power of the Holy Spirit and Truth.” A deep peace settled 
on Jude from that moment on. He had a work to do: the 
work of the Kingdom of heaven. All was well. Whatever 
mysteries and secrets Van’s settlement had would all be 
revealed in time; and Jude was in no hurry.

+
After introducing Jude and the fact that he was the 

brother of the Son of God, it was Van who then spoke to his 
mountain community. They numbered, including the 
children, one hundred and seventy-three people; 
comprising thirty single men, twenty-four single women, 
sixteen families and thirty nine orphans, the widowed and 
the elderly. Jude was very glad to meet Radta, Van’s wife, 
and their five children, three of them around his own age, 
one elder and Sogoli, the baby at eleven years. 

Van began telling them all about his journey. He had 
been away for a little more than nine months. It just seemed 
like yesterday that he had slipped out through the narrow 
tunnel and made his way down the slopes to the bustling 
Silk Road city of Gorgān. To Jude’s astonishment, Van 
began by talking about something almost unheard of.

“We have all had the great pleasure, what is it, about five 
years ago now, perhaps more, of the visit of the caravan 
conductor. His teachings elevated us and, I believe, have 
fully prepared us for the brother of the Son of God, 
Yehudah, whom some in his place call Jude.
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“I was led from Amman to Jerusalem because of the 
stories about the Son of God. That was when I first met 
Yehudah: we were given shelter in the home of Zakiel the 
merchant of Bethpage and his wife, Miriam and their sons 
and daughters.

“Can you imagine my surprise,” he continued, “when 
several days later I came into the presence of Yeshua only to 
discover that he was the caravan leader that we had hosted 
here in our settlement.”

“What? The Son of God was here?” cried out Yamin.
Cheers and shouts broke out all across the room. Joy 

broke loose!
“He never said a word!” said Radta.
“How could we have known?” said Adel. 
They were all so astonished at the news, none more, of 

course, than Jude. It was then that he remembered Yeshua 
telling him something of his journey to Urmia and beyond.

“Oh,” said Jude. “So this is the place to which he came 
after Urmia.”

“You knew? You knew that the Son of God had come 
here?” asked Adel.

“No. No,” answered Jude, not quite sure how to answer. 
“Yeshua once told me how he had taken work as a caravan 
leader with someone from Damascus. He took the caravan 
to Urmia and left it then to go on further east.”

“He was one of those speakers at the Shahi Island 
conferences. Everybody talked about him after he left,” said 
Najid. “Which religion did he represent?”

“No religion. There were many religions represented and 
there were four or five members of the speakers who only 
presented religious ideas but not from any one religion.”

“But, Najid, Yeshua was a Jew.”
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“Yeshua was the Son of God,” said Najid.
Then all eyes turned to Jude.
“Yehudah, brother of the Son of God. Tell us please,” said 

Van. “At what age did your brother Yeshua know that he 
was the Son of God?”

“He only received that revelation when I was with him in 
the water of his baptism. We were baptised by Yohanan the 
Prophet, the Essene, in the River Jordan. It was then that 
the Father opened his eyes to his original place in 
Paradise.”

All the audience sighed and melted with thoughts of 
such a grand event, with such a magnificent revelation.

Then the attention went back to Van.
“Father, how did you know that Yeshua was the caravan 

leader?” asked Fardad, Van’s second eldest son. 
“I wasn’t sure at first, Son. They looked similar, but 

Yeshua was such a changed man. So elegant. So refined. So 
Kingly. I would never have thought him to be a caravan 
leader. Three days before he gave up his life for the sins of 
the world, he taught his apostles and several disciples on 
the slopes of a mountain overlooking the great temple of 
Jerusalem. Yehudah and I were among that number. Before 
he started teaching, and they were wholly new things that 
the apostles had never heard before, Yeshua came to me. He 
quietly took me aside, greeting me by name and asking 
after you all. I was so relieved to know it was him.”

“He asked after us?” said Jelveh, the sister of Radta.
The whole room filled with the high pitched squeal of their 

ululation. It went on and on and on, such was their joy. Van 
was smiling from ear to ear. Finally he raised his hands to 
quieten the gathering. “Indeed he did. He also asked after 
all of you children, each one by name.”
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“Did he ask after me,” asked Adel.
“He did, Adel. He particularly wanted me to convey to 

you his warmest friendship whenever I next saw you. He 
called you, ‘Adel the Immortal.’”

There was a pause in the conversation, but then Van said, 
“Yeshua asked me to never say anything to anyone there 
present. He wanted none of his past to be exposed. Lest 
people glorify those he has loved.”

“He loved us? We certainly loved him,” said Adel.
“He completely transformed the way we lived our lives,” 

said Evelin, Van’s sister. 
“Our daily routine now closely follows the system that 

he found on Shahi Island. It’s a good way to spend the 
day,” said Najid.

“More so, also,” said Van: “he didn’t want our whereabouts 
openly revealed to the disciples. He knows how we are 
ministered to by the archangels and angels and how we 
hold the ancient lineages. He said, “I will be your 
shepherd.” We have a lot to thank the caravan leader for, 
not the least of which is that we have his trusted brother, 
Yehudah, among us: the one who shared his baptism. I will 
share with you all over the coming five days all of my 
experiences, starting with my going to be with the Son of 
God and staying until after his resurrection from the dead 
and seeing his ascension into heaven; and then my visit to 
his home in Capernaum on the Lake of Galilee and my 
return here with Yehudah. After that, we will let our 
customary counsels begin. We have much to discuss.”
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Chapter Fifty-Eight
REVELATION OF JOHN 2:7, 3:5, 12, 21:7

Conquerors.

To the one who conquers I will grant to eat of the Tree of Life, 
which is in the paradise of God. 
The one who conquers, I will make him a pillar in the temple of 
my God. Never shall he go out of it, and I will write on him the 
name of my God, and the name of the city of my God, the new 
Jerusalem, which comes down from my God out of heaven, and 
my own new name. 
The one who conquers, I will grant him to sit with me on my 
throne, as I also conquered and sat down with my Father on 
his throne. The one who conquers will have this heritage, and 
I will be his God and he will be my son.

any counsels took place in Van’s community in the 
Kopet Dagh Mountains. In the early morning, a 
substantial teaching talk accompanied their prayer 

and devotionals. In the afternoon, after a study period 
when the entire village ceased all labours, they came 
together at around three o’clock for an hour’s discussion 
time. Initially, Van’s wife, Radta, and Roshan, the leader of 
the women’s training, organised the talks and discussions 
around ten areas of interest, each one further divided into 
ten aspects of the principle subject. Some of the subjects 
were:

1. Yeshua is the Son of God, the Perfecter, the bringer of 
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the Spirit of Truth: how does the Spirit of Truth bring 
to perfection our individual Father Fusion?

2. Yeshua was the perfectly unified human personality: 
how can we best respond to him as, in us, he unifies 
life, ennobles character and simplifies our walk with 
the Spirit of the Father in our new spiritual life?

3. Yeshua, our Master, was reverent, holy and good, 
courageous, patient and forbearing: how might we 
too be indignant toward evil and yet kind to all?

4. Yeshua embraced people from all walks of life and 
beliefs: how might our Father Fusion walk grow from 
personal beliefs to the global embrace of the Father in 
everyone and yet still further grow to be of service to 
Yeshua’s heavenly government on the earth in the 
likeness of Enoch and the violets serving the 
administration of Adam and Eve, the King and 
Queen of the West for the sake of all the world?

5. Yeshua trusted the Father in heaven as a little child 
trusts his good earthly parent: what must we do to 
have his kind of trust that made his faith never 
presumptuous but enduring of all manner of 
hardship for the sake of everyone’s Father Fusion?

6. Yeshua embodied all the blessings of Adam and Eve 
and their heavenly violet blood in the First Garden of 
Eden and he was unusually cheerful even though he 
experienced the harsh realities of life: what 
stimulates us to have such disciplined, wise and 
contagious happiness?

Each of these questions were elaborated upon according to 
practical spiritual life also. The ten aspects drawn out of each 
of the principle subjects were:

(i) How shall I pray so that heavenly power brings this 
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issue to me in living truth and reality?
(ii) What songs shall I sing in worship that bring me 

into union with God so that together we can 
embody this truth and share it in the world?

(iii) What are the primary elements for me to meditate 
on in this truth, which will deliver the source of 
myself and the source of God into perfect peace?

(iv) In what way does this truth impact on my wealth?
(v) In what way does this truth impact upon my love 

for my spouse?
(vi) In what way does this truth impact upon my 

relationship with my family?
(vii) In what way does this truth impact upon my 

relationship with my community?
(viii) In what way does this truth lead me to act in 

perfect partnership with God?
(ix) What is God saying to me personally through this 

truth?
(x) What is God saying to Yeshua’s government of the 

whole world through this truth?
Jude thought the most romantic time of the day to be 

when the entire community except those in hermit isolation 
gathered around the fires after the evening’s supper meal. 
For some months, either he or Van led the introduction to 
what was a time for questions and answers and open 
discussion on the day’s subjects. On one such evening, 
when the subject again turned to Yeshua, Van said: 

“We have been talking and discussing the life of Yeshua 
today. The question was: ‘Yeshua said that he was the Son of 
God and the Son of Man, the perfected man: how is he our God 
and how does he make us his perfect sons and daughters?’ 

“I don’t think that any human being will ever 
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understand the nature and attributes of Yeshua. He was 
indeed a God-man. God became a man. God took on the 
likeness of a man in every aspect. God lived the life of a 
man. God gave over his life as a man to the heavenly Father 
and the heavenly Father made him perfect as a man of faith 
and righteousness. Therein was his power and his grace.”

Evelin, the sister of Van asked: “How are we to 
understand him so that we will know how to draw into our 
lives what he came to bring? We want to be conquerors in 
the spirit.”

“Yes, that is the point,” said old Yamin. “To be of value to 
us, we must know, as we know of Enoch and of Noah and 
of Elijah, those things of the prophets that make us also rich 
in spirit. Yeshua is the way. How does he make us 
conquerors? We discussed much on prayer, on worship and 
adoration. We need to discuss a contemplation of Yeshua.”

Van thought for a while. Then he said, “We will never be 
able to comprehend what took place in the interior person 
of Yeshua of Nazareth. Perhaps, we will never be able to 
compare his life with the life of Enoch or Elijah. It is indeed 
extraordinary that I have seen the Son of God alive on the 
earth. He carried both the mortal flesh of you and I, as well 
as all the purity of life in the Garden of Eden’s first breath 
of God before ever our beloved Enoch was born.”

“So is it impossible to know Yeshua?” asked Adel, whom 
Jude had discovered was one of the leading prophets in the 
community: famous, like Van and a dozen others, for his 
direct discernment of the face of God. Some, Van included, 
thought that at any day and indeed any hour, God would 
come for Adel and take him off to heaven as he had taken 
Enoch. For that matter, it was considered that God could just 
as easily come for Van’s wife Radta and others like her also.
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“In spirit, Yeshua was above and beyond all the material 
limitations that you and I face. He was God and he was 
man. In him was the creator who, from the beginning was 
one in the Father and the Son and the Spirit whilst at the 
same time being Yeshua of Nazareth, the boy and the man 
and the preacher and healer and the conqueror.”

“What does the boy, Yehudah, say?” asked Roshan. “Son, 
stand up and tell us about your brother.”

“My brother,” said Jude, “lived to show the world what 
total faith could achieve. To know how a great horse runs 
we must give it the most challenging of races to run against 
other competitors. Yeshua raced against the sin of the 
world. He conquered. He won the race. He won it for all 
who will receive him, for all time.” Jude looked at Van, who 
had told him about horse racing on the leg from Dayr az 
Zawr to Mosul. Van smiled: clever.

“He lived to show the world,” continued Jude, “what the 
life of a human being looked like when it was completely 
woven into the life of the presence of God within.

“Yeshua was indeed a God-man, as beloved Van has 
described it: but he did not come to the earth to teach us 
how to be God-men and God-women like him. 

“Yeshua came to the earth to show us how to have a 
perfectly natural relationship with the Father’s Spirit within 
each of us. It is that relationship that he called Father Fusion. 
It is that relationship that he called the Kingdom of heaven 
on the earth. It is that relationship that he said leads to 
perfect prayer, to the perfect clean heart, to the perfect doing 
of the will of God, and to the perfect rest for the soul, even 
unto eternal life of righteousness and blessing.”

These words were extremely dear to the hearts of the 
Father Fusion community of these Persians, impressing 
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upon them a light to their footsteps that they thought 
would surely clarify their many questions and practices and 
meditations.

“We all know the Father’s spirit within us, Jude,” said 
Roshan. “How shall we know the work of Yeshua the God-
man inside us? How will we find the Son of God 
contributing to our prayers and to our meditations, to our 
hours of stillness and to our silence, to our work and to our 
raising children and loving one another?”

“I have the same question,” said Yamvin. “If Yeshua the 
Son of God is the Spirit of Truth and the Spirit of Truth will 
make us perfect as Enoch was made perfect only by the 
Spirit of the Father, then we want to know how the Spirit of 
Truth will perfect us. Many of us already gaze into heaven as 
though through a thin veil of a bride’s virgin eyes. We see the 
things of heaven. We speak with the angels and the 
archangels. We know of the heavenly government. How might 
we increase in the perfections that we have already received?” 

Van looked at Jude, a youth of just twenty-five years 
approaching twenty-six. “It is a big question for you, 
Yehudah. We don’t know all things.” 

Jude was poised, though. He sensed the weight of the 
question that was arising in the minds of mature 
contemplatives and people of long silences and deep clear 
light meditations. Plumbing his own measure of silence, he 
waited, trusting that the Spirit of Truth would, as Jesus had 
promised, be the voice in his heart of hearts at this moment 
of inquiry. Then, after a few minutes, when he felt the 
presence of God to be on him, he opened his eyes and 
spoke: “Yeshua said that the Spirit of Truth would be 
released by the Father, coming out of the Son of God; and 
that this Spirit of Truth would teach us all things 
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meaningful to our having the Father Fusion of Yeshua.
“Therefore, I recommend that first comes a time of 

adoration and then a time of reflection upon Yeshua and the 
Spirit of Truth. We should then follow this by an elevation 
of mind and an entry into the divinity of God and his truth 
on the matter. In this way, we have a practical means of 
discerning how the Spirit of Truth adds the Son of God to 
our existing inner life in the Spirit of the Father.”

His words made great sense. The people were pleased. 
Suddenly, though, a great divinity fell upon the room. 

Jude felt himself fixed to the ground like a pole, as if he had 
become immobilised upright like a tree that was planted 
and set in place for the purposes God had in mind. The 
Spirit of the Father within him arose out of his mind, 
placing himself in the midst of the gathering, and then he 
directed his attention back into the will of Jude.

Immediately Van and Adel said as one voice, “Father! 
You are here!” They fell to the floor in a full length 
prostration. Others gazed wide-eyed into the room. To the 
common eye, there was nothing unusual about the place, 
except that it was thick with the presence of God. These 
men and women, however, were seeing God face-to-face. 
Jude had never in his life experienced such divinity in men 
and women before. God soaked through them all, as though 
they were made of light.

While many of the group saw nothing, it was sufficient 
that the four men and six women lying prostrate on the 
stone floor did. They all felt the great presence of God and 
it moved them to kneel, to bow or to simply sit with tears 
running down their cheeks. As for Jude, he simply stood 
erect, looking into the face of the Spirit of the Father who 
was responsible for this outbreak of God’s tangible presence 
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among them. This was the very first time that Jude saw the 
heavenly Father face to face. He suddenly knew that he had 
come of age. He was whole: he and the Father were father 
and son, dating back to the origins of the universe.

The room was not getting any less divine and so 
eventually Jude began to speak what he clearly discerned to 
be the mouth of God in the heart of hearts of the Spirit of 
the Father who was poised with such an arresting presence 
and attention-encapsulating power before him:

“If you would be perfect, go out from this place and take 
this gospel into all the world,” Jude said as he spoke the 
words of the Spirit of the Father before him. “You have the 
faith of a trusting little child. You will win many souls into the 
Kingdom of heaven. Think not that your highest goal is for me 
to take you to heaven in the likeness of Enoch and Elijah.”

Jude’s attention fell to the words that he said. He had 
used the word me as though God was speaking in him and 
as him. It then dawned on him that this was the Father 
Fusion mind that his brother Yeshua used so much of the 
time when he preached. He and God were one mind and 
one voice. Relaxed by this revelation, and noting that this 
was the Spirit of Truth mixing with the Spirit of the Father in 
him, Jude then had the overwhelming impression that his 
own brother, Yeshua, the Son of God, was indeed the speaker 
of the words that issued out of his own Father Fusion mind. 
He was tempted to say something to that end, that: “These 
are the words of the Son of God to you,” but he was 
prompted by the Spirit of the Father within him to remain 
discreet and so he continued speaking in the first person.

“Many of you are worthy of this already. I have detained 
you on the earth so that you can have the opportunity to 
undertake the heavenly work that follows on after your 
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arrival in the heaven of heavens. You are called to serve 
humanity as though sent from heaven, like the sons and 
daughters of God, the mighty men and women of old in the 
beginning in the days of Van your ancestor.”

As one, all those who were prostrated on the floor began 
sitting up. Their ears and hearts were opened. God was 
speaking and God was telling them their final mission, his 
prophetic message coming to them through the mouth of a 
trustworthy young man, the brother of the Son of God.

“My Son grew as a man,” said Jude, now fully soaked in 
the Spirit of Truth. “Never take Yeshua and his growth 
toward Father Fusion away from the Son of God. They are 
one, just as your own unique walk in Father Fusion has 
been gradual and experiential so too was his. Let your 
message to the world be about the Father Fusion in which I 
gave grown you and all your ancestors. The Spirit of Truth 
is in you. The power of the Holy Spirit is falling upon you 
even as I speak. You are the Princes and Princesses of the 
King’s palace in heaven. I ask you to stay in the world and 
lift up all the earth by your witness of the Father Fusion of 
Yeshua. There are few like you; now is the time of the sons 
and daughters of God to be known to the nations.”

This and many other things, the Spirit of the Father 
within Jude caused to be said to this extraordinary 
community, always emphasising the faith of Yeshua, its 
simplicity and how such faith is indwelt by the faith of God
—partnered faith that is both human and divine. 

“It is this faith,” said Jude in one of the teaching councils 
about one month later, “by which you are made perfect as 
he who sent him to the world is perfect. It is the faith of the 
Son of God, the Perfecter. When his faith intertwines our 
faith, then our human faith is made divine and perfected. 
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Anything that is inhabited by God’s will is perfect.”
“That’s the key to all things,” said Van. “The experience 

of faith! As we allow ourselves to be both human and 
divine, this partnered faith will manifest in our lives and 
God’s perfection will become ours just as it was Yeshua’s.”

“When faith is no longer merely hope,” said Radta, “and 
we participate with the Father as Yeshua participated with the 
Father, in all things, then we will do the will of God perfectly.”

“Such a thing is the highest satisfaction life can bring,” 
said Yamvin. 

“With that kind of partnership with the Father within, 
we are conquerors,” said Evelin, Van’s sister. 

“Enoch, Noah and Elijah were conquerors,” said Adel, 
his heart very much set on being taken to heaven alive just 
as were each of these conquerors. “In our perfection, we 
will eat of the fruit of the Tree of Life again, just like our 
ancestors, and live forever in the righteousness of God 
Almighty.”

To Jude, these daily conferences, the format for which his 
own brother, Jesus, had begun several years earlier, was the 
highlight of his life to date. The profound wisdom and light 
emerging from all the participants were riches to him.
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Chapter Fifty-Nine
REVELATION OF JOHN 2:26,27

Spiritual Fulfilment.

The one who conquers and who keeps my works until the end, to 
him I will give authority over the nations, and he will rule them 
with a rod of iron, as when earthen pots are broken in pieces, 
even as I myself have received authority from my Father.

del and Jude walked together to the morning 
meeting. “It is the second autumn that you have 
been with us, now Yehudah.”

“I can feel the autumn beginning to breathe its chilly air,” 
Jude replied. When they entered the large cave in which the 
morning prayer and talk was held, Roshan said,

“You are leaving us, Yehudah.” There was a typically 
prophetic air about her. She never really asked questions, 
she simply spoke in the truth of what was, what is and 
what will be, speaking with an exacting certainty. “I see 
your place at the evening fires is now empty.” 

Ten days later, after a very teary farewell, Van and Adel, 
along with fifteen other young men and women, and three 
families, began the trek with Jude to Gorgān. He left.

“Gorgān has profited much from the silk trade passing 
through the market place, Yehudah,” Van’s eldest son, 
Tahmin, said to Jude. They rode around it until they 
reached the western side of the town. There, Jude bade 
farewell to Van and his second eldest son, Fardad, who 
arranged for a rider to go on to Urmia to tell Nazani the 
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Armenian to expect the coming visitors, before riding back 
up the mountain with his father: “Be ready to take them to 
Holy Masis (Mt. Ararat) and to your Armenian people,” the 
message from Van said. “The Lord, Yeshua, has much for 
you all.” 

“You have been a father to me, Van Adamson. For that I 
am forever grateful,” said Jude.

“You have been an angel from heaven for me, Yehudah 
ben Yosef. For all my community of saints also. For that I 
too am eternally grateful,” Van replied. “It is a great 
blessing from God that the Son of God has visited us and 
now the brother of the Son of God also has visited us.

The two embraced with a lingering and holy love. 
“Farewell, my spiritual children,” Van said to the thirty. 

“I bless you in the name of Yeshua and in the perfection of 
Enoch the Violet. When you are ready to come back through 
the cave, our arms are open and our hearts are singing 
songs of love for you.” He and Fardad stood watching until 
they went out of sight.

Jude and his thirty companions turned their horses 
toward the westbound road leading around the southern 
shores of the Caspian Sea toward the distant city of Rasht. 
From there they would turn inland to the salt lake of Urmia 
to meet and stay with Nazani’s people. 

“As the Lord leads us,” Jude explained to his blessed 
companions, “those of you who choose to stay in Urmia 
will stay. The rest of us will ride north by the crystal lake of 
Van. Those who are led to stay at Van will remain and the 
rest of us will ride on to the Armenians of Urartù at 
Artashat (today’s Yerevan). We will place our foreheads on 
the stone of the holy mountain of Masis (Mt. Ararat) and we 
will carry your prayers in our hearts that your works in the 
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Kingdom of heaven will bless the nations all around you.”

+ 
Adel the tall angelic and elegant prophet felt the mighty 

spiritual pull of that mountain. Approaching Rasht, he 
confided with Jude: “I am expecting the Lord to take me on 
that snowy peak of God. I do not know what God spoke 
into the heart of Enoch in preparation to taking him, or 
what he spoke into the heart of Yeshua before his baptism, 
but I feel that the Father Fusion of Yeshua is complete in 
me. There are many things that make a man’s spiritual life 
complete in the eyes of God. Purity of heart. Sacrificial 
service to others at all levels of their lives. Heavenly 
citizenship. Doing things for the upliftment of the whole 
world’s spirituality. I have examined my life in the presence 
of God my Father and I feel that there is truly no work left 
for me that keeps me on the earth.”

“Not even the great call to the nations that moves all our 
companions?” asked Jude.

“I have already accomplished such works. For ten years I 
moved among the different people, much as did your 
brother, Yeshua, and came to a working relationship with 
the Father within me that caused all my life to be lived 
solely for what you are calling the Father Fusion of the 
whole world.”

Then he looked at Jude, saying, “No, son. I have finished 
with that. It is whom I am now. Everything that I do is for 
the world’s highest spiritual life. It is coming time to go on 
to richer fields now.”

Jude expected such words to come from the brilliant Adel 
at some stage. The whole community expected him to be 
taken into heaven in exactly the same way as God took Enoch. 

The Kopet Dagh community had long ago evolved in its  
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design to nowadays be exclusively for the development of 
the highest stage of preparedness to be taken off the world 
without tasting the mortal death. Reaching the candidacy 
for such a conclusion to God’s partnership in the 
individual’s path into spiritual perfection and social 
perfection and universal perfection was the stated goal of 
the community. This candidacy was the launching point for 
man’s lessons to end and for God’s walk into the heavenly 
destiny to begin in the strictest discretion. Spiritual matters 
at this high end of the spiritual journey were not discussed 
because they were unique to the individual: the Koppeh 
hermits knew that. Certain matters overlapped, like the 
social aspects of heavenly citizenship, but God became very 
jealous of his son’s or daughter’s life now that a great deal 
of partnership was in play. God’s heart and the human 
heart were so entwined that the human being became 
incomprehensible to the others. No trouble ever came from 
silence: but much trouble invariably comes from words.

Adel had long been recognised to be a Candidate for the 
Enoch experience, a Father Fusion Candidate. He was not 
alone in these kinds of thoughts and expectations however. 
Van was a Father Fusion Candidate. He also felt that God 
would soon take Adel, but he also felt that God would also 
soon take himself. He had come to Amman, Jordan feeling 
the same calling upon him as Elijah had felt in being called 
to Jericho before stepping across the Jordan to Bethany. 
When Van stepped across the Jordan towards Jerusalem, his 
spirit began singing songs of being taken to heaven like 
Enoch from the slopes of that great Temple mountain. He 
found in the Temple something more for him to do: Yeshua 
and his gospel of Father Fusion in the Spirit of Truth. 

Van’s father, Melchizedek Adamson, aged in his 
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seventies, thought this of himself, and also of his wife, 
Ratta. “Ratta the golden hearted” the whole community 
called her, a loving soul, a devoted soul, one of the mothers 
of the community. No one was ashamed of the bounty God 
put upon them, and so they spoke openly, never out of 
pride but simply matter of factly, in a pure hearted and 
honest manner, and calling each other by the names of the 
blessings God had put upon them helped each person to 
share that blessing as well as live up to its ideal.

Van’s wife, Radta, had the same feelings of fusion departure 
about herself also. She had thought that, in Van’s absence, she 
would have a six-month time of retreat that would more than 
likely press her directly into heaven. It didn’t, but she did 
benefit immensely from her time of solitude. 

All of the members of the community benefitted from 
short or longer periods of solitude from time to time. In the 
community of one hundred and seventy-three people, of 
the thirty single men four lived an almost perpetual hermit 
life in which they chose to avoid human contact as much as 
possible. Of the twenty-four single women, nine were 
hermits. Of the sixteen families and thirty nine orphans, 
seventeen males and females lived the hermit life but none 
were allowed to embark on it until the age of twenty-nine 
years in a female and thirty years in a male—the age of 
adult direction. Of the widowed and the elderly, three were 
hermits. Of the thirty-three hermits, nearly half would meet 
the community four times a year; ten would meet the 
community once a year; and the remaining seven would 
meet the community every three years if they so chose to. 
These occasions usually coincided with the celebration of 
the date that Enoch was taken to heaven from the second 
Eden community located in the South of what is today 
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Baghdad on the Tigris River. Their life of solitude in the 
every minute presence of God provided much appreciated 
spiritual fuel for the one hundred and forty participants in 
the general community who had a saying about them: “God 
calls them to do nothing but to live in him; and we help 
them to do it for the world’s sake.” They never had any 
intention of explaining the immense value to the world of 
the hermit life, or their own life for that matter, to people 
outside the community. They lived the voluntary life unto 
God alone, leaving it up to God what he chose to do with 
the fruit and value of their lives.

Evelin, Roshan and old Yamvin had lived the hermit life 
for years but all three had eventually come out into the 
general community to be a help and to bring their depths of 
insight and peace to the service of all. They each had the 
same thoughts about themselves being taken by God, as 
well as for some of the more mature Father Fusion 
Candidates in the community. The life of Enoch featured 
heavily in their lives and so they were thoughts about being 
complete and perfected here on the earth, over and above 
what mere asceticism provided by way of having the pure 
heart that God so loves in his human child. They were 
thoughts not their own but somehow coming to them on 
the wings of angels, discernments alighting on them from 
the dizzying heights of Paradise itself. All who were mature 
in the spirit felt that their lives were complete and that 
there was nothing on earth that could hold them. They had 
been students, missionaries, evangelists, servants of the 
poor and the old and weak, spiritual community workers 
and teachers, hermits and in their own way priests too. 
Their thoughts were every so often now about heavenly life 
and the ongoing achievements for people who had grown 
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to be victorious over the world’s spiritual challenges by 
means of a partnership with God indwelling.

In a community such as this, whose aims were clearly 
about developing Father Fusion Candidates, it was 
important, Jude felt, that people didn’t rush into the idea 
that God would whisk them off the earth without tasting 
mortal death. He saw much in the daily life of the 
community that provided for progressive development so 
that whenever thoughts of the Enoch experience came to 
the individual, that person could discern the difference 
between fantasy, imagination, the devilish tricks of the 
mind and the actual communication from the Spirit of the 
Father within. 

The latter always required the individual person to have 
been stripped to the bone internally so that the normal 
human mind could be naturally stilled and wholly 
inhabited by God. Only then, when the human heart was 
pure, beyond all longing for God with its insistence on 
worship or prayer instead of equanimity-minded 
partnership, could God convey the pathway for his Father 
Fusion Candidate. Until that time, all such thoughts about 
being taken by God were to be treated as pure fantasy or, at 
best, merely an introduction to the possibility. The years 
following God’s own announcement of the individual’s 
Father Fusion Candidacy, then, were internally like the 
desert environment of the Kopet Dagh Mountains—the 
clutter of the mind’s flora had been stripped clean and God 
took on an entirely transparent and borderless face.
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Chapter Sixty
JUDE 1:1-2,14-15,17

Jude At The Baptism Of Yeshua.

Jude, a servant of Jesus Christ and brother of James, to 
those who are called, beloved in God the Father and kept 
for Jesus Christ: May mercy, peace, and love be multiplied 
to you. 
It was also about these that Enoch, the seventh from 
Adam, prophesied, saying, “Behold, the Lord came with 
ten thousands of his holy ones, to execute judgment on all 
and to convict all the ungodly of all their deeds of 
ungodliness that they have committed in such an ungodly 
way, and of all the harsh things that ungodly sinners have 
spoken against him.” 
But you must remember, beloved, the predictions of the 
apostles of our Lord Jesus Christ. They said to you, “In the 
last time there will be scoffers, following their own 
ungodly passions.” It is these who cause divisions, 
worldly people, devoid of the Spirit. But you, beloved, 
build yourselves up in your most holy faith; pray in the 
Holy Spirit; keep yourselves in the love of God, waiting 
for the mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ that leads to eternal 
life. And have mercy on those who doubt; save others by 
snatching them out of the fire; to others show mercy with 
fear, hating even the garment stained by the flesh. 
Now to him who is able to keep you from stumbling and to 
present you blameless before the presence of his glory with 
great joy, to the only God, our Savior, through Jesus 
Christ our Lord, be glory, majesty, dominion, and 
authority, before all time and now and forever. Amen.  
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ude greatly admired Adel for his purity of heart 
and his stalwart adherence to a partnership with 
the Spirit of the Father within him. The grace of 

God on him was outwardly noticeable, fragrant and 
magnetic. He always spoke as if there was a full two paces 
of space around him, space enough for God to be in his 
presence and a part of his inner being and his speech. Jude 
loved being in the man’s company—his infinite stillness 
and his deeply abiding love for all people. It was 
uncommon to meet a person with such a balanced 
personality. Parisa had it. Lila too. Jude felt privileged that 
these three were in his mission team.

As they rode together side by side toward Rasht, Jude 
said to Adel: “I will look for your forthcoming rapture to 
show itself in my prophetic mind as a forewarning. When it 
does show itself, my brother and my father, please let me 
stay close beside you.” He reached across to touch Adel’s 
arm as they rode side by side. “If I can see you as you 
ascend, thrown me your red woolen cloak so that like 
Elisha with Elijah I shall have a double portion of the 
power of God on me that is on you and your life, Adel.” 

The elegant man of the mountain caves smiled. “It shall 
be as you say, Yehudah. God be praised.”

Prompted by the Spirit of the Father within him, 
knowing somehow that he and the Spirit of the Father 
within Adel were very closely linked, Jude then told him of 
his experience of being in the water with Yeshua at the time 
of his baptism with Yohanan the Prophet.

“Adel, when I stood in the water with my brother 
Ya’aqov (James) and Yeshua (Jesus) and Yohanan (John the 
Baptist) the Prophet had finished baptising us, I saw the 
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Spirit of God coming out of heaven and coming to rest on 
Yeshua.

“Then, all four of us heard a voice from heaven.”
“What did the voice say? Was it God speaking?” asked Adel.
“The voice was from the Spirit of the Father who was 

returning to Yeshua. ‘This is my beloved Son, with whom I 
am well pleased,’ he said. The human experience of Father 
Fusion was certified by the Paradise Father as being 
complete in the Son of God.”

“How very humble. For Yeshua to put aside all his 
qualities as the Son of God to be just a man,” Adel said.

“As a man though, Adel, Yeshua walked from being a 
baby to being a fully Father Fused human being. Such 
perfection as he demonstrated is the perfection you seek 
even now as we ride toward our goal of Mount Masis.”

“I agree,” said the saintly man.
“There’s more I want to tell you. When the Spirit of the 

Father was over Yeshua, the Spirit of the Father within me 
elevated my vision and I looked straight into heaven. There 
I beheld such a huge conclave of heavenly ones. Angels. 
Archangels. Authorities above them. I saw the face of 
Melchizedek and others just like him. I saw the hosts of 
humans from worlds far away from our world. I saw all 
manner of heavenly things and then I saw the face of Enoch 
and the face of Elijah.”

Adel gasped with astonishment. “Enoch!”
“Enoch himself. With him was Elijah.”
“How did you know it was them, Yehudah?”
“It was plain and obvious. They are known by their 

personality and by their perfection. You just know,” replied 
Jude. “What I saw told me something, Adel. It told me that 
whether I live on the earth or whether I live in the heavens 
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it doesn’t matter. In those waters of the River Jordan, with 
so much of God all around me, I was in heaven and on 
earth at the same time. That was God’s gift to me. 

“As I came up out of the waters,” Jude continued, “it 
truly didn’t matter whether I lived or died, whether I went 
to heaven like Elijah or stayed alive on the earth as long as 
Methuselah. I knew with all my heart that my life was in 
God my Father and regardless of where I was everything 
that mattered to me the most was simply in being a part of 
God my Father.”

“Yes,” said Adel. “It is a very reassuring thing when all 
our separation from God disappears for all time, and we 
know that wherever we are and whatever we are doing we 
are partnering with God.”

“My gift to you at this part of our journey, Adel,” said 
Jude, “is to say to you that if you live or die or are taken 
alive into heaven, it is all the same. We live because Yeshua 
lives. We have our perfection of spirit because of the mighty 
works of the Spirit of the Father within us. Whether we live 
in the heavens or whether we live on the earth, I now know, 
because of having spent so long with you and with Van and 
Radta and the community, that our life is about doing the 
will of the Father in everyday things, just as we pass by. 
The only thing that changes in heaven is everything else. 
But what can we care about that. Yeshua said it many times:

‘The land of a rich man produced plentifully, and he 
thought to himself, ‘What shall I do, for I have nowhere to 
store my crops?’ 
‘And he said, ‘I will do this: I will tear down my barns 
and build larger ones, and there I will store all my grain 
and my goods. And I will say to my soul, Soul, you have 
ample goods laid up for many years; relax, eat, drink, be 
merry.’ 
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‘ But God said to him, ‘Fool! This night your soul is 
required of you, and the things you have prepared, whose 
will they be?’ So is the one who lays up treasure for 
himself and is not rich toward God.’ 

“Yeshua told the disciples not to be anxious about their 
lives, what they will eat, nor about their body, what they 
will put on. 

‘Life is more than food, and the body more than clothing. 
Consider the ravens: they neither sow nor reap, they have 
neither storehouse nor barn, and yet God feeds them. Of 
how much more value are you than the birds! 
‘And which of you by being anxious can add a single hour 
to his span of life? If then you are not able to do as small a 
thing as that, why are you anxious about the rest? 
‘Consider the lilies, how they grow: they neither toil nor 
spin, yet I tell you, even Solomon in all his glory was not 
arrayed like one of these. But if God so clothes the grass, 
which is alive in the field today, and tomorrow is thrown 
into the oven, how much more will he clothe you. Do not 
seek what you are to eat and what you are to drink, nor be 
worried. For all the nations of the world seek after these 
things, and your Father knows that you need them. 
Instead, seek his kingdom, and these things will be added 
to you. Provide yourselves with moneybags that do not 
grow old, with a treasure in the heavens that does not fail, 
where no thief approaches and no moth destroys. For 
where your treasure is, there will your heart be also.”

Adel was deeply touched by Jude’s words of Jesus. As a 
Father Fusion Candidate, he was right to renounce the 
world: he was right to not want to invest himself with the 
people of the world and the fleeting things that occupied 
their attention day in and day out. With Jude’s words, 
though, he realised that he should seek refuge in the riches 
of neither heaven nor earth. He should keep his faith purely 
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in the Spirit of the Father and the Father Fusion of Yeshua. 
That way, he lived in Yeshua’s baptism anywhere he went.

60. Jude At The Baptism Of Yeshua.
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Chapter Sixty-One
PSALMS 36:5-11

The Urmia Mission.

Your steadfast love, O Lord, extends to the heavens, your 
faithfulness to the clouds. Your righteousness is like the 
mountains of God; your judgments are like the great deep; 
man and beast you save, O Lord.
How precious is your steadfast love, O God! The children 
of mankind take refuge in the shadow of your wings. They 
feast on the abundance of your house, and you give them 
drink from the river of your delights.
For with you is the fountain of life; in your light do we see 
light. Oh, continue your steadfast love to those who know 
you, and your righteousness to the upright of heart! Let 
not the foot of arrogance come upon me, nor the hand of 
the wicked drive me away. 

hilst camping at Rasht for a few days, Jude and 
twenty-nine of his companions went about 
visiting people tent to tent, telling them about 

Yeshua and the Kingdom of heaven. This was their hearts’ 
desire, the reason for leaving their mountain hermitage, to 
bring the word of Yeshua’s Father Fusion to the world, 
based purely on their experience of the caravan leader, 
Van’s stories, and the contributions of Jude the brother of 
the son of God. Yet, equipped with the Spirit of the Father 
in their own measure of Father Fusion, and the Spirit of 
Truth, they were more then befriended wherever they went. 
As they went along, talking to fellow travellers and tent 
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dwellers on the roadside alike, Yeshua’s prophecy was 
being fulfilled. He had said to them all: “Go and serve 
humanity as though sent from heaven, like the sons and 
daughters of God, the mighty men and women of old in the 
beginning in the days of Van your ancestor.”

They approached people not as church planters but as 
hermits accustomed to living in community amidst silences 
and long meaningful discussions. They knew the value of 
long years of meditation, silence and stillness whilst 
absorbing the written Word of God and his presence. They 
spoke to the individual, one person at a time, awakening 
the newly arrived Spirit of Truth in all their hearers, freely 
giving them whatever the Spirit of the Father provided in 
answer to their prayers. The very idea of God living inside 
them thrilled these Assyrians and Persians and Kurds. The 
sick were healed in the name of Yeshua who conquered the 
grave. The demonic was cast out of one young woman who 
had fallen into a suicidal depression after given birth to her 
last born; and a middle aged man for whom the change of 
life, at age fifty, brought up many pent up and unexpressed 
conflicting emotions from his earlier days. 

All in all, the twenty-nine and Jude brought great joy and 
spiritual interest to the various communities they passed, 
much as when Yeshua had initially come to Kheresa and 
Migdal and Tarichea, Chorazin and Bethsaida-Julias, 
Capernaum and Bethsaida of Capernaum. “The eagles have 
brought the spring flowers of the mountains,” as the 
Chieftain of Rasht described the good news of Yeshua’s 
Kingdom of heaven on the fifth day when more than three 
hundred visitors and residents of Rasht received baptism in 
the brine of the Caspian Sea.

Meanwhile, Adel had gone off into the nearby mountains 
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to be alone, to contemplate Jude’s words about Yeshua’s 
gospel. It was four days later when he returned and found 
the group in the heart of Rasht’s market place, buying 
provisions for the ongoing journey to the northwest and 
around the top of the lake to the township of Urmia. He 
had not eaten and so he enjoyed the smells and tastes of the 
market. The thirty were delighted to see him again.

+
After five nights in Rasht they bid their new friends 

farewell, their travel along the Silk Road continuing 
through sprawling Tabrīz. Little Tasmit, just eight years of 
age, stood waving with her father. She had been born with 
one leg four inches shorter than the other, and she was 
stone deaf. The younger brother of Roshan, who provided 
the women’s spiritual training up in the mountains, Adini, 
had been inspired to simply call her leg into its correct 
length. By the power of the Holy Spirit in her left hip and 
all the way down to her toes, in about two minutes the leg 
had grown out and for the first time in her life Tasmit 
walked without a limp. Seeing that, she looked at Adini and 
with her two forefingers she touched each of her ears.

“She cannot hear,” Tasmit’s father explained.”
“You spirit of deafness,” commanded Adini, just as Jude 

had taught them to speak directly to the deafness as though 
the deafness itself was an unclean spirit, “Come off her in 
the name of Yeshua.” It did come off her, and instantly the 
little girl could hear. Straight away she began forming 
words and sentences. They were so excited! Tasmit wept for 
the joy and the surprise of all the sounds around her. She 
had, of course, no fear of any sound: everything sounded 
perfect.

At Tabrīz, the group gave some consideration to the idea 
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of heading toward the small ferry boat crossing at the 
narrow waste of Lake Urmia. Unanimously it was decided 
to trust their animals to the road on dry land. Going around 
the northern end of the lake and then halfway down its 
length on the western shore to reach Urmia, they finally 
reached their destination and the tent of Nazani’s parents 
and siblings. 

It was such a welcome. Thirty-one visitors! “At least they 
brought their own tents and blankets and cooking 
equipment,” Nazani’s mother said to her father. The size of 
the large tea pot simmering away on the fire was a welcome 
sight for all and the family were quick to show the 
excessive hospitality for which this region was famous.

+
After three days of settling in and speaking to those 

Urmians Jude had met when he had passed through with 
Van more than two years earlier, plans were made to 
publicly evangelise the people in as many tents and stone 
houses as possible. When the healings and the miracles 
started to happen, the word spread very quickly that the 
brother of the Son of God was in their town. Jude was 
thrilled at the feeling of being able to contribute so much to 
so many people. He loved the internationalism of it all, as 
much as being the star of the show. It gave him tremendous 
happiness to be able to give everything of himself and he 
praised and thanked his brother frequently, “Thank you, 
Yeshua, for the sacred opportunity.”

Early on in their stay in Urmia, Jude was invited to visit 
the Island of Shahi to speak, but he declined, saying that he 
was about the heavenly Father’s business of winning souls 
to the Kingdom of God and not merely prattling on about 
philosophical matters to people who had no intention of 
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acting on the power of God.
“What better place to tell the good news than at our 

Island conferences,” said Cymboyton, who went on to 
describe the place and the teachers and the various 
audiences, eventually convincing Jude that it was God’s 
will for him to come and talk. 

“We all come to the lectures to hear about God, and only 
God, Yehudah. As the brother of the Son of God—I wish 
that he was here in person too but alas you say he has 
returned to Paradise—surely he would want you to speak 
on his behalf?” Cymboyton pleaded. When he saw the 
Spirit of the Father in Cymboyton united to his appeal, Jude 
immediately agreed. He felt assured that this would be a 
faith work with the Father: that meant everything to Jude. 

He deliberated whether or not to tell that Island forum 
about the earlier visit of Yeshua, and of his own group of 
thirty. In prayer, having exhausted his own resources, the 
Spirit of the Father in him suggested a course to take:

“What has been for Yeshua, has been. What is now for 
the Son of God, is his future.” Jude never mentioned 
Yeshua’s previous visit, and asked his thirty to not mention 
anything either.

Jude delivered three talks and prayed for the sick among 
them. His talks were so inspiring that Cymboyton asked 
him to send to their island some more teachers of the gospel 
of this Yeshua, the Son of God: “Send us Jews from Yeshua’s 
Galilee.”

Again, Jude walked away feeling that, indeed, Yeshua’s 
prophecy to go and take the gospel of Father Fusion to the 
world was a divine mandate. He had no idea that the 
gospel message was becoming crystalised and hardened in 
Antioch. Future evangelists would not come bringing the 
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experience of the Kingdom of God, Jesus’ Father Fusion, 
they would come with Christianity, the call to reject all 
other faiths for Peter’s worship of the risen Lord and 
Saviour of the world. 

After Cymboyton’s death, his two sons struggled against 
the stringent demands of the newly arriving evangelists. 
Christianity was vehemently rejected and caused such 
conflict in the minds of the various religious, who had 
previously known a great tolerance among each other, that 
within two years the entire island School Of Religion was 
disbanded and its potentials for a better world reduced to 
ashes in the name of Jesus.

+
Jude and the thirty stayed in Urmia until the first thaw 

the following spring. Nazani was keen to fulfill her promise 
to get Jude and his companions to the holy mountain and to 
the main settlements of her Armenian people. 

All romantic notions that Nazani might have had toward 
Jude were dashed early on in their acquaintance when he 
quietly informed her of his marriage seven years earlier.

“Why are you here, so far from your wife and children?” 
she asked him.

“For you. For your family. For the people of Van’s 
mountain community. For Urmia. For the Armenian people 
of Ararat. If you only could have met my brother, you too 
would go to the ends of the earth in his name.” 

That was all he needed to say to her and the matter was 
never raised again. Nazani loved him dearly, learned an 
enormous amount from him that was spiritually rich and 
fulfilling, leapt into daring new feats of faith because of his 
inspiration and encouragement, but never crossed the 
personal boundary to try to win his love. He was dashing 
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and daring, vibrant and willing to risk all to gain all when 
it came to human souls in darkness or despair. She was his 
perfect match, but alas. She would need to look elsewhere.

Being emotionally and physically closed off to love after 
Jude’s mild rebuke, which Nazani took in very good spirits, 
made it all the more difficult for Tahmin, the eldest of Van’s 
sons on this Urmia mission, who had fallen head over heels 
in love with Nazani on the first day they met. 

By November, the group made ready to head North, first 
to the settlement of Van and then to the Southern face of the 
holy mountain of Ararat and on around the mountain to the 
city of the Armenians, Artashat. 

They left one family and four of the single men and 
women who felt Yeshua’s calling for them to remain and 
evangelise Urmia, one third of their number. 

At Van, another family and a single man and woman who 
had decided to marry felt Yeshua’s calling and remained. 

As Summer approached, three months after leaving 
Urmia, Jude and Nazani arrived at Artashat accompanied 
by one family of five, three young men and five young 
women from Van’s mountain community. With them were 
twelve of Nazani’s Armenian friends who were very excited 
about being on the team to take to the Armenians of Ararat 
the life and teachings and salvation and Holy Spirit power 
of Yeshua the Son of God.

When they all saw the first glimpse of Mount Ararat and 
her little sister mountain standing mirror-like beside her, it 
was a most stunning sight. Jude was so hushed within that 
he sat on the hill and simply gazed upon the two mountains 
as though he was in the very presence of God.

Tahmin and Nazani, however, had other feelings. All the 
group had settled down on the grass and were captivated 
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by the view. Something of God seemed to surround both 
Tahmin and Nazani as they stood separately. He looked at 
her, she was so beautiful in the light of these two mountains 
and all their history. Something of their mutual Armenian 
roots, the violet blood of Adam and Eve, seemed to draw 
the two of them together. She dared to look at him, tall, 
dark skinned with that peculiar violet tinge to it, with shiny 
black locks hanging down past his shoulders and a rough 
mountain man’s beard. They had spoken a little on the way 
north, enough. Her eye caught his and he knew! Tahmin 
walked across to her and without saying a word he stood 
beside her and let the fingers of her right hand entwine in 
his. The touch sent tingles of expectation running all 
through their young bodies. Their hands met in a sensitive 
and delicate coming together and still, without so much as 
saying a word of looking into each other’s eyes, they stood 
hand in hand and gazed upon the holy mountains.

After about twenty minutes, she started to snuggle into 
him. After an hour, Tahmin professed his love for her, in the 
sweetest tones.

Suddenly, she felt that she was home in herself. She 
turned her lips to his, and they fell in love. They both 
professed their love for each other. His sheer beauty had 
softened the shield around her heart. Her impeccable 
integrity assured him of a loyal wife and mother to his 
children all the days of his life. She was a big part of the joy 
he had left the Kopet Dagh to find. He was the big part of 
Enoch and Noah that she wanted within her heart.

Jude, of course, being so captivated by the mountain 
beauty, was utterly surprised when finally he stood up, 
beckoning them all to be about the business of setting up 
the tents for a few days closer to the mountain, to find the 
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two of them in their own fusion of love. Such a mountain!

+
Soon after arriving in Artashat, this son of Van and 

Nazani announced, “We are going to be married.”
“How wonderful,” said Jude, recalling how precious it 

was for him to have a double wedding with his brother, 
Simon. “I would like to . . . “

“We will return to Urmia for Nazani’s family. I shall call 
my family to come from the mountains.”

“Oh,” Jude’s heart sank. He delighted in the pair, as 
individuals, but this was unsettling news.

So it was that the two of them headed south to be 
married in Urmia. Of the original party of thirty, Jude now 
had eleven companions from Van’s camp, the number of the 
apostles at the resurrection. Three only, of the dozen friends 
who had accompanied Nazani, wanted to stay with the 
mission in Armenia. Nine of them wanted to be a part of 
the wedding, and left together with sufficient supplies for 
the long journey south.

+
Jude felt real heartbreak for the first time in his life. A 

part of it was that he did indeed feel much love for Nazani 
and he was very sorry to part company, but this was his 
first major mission. It seemed to be crumbling all around 
him. He had lost Adel somewhere on Mount Ararat, never 
to see him again for months. He had lost the bulk of his 
mission team to Urmia, to Van or to love. 

It was the son of Yamvin who pierced Jude’s mood. 
“When we are in the mountains alone with God,” he said, 
“we are in a desert place. Nothing protects us. Nothing 
cheers us. Nothing rejoices over our life. Nothing feeds us. 
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Everything rejects us. We become a dead thing, a castaway 
thing. We have no hope in the things of the world. Not the 
sun that warms us. Not the wind that stirs us. Not the night 
that freezes us. Not the water that quenches our thirst. Not 
our thoughts and not our memories. Nothing remains that 
is our friend. Everything rejects us. But it is only then that 
we who are completely empty of all things are resurrected 
by God within. We are made in his image and we are free 
from our attachment to the world of things and feelings.”

Then he recited Psalm Twenty-Seven, saying:
“The Lord is my light and my salvation; whom shall I 
fear? The Lord is the stronghold of my life; of whom shall I 
be afraid? When evildoers assail me to eat up my flesh, my 
adversaries and foes, it is they who stumble and fall. 
Though an army encamp against me, my heart shall not 
fear; though war arise against me, yet I will be confident.
“One thing have I asked of the Lord, that will I seek after: 
that I may dwell in the house of the Lord all the days of 
my life, to gaze upon the beauty of the Lord and to inquire 
in his temple. 
For he will hide me in his shelter in the day of trouble; he 
will conceal me under the cover of his tent; he will lift me 
high upon a rock. 
“And now my head shall be lifted up above my enemies all 
around me, and I will offer in his tent sacrifices with 
shouts of joy; I will sing and make melody to the Lord.
“Hear, O Lord, when I cry aloud; be gracious to me and 
answer me! You have said, “Seek my face.” My heart says 
to you, “Your face, Lord, do I seek.” Hide not your face 
from me. Turn not your servant away in anger, O you 
who have been my help. Cast me not off; forsake me not, O 
God of my salvation! 
“For my father and my mother have forsaken me, but the 
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Lord will take me in. 
“Teach me your way, O Lord, and lead me on a level path 
because of my enemies. Give me not up to the will of my 
adversaries; for false witnesses have risen against me, and 
they breathe out violence.
“I believe that I shall look upon the goodness of the Lord in 
the land of the living! Wait for the Lord; be strong, and let 
your heart take courage; wait for the Lord!

“Yehudah,” Yamvin continued, “this rejection that has 
fallen on you is the evildoer that assails you, your 
adversary. Your strength is that you have asked the Lord to 
reside in you his house all the days of your life: now is the 
time to forget your boyish heroism and let the Lord God in 
you impress you with his own image. We in the mountains 
believe that this is how the Father in us, the Spirit of the 
Father, causes our Father Fusion. We yield ourselves up 
completely, and he makes his own way come alive in us.”

“I can be nothing for Yeshua unless I am completely 
remade in him: isn’t it, Levon?”

“It is, Yehudah.”
Levon gave Jude some time to let this Psalm really sink 

into him so that he could apply its wisdom to his situation 
and his feelings. Three days later they met and he said, 
“Yehudah, an entire nation needs you to bring the Son of 
God and his grace and love to them. He needs you to be 
rejected by all things and all people, as he was rejected by 
all things and all people when he was on the cross as much 
as when he was conducting his ministry for three years and 
more. Only when we are rejected, fully, can God have 
access to us, and win our hearts, and show us his face, and 
together we can think about what mission we will do each 
day. We both need to be completely uncluttered, like taking 
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a city and making it entirely desolate of all human things. 
When you are like that, and your world around you is like 
that, and God is like that, then you and God can have 
victory over anything that comes to you because it is a 
created thing and you and God are inseparably unified 
together in that which is not of this world.”

“In this rejection, I have my complete liberty?” asked 
Jude.

“Complete liberty,” said Levon. “nothing can assail the 
slopes of that sheer crystal mountain for it has neither 
foothold nor ledge.”

+ 
 Jude comforted himself somewhat with Levon’s words 

to him, and was richly guided by them. He had permission 
to be utterly alone with God, something that his youthful 
zeal had never before been able to reach. He took Levon’s 
word, and Psalm twenty-seven with him on a long trek 
onto Mount Ararat, his forty days in the wilderness.

Upon his return, Jude was a changed man. Somewhere 
on the mountain he had turned from a lad into a man of 
God beyond his earlier boundaries. As he walked back 
down the long lingering slopes, Levon felt moved by God 
to go out and meet him. When they met, Levon looked at 
Jude and could easily see the difference in him: “Now, to 
work we go,” he said. Jude threw an arm around his 
shoulder and they walked off Ararat, “I fully agree with 
you Levon. It’s time to work.”

Jude worked for God in Armenia with his team of 
fourteen from summer to summer, spreading the word far 
and wide, planting gospel seeds, harvesting some every 
now and then, healing the sick, driving out the spiritual 
darkness that was so debilitating to human health, and 
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baptising just about everyone he could in the name of 
Yeshua the Son of God. His forty days on Mount Ararat 
proved to be the best possible introduction to his work for 
Yeshua in Armenia. God met him on the mountain and he 
was ready to meet God in his complete rejection and to be 
made worthy for Armenia. “Yeshua said, ‘” he shared with 
Levon and Yamvin soon after, “’Whoever does not take up 
his cross and follow me is not worthy of me.’ And again, ‘If 
anyone would come after me, let him deny himself and take 
up his cross and follow me.’ Brothers, I want to follow my 
brother Yeshua into his Father Fusion. I want to be worthy 
of him. I want to put the Kingdom of God ahead of my own 
concerns about myself. The people of Urartù are my cross 
and I am now ready and fit to bear it.”

The Armenian people loved the gospel. Baptism was 
something they held in high esteem. Entry into the 
Kingdom of heaven was very much taking their inheritance 
from Adam and Eve and from Enoch and from Noah up 
another step on the mountain of God. Like few other 
peoples on the earth, it was in their blood to be a part of the 
Father Fusion of Jesus.

For many months, Jude held nightly classes in Artashat. 
Five times a week they were in a family-like setting, in the 
tents and stone houses of the locals. Armenia being called 
the Land Of Lakes And Rivers, for two nights a week he 
held a public tent meeting near the River Azat. Artashat, 
being on the northern Silk Road, he had a great mix of 
people, many of whom were baptised in the Azat soon after 
his preaching and prayer meetings.

Jude had been on mission with half his team around as 
much of Armenia as he could reach, from the southeast to 
the northwest, and all around the shores of Lake Sevan. He 
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and his team preached and baptised wherever there was a 
sign of life. The Kingdom of heaven was well received; and 
he and his team were excellent examples of the Father 
Fusion experience.

+
He had been away from home more than four years 

when the call from Yeshua the Son of God came into his 
heart, “Go home to the Galilee.” When he arrived home to 
his wife and children, he carried enough silver for them to 
live comfortably for the following year, and enough stories 
to keep his fishing friends entertained for years. He told no 
one of the location of the Kopet Dagh community, the most 
sacred of all things in his heart of hearts. 

He had been saddened by the news of the loss of his 
mother, Mary, when it first reached him and he missed her 
now that he was back home in Migdal with his family. He 
was very much gladdened at the news of Ruth’s marriage 
to David Zebedee and the arrival of their first born. Jude 
was deepened like the winter snows of Mount Ararat and 
Mount Hermon by this initial term of his ministry life that 
was lived in a full commitment to the Father Fusion of 
Jesus. Indeed, he had fulfilled his brother’s prophecy, to be 
about the Father’s business of taking Father Fusion and its 
perennial blessings to the world.

Jude thrilled at the idea of drawing together all of his 
brothers and sisters, telling them about what he had 
learned from Van concerning their being, good seed. How 
disappointing it was for him to find that only James and 
Ruth were inclined to believe him. Joseph and Simon, 
whilst sharing an unbroken love for this crazy little brother 
were verging on hostility with his endless tall tales. His 
other two sisters, Miriam and Martha, loved his stories but 
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were not in the least inspired to change their settled family 
lives into an evangelism of the Father Fusion of their 
brother, Yeshua, about which they could formulate almost 
no conception, and go gallivanting around the countryside.

It was only in Ruth and James that he found a willing ear 
when he said on another occasion, “One of the many 
wonderful experiences I had along the way, was with a very 
very dear friend, Adel. Adel of the clear light land of God, I 
call him. Yeshua called him Adel the Immortal.” the secrets of 
his mission to the Kopet Dagh and Urmia and Armenia 
largely remained locked within his own heart.

It wasn’t long after this that Jude realised that the 
neighbourhood of Tarichea and Migdal was simply too 
small for him. All Israel was too small and narrow for him. 
He simply had to go and be where God was doing fresh new 
things in the lives of excited people. 

In the mid summer of the following year, A.D. 35, that 
Jude took his entire family to Damascus to be a part of the 
great outpouring of the Holy Spirit among the Jews and 
non-Jews alike. He was in Antioch when the news came to 
him by runner that followers of Saul, the ravager of the 
bourgeoning Way, had come with his crew of thugs and 
beaten and chained forty-three Christians in Damascus with 
the intention of dragging them back to Jerusalem for 
execution; as had done with blood lust several times in the 
past. In the melee Jude’s wife and three of his five children 
were beaten or sworded to death along with fourteen other 
believers in the Way. 

The viciousness and cruelty of their senseless murder 
was ghastly. Jude’s experiences of Yeshua and the Spirit of 
the Father on the barren slopes of Mount Ararat were the 
only comfort to his soul-shattering grief. With his two 
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remaining children, the twelve-year old twins Joseph and 
Rebecca, he again turned toward the East in the hope of 
forever leaving behind the violence of religion.
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Chapter Sixty-Two
GENESIS 1:3

Adel Of The Clear Light Land.

God said, Let there be light, and there was light.

our years earlier, after Jude had been at the Kopet 
Dagh community for two years and they were 
approaching the northern face of Mount Ararat, 

Adel had come to Jude. “When we spoke at Rasht,” Adel 
said, “you revealed your experience of heaven opening to 
you at the baptism of your brother, Yeshua.”

“Yes, I remember our talk,” said Jude.
“I too want to see heaven in that way,” said Adel. If I am 

delayed here on the earth, for any reason, and not taken 
today or tomorrow like Enoch and Noah, then I want to live 
a life of being in both the earth and in heaven.”

“Is that your prayer, Adel?” Jude asked.
“It is that, Yehudah,” replied Adel. “It might be too much 

to ask such a thing of God. It might not be the possible 
thing. To know God so intimately might only be something 
that occurred to you because you were caught up in the 
light with the Spirit of the Father who was coming back to 
Yeshua with the power to reveal to him how he was always 
the Son of God. I don’t know: but I want this holy mountain 
to make a way for me to receive all that the Spirit of Truth 
in Yeshua the Son of God can deliver to me.”

Jude looked on the man with utmost love mixed with 
helplessness. He had nothing to give Adel. It was a matter 
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purely between God and his human son.
“I shall fast and pray, withdrawing from the world until I 

penetrate the heavenly mind of God. The Spirit of Truth of 
the Son of God, will deliver me into all that the Father has 
for me, Yehudah,” Adel said. “This I now know of a 
certainty. Thank you, my brother. Thank you for being so 
honest and open to me about your own experiences of God. 
I just pray that God my Father will open up the heaven of 
heavens for me. I want to behold his own heart of hearts. I 
need to know that God has a purpose for men like me to be 
given the pure heart and allowed to know his heart of 
hearts and his perfect will. For women like Lila and Parisa, 
also: for they too are seeking God on the mountain. They 
are women of Enoch too. They have the violet blood.” 

They embraced. God in Jude merged with God in Adel 
and a great serenity permeated them both.

At length, Jude looked at him. There was something 
about Adel that was substantially changed. He was not the 
same man who had stepped out of thin air to greet Van and 
him when they first had arrived at their mountain 
hideaway years earlier. He had a great peace about him, a 
profound depth. It seemed that he was profoundly 
invigorated by the love of God’s light: but he wanted more.

“Surely,” said Jude, “God’s hand will give you all that 
you want for the rest of your days.” Then Jude was inspired 
to say something about his provision: 

“Tell me where you will stay on the mountain and I shall 
arrange to have food and water brought to you two times a 
week,” said Jude. Adel smiled.

“And Lila and Parisa, you say,” said Jude, his heart 
sinking at the thought of losing three such powerful 
witnesses of God’s glory—for this was before the day that 
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Tahmin and Nazani had departed for Urmia with their 
friends which quite broke his heart. “You have discussed 
this with them? They are older women are they not?”

“Yes, they are; and yes, we have spoken about this desire 
to know the secret heart of hearts of God.”

“And you will all live together?”
“No. Not at all. We cannot do that. We must live alone, 

each of us, as we have done for years already on the dagh 
of Koppeh.”

Jude called the two women to join them. 
“This is your plan, you mothers of Van and Radta: to find 

if the Paradise Father has a purpose on earth for a human 
being to know his almighty heart of hearts and thereby do 
his perfect will?”

“Oh yes,” said Lila. Adel is our father. He has been our 
guiding light for a decade. We truly believe in what God 
has for him; and we are drinking from that same spring.”

“I want what Enoch received,”Parisa said.
“When we reach the Paradise will for a human being, as 

Yeshua reached that . . .” said Lila.
“By the grace of God only, you understand?” interjected 

Parisa, her bright brown motherly eyes twinkling with 
sheer delight in the prospect. Jude nodded.

“I believe,” continued Lila, “that the Father will want us 
to help others to come to his grace also.”

Jude was astonished. “Are you telling me that you 
believe you can have a school of the prophets here on 
Mount Ararat for the training of people to live in the perfect 
presence of the Paradise Father?”

“It was so for your brother, the Lord Yeshua, was it not?”
“Well, yes it was, but he was the Son of God.”
“And God gave you the vision of the heaven of heavens 
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and many of its citizens, did he not?”
“Well, yes, but that was because of Yeshua and what God 

was bringing to Yeshua.”
“What if it was not?” said the pure hearted Parisa. “What 

if God was giving that to you, Yehudah?” 
“What if God meant it for you,” added Lila, “so that you 

could have the perfect Father Fusion of Yeshua?”
“So that I had a pathway to the perfect presence of the 

Father and his will?” asked Jude.
“Exactly!” said Parisa. “Like that.”
Jude was speechless. He had never thought himself 

worthy of God’s love in such direct and abundant grace.
Months later, after Jude himself had suffered the solitude 

of Mount Ararat in order to regain his focus when so many 
of his team deserted the mission, he visited Adel and the 
women where they were on the mountain.

They paused in their walk among the rocks.
“The stone shelters you have built for your tents are a 

very good idea,” Jude said. “One for you here, one for Lila 
over there, and one for Parisa higher up. Where is she? Oh 
yes, over there, I see her: so far away.”

“The shelters are sturdy. They have sheltered us from the 
sun and the wind and the rain,” said Adel.

“When the cold of autumn arrives soon, along with the 
food, we will provide you with fuel for your fires,” said 
Jude. When he looked at Adel he could discern a great 
peace about him that would surely remain with him for the 
rest of his days. It was good that he was on the mountain.

One year later, when they met again, Jude had 
evangelised all around the base of the mountain and 
through many of the villages hugging the lakes and rivers 
of what today are called Armenia and Eastern Turkey. The 
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missions had been good to Jude during the first year of his 
stay, for the season of the martyrs had not yet begun: the 
Kings thought nothing of the purely spiritual works of this 
small band of travelling brothers and sisters.

“How is your life,” Jude asked Adel.
“I have been taken into the Jerusalem heaven. I have 

been taken into the Eden heaven above it. I have been taken 
into the Salvation heaven above it. By God’s grace in the 
Son of God and in the Holy Spirit, I have even seen into the 
heavens above those heavens.”

“And what of the Father?” asked Jude.
“Indeed, I have been taken into the living presence of even 

the Paradise Father in all of his eternal and boundless love.”
“How is your life because of these things,” asked Jude.
“I live in the lightness of being, for my Father within 

gives me all things. 
“When I think of what it is that I am, I am mindful that 

all foul things, the rage and the lusts of my youth, come 
from within my own mind. 

“When I think of all the joys and beauty I behold, they 
come from within my own mind. 

“When I look for the root of my own mind so that I can 
be free of all my mortal desires and come to rest only in the 
Father and who we are together, I am become clear light. 

“In this clear light, I have the natural appetite to cease to 
want to do the things of the mortal life, and to cease to have 
the things of the mortal life and to cease to hold to myself 
the things of the mortal life. 

“Also, in this clear light of God, I do not crave the things 
of the heavenly life either as I once did. I am indeed free, 
Yehudah. I have no name. I have nothing that identifies me 
and separates me from others. I have no resting place. I am 
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literally free to be with my heavenly Father where ever we 
might be and in which ever part of the heaven of heavens 
or which ever part of creation we might find ourselves.”

Jude was mightily impressed. He sorely wanted the 
Father Fusion of Yeshua; and he saw in Adel this same light 
of God that he had seen in his brother that day when they 
stepped out of the water in the Jordan River.

“Tell me, Adel, what is it that you and the Father have in 
mind to do for others, now that you are in this fusion of 
wills that you sought from the mountain?” 

“When I think of what I am to do for myself and for 
others, I know with absolute certainty now that the Spirit of 
Truth of the Son of God will deliver me into all that the 
Father has for me, Yehudah. And, for that, I thank you, my 
brother, with my whole heart. It was you who delivered to 
me the teachings your own brother had shared with you 
about his own Father Fusion—the goal of any human life.”

“You once had a dream to help others by building a 
school of the prophets unto the Father Fusion of Yeshua. Is 
this still in your destiny?”

“Indeed. As God wills it, Yehudah,” Adel replied.
“Will you work with Parisa and Lila at your side?”
“Like beloved Enoch,” Adel said, “as God wills it.”
“You are so much of the clear light of God, Adel, and the 

sisters also, I think it is not long before I shall be wearing 
your red woolen cloak.”

Adel smiled broad and toothy: “And theirs too my little 
brother: and theirs too.” He kissed Jude on both cheeks.
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Chapter Sixty-Three
SAINT MATTHEW 25:34

Heavenly Winds Are Stirring.

“Come, you who are blessed by my Father, inherit the 
kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world.”

hen Jude came to leave Urartù all was not well in  
the lands of the Armenians. Still, he had done 
extraordinary works, having already established 

small groups of believers dotted over a hundred mile 
circumference around the base of Mount Ararat. The 
momentum was rolling. Every day, his original small group 
preached and taught, prayed and baptised. They had no 
sense of the development of the church in Jerusalem and 
Damascus and Antioch. This was a ministry along the Silk 
Road, among Bedouin and travellers, among shepherds and 
farmers, among drifters and fortune hunters. 

With Adel, Lila and Parisa living the life of hermits on 
the mountain, Jude had organised his remaining twelve 
into four groups of three. Levon and his wife Parsi and 
their son, Delshad, lived all the time in tents beside the 
River Azat at Artashat and regularly supervised the supply 
to the hermits which was carried by baptised believers. 
Navid, Omid and their sister Ehsan went around the lakes 
and rivers of the northwest. Koroush went with a brother 
and sister from Urmia, Delshad and Karun, around the 
lakes and rivers of the southeast. To the towns around the 
southwestern foot of Mount Ararat went Babar, Ashtad and 
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from Urmia, and soon to become Ashtad’s wife and the 
mother of their firstborn, Aghavni. From the beginning, 
they were inundated with baptised believers who wanted 
to accompany them on their mission journeys. So it was 
then when either of these three core groups arrived 
somewhere, their number would have swollen to at least as 
many as fifty or one hundred.

Coming sometimes from hundreds of miles away, some 
of the more mature contemplatives among the Armenians 
found out about Adel, Lila and Parisa and made their way 
through the rocks up Mount Ararat to their small but 
growing settlement. So it was that, by the time Jude 
returned to the mountain with his twins, Joseph and 
Rebecca, several years later, he found that the three had 
become founders of a clear light land of the Father for 
people to live and have their rest in God. By the Spirit of 
Truth of Yeshua the Son of God, Father Fusion Candidates 
were being made by grace through faith. 

Now, there was a certain rigidity in the minds of those 
who had been in contact with Peter and Paul. Christianity 
was developing hard and fast rules to it. The more the 
people talked about Yeshua and his life and resurrection 
and the less they practiced the Father Fusion of Yeshua by 
means of the Spirit of Truth, both being the common 
property of all people because of the presence of the 
indwelling Spirit of the Father, the more Christianity took 
root in the hearts and minds of people. Christianity now 
being property, the institution easily induced battle, the very 
thing Jesus had laboured to avoid in his efforts to secure in 
the spirits and minds of individuals their own personal 
relationship with the Father with no reference to an 
institutionalised religion at all.
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The story about the life of Christ had become a religion; 
and religions divide to conquer. That hardness of heart and 
the fight against those who didn’t believe the same ideas in 
the same way, well meaning as it was, turned human hearts 
and challenged the authority of the Emperor in the West 
and the local Kings in the East. On the day that the 
beautiful Levon and Parsi from Van’s community were 
stoned to death by an angry mob led by agitating Jews in 
Artashat and their bodies dumped unceremoniously into 
the River Azat, Jude knew that the season of the martyrs 
had now reached Armenia. The Father Fusion of Jesus was, 
for a season at least, to be submerged as a dead thing. He 
went to the mountain to speak to the hermits. Looking at 
them, he knew he was in the presence of God.

“You have found the root of God that every man should 
know,” Jude said to Adel.

“This I attribute to the glory that has always been man’s, 
and was snatched away from us when Adam and Eve failed 
to live and pour out the full measure of the Father’s supply 
for his human children all over the earth,” said Adel.

“We need to preserve this,” said Jude.
“Preserve?” asked Adel.
“The season of the martyrs is upon us. Yesterday, Levon 

and Parsi were stoned to death for their faith in Yeshua’s 
Father Fusion. Enemies are now all around us. Soon, they 
will want the death of all of us. I saw how the people took 
delight in the killing of James Zebedee in Jerusalem; and 
how they sought to kill Lazarus whom Yeshua raised from 
the dead. They killed my wife and three of my own 
children. I know the hatred of men, Adel.”

Adel was surprised and astonished that anyone would treat 
another in such a way, merely over beliefs. He was mortified 
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to learn that Jude’s family had been bitten to the heart.
“The pure heart of Yeshua and his Father Fusion is not 

the message being spoken of by the people to those who are 
strangers to the gospel,” said Jude. “Their message incites 
conflicts at a mental level. At an emotional level tribe 
begins to war against tribe, people against people. The fires 
of their rage are lit. The Father Fusion of Yeshua is natural 
to all people but when the religious experience of Yeshua is 
forgotten and the religion about Yeshua is forced on people 
it casts oil on a burning house. 

“Adel, I urge you to bring Lila and Parisa with you. 
Some of my followers are staying but I have called the 
greater number of our group to come with me and leave 
these lands. You must tell your followers here on the 
mountain. They are no longer safe.

“I have even spoken to those missionaries who have 
come up from Damascus and Jerusalem. They are causing 
trouble with their message of Christianity. Soon the people 
will riot for fear that a new law has come upon them, 
especially the Jews. 

“We have sown the seed, Adel: I among the people and 
you among the contemplatives. We now must leave it in the 
hands of Yeshua the Son of God and go elsewhere to 
continue to sow our seed. We have shown enough people 
the pure heart of Yeshua’s Father Fusion: it is for God to 
deal with the religion that people falsely make out of him 
and his life. Your life on the mountain has finished, my 
brother.”

“Where will you go?” asked Adel.
“I will go south with my twins to Van and on to Urmia 

with those who are mine to take. Perhaps I will go back to 
the hidden place of Van in the dagh of the Koppeh where 
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you and I first met.”
A great power came upon Adel. Jude knew that the full 

might of the man’s Father Fusion was upon him, like unto 
Jesus in the River jordan on the day of his baptism. Then he 
spoke: “Take all those who are mine to Van in the dagh of 
Koppeh. They will find welcome there. Gather all who are 
yours and lead them to safety in the South. Some might 
come to you asking to go on to the Koppeh. Enter into the 
Father within you to discern who is suited to that life.” 
Then he looked at Jude with such an outpouring of love 
that Jude felt like a little baby in his father’s arms. 
“Yehudah. It is my time. Spend the day with those who are 
yours. Instruct them to leave Artashat tomorrow. I see 
ahead a great storm of turbulence and death that will not 
stop until a mighty King turns to Yeshua’s faith. You and 
your generation will be gone before this King is born. For 
now, though, meet me on the mountain tomorrow here on 
the northern side. If you want my woolen cloak you must 
accompany the sisters and I to a place higher up and more 
discreet. Our God has shown it to me.”

“Are you going, Adel?” Jude asked. Tears were forming 
in his eyes.

“I am going. I told you that my heavenly Father was 
bringing me to the Mother Breast to take me as he took 
Enoch and Noah.”

“But your community, Adel. In just a few short years, 
you and the sisters have built a solid training field for 
Father Fusion Candidates. I have spoken with some of the 
men and women. They are magnificent. You have poured 
into them the line of Enoch the Violet. The root of Adam 
and Eve is unbroken. The Tree of Life lives on in the earth.”

“Take them to the dagh of Koppeh. They will grow into 
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the fullness there. As for the Tree of Life, Yehudah,” Adel 
smiled, “you romanticise too much young son. “That tree 
fed the first generation from heaven. Then Van took it to the 
Koppeh and lived off it. From there he planted it in Eden 
for Adam and Eve. They and their children fed from it until 
they fled the garden. It was lost to the barbarians who 
swarmed over the garden. The angel left it and within a few 
years it was burned to the ground. To feast from the fruit of 
the Tree of Life today is to feast on the wisdom and love of 
the Spirit of the Father within us all. In that way, we 
partake not of the physical immortality of Adam and Eve 
and their children but the immortality of truth that comes 
to us from the Paradise of God.”

His words were pure nectar from the Gods to Jude. He 
loved with all his heart the links to the most ancient sources 
of life and truth and love. It gave his life meaning and 
purpose that flew him like an eagle far above all that he 
beheld in the earth. In that way, the angels of the past fed 
him directly from the roots of historic truth: the 
foundations of faith and Father Fusion in Paradise.

“Heavenly winds are stirring. For now, young son, join 
me on the mountain tomorrow but today go. Tend to your 
flock. Arrange to meet them in Van or in Urmia, whatever 
you choose. When you come tomorrow, bring nothing with 
you.” Then he looked at Jude and added: “I am being richly 
blessed by my Father and your Father. I will soon inherit 
the kingdom that has been prepared from the foundation of 
the world. It is for me and for you and for all who will 
receive it. Now is my time and I would have you near at 
hand so that your faith is strengthened. After I have gone, 
Lila and Parisa also, find Yohanan, the one whom Yeshua 
trusted the most. Share your faith with him. Tell him of the 
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fullness of the fruit of the Father Fusion of Yeshua and how 
it is the same fruit that Enoch tasted on his last day. Tell 
him that it is the fruit of the conqueror, the one who does 
the will of the Father within to overcome the world.”

Jude agreed. From memory he thought that he and John 
Zebedee had always gotten on well.

“If you like, return to the Koppeh community. They are 
your family. Yeshua the Son of God will reveal to you how 
your life of solitude among the archangels will serve and 
prosper the world’s Father Fusion. You are not leaving the 
world behind as a forgotten thing: you are positioning 
yourself so as to better serve those who contact the world 
with your influence. Enoch is your tradition. You are a part 
of the history of all the Father Fusions of the earth, from the 
first to the last. That is the greatest honour and the best use 
for any human life. At the Koppeh community, Jude, you 
can live out your Father Fusion in safety among friends and 
come and go as you please.”
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Chapter Sixty-Four
REVELATION OF JOHN 3:5

Before His Angels.

The one who conquers will be clothed thus in white garments, 
and I will never blot his name out of the book of life. I will 
confess his name before my Father and before his angels.

hen the group in service on the earth called the 
Angels of the Past saw the arrival on the earth of 
the company of those who powerfully manipulate 

the energies of the earth and the human soul for the sake of 
manifesting the Father Fusion transference of a live human 
directly to the designated arrival platform on the heavenly 
Jerusalem’s Sea of Glass at Jerusem, they immediately held 
council with the group in service on the earth called the 
Angels of Progress. They had been given some rudimentary 
instruction about this situation concerning an increased 
number of Father Fusions, but now the reality was 
suddenly at their gate. 

There was an urgent need to fathom how Father Fusion 
experiences like that of Enoch and Elijah would change the 
ways these two juxtaposed groups interacted. This was 
going to be the first Father Fusion since Pentecost released 
the Spirits of the Father and the Spirit of Truth with its Holy 
Spirit power. Would there be a flood of such Father 
Fusions? Should the philosophy of Father Fusion be made 
the public property of all? Should the old religions 
disappear and a wholly new religion with Father Fusion at 
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its heart be made known and idealised to all the nations? 
Should the Saints and the very nature of God be retranslated 
so as to highlight the Father Fusion aspects of their 
essential nature, inner motives and long term goals? 

Many of the ideals of the past were shrouded in darkness 
and defeat and it had only really been since the arrival of 
Melchizedek, two thousand years earlier, that the angels of 
the past had any values to speak of to harness for use in the 
modern world. For this reason they had allowed the writing 
of the Hebrew Bible to begin with the coming of Adam and 
Eve and a condensed time frame between Adam and 
Abraham: there was so little value that survived the 
destruction of their second community more than thirty-
five thousand years before the Hebrew scribes constructed 
the Book of the beginnings, Genesis. 

Even the few communities in the world like that of the 
Kopet Dagh were kept in the strictest secrecy, intensely 
guarded over by the angels of the past so that no word of 
their very existence ever became common knowledge lest 
they be destroyed by barbarians who had no respect for 
things divine or things of heritage or things of ultimate 
value to the world in the generations to come. 

“Our primary question,” both groups of angels brought 
to the one who had been made Governor General since 
Pentecost, an ancient midway person designated 1-2-3 the 
first who had more than two hundred thousand years of life 
experience on earth, “is how this impending Father Fusion 
is to be translated into everyday faith across the planet.”

“I know that you both have quite differing perspectives 
on very similar tasks concerning the Father Fusion progress 
in the world,” replied 1-2-3 the first, “however, my advice 
at present is that this forthcoming Father Fusion and all 
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succeeding Father Fusion events are to be kept under the 
existing regime of anonymity until the general level of faith 
across the planet shall come to be able to accept this kind of 
a goal of consummate perfection faith.”

The Angels of Progress, unlike the Angels of the Past, saw 
the arrival of the Father Fusion team as the hope for a 
glorious future. There was considerable uncertainty about 
how to provide ministerially for humanity: what ideas to 
promote, what liaisons to foster, which ideals although 
intellectually inaccurate, like ideas about reincarnation or 
eternal damnation in agonising fires, to keep alive and 
which to let fade away in the minds of people, yet the 
Angels of Progress were hoping for an open display of God’s 
power that might the better add intellectual understanding 
to the great paucity of theology in the religions and 
philosophies of the world. “Without such a revealed 
demonstration of the power of God in the life of a human 
being, the world languishes in the remnants of the long 
winter darkness of its past with its almost total lack of 
understanding about humanity’s real purpose of life.”

“I realise the needs, ambitions and the objections of both 
groups,” continued 1-2-3 the first, “but please agree with 
me to let us first discover what the fundamental impact of 
Pentecost is until we release such advanced light and life 
upon the world.”

“This will mean that the world’s religions will still 
contend with each other for truth and power, economic 
priority and the enslavement of the weaker and more 
vulnerable peoples,” said Fin speaking for the Angels of 
Progress. “In a sense, nothing will have changed.”

“None of us have ever seen the impact of the Spirit of 
Truth before. Agreed?” said 1-2-3 the first. They all agreed. 
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“We therefore have no alternative, at this stage, but to let 
the Spirit of Truth find its own route in the hearts of 
humanity. The impact of the Spirit of Truth in people will 
provide us with the way forward. It will determine how the 
Angels of the Past will provide the glue for the world to fall 
back on tried and tested values, and how the Angels of 
Progress will advance the highest ideals and desires of the 
best thinkers and the most adventurous people in the 
world. I imagine that the future will be most extraordinary 
with a great many new developments at all levels of life on 
earth for many generations to come. 

“I recommend that we allow one thousand years for the 
development of the Spirit of Truth in the minds of human 
beings and the spread of the ideals of the life and teachings 
of Yeshua of Nazareth and then we review the situation. If 
we mutually agree at that time that societies on all 
continents can sustain the revelation of Father Fusion then 
we will take all the appropriate measures to make it 
publicly known. If, however, we mutually agree that the 
societies of the world are too variegated, disparate, 
unequally matured and that there are too many primitive 
societies still actively isolated in the world, then let us all 
agree to retard presenting a revelation of Father Fusion to the 
world in preference for promoting programs that integrate 
societies and strong philosophies and religious ideals.

“There will always be considerable conflict between 
disparate nations and cultures. Our revelation of Father 
Fusion, even the Father Fusion of Yeshua, will not prevent 
the lower societies from warring against the higher ones, 
and vice versa, and among themselves. Life on earth is 
extremely primitive still. Let us all agree that what we have 
learned from the communities like Kopet Dagh is that a 
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completely stable environment is required for the 
development of Father Fusion Candidates. Yeshua was 
provided that. These three on Ararat have been provided 
that. Others whom you have observed among the Blue and 
White peoples of the North, the Yellow peoples and the Red 
peoples of the East have all prospered and developed 
Father Fusion Candidates only in the stable environment of 
seclusion from the world’s great conflicts. Let us therefore 
all agree to review our progress in stimulating more stable 
communities worldwide and in one thousand years, if we 
are pleased with our progress, we will evaluate how much 
of the Father Fusion plans we will reveal to the world or 
else we will adjust our stabilisation programs and 
reevaluate the matter in two thousand years from now. For 
now, though, let us all agree to promote the spread of the 
ideals of Yeshua’s life and teachings and actively support 
the spread of the impact of the Spirit of Truth.” 

In full agreement, all eyes immediately turned to the 
works of the apostles and those working specifically for the 
furtherance of Yeshua’s Father Fusion ideals in the earth. 
From them would come the evidence of how the old values 
were supporting Yeshua’s mission and how new light and 
fresh developments would arise and dictate the nature of 
the provisions to humanity given by both groups of angels. 

+
“How should we direct the lives of those men and women 

who are most suited to becoming members of the twenty-
four-counselors that the Son of God has established since his 
return On High?” asked Bes, for the Angels of Progress.

“Direct all Father Fusion Candidates to that role in 
heaven’s Jerusem and leave it to those who direct the 
Father Fusion graduates on Jerusem to choose the most 
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suitable applicants,” replied 1-2-3 the first. “Are you also 
asking about these current humans at Mount Ararat, Bes?”

“I am; and in particular their community in the Kopet 
Dagh Mountains. It is one of the secret communities with 
an age old pedigree. I am pondering the work of directing 
more people to it who would be fitting for the counsel of 
twenty-four once they leave the earth.”

“I suspect that all three would be ideal for the Council,” 
replied 1-2-3 the first. “They meet all the criteria, in 
particular how they embody the line from Adam and Eve 
through Enoch to Yeshua’s incarnation. However, we know 
that their designation to the thousand years of duty on the 
council of twenty-four is out of our hands.” Then he added: 
“Remember that at any time, each group of angelic servers 
on the earth is fully entitled to appeal all my decisions. 
Those of the Most High will always give us the Son’s most 
fitting course of action to follow when we cannot agree 
among ourselves.”

This conversation with the governor general, 1-2-3 the 
first, the chief of archangels serving on the earth, the chief 
of angels serving on the earth, the Most High observer, the 
chief of the carriers of the life gene, invited guests from 
among the higher heavens and of course representatives of 
all twelve groups of seraphim functioning as the immediate 
superhuman directors of the world’s progress and stability 
echoed across all the groups of angels then on the earth. 
They subsequently each adapted the insights of 1-2-3 the 
first to their own purposes. 

The angels of the present generation, the Angels of the 
Epoch, related to the Father Fusion of Adel, Lila and Parisa 
differently from how the Angels of the Past, with their accent 
on religious guardianship, or the Angels of Progress, with 
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their accent on science and technological development, 
viewed it. So too, the angels of nine other equally important 
groups, as well as those teams who specialised in keeping 
the world from complete disaster, looked upon these 
impending Father Fusions with considerable interest. What 
was about to occur to Adel, Lila and Parisa was what 
should have happened to Jesus that day in the river with 
John the Baptist, were it not for the decision on the part of 
the Son of God to remain on the earth to complete the 
Father’s bidding as a fully Father Fused human being—
perfect as the heavenly Father is perfect.

Not only did the Father Fusion of three human beings, 
the first since Pentecost, change the way the administrating 
and ministerial staff on the planet conducted their business, 
there were other ramifications. An additional feature of 
interest, for example, concerned those who were fostered 
and developed as a special group of humans, each mostly 
unknown to the other, called the Reserve Corps of Destiny. 
Adel and Parisa, along with Van and four other members of 
this community at the dagh of Koppeh were in this select 
group. Many people were positioned to be counted one day 
among their number but all of the members of the Reserve 
Corps of Destiny were Father Fusion Candidates. Whether or 
not they would one day actually consummate their Father 
Fusion on the earth and be taken alive to Jerusem’s Sea of 
Glass as would be Adel, Lila and Parisa, or the Father Fusion 
was consummated at death, or it was consummated during 
life in heaven’s seventh level of perfecting Mansions was 
irrelevant. Interesting to several of the groups of angels was 
that Lila was about to be Father Fused on the earth and yet 
she was not a member of any of these twelve angelic groups 
who each fostered an arm of the Reserve Corps of Destiny. 
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The criteria for being a member of this small group  
numbering barely one thousand men and women whose 
minds collectively embody a vast storehouse of knowledge 
of life on earth that should never be lost to the world, is 
that they volunteer to serve the Son of God’s heavenly 
administration on the earth. They are always ministers of 
mercy and wisdom to the people of their generation, acting 
as protectors of the world’s destiny whilst still carrying on 
very normal lives often without much knowledge of the 
profound significance of their contribution to life on earth. 
It is never a job to be sought after, it simply eventuates 
when individuals begin to love looking after their world. 

Of the one thousand, less than one or two would have 
any conscious contact with the angelic group to which he or 
she is attached. Adel was attached to the Angels of 
Enlightenment: dedicated to the fostering of planetary 
education. This group was occupied with mental and moral 
training as it concerns individuals, families, groups, 
schools, communities, nations, and whole races. On this 
basis, Adel’s contribution to the Koppeh community was 
profound if not a major lynch pin. He would be sorely 
missed but a suitable replacement in a man by the name of 
Diradour had arrived into Adel’s Ararat community of 
contemplatives within the first few months of its 
establishment. Within months after Adel’s Father Fusion, 
Diradour passed through the cave and was welcomed by 
Van into the community, much to the delight of the Angels of 
Enlightenment. Like Van, who was attached to the Angels of 
the Races, hence his embodiment of so much of the line of 
Adam and Eve through Enoch, Diradour had long sensed a 
living connection and exchange of communication with 
some of the angelic team who had eagerly helped to steer 
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his life course and maximise his potentials.
Parisa was attached to the Angels of Health. Whatever 

might have been the medical needs of the Koppeh 
community, doctor Parisa met them. Her passion for 
medicine was equaled only by her love of God. As she 
matured, she saw God’s perfect handiwork in nature, the 
seasons, all flora and fauna and in the relationship between 
the Spirit of the Father, the human patient and the patient’s 
physical surroundings. Now at the age of sixty-six, she was 
ready to go on to her heavenly reward but she was a mine 
of medical knowledge and expertise that would not be lost 
to the world because of her links to the Angels of Health. 

The Angels of Health had nurtured Hasmig as Parisa’s 
replacement in the Koppeh community. An Armenian with 
the violet blood, Hasmig arrived at Mount Ararat from 
Western Turkey and immediately bonded well with Parisa 
like a daughter to her mother, so great was their affinity 
and love for each other. Hasmig was aged thirty-three, 
widowed, childless and travelled with her sister, Kami, 
aged twenty-five and her older brother, Saro, aged thirty-
four, both of whom preferred to remain in Urmia when the 
camp on Ararat was hastily dissolved. All three of them had 
studied the medicinal fields passed on to them from both 
their mother and father before their untimely deaths. It was 
Hasmig, however, who alone demonstrated a passion to 
serve heaven’s ministers on the earth. The Angels of Health 
were keen to cultivate her in the privacy of the Koppeh 
community. Over the following months of her arrival onto 
Mother Breast Ararat, in cooperation with the Spirit of the 
Father in each woman, the necessary angelic and midway 
liaisons were brought into play. The entirety of Parisa’s 
medical mind was translated to Hasmig and quickly 
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augmented her intuited knowledge of medicine as well as 
her contact with some of the members of the Angels of Health 
itself. This upliftment vastly increased Hasmig’s sense of 
purpose and opened the healing and wholeness principles 
of the Father Fusion of Jesus to her patients’ well being 
with remarkable success. 

By the time Adel, Lila and Parisa had been fully prepared 
for their individual Father Fusion experiences, which 
would occur over a period of four days, the Angels of Health 
and the Angels of Enlightenment were very pleased with their 
completed preparations. The transference of vital 
information had been successfully made between Adel and 
Diradour and between Parisa and Hasmig. Their guardian 
seraphim had plans prepared to bring the two into Van’s 
community where it was anticipated they would happily 
spend the remainder of their lives. 

+
All twelve groups of these special angels of the earth’s 

progress and stability were taken by surprise, however. 
Seemingly unannounced and bearing credentials of 
authority from the Paradise Father conveyed through 
Yeshua the Son of God, thus outranking all who were on 
the planet at the time with the exception of the personalised 
Spirit of the Father of Yeshua’s experience, there arrived on 
the earth an extraordinary being who was on a mission 
never before seen on the earth. More surprising was that 
her mission concerned Lila, the woman almost universally 
considered by everyone who knew her to be the most 
insignificant of all—the one deemed unsuited for the Reserve 
Corps of Destiny; she who had felt all her life like the stone 
that the builders rejected; that one hermit to whom not a 
single student gravitated; the woman seeming to have no 
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name and no identifiable features that could make her 
stand out. The sudden arrival of this visiting divine 
feminine personage, robust with the light and the love not 
just of heaven or of the heaven of heavens but of Paradise 
inclusive of the heaven of heavens, was exclusively on her 
behalf. 

The first question on every angel’s lips was, “Is Lila 
expecting this?” All eyes turned to her two guardian 
seraphim. What had the Spirit of the Father within Lila 
been preparing that none had noticed? Did her own angels 
have any forewarning concerning this one’s arrival from 
Paradise? Why, actually, was she here, with such authority 
that she could come and go, breeze in an out at her leisure, 
be practically unnoticed and carrying no accountability to 
anyone of lower title than the Paradise Father—and full of 
the traces of a human being to boot? It was remarkable.

“I have seen this kind before,” said Fip, one of the Angelic 
Care to the Angels. She is One Without Name And Number. We 
owe her perfect allegiance, as to the Father: but from my 
previous experience with this kind she will have nothing to 
do with us. I consulted an archangel who simply cited me 
something from the earth’s word of God to the prophets: 

‘I create new heavens and a new earth, and the former 
things shall not be remembered or come into mind.’ 
However I have no idea as to the content of her mission 
with Lila.”
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Chapter Sixty-Five
HEBREWS 11:5

The Father Fusion Of Adel, Lila and Parisa.

By faith Enoch was taken up so that he should not see 
death, and he was not found, because God had taken him. 
Now before he was taken he was commended as having 
pleased God.

wo days after the stoning of Levon and Parsi, 
Jude’s followers began to discretely leave Artashat 
for the township of Van via the South road. Jude 

had wanted to entrust the twins, now in their late teens, to 
the care of his faithful friends but the Spirit of the Father 
within Rebecca prompted her to say, “Abba, something 
wonderful is going to happen on the mountain. We want to 
stay with you and see what it is.” No one had mentioned a 
word about the likely Father Fusion of Adel, Lila and 
Parisa. 

“God has given you this word, hasn’t he?” Jude asked 
his children. They nodded, excitedly. “Very well then: but 
stay close by my side and do only what I tell you to do. You 
know there has been trouble in Artashat and that we might 
suddenly be in danger and have to flee. Be alert.” Again, 
the two nodded in agreement. “Carry nothing with you,” 
Jude added, “except some prepared food and warm 
clothing. We will go south from the Mountain.”

It was almost noon when they met with Adel on Mount 
Ararat. Jude knew almost nothing of what was in store, or 
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whether God would do anything for Adel and the sisters at 
all. As far as he could understand the situation, his first 
priority was to help the three hermits and their small clutch 
of a dozen contemplatives to slip away unseen. Two hours 
later chilling rains came. The mists descended the mountain 
and quickly they were hidden from view.

“God has sent us the opportunity,” Jude said. Adel, Lila, 
Parisa, gather which ever followers have agreed to come 
with you and let us all flee this place.”

“I have no followers,” said Lila softly. 
Jude had no idea what to make of that statement. He had 

always admired Lila, along with Adel and Parisa, for their 
unified and complete personalities. She seemed to have it 
all. Yet, his children had said, “She’s weird.” True, Jude had 
to adjust to her unfathomable depth, inexhaustible humility 
and her complete other worldness, but she was probably 
more sane than any of the others. In the early days he had 
thought that the Koppeh community might be glad to see 
the last of Lila but over time he came to find her to be one 
of the more remarkable people he had ever met. If she had 
no followers perhaps it was because God wanted her all to 
himself. He turned to Adel, “Lead on. You said that you 
know the way.”

+
By night fall, Jude, the twins, Adel, Lila, Parisa and eight 

contemplatives were sufficiently far enough on the easterly 
face of the mountain to be out of sight of anyone who might 
hunt them from Artashat. At Adel’s call they stopped and 
shared what little food they had before spending a damp and 
bleak night among the rocks around half way up the slope of 
Mother Breast in full view of Little Mother Breast. 

It was just beginning light when Adel was awoken by the 
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Spirit of the Father customarily in him. He was far away still, 
returning from Paradise where he had gained the approval 
for Adel’s Father Fusion from the Chief of his kind, but he 
spoke to Adel saying, “Rise. Come apart. It is time.”

Gently, the tall saint stooped over each person, giving 
them a gentle shake to wake them. 

“It is my time, Yehudah. I am going apart from you.”
“It is my time, Lila. Rise and watch.”
“Parisa. It is my time. Come and see.”
And so he went to each of his followers too. Within a few 

minutes everyone was up, the first golden rays of the sun 
were starting to kiss the slopes of Little Mother Breast and 
not a cloud was in the sky in the first light of morning.

Adel had no sooner said the words, “My Father will be 
here before long,” that the atmosphere all around them 
became electric with intensity. A wind rose all about them 
and was soon roaring like a hurricane. Joseph and Rebecca 
clung onto Jude for fear but he consoled them saying, 
“Children! Children. Have no fear. It is the Lord. Look 
around you. The mighty wind is here but nothing is 
moving. Look, all is still. We are hearing the wind in our 
spirit, but it is not in the air.” This was a great comfort to 
the twins, and to the others as well, for some had feared 
that the wind would sweep them all off the face of Ararat 
and have them dashed on the rocks below.

The noise continued for ten more minutes. The roar was 
deafening but as they became accustomed to it they 
realised, like Jude, that it was heavenly power and that they 
were feeling it because of what God had planned for Adel. 

Adel stood alone, twenty yards away from the seventeen 
who were scattered in four small groups. He looked serene. 
He was feeling angels come about him, harnessing him as 
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though wrapping him in divine cords. He had no desire to 
move and, with the power of the Holy Spirit that had come 
upon him, he felt like a pillar of stone that was unable to 
move, even if he had desired so to do.

“Is it your time too?” asked Parisa as she looked at Lila.
“No, dear sister. There is one who has come to the world 

on my behalf and I must do something with her before my 
time comes.”

Parisa looked at her with such love. “Someone from 
heaven?”

“Someone from heaven, yes.”
“What must you two do together?”
“I don’t know how to describe it, darling Parisa. My 

heavenly Father has told me something of it but I am not 
wholly clear.”

“Is he with you now?”
“No. He is in Paradise, he left today. As is the Spirit of 

the Father in you. They are both completing what must be 
done for our Father Fusions to occur. At least, that is where 
my Father is, of that I am sure.”

“And this one from heaven: what did your Father say 
concerning him?” Parisa asked.

“Yeshua the Son of God has opened on the earth a 
pathway for the Paradise destiny of the Father Fused. Such 
pathways are threefold in nature. Adel has the destiny of 
one who becomes full of the knowledge of how all the 
heavens function. You have a destiny of one who becomes 
full of the justice within all the heavens. I have a destiny 
that is lost in the Paradise Father himself. My destiny will 
involve being a help where the Father’s spirituality needs 
representation. Your destiny concerns bringing the Father 
and the Son and the Holy Spirit to situations of justice in 
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which the human perspective is required. Adel’s destiny will 
always involve the management of heavenly systems from a 
human perspective. This is what my Father told me about.”

Parisa was almost speechless. She had never heard Lila 
speak of such large matters, or in such erudite ways. She had 
always thought her somewhat simple, shy, retiring and even 
unlearned. She had even thought her prideful to think that 
she might be one of the Father Fused: but she was wrong.

“Lila, who is this one who has come from heaven for you?”
“My heavenly Father only called her …”
“Her? This one from heaven is a woman?” asked Parisa, 

so surprised.
“Apparently so.” She smiled meekly.
“Go on, what did God say to you?”
My heavenly Father called her one of the Lords of the 

Heavens, a perfectly completed human being: one who is 
final and complete, fully God and fully human. He 
mentioned that she is older than Mount Masis.”

Parisa was utterly speechless.
The hurricane’s roar soon stopped. The atmosphere 

became bathed in the peace of God.
“Oh my,” said Parisa. “Darling Lila. I am called away.” 

She hugged Lila, tears in her eyes. Then she looked at Adel. 
He was standing still, looking like a god, and it seemed that 
all of Mount Ararat was pouring up through his feet and 
out the top of his head. He and the holy mountain were 
one, and still the morning sun was rising in the East 
bringing light and warmth to all their faces. 

Parisa, ever the mother, came quickly to Joseph and 
Rebecca, hugging them and kissing their faces. “Today, my 
beloved, I will be in heaven’s Jerusalem, standing on the 
crystal Sea of Glass that I have told you about over the 
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years. Never forget me; and your faith will bring you into 
perfection, even as your uncle Yeshua, the Lord and Son of 
God, is perfect.” She stood and hugged Jude. Looking at 
him eyeball to eyeball she said, “You will live your days in 
the Koppeh. Kiss my family for me and remember the 
blessings that we have been to each other.”

Jude said nothing. The power of God was so strong on 
them all that, with his whole body on fire with love, he 
could only silently agree, bringing her hands to his lips, 
and beckoning her to go apart to wherever the Spirit of the 
Father was calling her to be.

Suddenly, even while Parisa was finding her way among 
the rocks to the place where she felt instructed by the 
Father to stand, some forty yards away from Adel, the 
morning sky seemed to be ablaze with fire. It took everyone 
by surprise and no one could tell whether the sky was 
really on fire or if they were simply beholding God’s glory 
with the eyes of their spirit.

Then he appeared. Jude had an arm around the 
shoulders of both his children. “Do you see him? Do you 
see him?”

“I do! There’s God!” shouted Joseph who began jumping 
up and down for joy. “All you inhabitants of the world, you 
who dwell on the earth, when a signal is raised on the 
mountains, look! When a trumpet is blown, hear!” He could 
not contain himself for an ecstasy of joy.

“Rebecca, do you see him?” She had fallen to her knees 
in a rapture of joy, her serene face was aglow with a light 
divine and her eyes were fixed on the Spirit of the Father as 
he gently descended out of the vast thin air above them all.

“The chariot of fire,” one of the Armenians cried out. 
“This is the purpose that is purposed concerning the whole 
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earth, and this is the hand that is stretched out over all the 
nations.”

“The whirlwind that will take you to heaven, blessed 
Adel,” another cried out. “Sing for joy, O heavens, and 
exult, O earth; break forth, O mountains, into singing!”

Adel was looking straight into the face of the Spirit of the 
Father who was ablaze in heavenly glory. 

Jude looked upon him and he saw exactly what the Spirit 
of the Father looked like when he returned to Yeshua in the 
baptismal waters: God coming for his son. “You are God!” 
he cried out at the top of his voice. “You are holy. You are 
God!” He had no idea what to say by way of praises to 
God. He was part terrified and partly so jubilant that he felt 
like he could flap his arms and fly off Mount Ararat like an 
eagle. “Holy Lord. Holy God. You who were and are and 
ever shall be, all the earth sings your praises. Holy. Holy. 
Holy Lord. You have parted the heavens and come down: 
the mountains quake at your presence!”

The whole group onlooking were shouting praises. It 
was an extraordinary sight to behold. Then the whirlwind 
around Adel intensified. The Spirit of the Father was all 
around him and in him and all through him. Father and son 
were one light, both human and divine. The team of power 
manipulators who had caused such alarm among the angels 
just the day before meticulously drew that human flesh into 
the Father’s perfect grip and then a great stillness fell upon 
everyone present. The whirlwind they were making roared. 
The Father blazed in fiery reds and pinks that only Paradise 
could have made. Adel seemed more relaxed than he had 
ever been, as though untouched by all the goings on. The 
Mountain seemed to bend its knee and the whole earth lay 
at rest in adoration of the Pantocrator Himself. 
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In an instant, the Spirit of the Father in Adel parted the 
sky above them and the seventeen looked straight into 
heaven’s Jerusalem.

“The Sea of Glass,” an Armenian shouted, his faith never 
having ever reached such a peak in all his life.

Jude glanced over at Lila. She was sitting calmly on a 
large flat rock, looking on it all like some innocent 
bystander who had seen it many times before. He was 
astonished at her poise. He quickly looked at Parisa. She 
was all aglow, as if Paradise was lighting her up also. She 
returned his gaze, smiled and then looked upon Adel.

The last thing that everyone felt was a sweeping arm of 
love that came out from the Spirit of the Father in Adel. Not 
a word from him, just his impeccable love that assured 
them of the Paradise Father’s ever present watch care over 
their lives and their destinies. Then, he moved. 

Right before their eyes, in the midst of the roaring wind 
and his blazing glory, the Spirit of the Father lifted Adel off 
the ground quickly to a height of some thirty feet. He 
paused. Jude remembered their words of promise and 
quickly scampered closer to the airborne Father and Adel, 
looking up with his arms outstretched.

“My red woolen cloak, brother Jude. Your double 
portion.” The garment fell from Adel’s hands into the 
waiting arms below. Adel silently waved his farewell, 
especially to the two sisters, Lila and Parisa, and then he 
tilted his head backward to look upward toward his 
destination, Jerusem. 

Slowly, the Father began the journey to heaven’s Sea of 
Glass. To those on the ground, though, it seemed as though 
in an instant he simply disappeared. He was absorbed in 
the fiery presence of the Spirit of the Father and then the 
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two of them simply became clear light, vanishing in thin 
air. The cyclonic wind came to nothing. Within minutes the 
earth was again the earth, the sky was the normal sky and 
the day was breaking over the Armenian lands of Urartù. 
Lila and Parisa along with Jude and all the others were still 
highly elevated in mind. No one could say a word. The 
glory of God filled their hearts. One by one they sat, each 
on his or her own stone. Occasionally, one would look up to 
where Adel had gone, remembering the vision of heaven’s 
Jerusem. Lila was smiling in her own inimical way, but no 
one much ever understood why she smiled: she seemed to 
partake of joys that rose up in her soul that no others knew 
about or tasted. Lila was different, indeed hidden in God.

+
The journey to heaven was not instant for Adel. It was a 

journey and it took time and traversed space as much as 
dimension. At a certain point Adel noticed that he had 
stopped breathing. The earth fell away beneath his feet and 
he looked around at the starry night of deep space. He 
looked upward to see if he was close to heaven yet, but no. 
It was then, however, that he noticed that he had developed 
a new bodily form: his new heavenly body was being cast 
and was beginning to take shape. He felt a great peace 
within himself and was wholly unconscious of the team of 
the Father Fusion Resurrections who were busy transforming 
him whilst in flight with the Father. There were no people 
around him. Adel discerned no angels or superhuman 
beings close to him. There was no earth and no heaven. He 
was somehow on a journey to eternity held only by the 
invisible grip of the Spirit of the Father, God. He had never 
felt so at rest in God ever. Quietly he wished the journey to 
go on for millennia, so intimate and uninterrupted was his 
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place in the Father. “This is truth,” he thought: “Father and 
son in wholly uninterrupted union.”

“I love you Father,” he said to God who was in him and 
all around him in the blackness of some unchartered space.

“I am your Father and you are my son, Adel. You are the 
most precious to me. I adore you, son.”

At length the light of heaven came into view. The Spirit 
of the Father alerted him to it and within a short time they 
arrived. It seemed to Adel that only an hour before he had 
been on Mount Ararat looking at Little Mother Breast and 
his friends and, without so much as even sleeping, here he 
was with wholly new feet, heavenly feet, standing on the 
Sea of Glass at heaven’s Jerusem. What a day! What a life!

“Thank you, Father,” he said, as he saw the welcoming 
team joyfully stepping toward him. “Will I see Yeshua, the 
Son of God?” 

“Soon, my son. First things first.”  
Adel’s joy burst open with a fullness of love that was 

wholly transforming. All thoughts of his former self 
disappeared in the light of heaven. The welcoming team all 
wanted to embrace him. One by one they introduced 
themselves. The first two were his own guardian seraphim, 
those angels who had walked with him during his life, 
faithfully guarding the record of his life and orchestrating 
his life situations so that increasingly he could do the will 
of the Spirit of the Father in every major decision of his life 
and situation. On the earth, he had had dimmed visions of 
them but now they stood before him in all the glory of their 
real existence. Next to introduce themselves was a team of 
five different angels, each with a specific task.

“I am your companion for the next ten days. I will show you 
everything you need to see for your orientation,” said one.
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“I am your language and culture aid,” said another. “We 
are many and varied here and I will help you to become 
accustomed to the enormity of heaven’s cultures.”

“I am your hostess and will lead you to your 
accommodation,” said another who instantly reminded 
Adel of the motherliness in Parisa. “Everything has been 
prepared for you, Adel. After your initial seventy days tour 
of the mansions below Jerusem I will escort you to the place 
of light reconciliations where you will be able to be 
completely alone to reflect on your new situation and the 
fact of your perfect fusion with the Father. It is given to all 
of the newly Father Fused. Soon your friends on the earth, 
Parisa and then Lila, will have their own time in the place of 
light reconciliations also.”

“I am your entertainment, your leisure and your worship 
hostess,” said a fourth angel. “I will escort you to a great 
many places of enjoyment. It is I who will bring you into 
the presence of the Son of God and the Holy Spirit later 
today, for they always love personally greeting and 
welcoming those who have come to Jerusem as you have 
come, without tasting mortal death.”

“I am full of surprises,” said the fifth. “Together we will 
tour all the heavens beneath us and some of the heavens 
above us. I will be a part of the team who will help you in 
your joyful discoveries of your life that was lived on earth 
and its significance here in heaven. We will meet many of 
your friends and relatives, including your son, Joshua.”

Adel was pierced as though with a holy lance. Could it 
be true: his family were in heaven? He thought them lost 
for he had received no word on them at all. Burying his 
pain and anguish, he never said a word about them for all 
the years he lived at the Kopet Dagh. A flood of tears well 
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up in his heart, and he was immediately comforted by the 
angel. When he had regained his composure, the angel said: 
“I am full of surprises. Meeting your family is a small 
matter compared to what else you will behold in these next 
few days, for great is your reward in heaven.”

“And we,” came a shout from a very robust looking 
group of twenty very glorified human-looking persons, 
“are a team of the Father Fused. Welcome to heaven!”

They all embraced him, men and women, all glowing with 
a radiance Adel thought not possible for a human being. 

“You now belong to the group of the elite,” Saf said to him 
as he embraced Adel. “You are perfect as the heavenly Father 
in you and near you is perfect. Few come to heaven through 
the starlight of the Father’s clear light. You, Adel, now 
belong to us, and we belong to you.”

“Welcome to our family,” said the female Nis as she 
embraced him.

Adel all but fell to his knees, so overcome was he in the 
presence of such magnificent human beings. When he could 
gather himself to speak he said, “Are you from earth?”

“No, not a one of us,” said Cam. “There are not many of 
your people where you come from.”

“Enoch? Elijah? What of them?” Adel asked.
“They are among the twenty-four,” said the first angel, 

Companion. “You will meet them in a few days, after you 
have been oriented somewhat and before your fifty days of 
solitude and reflection. I believe that they may want to 
speak to you about matters close to their hearts and their 
works with the Son of God.”

“I would see the Son of God,” said Adel.
“You shall indeed,” said the fourth angel, Worship. “And 

the Holy Spirit too. They always greet the Father Fused of 
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all the worlds.”
“If you are all not from the earth, from where do you 

come?” asked Adel, having never really dreamed that other 
worlds existed let alone were populated with human beings 
with Father Fusion programs.

“We are, how many,” paused Mip as she counted them 
all. “Zue and Gula, you are from the same world. Pes and 
Cae, you are . . . oh, of course not . . . Adel we are twenty 
and we are from seventeen different worlds, all much like 
the earth.”

“Some are a bit further advanced than the earth, though 
Adel. While you had the great honour of hosting the Son of 
God,” said Gula, “Zue, Hem, Daf, Mik, Kel and myself are 
all from worlds much advanced. Father Fusion is 
commonly known on our former earth.”

“So many question to ask,” said Adel. Everyone laughed, 
remembering their own first day’s arrival.

“And . . . so much to chat about as you find your new life 
here,” said Surprises.

So began Adel’s first day in heaven as a fully Father Fused 
heavenly citizen of the realm. He had thoughts of all his 
friends on the earth, and especially for those in the Koppeh 
community with whom he had lived for so many years.

It was only six hours later that he was invited to return 
to the Sea of Glass for the glorious arrival of Parisa.

“To watch an arrival,” said Adel, “completes the picture, 
doesn’t it?”

“Every time,” said Nis and Cam as one voice.
Then, three days later, both Adel and Parisa were invited 

to return to the Sea of Glass for the arrival of Lila.
“What news of Yehudah and the group?” Parisa asked as 

soon as she could.

+
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At Artashat during the following week, an enraged mob 
stormed the slopes of Mount Ararat in search of the hermits 
and their school of students. They would kill both men and 
women, even children if there were any there, for the fires 
of hatred burned wide and deep on the earth at the rising of 
Christianity. Finding no trace of the small settlement, the 
mob tore apart the stone shelters they found, scattering the 
rocks, and cursing the land on which the hermits had 
prayed and known God face to face. Some sought to go 
around the mountain to the South. 

“We will catch them on the road and kill them all,” 
several shouted. Suddenly a rumour of their passage 
through the North arose. Thinking themselves deceived by 
following the South road, they turned and followed the 
paths to the North and the North-west but they found 
nothing but rumours. The birds had flown the coup.

+
As they were riding one day along the Silk Road between 

Rasht and Gorgān, Joseph one day asked Jude about those 
three days up on the mountain. “Abba, why did God wait 
for two days after he took Adel and Parisa to take Lila?”

“God was doing a special work through her, Yosef.”
“What kind of a special work, Abba?”
“She explained something of it to me. It’s not hard to 

understand, but it speaks of times a long, long way ahead 
of us, and how your uncle Yeshua, the Son of God, works 
with each Spirit of the Father in people to plan for their 
destinies.”

“In heaven?”
“Yes, son, in heaven and beyond, in Paradise even.
“Hmm,” said Joseph, “that is a long way ahead. So what 

did she say?”
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“Rebecca,” Jude called out to his daughter and she 
looked at him. “Ride close, I want you to hear this as well.” 
So she came came close and climbed on behind Josef, 
holding the reigns of her own horse. Jude continued his 
explanation.

“When we eventually get to Paradise we are still male 
and female but we are completely full of God. 

“Not just the heavens where Adel and Parisa and Lila 
have gone?” asked Rebecca.

“No. Paradise,” answered Jude,” far, far away. There, we 
eventually grow to become Lords of the Heavens because 
we are final, complete. When we want to grow even more 
than that, as vast in experience and wisdom as we already 
are by then, the Father positions us in three different 
occupations that will increase us. Some are communicators. 
Some are judges. Some bring the Father’s perspective when 
something human needs purely spiritual input.

“The one who came from Paradise was a female Lord of 
the Heavens and she came to do a work for the Father and 
for the Son and the holy Spirit.”

“A work for Uncle Yeshua?” asked Rebecca.
“Well, he is the Son of God, remember: but yes, a work 

for him, along with the Father and the Holy Spirit, a work 
for all that God is.

“Her work, this one who is what the angels call One 
Without Name And Number, was to create a pathway from the 
earth to Paradise for all those who would want to walk into 
the destiny and works that she walks. It is called the oath of 
those without name and number. After they become complete in 
Paradise, they are hidden in the Father for all time, free to do 
the Father’s works anywhere in all the heavens and in all the 
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universes.” Saying that, Jude stretched up his arm and 
spread his hand from horizon to horizon. 

“Lila was the first person to Father Fuse who had chosen 
in her heart to one day become one of the Lords of the 
Heavens who was eventually to be a One Without Name And 
Number. For that reason, the Spirit of the Father in her held 
over her time on the earth for a couple of days so that the 
Lord of the Heavens could fully map her destiny, as a 
Father Fused woman, all the way from the earth to 
Paradise. The One Without Name And Number left the earth 
to convey that map to all the angels and to all the heavenly 
beings at every level of existence from the heavenly 
Jerusalem, what they call Jerusem, all the way into 
Paradise. Just as the life of Yeshua has made a way for all 
human beings to know the Father and to experience Father 
Fusion, so too the Father and Yeshua have instructed this 
One Without Name And Number to make a new way among 
all those heavenly beings and cultures from the earth to 
Paradise. There have been pathways to Paradise for people 
like Enoch and Elijah and all the others who died and went 
on to heaven, but this new pathway for people who have 
the wisdom to actually choose their Paradise destiny while 
living on the earth in their very first life ever has never 
before been made so explicit.”

“That’s a huge job, Abba: to make all that happen,” said 
Joseph.

“Indeed it is. Massive. It is as big a job as Mount Ararat 
being moved by an ant. But, do you know what, son?”

“What Abba?”
“That’s what Yeshua did for us all too.”
“ Wow! “ said the twins together.
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“What the work of the One Without Name And Number 
means is that someone like Lila now has a route from the 
earth to Paradise, a journey of five billion years, and, in 
every place she lives and grows into there will be things to 
do, people to meet, places to see and dreams to fulfill that 
will be specifically designed to lead her into that 
extraordinary destiny once she is in Paradise. Then, one 
day, she might do the amazing kinds of work that this Lord 
of the Heavens has just begun to do.”

“How long will it take the One Without Name Or Number 
to complete this social pathway to Paradise, Abba? “ asked 
Rebecca.

“I really don’t know,” replied Jude. “Yeshua completed 
his pathway to the Father in a single lifetime of thirty six 
years. I don’t know what’s involved in all the intricacies of 
mapping the journey of a One Without Name Or Number and 
pairing it with the the possibilities in each of the heavens 
from Jerusem to Paradise. I imagine it will take a while.”

“Is it just for Lila that the One Without Name Or Number 
did that work, Abba?” asked Joseph. “ I really like that 
name,” he added.

“Yes, it’s a lovely name isn’t it, son?” Jude replied. “No. 
That’s the beauty of it all. She has made a way for any and 
all human beings on the earth, for all time, who choose to 
become Ones Without Name And Number.”

“So I could choose that destiny now, Abba, here on the 
earth, and the angels would bring to my life everything I 
would need to experience the kinds of things that would 
start me out on the road to becoming a Lord of the Heavens 
who was One Without Name And Number?”

“Exactly, Rebecca.”
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“Where would I do that kind of training, Abba?” she 
asked.

“We will both do that training,” said Joseph.
“We are going there now, children. I will introduce you 

to a friend of mine called Van. Adel and Parisa and Lila all 
used to live here. It’s a place for growing Father Fusion 
Candidates like what you and I want to be. We are Yeshua’s 
family: he would want us all to be Father Fused like he was.  

+
It was some years later when the apostle Andrew passed 

through Armenia. Facing overwhelming hostility, he 
worked his way west, eventually stopping with the Greeks. 

Not long after him, James Alpheus called Thaddeus, and 
his twin brother Judas called Lebbeus, made their way into 
the city of Artashat. Simple and unobtrusive, they met with 
many of the believers who had been baptised by Jude and 
his group years before, and some who had been baptised by 
Andrew more recently.

“Whatever happened to Yehudah, the Lord’s brother?” 
asked Thaddeus to several people. “We came looking for him.”

“We don’t know,” one man said. “Trouble arose and many 
of his people were martyred. Some say that God took him 
from the mountain and put him somewhere else to spread 
the word in more peaceful conditions.” 

“Yehudah was here and he has vanished in the mist of 
Masis. God took him,” said another.

“What about those with him?” asked Lebbeus. “What of 
Adel of the Clear Light Land?”

“The companion of Yehudah? The tall one? The violet? 
God took him. On the holy mountain, God took him.”

“Really? How do you know? Did God take him like God 
took Elijah and Enoch?” asked Lebbeus, somewhat 
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astonished.
“Yes. God took him. He is nowhere to be found. He and 

the two sisters with him. God took them. Their place is 
nowhere to be found among us.”

“Is he perhaps somewhere in the South: in Van or in 
Urmia?” asked Thaddeus.

“No. We know for certain. He is nowhere to be found. 
Not Adel and not the sisters, Lila and Parisa. They left no 
tracks for God took them. Like Enoch and like Noah, they 
are in heaven. Some of their disciples saw them go. Two one 
one day and one two days later. They have been taken from 
the mountain like Noah and his wife. You will not find the 
sisters or the tall violet.

Thaddeus looked at Lebbeus in disbelief. “I’m sure they 
just want to think like this because they want to feel 
important links to Noah and the Ark,” he thought, keeping 
his ideas to himself.

“Oh,” said Lebbeus. “Pity. I should very much liked to 
have had a word with him.”
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Chapter Sixty-Six
REVELATION OF JOHN 11:15-19

The Twenty-Four.

Then the seventh angel blew his trumpet, and there were 
loud voices in heaven, saying, “The Kingdom of the world 
has become the Kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ, and 
he shall reign forever and ever.” And the twenty-four 
elders who sit on their thrones before God fell on their 
faces and worshiped God, saying, “We give thanks to you, 
Lord God Almighty, who is and who was, for you have 
taken your great power and begun to reign. The nations 
raged, but your wrath came, and the time for the dead to 
be judged, and for rewarding your servants, the prophets 
and saints, and those who fear your name, both small and 
great, and for destroying the destroyers of the earth.”
Then God’s temple in heaven was opened, and the ark of 
his covenant was seen within his temple. There were 
flashes of lightning, rumblings, peals of thunder, an 
earthquake, and heavy hail. 

ohn Zebedee closed his eyes and took his last 
breath on the earth whilst holding the hand of his 
daughter, Yarema, (meaning, Appointed by God). They 

were surrounded by a small gathering of his most trusted 
and intimate friends at Ephesus. As the wise, visionary, 
compassionate, ever merciful and optimistic bishop of the 
Asian Churches across Turkey, John was loved, even 
venerated, by a great many believers in Yeshua, now 
become Jesus Christ of the Christian Church. In the year 

J
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A.D. 103 and aged one hundred and one years, long having 
been a Father Fusion Candidate and worthy of a departure 
from the earth like Enoch, Elijah and John’s contemplative 
contemporaries Adel, Lila and Parisa, the Spirit of the 
Father in him had invited John to stay on the earth as was 
soon to become the pattern for many like him.

“Being the last of Yeshua’s original twenty-four male and 
female Hebrew apostles you bring to the worldwide 
believers the much needed apostolic support,” he said to 
John. Accordingly, toward the close of those years, John 
dictated his additions to and expansion of the existing 
gospel records of Mark, Matthew and Paul’s disciple, Luke. 
During the troubled times of sporadic persecutions of Jesus’ 
followers and whilst imprisoned on the Island of Patmos, 
he had written of his visionary interpretations of the impact 
of the Spirit of Truth in the world. 

Those colourful, dramatic and largely political writings, 
part of which remain in the Bible’s Revelation Of John, 
mentioned several true realities:

- the official overthrow of the rule on the earth of the 
fallen World Prince, Belial—the devil; 

- the occupation of Belial’s seat of the heaven 
appointed World Prince by Yeshua the Son of God himself; 

- the overthrow of the former tattered governmental 
system and the initiation of a temporary, but 
personalised and progressive government;

- the establishment of a governor general and a council 
numbering twenty-four former residents of the earth: 
at the time of discerning this vision the son of 
Zebedee did not clearly identify each member of the 
council, only its number was given to him. Neither 
were all the seats yet fully or permanently occupied.
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At the time on Patmos, John was elated beyond measure 
to see the Jesus, whom he knew and loved from his earliest 
days in Capernaum, now stepping out in the fullness of his 
authority as the Son of God. He saw him as the good father 
of all the earth’s human beings; the Son of God who had his 
own human experience of the fullness of Father Fusion; and 
the source of the Spirit of Truth—the power that conveyed 
spiritual sonship and daughtership with God and enabled 
the indwelling Spirit of the Father to make literal contact  
with his son or daughter. John’s words were hastily 
smuggled out of the prison and lovingly dispersed among 
the believers, bringing immense comfort and hope to an 
embattled number of the faithful.

+ 
“You will not sleep as many others in death sleep,” said 

the Spirit of the Father to John three days before his last day 
at Ephesus. Upon his return from Paradise, certifying 
John’s Father Fusion status, the Spirit of the Father flashed 
deep into the back of John’s mind an image of Jerusem’s Sea 
of Glass and its surrounding landscape and inhabitants. 
Attached to that image, demonstrating a different location, 
was an additional image of the Son of God in the image of 
Yeshua with which John was familiar. “Yeshua awaits,” the 
Father said. John thus anticipated a journey into heaven 
like Enoch and Elijah and then a meeting with Yeshua the 
Son of God. It brought great comfort to him.

“Today, darling Yarema, I will be in heaven with 
Yeshua.” He squeezed her hand with what little force he 
had left in his strength. Yarema nuzzled close into him, 
prolonging her kiss on his cheek. She adored her father. 

“I love you my darling father. Abba, thank you for the 
opportunity of life you have given to me. One day, I will 
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stand with you before Yeshua and all of heaven’s glory, just 
as you have lived before them all of our life together.”

John closed his eyes. He had lived well. His courage had 
pulled him through some of the most challenging times any 
human being could face. It was enough of a life, full, 
complete and wholly lived in the service of God. Now it 
was time to move on.

He was in a reverie of how much he had loved Yarema 
and her lovely mother, Elizabeth, the former wife of his 
older brother, James, when he felt himself expanding, filling 
out the space all around him. He discerned the newly 
returned Spirit of the Father entering into his mind and 
occupying his inner being. Within a few moments, John felt 
himself to be one with the Father, and the Father one with 
John. Then his eyes opened and he beheld from above all 
that was around him: Yarema, his thirty friends, Joseph and 
Rebecca the children of Jude the brother of Jesus who had 
travelled from the far away community in the Kopet Dagh 
to see their old friend one more time, and the countryside 
around Ephesus that he loved so dearly. 

He had no name for it, but John was experiencing the 
Father Fusion translation to Jerusem’s Sea of Glass that 
occurs when the Father waits for the natural death of the 
physical body. Not the martyr’s death, this was genuine 
Father Fusion but it occurred at the time the body died.

The physical bodies of Enoch, Elijah, Adel, Lila and 
Parisa were translated during their transit to heaven into 
the same kind of heavenly form that Jesus had when he 
exited the tomb of Joseph of Arimathea. As regards a Father 
Fusion translation that occurs at the time of physical death, 
within a short time John Zebedee’s cold and pale body 
would be anointed and wrapped for entombment and John 
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would be arriving on the Sea of Glass with the Spirit of the 
Father to the elation of very many who were so eager to greet 
him and applaud him and to gaze upon his new heavenly 
body’s form and light—for in heaven one is known, 
distinguished and fathomed, by one’s divine light: “By God in 
you are you known,” is a common phrase in Jerusem.

+
It was during John’s fifty-day season of solitude and 

reflection amidst one of the exquisite rural settings of 
heavenly Jerusem that John again met his dearest friend and 
companion, Yeshua. “It has been seventy-one years since I 
held your hands,” said John, amidst a flood of tears: so great 
was his joy to behold the Son of God and also to realise that, 
as the Son of God, it was he who had given John not just the 
opportunity of apostleship but the very opportunity of life.

His visit to the sublimely holy residence of the Son of God 
was only made all the more glorious when he met the person 
of the Holy Spirit. She was more radiant than any mother 
could be imagined to be, more good than any goodness, more 
gracious than any grace, more the anonymous servant than 
any who served in all creation. John was astounded to realise 
that in heaven he had parents: the fatherly Son of God and the 
very motherly Holy Spirit. During his stay with them both, 
John reflected upon the nature of the Holy Spirit power and 
the power of the Spirit of Truth that had come to the earth on 
the day that became known as Pentecost. “I always ascribed 
such power to be masculine,” he said to the Holy Spirit.

“Power is always interpreted, never understood, and 
always hidden in its own roots. It is too early in the life of the 
world to know that I am motherly, but it will become known 
among the believers.”

“How will it become known?” asked John, reflecting on 
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how little he knew of the power of the Holy Spirit even 
though he had been the instrument of its goodness in the lives 
of so many people over the past seventy years.

“I am closer to my children now that the Spirit of Truth is in 
all the earth, closer than I have ever been. Soon my children 
will discern the ministries of my angelic daughters. By their 
human faith, they will see my face in these angels and also in 
the Holy Spirit power they bring by fire and by light to the 
faithful.”

John could not imagine that such miraculous power on the 
earth as he had seen in his ministry and in Yeshua’s ministry 
could have any place among the pure beauty and goodness of 
life in heaven.

“My power manifests differently here, my son,” The Holy 
Spirit said. “All situations need the miraculous from time to 
time. As you grow in your life here, you will come to realise 
that someone, somewhere, somehow always knows 
everything there is to know about your miracle, even here in 
heaven.”

John was deeply comforted by that knowledge. 
Of all things, over above his profound love of the Spirit of 

the Father in him with whom he now had a perfectly fused 
will—one personality and one divinity inseparably welded 
together for all time—John loved the Holy Spirit and Yeshua 
the Son of God. “Because you live, I live,” he told them both.

“For this reason, we left the eternity and infinity of Paradise 
to create this creation in time and place, John: to bear children 
just like you and to grow them for the Father and his eternal 
destiny for each and every one of you.”

+
“You have completed this season of reflection, now it is 

time for me to bring you into the next phase of your welcome 
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here in Jerusem.” It was the angel, full of surprises, Zun. As 
they walked around the grounds of his lavish recluse’s house, 
Zun said, “John, you have already had the most joyous 
reacquaintance with your family members and loved ones. 
You have had a tour of all seven of the mansions below us and 
seen the resurrection halls on Mansion Level One. You have 
been shown to your own personal address in Jerusem. You 
have been personally welcomed by our divine parents—the 
Son of God and the Holy Spirit—as is befitting all newly 
arrived Father Fused sons and daughters. You have also 
completed your time alone here in the Father Fusion 
graduate’s wilderness of beauty in a perfect embrace with the 
heavenly Father during your season of reflection.”

“I have, Zun: much to my deepest heartfelt delight. These 
past months have been extraordinary for me.”

“Having contemplated your entire life on the earth, and 
reflected upon the mansions below us and something of the 
Father Fusion lands all around us and above us, what is it that 
is in your heart to do next, John?”

“With all my heart I wish I could work with Yeshua for the 
earth’s sake.” Zun raised her angelic eyebrows. “Life here, the 
very little of it that I have tasted, is so wonderful. Nothing on 
earth compares to it, or to the society of the Father Fused, 
much less the host of other kinds of heavenly beings with 
whom we humans share Jerusem.”

“But?”
“But the earth needs a great help. After Pentecost, so much 

changed but it has affected so few of us. Yeshua once said it: 
the harvest is white but the labourers are few.”

“He did indeed.”
“Zun, my heart’s wish is to serve Yeshua and all of 

heaven’s interests in growing the earth into the perfect doing 
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of the will of God.”
Zun looked at him for a moment, sparkled in her uniquely 

angelic way, seemed to look at something a considerable 
distance away, even in another sphere, and then said, “John. 
Come. Something has been prepared for you that you may 
find fits perfectly with your heart’s desire.” 

+
Shortly, John and Zun stood in the presence of some people 

with whom John either had a longstanding relationship or a 
legendary respect.

“I recognise you even if you are not wearing a sheep skin 
and a leather belt,” John said with laughing eyes. John the 
Baptist grinned from ear to ear and held wide open his arms 
to embrace him.

“Welcome to the Council,” he said. “On the Island of 
Patmos you once had a vision of what was being prepared 
for you.”

“The twenty-four elders?” John asked.
“Exactly. You are standing at the centre of the seven angelic 

residential circles here in Jerusem. This is the headquarters of 
the earth’s advisory council.”

“As I recall, you all sit on thrones wearing white robes and 
fall on your faces before God, praising and worshipping.”

The former forerunner to Jesus’ ministry looked at John 
askance: “That’s what’s in our hearts,” he said, “but we are 
much more than that in both spirit and practice. Come inside, 
I will introduce you to the twenty-four.”

The two Johns entered a most extraordinary and beautiful 
crystal building. It was palatial, glamourous in its simplicity, 
an architectural wonder in its own right, radiating light as 
though it was a prism of heavenly consciousness and love. 
Inside the main meeting room, the Baptist said, “The central 
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throne around which these twenty-four seats were arranged 
about seventy earth years ago is the judgment seat of the 
presiding archangel who administers the resurrection roll 
call for all the worlds within Jerusem’s heavenly 
administration. If I can call the Son of God by the name with 
which you and I are personally familiar, I would say that we 
twenty-four counselors are Yeshua’s personal agents on 
Jerusem, with authority to represent him in all matters 
concerning resurrection as well as many other phases of the 
human journey into perfect Father Fusion. And that, on 
several worlds, not merely the earth. We are the designated 
agents for executing the unusual mandates of Yeshua and the 
special requests of Gabriel the bright morning star.”

John’s grasp of their affairs seemed to come easily to 
him. He reflected on just how much the Spirit of the Father 
had prepared him for just this whilst he was on Patmos 
long ago. “Who make up the twenty-four,” he asked the 
former Baptiser and cousin of Jesus.  

“Some of us are representatives from the ancient races of 
the earth, the original coloured peoples,” said Onagar as he 
greeted John. “I was a spiritual leader of my people long 
before the Prince of the World, Belial, arrived a half million 
years ago. I am of the original people of the earth, the first 
to emerge.” He smiled. “I was resurrected on Mansion One 
at the first resurrection call of the earth’s people, just after 
the arrival of Belial. I have lived on all of the seven 
Mansion spheres and have long since fused with my 
heavenly Father and accepted residency here at Jerusem. I 
am the oldest of the humans among the twenty-four. In my 
day, the Spirit of the Father was in me and I worshipped 
him as The Breath Giver. I loved my people dearly. They 
were glad to know the Source of life and destiny.”
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John was astonished to meet such a person. He had no 
idea that life on earth spanned a million years. No records 
told his people of such things with any mathematical 
precision.

“I am Mansant,” said another of the twenty-four. “I lived 
a few hundred thousand years after the old man, Onagar,” 
he said, as he politely made fun of his ancient associate. 
“Like him, and all among the twenty-four, I served God’s 
plans for his people. I taught my followers to worship The 
Great Light. I was resurrected at the time of the creation of 
Adam and Eve at Eden in Syria, the second epoch of divine 
truth to the world. Many of us who had been asleep arose 
at that time.”

“I am Onamonalonton of the red people,” said the third 
to introduce himself. “I lived out my life sixty-five 
thousand years ago, speaking into many of my colour about 
The Great Spirit. I too arose in the Mansion Halls on the 
occasion of the trumpets and roll call at the time of Adam 
and Eve coming into the earth.”

“Orlandof is my name. I lived in the cold northern lands. 
My people hailed from the blue race and I knew the Spirit 
of the Father within me as The Chief of All Chiefs.”

“I am Porshunta. I lived near to you in Northern Africa, 
but you will not find my people there any longer for we are 
largely extinct now. We are the orange race and you will 
have seen some of our colour amidst the green and brown 
skins of Palestine, yet no longer any pure skins. The Spirit 
of the Father in me was The Great Teacher. My people loved 
him very dearly.”

“I am Singlangton, the first among the yellow men to 
teach my people in the worship of One Truth instead of 
many truths. I saw all things in heaven, earth and man as 
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having their source in the One Father of us all. My people 
loved harmony and balance in all things, especially in the 
ways of the family.”

“I am Fantad. After my people had almost systematically 
wiped out the orange race, I led the green men of North 
Africa and the Middle East out of darkness and into the 
worship of The One Source of Life. I too beheld the Spirit of 
the Father within me as being the One True God of all 
people of all skins. I deeply regretted and repented of my 
race’s violation of the beautiful and talented orange skins.”

“I am Orvonon of the indigo peoples of Africa. 
Throughout all my life, from the first day I learned of him, I 
committed my people and my life to the service of The God 
of Gods.”

John embraced each member of the twenty-four as an 
equally Father Fused person, but he was deeply in awe of 
these ancient men and women. A question came to his 
mind: “Did some of these eight people come to Jerusem as 
he had done, at death, or as Enoch had done, whilst alive in 
the body?”

As he was formulating this question, a most unusual and 
divinely vibrant man stepped up to him. He was almost 
swept off his feet with the perfection in the man’s stature. 
Tall. Full. Large. Handsome. Beautiful. Naturally attractive. 
Radiant with an elegance John had not seen among the 
humans of Jerusem.

“I am Adam.” They embraced: John the Father Fused 
Revelator and Adam the Father Fused former King of the 
West. “Through my own fault, John, I was discredited only 
one hundred years into my mission on the earth. It was 
more than thirty-five thousand years ago now, and I have 
long been rehabilitated. By the grace of the Son of God, and 
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the love of the Holy Spirit, I who was once the planetary 
father of all the earth, living in the likeness of mortal flesh, 
have survived the deceits of Lucifer’s rebellion and am 
elevated to this Council.” John loved him unbidden: he was 
the most human person John had ever laid eyes on. “Let me 
introduce you to the Mother of all the Earth: the Queen of 
the West.”

Smiling and with a profound depth and richness of love 
that seemed to emanate from the maternal love of the Holy 
Spirit, the mother of the earth’s spiritually endowed violet 
race, Eve, opened her heart and her arms to embrace John. 

As he was held by Eve, John couldn’t help but feel that 
he was in the arms of the Holy Spirit, the divine mother of 
Yeshua’s incarnation. Eve too had suffered the penalty of 
default but, like Adam her eternal partner, had also long 
ago been rehabilitated with him and assigned to the service 
of this council. 

The experience and wisdom of this group of one-time 
residents from the earth provided unparalleled expertise for 
all matters on the ground that were current as well as 
originating from times ancient. To have omitted Adam and 
Eve from their number would have been as inconsistent as 
to have omitted the next person to introduce himself.

“I am Enoch,” he said, with eyes blazing and yet such a 
depth of humility and calmness to him that John felt as if he 
was about to fall into some great bottomless lake full of 
diamonds and rubies. “I am the first of the humans from 
the earth to fuse with the Spirit of the Father during the life 
in the flesh,” he said, as if no one had every heard of him or 
wanted to ever hear of him.

“Oh, Enoch,” said John, “I have long loved you from 
afar, and wondered about you and your life and times. The 
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whole earth looks upon you with the greatest of reverence.” 
Enoch smiled and stepped aside, softly saying, “You are 
among friends here, John. Welcome.”

“I am Moses.”
“Moses? The Moses? Moses of the Lord’s Passover?” 

John couldn’t believe his eyes.
The man smiled broadly, his eyes lighting up and his 

love pouring out to John. “Yes, John, that Moses.” They 
embraced and all John could think of was the early days 
with Jesus in Capernaum as he tossed around the idea of 
becoming the new Lord’s Passover and how to effect such a 
reality in the life of the Jews.”

“Yes, blame me for the cross of Christ,” Moses said with 
a smile. “You’re right: if there had been a way for Yeshua to 
deliver the Hebrews with the pure light and life that he 
carried in his Father Fusion he surely would have done it. 
Watching him agonize over his steps toward the cross was 
almost soul shattering for me. How I wished that there 
could have been another way to proceed than by the blood 
of the lamb that set us free seventeen hundred years ago.”

“Who were your people, Moses? I have often wondered 
that?”

“When we left Pharaoh in Egypt, the slaves were mostly 
a remnant of the submerged violet race of Adam and Eve’s 
second garden. The Garden people were scattered after 
Enoch’s fusion when Belial’s armies destroyed all trace of 
Adam and Eve’s culture. Thousands of years later, the 
slaves had become very much mixed with the orange and 
the green and the ancient brown skins. The violet blood in 
us still persisted and we were chosen because of the 
amount of violet blood in us. None of us, of course, had any 
idea that we were the foundation of the people into whom 
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the Son of God would be born. Four hundred years earlier, 
Melchizedek broke the curse of Belial across the land when 
he came to the earth from out of his own kind in the 
heavens, immortal and a pillar of truth. I revived his 
worship of the Universal Father, The God of Israel. It was my 
father-law’s simple faith in the teachings of Melchizedek 
that inspired me to believe that his God was our God and 
that our God could overcome the whole world.”

“If it wasn’t for Melchizedek,” said the next man, “or 
Moses and his successors, I would never have had the 
opportunity to follow in the footsteps of Enoch.”

“Elijah?” asked John.
“Elijah: formerly of the little hill of Tishbe, John,” the 

man of pure love said to him. They embraced. John felt the 
indomitable faith and strength in the man now the purest 
beacon of divine love for all living things and beings. He 
exuded invincibility in a manner that John had only ever 
before seen in Yeshua. He smiled at Elijah.

“You really are something special, Elijah. The whole of 
Israel lifts your name high. So many people yearn to follow 
in your footsteps; even as did Yochanan the baptiser.”

“I know,” he said very matter of factly. “If I could 
incarnate on the earth and lead every school of the prophets 
into the ways of Yeshua I would do it in a heartbeat!”

“Who can do that? If you can’t: who is there to bring Father 
Fusion to the world like you experienced it?” asked John.

“There is one who has that answer,” said Elijah. “My 
father and brother of the Fusion Walk. He is a Melchizedek, 
but we know him as Machiventa. I am proud to call him the 
most understanding of friends, the most sympathetic 
teachers, and the most wise of counselors.”

“It is he,” interjected Eve, “who played so great a role in 
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Adam’s and my rehabilitation, John. We all have a great 
love for him. The more you know him the more there is to 
know of him. He is . . . “

“Enough, darling mother of humanity,” Machiventa said 
as a river of love that washed over her and all through her. 
“John, let me look at you. Hmm. Let me hold you: you who 
are so loved by Yeshua my father.”

When John embraced this Melchizedek of Abraham’s 
days, his entire soul melted like liquid gold. John seemed 
poured out until he flooded all time and place and entered 
the infinity of the Paradise Father, melting as one substance 
joining into another, a river of gold entering a never-
beginning never-ending ocean of gold. 

All of the remaining twenty-four looked on, well 
knowing the blessing that John was receiving because 
Machiventa was exposing him to his own origins in the Son 
of God, the Holy Spirit, Father Melchizedek the first born of 
the Melchizedeks, and his own experience of the Spirit of 
the Father, now fully personalised, who had indwelt him 
during his life in what is now Jerusalem of Israel.

Melchizedek could not be fathomed, so deep was he. 
John was timeless, without beginning and end; without 
boundary; sublime; divine; fully conscious and enlightened 
and awake to life at the richest depths and heights to which 
he could thus far reach. 

When Machiventa released his embrace, John was all but 
speechless. The glory of God had elevated his mind so high 
that he was barely able to continue the introductions. He 
felt himself to have been embraced by God incarnate, so 
magnificent was this Melchizedek’s natural sense of the 
presence of his immediate parents, the Son of God and the 
Holy Spirit, and so vast and all-embracing was his mind. 
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It was some time later that John the Baptist introduced 
another former resident from the earth, yet of a species who 
were cousins to the humans because they were half angelic 
and half physical. It was 1-2-3 the First. After their embrace, 
which was deeply personal and human in nature, he spoke 
to John: “I was born on the earth soon after Belial arrived 
on the planet as our Prince. All of the mighty men and 
women of old mated, the sons and daughters of God who 
had come down from heaven with the Prince. They 
produced my kind. Semi-material. Invisible to the naked 
human eye yet we could discern the realms of men and 
angels, both. I was loyally in the service of Gabriel at the 
time of Belial’s betrayal to Satan. Many of my kind joined in 
the rebellion on the earth, causing much of the demonic 
activity that plagued humanity. I led all my loyal brethren 
in the light of the Son of God’s program for Father Fusion, 
as far off as that high ideal seemed to almost all of 
humanity during those two hundred thousand dark years. 
When Christ, as he is being called on the earth nowadays, 
returned to the Father and the Spirit of Truth was released 
into all hearts and souls in the earth, with his new measure 
of unconditioned sovereignty he brought me from the earth 
to Jerusem. Although I am midway, not pure human but 
neither purely angelic, I was honoured to be the governor 
general of the earth for sixty years after Pentecost, and 
equally so now to be on this Council. Whenever we are all 
returned to the ascending path of the human journey to 
Paradise far, far away, I shall continue to be your 
companion, John, the only one of the thousand or so of my 
kind yet to leave the earth.”

John was thrilled to learn of 1-2-3 the First’s background. 
This single occasion, of his meeting the members of the 
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twenty-four councilors, opened his eyes to huge parts of his 
own life on earth about which he knew next to nothing.

During the next hour, John was introduced to those who 
were occupying seats seventeen to twenty-three. They 
included two Mary’s—Yeshua’s mother and the Mary 
formerly of Migdal, Jude and Ruth who had been Yeshua’s 
siblings and Adel of Van’s camp at the Kopet Dagh 
Mountains. John was captivated when he met Van (called, 
The Immortal) who was the original founder of the Kopet 
Dagh community, the caretaker of the original heavenly 
Tree of Life, and the instigator of the building of the Garden 
of Eden for the soon coming Adam and Eve in 35,000 B.C. 
Of all the human beings John had met thus far, it was in 
Van that he found a half of all the earth’s human history 
meticulously l ived, recorded, comprehended and 
cherishingly loved. Yet, for all this, Van, a human being, 
referred to himself as, “Just a man doing what needed to be 
done during extraordinary times.”

Equally captivating for John was his meeting of an 
ancient formerly brown-skinned human long-time associate 
of Van by the name of Amadon. 

“We were on mission to bring culture and learning to 
primitive humanity on earth,” said Van. “In the process of 
affording we one hundred from heaven, among whom I 
was numbered, a physical body each,” Van continued, “a 
number of existing men and women on the earth around 
500,000 B.C. were selected to contribute some life plasm for 
the formation of these physical bodies we received upon 
our arrival. Amadon was one of these primitive human 
beings at the time. Because of their association with this 
process, they were offered the same immortality as we one 
hundred had. Thus he joined the ranks of what the Hebrew 
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scriptures have described as “the mighty men and women 
of old. this was three hundred thousand years before our 
Prince ever sided with Lucifer and became the devil. When 
all of the other members of the one hundred and all the 
immortal human beings of our association were no longer 
on the earth, for almost two hundred thousand years 
Amadon and I held the flame of truth aloft on the earth for 
the Father Fusion of humanity.”

“I too,” said Amadon, “am just a man doing what needed 
to be done in extraordinary circumstances.” John was 
thrilled at the telling of their histories.

+
It was at the conclusion of these introductions that the 

archangel, Avenbisia, entered the chamber and sat on his 
throne. The twenty-three all took their respective and now 
customary seats, only John was left standing. Beside him 
was the perfectly empathic angel of escort, Zun.

With an unexpected authority, John heard Avenbisia ask, 
“What is the proposal before us?”

John the Baptist spoke: “As Chair of the council, I 
propose that John, a former apostle of Yeshua, receive a seat 
among the twenty-four.”

John could not believe his ears! To sit in council among 
such great souls was a blessing beyond compare.

“Who supports your proposal?” asked Avenbisia.
There was a strange silence in the room. John felt it. He 

looked around at the group. No one moved. Not a one said 
anything: it was as though something held them all back. 
Zun knew what was happening though, and she squeezed 
John’s hand as an encouragement. Then it came.

To John’s eyes, the light in the large council chamber 
seemed to grow peculiarly amethyst in colour. The crystal 
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walls themselves glowed first gold, then amber then forest 
green only to fade and become perfectly clear as though 
they didn’t even exist. John looked down at where he was 
standing. It was to him as if he was standing on nothing. 
He looked at the seats and the throne of the archangel of 
the resurrection roll call: they too seemed to be resting on 
nothing, and yet each occupant was not at all concerned. 
The purple haze in the atmosphere became intense and then 
it too faded and became pure light, clear and divine.

“It was my will that you remained until I came for you, 
Yochanan . . .” The voice was long cherished by John. He 
knew immediately who it was. It was his beloved Yeshua.

“I support the proposal, Avenbisia, that John of Zebedee 
formerly of Capernaum, occupies the twenty-fourth seat on 
my council of special supervisors of the administrators of 
the earth. Like the other councilors, he has contributed to 
the enlarging sovereignty of God the Universal in Jerusem’s 
system of worlds. By nature, he was a real leader when he 
lived on the earth and, despite the short time he has lived at 
Jerusem, he has quickly realised the values of the seven 
perfecting mansions below and eagerly anticipates the 
fullness of the training of Jerusem citizenship. 

“I concur that he has been nominated to the twenty-four 
by the cabinet of Lanaforge the Chief of Jerusem, seconded 
by the Most Highs of Edentia above Jerusem, approved by 
the Assigned Sentinel of Jerusem who is the representative 
of the highest courts in creation, and appointed by Gabriel 
the first born executive and morning star in accordance 
with my mandate for all who sit on this council. 

“Whilst the permanent members of this council will 
serve at least for a term of one thousand years of earth time, 
these eight flexible term seats are now complete. We all 
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praise James, the brother of John in his departure from the 
council, for his service these past seventy years since the 
council’s inception. As anticipated, James will now 
continue in the upward journey through Jerusem to Edentia 
and all it provides to the Father Fused of heaven.”

It was done. John Zebedee became one the twenty-four 
whose worshipping elders he had seen in his visions whilst 
on the island of Patmos.

The Son of God departed from their tangible presence 
and the power manipulators restored the consciousness of 
their location. The crystal council chamber was again 
normal divine crystal and the atmosphere was soon as it 
had been, resplendent light. John the Baptist stood up and 
said: “As chairman of this council, in acknowledgement of 
the supreme ex officio head above me, John,” and all eyes 
turned to John Zebedee, “will you accept this nomination 
and its supported recommendation, thus taking a seat 
among us on the council of twenty-four one-time leaders on 
the earth, thereby continuing your heartfelt desire to serve 
the earth’s governance and the Father’s plans to work with 
the Son and the Holy Spirit to bring about Father Fusion in 
all the earth’s population and indeed the thirty-six other 
rebellion-isolated worlds of Jerusem’s system of six 
hundred and nineteen worlds.”

Zun had stepped away from him when Christ had been 
addressing the archangel Avenbisia. Now she, along with 
the other twenty-four in the chamber, all waited to hear 
John’s reply.

+
Over the next thousand years, human Popes emerged as 

chosen leaders in the various Christian Sees around the 
Mediterranean Sea and the message of Yeshua’s Father Fusion 
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took on a life of its own. Gifted from the heavenlies, the seat of 
governor general on the earth was occupied by each of the 
members of the council of twenty-four for a term averaging 
one hundred years, the longest serving being Enoch. 

In the subsequent thousand years, from the early 
beginnings of the Christian Crusades to the turn of the 
Twentieth Century, the longest serving governor general 
was Elijah. Machiventa accepted the role as Vicegerent 
Prince of the Earth, the seat vacated by the deposed Belial, 
taken over by the Son of God and then delegated to 
Machiventa once some sense of normalcy was in the 
governance of the earth. The long awaited adjudication of 
all the rebellious ones took place and, despite the ebb and 
flow of many iniquitous people and unusually evil works 
done under the influence of that lingering culture, the 
actual devil himself was no longer found in his place on the 
earth. The cleanup, so cherished by the archangel Michael 
of ancient scripture, was well and truly on its way. The 
dragon was cast down and indeed annihilated.

From the earliest days even soon after Pentecost, all of 
the twenty-four counselors have made and continue to  
make frequent trips as individuals to each of the worlds 
that were isolated because of the Lucifer revolt, especially 
to the earth. 

Theirs is a different kind of ministry from that which is 
governed by the Holy Spirit, and which people all over the 
earth call the ministries of The Saints and of The Angels. 
Whilst every day miracles of faith, salvation, healing, 
restoration and resurrection continue to pour forth through 
the angels sent by the Holy Spirit, the ministry of stability 
and worldwide provision that engenders Father Fusion is 
equally poured out to every soul on the earth. 
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All these diverse and much needed ministries ever work 
in cooperation with and are unified in the Spirit of the 
Father in each human being. It is their aim that each person 
is given every opportunity to claim, in his or her own way, 
the Father Fusion of Jesus and find themselves in it. 

Whilst the world is religiously dominated by great faiths 
of global impact such as Hinduism, Judaism, Zoroastrian-
ism, Buddhism, Taoism, Confucianism, Christianity, Islam, 
Jainism, Shinto, Sikhism, Baha’i and New Age it is the 
religious experience of the incarnate Son of God, Jesus of 
Nazareth, that arguably is the most illuminating, perfect, 
accessible and immediate of all the pathways seeking the 
First Source and Center of any person’s life and happiness. 

Indeed, the saving gospel that is largely still dormant 
within Christianity is the single truth that is destined to 
revitalize all the world’s faiths and faithful. It is the truth 
that is fostered by the Father’s Spirit of Truth. It is the truth 
that permeates and underwrites all religious experience 
that has lasting impact on any individual soul’s increase in 
well being, consciousness of and nearness to God. It is the 
truth by which Father Fusion is successfully navigated. It is 
the truth in the Son of Man who proclaimed the need for a 
personal relationship with God rather than hope in one’s 
own merit or mere hope in a beneficent universe. It is the 
truth in the Son of God who, whilst he lived on the earth for 
the Father Fusion of all persons, said:

“I am the light of the world. Whoever follows me will not 
walk in darkness, but will have the light of life.” John 8:12. 
“I am the bread of life; whoever comes to me shall not 
hunger, and whoever believes in me shall never thirst.” 
John 6:35.
“I am the door. If anyone enters by me, he will be saved 
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and will go in and out and find pasture.” John 10:9.
“I am the good shepherd. The good shepherd lays down his 
life for the sheep.” John 10:11.
“I am the living bread that came down from heaven. If 
anyone eats of this bread, he will live forever; and the 
bread that I will give for the life of the world is my flesh.” 
John 6:51. 
“I am the resurrection and the life. Whoever believes in 
me, though he die, yet shall he live, and everyone who 
lives and believes in me shall never die.” John 11:25-26a.
“I am the vine; you are the branches. Whoever abides in 
me and I in him, he it is that bears much fruit, for apart 
from me you can do nothing.” John 15:5.
“Let the little children come to me and do not hinder them, 
for to such belongs the Kingdom of heaven.” Matthew 
19:14.
“All that the Father gives me will come to me, and 
whoever comes to me I will never cast out.” John 6:37. 
“If anyone loves me, he will keep my word, and my Father 
will love him, and we will come to him and make our home 
with him.” John 14:23.
“I am the way, and the truth, and the life. No one comes to 
the Father except through me.” John 14:6.
“Come to me, all who labor and are heavy laden, and I will 
give you rest.” Matthew 11:28.
“No one can come to me unless the Father who sent me draws 
him; and I will raise him up on the last day.” John 6:44.

+

Such, then, is the Christian gospel: how Jesus delivers his 
Father Fusion to all who will receive him, for it is this 
permanent partnership with the Spirit of the Father that 
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alone bestows eternal life and the never-ending joys of 
being a blessing to all in ever exciting ways. 

You might seek Father Fusion by another route. It is a 
difficult walk with many obstacles and countless failures. 
You will know in your heart if your striving is failing you. 
If so, receive Jesus; he will assuredly give you his Father 
Fusion perfectly adapted to you and styled for who you can 
become. 

When in doubt about your own strivings, it is always a 
good thing to remember that the Son of God lived on the 
earth for this purpose alone: that you might have this life, 
and have it in abundance for all time. He is always at your 
heart’s door, waiting for you to let him in.  

The     End.
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FOR YOU

Your Blessing

nd now to you dear reader, may the Lord bless you 
every moment of your walk in the Father’s 
outworking of his plan for your life of eternal 
beatitude in the perfect Father Fusion of Jesus. With 

all my heart I sing to you the blessing I sing in my liturgy of 
the Father Fusion Of Jesus:

May the peace of God 
which passes all understanding 
Keep our hearts and minds 
in the knowledge and love of God
And of his Son Jesus Christ our Lord. 

And the blessing of God 
Almighty Father, Son and Spirit
Be among you and remain always. 
O Prince of Peace we praise you. Alleluia. 

And to you brother and sister. 
Those on earth and also in heaven.
Lords of the heavens, Councils on earth.
To all the Father’s in Christ we lovingly say:

The Lord bless you and keep you. 
The Lord make his face to shine upon you;
And be gracious to you. 
The Lord lift up his countenance on you 
and give you peace.

☩

A
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pray that the blessing 
of God-the-Trinity 
who is One God in 
this prayer, falls upon 

you as a heavenly holy cloak, 
and encompasses you within a 
strong fortress whose lock no 
other but God can unlock, 
keeping you within the womb 
of the motherly Holy Spirit 
unto your perfect Father 
Fusion, which bestows on you 
a beautiful headdress, the oil 
of gladness, the garment of praise, and the fullness of being 
an oak of righteousness, the planting of the Lord, as was 
Jesus of Nazareth, the Son of Man.

+
I pray your Father Fusion to be fully realised in your life 

on earth, as it was in the life of Jesus of Nazareth, or for 
your resurrection in Christ’s Mansions to swiftly secure 
your place in the heavenly New Jerusalem, whereon you 
and I will both continue to be together as one in God the 
Supreme through Jesus Christ the Lord, the Son of God and 
Son of Man.

And, to you, Puppy: I have continued taking you around 
the world, Mary Crick. Enjoy the blessings. Many thanks 
for your heavenly support from time to time. You remain 
much appreciated and deeply loved.
Rob Crickett
Alone at home on Hope Island, Queensland, Australia.
July 8, 2016.
And that’s the story Lord, from start to finish. The glory is 
yours to freely distribute, my darling Father, always.

+

I
Your Blessing
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Dr. Rob Crickett was born and raised in New Zealand, 
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in 2013. He enjoys the contemplative aspect of the Father 
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Making Contact
For other resources by Dr. Rob Crickett do a web search 

or enjoy shopping online with your credit card or PayPal 
for recordings and books in kindle, pdf and paperback 
forms on: www.rcim.org, www.fatherfusion.org or 
www.sffj.org (books in pdf) or www.amazon.com for books 
in kindle format and www.createspace.com for paperbacks 
in direct publishing format. Email rob@sffj.org.
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Life In The Father Fusion Of 
Jesus

oncerning my fellowship
with the Pillars in Christ’s New Jerusalem,
I can confidently say that through Jesus Christ our Lord 

We more ardently seek God, more quickly find God,
More perfectly possess God, and are occupied by God himself
In the depths of our souls—the clear light land of the Father.
And thus, with Christ’s help, we are enabled to attain 
To a perfection of love, understanding and wisdom,
In the breadth, depth, height 
And the personalness of our beloved Father
And thereby obtain the Lord’s Father Fusion 
And its benefits of an eternity of God’s beatitude.

n fellowship with the Pillars in Christ’s New Jerusalem
We joyfully live in our heavenly citizenship
By perfectly doing the will of the Father
As our cultivated choice and habit

With any person and any gender, 
Of any religion and any culture
In any nation of any part of the world 
At any time of the day or night
In holy partnership with the Father, amidst all circumstance 
And measures of authority on the earth 
As we will do in the heaven of heavens ever after
With the Son, Christ Jesus, and with the Holy Spirit
To the Father’s eternal majesty and glory and deep pleasure
Which I confirm with my life 
Of contemplative prayer and worship.

+
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Other Books by Rob Crickett
Dr. Rob’s books  are a combination of solid biblical principles mixed 

with practical application that appeals to leadership in every area of a life 
that works hand in hand with God. The range of topics is as follows:

1. Books to assist your life of Father Fusion.
2. Books to assist your Financial Life.
3. Books to assist you in Undertaking Mission.
4. Books to assist you giving Healing, Deliverance and Miracles.
5. Books to assist your Contemplative Life.

E-Books

  

  

   

Other Books By Dr. Robert Crickett.
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1. Books On Father Fusion

   

   

2. Books On Financial Life and 
Creativity

  

Other Books By Dr. Robert Crickett.
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3. Books On Mission

  

  

4. Books For Healing, 
Deliverance And Miracles

  

Other Books By Dr. Robert Crickett.
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5. Books On Contemplative Life

 

   

More books by Dr. Rob Crickett

can be found on www.createspace.com.

Other Books By Dr. Robert Crickett.
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6. The Boy Who Flew Away
The Boy Who Flew Away is a work in progress as an Epic Legend 

that revives the ancient truth and power of God’s plans for each 
willing person to attain the ultimate goal of life—Father Fusion. 

This legend exposes the extraordinary life and times of the first 
boy who flew away in the fullness of his Father Fusion status. An 
historic fiction that looks beyond the Bible, the books speak of how 
he lived around 37,000 B.C., almost twice Egypt’s known history. 
His entire life and Father Fusion emerged out of the failed 
spirituality in the Second Garden of Eden. He is of course, Enoch, 
son of Jared, the sixth generation in the line of Adam and Eve. 

Despite the grandeur and hope for a golden age in the era of 
Adam and Eve, the entire culture of Eden was swept away and lost 
to humanity forever. With it too went the legacy that the first ever 
boy who flew away  brought to the world. During the thousands of 
years after Enoch’s glorious departure the world was plunged into 
spiritual darkness. Humanity lost the knowledge and wherewithal 
that brings God’s crown of crowns, the ultimate Holy Grail, Father 
Fusion.

After Jesus Christ the Son of God had reconciled the world to the 
Father, God regenerated this same purpose in the lives of those who 
will fly away in the Culdee Community of seventh century Celtic 
Scotland and Ireland. Unable to do little more than create 
underground schools for Father Fusion that could not be a part of 
the main stream church life, the Culdees launched Enoch’s and 
Elijah’s legacy off into a future age that would be more globally 
capable of supporting such a presence of heavenly citizenship on 
the earth. That time is now.

The times are never more ripe for this ancient and pristine 
spiritual victory to be wholly uncovered and revealed than in the 
modern times. Progressive human spirituality has outgrown the old 
ways that are seen through the limitations of now ancient 
ecclesiastical authority. It has set its course for the direct relationship 
with the Father with unprecedented gallantry. For the first time in 
history, humanity is globally showing a heartfelt desire to let the 
highest spiritual values in our lives seek the ultimate that God has 
for his best of the best children. 

This ancient truth about Father Fusion once hovered over the 
earth as a ceiling few could reach. Now it has become humanity’s 
floor and you are playing a part in it. 

On The Horizon.
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You have never read a story like this before, where legend and 
Bible and history and revelation weave a tapestry of spiritual hope 
that further illuminates the fullness of all for which Jesus died. It is a 
wonderful story; and you will want it to never end. 

Watch for this Trilogy to come into print in the internet 
bookshops of www.amazon.com and www.createspace.com. 

The Blazon d’Arms Of The Father 
Fusion Of Jesus

On The Horizon.
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The Son of God is the alpha and omega of the Father Fusion of Jesus that we are 
receiving by the grace of the heavenly Father. 
Let us give thanks to him for this book and all its blessings. Thank you, Jesus.
Let us praise Jesus for this book and all its blessings. Alleluia!
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